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Editorial Preface

Richard Chbeir, Youakim Badr, Ajith Abraham, and Aboul-Ella Hassanien

Abstract As the Web continues to grow and evolve, more and more data are
becoming available. Particularly, multimedia and XML-based data are produced
regularly and in increasing way in our daily digital activities, and their retrieval
and access must be explored and studied in this emergent web-based era. This book
provides reviews of the cutting-edge technologies and insights of various topics
related to XML-based and multimedia information access and retrieval under the
umbrella of Web Intelligence and reporting how organizations can gain competi-
tive advantages by applying new different emergent techniques in the real-world
scenarios. The primary target audience for the book includes researchers, scholars,
postgraduate students and developers who are interested in advanced information
retrieval on the web research and related issues.

1 Introduction

Since the last two decades, Internet has changed our daily life by redefining the
meanings and processes of business, commerce, marketing, finance, publishing,
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education, research, etc. and by revolutionizing the way we produce, store, process,
retrieve and use information. This has participated to the emergence of the Web
Intelligence.

Web Intelligence (WI) explores the impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and advanced in-
formation technologies representing the next generation of Web-based systems, services,
and environments, and designing hybrid web systems that serve wired and wireless users
more efficiently.

In addition, multimedia and XML data have become increasingly available on the
web (considered as the largest multimedia database to date). Its applications include
video-on-demand systems, video conferencing, social tagging, medical imaging,
on-line encyclopedia, cartography, etc. Since the value of this complex content de-
pends on how easy it is to search and manage, the need to efficiently index, store, and
particularly retrieve these data is becoming very high. Although Web-based infor-
mation retrieval systems and search engines are regularly being deployed and used,
they are currently inappropriate to handle the retrieval of complex data. The need
for new more relevant and intelligent techniques and approaches for developing
and benefiting from collective Web Intelligence is obvious more than ever to help
users fetch data and avoid irrelevant web search results (pages, links, etc.), fraud
e-business and email transactions, non-personalized Web information, even wrong
web decisions, etc. It goes without saying that the novel intelligent Web theory needs
to exploit advanced information technology and AI to explore the next generation
of web-empowered systems, services, and environments, and to design and provide
hybrid web systems that serve wired and wireless users more efficiently. This book
assesses the current status and technologies describing major challenges and proper
solutions for effective Advanced Information Retrieval under the umbrella of Web
Intelligence along the Web evolution trajectory. The included chapters cover differ-
ent facets of the Advanced Information Retrieval ranging from the access control
and security to information retrieval and adaptation of complex information that are
a step forward towards a full-fledged intelligent web age.

Why This Book Is Interesting?

In order to meet the industrial and technological demand at present, universities
across the world are striving to develop curriculum in this area. Almost every com-
puter science and engineering department is now introducing Web Intelligence and
XML-based and multimedia information retrieval into their curriculum. Moreover,
many research-oriented departments are conducting research in this area to attract
funding. As a result, the interest in the field of Advanced Information Retrieval un-
der the umbrella of Web Intelligence is growing. The number of journals in this area
has increased and the number of related conferences organized in the last 10 years
is overwhelming. There are very few books on Web Intelligence retrieval and unfor-
tunately do not cover features of XML-based and multimedia information retrieval
as a new paradigm. Thus, there is a need for such a book to meet this increasing de-
mand in the academia and research organizations and to introduce and explore the
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related techniques and methodologies to scholars, postgraduates, developers and re-
searchers and help them grasp the basic and advanced concepts. This book is written
at a comprehensible level for students who have some basic knowledge in web-based
retrieval. Due to the emphasis on case-studies, systems and applications, the book
should be appropriate for computer engineering students as well as computer and
information science ones. The book should also serve already-practicing engineers
and scientists who intend to study the emerging areas of advanced Web intelligence
retrieval.

2 Book Organization

The book is organized in self-contained chapters to provide greatest reading flexi-
bility. It is organized into three main categories as follows.

The first six chapters are related to Web and Multimedia Information Querying.

The first chapter is entitled “Contextual and Conceptual Information Retrieval and Navi-
gation on the Web.” Its goal is to propose a methodology and tools to enhance information
retrieval and navigation on the Web through contextual and conceptual help. This methodol-
ogy provides users with an extended navigation space by adding a conceptual and a semantic
layer above Web data. The conceptual layer is made of Galois lattices which cluster Web
pages into concepts according to their common features (in particular their textual content).
These lattices represent the Global Conceptual Context of Web pages. An additional navi-
gation layer is provided by ontologies which are connected to the conceptual level through
specific concepts of the lattices. Users may navigate transparently within each of these three
layers and go from one to another very easily. However, the navigation within Galois lat-
tices may be difficult as the number of concepts grows very fast with the number of Web
pages. The second contribution of this chapter consists in providing tools to help users nav-
igate within a complex conceptual lattice. A new similarity measure is proposed to find
the most relevant concept to start a navigation or to choose the most relevant concept to
visit from a given navigation point. This similarity measure is based on Jiang and Con-
raths measure used for ontology matching, extended to reflect conceptual information. This
chapter illustrates these methodology and tools for Web information retrieval and navigation
through example experimentations and presents future research directions-visualization in
particular.

Entitled “Automatic Invocation Linking for Collaborative Web-Based Corpora”, the second
chapter attempts to provide a solution to help a user understand a particular concept in
collaborative online encyclopedias and knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia, PlanetMath, etc.)
becoming increasingly popular because of their open access, comprehensive and interlinked
content, rapid and continual updates, and community interactivity. To do that, it is essential
to link the content so a user can learn about related and underlying concepts. After present-
ing the problems and challenges of (automatic) invocation linking for collaborative web
corpus and reviewing the state of the art for invocation linking in current online systems,
the NNexus approach is provided which is an abstraction and generalization of the auto-
matic linking component used by PlanetMath.org. The chapter emphasizes both research
problems and practical design issues through discussion of real world scenarios.
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The third chapter addresses the problem of querying Web Services.1 It is entitled “WS-
Query A Framework to Efficiently Query Semantic Web Service” where a query framework
is proposed to efficiently query semantic Web services using Quality of Web Service
(QoWS). QoWS consists of a set of criteria that characterize the behavior of Web services
in delivering their functionalities. Service querying is enabled by a novel service query
model where declarative service queries are resolved by multi-level Web service invoca-
tions. Quality of Web Service is used as a key parameter to select the best services. To adjust
the different QoWS parameters, dynamic rating and multimode matching are adopted. The
dynamic rating provides a quantitative assessment of the Web services in achieving the
promised QoWS throughout their interactions with the query infrastructure while the mul-
timode matching expands the solution space by enabling similar/partial answers and allows
assigning a degree of precision for each matching mode.

The fourth chapter focuses on querying the Resource Description Framework (RDF).2 It
provides an “RDF-GL: A SPARQL3-Based Graphical Query Language for RDF”. The pro-
posed query language is based on SPARQL, and allows the graphical design of SPARQL
Select queries, that are then translated into pure SPARQL. RDF-GL is unique as it repre-
sents the only graphical query language for RDF that is based on the state-of-the-art query
language for RDF: SPARQL. Additionally, SPARQLinG, an application that enables the
design of graphical RDF-GL queries, is also presented.

The fifth chapter is entitled “Semantics-Based Intelligent Indexing and Retrieval of Digital
Images – A Case Study”. It assesses on the recent proliferation of digital media leading to
a huge interest in classifying and indexing media objects for generic search and usage. It
is true that the colossal growth in digital image repositories makes them difficult to nav-
igate using free-text search mechanisms, which often return inaccurate matches as they
typically rely on statistical analysis of query keyword recurrence in the image annotation
or surrounding text. In this chapter, a semantically enabled image annotation and retrieval
engine is presented. It has been designed to satisfy the requirements of the commercial
image collections market in terms of both accuracy and efficiency of the retrieval process.
The proposed search engine relies on methodically structured ontologies4 for image annota-
tion, thus allowing for more intelligent reasoning about the image content and subsequently
obtaining a more accurate set of results and a richer set of alternatives matchmaking the
original query. Also, explicit and implicit semantic-based query expansion is studied here.

1 A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine inter-
action over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically
WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description
using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards.
2 Developed under the auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), RDF is a general
framework for how to describe any Internet resource such as a Web site and its content. An RDF
description, often referred to as metadata or “data about data”, uses an XML-based syntax and can
include the authors of the resource, date of creation or updating, the organization of the pages on
a site (the sitemap), information that describes content in terms of audience or content rating, key
words for search engine data collection, subject categories, and so forth. It is a triple consisting of
a subject, a predicate, and an object. It is represented as a directed node-arc-node link. A set of
such triples is called an RDF graph.
3 SPARQL is an RDF query language. It was standardized by the RDF Data Access Working Group
(DAWG) of the W3C, and is considered as a key semantic web technology. SPARQL allows for a
query to consist of triple patterns, conjunctions, disjunctions, and optional patterns.
4 An ontology defines the vocabulary with which queries and assertions are written. It can be a
guarantee of consistency, but not completeness, with respect to queries and assertions. It is often
equated with taxonomic hierarchies of classes.
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The sixth chapter is dedicated to “Harvesting Intelligence in Multimedia Social Tagging
Systems”. As more people adopt tagging practices, social tagging systems (Flickr, YouTube,
Del.icio.us, etc.) tend to form rich knowledge repositories that enable the extraction of
patterns rejecting the way content semantics is perceived by the web users. This is of par-
ticular importance, especially in the case of multimedia content, since the availability of
such content in the web is very high and its efficient retrieval using textual annotations or
content-based automatically extracted metadata still remains a challenge. It is argued that
complementing multimedia analysis techniques with knowledge drawn from web social an-
notations may facilitate multimedia content management. This chapter focuses on analyzing
tagging patterns and combining them with content feature extraction methods, generating,
thus, intelligence from multimedia social tagging systems. Emphasis is placed on using all
available tracks of knowledge, that is tag co-occurrence together with semantic relations
among tags and low-level features of the content. Towards this direction, a survey on the
theoretical background and the adopted practices for analysis of multimedia social content
are presented. A case study from Flickr illustrates the efficiency of the proposed approach.

The following six chapters focus on User-Profile5 Modeling and User Interac-
tions in Information Retrieval Systems.

An interesting technique for “User Profiles Modeling in Information Retrieval Systems”
is explored in the seventh chapter. With the explosion of Internet technologies and data,
the requirements imposed on information retrieval systems are increasing steadily in rapid
manner. Of course, the vast number of documents in today’s large databases and especially
on the Web which causes notable problems when searching for concrete information making
sometimes difficult to find satisfactory information that accurately matches user information
needs even if it is present in the database. One of the key elements when searching the web
is proper formulation of user queries. Search effectiveness can be seen as the accuracy
of matching user information needs against the retrieved information. Personalized search
applications can notably contribute to the improvement of web search effectiveness. It has
been shown, that genetic programming can evolve search queries towards users interests
captured by the means of relevance. In this chapter, the proposed user modelling technique
is based on relevance estimation. The experimental results in web search framework with
evolutionary query optimization is also detailed.

Another interesting study is provided in the eighth chapter entitled “Human–Web Inter-
actions” addressing the human behavior on the web. In is worthy to mention that early
conceptions of human web behavior essentially assumed a random nature of human actions.
However, the recent findings revealed that human behavior in electronic environments ex-
hibits bursts of activity followed by longer inactivity periods. This is being attributed to
the conceptual prioritization of cognitive processes. In this chapter, web interactions are di-
vided into segments of tasks having varying complexities and represented through a novel
model that accurately captures them. The segmentation of human web interactions enables
to observe and elucidate several pertinent behavioral aspects. One can observe how users
form elemental and complex browsing patterns, how their behavior habituates, and how
they utilize the web navigation space.

In Web Recommender Agents with Inductive Learning Capabilities, the issue of generat-
ing user-oriented Web recommendations is explored. It is true that early recommendations
techniques have been based mainly on content-based and collaborative-filtering algorithms,
that exploit a prefixed users profile to compare the interests of a user with the content of a

5 A user profile (or simply profile when used in-context) is a collection of personal data, pref-
erences and characteristics associated to a specific user. It refers therefore to the explicit digital
representation of a person’s identity.
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Web site and with the profiles of other users. However, some recent proposals introduced
the possibility to automatically construct the users profile by software agents able to moni-
tor “over the shoulders” the users behaviour. This way, the profile can contain some useful
information about not only the users interest but also the users behaviour. In this chap-
ter, a new type of agent, called CILWEB, is provided with an inductive learning capability
and an additional implication-based recommendation algorithm. The introduction of the
implication-based recommendations gives to CILWEB agent the capability of better per-
forming with respect to the traditional recommendation systems, as it is shown by some
experimental results.

The chapter, “Capturing the Semantics of User interaction: A Review and Case Study”,
addresses the problematic gap between what computers can describe and what humans are
capable of perceiving. This gap is most evident in the indexing of multimedia data such as
images, video and sound where the low-level features are too semantically deficient to be of
use from a typical users’ perspective. On the other hand, users possess the ability to quickly
examine and summarize these documents, even subconsciously. Examples include specify-
ing relevance between a query and results, rating preferences in film databases, purchasing
items from online retailers, and even browsing web sites. Data from these interactions, cap-
tured and stored in log files, can be interpreted to have semantic meaning, which proves
indispensable when used in a collaborative setting where users share similar preferences
or goals. In this chapter, several techniques for efficiently exploiting user interaction in its
many forms for the generation and augmentation of semantic data in large databases are
explored. A case study is presented which applies a popular technique, Latent Semantic
Analysis, to improve retrieval on an image database.

The 11th chapter in this book is “Analysis of Usage Patterns in Large Multimedia Web
Sites”. As mentioned previously, user behavior in a website is a critical indicator of the web
site’s usability and success. Therefore, an understanding of usage patterns is essential to
website design optimization. In this context, large multimedia websites pose a significant
challenge for comprehension of the complex and diverse user behaviors they sustain. This is
due to the complexity of analyzing and understanding user-data interactions in media-rich
contexts. In this chapter, a novel multi-perspective approach for usability analysis of large
media rich websites is presented. It consists of combining multimedia web content analysis
with elements of web-log analysis and visualization/visual mining of web usage metadata.
Multimedia content analysis allows direct estimation of the information-cues presented to a
user by the web content. Analysis of web logs and usage-metadata, such as location, type,
and frequency of interactions provides a complimentary perspective on the site’s usage.
The entire set of information is leveraged through powerful visualization and interactive
querying techniques to provide analysis of usage patterns, measure of design quality, as
well as the ability to rapidly identify problems in the web-site design. Experiments on media
rich sites including the SkyServer – a large multimedia web-based astronomy information
repository, demonstrate the efficacy and promise of the proposed approach.

“An Adaptation Framework for Web Multimedia” is provided in the 12th chapter. Here, a
multimedia document is considered as composed of several media-objects that are presented
to user/application with respect to certain spatio-temporal relationships defined over them
(called also multimedia presentation). In Web environments, those media objects could be
located onto different servers and hence pose the problem of delivering multimedia doc-
uments with respect to those constrains. In many situations, it is not always possible to
support the presentation spatio-temporal constraints. This is due to noisy problems such as
low bandwidth, or user preferences/prole as the lack of audio devise. One interesting alter-
native consists in adapting the presentation by substituting media elements by others media
that are semantically equivalent. This adaptation is not obvious and could lead, if it is not
carried out carefully, to a misunderstood presentation. This chapter deals with the prob-
lem of finding adequate multimedia presentation that fulfils spatio-temporal constraints.
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More precisely, it first provides a spatio-temporal algebra for the composition of multime-
dia presentations before presenting a semantic adaptation strategy by means of substitution
of media elements that preserves presentation semantics.

The last six chapters focus on Advanced Information Security and Access Control
Models.

The 13th chapter is related to authentication protocols and is entitled “A Multifactor Secure
Authentication System for Wireless Payment”. Since organizations are deploying wireless
based online payment applications to expand their business globally, the growing need of
regulatory requirements for the protection of confidential data, and especially in internet
based financial areas is increasing. Existing internet based authentication systems often use
either the Web or the Mobile channel individually to confirm the claimed identity of the
remote user. The vulnerability is that access is based on only single factor authentication
which is not secure to protect user data. This chapter proposes a new protocol based on mul-
tifactor authentication system that is both secure and highly usable. It uses a novel approach
based on Transaction Identification Code and SMS to enforce another security level with the
traditional Login/password system. The system provides a highly secure environment that is
simple to use and deploy with in a limited resources that does not require any change in in-
frastructure or underline protocol of wireless network. This Protocol for Wireless Payment
is extended as a two way authentications system to satisfy the emerging market need of mu-
tual authentication and also supports secure B2B communication which increases faith of
the user and business organizations on wireless financial transaction using mobile devices.

Similarly, in “A Lightweight Authentication Protocol for Web Applications in Mobile En-
vironments” chapter, another authentication approach is proposed for mobile environments.
Here, the context is a bit different and is related to saving power and requiring reduced
computation resources without loss of security due to the emergence of ubiquitous (mobile)
Web applications, where the user works on wireless devices possibly with limited compu-
tation capacities and poor energy autonomy. Here, a new authentication scheme is explored
requiring neither cryptographic algorithms nor one-way hash functions, as all the methods
existing in the literature do, but resisting to all the major known attacks, thus improving the
state of the art on the authentication schemes.

The 15th chapter “Developing Access Control Model of Web OLAP6 over Trusted and Col-
laborative Data Warehouses”,7 proposes the design and development of Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) model for the Single Sign-On (SSO) Web-OLAP query spanning over
multiple data warehouses (DWs). The model is based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
Authentication and Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI); it presents a binding model
of RBAC authorization based on dimension privilege specified in attribute certificate and
user identification. Particularly, the way of attribute mapping between DW user authentica-
tion and privilege of dimensional access is illustrated. Here, a multi-agent system is applied
to automate flexible and effective management of user authentication, role delegation as
well as system accountability. The chapter culminates in the prototype system A-Cold (Ac-
cess Control of web-OLAP over multiple DWs) that incorporates the OLAP features and
authentication and authorization enforcement in the multi-user and multi-data warehouse
environment.

In the 16th chapter entitled “Security in Distributed Collaborative Environments: Limita-
tions and Solutions”, the issue of establishing secure collaboration between heterogeneous

6 OnLine analytical processing.
7 Data warehouse is a repository of an organization’s electronically stored data. Data warehouses
are designed to facilitate reporting and analysis.
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environment is explored where nomadic users with ubiquitous access to digital information
and surrounding resources. The problem here is that the constraints of mobility and hetero-
geneity arise a number of crucial issues related to security, especially authentication access
control and privacy. In this chapter, the trust paradigm is deeply explored, especially the
transitive capability to enable a trust peer to peer collaboration and so that each organiza-
tion sets its own security policy to recognize (authenticate) users of a trusted community
and to provide them a local access (access control). The trust transitivity between peers will
allow users to gain a broad, large and controlled access inside the pervasive environment.
In addition, the problem of user’s privacy is studied. In fact, in pervasive and ubiquitous
environments, nomadic users gather and exchange certificates or credentials allowing them
to have rights to access, by transitivity, unknown and trusted environments. These signed
documents embeds increasing number of attributes that require to be filtered out according
to such contextual situation. A new morph signature is proposed enabling each certificate
owner to preserve his/her privacy by disclosing or blinding some sensitive attributes accord-
ing to a particular situation.

In the 17th chapter, entitled “A Low-Cost and Secure Solution for E-Commerce”, a new
architecture for remote banking and e-commerce applications is provided. The proposed
solution is designed to be low cost and provides some good guarantees of security for a
client and his bank issuer. Indeed, the main problem for an issuer is to identify and authen-
ticate one client (a cardholder) using his personal computer through the web when this client
wants to access to remote banking services or when he wants to pay on a e-commerce site
equipped with 3D-secure payment solution. The proposed solution described in this chapter
is MasterCard Chip Authentication Program compliant and was experimented in the project
called SOPAS. The main contribution of this system consists in the use of a smartcard with
a Inter Integrated Circuit (I2C)8 bus that pilots a terminal only equipped with a screen and
a keyboard. During the use of services, the user types his PIN code on the keyboard and all
the security part of the transaction is performed by the chip of the smartcard. None infor-
mation of security stays on the personal computer and a dynamic token created by the card
is sent to the bank and verified by the front end.

The last chapter in the book is entitled “Hyperchaotic Encryption for Secure E-Mail
Communication”. In this chapter, secure computer communication based on synchronized
hyperchaotic maps is presented. In particular, a model-matching approach from nonlinear
control theory is adopted to synchronize the outputs of two coupled hyperchaotic Rössler
maps. An application to secure e-mail communication for confidential information is given.
By using a hyperchaotic encryption scheme, the output synchronization of hyperchaotic
Rössler maps looks indeed suitable for encryption, transmission, and decryption of infor-
mation.

3 Acknowledgment

We hope this book motivates lot of people to take the next steps beyond building
models to implementing, evaluating, comparing, and extend proposed approaches
and applications. Many people helped us that this book becomes a reality. We

8 It a simple bi-directional 2-wire bus for efficient inter-IC control. It is used for performing com-
munication functions between intelligent control devices (e.g., microcontrollers), general-purpose
circuits (e.g., LCD drivers, remote I/O ports, memories) and application-oriented circuits (e.g.,
digital tuning and signal processing circuits for radio and video systems).
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Chapter 1
Contextual and Conceptual Information
Retrieval and Navigation on the Web

Bénédicte Le Grand, Marie-Aude Aufaure, and Michel Soto

Abstract The goal of this chapter is to propose a methodology and tools to enhance
information retrieval and navigation on the Web through contextual and conceptual
help. This methodology provides users with an extended navigation space by adding
a conceptual and a semantic layer above Web data. The conceptual layer is made
of Galois lattices which cluster Web pages into concepts according to their com-
mon features (in particular their textual content). These lattices represent the Global
Conceptual Context of Web pages. An additional navigation layer is provided by
ontologies which are connected to the conceptual level through specific concepts of
the lattices. Users may navigate transparently within each of these three layers and
go from one to another very easily.

However, the navigation within Galois lattices may be difficult as the number
of concepts grows very fast with the number of Web pages. The second contri-
bution of this chapter consists in providing tools to help users navigate within a
complex conceptual lattice. A new similarity measure is proposed to find the most
relevant concept to start a navigation or to choose the most relevant concept to
visit from a given navigation point. This similarity measure is based on Jiang and
Conrath’s measure used for ontology matching, extended to reflect conceptual infor-
mation. This chapter illustrates these methodology and tools for Web information
retrieval and navigation through example experimentations and presents future re-
search directions-visualization in particular.
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2 B. Le Grand

1.1 Introduction: Goals and Challenges

This chapter presents a contextual and conceptual methodology to enhance
information retrieval and navigation on the Web. The complexity of these tasks
is due to many factors, among which the volume of data as well as its lack of
structure and semantics. This chapter therefore proposes to use conceptual analysis
in conjunction with semantics in order to provide contextual answers to users’
queries and to help their information retrieval and their navigation on the Web.
Galois lattices and ontologies are good candidates to address the structure and the
semantic issues respectively. Both the textual content of data and additional infor-
mation provided by ontologies are taken into account in this approach. Moreover,
a new similarity measure is defined in order to help selecting relevant concepts for
navigation and information retrieval.

The proposed architecture [19] provides users with an extended navigation envi-
ronment consisting of raw resources (i.e. Web pages), and two additional layers: the
conceptual and the semantic layers, as shown on Fig. 1.1.

The lower layer is made of Web pages (or images, specific sections of Web
pages, etc.).

The intermediate layer is the conceptual layer, made of Galois lattices built from
these pages. Galois lattices contain concepts which cluster Web pages according
to their common features. This layer is directly connected to the original data and
provides them with a structure they do not necessarily have as Web pages.

Finally, on top of this architecture, the semantic layer contains general or domain-
specific ontologies whose ontological concepts are related to concepts of Galois
lattices through a semantic coordination as described in Section 1.2.3.3.

Fig. 1.1 Extended navigation environment
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With this approach, users may navigate at a more abstract level than original Web
pages, by easily traveling within the conceptual or semantic levels – and go from one
to another transparently. Two types of information retrieval may be distinguished
depending on whether the research goal is precisely formulated or not (both cases
are addressed in this chapter, see Section 1.4.4). The information provided by Galois
lattices and ontologies is complementary to intrinsic information about Web pages.
Moreover, ontologies are a potential bridge between non overlapping Galois lattices.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 formalizes the joint use of
Galois lattice and ontologies as conceptual contexts. A new methodology to enhance
information retrieval and navigation on the Web based on these conceptual contexts
is proposed in Section 1.3. In order to further help navigation within the conceptual
layer, a similarity measure among concepts of the lattice is defined in Section 1.4.
Finally, this chapter concludes with perspectives towards lattices’ visual footprints.

1.2 Conceptual Contexts and Relationship with Ontologies

This section briefly introduces Galois lattices, before defining global and instanta-
neous conceptual contexts, based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) and Galois
lattices in particular.

1.2.1 Introduction to Formal Concept Analysis and Galois
Lattices

FCA is a mathematical approach to data analysis which provides information with
structure. FCA may be used for conceptual clustering as shown in [9] and [33].

The notion of Galois lattice to describe a relationship between two sets is the
basis of a set of conceptual classification methods. This notion was introduced by
[2] and [1]. Galois lattices group objects into classes that materialize concepts of the
domain under study. Individual objects are discriminated according to the properties
they have in common. This algorithm is very powerful as it performs a semantic
classification. The algorithm we implemented is based on [13].

First, Galois lattices basic concepts are introduced. Consider two finite sets D
(a set of objects) and M (the set of these objects’ properties also called attributes),
and a binary relation R � D �M between these two sets. Let o be an object of D
and p a property of M. We have oRp if the object o has the property p. According
to Wille’s terminology [34]:

Fc D .D;M;R/ (1.1)

is a formal context which corresponds to a unique Galois lattice, representing natural
groupings of G and M elements.
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Let P(D) be a powerset of D and P(M) a powerset of M. Each element of the
lattice is a couple, also called concept, noted (O, A). A concept is composed of two
sets O 2 P.D/ and A 2 P.M/ which satisfy the two following properties (1.2):

A D f .O/where f .O/ D fa 2 M j8o 2 O; oRag
O D f 0.A/wheref 0.A/ D fo 2 Dj8a 2 A; oRag (1.2)

O is the extent of the concept and A is its intent.
A partial order on concepts is defined as follows (1.3):

Let C1 D .O1; A1/ and C2 D .O2; A2/;
C1 < C2, A1 � A2, O2 � O1 (1.3)

In the context of the Web, objects may be pages or images and properties the most
frequent terms contained in these pages or annotations related to these images. The
corresponding Galois lattice therefore consists of concepts comprising sets of Web
pages and images (objects) described by the common terms they contain or their
common metadata (common properties). The term concept has been formally de-
fined previously in this section but it can be intuitively understood as an abstraction
built on multiple objects sharing common properties.

1.2.2 Related Work on FCA and Ontologies

The previous section introduced Galois lattices which play an important role in
the proposed methodology for information retrieval and navigation on the Web as
described later in this chapter. Ontologies are the other essential actors as they con-
stitute the semantic layer in this conceptual and contextual architecture.

In computer science, the word ontology, borrowed from philosophy, represents a
set of precisely defined terms (vocabulary) about a specific domain, accepted by this
domain’s community, as well as the properties of these terms and the relationships
among them. Ontologies may also comprise reasoning capabilities for inference
purposes. An ontology thus enables people to agree upon the meaning of terms used
in a precise domain, knowing that several terms may represent the same concept
(synonyms) and several concepts may be described by the same term (ambiguity).
Ontologies are at the heart of information retrieval from nomadic objects, from the
Internet and from heterogeneous data sources; languages have been developed such
as OWL in the Semantic Web initiative [25].

With regard to the state of the art, many research works apply concept lattices to
information retrieval [26] and to association rules extraction [15]. Formal concepts
can be seen as relevant documents for a given query.

The introduction of a domain ontology, combined with concept lattices to en-
hance information retrieval is more recent. The authors of [22, 23] propose an
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approach based on Formal Concept Analysis to classify and search relevant data
sources for a given query; this work is applied to bioinformatics data. A concept
lattice is built according to the metadata associated to data sources. Then, a concept
built from a given query is classified in this concept lattice. In this approach, query
refinement is performed using domain ontology.

The refinement process of OntoRefiner, dedicated to Semantic Web Portals [29],
is based on the use of a domain ontology to build a Galois Lattice for the query
refinement process. The domain ontology avoids building the whole lattice.

The CREDO system [8] allows the user to query Web documents and to see the
results in a browsable concept lattice. This system is useful to quickly retrieve items
with the intended meaning, and to highlight the documents’ content.

Finally, in [11], the authors investigate methods for automatically relaxing over-
constrained queries based on domain knowledge and user preferences. Their frame-
work combines query refinement and relaxation in order to provide a personalized
access to heterogeneous RDF data.

Most approaches presented above address precise queries. On the contrary, the
method proposed here is also adapted to imprecise and user-centered queries. More-
over, it is not only dedicated to information retrieval or navigation: it can also be
used to populate ontologies, compare documents through their lattices or provide a
personalized navigation among heterogeneous documents. It is also an interesting
means to connect several non-overlapping Galois lattices, using the semantic layer
as a bridge.

1.2.3 Definition of Conceptual Context

This section first introduces the general term of context. The notions of global and
instantaneous conceptual contexts are then defined, which rely on Galois lattices
and ontologies.

1.2.3.1 Notion of Context

Context is an abstract notion and cannot be precisely defined as it only makes sense
when it is linked to a particular situation. Human beings implicitly associate a
context to a set of actions, an attitude, etc. In situations of everyday life, context
surrounds and gives meaning to something else. Some definitions of context have
emerged in cognitive psychology, philosophy and areas of computer science like
natural language processing.

The concept of formal context was introduced by McCarthy [20, 21]. According
to [12], “a context is a theory of the world which encodes an individual’s subjective
perspective about it”. This theory is partial, incomplete, and approximate as the
world is never described in full detail. Context is a key issue for many research
communities like artificial intelligence, mobile computing or problem solving
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[7, 32]. In artificial intelligence, means to interact between contexts are defined by
rules allowing navigation from one context to another [14]. Contexts can be rep-
resented by various formalisms such as conceptual graphs, topic maps, description
logics with OWL extensions, etc.

As for the Semantic Web, context is often used either as a filter for disambigua-
tion in information retrieval [11], to define contextual Web services [24] or as a
means to integrate or merge different ontologies [6, 10].

In the following, the conceptual context is defined, with a distinction between
the global and the instantaneous conceptual contexts. The global context (Gc) is
intended to describe the data individually as well as the relationships between data.
Whereas the global context focuses on the conceptual level, the instantaneous con-
text (Ic) is directly related to user’s queries and navigation and involves both the
conceptual and the semantic layers.

1.2.3.2 Global Conceptual Context

In order to comply with the role described above, the global conceptual context
(Gc) of a selection of heterogeneous data sources is defined as the Galois Lattice
constructed from them.

LetW , a set of heterogeneous data sources with W¤Ø andK an arbitrary func-
tion applied to W for the extraction of W ’s properties.

From (1.1), the global contextual context of W is defined as:

Gc D .K.W /;K.W /0; R/ (1.4)

where D D K.W / and M D K.W /0 and K.W / � W .
ThusK.W / is the set of data sources from which K has extracted properties.
For example, the properties extracted by K on textual documents are the most

frequent and significant nouns. In this example, K.W / is the set of documents
and K.W /’ is the set of the most frequent and significant nouns found in these
documents.

Properties:

� Uniqueness

A global conceptual context is unique since:

Gci D Gcj, .Ki D Kj and Wi D Wj/ (1.5)

Thus, changingK and/orW leads to a different global conceptual context.

� Overlapping
Overlap .Gci;Gcj/) Wi \Wj ¤ ¿ (1.6)

Overlapping reflects the semantic proximity between several global conceptual con-
cepts. Two lattices, Gci and Gcj , overlap, if there are objects which belong both to
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some concepts ofGci , and some concepts of Gcj . Thus, existing overlapping allows
context switching for a better fit with the instantaneous user’s needs.

1.2.3.3 Instantaneous Conceptual Context

As explained above in Section 1.2.1, Galois lattices are built in order to represent
the content of heterogeneous data sources and provide them with a structure. These
lattices may be linked to ontologies thanks to a semantic coordination performed
by matching Galois concepts with the semantic concepts from the ontology(ies)
according to the common terms contained in their intents.

The semantic layer provides alternative ways of traveling from one global con-
ceptual context to another, with the instantaneous context (Ic). It also makes it
possible to reach isolated global contexts.

The instantaneous conceptual context represents the current position of a user
in the navigation process, within the semantic or the conceptual levels. The user’s
initial instantaneous context corresponds to the result of a query. The definition of
a query is quite large and represents a user’s information need in general: it may be
a mapping query or a navigating query. Users formulate their queries with mapping
queries in order to get a starting point of navigation. They might then refine or
generalize the result of a mapping query using a navigating query.

Let CGc the set of all the formal concepts of a global conceptual context Gc and
Q a non finite set of user’s queries on CGc.

LetM an arbitrary function, for the mapping of a user’s query to a concept of Gc:

M W Q ! CGc

M.q/ D c (1.7)

Whatever the query language is, the M function processes the query and returns a
concept of Gc answering this query. Mapping queries are typically formulated with
keywords. In this case, the M function computes the intent’s best match with these
keywords.

LetN an arbitrary function, for the navigation from one concept of Gc to another:

N W CGc ! CGc

N.c/ D c0 (1.8)

with c ¤ c0.
The concept c’ is either more general or more specific than the concept c if users

respectively generalize or refine the result of their last query. Navigating in a Galois
lattice is critical, thus the fundamental purpose ofN is to help users navigate from a
concept to another. For example, c’ might be the semantically nearest concept from
c, as proposed in Section 1.4.

From this starting point, the user may navigate within the global context: her
instantaneous context changes every time she travels to another concept through the
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generalization or specialization links of the global context; the instantaneous context
may thus be seen as a vehicle which enables the user to go from one global context
to another.

An instantaneous conceptual context (Ic) is defined by:

Ici D .qi ; ci / (1.9)

with qi 2 Q and ci 2 CGc and where ci is the answer to qi .
Properties:

� Because of the explorative and iterative features of the information retrieval pro-
cess, the main property of this instantaneous conceptual context is that it evolves
every time the user modifies, refines or generalizes his/her query.

� The variation of the instantaneous conceptual context is bounded by the global
conceptual context. A semantic layer is therefore needed to enable users to travel
from a conceptual context to another.

1.3 Methodology for a Conceptual and Contextual Information
Retrieval and Navigation on the Web

This methodology illustrated on Fig. 1.2 is divided into two steps:

� Offline pre-treatment of heterogeneous data sources (Galois lattices and semantic
coordination with ontologies).

� Online contextual processing of users’ information needs and provision of navi-
gation help (similarity measure).

The pre-treatment phase consists in computing a conceptual lattice from Web
pages in order to build the global conceptual context. Each concept of the lattice
corresponds to a cluster of Web pages with common properties. This methodology
is presented here for the Web but it can be applied to any type of data sources such
as databases, email, personal documents and images, etc.

Whereas the processing of data sources is achieved offline, information retrieval
is performed in real-time: users formulate queries with terms from the ontology.
This cluster of terms is compared to the concepts’ labels and the best-matching
concepts are returned. A similarity measure may also be used in order to get more
relevant answers as explained in Section 1.4. Users may then navigate within the
enhanced navigation environment illustrated on Fig. 1.1.

This method has several advantages:

� Ontologies enable enhanced query formulation and help return more relevant
results.

� The added semantics may be adapted to the target user(s).
� Results are provided according to available data. In particular, query refinements

depend on underlying data.
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Fig. 1.2 Methodology

1.3.1 Step 1: Offline Pre-treatment

This first step consists in:

� Selecting a set of heterogeneous data sources.
� Parsing data sources: generation of input for the Galois lattice (generation of

objects and properties, if possible normalized terms from a thesaurus or an
ontology).

� Building the Galois lattice (i.e. the global conceptual context).
� Performing the semantic coordination between Galois lattices’ concepts and on-

tological concepts. The normalized label of a concept consists in the normalized
labels of all its extent’s objects.

1.3.2 Step 2: Online Contextual Processing of Users’ Queries

Once the global conceptual context is built, the initial instantaneous conceptual con-
text is computed online for each user’s query.

If the information need is precisely formulated with keywords (through a map-
ping query) the answer is the concept in the lattice whose properties contained
in the intent best match the query’s keywords. If no concept provides a perfect
match, the more relevant concepts are proposed to the user through a refinement
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Fig. 1.3 Example of navigation environment

or a generalization of the query, according to available data. The answer to a user’s
query gives the initial position of the instantaneous context. Then, the user is free
to navigate either within other nodes of the lattice – and thus go to more specific
or more general concepts – or within the ontology(ies) as explained in Section 1.1.
Figure 1.3 shows an example of navigation environment which combines the con-
ceptual (bottom left corner of the figure) and the semantic (upper left corner of the
figure) levels.

If the user’s information need is not precisely defined, the system should propose
a relevant starting point for the navigation. This is precisely one of the goals of the
similarity measure proposed in the following section.

1.4 Enhancing Navigation in the Lattice – Similarity Measure

This section presents the requirements for a similarity measure between concepts of
a Galois lattice as well as a state of the art of existing similarity measures for on-
tology matching. The similarity measure proposed in this chapter is an extension of
one of those allowing the exploitation of both semantic and topological information
provided by the ontology and the lattice respectively. Finally the use of this metric
to enhance navigation within a Galois lattice is explained.
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1.4.1 Requirements

The three-tier architecture presented earlier (see Fig. 1.1) provides a relevant and
contextualized answer to users’ information needs. They may navigate transpar-
ently through these levels and may go easily from one to another. Galois lattices are
very interesting in this context as explained in Section 1.2.3.3. Nevertheless, finding
the initial navigation point (i.e. the initial instantaneous conceptual context in the
lattice) or navigating within a Galois lattice may be difficult. Indeed, the number of
concepts increases with the number of objects and properties, which makes them
very complex and difficult to interpret beyond a certain size. In order to cope with
this complexity, some help is necessary to guide users in their choice for the navi-
gation starting point and for the next visited concept, in terms of relevance to their
current position. One possible approach consists in reducing the size of the lattice
[16,31]. However, the semantically “closest” concept from a given navigation point
may not be one of the parent or children nodes. In order to provide this help, a
similarity measure between the concepts of the lattice is necessary and an adequate
similarity measure is therefore needed.

1.4.2 State of the Art on Semantic Similarity Measures

This section briefly presents a selection of similarity measures used for ontology
matching. In particular, approaches based on distances and on Informational Con-
tent are introduced.

In the ontology domain, semantic similarity measures may rely on distances us-
ing hierarchical links of the ontology. Two widely used similarity measures [27,35]
are presented here. Their computation is based on the minimum number of edges
which separate a concept from another.

Rada [27] specifies a distance between two concepts c1 and c2 by counting the
minimum number of arcs from c1 to c2. The similarity is measured as follows:

SimRada.c1; c2/ D 1=1C dist.c1; c2/ (1.10)

where dist.c1; c2/ D minPath.c1; c2/:
In the same direction, Wu and Palmer [35] define the similarity as a function

of the distance of these concepts (and of their smallest generalizing concept) to
the root:

SimW & P .c1; c2/ D 2�depth.sgc.c1; c2//=depth.c1/C depth.c2/ (1.11)

where depth(c) is the number of edges separating sgc.c1; c2/, the smallest concept
generalizing c1 and c2, from the root and depth.ci / the number of edges separating
ci from the root using a path containing sgc.c1; c2/.
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These measures are easy to implement and give an idea on the semantic
relationship between concepts. However, they do not take into account the content
of the concept itself and this might minimize concepts’ contributions in terms of
information.

Another direction to define a similarity measure is therefore to consider the
Informational Content (IC) and jointly use the ontology and the corpus. The in-
formational content expresses the relevance of the concept in the corpus by taking
into account its generality or specificity. Thus, the frequency is obtained by the fre-
quency of the concept occurrence and the subsumed concepts. Two widely used
measures in this category are presented here.

Resnik [28] defines the semantic similarity between two concepts by the shared
informational content, which is obtained by the informational content of the most
specific concept subsuming the two concepts in the ontology (the smallest general-
izing concept). It is defined as follows:

SimResnik.c1; c2/ D IC.sgc .c1; c2// (1.12)

where IC.c/ D �log.P.c//, P.c/ the probability of finding a concept based on
frequency calculations among all concepts and sgc.c1; c2/ the smallest generalizing
concept of c1 and c2.

The measure of Jiang and Conrath [17] considers the information content of the
two concepts and the information content of their most specific common subsumer:

SimJ & C .c1; c2/ D 1=dist.c1; c2/ (1.13)

where dist.c1; c2/ D IC.c1/C IC.c2/ � .2:IC.sgc.c1; c2///:
In recent studies, other similarity measures have been derived from these mea-

sures. Among them, Zargayouna and Salotti’s measure [36] extends Wu and
Palmer’s by adding a specificity component and Blanchard et al.’s [3] take into
account the taxonomy and the notion of quantity of information.

1.4.3 Conceptual Similarity Measure

The similarity measure proposed in this chapter aims at evaluating the similarity
between concepts from a Galois lattice built for Web pages clustering purposes.
This measure is an extension of Jiang and Conrath’s measure used for ontological
concepts, adapted to get a better insight of the Galois lattice.

The objective of this similarity measure is both to enhance navigation in the lat-
tice and to reduce the number of visited concepts; it also helps users choose their
starting navigation point in the lattice. In particular, the information brought by the
intent of a concept is quantified. The evaluation of the context shared by two con-
cepts is based on the frequency of their common elements.
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The conceptual similarity proposed in this chapter between two concepts of a
lattice depends on their content (based on Average Information defined below), their
topological neighborhood and their depth in the Galois lattice. This similarity mea-
sure is adapted to Galois lattices’ concepts only – and not to ontological concepts.
The reason for this focus on conceptual concepts is that they are directly associated
to actual Web pages, which is not necessarily the case of ontological concepts. The
initial navigation point is therefore selected among the concepts of the Galois lattice
(rather than concepts from the ontologies) in order to be related to actual data.

The similarity measure proposed in this chapter takes into account concepts’ con-
tent as it relies on the notion of Average Information (AI). The Average Information
is based on the Informational Content (IC) defined in Section 1.4.2 and evaluates
the weight of terms within pages of a Web site.

As explained in Section 1.2.1, each concept in Galois lattice consists of a couple
(extent, intent). The Average Information of each concept is based on the frequency
of the intent’s terms. Let a concept c with an extentE and an intent I . The Average
Information of c is defined as the IC of c’s intent (I ):

AI.c/ D IC.I / D �log.P.I // (1.14)

where P.I / is the probability to find the intent’s terms (i.e. frequent terms) simul-
taneously in the Web pages corpus.

This similarity measure also takes into account the position of the concepts
within the lattice (i.e. a topological information) with the depth.ci / parameter i.e.
the number of edges from ci to the most specific concept of the lattice. The inte-
gration of this depth parameter exploits the generalization/specialization property
of a Galois lattice: the lower a concept is in the lattice the more specialized it is.
The Galois lattice structure is also taken into account through the use of the average
information of the nearest common ancestor of the two involved concepts.

Let c1 and c2 two concepts of the Galois lattice. The similarity measure between
c1 and c2 is defined as (16):

Sim.c1; c2/ D 1

AI.c1/: depth.c1/C AI.c2/: depth.c2/ � 2AI.sgc.c1; c2: depth.sgc.c1; c2//

(1.15)

where sgc.c1; c2/ is the smallest generalizing concept of the two concepts c1 and c2
i.e. the nearest common ancestor of c1 and c2.

1.4.4 Navigation Help

The similarity measure presented in this chapter facilitates users’ navigation within
a Galois lattice. Two phases may be distinguished: navigation initialization and nav-
igation itself.
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1.4.4.1 Navigation Initialization

This phase calculates the most significant concept (noted SC for Starting Concept),
to be used as an entry point in the Galois lattice. This concept has an extent (ESC/,
and an intent (ISC/. Users may perform either an exploration without a specific
query or an accurate information research. In the following these two situations
are described.

Without a User’s Query

This is the main added value of the proposed similarity measure: from a given Galois
lattice, it defines an analytical conceptual footprint of the lattice by finding the most
significant concept of the lattice.

This analytical conceptual footprint, corresponding to SC, is defined as the con-
cept which is, in average, the nearest concept from all other concepts of the lattice
(i.e. the most similar). This Starting Concept is therefore the most “central” concept,
which makes it a relevant starting point for navigating in the lattice.

Thus if the user does not formulate any query and only wants to explore a set of
Web pages, SC is the concept having the highest total average similarity with the all
the objects of the lattice:

SC D ci such as Simta
i D Max .Simta

j / for j D 1 toG; (1.16)

with Simta
i D Average.Sim.ci ; ck// for k D 1 to G and k ¤ i .

With a User’s Request

In this case, the user has formulated a query with R terms from the ontology
((p1; p2; : : : ; pR/, as explained in Section 1.3). The set of keywords chosen by the
user constitutes the intent of the Target Concept noted TC. In the lattice, the starting
concept SC, selected to start the navigation, is the concept whose intent contains the
maximum number of elements in common with TC’s intent. This intent is made of
all the terms of the user’s query and noted ITC D fp1; p2; : : : ; pRg.

If several concepts in the lattice have the same number of researched properties,
SC is chosen among these candidate concepts according to the importance of these
properties for the user (in this case, the user needs to rank these properties e.g. by
assigning weights to them).

1.4.4.2 Navigation

During the navigation in the lattice, users may follow the generalization and special-
ization links of the lattice from their current navigation point (noted CC: Current
Concept). However, users might need a hint when leaving CC to explore other
concepts. The objective is thus to indicate the semantically nearest concept from CC.
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Indeed, the most similar concept from CC seems to be the most relevant next step for
the navigation (and it might be neither a parent nor a child node from CC). Similarity
between each couple of concepts of the lattice can be pre-calculated. It is then possi-
ble to indicate to the user the value of the similarity of CC with all the other concepts
of the lattice, in descending order for example. During navigation, uniqueness of the
proposed concept is not necessary like in the initialization phase. Thus, several con-
cepts may be proposed to the user provided ergonomic constraints are satisfied.

1.4.5 Experimentation

In this section, the two-steps methodology presented above is illustrated with a cor-
pus of Web pages related to tourism.

Step 1: Offline Pre-treatment

� The selected data sources are a corpus of Web pages related to tourism.
� The K function (defined in Section 1.2.3.2) extracts to the most frequent terms

which appear in Web pages of the corpus. A thesaurus dedicated to tourism (the
World-Tourism Organization thesaurus) was used to perform the most frequent
terms’ extraction. The result of Kapplied to the corpus is a set of pages and,
for each page, a set of most frequent terms found in the page. In the Galois
terminology each Web page is an object and each term of the page is a property
of this object. The extracted objects and properties are gathered in a database
used for the construction of a Galois lattice. An incremental algorithm based on
[13] was implemented to build a lattice where each concept is described by its
extent (a set of Web pages) and its intent (common terms among the extent’s Web
pages). The Hasse diagram of the resulting lattice is illustrated on Fig. 1.4.

Step 2: Online Contextual Processing of Users’ Queries Let a user query for-
mulated with the following keywords: holiday, trip and renting. The intent of the

(Ø; {cruise, holiday, trip, port, boat, renting, destination, special, hotel, yellow pages, room, apartment, advertisement, Tunisia, Egypt, Mediterranean, offer})

({4} ; {cruise, trip, renting, Tunisia, Egypt, Mediterranean, offer})

({1} ; {cruise, holiday, trip, port, boat, renting, destination, special})

({2} ; {holiday, trip, renting, hotel, yellow pages})

({1,4} ; {cruise, trip, renting}) ({1,2} ; {holiday, trip, renting}) ({3} ; {holiday, renting, room, apartment, advertisement})

({1,2,3,4} ; {trip, renting}) ({1,2,3} ; {holiday, renting})

({1,2,3,4} ; {renting})

Fig. 1.4 Galois lattice built from tourism Web pages
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target concept is thus ITC = fholiday, trip, rentingg. In this case, one of the lattice’s
concepts matches exactly: (f1, 2g; fholiday, trip, rentingg), which will thus become
the navigation starting point.

If the user wants to navigate from this concept, she can choose a link of the lattice
to go to a more specific or a more general concept. In this example, she can choose
between two parent concepts:

� (f1, 2, 4), ftrip, rentingg),
� (f1, 2, 3g, fholiday, rentingg)
and between two children concepts:

� (f2), fholiday, trip, renting, Hotel, yellow pagesg),
� (f1g, fcruise, holiday, trip, harbor, boat, renting, destination, promotiong).
Several questions arise: how choose between several parent concepts without
having to select some properties? How choose between several children without
having to select some pages? Moreover, could the most relevant concept to carry
on the navigation be neither a child nor a parent of the current node, i.e. a concept
which is not linked to the current concept by a link of the lattice? (e.g. a sibling
such as the concept (f1, 4), fcruise, trip, rentingg))?

In order to answer these questions, the value of the similarity measure between
the current concept and all other concepts of the lattice is computed in order to help
the user make a choice to carry on her navigation. All these values are presented in
a decreasing order as shown on the bottom right corner of Fig. 1.5. In this case, the

Fig. 1.5 Computation of the similarity measure from the current concept
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most similar concept from the current concept is (f2), fholiday, trip, renting, hotel,
yellow pagesg).

All similar values between each concepts pair can be pre-computed in order to
optimize the response time.

1.5 Perspectives: Towards Galois Lattices’ Visual Footprints

A challenging perspective related to this work consists in finding an intuitive rep-
resentation of a lattice, i.e. a kind of visual footprint allowing users to interpret
it at a glance. Among the state of the art, some works generate a map result-
ing from a query and may represent several hundreds or thousands of documents
[5, 30].

The methodology used in this chapter to generate 2D spatial visualizations of
Galois lattices is the same as in [4], based on the pixelization paradigm [18]. This
approach consists in representing data as coloured pixels placed in the 2D space
along to a Peano-Hilbert curve. This method was not applied to data itself but
to its conceptual context (the Galois lattice). The dimensions of a concept are all
properties of its intent. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed to
reduce this number to three dimensions, as a colour has three components Red,
Green and Blue. The values of the obtained (X, Y, Z) triples are usually low.
In order to get more satisfying values, the inverse Ohta’s transform was used
which approximates the three components of PCA for a natural colour image as
in [4]. This inverse transform is applied to each concept and the values are nor-
malized to be well distributed between 0 and 255. This algorithm also transforms
decimal values into entire as RGB components are entire numbers. Finally, con-
cepts are ordered according to their RGB vector in order to cluster concepts with
similar colours on a straight line (i.e. a 1D space). Each pixel is placed in the
2D space along a Peano-Hilbert curve. This curve places the points of a straight
line on a plane by minimizing the Euclidian distance of points which are close
on the straight line. Figure 1.6 shows an example of Galois lattice’s pixelized
visualization.

From a first visual analysis of this pixelization, some clusters of pixels may be
identified. Each cluster reflects a cluster of concepts of the lattice. The Euclidian
and colorimetric proximity of pixels symbolizes the semantic proximity of the cor-
responding concepts in the lattice. These clusters show how the lattice’s concepts
get organized, which would be impossible from a Hasse diagram, considering the
size of the lattice. This cartography thus allows to consider one or several explo-
ration strategies for the lattice and consequently for the data from which it was
computed.
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Fig. 1.6 Example of Galois lattice’s pixelized visualization

1.6 Conclusion

Knowledge extraction can be performed with numerical or conceptual clustering.
Dealing with heterogeneous data, numerical techniques are difficult to use due to an
initial data recoding and to the choice of a proximity measure. Conceptual clustering
computes groups of objects according to their common properties and offers an
interesting representation structure. In order to deal with real heterogeneous data, a
semantic level must be added to a conceptual level.

This chapter showed how the use of conceptual lattices in conjunction with
semantics could provide interesting results in the context of navigation and context-
aware information retrieval. One interest is to perform a more relevant and refined
information retrieval, closer to users’ expectations.

The methodology presented in this chapter is divided into two steps; the first
one consists in an offline pre-treatment of heterogeneous data sources where a
conceptual lattice is built. Each concept corresponds to a cluster of data sources hav-
ing common properties. Then, a matching is performed between the data sources’
relevant terms and an ontology, in order to label each concept in a normalized
way and achieve a semantic coordination between the Galois lattices and ontolo-
gies. The second step is an online contextual processing of users’ information
need. If the query is formulated with keywords, the request’s terms are compared
with the concepts’ labels. Users can then navigate within the lattice through the
generalization/specialization links; they may also navigate within the semantic
structure – thesaurus or ontology – if they need domain knowledge.

A new similarity measure between the concepts of a lattice was also proposed
to help users during their navigation by indicating a starting point in the concept
lattice and/or the closest concept – and thus the most relevant – from their current
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navigation point. This similarity measure takes into account semantic relations be-
tween the concept and the lattice structure (content and position in the lattice, as
well as the smallest generalizing concept). It orders neighbor concepts of a given
concept according to their relevance as next visited concepts. Experimentation re-
sults on Web pages in the tourism domain have been described.

This methodology can also be used for other purposes, e.g. to populate ontolo-
gies. It may also be applied to compare data sources through their respective lattices.
The query’s terms correspond to an entry point in one or more lattices. Then, the
user may navigate from one lattice to others to refine his/her query. Another pos-
sible application is to help web site designers, as the lattice reflects the Web site’s
content: this method makes it easy to compare the resulting Web site/lattice with the
original goals of the Web site designer. In the future this work will be extended to
the spatial visualization of documents associated to the concept lattice. New visual-
ization paradigms may indeed enhance the interpretation of Galois lattices.

One general perspective for the future is to conduct larger-scale evaluations of
this methodology and evaluate more precisely to what extent these new navigation
environment and similarity measure help users during the navigation and informa-
tion retrieval process. In particular, the recall and precision of visited Web pages
with regard to users’ search objectives will be studied.

Another challenging perspective of this work is to apply it to other contexts than
the Web. Its use for the analysis of online social networks such as Facebook or
Myspace is currently being experimented. Such tools could further enhance the po-
tential of these networks by helping users find matching profiles and content, as well
as providing advances search and personalization features.
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Chapter 2
Automatic Invocation Linking for Collaborative
Web-Based Corpora

James Gardner, Aaron Krowne, and Li Xiong

Abstract Collaborative online encyclopedias or knowledge bases such as
Wikipedia and PlanetMath are becoming increasingly popular because of their
open access, comprehensive and interlinked content, rapid and continual updates,
and community interactivity. To understand a particular concept in these knowledge
bases, a reader needs to learn about related and underlying concepts. In this chapter,
we introduce the problem of invocation linking for collaborative encyclopedia or
knowledge bases, review the state of the art for invocation linking including the
popular linking system of Wikipedia, discuss the problems and challenges of auto-
matic linking, and present the NNexus approach, an abstraction and generalization
of the automatic linking system used by PlanetMath.org. The chapter emphasizes
both research problems and practical design issues through discussion of real world
scenarios and hence is suitable for both researchers in web intelligence and practi-
tioners looking to adopt the techniques. Below is a brief outline of the chapter.

Problem and Motivation. We first introduce the problem of invocation linking
for online collaborative encyclopedia or knowledge bases. An online encyclopedia
consists of multiple entries. An invocation link is a hyperlink from a term or phrase
in an entry representing a concept to another entry that defines the concept. It allows
a reader easily “jump” to requisite concepts in order to fully understand the current
one. We refer to the term or phrase being linked from as link source and the entry
being linked to as link target. The problem of invocation linking is how to add these
invocation links in an online encyclopedia in order to build a semantic concept
network.

State of the Arts. We review the state of arts for the invocation linking in current
online encyclopedia and knowledge bases. The existing approaches can be mainly
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classified into: 1) manual linking where both the link source and link target are
explicitly defined by the user (such as blog software), 2) semi-automatic linking
where the link source are explicitly marked by the user but the link target is deter-
mined automatically (such as Wikipedia), and 3) automatic linking where both the
link source and link target are determined automatically. We discuss the represen-
tative systems for each approach and illustrate their advantages and disadvantages.
We will also review potential technologies such as web search and recommender
systems and discuss their applicability for invocation linking.

Automatic Invocation Linking. We advocate in this chapter the automatic
linking approach as we believe that the manual and semi-automatic approaches
are an unnecessary burden on contributors, and in addition, require continuous
re-inspection of the entire corpus by writers or other maintainers for a growing and
dynamic corpus. We discuss the challenges and design goals for developing such an
automatic linking system including linking quality, efficiency and scalability, and
generalization to multiple corpus.

NNexus Approach. In particular, we present the NNexus system, an auto-
matic linking system that we have developed as an abstraction and generalization
of the linking component of PlanetMath (planetmath.org), PlanetPhysics(planet-
physics.org), and other sites. We discuss a number of key features and design ideas
of NNexus in addressing the challenges for invocation linking. NNexus provides an
effective linking scheme utilizing metadata to automatically identify link sources
and link targets. It achieves good linking quality with a classification-based link
steering approach and an interactive entry filtering component. It achieves good
efficiency and scalability by its efficient data structures as well as a mechanism for
efficiently updating the links between entries that are related to newly defined or
modified concepts in the corpus. Finally, its implementation utilizes OWL and has
a simple interface, which allows for an almost unlimited number of online corpora
to interconnect for automatic linking.

Conclusions and Open Issues. We close the chapter by discussing a set of
interesting issues and open problems for invocation linking.

2.1 Introduction

Collaborative online encyclopedias or knowledge bases such as Wikipedia1 and
PlanetMath2 are becoming increasingly popular because of their open access, com-
prehensive and interlinked content, rapid and continual updates, and community
interactivity.

To understand a particular concept in these knowledge bases, a reader needs
to learn about related and underlying concepts. Thus, a knowledge based should

1 http://www.wikipedia.org
2 http://www.planetmath.org
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contain the appropriate links for all of the concepts to the appropriate definitions or
articles. These links should allow browsing to all the concepts that are evident to the
reader’s intuition.

The popularity of these encyclopedic knowledge bases has also brought about a
situation where the availability of high-quality, canonical definitions and declara-
tions of educationally useful concepts have outpaced their usage (or invocation) in
other educational information resources on the web. Instead, the user must execute a
new search (either online or offline) to look up an unknown term when it is encoun-
tered, if it is not linked to a definition. For example, blogs, research repositories,
and digital libraries quite often do not link to definitions of the concepts contained
in their texts and metadata, even when such definitions are available. This is gener-
ally not done because of the lack of appropriate software infrastructure and the extra
work creating manual links entails. When such linking is actually done, it tends to
be incomplete and is quite laborious.

2.1.1 Problem Definition

In this chapter, we study the problem of invocation linking to build a semantic
network for collaborative online encyclopedia. We first define a number of termi-
nologies and define our problem to facilitate our discussion.

A collaborative online encyclopedia is a kind of knowledge base containing “en-
cyclopedic” (standardized) knowledge contributed by a large number of participants
(typically but not necessarily in a volunteer capacity). Any article submitted by
a user in such a collaborative corpus is an entry or an object. We say invocation
referring to a specific kind of semantic link: that of concept invocation. Any state-
ment in a language is composed of concepts represented by tuples of words. Such
a statement invokes these concepts, as evidenced by the inclusion of word tuples
that correspond to common labels for the concepts. We call these tuples of words
concept labels. A invocation link is a hyperlink from these tuples of words in an
entry that represent a concept to an entry that defines the concept. We refer to the
tuples of words being linked from as link source and the entry being linked to as
link target. The problem of invocation linking is how to add these invocation links
in an collaborative online encyclopedia.

The table in Fig. 2.1 shows a list of entries (objects) in an example online ency-
clopedia3 corpus with their object ID and metadata including what concepts each
entry defines and the Mathematical Subject Classification (MSC) for each entry. It
also shows an example entry4 with links to concepts that are defined in the same
corpus. The terms underlined indicate terms that need to be linked based on the
meta-data in the table. For example, planar graph in the example entry needs to

3 http://planetmath.org
4 Extracted from http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/PlaneGraph.html
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ObjectId Concepts defined MSC

1 Triangle, right triangle, . . . 51-00
2 Planar, planar graph, . . . 05C10
3 Connected, . . . 05C40
4 Geometry, Euclidean geometry, . . . 01A16
5 Graph, graph theory, edge, . . . 05C99
6 Graph, function graph 03E20

A planar graph is a graph which can be drawn on a plane (a flat 2-d surface) or on a sphere, with
no edges crossing. When drawn on a sphere, the edges divide its area in a number of regions called
faces (or “countries”, in the context of map coloring). Even if . . .

Fig. 2.1 Example document corpora with meta-data and example entry

be linked to object (entry) 2 that defines the concept planar graph. We will use this
example to explain the concepts discussed in this chapter.

While it is possible to extend the problem definition and the techniques we will
discuss for other types of linking such as links to articles with a similar or different
point of view, it is our focus in this chapter to study concept or definitional linking.

2.1.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we study the problem of invocation linking for collaborative en-
cyclopedia or knowledge bases, review the state of the art for invocation linking,
discuss the problems and challenges of automatic linking, and present the NNexus
approach, an abstraction and generalization of the automatic linking system used by
PlanetMath.org. The chapter emphasizes both research problems and practical de-
sign issues through discussion of real world scenarios and hence is suitable for both
researchers in web intelligence and practitioners looking to adopt the techniques.
Below is a brief outline of the chapter.

Section 2.2 reviews the state of arts for the invocation linking in current on-
line encyclopedia and knowledge bases. We discuss the representative systems and
illustrate their advantages and disadvantages and motivate the automatic linking
approach. We will also review potential technologies such as web search, recom-
mender systems and machine learning and discuss their applicability for invocation
linking. In Section 2.3, we discuss a set of general challenges and design goals
for an automatic linking system to achieve including linking quality, efficiency and
scalability, and generalization to multiple corpus. In Section 2.4, the main part of
the chapter, we present the NNexus system, an automatic linking system that we
have developed as an abstraction and generalization of the linking component of
PlanetMath (planetmath.org), PlanetPhysics(planetphysics.org), and other sites [4].
We discuss a number of key features and design ideas of NNexus in addressing the
challenges for invocation linking. Finally, we close the chapter in Section 2.6 by
discussing a set of interesting issues and open problems for invocation linking.
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2.2 State of the Art

We briefly survey the existing and potential solutions for invocation linking and
motivate the automatic linking approach. We also review a number of technologies
that are related or applicable to the invocation linking problem.

2.2.1 Invocation Linking

The existing and potential approaches for invocation linking can be mainly classified
into the following three categories, namely, manual linking, semi-automatic linking,
and automatic linking.

2.2.1.1 Manual Linking

Manual linking refers to the linking technique where both the link source and link
target are explicitly defined, e.g., anchor tags in html documents. Most web pages
use the manual approach. Blog software (such as Wordpress) generally requires
writers create links manually.

2.2.1.2 Semi-automatic Linking

Semi-automatic linking refers to the technique where the terms at the source are
explicitly marked for linking, but the link target is determined by the collabo-
rative online encyclopedia system. Many current online encyclopedias (including
Wikipedia) use the semi-automatic approach.

Wikipedia (which is powered by the Mediawiki software) uses a semi-automatic
approach. That is, the links are manually delimited by authors when the author in-
vokes a concept that they believe should be defined in the collection, but the system
disambiguates between the possible destinations for the link. If an entry for a con-
cept is present only by an alternate name, the link might fail to be connected. Links
to non-existent entries are rendered specially as “broken” links, and the Mediawiki
system makes it easy to start a new entry for that term. However, this is inherently
somewhat distracting to those uninterested in creating a new entry. Mediawiki and
other systems that take a similar approach also fail to provide systemic treatment
of homonymy. The Wikipedia convention is to manually create “disambiguation
nodes,” which contain links to all homonymous concepts with a particular label.
Such nodes add an extra step to navigation, require ongoing maintenance, and can
contain an extremely random and distractive jumble of topics.
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2.2.1.3 Automatic Linking

Automatic invocation linking refers to the technique where the terms at the source
and link target are both automatically determined by the system. This is the ap-
proach that we advocate in order to build the semantic network with minimal manual
effort [4, 9].

Our primary viewpoint is that the manual and semi-automatic approaches are
an unnecessary burden on contributors, since the knowledge management environ-
ment (or Wiki) should contain the data for which concepts are present and how they
should be cited. By contrast, authors will usually not be aware of all concepts which
are already present within the system – especially for large or distributed corpora.

In addition, a more challenging problem with the manual and semi-automatic
linking strategy is that a growing, dynamic corpus will generally necessitate links
from existing entries to new entries as the collection becomes larger. To attend to
this reality would require continuous re-inspection of the entire corpus by writers
or other maintainers, which is an O.n2/-scale problem (where the corpus contains
n entries). To keep an evolving corpus correctly and completely linked, it would be
necessary for maintainers to search it upon each update (or at least periodically) to
determine if the links in the constituent articles should be updated. When generaliz-
ing to inter-linkage across separate corpora, the task would potentially be even more
laborious, as authors would have to search across multiple web sites to determine
what new terms are available for linking into their entries.

The optimal end product of an automatic invocation linking system should be a
fully connected network of articles that will enable readers to navigate and learn
from the corpus almost as naturally as if was interlinked by painstaking manual
effort. Without understanding the invoked concepts in a statement, the reader can-
not attain a complete understanding of the statement, and by extension the entry it
appears in. This is why node interlinkage is so important in hypertexts being used
as knowledge bases, and why an automated system is of such utility. There are two
feasible approaches to automatic linking including rule-based systems and machine
learning-based systems. The main focus of this chapter is on rule-based systems but
the next section includes a brief introduction to the latest machine learning-based
approaches.

2.2.2 Related Technologies

There are a number of technologies that are related or applicable to the automatic
invocation linking problem. We briefly review them below and discuss their impli-
cations and relations to our problem.
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2.2.2.1 Semantic Knowledge Bases

There are several efforts [10,13,14] towards using a wiki for collaboratively editing
semantic knowledge bases where users can specify semantic information includ-
ing links in addition to standard wiki text. Most of them focus on improving
usability and integrating machine readable data and human-readable editable text.
PowerMagpie [5] is a tool that was developed that extends browsing by automati-
cally selecting a wide range of online ontologies for a term in a web page that allows
users to browse through the ontology and through the entities of the ontology. The
system will automatically determine the correct ontology for a term and allow the
user to browse that ontology using a browser plugin.

Among the semantic information, links are arguably the most basic and also most
relevant markup within a wiki and are interpreted as semantic relations between
two concepts described within articles. Völkel et al. [10] provide an extension to
be integrated in Wikipedia, that allows users to specify typed links in addition to
regular links between articles and typed data inside the articles.

2.2.2.2 Information Retrieval and Web Search

In our automatic linking problem, both the link target and the link source need to be
identified and linked automatically. One part of this problem for identifying the best
linking target for a concept label bears similarity to the web search problem in find-
ing the most relevant documents based on a keyword. For the most part the work in
information retrieval [3] has not been explored in the collaborative semantic linking
context [8]. Typical information retrieval issues such as plurality, homonyms, and
polysemy are all relevant for the linking process. Some of the information retrieval
and web search techniques also provide potential solutions for the linking problem.
In particular, the term-frequency and inverse document-frequency (TFIDF) based
document ranking may be applied to rank relevant linking targets given a concept
label. However, the entries that define a particular concept may not contain the ac-
tual concept label (terms) and thus the TFIDF-based approach alone may not yield
a good linking quality.

2.2.2.3 Recommender Systems

Another related technology is recommender systems [1] that aim to predict ratings
of a particular item for a particular user using a set of similar users based on a
user-item rating matrix. At an initial glance, we can model our problem as an entry–
entry link matrix where each cell represent a link or non-link from a certain entry to
another entry and use entry similarities to help determine the best entry to link to for
a term that belongs to a certain entry. While this approach is more appropriate for
relevance linking and may help to narrow down the potential link targets, it alone is
not sufficient for the invocation or concept linking problem. Nevertheless, it remains
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an interesting research question to adapt the collaborative filtering technologies to
enhance the linking precision by incorporating entry similarities and user feedback
into the linking process.

2.2.2.4 Machine Learning

The popularity of Wikipedia has recently produced an interest in the machine learn-
ing community for the problem of automatic linking. Wikipedia is a very large
data source with hyperlinks manually created by the authors of the wiki. The links
in Wikipedia are highly accurate [15]. We can use the existing manually linked
pages as a training set for machine learning based automatic linking. The most suc-
cessful machine learning based technique for automatically linking Wikipedia is
described in [11]. We briefly summarize their work. Two different classifiers can
be trained for disambiguation and link detection. In the disambiguation phase they
use the commonness of each candidate sense and the relatedness to the surrounding
context. The commonness of a sense is the probability it is used as a the link des-
tination in Wikipedia. The relatedness or semantic similarity of two pages is based
on comparing their incoming and outgoing links. In the detection phase the link
detector is trained based on the link probability, the disambiguation confidence, the
depth of the article in the Wikipedia classification tree, and the location and spread
of the topics mentioned in the page. After using both of the classifiers links can be
added to the appropriate location in an entry.

2.3 Challenges and Design Goals

In this section, we discuss the computing challenges and identify a set of design
goals for building an automatic invocation linking system.

2.3.1 Linking Quality

The main analytic challenges lie in how to determine which terms or phrases to
link and which entries to link to. Typical information retrieval and natural language
processing issues such as plurality, homonyms, and polysemy are all relevant for the
linking process and bear on the quality of linking. In light of all these challenges,
the linking process is necessarily imperfect and so linking errors may be present.
We characterize many such forms of errors as follows.

� Mislinking refers to the error that a term or phrase is linked to an incorrect link
target, e.g., an incorrect homonym from a group of homonyms. For example, in
our sample entry shown in Fig. 2.1, if “graph” is linked to object 6 instead of 5,
then we have a mislink.
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� Overlinking refers to the error that a term or phrase is linked when there should
be no link at all. Note that overlinking also contributes to mislinking because the
term is mislinked. For example, if the term “even” is used as a common term (not
in a mathematics sense) but was linked to an entry that defines “even number”,
we have an overlink.

� Underlinking refers to the error that a term or phrase is not linked when there
should be a link because it invokes a concept that is defined in the corpus. For
example, consider our sample entry shown in Fig. 2.1 again, if “planar graph” is
not linked, then we have a underlink.

An important goal of designing the automatic linking system is to reduce the
above errors and improve the link precision (perfect link precision means every link
is linked to the correct link target) while maintaining high link recall (perfect link
recall means a link is created for every concept label that should be linked given the
present state of the corpus).

2.3.2 Efficiency and Scalability

Another important design goal of an automatic linking system is its efficiency so
the links can be created near-real time during rendering of the entries and its scala-
bility so it can handle the large size of an online encyclopedia corpora. In addition,
most collaborative corpora change frequently, an automatic invocation linking sys-
tem needs to efficiently update the links between entries that are related to newly
defined or modified concepts in the corpus. A continually changing corpus must be
dealt in such a way that the analysis and processing of automatic links is tractable
and scalable.

2.3.3 Generalization to Multiple Corpora

It is also necessary and important that an automatic linking system is easy to use for
the adoption by a large user base and easy to setup for the widespread adoption for
linking various materials across multiple sites.

To help users learn more quickly it is now generally accepted that knowledge
bases should leverage each others’ content (or metadata) to increase the scope of
the available learning materials. This is the reason for the development of Semantic
Web standards such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL). An important design
goal of an automatic linking system should be to leverage these standards so that
the system would not only enable intra-linking collaborative encyclopedias, such
as PlanetMath.org, but also allow for linking educational materials such as lecture
notes, blogs, abstracts in research and educational digital libraries. Such usage aids
researchers and students in the better understanding of abstracts and full texts, and
also helps them find related articles quickly.
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2.4 NNexus Approach

We designed and developed NNexus (Noosphere Networked Entry eXtension and
Unification System) [4], a system used to automate the process of automatically
linking encyclopedia entries (or other definitional knowledge bases) into a seman-
tic network of concepts using metadata of the entries. NNexus is an abstraction
and generalization of the automatic linking component of the Noosphere system
[9], which is the platform of PlanetMath (planetmath.org), PlanetPhysics (planet-
physics.org), and other Noosphere sites. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
automatic linking system that links articles and concepts using the metadata of en-
tries, to make linking almost a “non-issue” for writers, and completely transparent
to readers.

NNexus has a number of key features addressing the challenges we outlined
above. First, it provides an effective indexing and linking scheme that utilizes
metadata to automatically identify link sources and link targets. It achieves perfect
link recall without underlinking error. It uses a classification-based link steering
approach to address the mislinking problem and enhance the link precision. It also
provides an interactive entry filtering component to address overlinking problem and
further enhance the link precision for a minority of “tough cases.” Second, NNexus
achieves good efficiency and scalability by its efficient data structures and algorithm
design. It has mechanisms for efficiently updating the links between entries that are
related to newly defined or modified concepts in the corpus. Lastly, NNexus utilizes
OWL and has a simple interface, which allows for an almost unlimited number of
online corpora to interconnect for automatic linking.

In this section, we first give an overview of the model and functionalities behind
NNexus, then present its key components and techniques.

2.4.1 Overview

Users of NNexus apply the following basic functionality to their corpus: when an
entry is rendered either at display time or during offline batch processing, the text
is scanned for words or concept labels (link source) and they are ultimately turned
into hyperlinks to the corresponding entries (link target) in the output rendering.

There are two basic steps in performing the invocation linking. The engine breaks
the text of an entry into a single words/tokens array to iterate through. The tokens
and token tuples (phrases) that invoke concepts defined in other entries are then used
for link target identification to determine the entries to link to.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the conceptual flow of the automatic linking process. In
order to determine which entry to link to for a concept label, NNexus indexes the
entries by building a concept map that maps all of the concept labels in the corpus to
the entries which define these concepts. The tokens and token tuples (phrases) that
are identified as link sources are searched to retrieve the candidate links using the
concept map (see Section 2.4.2). After the candidate links are determined they are
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Fig. 2.2 Linking Diagram: When an entry is linked through NNexus the candidate links are found
in the concept map. These candidates are then compared against the linking policies and sent
through the classification module. The top candidate links are then recombined into the original
text and returned to the user

filtered based on linking policies (see Section 2.4.4). The candidates are then com-
pared by “classification proximity” and the object with the closest classification is
then selected as the link target (see Section 2.4.3). The “winning” candidate for each
position are then substituted into the original text and the linked document is then
returned.

In addition, when new concepts are added to the collection (or the set of concept
labels otherwise changes), entries containing potential invocation of these concept
labels can be invalidated. This allows entries to be re-scanned for links, either at
invalidation time or before the next time they are displayed. NNexus uses a special
structure called the invalidation index to facilitate this (see Section 2.4.5).

This automatic system almost completely frees content authors from having to
“think about links.” It addresses the problems of both outgoing and incoming links,
with respect to a new entry or new concepts. However, it is not completely infalli-
ble, and in an epistemological sense, there is only so much that a system can infer
without having a human-level understanding of the content. Because of this, the
user can ultimately override the automatic linking, create their own manual links,
or specify link policies for steering the automatic linker (see Section 2.4.4). While
complemented and enhanced by the interactive learning components, NNexus is a
completely automatic system and we show in next section that NNexus performs
well even without any human efforts.
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2.4.2 Entry Search

In order to determine which entry to link to for a concept label, NNexus indexes the
entries by building a concept map that maps all of the concept labels in the corpus
to the entries which define these concepts. Below we present the details of how to
build the concept map and how it is used for entry search.

When adding a new object (entry) to NNexus, a list of terms the object defines,
synonyms, and a title are provided (the concept labels) by the author as metadata.
The concept labels are kept in a chained-hash index structure, called the concept
map. This structure contains as keys the words that occur as the first word of some
concept label. Following these words (retrieving the value for the key) leads to a
list of full concept labels starting with that particular word. To facilitate efficient
scanning of entry text to find concept labels, the map is structured as a chained
hash, keyed by the first word of each phrase placed in it. This structure is shown
graphically in Fig. 2.3.

NNexus also performs morphological transformations on concept labels when
building concept map in order to handle morphological invariances and ensure they
can be linked to in most typical usages. The first, and most important transforma-
tion, has the effect of invariance of pluralization. The second invariance is due to
possessiveness. Another morphological invariance concerns international charac-
ters. When a token is checked into the index, NNexus will ensure that the token is
singular and non-possessive, with a canonicalized encoding.

We now discuss how the concept map is used for entry search. When searching
for candidate links for a given entry, the entry is represented as an array of word
tokens (concept labels). The tokenized text of the entry is iterated over and searched
in the concept map. If a word matches the first word of an indexed concept label in
the concept map, the following words in the text are checked to see if they match the
longest concept label starting with that word. If this fails, the next longest concept

{5}{5,6}

Graph TheoryGraphGraph

{2}

{2}

increasing phrase length

Planar Planar GraphPlanar

Fig. 2.3 Concept map: a fast-access (chained-hash-based) structure filled with all the concept
labels for all included corpora, used for determining available linking targets as the text is being
scanned. This figure contains a subset that would be generated based on our example corpus
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label is checked, and so on. NNexus always performs longest phrase match. For
example, if an author mentions the phrase “orthogonal function” in their entry and
links against a collection defining all of “orthogonal,” “function,” and “orthogonal
function,” then NNexus links to the latter. This is based on a nearly universally
consistent assumption of natural language, which is that longer phrases semantically
subsume their shorter atoms.

When a matching concept label is found, it is included in the match array. In
our example “graph”, “plane”, and “connected components” are all defined in the
corpus. All possible link targets of the terms or phrases are added to the match array.
The match array is then iterated over and the possible link targets are then disam-
biguated to determine the best link target for each term or phrase. Classification
based link steering is the main technique used in disambiguation and is discussed in
the next section.

2.4.3 Classification Steering

As we discussed in Section 2.3, one of the main challenges of building an automatic
linking system is to cope with possible mislinking errors. Online encyclopedias are
typically organized into a classification hierarchy, and this ontological knowledge
can be utilized to increase the precision of automatic linking by helping identifying
the best link targets that are closely related to the link source in the ontological
hierarchy. Below we present our classification steering approach that is designed to
reduce mislinking errors and to enhance link precision.

2.4.3.1 Classification Hierarchy

Each object in the NNexus corpus may contain one or more classifications. The clas-
sification table maps entries (by object ID) to lists of classifications which have been
assigned to them by users. The classification hierarchy is represented as a tree.
A subtree of the Mathematical Subject Classification (MSC) hierarchy is shown
as an example in Fig. 2.4. Each class is represented as a node in the tree. Edges
represent parent/child relationships between the classes. In order to select the most
relevant link target for a link source, NNexus compares the classes of the candi-
date link targets to the classes of the link source and selects the closest object with
the shortest distance in the classification tree. Algorithm 2.1 presents a sketch of
the classification steering algorithm.

2.4.3.2 Distance Computation

The key to the algorithm is how to compute the distance between two classes (nodes)
in the classification tree. Note that when there are multiple classes associated with
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03E20: Other classical ...
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05−XX: Combinatorics

Fig. 2.4 Example Classification Tree: This is the MSC subject classification represented as a
weighted graph. The shaded nodes indicates the classification of the source node (where “graph” is
to be linked”) and the classifications of the two target nodes. The weights are assigned with base 10

Algorithm 2.1 Algorithm of classification steering: it returns the target objects that
are closest in classification to the link source in the NNexus classification graph
1: sourceclasses list of classes of source object
2: targetobjects list of candidate target objects
3: for all objecti 2 targetobjects do
4: targetclassesi  list of classes of objecti
5: distancei  minimum distance between all sourceclasses and targetclassesi pairs
6: end for
7: return fobjecti jdistancei D mini distanceig

the link source or link target, the minimum distance of all possible pairs of classes
are used. We adopt two approaches, namely non-weighted approach and weighted
approach, for computing the distance between two classes and discuss each them
below.

In the non-weighted approach, the distance between two classes are simply the
length of the shortest path between two classes. Intuitively, a node further away is
less related to a given node in the tree. NNexus uses Johnson’s All Pairs Shortest
Path algorithm to compute the distances between all classes at startup.

In the weighted approach, each edge is assigned a weight. This is motivated by
the observation that classes at the same level and in the same subtree should be con-
sidered closer than classes at a higher level in the same subtree and classes deeper
in a subtree are more closely related than classes higher in the same subtree. For
example, in Fig. 2.4, 05C10 (Connectivity) and 05C40 (Topological graph ...) are
more closely related than the node 05CXX (Graph theory) and 05BXX (Designs ...).
Based on this observation, we assign a weight to each edge that is inversely propor-
tional to their depth in the tree. We define a weight of an edge in the graph as

w.e/ D bheight�i�1
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where b is the chosen base weight (default is 10), height is the height of the tree
(or in general the distance of the longest path from the designated root node), and i
is the distance of the edge from the root. The distance is computed as the weighted
shortest path between two nodes. Please note that when the base weight is 1, it
becomes the non-weighted approach.

Figure 2.4 also illustrates a scenario of the classification steering algorithm and
the distance computation using our example in Fig. 2.1. The MSC classification
of our source entry 05C40. The term to be linked, “graph”, has two possible link
targets: objects 5 with classification 05C99 and object 6 with classification 03E20.
We examine the weighted distance (with weight base 10) between the source class
and the two target classes to determine which is a better link target. As the weighted
distance from 05C99 to 05C40 is shorter in the weighted classification graph than
03E20, “graph” is linked to object 5.

It is worth mentioning that this methodology presents problems when attempting
to link across multiple sites (or across domains), as different knowledge bases
may not use the same classification hierarchy. To address the general problem of
inter-linking multiple corpora it is necessary to consider mapping (or otherwise
combining) multiple, differing classification ontologies. We are currently investigat-
ing the techniques discussed in [2, 12] and implementing this type of functionality
in our system.5

2.4.4 Entry Filtering

NNexus achieves perfect link recall without underlinking errors as every linkable
terms will be linked in an entry. However, it is possible to have overlinking errors
when a term that should not be linked (at all) is linked to an entry in the corpus
(recall Section 2.3). For example, many articles will contain the word “even.” In
many cases this is not used in mathematical context and should be forbidden from
linking to the entry defining “even number.”

In order to combat this overlinking problem and those rare cases where the classi-
fication of target articles does not completely disambiguate the link targets, NNexus
includes an interactive learning component, entry filtering by linking policies, that
is designed to complement and further enhance the link precision by allowing users
to specify linking policies. Linking policies are a set of directives controlling linking
based on the subject classification system within the encyclopedia. The linking pol-
icy of an article describes, in terms of subject classes, where links may be made or
prohibited. Thus, the entry for “even number” would forbid all articles from linking
to the concept “even” unless they were in the number theory category. The author
need only supply a linking policy for those terms that the article defines that are
used commonly in language and are not meant in a mathematical sense.

5 For more information on ontology mapping, we recommend the survey in [6].
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For each object there is stored text chunk representing the user-supplied linking
policy. The linking policy table is keyed by object ID. The linking policies can be
specified by the author but administrators also have the ability to modify the linking
policies.

We note that the linking policy component requires minimal work from the users
and we will show in the experiment section later that by adding linking policies for
a very small number (percentage) of entries, the precision for the overall corpus is
enhanced significantly.

We are also exploring automatic keyword extraction techniques in order to extract
those terms that should be or should not be linked in an automatic way. In addi-
tion, we also have a few efforts in progress exploring various ranking techniques
by integrating multiple factors such as domain class, priority, pedagogical level,
and reputation of the entries to handle the over-linking problem in a more auto-
matic way.

2.4.5 Invalidation

Since NNexus operates on a dynamic and growing corpus we need to know when
articles need to be re-linked. As an optimization technique to further enhance the
efficiency and performance of the system, NNexus also includes an invalidation
component. When a new object is added, NNexus utilizes an invalidation index to
determine which articles may possibly link to the new object and need to be “inval-
idated” (marked for re-processing before being displayed again). The invalidation
index stores term and phrase content information for all entries in the corpus. It is
an adaptive index in that longer phrases are only stored if they appear frequently in
the collection. There is no limit to how long a stored phrase can be; however, very
long phrases are extremely unlikely to appear.

The invalidation index is a variation on a standard text document inverted index
structure and works in the usual way for lookups. However, instead of just being
keyed on single-word terms, it is keyed on phrases (which are usually but not always
single-word). For each term or phrase in the index, there is a list of objects which
contain that term or phrase. These lists are called postings lists. Since the falloff in
occurrence count by phrase length in a typical collection follows a Zipf distribution,
the invalidation index tends to be around twice the size of a simple word-based
inverted index.

The invalidation index has a special property that for every phrase indexed, all
shorter prefixes of that phrase are also indexed for every occurrence of the longer
phrase. This allows us to guarantee that occurrences of the shorter phrases or single
terms will be noticed if we do a lookup using these shorter tuples as keys.

The invalidation index exists for a single purpose: so that when concept labels
are added to the collection (or when they change), we can determine a minimal
superset of entries effected by the change – that is, they likely link to the newly
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added concept. The invalidation index allows us to do this in a way that never misses
an entry that should be re-examined, but does not catch too many irrelevant entries
(false positives).

2.5 Case Studies

We have implemented NNexus as a general, open source tool and deployed NNexus
in a variety of settings including the online encyclopedia web site PlanetMath.org.
In this section, we briefly introduce some implementation features and the inter-
face of NNexus, present some statistics of its deployment in the PlanetMath corpus,
and discuss a few other scenarios illustrating the deployability and effectiveness of
NNexus. Figure 2.5 shows a sample architecture linking to multiple corpora.

Collaborative
Corpus     Application

Concept
Harvest

PlanetMath

Users
End

API

NNexus
DB

Classification
Module

NNexus

Wikipedia

MathWorld

Ontology Merging

MW
Ontology

WP
Ontology

PM
Ontology

Fig. 2.5 NNexus System Architecture (in an example deployment): The shaded region denotes
NNexus proper. The classification module provides classification-invariant link steering between
multiple ontologies
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2.5.1 PlanetMath

The core methods of NNexus have proven their large-scale applicability in the
PlanetMath6 site, a collaborative and dynamic mathematics encyclopedia in exis-
tence on the web for about 7 years now. As of this writing PlanetMath had more
than 7,145 entries defining more than 12,171 concepts. We present a set of statis-
tics of the linking system for the PlanteMath Corpus in terms of linking quality,
efficiency and scalability.

2.5.1.1 Linking Quality

In order to evaluate the linking quality and the effect of the different system
components of NNexus, we performed a study on the live PlanetMath collection
examining the linking precision with basic lexical matching (without classification
steering and linking policies) vs. lexical matching with classification steering (with-
out linking policies) vs. lexical matching with classification steering and linking
policies. The experiment was performed over the entire PlanetMath corpus but the
statistics were estimated from a sample of 50 random entries in the corpus.

Table 2.1 presents the link precision for the three cases respectively. Link preci-
sion is defined as the number of correct links (those to the appropriate destination)
divided by the number of created links. Note that NNexus system was designed for
near-perfect link recall defined as the number of created (retrieved) links divided
by the number of concepts invoked the entry that are actually defined in the corpus
and thus we do not report link recall. We observe that the classification steering as
well as linking policies improve the link precision significantly. Note that these poli-
cies were supplied by real-world users with no prompting, and no effort was made
to tackle the remaining problematic cases of overlinking. Nevertheless, the linking
policies drove precision up to more than 92%.7

Table 2.1 Linking quality for PlanetMath

Statistic Basic Steering Steering and policies

Number of links 761 761 701
Good links 630 672 646
Mislinks 131 89 55
Overlinks 69 69 36
% mislink 17.2 11.7 7.8
% overlink 9.1 9.1 5.1
Precision 82.8 88.3 92.2

6 Visit PlanetMath on the web at http://www.planetmath.org
7 Likely this number could exceed 95% with a little bit of targeted effort, and given that these
policies have been available on PlanetMath for less than 2 years, the numbers will likely continue
to improve on their own.
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We believe these results provide compelling support for our hypothesis that
NNexus with classification-based link steering achieves good linking quality. Fur-
ther, overlinking, which represents at least two-thirds of the precision shortfall in
our collection, can be largely eliminated by adding linking policies to a small sub-
set of it. The results also indicate that by adding the linking polices the mislinking
percentage was reduced. Thus a small subset of homonyms in the corpus contribute
not only to overlinking by also to much of the mislinking.

2.5.1.2 Scalability and Efficiency

To study the scalability and efficiency of our approach, we ran experiments on a
modest Mac machine running OS X with a 1.83 GHz Intel Core Duo and 512MB
DDR2 SDRAM. We selected random subsets of size 200–7,132 from the Planet-
Math corpus and kept track of the number of seconds to link every object in the
subset corpora.

Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.6 show the performance results for different corpus sizes.
We can see that the time per link quickly falls off and then hovers around a con-
stant value as the collection grows. This indicates that NNexus is not only efficient
but also scalable to very large corpus sizes. All overhead quickly amortizes and
diminishes relative to productive linking work done by the system, meaning that
NNexus automatic linking is a legitimate feature to build into expanding collections
and growing ensembles of interlinked collections on the web.

2.5.1.3 Comparison to Wikipedia

A survey in [15] shows that about 97–99% of Wikipedia links are accurate.
However, this study is not directly comparable to our survey for a number of
reasons. First, because it relies on the convention of “disambiguation nodes” (which
NNexus allows one to avoid) and second, it doesn’t take into account link recall
(underlinking). In other words, links in Wikipedia tend to be accurate, but some of

Table 2.2 Linking scalability for PlanetMath

Corpus size Number of links Total time (s) Time/link

200 640 126 0.197
500 2;067 290 0.140

1;000 5;837 617 0.106
2;000 17;757 1;218 0.069
3;000 35;682 1;972 0.055
4;000 52;030 2;881 0.055
5;000 79;139 3;737 0.047
6;000 101;787 4;487 0.044
7;132 127;430 5;599 0.044
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Fig. 2.6 Scalability study: time-per-link for progressively larger corpora, showing clearly that the
automatic linking process is sub-linear in time complexity

this “accuracy” is due to the presence of disambiguation nodes, and some is likely
due to the fact that many links simply aren’t being made.

Most significantly, from a usability and productivity standpoint, no formal com-
parison of the effort required for link maintenance in the manual/semi-automatic vs.
automatic paradigms has been made. However, anecdotal evidence suggests our ap-
proach to linking is less work for authors and more appreciated by them; and with
classification and linking steering, precision approaches that achieved on Wikipedia
with manual effort and disambiguation nodes. It is interesting to note that artificial
hubs are created in the Wikipedia network because of disambiguation pages. This
may have impact on some algorithms that use the link structure of a semantic net-
work such as HITS [7]. Disambiguation pages paradoxically add ambiguity to the
data because the link structure is modified and it encourages authors not to find the
correct target for a link.

2.5.2 Lecture Notes

In addition to enabling intra-linking in an single encyclopedic knowledge base such
as PlanetMath, NNexus also provides a generalized automatic linking solution to
a variety of potential applications. One such application is the linking of lecture
notes to math encyclopedia sites (including PlanethMath and MathWorld, but poten-
tially extending to others, such as Wikipedia, the Digital Library of Mathematical
Functions [DLMF], and more). Figure 2.7 demonstrates this sort of use, showing
screenshots of automatically linked notes from a probabilities course taught by
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Fig. 2.7 Screenshot of original (left) and automatically linked (right) lecture notes using NNexus.
The links in this example are to definitions on both MathWorld and PlanetMath, depending on
which site had each particular definition available, and in the case both did, a collection priority
configuration option determined the outcome. Concepts were “imported” from MathWorld using
that site’s OAI repository

Professor Jim Pitman at UC Berkeley – before and after automatic linking with
NNexus (the links in this example are to both PlanetMath and MathWorld).

Due to the ease-of-use and success of linking lecture notes we are confident that
we can extend NNexus to other applications with diminishing additional effort. An-
other interesting application is the linking of abstracts in research and educational
digital libraries. This would enable learners (students or researchers) to quickly find
related articles and also would help the user better understand the underlying con-
cepts in the abstracts.

It would also be useful to apply automatic linking to educational blogs, which
are of increasing prevalence and impact on the web, and are being embraced by
large-scale efforts such as the NSDL.8

The modular design of NNexus allows developers to use NNexus as a web plu-
gin for on-demand text linking and for various document authoring applications.
NNexus could be deployed as a web service to allow third parties to link arbitrary
documents to particular corpora.

8 For their “Expert Voices” service. See http://www.nsdl.org/
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2.6 Conclusion and Open Issues

We have introduced the problem of automatic invocation linking for collaborative
web-based corpora and outlined the design goals that any automatic linking system
should strive to achieve. We presented NNexus, an automatic linking system that
we have developed as a potential solution and presented a few case studies demon-
strating the effectiveness and efficiency of the NNexus approach. NNexus is now
available for general use as open source software9 and we look forward to working
with others to improve it and apply it more widely to enhance the semantic quality
of the web in general.

There are a number of open research directions remaining with the automatic
linking problem. First, in order to achieve perfect link recall yet avoiding overlink-
ing problem, automatic keyword extraction technique is a promising direction to
investigate to better extract concept labels to be linked. Second, in order to further
enhance link precision, it is a fruitful research direction to combine content based
information retrieval techniques and collaborative filtering techniques [1] with the
metadata based approach in NNexus to enhance the ranking of potential link targets
and address issues of “competing” entries and different needs and preferences of
authors. This especially becomes an issue when one goes beyond a single collab-
orative corpus, as would typically be the case in linking to them by third parties.
Finally, it remains a major research and development item to generalize any link-
ing system for inter-linking of multiple corpus across domains with expansion of
ontology mapping capabilities.

Acknowledgements This work has been partially supported by the Google Summer of Code Pro-
gram. We would also like to thank the editors of the special issue and the anonymous reviewers for
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Chapter 3
WS-Query – A Framework to Efficiently Query
Semantic Web Service

Mourad Ouzzani, Athman Bouguettaya, and Ahmed Elmagarmid

Abstract We propose a query framework, called WS-Query, to efficiently query
semantic Web services using Quality of Web Service (QoWS). Service querying
is enabled by a novel service query model where declarative service queries are
resolved by multi-level Web service invocations. Quality of Web Service is used
as a key parameter to select the best services. QoWS consists of a set of criteria
that characterize the behavior of Web services in delivering their functionalities.
We adjust the different QoWS parameters through dynamic rating and multimode
matching. The dynamic rating provides a quantitative assessment of the Web ser-
vices in achieving the promised QoWS throughout their interactions with the query
infrastructure. The proposed multimode matching expands the solution space by en-
abling similar/partial answers and allows assigning a degree of precision for each
matching mode.

3.1 Introduction

Service computing and semantic Web services have undeniably taken ground in
many industries and academia as the technology of choice for building complex ap-
plications over the Web. Many organizations are now using semantic Web services
to interact with each others and give access to their business to internal users and ex-
ternal customers. Even the scientific community has embarked in similar endeavors
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where analysis tools and access to databases are offered through web services.
Semantic Web services offer an ideal framework to leverage the huge investments
in application development over the Web. They provide a standard framework for
interoperating independently developed Web applications. Simply defined, a Web
service is a set of related functionalities that can be programmatically accessed
through the Web. As the Service Web starts to take shape, we anticipate that the
business model will include a whole community of Web service providers that will
compete to provide similar and different services. Therefore, the expected querying
paradigm shift will be from a data-centric querying to a service-centric querying
where first-class objects are Web services.

Fully delivering on the potential of Web services will require a foundation to pro-
vide a sound design for efficiently publishing, discovering, composing, monitoring,
and optimizing access to Web services. The proposed Web service foundation will
enable the ubiquitous deployment of Web Service Management Systems (WSMSs)
[33]. Web services would be treated as first-class objects, i.e., they would be the fo-
cus of manipulation and reasoning tasks. This paper focuses on the service query
optimization aspect of WSMSs. Because we are witnessing a growing pace in
Web service deployments (e.g., IBM, Google, BEA, and Microsoft), it will soon
be common for Web service providers to offer the same or similar user-requested
functionality (aka service). Thus, there is an urgent need to provide a uniform
foundational framework for defining the criteria used in service query optimiza-
tion along with the development of a selection process for obtaining the “best”
Web services that fulfill the requested functionality (service). In this framework,
it is assumed that service requesters can either be human users or other Web ser-
vices. Users would typically be represented by a Web service proxy. In this paper,
we present a comprehensive query infrastructure, called WS-Query, that relies on a
user-oriented set of criteria to determine the Quality of Web Service (QoWS) of the
requested service. Central to this approach is the use of a three-level service query
refinement approach that implements a novel user-centric optimization process.

Querying simple Web services typically consists of invoking one or more opera-
tions using messages. Querying multiple Web services that would form a composite
Web service, like a travel package, requires finding all relevant Web services and
their corresponding operations, and combining these operations under several con-
straints including feasibility, e.g., do we have all inputs to invoke a given operation,
and efficiency, is it the best choice with respect to a given objective function. WS-
Query offers a novel multi-level service query model to address such needs. In such
a framework, users formulate their requests for services through declarative service
queries. These queries are resolved by orchestrating the invocation of several Web
service operations. Without loss of generality, we assume that each Web service
is represented by one single operation. In our framework, users typically formu-
late declarative queries against abstract relations. Abstract relations are a means to
represent meta-service information. Query processing and optimization is a three-
phase process that corresponds to three levels, namely, query level, mediator level,
and concrete level, to obtain an efficient service execution plan. In the first level,
i.e., query level, the use of abstract relations allows for easy query formulation.
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The second level, i.e., mediator level, consists of mapping the message invocations
from the abstract relations to generic operations’ invocations of a particular domain
application. In the third level, i.e., concrete level, a mapping is performed from
generic operations to concrete operations implemented in actual Web services. The
proposed three-level query infrastructure allows different degrees of matching, thus
enabling a broader range of choices and more flexibility in resolving a given service
query. The matching process involves the use of ontologies to express the semantics
of both requests and Web service offerings.

The optimization model of WS-Query is based on the use of Quality of Web
Service (QoWS) which captures users’ requirements (i.e., expectations) for accept-
able performance. In contrast, traditional database query optimization techniques
are usually system-oriented. In our proposed query infrastructure, QoWS is key in
distinguishing between competing Web services [31, 34]. QoWS includes differ-
ent quality parameters that characterize the behavior of a Web service in delivering
its functionalities. Examples of such parameters include availability, latency, and
fees. Since several fluctuations may occur during a Web service lifetime leading
to situations where the promised QoWS may not be fulfilled, we propose to moni-
tor QoWS when Web service operations are invoked. This monitoring measures the
fluctuations of QoWS parameters to be able to accurately assess the Web service’s
behavior.

The work described here builds upon the preliminary work presented in [20]
and extends it in several major ways. Our contributions in this article are: First, we
propose a three-level service query model where users formulate declarative queries
against abstract relations (i.e., abstract services). These queries are then transformed
into invocations of different Web service operations. As part of this model, a flex-
ible matching scheme is used to allow partial answers. Second, a comprehensive
characterization of non-functional properties of Web services is proposed. The re-
sult is a model where QoWS parameters are classified based on the Web service
behavior they characterize. In this paper, we assume that the values of these pa-
rameters are available from either the service providers (as part of the Web service
descriptions in the service registry) or from other third parties. We do not delve into
how these QoWS parameters are actually computed. Third, we propose to moni-
tor Web service invocations to measure QoWS parameters’ fluctuations and rate the
Web services accordingly. These ratings will be used in the optimization process.
Fourth, we propose different optimization algorithms to efficiently query Web ser-
vices based on the use of QoWS. The two basic premises for our query infrastructure
are that (i) multiple Web services compete to offer similar functionalities, and that
(ii) service providers may be engaged in business partnerships. Finally, we provide
an implementation of the proposed infrastructure in the context of a real-life dig-
ital government application. We conducted an extensive experimental study of the
different proposed algorithms. While our scenario examples focus on the social ser-
vices for senior citizens application which lends itself to the type of on-demand,
customized, and outsourced services considered in this work, the proposed query
infrastructure is generic enough to be applicable to a wide range of other domains
such as e-commerce (B2B, B2C, etc.), grid services, bioinformatics, etc.
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3.1.1 Motivating Scenario

To illustrate the need for a comprehensive query infrastructure over Web services,
we consider the case of social benefits for senior citizens. The scenario illustrates
how getting those benefits for senior citizens is difficult and highlights the many
challenges facing social workers throughout this process. The goal of WS-Query is
to overcome such difficulties and help achieve the maximum efficiency and the best
services for senior citizens.

Let us assume that Maria, an indigent senior citizen, would like to receive
social benefits. She would have to visit a local social service agency for an inter-
view (Fig. 3.1). There, Peter, a social worker, finds out that Maria is potentially
qualified for several benefits, most of which are sub-contracted from outside orga-
nizations. As several potential providers may be candidate, Peter needs to contact
them to check if they meet the agency requirements (e.g., budget) and are actually
able to serve Maria’s needs. This may not be an easy task for the social worker.

Fig. 3.1 A typical scenario for senior citizens services
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For example, the transportation service may be provided by different transporta-
tion companies: County Shuttle – a county service that provides free rides
for senior citizens but has limited coverage, Vans Shuttle – a private shuttle
company that charges a monthly fee, TaxiCab – offers flat fee for any use of a
taxi cab, SpecialNeeds – a specialized transportation company for the handi-
capped. Although all these providers offer transportation services, the conditions
(e.g., price, quality) under which these services are offered may differ. For instance,
the Vans Shuttle company may be the least expensive but may not provide
the same level of service for handicapped persons as SpecialNeeds. Further-
more, caring for the nutritional needs of Maria may require three types of services
Meals Provider, Meals Delivery, and Senior Nutrition Program. In this case, indi-
vidual providers should be selected in a way that optimizes their combination. For
instance, the choice of Meals@Home as a meals provider may reduce costs if com-
bined with MealsOnTime as the meals delivery since these two providers are in
business partnership.

In summary, for any particular service that Maria is qualified for, several poten-
tial providers may exist. Although they may offer similar services, the conditions
(e.g., price, quality) under which those services are offered may differ. Manually
looking for the appropriate providers is an error-prone process that may lead to
sub-optimal outcomes for both the agency and the senior citizens. In addition, as
Maria’s situation changes, it might be necessary to modify existing services and add
new ones. Furthermore, as provider quality changes over time and new providers are
available or become unavailable, the agency may need to change Maria’s providers
for better efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present
a novel query model for Web services where the Web service space is abstracted
into three levels, namely query, mediator, and concrete. In Section 3.3, we de-
scribe WS-Query’s optimization strategy for Web services. We mainly focus on
the non functional properties (QoWS) to select and combine Web services. We
propose a monitoring technique to assess the behavior of Web services. We then
present several algorithms for optimizing queries based on QoWS. In Section 3.4,
we present the implementation of our approach in an e-government application. We
also describe experiments conducted using the proposed optimization algorithms.
In Section 3.5, we overview the related work. We provide the concluding remarks
in Section 3.6.

3.2 Service Query Model

Given a query, its resolution involves the invocation of various Web service opera-
tions and the combination of their results. The proposed service query model enables
users to express their requests through simple declarative queries.
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3.2.1 Three-Level Service Model

To facilitate the manipulation of Web services as first-class objects, we propose
a three-level service model where queries only specify the requested information
and functionalities without referring to specific Web services or the way to com-
bine them. More precisely, we define at the top level, relations to allow for easy
query formulation. At the second level, we define generic operations which are
usually specific to a given application domain. The third level represents con-
crete operations from actual Web services. The three-level model acts as a layered
schema for the service space. Although our Web service model is inspired from
database concepts, we note some major differences. In databases, the requested data
is well-known, static, and owned and managed by a central authority. In the query
infrastructure, relevant Web services need first to be located for each query. These
a priori unknown Web services are independent entities that compete against each
other to solve a query. In addition, the same query may be answered by different
Web services if executed twice due to the dynamic nature of the Web service space.
The three-level service model is defined in more details as follows:

� Query Level Defines a set of relations that allow the formulation and submis-
sion of declarative queries over Web services. Different sets of relations may be
defined over the generic operations using different mapping rules. Examples of
relations include transportation options, and food provider menu.

� Mediator Level Defines generic operations typically offered in a particular ap-
plication domain. Theses generic operations determine, along with the relations,
the kind of queries that are supported by the query infrastructure. Examples of
generic operations include Transportation, LegalAid, and MealsProvider.

� Concrete Level Represents actual Web services and their concrete operations
offered on the Web. These are the potential candidates to answer queries. Web
services are a priori unknown; they need to be discovered and their operations
need to be matched with generic operations.

A typical scenario for building the three-level query model would be of a
“designer” willing to provide query capabilities over Web services in a target appli-
cation domain, e.g., social services. The designer starts by defining a set of generic
operations that represent basic operations usually offered by Web services in this
application using some domain expertise. These generic operations are not related
to any existing Web services. This is crucial since Web services are continuously
evolving and the system is always looking for the best deals for users’ queries. Next,
the designer defines a set of relations tailored for a particular user group that is in-
terested in some specific part of the service space (by adding conditions, composing
generic operations, etc.) For example, citizens will not have access to the same set
of generic operations as social workers. Finally, a user-friendly interface is provided
to allow users pose queries using those relations.

In Fig. 3.2, we illustrate the three level scheme for the senior citizens scenario.
For example, a social worker could get services for providing meals in a given
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Fig. 3.2 The three-level query model for the senior citizens scenario

area and fulfilling some conditions (price, quantity, etc.) by simply formulating a
query that uses the relation Meals. This relation is then mapped to its corresponding
generic operations DeliverMeal and PrepareMeal. Each of these generic operations
could then be matched to various operations from the concrete level. For exam-
ple, DeliverMeal could be matched to operations from two potential Web services
MealsOnTime and FoodAround.

3.2.2 Mapping Relations to Generic Operations

Different views can be obtained over the service space by defining different rela-
tions at the query level and varying the way they relate to generic operations. A
given relation is obtained by “invoking” one or several generic operations. Output
parameters of the concrete operations that will be matched to those generic opera-
tions will feed the tuples of that relation. We represent relations at the query level
as a sort of “conjunctive queries” over generic operations. Conjunctive queries or
select-project-join queries are simply a conjunction of atoms, where each atom is
built out of relation symbols and existentially quantified variables. Let R be the set
of relations defined at the query level and G the set of generic operations, which are
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defined in more details in the next subsection, the mapping between relations and
generic operations is defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. For any relation Ri 2 R,

.Ri .x1; x2; : : : ; xn/ W �
^

j
Gopj .yj1

; : : : ; yjm
/;
^

k
Ck/

where xi are the parameters of Ri , Gopj 2 G, and yj are input/output parameters
of the corresponding operation. Ck’s represent conditions on parameters appearing
in Gopj . Their form is: Ck D xk op c, where xk is an input/output parameter from
any Gopj , c a constant, and op 2 fD;¤; <;>;�;�;2g. �
The :- is the transcription of an implication arrow. It means that to obtain Ri , we
need to invoke the different operations Gopj . The

V
refers to a conjunction. Mul-

tiple occurrences of a parameter express equality. This definition does not mandate
any order on the concrete operation invocations. The order is obtained during the
processing and optimization phase of complete queries. This enables more flexi-
bility in deciding which Web services to use to solve a query. Furthermore, this
definition captures the process of going from a static entity, the relations, to a dy-
namic entity, the generic operations, in order to populate the former with the results
of the invocation of the latter.
Here is an example of a mapping rule:

Meals.Zipcode;MealType;MealPrice;DeliveryPrice/ :-
DeliverMeals.Area;DeliveryPrice/,
PrepareMeals.ProviderZip;MealType;MealPrice/,
Zipcode 2 Area, ProviderZip 2 Area

The relation Meals is defined through two generic operations: DeliverMeals returns
a meals delivery service in a certain area and PrepareMeals returns a meal provider.
Area is a set of zip codes where the delivery service operates. In addition, the map-
ping rule states conditions to make sure that the meal delivery service’s area includes
both the meal provider and the zip code specified in the relation.

3.2.3 Generic Operations Representation

For any generic operation in a query, we need to locate relevant concrete operations
from an a priori unknown service space. These are matching operations that provide
the “same” functionality as the generic operation. The description of generic opera-
tions should contain enough information to decide if a match is possible. It should
be also flexible enough to allow a wide range of concrete operation selections. Thus,
a semantic description is required in addition to syntactic attributes.

In general, it is not possible to assume that “all” existing Web services would
agree on a common ontology. However, queries usually target specific applications
domains or communities of Web services which would agree on some common on-
tology. In this case, the target ontology will be known a priori and selecting Web
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services from those communities would be possible. On the contrary, if a query
targets multiple ontologies, semantics reconciliation, ontology mapping and align-
ment techniques [9] should be used to enable matching. Using such techniques will
not have a major impact on our query infrastructure; if a common ontology ex-
ists direct matching occurs, otherwise a “semantics reconciliation” module will be
transparently added without modifying the rest of the infrastructure. Discussions of
reconciliation techniques and the corresponding module are outside the scope of
this paper. In WS-Query, we use the ontology-based description of Web services
proposed in [16] to describe concrete and generic operations. This ontology-based
description has been specified using DAMLCOIL [12]. While the semantic descrip-
tion of Web services is still work in progress, there are two emerging specifications
that are of interest: (1) OWL-S [14] (previously DAML-S), built on top of OWL,
provides a set of markup language constructs to describe Web services. (2) The Web
service modeling ontology (WSMO) [11] focuses on describing various aspects re-
lated to Semantic Web Services. However, we choose to use our in-house semantic
description for the sake of simplicity and since there is no accepted standard.

We assume that each operation, either generic or concrete, is semantically
described through its Purpose and Category. Purpose contains two attributes: func-
tionality and synonyms. The functionality represents the business functionality
provided by the operation. Examples of functionalities include eligibility screen-
ing and listing. The synonyms attribute contains a set of alternative functionality
names for the operation. For example, eligibility screening is synonym of eligibility
check. Category contains also two attributes: domain and synonyms. The domain
gives the area of interest of the operation. Examples of domains include food, legal,
and counseling. Synonyms attributes are similar to those defined for purpose. Web
services and their concrete operations are usually described using WSDL which
does not provide support for semantic description. We assume that the different
semantic attributes are either added to the WSDL description or advertised in the
service registry with the Web service using, for example, UDDI tModels.

Operations may have parameters that play either the role of input or output. There
may be situations where in Web service operations offering similar functionalities,
the same parameter is used as input in some concrete operations and output in oth-
ers. For example, two transportation services may specify a parameter related to
pricing type (per use, per ride, monthly, etc.) as an input in one case and output in
another. Thus, we propose to define parameters that can be either input or output
(InOut). The actual nature, i.e., input or output, of these parameters is determined at
processing time, when actual Web services are located and their concrete operations
are matched against generic operations. We should note that Web services do not
include, in their basic definition, this concept of InOut. However, we introduced this
concept at the abstract level only when we define generic operations. This will allow
us to match a given generic operation to a larger set of concrete operations.

Definition 3.2. A generic operation is formally represented by a tuple Gop D .In;
Out; InOut;Category;Purpose/ where In is the set of input parameters,Out the set
of output parameters, InOut the set of parameters that may be either input or out-
put, Category describes the domain of interest, and Purpose describes the business
functionality. �
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The following is an example of a generic operation:

TransportationOptions D .In;Out; InOut;Category;Purpose/

where InDfDepartureZip, ArrivalZipg, OutDfRules, PricingType, Priceg
InOutDfPricingTypeg, CategoryD (Travel, fTransportation, Voyageg), and
PurposeD (Listing, fFare, Time Tableg).

3.2.4 Web Service Query Specification

Usually, users pose their queries through some user-friendly graphical interface.
However, queries are manipulated internally as conjunctive queries over relations
from the query level.

Definition 3.3. Q is a conjunctive (select-project-join) query over R:

Q.X/ W �
^

i
Ri .Xi /;

^
k
Ck

whereRi are relations from the query level.X andXi are tuples of parameters such
that 8x 2 X; 9x 2 Xi . Ck’s represent conditions on parameters appearing in the
query. Their form is: Ck D x op c, where x is a parameter appearing in any Xi , c a
constant, and op 2 fD;¤; <;>;�;�;2g. �

To illustrate the use of our service model, we present a sample query from the
senior citizens scenario. Here are the generic operations used in this example:

� Transportation(In(DepartureZip, ArrivalZip), Out(Rules, PricingType, Price)) –
Returns transportation services provided between two zip codes.

� ArtGallery(In(Zipcode), Out(OperationHours)) – Information on an art gallery
in a zip code.

For example, Maria is looking for the best Web services for transportation and
art gallery. She may submit either two different queries for each service or one
single query for both. In the latter case, she may take advantage of some potential
discounts that may be offered by an art gallery in partnership with a transportation
service. Without loss of generality, we assume that the query is expressed directly
over generic operations.

Query.Rules;PricingType;Price;Zipcode;OperationHours/ :-
Transportation.DepartureZip;ArrivalZip;Rules;

PricingType;Price/;
ArtGallery.Zipcode;OperationHours/;
Price < 30;DepartureZipD 22044;ArrivalZip D 22311;
Zipcode D 22311
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3.2.5 Multimode Matching for Generic Operations

Different providers compete by offering “similar” functionalities while differing
on the required input, returned output, etc. Thus, it would not be always possible
to find an exact match for a given request. In addition, users may be inclined to
accept similar or close answers. Hence, instead of looking only for concrete opera-
tions that match exactly the generic operations appearing in a query, a more flexible
matching scheme would allow having generic and concrete operations’ attributes
not necessarily identical. The idea is to vary the way that the different attributes
(e.g., input, category) from generic and concrete operations are compared to each
other. This results in different levels of “precision” for the matching process. While
the matching scheme described below overlaps with some existing techniques like
those in [7,15,24,26,29], our focus in this paper is mostly on defining different lev-
els of matching precision and being able to quantify their influence on optimization.
In fact, we could replace the proposed scheme by another as long as we can define
levels of matching precision and assign a matching degree to each level.

We define a function similar to check whether two parameters of two operations
are the same. similar.x; y/ is True if x and y correspond exactly to the same concept
with respect to the common ontology defined in the application domain, i.e., same
meaning and same data type. For example, the attribute “cost” and “price” represent
the same concept; both correspond to the sale price of an item in US$ before tax. It
is also possible to relax the condition on data types provided that there is a mecha-
nism to relates different data types. Other option for defining similarity are possible
but are outside the scope of this paper. For any generic operation opg , we assume
that InOut.opg/ has been divided into two sets InOuti .opg/ and InOuto.opg/ that
correspond to parameters from InOut that have been matched to input parameters
and output parameters from the concrete operation opc respectively. We can now
present two potential comparisons between the input and output parameters of a
generic operation opg and a concrete operation opc that we are using when defining
the matching levels.

(a) Equality In.opc/ D In.opg/ [ InOuti .opg/ (Out.opc/ D Out.opg/ [
InOuto.opg/ is defined similarly) if

� (i) In.opc/ and In.opg/ [ InOuti .opg/ have the same number of parameters
and

� (ii) 8x 2 In.opc/ (resp. In.opg/[InOuti .opg/), 9y 2 In.opg/[InOuti .opg/
(resp. In.opc// such that similar.x; y/ is True.

(b) Subsumption In.opc/ � In.opg/ [ InOuti .opg/ (Out.opc/ � Out.opc/ [
InOuto.opg/ is defined similarly) if

� (i) The number of parameters in In.opc/ is smaller than in In.opg/ [
InOuti .opg/ and

� (ii) 8x 2 In.opc/, 9y 2 In.opg/ [ InOuti .opg/ such that similar.x; y/ is
True.
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Let opg and opc be two generic and concrete operations respectively. We
define four matching levels obtained by varying the way the different at-
tributes are compared. Other classifications of the matching levels are possible
by introducing other variations in comparing the different attributes. We as-
sume that Category.opc/ D .Domainc ; Cat Synonymsc/, Category.opg/ D
.Domaing ; Cat Synonymsg/, Purpose.opc/ D .Functionalityc ; P ur Synonymsc/,
and Purpose.opg/ D .Functionalityg ; P ur Synonymsg/.

1. Exact Match The concrete operation opc matches the generic operation opg
with respect to all attributes. opc matches exactly opg if they have the same
Category and Purpose, and the conditions of the equality case are fulfilled.

2. Overlapping Match Corresponds to the case of a concrete operation offering
close functionalities to that of the generic operation. opc and opg overlap if the
conditions of the equality case are fulfilled and their Category and P urpose
overlap:

.fDomaincg [ Cat Synonymsc/\ .fDomaingg [ Cat Synonymsg/ ¤ ;
and
.fFunctionalitycg [ P ur Synonymsc/ \ .fFunctionalitygg [
P ur Synonymsg/ ¤ ;.

3. Partial Match Corresponds to the case where the input and output parame-
ters are not identical. Two operations opg and opc match partially if they have
the same Category and Purpose, and the conditions of the subsumption case as
presented above are fulfilled. Examples of such subsumption include a concrete
operation that does not return all the output parameters expected by the generic
operation (this may be an acceptable answer for some users) or a concrete op-
eration that uses only a subset of the input provided by the generic operation.
A simple example for the second case is of two operations busFare1(<Other
Inputs>, Age, Cost) and busFare2(<Other Inputs>, Cost). Both operations re-
turn bus fares except that the second operation does not take into account the age
information which can is used by the second operation to get a lower Cost.

4. Partial and Overlap Match This level is a combination of the overlap and par-
tial matches. Two operations opg and opc match partially and by overlap if the
conditions of the subsumption case as presented above are fulfilled and their
Category and Purpose attributes overlap as defined in the overlap case.

A query may lead to several candidate service execution plans and each plan
may have operations matched using one of the above modes. Since these different
matching modes do not offer the same matching precision, it is important to be able
to distinguish between them in selecting the best service execution plan. For this
purpose, we assign a matching degree to each level and use the matching degree of
each operation in computing the objective function of the overall service execution
plan. This is done in a way that a matching level with a high value for the matching
degree will give a better value for the objective function and thus the corresponding
service execution plan will be most likely selected as the optimal plan. Hence,
we define four matching degrees for the above levels; the default values are 1,
9/10, 8/10, and 7/10 respectively. It is important to notice that our goal is to
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distinguish between the different matching modes and use this information in the
objective function of the optimizer. Using other matching degrees will either de-
crease or increase the contribution of the QoWS of the corresponding operation to
the overall objective function. Thus, the default values can be changed depending
on the intended weight to be given for each matching mode.

We define the following simple guidelines for the matching degrees:

1. Matching degree(Exact)D 1.
2. Matching degree(Exact) > matching degree(Overlapping) > matching degree

(Partial) > matching degree(Partial & Overlap).
3. If a given mode is not desirable then the matching degree of that mode will be

set to zero (0) or to a very low value making it less likely to be selected by the
optimizer, while keeping rule 2 satisfied.

3.3 Quality of Web Service-Aware Optimization

A query may be potentially solved by several service execution plans using dif-
ferent Web services. Thus, it is necessary to set appropriate criteria to select the
“best” service execution plan amongst all possible ones. Recent literature [8,23,31]
shows that QoS (or QoWS) of individual Web services is crucial for their compet-
itiveness. The concept of QoWS captures more accurately users and applications’
requirements for efficiency and hence for query optimization on the Web. The chal-
lenge is to define appropriate metrics to characterize QoWS and devise techniques to
optimize service-based queries. In our approach, QoWS consists of a number of pa-
rameters (non-functional properties) that characterize the Web service performance
in delivering its functionalities.

We define QoWS parameters for individual Web services and for service exe-
cution plans composed of several Web services. Since QoWS parameters may be
subject to various fluctuations during a Web service’s life time, we propose a mon-
itoring scheme that assesses QoWS advertised by service providers based on their
actual behavior. We then present several optimization algorithms based on the pro-
posed QoWS model that take into account the presence of different constraints.

3.3.1 Quality of Web Service Model

The concept of QoS has been mostly used in networking and multimedia appli-
cations. In [30], quality of service is defined as the “collective effect of service
performance, which determines the satisfaction of a user of a service. It is charac-
terized by the combined aspects of performance factors applicable to all services.”
To a certain extent, this definition holds also in the context of WS-Query. However,
in the case of Web services, we need to go beyond classical system-centric quality
metrics. Different aspects that influence the user experience with the Web service
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should be taken into account. We base our model on some of the criteria that have
been proposed for Web services as in [34]. While more criteria can be added, we
focus on those that are more likely to influence the selection of a given Web service.
In this section, we present the different QoWS parameters that we are using in our
framework and categorize them based on the behavioral aspects they characterize.

Each Web service would advertise its QoWS parameters in a service registry, for
example UDDI. Some of the QoWS parameters may be obtained from third parties,
e.g., rating systems like epinions.com could be used for the reputation parameter.
Our focus in this paper is not on how these parameters are computed but on defining
and categorizing these parameters and more importantly using them for optimizing
Web service queries. We are assume that we are dealing with fixed values parameters
that do not depend on the parameters of the specific Web service operation being
invoked.

Definition 3.4. The QoWS of a Web service is represented by a vector of QoWS
parameters. Each QoWS parameter is defined by a pair: QoWSp = (Name, Value).
Name is the name of the QoWS parameter. Value may represent a probability, a
scalar, or an enumeration. �

We assume that the meaning of QoWS parameters is common to all Web services.
Our goal is to focus on defining those parameters and use them for optimization.
As a result, the query infrastructure does not have to deal with issues of inter-
preting and/or mapping the meaning of QoWS parameters as specified by every
single Web service. Furthermore, a given QoWS criterion could be generic enough
to be used across domains or application specific. For example, response time or la-
tency are inherent to any operation invocation. However, a transportation service,
as those used in the senior citizens scenario, could be characterized with its on
time rate. This is clearly not applicable to all Web service. In our work, we focus
on generic parameters. However, our QoWS model should be easily extensible to
include other application specific parameters without changing the underlying opti-
mization model. We consider two main categories of generic QoWS: computational
behavior and business behavior.

Computational QoWS Computational QoWS characterizes the invocation of Web
service operations as perceived by a service consumer. It is further organized into
three sub-categories:

� Execution Includes performance parameters while interacting with the Web
service. We consider the following parameters:

– Latency It represents the average time for an operation to return results after
its invocation.

– Availability It represents the probability that a service is available. In gen-
eral, availability refers to the probability that the system is operating at any
given moment and is available to perform its functions on behalf of its
users [27].

– Accessibility It represents the degree that a Web service is capable of serving
a request. It may be measured by the ratio between the number of requests
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being sent to the Web service and the number of requests that are effectively
served. There could be situations when a Web service is available but not
accessible.

� Security Relates to the ability of the Web service in providing appropriate se-
curity mechanisms. The following (binary-valued) parameters are considered:

– Encryption Whether the Web service supports encryption of received and
sent messages.

– Authentication Whether the Web service provides mechanisms to identify
the invoking party (i.e., service consumer) to allow operation invocation.

– Access Control Whether the Web service supports access control by restrict-
ing operation invocation and access to information to authorized parties.

� Privacy Relates to the ability of the Web service of preserving the privacy of the
information it obtains from invokers. This includes the following (binary-valued)
parameters:

– Privacy Policy Specifies whether the Web service has a privacy policy.
– Information Sharing Specifies whether the Web services shares collected

information with third parties without explicit permission.

Business QoWS Business QoWS includes the following parameters:

� Usage Fee It represents units of money that a service consumer needs to pay to
use the Web service, i.e., invoke operations.

� Reputation Measures the reputation of the Web service based on user feed-
backs. Users are prompted to rate Web services on a [1, 10] scale after the end of
a query session. The reputation corresponds to the average of collected ratings.

QoWS parameters are also characterized as being either negative or positive. In neg-
ative parameters, the higher the value, the worse the quality. They include latency
and usage fees. In positive parameters, the lower the value, the worse the quality.
They include availability, accessibility, reliability, authentication, encryption, access
control, privacy policy, information sharing, information disclosure, and reputation.

3.3.2 Rating QoWS Claims Through Monitoring

Depending of the resources allocated at the service provider side, server load, and
other parameters, QoWS may fluctuate over time. The values that Web services ad-
vertise may necessarily reflect the actual QoWS they are delivering when they are
invoked. Thus, it is important to assess the claims in terms of the QoWS that these
Web services are promising to their clients. Our goal is to be able to rate Web ser-
vices in terms of their QoWS parameters and use this rating in the optimization
process.

Accurately assessing the behavior of Web services in terms of their QoWS de-
pends on the nature of the QoWS to monitor and how easy is it to obtain information
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to asses this QoWS parameter. For the QoWS parameters in the execution category
and the usage fee QoWS parameter, WS-Query can simply measure the actual values
of the QoWS being delivered by collecting various information during the invoca-
tion of a Web service operation. For the security and privacy categories, we need to
learn if there was any security breach or privacy violation. This may not be feasible
by simply monitoring the invocations of Web service operations. Two approaches
can be used in this case: (1) cooperative monitoring where cooperating peers share
information about Web services to form a “common opinion” on how a specific Web
service is behaving with respect to a given QoWS and (2) community-based mon-
itoring where Web services report the occurrence of security breaches or privacy
violations.

In the latter case, we need to find out if there were any security or privacy
breaches

3.3.2.1 Monitoring Execution and Business QoWS

We assume that all interactions with Web services occur through WS-Query. Hence,
it is possible to collect different kinds of information about these interactions and use
them in rating Web services. To avoid a high overhead on the system, monitoring or
the process of collecting information is conducted periodically. In the following, we
give more details on the information that WS-Query collects for each the execution
and business QoWS parameters. We will then explain how the collected information
is used to rate Web services.

Execution Parameters The collected information relates to the behavior of the
actual invocations of Web service operations.

� Latency Actual latency values are collected during operation invocations and
their average is computed over a given time period �lat.

� Availability The number of successful and failed connection attempts to Web
services are accumulated. A connection is successful if the Web service accepted
the invocation but did not necessarily fulfill it successfully. Their ratio is com-
puted for a given time period �av and collected values are discarded.

� Accessibility The number of successful and failed operation invocations are
recorded. Their ratio is computed for a given time period �acc and the collected
values are discarded.

Business Parameters

� Usage Fee The usage fee does not generally change from the published value
and the actual value at invocation time. However, there may be cases where
the Web service asks for a different usage fee (e.g., hidden costs) at execution
time from the one that has been published in the service registry. In this case, we
compute the difference between these two values.

� Reputation This parameter is obtained by WS-Query from a third party and is
not subject to monitoring. This can be used as a summary rating for the other
QoWS parameters as an alternate to monitoring.
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The value of the different time periods �<pi> and the frequency of information
collections depend mainly on the monitored QoWS and the application domain. For
example, the value of �fee should be long enough to allow the detection of changes
in the usage fee parameter. In addition, if the load on the query infrastructure is very
high, short time periods and low collection frequency may be sufficient.

3.3.2.2 Monitoring Security and Privacy QoWS

For the security category, we need to know if a certain security parameter has been
breached. In the cooperative monitoring approach, cooperating peers would share
with each other whatever they have been able to learn about security violations and
use this shared knowledge to rate the security of the Web service. If this is not
feasible, then community-based monitoring should be used. Web services will need
to report the occurrence of security breaches. This reporting can be possible as part
of obligations of the Web services in being part in the community of services that
QS-Query uses to answer queries.

For the privacy category, we need to check if the Web service is keeping its
promises in terms of the stated privacy and information sharing policies. Finding
out about such privacy violations can be either achieved by having Web services
voluntarily report such events (community-based monitoring) or through cooper-
ating monitoring along the lines of the approach that we described in [22]. In a
nutshell, collaborating peers would share specific data they have been able to access
from the Web service and contrast this data with each other based on the privacy
and disclosure policies advertised by the Web service. This may reveal whether the
Web service is adhering to its privacy policies.

3.3.2.3 Rating Computation

To rate Web services, we need to compute for each QoWS parameter, a QoWS dis-
tance (QoWSdistparameter) that quantifies the Web service behavior in delivering the
promised QoWS (pQoWSparameter). The QoWS distance depends on the meaning
of the parameter, whether the parameter is negative or positive, the advertised or
promised value, and the information being collected through monitoring. The value
of this distance is used to either increase or decrease the rating assigned to each
QoWS. The following formulas give the QoWSdist for the execution and usage fee
parameters:

QoWSdistlat D pQoWSlat � �lat

QoWSdistav D �av � pQoWSav
QoWSdistacc D �acc � pQoWSacc

QoWSdistfee D pQoWSfee � dQoWSfee (dQoWSfee is what is
effectively requested)
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Without loss of generality, we assume that ratings take values in the interval
[0, 1]. For the sake of homogenization and fairness, parameters not subject to
monitoring are assigned a fixed rating which is the highest value. Web services
receive initially the highest ratings. As the query infrastructure evolves and a new
QoWSdist value is available, the corresponding rating is re-evaluated. Thus, when-
ever the QoWSdist goes beyond a certain threshold, �QoWS, the rating is either
increased or decreased. This reflects how good or bad the Web service is behav-
ing. For each QoWS parameter, we define a constant ıparameter by which the rating is
increased or decreased. Note that any increase or decrease of a rating is bound by the
maximum and minimum values 1 and 0 respectively. The following formula illus-
trate how rating is computed for latency, the other distances are computed similarly:

ratlat D
�

max.ratlat C ılat; 1/ if QoWSdistlat > �lat > 0

min.0; ratlat � ılat/ if QoWSdistlat < ��lat

Ratings will be used to weigh the QoWS in determining an optimal service ex-
ecution plan. Our rating scheme evolves in a way that privileges Web services
that respect their promises in terms of QoWS. However, its dynamic nature gives
a chance to Web services with low ratings to catch up. These Web services may
improve their ratings by either changing their promised QoWS, putting more efforts
to achieve them, or both.

3.3.2.4 Fine Tuning Monitoring

The proposed monitoring and the ratings it produces depend on several parame-
ters including collected information, collection policy, number of values collected,
collection frequency, and threshold values for distance checks. These parameters
determine the level of aggressiveness and degree of tolerance of monitoring and
rating. Using a too aggressive approach (e.g., allowing very small thresholds) may
deliver more precise ratings. However, this may put a heavy burden on the query
infrastructure. A less aggressive approach will put less burden on the query infras-
tructure but may deliver poor quality ratings. We could still follow such approach
with some QoWS parameters. For example, we may be tolerant in terms of availabil-
ity but more reluctant to tolerate degradation of latency. A fair approach is to have a
configurable monitoring where the different parameters are adjusted depending on
users’ requirements in terms of rating precision.

3.3.3 Service Execution Plan

Queries are subject to several transformations as explained before until a service
execution plan that contains concrete operations is obtained along with the order in
which they need to be invoked. Operation invocations may occur either in sequence
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or in parallel depending on potential constraints that may exist between the different
operations. For example, for the query presented in Section 3.2.4, we can invoke
both concrete operations corresponding to Transportation and ArtGallery
concurrently to get the query Q executed. We represent a service execution plan by
a directed graph. This allows a simple expression of sequence and concurrency of
operation invocations. While this representation allows us to focus on optimization,
the actual execution requires the detailed description of the service execution plan
using service composition language like BPEL4WS [4] including the list of concrete
operations, mappings between messages and parameters, and the flow of control and
data between the different concrete operations.

Definition 3.5. A service execution plan SEP is represented by a directed graph
G D .V;E/ called execution graph. V D .ops; opt ;OP/ where OP is the set of
operations being invoked by the service execution plan. ops and opt are two special
nodes that do not correspond to any actual operation. They represent the starting
and termination of SEP. E is a set of edges that represent the control flow of SEP.
An edge will be drawn from a node opi to a node opj , if opj has to be executed
after opi . Operations with no connecting paths can be executed concurrently. �

3.3.3.1 Operation Dependencies

To invoke an operation, it is necessary to have all its input parameters bound, i.e.,
assigned a value. For example, in the senior citizens scenario, a query may con-
tain an operation, e.g., checkEligibility, that first checks if Maria is eligible
for benefits, e.g., receiving food stamps, before being able to invoke the operation,
e.g., getFoodStamps, related to that benefit. checkEligibility will be in-
voked first and produce an output parameter that will be used by getFoodStamps
to proceed. We capture this requirement by defining, for any operation, a depen-
dency set containing all operations which output parameters are used as input
parameters by that operation. For example, if we define three operations in a given
service execution plan as op1.x

i ; yi ; zo/; op2.x
i ; zi ; to/, and op3.z

i ; t i ; vo/ then
dependency.op2/ � fop1g and dependency.op3/ � fop1; op2g. The notation xi

means that x is an input parameter (denoted with a superscript i ) and zo means that
z is an output parameter (denoted with a superscript o). Bound parameters provided
by the query are available to all operations. Operations that draw all their required
input from bound parameters specified in the query can be the first to be invoked in
the service execution plan.

Definition 3.6. For any operation op in a service execution plan, we define its
dependency set as: dependency.op/ D fopi j opi is an operation in the service
execution plan and 9x 2 Out.opi /; x 2 In.op/g. �

We also define a dependency graph, DGQ for any query Q. This is a directed
graph that is initially built based on binding requirements of generic operations.
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As the query is processed, this graph is updated to reflect dependencies amongst
concrete operations. With this graph we can easily know which operations are
missing any input parameter.

Definition 3.7. For any query Q, we define a dependency graph DGQ, DGQ =
(opQ, op;, V ,E). opQ represents a node acting as an operation whose output param-
eters are all bindings provided initially by the query. op; represents a node acting
as an operation that does not provide any output parameter. Vertices in V are the
different operations in the query Q including opQ and op;. Edges in E represent
dependency relationships between operations. An edge is drawn from opi to opj if
opi 2 dependency.opi /. An edge is drawn from op; to opi if opi requires an input
parameter that is not provided by any other node in the graph. �

Dependency graphs allow to check if a query is answerable or not based on
binding requirements. Thus, if a query is found to be non answerable, we could
instruct the service locator to match the corresponding generic operation (with an
edge to op;) to a concrete operation that does not require the missing input param-
eters. This may not lead to an exact answer for the query. However, such partial
answers may be acceptable for the user.

3.3.3.2 Discount Relationships

In an era of high competition and shared interests, it is often the case that ser-
vice providers engage in partnerships that are a crucial parameter when determining
the composition of Web services. These partnerships are usually translated through
some privileges to customers who use both partners in achieving some needs. In the
case of WS-Query, this means that a user will get a “better” QoWS if a query is
resolved by using two specific Web services. For example, in the scenario presented
in the introduction, caring for the nutritional needs of Maria required three types of
services meals provider, meals delivery, and senior nutrition program. For instance,
the choice of Meal@Home as a meals provider may reduce costs if combined with
MealsOnTime as the meals delivery provider. These two providers are in busi-
ness partnership to provide discounts for their common customers. This concept is
captured by the following definition.

Definition 3.8. If a Web service ws1 has a discount relationship with a Web ser-
vice ws2, then there exists a QoWS parameter Pi of ws1 for which the system will
use a better value (discounted value) when both ws1 and ws2 are involved in re-
solving a query; the default value of Pi , defaultPi , is replaced by (discount(ws1,
ws2) * defaultPi ) where discount(ws1, ws2) gives the amount of the discount. �

Discount relationships are defined and their values decided by service providers
who engage in some business partnerships. This information is advertised in the
service registry. A given service provider may engage in more than one discount
relationship. In this case, the best discounted value for its QoWS parameter is used
if more than one partner is involved in resolving a given query. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the discount relationship is non-symmetric.
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3.3.3.3 Feasibility of a Service Execution Plan

In addition to finding the best service execution plan, the optimizer has to ensure
that the execution plan is effectively executable or feasible. This is captured in the
following definition.

Definition 3.9. A service execution plan is feasible if (i) for any operation opi in
SEP, all required input bindings for opi can be provided as output by the operations
opj ’s which nodes in the direct graph representing SEP are ancestors to opi , i.e.,
8opj , there is a path from opj to opi , and (ii) if a Web service has been selected
using a discounted QoWS, its partners in the discount relationship are in SEP. �

3.3.3.4 QoWS for Service Execution Plans

A given Web service wsi is characterized by a vector of QoWS parameters,

QoWS.wsi / D (lat.wsi /; av.wsi /; acc.wsi /, enc.wsi /; aut.wsi /; act.wsi /,
pp.wsi /; is.wsi /; id.wsi /, fee.wsi /; rep.wsi //.

where lat (latency) and fee (usage fee) take scalar values (<C), av (availability)
and acc (accessibility) represent a probability (a real value between 0 and 1), enc
(encryption), aut (authentication), act (access control), pp (privacy policy), is (in-
formation sharing), and id (information disclosure) are Boolean values (0 or 1).
Finally, rep (reputation) ranges over the interval [0,10].

For each QoWS parameter, we define the following aggregation functions to com-
pute QoWS of service execution plans (assumed to have N operations). We assume
that Web services are independent with respect to their QoWS. This would allow to
easily aggregate parameters representing a probability.

� Latency We need to determine the longest path, in terms of latency, in the ex-
ecution graph between the starting and ending nodes. The latency of the service
execution plan corresponds to the sum of latencies of Web services being exe-
cuted in sequence along this path.

� Availability The service execution plan depends on the availability of all Web
services it accesses. Thus, its availability corresponds to the probability that all
Web services are available. As we assume that Web services are independent in
terms of QoWS it is equal to

QN
iD1 av.wsi /.

� Accessibility Accessibility is computed similarly to availability. It corresponds
to the probability that all Web services are accessible:

QN
iD1 acc.wsi /.

� Encryption This QoWS takes a Boolean value (0 or 1) for individual Web ser-
vices. We could either assume that the service execution plan has a 0 value for
encryption if at least one of the Web service has a 0 value, or we consider the
ratio of encrypted Web services. Both options may be desirable. Thus, we leave
it up to the user to select the appropriate option.

� Authentication, Access Control, Privacy Policy, Information Sharing, and Infor-
mation Disclosure These parameters are treated similarly to encryption.
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� Usage Fee Accessing all Web services appearing in the service execution plan
requires paying access fees for all of them. This parameter corresponds to the
sum of all usage fees of all invoked Web services:

PN
iD1 fee.wsi /.

� Reputation The reputation of a service execution plan depends on the reputa-
tion of all its Web services. It corresponds to the average of the reputation of all
invoked Web services: 1

N

PN
iD1 rep.wsi /.

3.3.4 Cost Model

Selecting an optimal service execution plan is at the core of WS-Query. This chal-
lenging task is exacerbated by the large number of competing Web services to select
from. Different service execution plans using different Web services could be used
to solve the same query. However, they may differ according to the QoWS they
deliver. These differences can be several orders of magnitude large. Thus, it is nec-
essary to devise appropriate techniques to select the “best” execution plan. This
requires first defining a cost model to compare service execution plans solving the
same query. We then need to build search strategies based on this cost model.

We propose a cost model based on the concept of QoWS as introduced earlier.
The overall idea is to define what constitutes an “optimal” service execution plan
based on QoWS. A service execution plan is built by first mapping relations to
generic operations, then locating actual Web services with concrete operations that
can be matched to those generic operations, and finally combining the different op-
eration invocations in a way to answer the query. The first step is straightforward
and does not involve any optimization decision. However, the two last steps are key
in producing an optimal plan. Furthermore, users may have preferences on how their
queries are answered. They may specify as part of a query which QoWS parameters
are important to them and how important they are. This is achieved by assigning
weights (ranging from 0 to 1) to each QoWS parameter. WS-Query uses default
values for these weights if users do not specify them.

One approach to rank service execution plans is to aggregate all its QoWS
parameters in one single formula. An interesting method is the Simple Additive
Weighting [32] widely used in decision making. Its ranking results are usually very
close to results of more sophisticated methods [19]. This method comprises three
basic steps: (i) scale the different parameters (QoWS) to make them comparable,
(ii) apply user-supplied weights to each parameter, and (iii) sum up the weighted
and scaled QoWS parameters. Service execution plans are then ranked based on the
scores they obtain in the last step.

Generic operations are matched to concrete ones using one of the different
matching modes that we have defined in Section 3.2.5. As each mode delivers a
different matching “precision”, we assigned a matching degree to each level to
quantify this precision. These matching degrees will be used to adjust the values
of the different QoWS. Similarly, ratings obtained through monitoring will be also
included in the cost model as they enable adjusting advertised QoWS according to
the actual behavior of Web services.
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More precisely, for negative QoWS, the value used in computing the aggregated
QoWS(SEP) is replaced by QoWS.wsj /=.matching degree.wsj / 	 rating.wsj // for
all Web services wsj used in SEP. For positive QoWS, the value used in computing
the aggregated QoWS(SEP) is replaced by QoWS.wsj / 	 matching degree.wsj / 	
rating.wsj / for all Web services wsj used in SEP. The corresponding values are
either lowered or increased to reflect the effect of the matching level and the ratings.

Based on the previous discussion, we can now specify the targeted optimization
problem. Given a queryQ expressed using relations from the query level, find con-
crete operations from the concrete level that form a feasible service execution plan
SEP that maximizes the objective function F :

F.SEP/ D
 
X

i2neg

Wi
Qmax
i �Qi

Qmax
i �Qmin

i

C
X

i2pos

Wi
Qi �Qmin

i

Qmax
i �Qmin

i

!

Where neg and pos are the set of negative and positive QoWS respectively.Wi is
the weight assigned by users to each parameter.Qi is the value of the i th QoWS of
the service execution plan obtained through the corresponding aggregation functions
adjusted to the rating and matching degree obtained by individual Web services.
Qmax
i is the maximum value for the Qi th QoWS parameter for all potential service

execution plans andQmin
i is the minimum value. These two values can be computed

by considering matching concrete operations with the highest and lowest values for
the i th QoWS adjusted to ratings and matching degrees. We do not have to generate
all potential execution plans.

3.3.5 Optimization Strategies

The optimization strategy has three main tasks: (1) Selecting for each generic op-
eration a concrete operation amongst all potential ones obtained from the service
registry using the different matching modes. The resulting service execution plan
should maximize the objective function. (2) Ensuring that whenever a given Web
service is selected using a discounted QoWS then a concrete operation from its part-
ner Web service should be present in the plan. (3) Ordering the concrete operations
in such a way that the obtained plan is feasible. This optimization problem is similar
to a resource allocation problem that is NP-hard [13] and a such cannot be solved
in a polynomial time. Indeed, in a exhaustive strategy, we need to generate all pos-
sible service execution plans and select the best one. This strategy does not miss the
optimal plan but it is achieved at a prohibitive cost. If we assume that the query is
translated to N generic operations and that each generic operation could be matched
to as many as M concrete operations. The total number of potential service execu-
tion plans is in this case MN . This is clearly not an option if we consider the ever
expanding service space where a single functionality could be offered by a large
number of Web services. On the other side if we use a local selection strategy, the
best concrete operation is selected for each generic operation in the query. Such
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strategy may lead to sub-optimal or non feasible solutions if some constraints need
to be enforced. This is especially true for the case of discount relationships where
we need to check that two concrete operations involved in a discount relationship
are used in the selected service execution plan.

Our objective now is to select an optimal or a near optimal solution in a realistic
time scale. This means a time much less than that needed to examine all solutions.
In the following, we present heuristics-based algorithms that take into account con-
straints on binding requirements and discount relationships. These algorithms have
been designed in a way to balance between finding the optimal plan and processing
a query in an acceptable time. The main issue when optimizing queries in the pres-
ence of discount relationships is to make sure that both partners are present in the
plan. The optimizer will be faced with several global constraints, called the presence
test, to be checked against the service execution plan. In the following sections, we
present three different algorithms: two based on the use of heuristics and the third
on the simulated annealing optimization method [1].

For each of these algorithms, we assume the availability of a function lookupBest-
Operation that returns the best matching concrete operation given a generic opera-
tion. This function has several options: use the discount relationships and in this case
return the set of corresponding partners (the variable partner below), ignore discount
relationships, and ignore multimode matching and returns the best exact match.
The lookupBestOperation(genericOp, concrOp, DiscRel, partner, exactMatchOnly)
function returns a concrete operation (concOP) with the highest value for the ob-
jective function we have defined applied to individual operation. It starts by looking
for relevant Web services through a UDDI service registry using the Category and
Function attributes of the generic operation. We use these semantic attributes to
build a keyword query directed to UDDI. For each returned Web service, its descrip-
tion is searched for operations that match the virtual operation using the different
levels previously defined or just the exact match if the corresponding parameter,
exactMatchOnly, is set True. The function then selects the operation with the highest
value for the objective function taking into account discount relationships if required
(DiscRel set to True).

3.3.5.1 Local Bi-Selection Algorithm

The Local Bi-Selection algorithm is based on a simple heuristic. It starts with a
local selection and then replaces the operations that do not satisfy the presence test
for discount relationships.

Local Bi-Selection Algorithm
Input: Conjunctive query .X/ W � R1.X1/; R2.X2/; :::; Rn.Xn/; C1; C2; :::; Cm
Output: A dependency graph representing a feasible service execution plan.
� Initialization

1: V D ; /* Set of generic operations */
2: DRCop D ; /* Set of concrete operations selected based on discounted

QoWS that do not have their partners in the plan */
3: missingPartners D ; /* Set of missing partners */
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4: For each Ri inQ
5: V D V[ fGop j Gop is obtained from the mapping rule of Rig
6: EndFor
7: DG = buildDG(V ) /* Build the dependency graph */
� Local Selection

8: For each Gop 2 V
/* Lookup best concrete operation Cop taking into account*/
/* discount relationships */

9: lookupBestOperation(Gop;Cop; True; partner;False)
10: If Cop D Null Then
11: return(;) /* The query is not answerable*/
12: EndIf
13: If Cop 2 missingPartners Then
14: missingPartners D missingPartners � Cop

/* Remove corresponding partners from DRCop */
15: DRCop D DRCop� fop j op is partner of Copg
16: EndIf
17: DG D DGC Cop /* Update DG by replacing Gop with Cop */
18: If partner ¤ ; and partner …DG Then
19: DRCop D DRCopC Cop
20: missingPartners D missingPartnersC partner
21: EndIf
22: EndFor
� Second Local Selection

23: For Cop 2 DRCop /* Remove a Cop if partner not present */
24: Gop D matchOf(Cop) /* Get generic operation corresponding to Cop */

/* Lookup the best Cop without considering discount relationships */
25: lookupBestOperation(Gop;Cop0;False; partner;False)
26: If Cop0 2 missingPartners Then
27: missingPartners D missingPartners � Cop0

28: remove corresponding partner(s) from DRCop
29: EndIf

/* Update DG by removing Cop and replacing it by Cop0 */
30: DG D DG� CopC Cop0

31: EndFor
� End

32: return(DG)

The Local Bi-Selection Algorithm has three phases. The first phase (1–7) consists
of initializing the variables needed by the algorithm, unfolding queries into generic
operations, and building the dependency graph based on generic operation depen-
dencies. In the second phase (8–22), a local selection takes place taking into ac-
count discount relationships between Web services using the lookupBestOperation
function. Each generic operation is replaced by the best concrete operation using the
objective function F (applied to individual operations). Since the returned concrete
operation may require the presence of a partner, we test if that partner is present.
We test also whether the located concrete operation is a partner of concrete opera-
tions (13–16) that have been already included in the service execution plan. In the
third phase (23–31), any concrete operation missing its partners will be replaced
by a concrete operation that does not require one. This operation is the next best
match selected without taking into account discount relationships. Finally (23), the
dependency graph which represents the service execution plan is returned.
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3.3.5.2 Iterative Algorithm

We present now the Iterative Algorithm that, in contrast to the Bi-Selection
Algorithm, does not stop looking for the a feasible service execution plan. Instead, it
keeps trying to find a feasible plan taking into account discount relationships. More
specifically, the algorithm iterates over an initial service execution plan by replacing
one concrete operation until finding a feasible plan that satisfies the presence test or
reaching a threshold. We propose two different replacement policies for selecting
the concrete operation to be replaced. To address the issue of binding requirements,
we build the dependency graph based on generic operations thus ensuring that the
inclusion of a concrete operation will still give us a feasible plan. The lookup will
only fetch those concrete operations that satisfy input requirements as specified by
the dependency graph.

Iterative Algorithm
Input: Conjunctive query .X/ W � R1.X1/; R2.X2/; :::; Rn.Xn/; C1; C2; :::; Cm
Output: A dependency graph representing a feasible service execution plan.
� Initialization

1: V D ; /* Set of generic operations */
2: C D ; /* Set of matching concrete operations */
3: DRCop D ; /* Set of concrete operations selected based on discounted */

QoWS that do not have their partners in the plan */
4: missingPartners D ; /* Set of missing partners */
5: For each Ri inQ
6: V D V[ fGop j Gop is obtained from the mapping rule of Rig
7: EndFor
8: DG D buildDG(V ) /* Build the dependency graph */
� Local Selection

9: For each Gop 2 V
/* Lookup the best concrete operation
taking into account discount relationships */

10: lookupBestOperation(Gop;Cop; True; partner;False)
11: If Cop D Null Then
12: return(;) /* The query is not answerable */
13: EndIf
14: If Cop 2 missingPartners Then
15: missingPartners D missingPartners � Cop

/* Remove corresponding partners from DRCop*/
16: DRCop D DRCop - fop j op is partner of Copg
17: EndIf
18: DG D DGC Cop /* Update DG by replacing Gop with Cop */
19: If partner ¤ ; and partner …DGThen
20: DRCop D DRCopC Cop
21: missingPartners D missingPartnersC partner
22: EndIf
23: EndFor
� Iterative Selection (first version)
/* Iterate until finding a feasible solution or reaching a threshold */
/* Set the threshold such that the total computation time is acceptable */

24: /* Sort DRCop to facilitate subsequent selection of concrete operations */
24: While missingPartners ¤ ; and threshold ¤ 0

/* Remove the concrete operation that may have the least effect */
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/* on the QoWS of the service execution plan */
25: Cop D getWorst(DRCop)

/* Get the generic operation corresponding to that concrete operation */
26: Gop D getMatch(Cop)

/* Get the next best concrete operation */
27: lookupNextBestDR(Gop;Cop0; partner)
28: If Cop0 D Null Then /* No more concrete operation to match */
29: return(;) /* Give up, the query may not be answerable */
30: EndIf
31: If Cop 2 missingPartners Then
32: missingPartners D missingPartners � Cop
33: remove corresponding partner.s/ fromDRCop
34: EndIf

/* Update DG by removing Cop and replacing it by Cop0 */
35: DG D DG� CopC Cop0

36: If partner ¤ ; and partner … DG Then
37: DRCop D DRCopC Cop /* Respect the sort while updating DRCop
38: missingPartners D missingPartnersC partner
39: EndIf
40: threshold D threshold - 1
41: EndFor
� End /* Return execution graph if any */

43: If missingPartners D ; Then
44: return((DG))
45: Else

/* Either the query is unanswerable or the threshold has been reached */
46: return(;)
47: EndIf

After the usual initialization phase (1–8), the Iterative Algorithm proceeds with
a local selection of the service execution plan (9–23). If the plan is not feasible with
respect to discount relationships (i.e., some partners are missing), then the algorithm
goes through an iterative process based on a simple heuristic (24–41): The heuristic
consists in selecting the concrete operation that has a missing partner that may have
the least effect on the QoWS of the service execution plan by invoking the function
getWorst (25). This operation corresponds to the operation that has the worst QoWS
when compared to other concrete operations with missing partners (DRCop). The
algorithm then replaces it by its next best match. This process is repeated until a
feasible plan is found or a threshold is reached. The threshold could be set in such
a way that the total computation time is still acceptable. For efficiency reasons, we
assume that both functions lookupBestOperation and lookupNextBestDR share com-
mon information to avoid extra computation. This would allow the lookupBestDR
to find the next best operation based on the work done by lookupBestOperation.

Below is another option for the iteration phase of the previous algorithm. Instead
of replacing only one concrete operation from DRCop, all concrete operations in
that set are replaced.

� Iterative Selection (second version)
/* Iterate until finding a feasible solution or reaching a threshold

based on a different replacement policy */
24: While missingPartners ¤ ; and threshold ¤ 0
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25: For all Cop 2 DRCop
/* Get the corresponding generic operation */

26: Gop D getMatch(Cop)
/* Get the next best concrete operations */

27: lookupNextBestDR(Gop;Cop0; partner)
/* Update DG by removing Cop and replacing it by Cop0 */

28: DGD DG� CopC Cop0

29: If Cop0 2 missingPartners Then
30: missingPartners D missingPartners � Cop0

31: remove corresponding partner.s/ from DRCop
32: EndIf
33: If partner.Cop0/¤ ; and partner … C Then
34: DRCop D DRCopC Cop
35: missingPartners D missingPartnersC partner.Cop0/

36: EndIf
37: EndFor
38: EndWhile

3.3.5.3 Simulated Annealing Based Algorithm

We present now a simulated annealing based algorithm to optimize queries over Web
services. The simulated annealing method draws a correspondence between com-
plex optimization problems and statistical mechanics [1]. Given an initial solution,
a controlled perturbation is introduced to reach a global optimum while avoiding to
be trapped in a local one. This perturbation is reduced as the optimality of the so-
lution improves. In our case, the initial solution is obtained through local selection
without considering discount relationships and making sure that binding require-
ments are satisfied. The current solution (starting from the initial one) is perturbed
by changing concrete operation(s) for one or several generic operations. The new
service execution plan is tested for feasibility in terms of binding requirements and
discount relationships. Only feasible plans are considered. The objective function is
computed for the new plan and compared to the current one. The current execution
plan is replaced by the new one if it leads to a better solution otherwise the replace-
ment takes place with a probability exp.F .SEP1/�F .SEP2//=T as defined in the original
simulated annealing algorithm.

Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Input: Conjunctive query .X/ W � R1.X1/; R2.X2/; :::; Rn.Xn/; C1; C2; :::; Cm
Output: A dependency graph representing a feasible service execution plan.
� Initialization

1: V D ; /* Set of generic operations */
2: For each Ri inQ
3: V D V[ fGop j Gop is obtained from the mapping rule of Rig
4: EndFor
5: DG D buildDG(V )
� Local Selection

6: For each Gop 2 V
/* Lookup the best concrete operation without taking into account
discount relationships and requiring exact match */

7: lookupBestOperation(Gop;Cop;False; partner; True)
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8: DG0 D DG0 C Cop
9: EndFor
� Annealing Iterations

10: T D T0
11: While (T > Tf )
12: For max iteration
13: DG1 = Perturb(DG0)
14: If (F.DG1) > F.DG0)) or exp.F.DG1/�F.DG0//=T / > random(0,1)
14: Then
15: DG0 D DG1

16: EndIf
17: EndFor
18: T D T * ˛
19: EndWhile
� End

20: return(DG0)

The Simulated Annealing Algorithm has three main phases. After the initializa-
tion phase (1–5), an initial feasible solution (6–9) is built using local selection and
ignoring discount relationships. In the third phase, the algorithm continuously iter-
ates (10–19) by perturbing the initial solution until reaching the final temperature
Tf . The algorithm is guaranteed to stop since the current temperatureT is decreased
by a cooling rate ˛ < 1. There are several parameters that need to be determined for
the algorithm. These include the initial temperature T0, the final temperature Tf ,
the number of iterations max iteration, the cooling rate alpha, and the perturbation
function. For the perturbation of the current solution, we need to identify the most
appropriate way to modify the solution while making sure that it is still feasible
(discount relationships and binding requirements). The feasibility check may re-
quire looking at more than one potential service execution plan. For the kind of
perturbation to be applied, we need to characterize the neighborhood structure for a
given execution plan. This can be done, for example, by selecting a random number
of generic operations for which we seek another matching concrete operation. We
have two options to decide which concrete operation to take: (i) randomly pick up
a concrete operation from all potential matches for a given Gop, or (ii) get the next
best Cop.

3.4 Implementation

In this section, we present the implementation of WS-Query and experiments on the
different optimization algorithms. The implementation is conducted in the context
of an e-government prototype that provides access to e-government databases and
services [17].
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3.4.1 A Middleware for Querying E-Government Services

WS-Query is part of the WebDG project, an e-government platform transparently
querying data and applications alike. The system is implemented across a network
of Solaris workstations. Citizens and case officers access the system via a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) implemented using HTML/Servlet (Fig. 3.3). We currently
included seven (7) applications implemented in Java (JDK 1.3). These applications
are wrapped by WSDL descriptions. WSDL service descriptions are published into
UDDI registry. We adopt Systinet’s WASP UDDI Standard 3.1 as our UDDI toolkit.
Cloudscape (4.0) database is used as a UDDI registry. The system uses the service
management client provided within Apache SOAP (2.2) to deploy e-government
services. Apache SOAP provides not only server-side infrastructure for deploying
and managing services, but also client-side API for invoking those services. Each
service has a deployment descriptor. The descriptor includes the unique identifier of
the Java class to be invoked, session scope of the class, and operations in the class
available for the clients. Each service is deployed using its descriptor and the URL
of the Apache SOAP servlet rpcrouter as input arguments.

The Service Query Engine is responsible for the correct and optimal execution of
Web service queries through the interaction of several modules: The Service Locator
discovers WSDL descriptions by accessing the UDDI registry. It implements UDDI
Inquiry Client using WASP UDDI API. The Operation Matchmaker interacts with
the Service Locator to retrieve the services’ descriptions and determine the concrete
operations to use in the service execution plan. WSDL descriptions (along with se-
mantic attributes as defined earlier) are parsed and concrete operations are matched
to generic operations using one of the matching modes. The Monitoring Agent is

Fig. 3.3 WS-query architecture
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responsible for monitoring Web service invocations. It maintains a local repository
for ratings and other information to compute those ratings. An entry is added to
this repository the first time a given Web service is being used by WS-Query. The
Query Optimizer’s task is to determine the best service execution plan for a given
query. It uses one of the algorithms that we presented earlier and interacts with all
other modules. After the optimizer generates an efficient service execution plan, the
plan is handed over to the Execution Engine. The execution engine enacts the ser-
vice execution plan by actually invoking Web services using SOAP. We use SOAP
Binding Stubs which are implemented using Apache SOAP API for this purpose.
Finally, the Metadata Repository stores different metadata information required by
other modules including the definition of relations and generic operations and their
mappings.

3.4.2 Complete Example Unfolding

We present now a complete example showing how a query is processed until ob-
taining an optimal service execution plan. We assume that the following generic
operations have been defined:

� DetermineMealType D .In;Out; InOut;Category;Purpose/ where InDfAge,
Sex, SpecialDietType, Allergiesg, OutDfMealTypeg, InOutDfg, CategoryD
(Nutrition, fDietg), and PurposeD (Counseling, fAdvisingg).

� PrepareMealsD .In;Out; InOut;Category;Purpose/ where InDfProviderZipg,
Out D fMealPriceg, InOut D fMealTypeg, CategoryD (Meal Preparation,
fRestaurant, Meal Provider, Cateringg), and Purpose D .Pricing, fCost, Fees,
Quoteg).

� DeliverMeals D .In;Out; InOut;Category;Purpose/ where In D fAreag,
Out D fDeliveryPriceg, InOut D fg, Category D .Meal Delivery, fDelivery,
Transporting, Carryoverg), and Purpose D .Pricing, fCost, Fees, Quoteg).
Based on the above generic operations, we define the following relations with

their corresponding mappings:

Meals(Zipcode, MealType, MealPrice, DeliveryPrice) :-
DeliverMeals.Area;DeliveryPrice/,
PrepareMeals.ProviderZip;MealType;MealPrice/,
Zipcode 2 Area, ProviderZip 2 Area

MealType(Age, Sex, SpecialDietType, Allergies, MealType) :-
DetermineMealType.Age; Sex; SpecialDietType;
Allergies;MealType/

Let now assume that the following query has been submitted to WS-Query:

Query.Zipcode;MealType;MealPrice;DeliveryPrice/ :-
MealType.Age; Sex; SpecialDietType;Allergies;MealType/;
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Meals.ZipCode;MealType;MealPrice;DeliveryPrice/;
Age D 68; Sex D “M ”; SpecialDietTypeD “LowSodium”;
Allergies = “None”, MealPriceC DeliveryPrice < 15;
Zipcode D 22043

The first step would be to unfold the query in terms of generic operations:

Query2.Zipcode;MealType;MealPrice;DeliveryPrice/ :-
DetermineMealType.Age; Sex; SpecialDietType;
Allergies;MealType/;
PrepareMeals.ProviderZip;MealType;MealPrice/;
DeliverMeals.Area;DeliveryPrice/;
Age D 68; Sex D “M ”; SpecialDietTypeD “LowSodium”;
Allergies D “None”;MealPriceC DeliveryPrice < 15;
Zipcode 2 Area;ProviderZip 2 Area;Zipcode D 22043

In the second step, for each generic operation appearing in the query, WS-Query
needs to find all matching concrete operations. This would require first to query the
UDDI service registry which would return all potential matches. We use the different
semantic attributes of the generic operation to build a keyword query directed to
UDDI. These potential matches are then filtered using our multimode matching.
Each Web service is assigned to one of the different matching modes. It is obvious
that more semantic-aware techniques are needed to search for services in a UDDI
registry. The keyword search we are using may return too many irrelevant results
and may also miss some relevant ones. Looking at such techniques is outside the
scope of our work.

Note that there is a dependency between DetermineMealType and PrepareMeals
through the parameter MealType that needs to be taken into account. Assume now
that the following concrete operations match, based on one of the four modes, their
generic operation counterparts as listed below (for the sake of space, we omit their
attributes.)

� DetermineMealType can be matched to EatHealthy or NutriExpert.
� PrepareMeals can be matched to Meals@Home, HealthyChoice, or

DeliForLess.
� DeliverMeals can be matched to MealsOnTime, FastMeals, or

MealsAround, or WeDeliver.

By using one of the optimization algorithms that we proposed, specific concrete
operations are selected and combined in a way to get the optimal plan. In addition
to the dependency condition mentioned above, if the candidate Web services are
in business partnerships through discount relationships, these need also to be taken
into account by the optimization algorithm.
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3.4.3 Experiments

For the purpose of the experiments, we assess our approach using a large number of
synthetically generated Web services. The major objective is to measure the cost of
the different algorithms and the quality of the service execution plans they generate.
We focus on computing the time it takes each algorithm to reach a decision. The
quality of their results is simply the objective function,F , as defined previously. The
different algorithms are run under different scenarios and their results are compared.
Given a generic operation, we assume that it is already matched (using different
matching levels) to a given set of concrete operations. We focus then on generating
QoWS values for these concrete operations (or their Web services). The general form
of the experiments is:

� Queries are varied by the number of generic operations or query size.
� For each query, we consider different situations by varying the number of poten-

tial concrete operations per generic operations.
� Randomly generate values of QoWS parameters for the different concrete

operations.
� Randomly generate discount relationships including the number of concrete op-

erations involved in partnerships, QoWS subject to discount, and the values of
the discounts.

� Process the query using the different algorithms.
� Collect the values of the objective function obtained by the service execution

plan and the time it takes for the algorithm reach a decision.

We used the following settings. The number of generic operations per query is
varied from2 to 30. The number of matching concrete operations per generic opera-
tion takes three distinct values 5, 10, and 15. QoWS are generated in their respective
domains (scalar, [0, 1], or f0, 1g). The number of concrete operations involved in
discount relationships is varied between 0 and 1/3 of the available concrete opera-
tions. We assume that one third of the service space is involved in partnerships. We
assume that a Web service is involved in at most one discount relationship. Each
algorithm is run on the same generated sample data. For each run, we collect the
values of the objective function and the processing time. Table 3.1 gives the values
of the different parameters used to generate the sample service space based on our
three-level service model.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the time it takes for the iterative-selection and simu-
lated annealing respectively, to reach a decision on the optimal solution. The results
consistently show that the processing time increases with the average number of
concrete operations per generic operations and the size of the query. Indeed, even if
the different algorithms do not do an exhaustive search, they still have to explore a
large space of possible solutions. In particular, for an average number of 15 concrete
operation per generic operations, the processing time increases considerably, 50%
more than for an average number of 10 concrete operation per generic operations.

In Fig. 3.6, we compare the processing time for the two algorithms: iterative (first
version) and simulated annealing. The different algorithms are run under different
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Table 3.1 Experimental parameters

Parameter Value Notes

maxNbrGops 100 Maximum number of generic operations
maxNbrCops 3,500 Maximum number of concrete operations
maxNbrDiscountOperations 500 Maximum number of operations in a discount

relationship
maxNbrInputAttributes 10 Maximum number of input parameters per operation
maxNbrOutputAttributes 10 Maximum number of output parameters per

operation
maxNbrCategoryAttributes 10 Maximum number of Category attributes operation
maxNbrPurposeAttributes 10 Maximum number of Purpose attributes per

operation
iterativeAlgorithmThreshold 10 Threshold for the iterative algorithm
poolInputOutputAttributes 12 Number of potential values for input/output

parameters
poolCategoryAttributes 12 Number of potential values for the Category attribute
poolPurposeAttributes 12 Number of potential values for the Purpose attribute
nbrQoWS 5 Number of QoWS parameters
nbrNegativeQoWS 2 Number of negative QoWS parameters
nbrPositiveQoWS 3 Number of positive QoWS parameters
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average numbers of concrete operations per generic operations, namely 5, 10, and
15, and the size of the query (number of generic operations) is varied. The results
that we show are obtained by consolidating results for the three cases. The simulated
annealing spends a much greater time to find a solution. It is almost double the time
spent by the iterative algorithm. This is predictable as the annealing algorithm has
to go through a much larger number of iterations to reach an equilibrium state or
optimal solution.

In Fig. 3.7, we compare the value of the aggregated cost (objective function) of
the two algorithms: iterative (first version) and simulated annealing. The results that
we show are obtained by consolidating results for the three cases (5, 10, and 15
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concrete operations per generic operation). The simulated annealing algorithm
achieves poor results compared to the iterative algorithm. This may be due to the
choice of the perturbation procedure that is causing the current solution to diverge
from the optimal solution or be trapped in some local optimum. Based on these
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results, part of our future work would be twofold on one side we need to study
different perturbation procedures and on another side we need to look at different
optimization approaches like genetic algorithms.

3.5 Related Work

In this section, we review a number of research efforts that have some overlap with
our service query infrastructure research. These efforts can be classified into five
categories: Web service composition and optimization, integrating Web services and
XML querying, Web service request language, Web service matching, and Web ser-
vice search engine.

In [34], a technique based on linear programming to optimize service com-
position is proposed. This work is part of the Self-Serv prototype for service
composition [5]. The optimization is based on several QoWS criteria (e.g., dura-
tion, price, reliability). Composite services are represented as a state-chart where a
task could be matched to several Web services belonging to the same community. A
community is a collection of Web services offering the same functionality but even-
tually differing in terms of QoWS. The optimization problem of finding the best
Web services to execute a composite service is expressed in the form of a linear pro-
gramming problem. This work differs with our approach in that it does not provide
an end-to-end query infrastructure for querying Web services. The constraints being
considered are only those introduced by the computation of the QoWS of the com-
posite service plan. This work does not take into account global constraints imposed
by the application like the existence of partnerships between Web services. The op-
timization does not consider discount relationships on QoWS that may increase the
overall quality of the composite service. The work in [28] describes a composition
and optimization of bioinformatics Web services. They use the concept of tuple fil-
tering to reduce the load on Web service providers. There is no attempt to provide
a more generic optimization solution. It uses the traditional system performance
criteria for plan selection and no QoWS is used. The WSMS project at Stanford
[25] also focuses on Web service optimization. In [6], a more general method of
optimization that was introduced in [25] is introduced. However, the proposed op-
timization process is purely performance based focusing on the data aspects using
traditional database techniques to generate execution plans. No user-centric Quality
of Web service is assumed.

Active XML (AXML) [2] enables querying XML documents based on Web
services. AXML documents are defined as XML documents with portions corre-
sponding to operation invocations. These invocations could be defined explicitly or
declaratively as XQuery queries over AXML documents. AXML focuses on dif-
ferent issues related to the evaluation of Web service invocations within an AXML
document [18]. These include activation time determination, invocation’s arguments
discovery, output validity over time, etc. Different techniques drawn from databases
and XML research are proposed to address these issues. A major difference with
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our work is that we view Web services as first class objects while Active XML uses
Web services as a mean to “update” XML documents. The object of querying in
AXML is the XML documents themselves. Additionally, AXML does not support
QoWS or any type of optimization in selecting Web services.

In [3], a Web service request language (XSRL) based on XML and AI planning
techniques is proposed. The authors proposed also a framework to handle and ex-
ecute XSRL requests. The aim is to provide planning actions under uncertainty on
the basis of refinement and revision as new service-related information is acquired
(via interaction with the user or UDDI) and as the execution context change. The
focus is on defining a language specification for requests for Web services. This in-
cludes specifying the core entities of the request and user’s scheduling preferences
and dependencies among requested Web services. XSRL requests are translated to
generic plans based on AI planning techniques. The plan executor produces instan-
tiated plans by interacting with UDDI, users, and Web services. This work has some
overlapping with WS-Query, especially the planning part. However, it is not clear,
from the available literature, how the global planning is conducted. There is no de-
tails on how a generic plan is obtained. Furthermore QoWS and efficiency issues are
not addressed.

Matching algorithms for Web services have been the target of several research ef-
forts [7,15,26,29]. In [26], the authors propose a matching engine that contains five
filters that incrementally refine the matching of two specifications. These specifica-
tions are expressed in an agent description language called LARKS. Li and Horrocks
[15] proposes a matchmaking prototype based on DAML-S that uses ontology and
a Description Logic reasoner. The authors present different levels of matching in-
cluding exact, plugin, subsume, intersection, and disjoint. Matching in [29] is based
on matching RDF graphs describing the two entities to be matched. The authors
of [7] proposes an extensive matching scheme where a service object (representing
the Web service) and a service template (representing the intent of the designer) are
compared at syntactic, operational, and semantic levels. Different similarity func-
tions are defined for each level. The semantic integration function is defined for
the same ontology or distinct ontologies. As we mentioned earlier, our matching
scheme has some overlaps with these efforts, however our work focuses mostly on
how different modes of matching influence optimization. We could also use one of
the existing matching schemes as long as we can assign degrees (of precision) to
different matching levels or modes.

Woogle [10] is a search engine for Web services. The goal is to support keyword
and similarity search in Web services like finding similar Web service operations
and operations that can eventually compose with some given operation. Similar-
ity is defined on input and output parameters. Woogle adopts machine learning
mechanisms to determine the similarity between the desirable operations and tar-
geted operations. An important component of this work is to analyze collections
of Web services and clustering their parameter names into semantically mean-
ingful concepts. Thus, the focus of this work is on finding the right criteria for
clustering Web services and producing high precision and recall on similarity
search. Woogle does not support high level query capabilities and corresponding
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QoWS-aware optimization as in our query infrastructure. However, Woogle may be
leveraged by our infrastructure to find concrete operations and matching them to
generic ones.

Database integration has been the subject of a sustained research effort [21].
Query optimization in this context is still a major challenge. A fundamental differ-
ence between database query optimization and our approach lies in the manipulated
objects. The first class objects in our approach are services while data is the first
class object in databases. In our approach, optimization focuses on QoWS parame-
ters related to the behavior of the Web services while in most existing techniques,
optimization concerns only the response time of the query execution plan. Effi-
ciently ordering Web service operations in the service execution plan has some
similarities with the classical problem of processing queries over sources with lim-
ited capabilities. However, there are several differences with the classical problem
found in databases. First, concrete operations need to be discovered and matched
against generic operations. Second, for any generic operation, there may be sev-
eral choices of concrete operations which complicates more query processing and
optimization. Finally, our matching strategy allows certain types of matching that
may change the binding requirements from those of the corresponding generic
operations.

3.6 Conclusions

This paper addressed key issues to enable efficient access to Web services. We pre-
sented WS-Query, a comprehensive query infrastructure for the emerging concept
of Web services. Treating Web services as first class objects is a major milestone
towards materializing the Service Web. We proposed a novel service query model
where declarative queries are resolved through a novel three-level service model
that provides an easy way for developers to represent the service space and for
users to formulate and submit queries. We proposed an optimization strategy based
on aggregating quality of Web service (QoWS) of different Web services. QoWS is
adjusted through a dynamic rating scheme and multimode matching. Web service
ratings provide an assessment of their behavior. The multimode matching allows a
larger solution space by enabling similar and partial answers.

There are many possible extensions to this work. One direction is to investigate
other optimization strategies like genetic algorithms or using techniques from linear
programming. Another direction is replace the monitoring portion for QoWS, which
may not be always practical, by a reputation-based mechanism that collect trust
scores from the different participants and aggregates this for each specific QoWS
parameter. Finally, the service querying we introduced could be extended to other
service models like Web API and REST-based services.
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Chapter 4
RDF-GL: A SPARQL-Based Graphical Query
Language for RDF

Frederik Hogenboom, Viorel Milea, Flavius Frasincar, and Uzay Kaymak

Abstract This chapter presents RDF-GL, a graphical query language (GQL) for
RDF. The GQL is based on the textual query language SPARQL and mainly focuses
on SPARQL SELECT queries. The advantage of a GQL over textual query lan-
guages is that complexity is hidden through the use of graphical symbols. RDF-GL
is supported by a Java-based editor, SPARQLinG, which is presented as well. The
editor does not only allow for RDF-GL query creation, but also converts RDF-GL
queries to SPARQL queries and is able to subsequently execute these. Experiments
show that using the GQL in combination with the editor makes RDF querying more
accessible for end users.

4.1 Introduction

In an era of ever-increasing information needs, the ability to query large databases
quickly and efficiently has come to play a major part. For a large share, this grow-
ing need is addressed by tools and languages aimed at performing complex queries
on distributed data. However, the intuitiveness of designing such complex queries
has only been addressed to a limited extent, making such tools available solely for
technical users.

The realm of such tools, aimed at the intuitiveness of query design, though rather
limited, presents some interesting applications. Examples of interfaces aimed at the
non-technical user include EROS [19] and SPARQLViz [4]. Additionally, several
graphical query languages (GQL) enable users to create queries only by arranging
and connecting symbols on a virtual canvas. Therefore, complete knowledge of a
normal query language is not necessary, as GQL’s are mainly focused on intuitive-
ness of use.
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Next to intuitive queries, the representation of knowledge is gaining importance,
especially in the context of Web-based applications. New standards are being de-
veloped for this purpose under a common denominator – the Semantic Web [3].
One of the state-of-the-art languages put forward by this initiative is the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [5]. The language enables representations centered
around the meaning of data, rather than the presentation hereof, and allows the infer-
ence of implicit knowledge from explicitly modeled data. The state-of-the-art query
language for RDF is SPARQL [14].

Graphical query languages have already been developed for different types of
relational representations, but no SPARQL-based GQL is available yet for query-
ing RDF models. Our main focus is to propose one such GQL for RDF, based on
SPARQL. For this purpose we introduce RDF-GL, our graphical query language for
RDF. Additionally, we present SPARQLinG, an application aimed at the design of
graphical RDF-GL queries.

After discussing approaches related to our current goal in Section 4.2, we
move on to presenting our main contribution, the SPARQL-based graphical query
language for RDF, RDF-GL, in Section 4.3. The application developed for design-
ing RDF-GL queries, SPARQLinG, is presented in Section 4.4. We conclude in
Section 4.5.

4.2 Related Work

This section is aimed at providing an overview of current research efforts related
to graphical query languages. Although none of the presented approaches is built
around RDF and SPARQL simultaneously, we deem some of the ideas presented
relevant for the current goals, as outlined in the following sections. A summarizing
overview of the main features of the presented graphical query languages is provided
in Table 4.1. The four attributes considered in this overview consist of whether the
considered approach (i) is a true graphical query language, (ii) shows a graphical
user interface, (iii) the query language on which the tool is based, and (iv) the data
language for which it is intended.

Table 4.1 GQL features summary

GQL GUI Query language Data language

DERI Yes No – RDF
XML-GL Yes No – XML
GLOO Yes No nRQL OWL ontologies
EROS No Yes RQL RDFS
SPARQLViz No Yes SPARQL RDFS
GRQL No Yes RQL RDFS
SEWASIE Yesa Yes – Unknown

aQueries cannot be drawn by hand, but are generated through a
visual interface to the ontology.
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Fig. 4.1 RDF GQL graphical
query example [11]

Fig. 4.2 The example query
in N3 query syntax

<> q1:select {
?subject1 ?p ?o .

}; q1:where {
?subject1 dc:title ?keyword .
?keyword yars:keyword ‘‘RDF’’ .
?subject1 dc:subject ‘‘Metadata models’’ .
?subject1 ?p ?o .

} .

An approach aimed at the graphical representation of RDF queries, developed
by the Digital Enterprise Research Institute (DERI) at the National University of
Ireland, is presented in [11]. The DERI graphical query language for RDF is built
around facets – filter conditions over RDF graphs. The developed graphical lan-
guage addresses however only a limited set of RDF queries.

Figure 4.1 presents a simple query, consisting of two facets, as enabled by the
RDF graphical query language introduced in [11]. The purpose of this query consists
of retrieving resources that have the keyword “RDF” in their title and address the
subject of “metadata models”. It should further be noted that the output of DERI
RDF GQL queries consists of regular RDF triples, which may serve as input to
other queries, thus providing closure for the proposed graphical query language.

Although the language presented in [11] does not provide semantics for the intro-
duced graphical constructs, the graphical queries may always be translated to N3 [2]
query syntax. For the example query depicted in Fig. 4.1, the translation is shown in
Fig. 4.2.

XML-GL [8] is a graphical language for querying XML documents. The Graph-
ical Data Model (GDM) introduced by the language addresses objects, properties,
and relationships, represented as rectangles, circles, and arcs, respectively. Based
hereon, XML-GL queries are then defined as consisting of four parts: (i) the extract
part, (ii) the match part, (iii) the clip part, (iv) the construct part. Upon identifying
the scope of the query in the extract part, the optional match part aims at represent-
ing additional logical conditions that should be imposed on the result set. The clip
part specifies the focus of the query (relating to entities) in a similar way the select
clause is used in SQL queries. Finally, the optional construct part of an XML-GL
query specifies the new elements to be included in the result document and their
relationships to the extracted elements [8].

Figure 4.3 depicts a graphical representation of an XML-GL query. The aim of
this query is to select all (CD) items for which the product of the price and the
quantity is less than 50. As can be observed from this figure, arithmetical operators
may also be employed in the language, for the construction of complex queries such
as the one presented here.
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Fig. 4.3 XML-GLgraphical
query example [8]

Fig. 4.4 GLOO example
query [9]

Despite fulfilling most of the requirements defined in [8], the language still lacks
a precise definition of the semantics for the graphical symbols. Relevant to the cur-
rent context, XML-GL is designed for XML, rather for more expressive knowledge
representation languages such as RDF or OWL.

A graphical query language for OWL-DL ontologies (GLOO) is presented in [9].
The main focus of GLOO consists of translating visual, diagrammatic queries to
DL-based query languages. The proposed version maps the graphical queries to the
new Racer Query Language (nRQL) [10], but without matching the full expressive
power of the latter language.

GLOO allows for construction of queries based on classes, individuals, and
roles. Additionally, a number of operators may be employed: negation (true clas-
sical negation), complement (negation as failure), disjunction and conjunction. An
example GLOO query is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The aim of this query is in selecting
those sentences which have a human as subject and object (both conditions must be
simultaneously satisfied), where sentence is a variable.
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The authors argue for the formality of the proposed language, employing as main
argument the connectivity syntax on which GLOO is based, and that is defined based
on a formal grammar [9]. Additionally, the way in which elements of a query are
placed into space has no influence on the semantics of that query.

The EROS tool [19], is aimed at simplifying queries on RDFS models. The main
focus of the tool is to combine the advantages of a tree-based approach and a graph-
based approach for visualizing RDFS, as both approaches present advantages and
shortcomings. A tree view has the downside of being somewhat limited, due to the
fact that multiple inheritance is not visible, while a graph view is limited because
of its hierarchical structure that is hard to discover. On the positive side, a tree view
provides increased clarity when visualizing the relevant entities. However, one can
express more complex structures with graphs than is possible by using trees. The
combination of the two approaches has resulted in an interface with two hierarchy
trees: one domain tree and one range tree. Properties are depicted as arrows from
left to right between tree nodes. The property-centric view of EROS is in line with
the RDF philosophy.

Despite the fact that EROS is developed for visualizing ontologies, it also offers
a built-in query generator [19]. This generator is based on RQL [13] – a query
language for RDF descriptions. RQL uses SELECT, FROM and WHERE clauses.
The EROS user is able to generate queries by selecting nodes in the graph and
assigning properties to them using normal buttons, listboxes, etc. in the interface.
The user can specify which variables should be visible in the results.

Summarizing, EROS does not implement a graphical query language, but visual-
izes ontologies and enables the user to query RDFS models using a normal graphical
interface. Vdovjak et al. claim that an effective visual representation of ontologies
is vital for users, since querying models without a clear view of the ontology is
cumbersome [19]. EROS provides an interface in which the user is able to view the
ontology both from the viewpoint of classes and that of properties.

SPARQLViz [4] is a query editor centered around graphical query composition
and natural language processing in an RDF visualization interface. This tool is an
extension for IsaViz, a visual interaction tool for RDF. SPARQLViz implements
graphical query composition by using a graphical user interface for generating
SPARQL queries. The user has to click through different menus to compose a query,
as presented in screenshots in [4]. The tool demonstrates that it is possible to cover a
great part of the SPARQL syntax with a simple user interface. However, no graphical
query language is implemented, which makes the understanding of the relationships
between different query parts difficult.

In [1], GRQL is introduced. GRQL is an intuitive interface which is able to
construct RQL queries (like EROS) by using inputs from the user via a graphical
interface (for screenshots, see [1]). GRQL is a graphical query generator in a way
that it uses a graphical user interface. GRQL does not implement a graphical query
language and thus does not support drawing queries. With GRQL, the user is able
to browse through an RDFS model and to generate a lot of different queries graphi-
cally. GRQL’s tree-based interface offers many functionalities. It is able to handle a
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lot of different actions, varying from browsing RDFS models towards all directions
and the possibility to translate a sequence of browsing actions into an RQL query.

The SEWASIE project (which stands for SEmantic Webs and AgentS in Inte-
grated Economies) [6] shows us it is possible to create a tool with which a user
can generate a query using an integrated ontology. The tool’s main purpose is to
offer functionality to generate conjunctive queries ready to be executed by some
evaluation engine associated to the information system. With the SEWASIE tool, a
user is able to compose a query using drop-down menus and input fields (shown in
screenshots in [6]). The composed query can be viewed in a natural language-like
form and in a graphical form. The authors, however, remain unclear on how query
execution works with the application, and only demonstrate the capabilities of the
query editor.

One of the main conclusion supported by the approaches presented in this section
is that, currently, no graphical query language based on SPARQL exists for RDF.
In the following section we introduce one such language in the form of RDF-GL,
aimed at querying RDF ontologies through a translation of graphical queries to the
state-of-the-art RDF query language – SPARQL.

4.3 RDF-GL

In this section we introduce RDF-GL, the first SPARQL-based graphical language
for RDF. The main constructs of the language are presented in Section 4.3.1,
whereas Section 4.3.2 elaborates on the subset of SPARQL which is covered by
RDF-GL. Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 present how SPARQL queries are mapped to
RDF-GL, and how the latter can be converted into SPARQL queries, respectively.

4.3.1 Language Constructs

The constructs of RDF-GL, which shall be denoted as elements, can be divided
into three main groups: boxes, circles and arrows. All elements can be found in the
example query presented in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The elements of RDF-GL queries are
assigned meaning based on their shape and color. In what follows, we provide an
informal overview hereof.

Boxes can have an orange, pink or green color, each color representing different
SPARQL query elements. An orange box, which is called a result box or simply BR,
contains information about the execution of the query, e.g., the type of query and the
way result variables are ordered. A pink box (referred to as an subject/object box or
as BSO) represents a subject or an object of a triple in a SPARQL query, whereas a
green box, the filtered subject/object box (BFSO), is used to depict filtered subjects
or objects.
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PREFIX j.1: <http://www.daml.org/2003/09/factbook/factbook-ont#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?name ?oil
WHERE
{

?country j.1:localShortCountryName ?name .
?country j.1:grossDomesticProductPerCapita ?gdp .
{

FILTER (?gdp < 1500) .
}
UNION
{

FILTER (?gdp > 2500) .
}
OPTIONAL
{

?country j.1:oilProvedReserves ?oil .
}

}
ORDER BY ASC(?gdp)

Fig. 4.5 Example SPARQL query

Fig. 4.6 Example RDF-GL query

We do have two types of circles. Blue circles, called union circles (CU), are used
in an RDF-GL query to define or-relationships, similar to SPARQL UNION blocks.
Purple circles – to which we refer to as optional circles (CO) – are used for RDF-
GL’s equivalents of SPARQL OPTIONAL blocks, in order to identify statements
which are optional.

RDF-GL uses four colors for arrows. Black arrows, labeled with a property, de-
pict a SPARQL triple predicate and are referred to as property arrows (AP), since
they can be interpreted as a property relationship between two elements (a subject
and an object), whereas grey arrows (also known as optional arrows, or AO) are
used to indicate optional statements. Yellow and red arrows point to relationships
belonging to a SPARQL UNION block, where yellow arrows point to the first part
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of the block and the red arrows to the second part. Two types of UNION arrows are
used, because it is implied by SPARQL, as SPARQL makes a distinction between
the two block parts to be joined. Yellow and red arrows are also called union arrows
(AU1 and AU2).

The use of the different elements of an RDF-GL query can best be illustrated
by means of an example. Let us assume we want to search the CIA World Fact-
book [7] for countries that have a gross domestic product per capita of less than
$1,500 or greater than $2,500. We want to know the name of every country match-
ing this criterion. Furthermore we want to know the oil supply of every resulting
country, if any data about oil supply is stored in the database for these countries.
The SPARQL query used for retrieving this data is presented in Fig. 4.5, whereas
the RDF-GL graphical representation of this query is presented in Fig. 4.6. Note that
from now on, we will refer to the ontology as j.1 in our RDF-GL graphs to maintain
readability. This prefix is declared in the SPARQL query and does not need to be
declared explicitly in RDF-GL. In our RDF-GL, the prefix is thus considered given,
as well as the prefixes RDF, RDFS, and XSD.

We next move on to a more formal presentation of the different elements of
RDF-GL queries. In general, we denote an RDF-GL query by Q. Equations 4.1
through 4.4 give an overview of all possible elements of Q, and their different types:

Q D fBOX, CRC, ARRg ; (4.1)

BOX D fBR, BSO, BFSOg ; (4.2)

CRC D fCU, COg ; (4.3)

ARR D fAP, AO, AU1, AU2g : (4.4)

The different types of boxes (BR, BSO, and BFSO) are grouped in the BOX set.
The circles joined in set CRC are referred to as CU and CO, which are – as stated
earlier – the blue and purple circle, respectively. Finally, the black, grey, yellow and
red arrows (AP, AO, AU1, and AU2, respectively) are stored in set ARR.

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 give an overview of the constructs of RDF-GL introduced in
this section. For each construct we give its shape name, acronym, and color, as well
as a short description.

Table 4.2 Constructs of RDF-GL: shapes, properties and names

Subset Name Acronym Color

Box (BOX) Result box BR Orange
Subject/object box BSO Pink
Filtered subject/object box BFSO Green

Circle (CRC) Union circle CU Blue
Optional circle CO Purple

Arrow (ARR) Property arrow AP Black
Optional arrow AO Grey
Union arrow 1 AU1 Yellow
Union arrow 2 AU2 Red
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Table 4.3 Constructs of RDF-GL: descriptions

Element Description

BR Contains information about query execution
BSO Subject or object in a SPARQL triple
BFSO Filtered subject or object in a SPARQL triple
CU SPARQL UNION block
CO SPARQL OPTIONAL block
AP Predicate in a SPARQL triple
AO Points to an optional element
AU1 Points to an alternative element (part 1)
AU2 Points to an alternative element (part 2)

Fig. 4.7 Basic shapes of RDF-GL. (a) Box, (b) Circle, (c) Arrow

In what follows, we focus on giving a more precise description for each type of
element of an RDF-GL query, given in Fig. 4.7. We start with describing drawing
rules for boxes and continue by elaborating on circles. Finally, arrows are discussed.

4.3.1.1 Boxes

In general, box shapes have five positions where properties can be defined. There is
one position in each corner, and one position in the center of the figure. Figure 4.7a
shows a basic box shape. The positions are indicated with B1 to B5. The different
types of boxes in our graphical query language not only differ in color, but also
in the positions they use and how they use them. We continue with describing each
type of box separately.

The BR box contains information about the execution of the query. In an RDF-GL
query, exactly one BR box should be present. Also, its properties are bound to rules
and restrictions. The box can be neither a child of another element in the query (i.e.,
being on the receiving end of a property relationship) nor parent of another element
in the query (i.e., having a property relationship). Additionally, some graphic rules
apply.

First of all, the BR box should be orange. Furthermore, a query name should be
depicted, which is the centered text on position B5 in the example. Subsequently,
the corners of the box may each contain information.

The upper-left corner (B1) states whether the query should return only distinct
values or not. The upper-right corner (B2) contains information about the SPARQL
query type, which can be only SELECT for the moment, and the lower-right corner
(B3) is reserved for ordering the results. The names of the variables by which the
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Table 4.4 Overview of symbols used in a BR box in RDF-
GL

Corner Symbol Explanation

Upper-left Display all results

Display only distinct results

Upper-right SELECT query
Lower-right Ascending ordering

Descending ordering
Lower-left f , g Range of results

query results should be ordered (zero or more) are displayed in this corner, where
each name is followed by a symbol indicating an ascending or descending ordering.
The lower-left corner (B4) contains information about the result range, displayed as
ffrom, tog. For example, if the range is set to f5, 8g, results 5, 6, 7 and 8 will be dis-
played as results. It should be noted that ending the range with “...” indicates infinity
(for result set length). Table 4.4 shows all BR symbols with their descriptions.

The other boxes do not use all positions. The BSO box is a pink rectangle, which
represents a subject or object in a SPARQL triple. In RDF-GL, the subject and
object types are limited to a (new) variable, a blank node, an ontology object, or data
type. A variable is displayed as bold text on position B5 (representing the variable
name), with or without underline. By underlining the variable name, one can express
the variable will be visible in the query results. In case the box lacks a name, it
represents a blank SPARQL node. Finally, one can denote an object or data type as
a BSO box by placing its type on position B5, for example
type�. A BSO box
can be a child of another BSO or BFSO box and can also be parent of another BSO
or BFSO box.

The same rules apply to the BFSO box, which represents a filtered subject or
object, except for the color, which is green instead of pink. Also, BFSO boxes cannot
have empty names (i.e., cannot represent a blank SPARQL node) and their types are
restricted to (new) variables. The content of the applied filter is displayed on position
B4, which is the lower-left corner of the rectangle shaped construct.

4.3.1.2 Circles

Circles only have one position which can be given a property. This position, C1
(shown in Fig. 4.7b), should always be used and is located in the shape’s center.

A CU circle is used for representation of a SPARQL UNION block, which mod-
els alternatives. In the center of this blue circle, “Union” is depicted. Restrictions of
the CU are that it can only be a child and/or parent of both elements from the CRC
set. Also, a CU can be parent of an AP arrow. Finally, AU1 and AU2 are associated
with this circle. Note that conjunctions are implicit in SPARQL and thus are not
included in RDF-GL as a CU-like symbol.
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The purple colored CO circles, which are all labeled with “Opt”, represent a
SPARQL OPTIONAL block. These circles can be a child and/or a parent of another
circle in CRC. Also, CO circles can be parent of an AP arrow. Grey arrows, AO,
are used in combination with the CO circle. Note that RDF-GL elements which are
connected by arrows have parent–child relationships. Children are on the receiving
end of an arrow, while parents are on the other side of an arrow. Using circles, one
can create nested OPTIONAL and UNION blocks, simply by pointing an AO, AU1,
or AU2 arrow from one circle to another circle. If an arrow points from a circle to
an arrow, it represents a SPARQL triple inside an OPTIONAL or UNION block.

4.3.1.3 Arrows

Figure 4.7c shows the basic shape of an arrow. Each arrow is constructed with a
transparent, closed head. As is the case with circles, arrows have only one property
position in their center: A1.

Four types of arrows can be distinguished, which are included in the ARR set. The
black arrow, AP, should be read as a property relationship between two elements,
for example: a resulting country has a gross domestic product per capita of less
than $2,500. The arrow represents a SPARQL triple predicate. Property types can
be object or data types from ontologies, variables previously defined in the query
and new variables. The property type is specified as a label located in the center of
the arrow (position A1). An AP arrow can be drawn from and to BSO and BFSO
boxes.

An AO arrow indicates a SPARQL OPTIONAL relationship between two ele-
ments. Just like the AP arrow, the AO arrow should be read as a property relationship
between two elements, but an AO arrow can only be drawn between a CO circle and
the two types of circles or between a CO circle and an AP arrow.

As mentioned earlier, AU1 and AU2 arrows can be used in combination with the
CU circles. With AU1 arrows, one is able to define which relationships belong to the
first part of the SPARQL UNION block and with AU2 arrows one can define which
belongs to the second part of the SPARQL UNION block. These two arrows can
only be drawn from a CU circle to both circle types or from a CU circle to a black
arrow.

An important point relates to the fact that arrows cannot be drawn from and to
every element in a query. Also, it is not possible for an element to have children
of every type. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the ways in which various RDF-GL
elements may be connected.

Table 4.5 shows the allowed directions for every arrow type (displayed as
columns) with respect to every element type (displayed as rows). Allowed direc-
tions are: from an element (from), to an element (to), and none (–).

As we can see, no arrows can be drawn from or to BR boxes. In RDF-GL, one
is allowed to draw AP arrows from and to BSO and BFSO boxes. Furthermore, AO
arrows cannot be drawn from or to other AO, AU1, or AU2 arrows, as well as from
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Table 4.5 Overview allowed arrow directions RDF-GL

Arrow
Element AP AO AU1 AU2

BR – – – –
BSO From/to – – –
BFSO From/to – – –
CU – To From/to From/to
CO – From/to To To
AP – To To To
AO – – – –
AU1 – – – –
AU2 – – – –

Table 4.6 Overview allowed parent–child relationships RDF-GL

Parent
Child BR BSO BFSO CU CO AP AO AU1 AU2

BR – – – – – – – – –
BSO – C C – – – – – –
BFSO – C C – – – – – –
CU – – – C C – – – –
CO – – – C C – – – –
AP – – – C C – – – –
AO – – – – – – – – –
AU1 – – – – – – – – –
AU2 – – – – – – – – –

or to other boxes. However, these arrows can be drawn to both types of circles and
AP arrows, and can also be drawn from CO circles. The AU1 and AU2 arrows have
equal restrictions to those of the AO arrows. However, the shapes differ in that AO
arrows may only be drawn from CO circles, whereas AU1 and AU2 arrows may only
be drawn from CU circles.

Since arrows indicate parent–child relationships, we can deduce Table 4.6 from
Table 4.5. Table 4.6 shows every possible parent–child relationship. Possible parents
are all types of boxes and circles, which are displayed in the columns of the table.
Possible children are all elements of an RDF-GL query, which are displayed in the
rows of the table. In Table 4.6 we summarize the valid parent–child relationships,
where (C) denotes a valid relationship and (�) an invalid (not allowed) one.

As can be observed from this table, the orange box cannot be parent of any ele-
ment in an RDF-GL query. The BSO and BFSO boxes can only be parent of other
BSO and BFSO boxes. Furthermore, both types of circles can be parent of AP ar-
rows and both types of circles. Finally, AO, AU1 and AU2 arrows cannot have any
parents and none of the arrows can have children.
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4.3.2 The SPARQL Subset of RDF-GL

In what follows, we define the subset of SPARQL which can be covered using the
elements of the RDF-GL query language by means of Extended BackusNaur Form
(EBNF) [15] rules, which are similar to the ones defined for SPARQL in [14]. Most
of the rules in [14] can be maintained. However, since RDF-GL only covers a subset
of SPARQL, we need to alter some of the grammar rules in order to define the
covered SPARQL subset adequately.

First of all, SPARQL queries can be either ASK, CONSTRUCT, DESCRIBE, or
SELECT queries. Usually, a query can be defined as a prologue, followed by a query
type. This prologue contains BASE and PREFIX statements. In RDF-GL, currently
only SELECT queries are covered, and thus we can define our first rule, which
differs from SPARQL in that the prologue and all query types but the SELECT
query are removed.

Query : := SelectQuery

Normally, in SPARQL, a SELECT query consists of the string “SELECT”, op-
tionally followed by the string “DISTINCT” or “REDUCED”, followed by one or
more variables which have to be selected to be returned in the result set, zero or more
data set clauses containing FROM and NAMED elements, a WHERE clause, and
solution modifiers. The subset of SPARQL which covers RDF-GL does not include
all the elements of a regular SPARQL SELECT query [14]. The string “REDUCED”
is not supported, as well as the data set clause (FROM and NAMED). Therefore, our
second rule also differs from the rule presented in the SPARQL grammar.

SelectQuery : : = ‘SELECT’ ‘DISTINCT’? ( Var+ | ‘∗’ ) WhereClauseSolutionModifier

SPARQL implements two types of variables, which have a name preceded by
either a “?” or a “$” (type 1 and 2, respectively). RDF-GL can currently only rep-
resent the former type, and thus we define another rule which differs from the one
presented in the SPARQL grammar.

Var : := VAR1

Continuing defining the grammar rules of the SPARQL subset, we can state that
the WHERE clause is not fully supported by RDF-GL. Normally, this clause would
contain triples, FILTER elements, and graph patterns which are not triples, i.e., OP-
TIONAL, UNION, and GRAPH elements. RDF-GL’s SPARQL subset does not
contain GRAPH elements, but the triples and FILTER elements as defined in the
clause are fully included. Therefore, we can add three rules to our rule set. The first
two rules are exactly the same as in the grammar of SPARQL, but the last rule is
redefined so that it cannot contain GRAPH elements. The rules are the following.

WhereClause             : : =   ‘WHERE’? Group Graph Pattern
GroupGraphPattern       : : =   ‘{’ Triples Block? ((Graph Pattern Not Triples|
       Filter )‘ . ’ ? Triples Block? )∗ ‘}’
GraphPatternNotTriples  : : =   Optional Graph Pattern | Group Or Union Graph Pattern
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Fig. 4.8 Rules in RDF-GL’s subset of SPARQL (non-terminals)

Furthermore, the solution modifiers of the SELECT query (i.e., ORDER BY,
LIMIT, and OFFSET) belong to the subset of SPARQL that can be represented by
elements of RDF-GL.

When all non-terminal rules are refined using the rules of the SPARQL grammar,
which of course all apply to some extent to our subset, the obtained rule set is as
given in Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.9 shows all terminals.

4.3.3 Mapping SPARQL to RDF-GL

This section explains how the most common features of a SPARQL SELECT query
look like in RDF-GL, or in other words, how SPARQL is mapped to RDF-GL. We
try to create a mapping using the main rules of Fig. 4.8, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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Fig. 4.8 (continued)

4.3.3.1 Query Type and Sequence Modifiers

As stated in Section 4.3.2, RDF-GL uses a subset of SPARQL, which results in
the fact that only SELECT queries can be performed to a certain extent. The main
elements of this query which are implemented in the RDF-GL language, are se-
quence modifiers, variables to include in the result set, and a WHERE clause (Rules
1 and 2). These sequence modifiers, i.e., DISTINCT, LIMIT, OFFSET, and ORDER
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Fig. 4.9 Rules in RDF-GL’s subset of SPARQL (terminals)

BY (Rules 4, 5, 6, 8, 9), all can be defined using a BR box and the symbols from
Table 4.4. Furthermore, the variables that have to be selected are denoted as pink or
green (filtered) boxes with an underlined, centered label.

Figure 4.10 shows the translation from a SPARQL SELECT query that uses all
sequence modifiers to an RDF-GL query. The displayed query asks for all distinct
elevations of countries in the CIA World Factbook. Results 5, 6, 7 and 8 are returned
in a descending order. The SPARQL triple (?country j.1:elevation ?elevation .) is
drawn using two BSO boxes, both representing variables. Solely information on
elevation will be returned in the result set, which is denoted by the underlining of
the variable name in the RDF-GL query. In the BR box, all corners have been used
to display the sequence modifiers.
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PREFIX j.1: <http://www.daml.org/2003/09/factbook/factbook-ont#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?elevation
WHERE
{

?country j.1:elevation ?elevation .
}
ORDER BY DESC(?elevation) OFFSET 5 LIMIT 4

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL

Fig. 4.10 Mapping query type and sequence modifiers

FILTER (?gdp > 1250) .

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL

Fig. 4.11 Mapping filters

4.3.3.2 Filtered Variables

One element that is included in the WHERE clause (Rules 3 and 10) of a SPARQL
query in general, as well as in our implemented subset of SPARQL, is the FILTER
element (Rule 15). RDF-GL has full functionality with respect to filtering, as the
SPARQL filter condition is embedded in the graphical representation.

In RDF-GL, filtering variables used in a query can be done by denoting the
filtered variable as a BFSO box with a variable name and filter. This box is equal
to a FILTER statement in a query written in SPARQL syntax. Figure 4.11 shows
how a filter is applied to a variable called gdp in SPARQL and how the same filter
can be applied to a variable in a RDF-GL query. In RDF-GL, the filter is displayed
in the lower-left corner of the box representing the variable and the box has been
colored green.
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4.3.3.3 Triples

Another important element in the WHERE clause is the triple. Each query contains
one or more triples. According to Rule 11 and 19 and their refinements, a triple
typically consists of a variable or term, followed by a property and another variable
or reference to an IRI from an ontology. A term can either be a reference to an IRI
from an ontology, some literals (data types), or a blank node. A property is defined
as a variable, IRI, or data type from an ontology (Rule 20 and some of the rules
after it). The three elements of a triple are also called subject, predicate and object.

With RDF-GL, these elements are denoted as two BSO or BFSO boxes (rep-
resenting the subject and object) and an AP arrow between them (representing the
predicate). The arrow points from the box representing the triple’s subject to the box
representing the triple’s object and is labeled with the predicate name. Both boxes
and arrows are able to represent all required elements.

Figure 4.12 shows a single triple in SPARQL syntax and the same triple in
RDF-GL. This triple asks for the classes of which the class EthnicGroup is a
subclass and stores them in a variable called class. Two BSO boxes and one ar-
row have been used to construct this triple in RDF-GL. The upper box represents
the subject, and the lower box represents the object, which in this case is a variable.
The arrow depicts the triple’s predicate.

4.3.3.4 Alternatives

A third part of the WHERE clause of the full SPARQL set is not entirely covered by
RDF-GL: the graph patterns which are not triples (Rule 12 shows what is covered).
One of those patterns is called the UNION graph pattern (Rule 14), which is nothing
more than an element which groups 2 query blocks (containing for example triples)
and takes the union of both groups. This way one is able to represent alternatives.

Fig. 4.12 Mapping triples

j.1:EthnicGroup rdfs:subClassOf ?class .

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL
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Fig. 4.13 Mapping
alternative triples

?country j.1:highwaysTotal ?hw .
{

FILTER (?hw < 20000) .
}
UNION
{

FILTER (?hw > 150000) .
}

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL

In RDF-GL, a CU circle and AU1 and AU2 arrows are used to point to elements
(triples and other graph patterns) which represent a union part. The user decides
which triples belong to which part of the union, and draws the arrows accordingly.
Whichever elements belong to the first group (at least 1) will be pointed at with a
yellow arrow (AU1), and the other elements (also at least 1) will be pointed at with
a red arrow (AU2). These arrows point from a CU circle to AP arrows (predicates of
triples), other CU circles, or CO circles. In case circles are being pointed at, it can
lead to nested alternatives or options, which will be discussed shortly.

Figure 4.13 shows an alternative in SPARQL and how the same alternative is
represented in RDF-GL. The UNION depicted in Fig. 4.13 joins a variable which
is filtered in two different ways. The countries which have a total highway kilo-
meters of less than 20,000 km as well as the countries which have a total highway
kilometers of more than 150,000 have to be selected.

4.3.3.5 Options

The rules we have defined for our SPARQL subset indicate that not only the UNION
element is included in RDF-GL, but also the OPTIONAL element. In SPARQL, one
is able to provide additional triples by using the OPTIONAL block (Rule 13).
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OPTIONAL
{

?country j.1:heliports ?heli .
}

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL

Fig. 4.14 Mapping optional triples

In RDF-GL, a CO circle and AO arrows are used to point to triples which have to
be marked as optional. The AO arrows point from CO circles to AP arrows (repre-
senting predicates of triples which have to be added to the set of additional triples).

Figure 4.14 shows an optional triple in SPARQL and how the same triple is
marked as additional in our developed GQL. The triple depicted in Fig. 4.14 asks
for the number of helicopter ports in a resulting country and stores it in a variable
called heli.

4.3.3.6 Nested Options and Alternatives

In SPARQL, it is possible to create nested options and alternatives. By looking at
the defined grammar rules carefully, it becomes clear that UNION and OPTIONAL
blocks not only include triples, but also other graph patterns which are not triples.
Recalling our implementation of those graph patterns, we see that these patterns
are in fact UNION and OPTIONAL blocks and thus it is possible to nest several
options and alternatives in one query. This is also possible in RDF-GL. One can
denote nested options and/or alternatives in RDF-GL by letting one or more AO,
AU1, or AU2 arrows point to circle(s). These arrows are not only allowed to point to
AP arrows, but also to both types of circles.

Figure 4.15 combines the queries from Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 by nesting the option
from Fig. 4.13 in the second union part of the query from Fig. 4.14. The order in
which the union parts are specified is not relevant. Arrows pointing from the CU
circle to the AP arrows indicate the triples to which these arrows belong should be
regarded as alternatives. The circle to which an AU2 arrow is pointing should also
be added to the same alternative. The AO arrow pointing to an AP arrow indicates
that the triple to which this arrow belongs should be optional.
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?country j.1:highwaysTotal ?hw .
{

FILTER (?hw < 20000) .
}
UNION
{

FILTER (?hw > 150000) .
OPTIONAL
{

?country j.1:heliports ?heli .
}

}

(a) SPARQL

(b) RDF-GL

Fig. 4.15 Mapping nested triples

4.3.4 Converting RDF-GL to SPARQL

RDF-GL queries can be converted to SPARQL queries, using the algorithms pre-
sented in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. These algorithms generate SPARQL queries based
on drawing order. The SPARQL query is generated in a fixed order. First the de-
fault prefixes for RDF, RDFS, and XSD are generated, as well as for the ontology
currently used (1). Subsequently, the query type is determined (2), after which the
complete WHERE clause is generated (3). Finally, the ORDER BY (7) and the
LIMIT and OFFSET (8) statements are determined. These main steps are directly
related to some of the basic rules we defined in Section 4.3.2 (Rules 1 and 2, as well
as 3 and 7).

Generating the prefixes and fetching the query type (with or without DISTINCT
parameter and variables to select) is quite straightforward. Generating the complete
WHERE clause, however, involves more complex actions. First, all ARR elements
are read and converted to triples (4). We have seen in Rules 10, 11, and 19, that
many types of triple configurations exist. If these triples do not belong to a UNION
or OPTIONAL block, they are added to the SPARQL query (5). Subsequently, all
CU circles and CO circles with their children (triples or other circles) are added to
the query (6), using the recursive algorithm shown in Fig. 4.17. The generation of
the ORDER BY, LIMIT and OFFSET is trivial and is solely based on the Rules 6–9.
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Data: all elements from drawing
Result: RDF-GL converted to SPARQL
query = “”;
query += prefixes; (1)
query += BR.type; (2)
if BR.type = SELECT then

if BR.distinct = true then
query += DISTINCT;

foreach arrow in ARR and box in BOX do
if show = true and type = variable and is not in SELECT then

query += name;

end
query += WHERE; (3)
foreach arrow in ARR do

triple = “”; (4)
//Subject
foreach box in BOX do

if box.id = arrow.fromId then
triple += box.name, blank or box.objectType;
if filter present and box.type = variable then

store filter;

end
//Predicate
triple += arrow.name or arrow.objectType;
//Object
foreach box in BOX do

if box.id = arrow.toId then
triple += box.name, blank or box.objectType;
if filter present and box.type = variable then

store filter;

end
store triple with filter in triples;

end
foreach triple in triples do

search for references in AU1, AU2, and AO; (5)
if no references found then

query += triple;
if triple has filter then

query += filter;

end
foreach circle in CU and CO do

search for parentless circle; (6)
if found then

query += getChildren(id);

end
query += BR.orderBy; (7)
convert BR.range to limit and offset; (8)
query += limit;
query += offset;
return query;

Fig. 4.16 Generating a SPARQL query (generateQuery)
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Result: triples and children’s triples
Input: id of circle
query = “”;
store all circle children which are triples in triples;
forall triple in triples do

query += triple;
end
store all circle children which are other circles in CRC;
forall circle in CRC do

query += getChildren(circle.id);
end
return query;

Fig. 4.17 Generating a SPARQL query (getChildren)

4.4 SPARQLinG

This section introduces our RDF-GL editor: SPARQLinG. We elaborate on the tech-
nical details of this editor and provide an overview of the application’s functionality.
Finally, we present experimental results on the SPARQLinG tool.

4.4.1 Design

The SPARQLinG RDF-GL editor is a Java-based editor, which is able to read an
RDF file (which contains both schema and instance data) and interpret the ontolo-
gies used, and offers users with little knowledge of SPARQL and some knowledge
on the domain of the RDF file tools to draw RDF-GL queries in an intuitive way.
Furthermore, RDF-GL queries can be converted into SPARQL queries and can be
executed.

Although quite a few Java libraries for drawing graphs are around, such as
JGraph [17], Piccolo [12], and Prefuse [18], none of these are suitable for SPAR-
QLinG, since real-time drawing mostly is not supported and it is difficult to store
non-standard information in the graph elements of the libraries. Also, these libraries
cause a lot of overhead. Therefore, both the functionality of the graphical user inter-
face and the graphics are created without using any existing libraries. Reading and
interpreting RDF files however, is done using the Jena [16] library. The latter library
is also used for executing SPARQL queries.

At an abstract level, we distinguish between three main components of SPAR-
QLinG: (i) Ontology Management, (ii) Query Drawing, and (iii) Query Execution.
In what follows, we describe the main functionality hereof and discuss the interac-
tions between components, which is also illustrated in Fig. 4.18.

An RDF file which has to be queried is fed into the Ontology Management com-
ponent. The RDF Schema ontology used in the RDF file is extracted, so that it can
be used in the Query Drawing component. Also, the RDF instances which populate
the RDF Schema ontology are extracted. Both RDF instances and RDF Schema are
used in the Query Execution component.
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Fig. 4.18 Design of SPARQLinG

After loading an RDF file, the Query Drawing component offers the user tools
to draw RDF-GL queries and handles all interface tasks. RDF-GL elements can be
drawn using all elements stored in the ontology. The RDF-GL query is fed into the
third module, the Query Execution module.

The Query Execution module handles two tasks. The first task is converting an
RDF-GL query into a SPARQL query, which is done using the algorithms elaborated
on in Section 4.3.4. The second task is executing this SPARQL query, using the
ontology and RDF instances read from the input file. The query results are returned
to the Query Drawing component.

4.4.2 Using SPARQLinG

The SPARQLinG RDF-GL editor is a tool like many other drawing applications.
The user interface contains floating windows, which can be moved and toggled on
and off. These windows contain drawing tools, settings, and query results. Further-
more, hot-keys are implemented for several actions, such as opening and saving files
and executing queries. Figure 4.19 shows the user interface of SPARQLinG.

The background of the SPARQLinG tool is a large canvas, which can contain a
grid – if desired – making it easier to draw and align RDF-GL elements. Elements
can be drawn by selecting the appropriate drawing tool and by clicking and drag-
ging on the canvas. SPARQLinG implements a sketch mode, so that users can see
a sketch-like representation of an element while holding the mouse, before actually
drawing the element (when the mouse is released). Figure 4.20 shows how a box is
drawn in SPARQLinG.

Other features related to drawing RDF-GL queries are moving, resizing, and
deleting elements. Whereas boxes can be drawn anywhere on the canvas and their di-
mensions can be manipulated, arrows can only be drawn from one (valid) element to
another – forcing the user to actually touch both elements while drawing the arrow –
and their dimensions cannot be changed, since the tool automatically optimizes the
location of arrows between two elements. All properties of boxes and arrows can
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Fig. 4.19 User interface of SPARQLinG

Fig. 4.20 Drawing a box

be edited intuitively by means of a property window, which appears when the user
clicks on an element.

SPARQLinG’s features with respect to file input and output are rather basic.
Entire RDF-GL drawings can be saved and loaded using dialogs, just like regular
graphical applications support saving and loading. Also, drag and drop is supported
for loading RDF-GL files. Furthermore, the user can specify the RDF file which is
to be queried. After the user specifies the RDF file, the tool automatically parses the
file, so that the ontology can be used for drawing RDF-GL queries and queries can
be executed immediately. For RDF-GL queries to be executed, the tool is also able
to convert RDF-GL to SPARQL. Query results are displayed in a result window,
along with the RDF-GL query represented in SPARQL, as shown in Fig. 4.21.

Despite the fact that prefixes currently are not fully supported in RDF-GL, SPAR-
QLinG automatically assigns a prefix to the ontology used and to default RDF,
RDFS, and XSD elements, to make it easier for users to browse through the available
IRIs and to ensure readability of the diagrams. In case full paths (IRIs) are used,
labels would get hard to read. Future versions of RDF-GL are likely to support pre-
fixes and thus this functionality eventually will become obsolete.
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Fig. 4.21 Results of an executed RDF-GL query

4.4.3 Experiments with RDF-GL and SPARQLinG

A usability experiment held under a small group of students with fair knowledge
on SPARQL querying shows that the combination of RDF-GL and an RDF-GL
editor such as SPARQLinG enables one to create and execute complex queries in a
convenient and intuitive way. The participants are chosen randomly from a group of
students who are indicative of a cross-section of potential end users.

The participants are given a complex query related to the CIA World Factbook
ontology (as described earlier), which they need to translate into a SPARQL query
and an RDF-GL query. Performance is measured with how much time each user
needs to complete each of the two queries. Also, accuracy is measured by means of
the number of mistakes each member of the test group makes.

The students need to query the CIA World Factbook for countries which have an
import or export to neighbors worth more than $10,000,000,000 a year. The query
needs to return the names of both countries and their neighboring trading partners,
as well as the percentages of imports and exports and optionally, the inflation rate of
the neighboring partners. Only the first 20 results are desired and should be ordered
by country name (ascending). In SPARQL, a query which returns the requested
results is given in Fig. 4.22, whereas its RDF-GL query equivalent is presented in
Fig. 4.23.

Results show that about 60% of the students state that creating a complex query
using RDF-GL takes (slightly) less time than manually inserting a SPARQL query
(for SPARQL experts). Converting the (natural language) search assignment to
a valid query takes about as much time with both query languages, but actually
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PREFIX j.1: <http://www.daml.org/2003/09/factbook/factbook-ont#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?nameC ?nameN ?percentExp ?percentImp ?inflation
WHERE
{

?country j.1:conventionalShortCountryName ?nameC .
?country j.1:border ?border .
?border j.1:country ?neighbor .
?neighbor j.1:conventionalShortCountryName ?nameN .
?country j.1:exportPartner ?partnerExp .
?partnerExp j.1:percent ?percentExp .
?partnerExp j.1:country ?neighbor .
?country j.1:importPartner ?partnerImp .
?partnerImp j.1:percent ?percentImp .
?partnerImp j.1:country ?neighbor .
{

?country j.1:imports ?imports .
FILTER (?imports > 10000000000) .

}
UNION
{

?country j.1:exports ?exports .
FILTER (?exports > 10000000000) .

}
OPTIONAL
{

?neighbor j.1:inflationRate ?inflation .
}

}
ORDER BY ASC(?nameC) LIMIT 20

Fig. 4.22 Complex SPARQL query

drawing this query in RDF-GL sometimes is more time consuming than manually
inserting a SPARQL query. The SPARQLinG or RDF-GL user especially benefits
from the expressive power of RDF-GL when reusing variables, changing or adding
relations between variables, and changing query characteristics (e.g., query type,
variables to select). The more complex a query is, the more a user can benefit from
RDF-GL over SPARQL.

Although manually inserting a SPARQL query might be faster than drawing an
RDF-GL query in some cases, about 80% of the participants indicate that query-
ing becomes easier to do with RDF-GL, because a clear overview of the complex
construction of the query can easily be maintained, since an RDF-GL query usually
gives more insight in relations between variables and the entire construction of the
query. Problems with respect to easily understanding the expected results of a query
and the way a query is constructed will arise when complex queries in SPARQL syn-
tax become larger, whereas RDF-GL’s symbols support the understanding and the
construction of the query visually, which is more natural for the average end user.

The same 80% of participants that state that querying becomes easier to do using
RDF-GL, indicate that the SPARQLinG editor simplifies query creation, because it
only allows syntactical correct drawing actions, so that (drawing) errors related to
RDF-GL elements occur less. Furthermore, the SPARQLinG editor’s functionality
of offering all available IRIs from the ontology which is being used, is deemed
valuable, as well as the ease with which one can edit the properties of the RDF-GL
elements.
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Fig. 4.23 Complex RDF-GL query

All participants agree on the fact that SPARQLinG is able to convert the RDF-
GL query to a SPARQL query within acceptable time (less than one second). It
should be noted that, while converting RDF-GL to SPARQL and querying the RDF
file is done very fast, emptying large result buffers could take up quite some time.
Furthermore, the students state that the interface of the tool runs smoothly and works
intuitively enough to let a user with fair knowledge of SPARQL be able to draw his
or her first RDF-GL query in only a few minutes.

4.5 Conclusions and Further Research

The main aim of RDF-GL is to cover as much of SPARQL expressivity as possible
while maintaining simplicity and intuitiveness. For best results, a graphical query
language such as RDF-GL should be combined with a tool, such as SPARQLinG.
This way, complexity of a textual query language (i.e., SPARQL) is hidden by us-
ing symbols, text and menus. Not every aspect of a textual query language can be
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covered by symbols of a graphical query language, and thus some text elements have
to be added to the GQL. Drawing (recognizable) query elements is difficult and this
is where the user interface comes to play a major part. A user interface should offer
the user convenient menus and windows to edit properties of symbols in a query.
The combination of RDF-GL and SPARQLinG, makes one able to create and exe-
cute complex queries in a convenient and intuitive way.

RDF-GL is the first graphical query language based on SPARQL, designed for
RDF. The focus of the language is on SPARQL SELECT queries. Although RDF-
GL can handle almost every SELECT query, it currently offers no support for
FROM, FROM NAMED and GRAPH elements. However, the design of RDF-GL
allows for extensions, and this should form the main focus of future research.

For the design of graphical RDF-GL queries, we have introduced the SPAR-
QLinG application, a Java-based framework that comprises all the required compo-
nents for the design as well as the generation of queries on any RDF data sources.
Currently, the editor lacks a converter from SPARQL queries to RDF-GL queries,
which is to be investigated in further research. Naturally, any syntactic/semantic
extension of RDF-GL should be mirrored in the application, and this constitutes an
inevitable attention point of future development.
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Chapter 5
Semantics-Based Intelligent Indexing
and Retrieval of Digital Images – A Case Study

Taha Osman, Dhavalkumar Thakker, and Gerald Schaefer

Abstract The proliferation of digital media has led to a huge interest in classifying
and indexing media objects for generic search and usage. In particular, we are wit-
nessing colossal growth in digital image repositories that are difficult to navigate
using free-text search mechanisms, which often return inaccurate matches as they
typically rely on statistical analysis of query keyword recurrence in the image anno-
tation or surrounding text. In this chapter we present a semantically enabled image
annotation and retrieval engine that is designed to satisfy the requirements of com-
mercial image collections market in terms of both accuracy and efficiency of the
retrieval process. Our search engine relies on methodically structured ontologies
for image annotation, thus allowing for more intelligent reasoning about the image
content and subsequently obtaining a more accurate set of results and a richer set of
alternatives matchmaking the original query. We also show how our well-analysed
and designed domain ontology contributes to the implicit expansion of user queries
as well as presenting our initial thoughts on exploiting lexical databases for explicit
semantic-based query expansion.

5.1 Introduction

Affordable access to digital technology and advances in Internet communications
have contributed to an unprecedented growth of digital media repositories (audio, im-
ages, and video). Retrieving relevant media from these ever-increasing collections
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is an impossible task for the user without the aid of appropriate search tools.
Whether considering public media repositories such as GoogleTM images and
YouTubeTM [23] or commercial photo-libraries such as PA PhotosTM [15], some
kind of search engine is required to matchmake the user query and the available
media. In this chapter we focus on images/photos as media.

Most public image retrieval engines rely on analysing the text accompanying the
image to matchmake it with a user query. Various optimisations were developed in-
cluding the use of weighting systems where for instance higher regard can be given
to the proximity of the keyword to the image location, or advanced text analysis
techniques that use term weighting methods which rely on the proximity between
the anchor to an image and each word in an HTML file [7]. Similar relevance-
analysis and query expansion techniques [10] are used in annotation-enriched image
collections, where usually a labour-intensive annotation process is utilised to de-
scribe the images with or without the aid of some domain-specific schema [8].

Despite optimisation efforts, these search techniques remain hampered by the
fact that they rely on free-text search which, while cost-effective to perform, can
return irrelevant results as they primarily rely on the recurrence of exact words in
the image caption or the text surrounding the image in an HTML page. The inac-
curacy of the results increases with the complexity of the query. For instance, while
performing this research we used the YahooTMsearch engine to look for images of
the football (soccer) player Zico. The search engine returned some good pictures
of the player, mixed with photos of cute dogs as apparently Zico is also a popular
name for pet dogs. However, when we added the action of “scoring a goal” to the
search text, this seems to completely confuse the search engine and only one picture
of Zico was returned, in which he is standing still.

Any significant contribution to improve the accuracy of matchmaking results
can be achieved only if the search engine can “comprehend” the meaning of the
data that describe the stored images, for example that scoring is an act associated
with sport activities performed by humans. Semantic annotation techniques have
gained wide popularity in associating plain data with “structured” concepts that soft-
ware programs can reason about [21]. In this chapter we present a comprehensive
semantics-based solution to image annotation and retrieval while further deploy-
ing query expansion techniques for improving the recall rate. We claim that shrewd
analysis of the application domain characteristics, coupled with a subsequently well-
designed ontology can significantly contribute to the user query expansion process
via direct term replacement or by modifying the domain taxonomy we build for the
query. We also present our initial research into using lexical databases to analyse
free-entry queries in our effort to make them compatible with the requirements of
our semantic search engine.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. We begins with an overview
of semantic web technologies in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 reviews the case study that
was the motivation for our work. Sections 5.4–5.7 then detail the implementation
roadmap of our semantic-based retrieval system, i.e., ontology engineering, annota-
tion, retrieval, and query expansion. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.8.
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5.2 Semantic Web

5.2.1 Ontologies

The fundamental premise of the semantic web is to extend the web’s current
human-oriented interface to a format that is comprehensible to software pro-
grammes. This requires a standardised and rich knowledge representation scheme or
ontology. One of the most comprehensive definitions of ontologies is that expressed
in [8]: Ontology is a shared conceptualisation of a domain and typically consists of
a comprehensive set of concept classes, relationships between them, and instance
information showing how the classes are populated in the application domain.
This comprehensive representation of knowledge from a particular domain allows
reasoning software to make sense of domain-related entities (images, documents,
services, etc.) and aid in the process of their retrieval and use.

5.2.2 Caption-Based Semantic Annotation

Applied to image retrieval, the semantic annotation of images allows retrieval en-
gines to make more intelligent decisions about the relevance of the image to a
particular user query, especially for complex queries. For instance, to retrieve im-
ages of the football star David Beckham expressing anger, it is natural to type the
keywords “David Beckham angry” into the GoogleTM Image Search engine. How-
ever, at the time of the experiment, the search engine returned 14 images of David
Beckham and he looks upset in only two of them. The other retrieved images were
completely irrelevant with one of them displaying an angry moose!

The use of semantic technologies can significantly improve the computer’s
understanding of the image objects and their interactions by providing a machine-
understandable conceptualisation of the various domains that the image represents.
This conceptualisation integrates concepts and inter-entity relations from different
domains, such as Sport, People and Emotions relation to the query above [1], thus
allowing the search engine to infer that David Beckham is a person and thus likely
to express emotions, and that he is also an English footballer playing for LA Galaxy.

5.2.3 Content-Based Semantic Annotation

The success of caption-based semantic image retrieval largely depends on the qual-
ity of the semantic caption (annotation) itself. However, the caption is not always
available largely because annotation is a labour intensive process. In such situations,
image recognition techniques are applied, which is better known as content-based
retrieval. However, the best content-based techniques deliver only partial success
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as image recognition is an extremely complex problem [11], especially in the ab-
sence of accompanying text that can aid inferring in the relationship between the
recognised objects in the image. Moreover, from a query composition point of view,
it is much easier to use a textual interface rather than a visual interface (e.g., by
providing a sample image or a sketch) [13].

5.3 Case Study

PA Photos is a Nottingham-based company which is part of the Press Association
Photo Group Company [15]. As well as owning a huge image database in excess
of 4 million annotated images which date back to the early 1900s, the company
processes a large amount of images each day from varying events ranging from sport
to politics and entertainment. The company also receives annotated images from a
number of partners that rely on a different photo indexing schema. Importantly,
initial investigation has proven that the accuracy of the results sets that match the
user queries do not measure up to the rich repository of photos in the company’s
database.

The goal of the case study is twofold. Initially, we intend to investigate the use
of semantic technology to build a classification and indexing system that unifies the
annotation infrastructure for all the sources of incoming stream of photos. Subse-
quently, we conduct a feasibility study aiming to improve the end-user experience
of their images search engine. At the moment, PA Photos’s search engine relies
on free-text search to return a set of images matching the user requests. Therefore,
the returned results can go off-tangent if the search keywords do not exactly recur
in the photo annotations. A significant improvement can result from semantically
enabling the photo search engine. Semantic-based image search will ultimately en-
able the search engine software to understand the “concept” or “meaning” of the
user request and hence return more accurate results (images) and a richer set of
alternatives.

It is important here to comment about the dynamics of the retrieval process for
this case study as it represents an important and wide-spread application domain
where there is a commercial opportunity for exploiting semantic technologies:

1. The images in the repository have not been extracted from the web. Conse-
quently, the extensive research into using the surrounding text and information in
HTML documents for improving the quality of the annotation such as in [13,21]
is irrelevant.

2. A significant sector of the market relies on fast relay of images to customers.
Consequently, this confines advanced but time-consuming image analysis tech-
niques [11] to off-line aid with the annotation of caption-poor images.

3. The usually colossal amount of legacy images annotated to particular (non-
semantic) schema necessitates the integration of these heterogeneous schemas
into any new, semantically enabled and more comprehensive ontologies.
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5.4 Ontology Development

5.4.1 Domain Analysis

Our domain analysis started from an advanced point as we had access to the photo
agency’s current classification system. Hence, we adopted a top-down approach to
ontology construction that starts by integrating the existing classification with pub-
lished evidence of more inclusive public taxonomies [12]. At the upper level, two
ontological trees were identified. The first captures knowledge about the event (ob-
jects and their relationships) in the image, while the second is a simple upper class
that characterises the image attributes (frame, size, creation date, etc.), which is ex-
tensible in view of future utilisation of content-based recognition techniques.

Building knowledge-management systems using ontologies and reasoning en-
gines is a more cumbersome task than the traditional database-based approach.
Hence, it is wise to be prudent with the scale of semantic-based projects until feasi-
bility of the semantic approach is ascertained, particularly in commercial contexts,
where emphasis is on deliverables rather than the methodology. At the initial stages
of the research, we made the following decisions to:

1. Limit the domain of investigation to sport-related images.
2. Address the sports participants’ “actions” and “emotions” in our ontology to

demonstrate the advantage of using semantics in expressing relationships be-
tween objects in the image.

3. Defer research into content-based methods, which mainly targets aid in annotat-
ing legacy images, until the feasibility of caption-based semantic retrieval proves
successful.

A bottom-up approach was used to populate the lower tiers of the ontology
class structure by examining the free-text and non-semantic captions accompany-
ing a sample set of sport images. Domain terms were acquired from approximately
65,000 image captions. The terms were purged of redundancies and verified against
publicly available related taxonomies such as the media classification taxonomy de-
tailed in [12]. An added benefit of this approach is that it allows existing annotations
to be seamlessly parsed and integrated into the semantic annotation.

Wherever advantageous, we integrated external ontologies (e.g., [18, 19]) into
our knowledge representation. For instance, the property hasNationality is an object
property referring to the publicly available ontology in [18] where useful infor-
mation about the specific country can be found. However, bearing in mind the
responsiveness requirements of on-line retrieval applications, we applied caching
methods to localise the access in order to reduce its time overhead. Figure 5.1 rep-
resents a subset of our ontology.
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Fig. 5.1 Subset of the derived ontology tree

5.4.2 Datatype vs. Object Properties

All semantic models use two types of properties to build relationships between
individuals (classes), datatype properties, and object properties. When assigning
properties to a class, all its sub-classes inherit their parent’s class properties. De-
ciding on the appropriate type of property to use is not a trivial task. Whereas object
properties link individuals of different classes together, datatype properties can only
point to immediate values (e.g., text strings), which are meaningless to a reason-
ing software except for performing a string-based search. For example, allocating
datatype properties to the person class in order to give each new instance a last
name is a correct use of datatype properties because they cannot be reused by an-
other individual. On the other hand, object properties are required to assign someone
a nationality since a country is an autonomous object that can have properties such
as currency, capital city, language, etc. Hence, a country needs to be an instance that
can be reused from an already existing ontology [18].

5.4.3 Consistency Check

Unlike database structures, ontologies represent knowledge not data, hence any
structural problems will have detrimental effect on their corresponding reasoning
agents especially as ontologies are open and distributed by nature, which might
cause wide-spread propagation of any inconsistencies [16]. For instance, in tradi-
tional structuring of methodologies, usually the part-of relationship is adopted to ex-
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Fig. 5.3 Reorganisation of the player classification

press relationships between interdependent concepts. So, for players that are part-of
a team performing in a particular event, the approach in Fig. 5.2 is commonly taken.

However logical this approach might appear at first sight, further analysis reveals
inconsistency problems. When a player plays for two different teams at the same
time (e.g., his club and his national team) or changes clubs every year, it is almost
impossible to determine which team the player plays for. Hence, the order of defi-
nition (relationship direction) should always be the reversal sequence of the part-of
relationship as redesigned in Fig. 5.3.

5.4.4 Coverage

Although consistent, the structural solution in Fig. 5.3 is incomplete as a player’s
membership is temporal. The same problem occurs with tournaments as from one
year to another teams taking part in a tournament change. This problem can be
solved by adding a start and end date for the tournament as in Fig. 5.4, rather than by
engineering more complex object property solutions. Hence, as far as the semantic
reasoner is concerned, the “FIFA World Cup 2002” is a different instance from
“FIFA World Cup 2006”. The same reasoning can be applied to the class team,
as players can change team every season. These considerations, although basic for
human reasoning, need to be explicitly defined in the ontology.
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Fig. 5.4 Resolving coverage problems in the ontology
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5.4.5 Normalisation

The objective of normalisation is to reduce redundancy. In ontology design, re-
dundancy is often caused by temporal characteristic that can generate redundant
information and negatively affect the performance of the reasoning process.

Direct adoption of the ontology description in Fig. 5.4 will result in creating new
teams each season, which is rather inefficient as the team should be a non-temporal
class regardless of the varying player’s membership or tournament participation
every season. Hence, Arsenal or Glasgow Rangers Football clubs need to remain
abstract entities. Our approach is to introduce an intermediary temporal member-
ship concept that serves as an indispensable link between teams and players, as well
as between teams and tournaments as illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
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The temporal instances from the Membership class link instances from two
perpetual classes as follows:

� memberEntity links to a person (Player, Manager, Supporter, Photographer, etc.).
� isMemberOf refers to the organisation (Club, Press Association, Company, etc.).
� fromPeriod and toPeriod depict membership temporal properties.

5.5 Image Annotation

The Protégér Ontology Editor was utilised to construct the sport domain ontology.
Protégé uses frame-based knowledge representation [14] and adopts the Web On-
tology language (OWL) as ontology language. OWL [4] has become the de-facto
standard for expressing ontologies. OWL adds extensive vocabulary to describe
properties and classes and express relations between them (such as disjointness),
cardinality (for example, “exactly one”), equality, richer typing of properties, and
characteristics of properties (such as symmetry). The Jena Java API [2] was used to
build the annotation portal to the constructed ontology.

The central component of the annotation are the images stored (as OWL de-
scriptions) in the image library as illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Each image comprises an
object, whose main features are stored within an independent object library. Simi-
larly, object characteristics, event location, etc. are distinct from the image library.
This highly modular annotation model facilitates the reuse of semantic information
and reduces redundancy.

Taking into account the dynamic motion nature of the sport domain, we conclude
that a variation of the sentence structure suggested in [9] is best suited to design our
annotation template. We opted for an “Actor – Action/Emotion – Object” structure
that will allow the natural annotation of motion or emotion-type relationships with-
out the need to involve NLP techniques [3]. For example, “Beckham – Smiles –
null”, or “Gerrard – Tackles – Henry”. An added benefit of this structure is that
it simplifies the task of the reasoner in matching actor and action annotations with
entities that have similar characteristics.

Fig. 5.6 Architecture
of the annotation
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5.6 Image Retrieval

The developed image retrieval user interface is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The search
query can include sentence-based relational terms (Actor – Action/Emotion – Ob-
ject) and/or key domain terms (such as tournament or team). In case multiple terms
were selected for the query, the user needs to specify which term represents the
main search criterion. For example, in Fig. 5.7 the relational term (Gerrard – Tackle
– Rooney) is the primary search term and team Liverpool the secondary search term.
The preference setting is used to improve the ranking of retrieved images. By de-
fault all secondary search terms have the same priority, unless additional weighing
is applied. Weighting is defined by users and stored persistently in their profiles.

Figure 5.8 gives a high level view of the annotation and retrieval mechanism.
The semantic description generator allows the annotator to transparently annotate
new images, and also transforms the user query into OWL format. The semantic
reasoning engine applies our matchmaking algorithm in two phases: the first phase
retrieves images with annotations matching all concepts in the query, while in the
second phase further matchmaking is performed to improve the ranking of the re-
trieved images in response to user preferences.

Our reasoning engine uses a variation of the nearest neighbour matchmaking
algorithm [17] to serve both the semantic retrieval and the ranking phases. Our al-
gorithm continues traversing back to the upper class of the ontology and matching
instances until there are no super classes in the class hierarchy, i.e., the leaf node for

Fig. 5.7 Snapshop of the retrieval interface
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Fig. 5.8 Schematic diagram of the semantic web image retrieval software

the tree is reached, giving a degree of match equal to 0. The degree of match DoM
is calculated according to

DoM D
NX

iD1
Wi

MNi
GNi

8Wi 2 Œ0I 1� (5.1)

whereMN is the total number of matching nodes in the selected traversal path, and
GN is the total number of nodes in the selected traversal path for a particular search
criterion i such as “Wayne Rooney”, or “Zidane receives red card”. Each criterion
is scaled with the importance factor W according to the user preferences that are
attached to the user profile.

The example in Fig. 5.9 illustrates the operation of the algorithm for a single
criterion only, where the query is: Object – hasCharacteristic-happy, and image1
and image2 are annotated with Object – hasCharacteristic-happy and Object –
hasCharacteristic-smile respectively. The DoM for image1 is 1 as all the nodes
match as we traverse the ontology tree from the root (characteristic) to the leaf
(happy) nodes, i.e., 5=5 D 1. However, for image2 instances match to the level of
Positive Feeling-Mild class, resulting in matching 4 nodes out of five from the root
node, hence the DoM D 4=5 D 0:8.

Although not demonstrated in the example of Fig. 5.9, the importance factor W
can be used to scale the criticality of the emotion concept against other similarity
factors such as the player’s name or team.
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5.7 Query Expansion

Recently, query expansion (QE) techniques have gained a lot of attention in
attempting to improve the recall of document and media queries. Query expansion
is traditionally considered as a process of supplementing a query with additional
terms as the assumption is that the initial query as provided by the user may be an
inadequate representation of the user’s information needs [6].

QE methods fit naturally into our image retrieval technology as we rely on
computing the aggregate degree of match for the semantic relations describing a
particular image to determine its match to the original query. Hence, we can easily
determine the quality of the returned results in terms of accuracy and volume and
decide whether to apply QE techniques to replace or improve the query concepts to
improve the quality of recall. This is particularly feasible for semantic-based knowl-
edge bases as they provide language expressiveness for specifying the similarity of
the concepts (implicit and explicit) at different granularity.

Query expansion techniques can be broadly classified into two categories. The
first category uses statistical and probabilistic methods to extract frequently oc-
curring terms from successfully recalled documents and image annotations [22].
These terms are then used to expand the keyword set of similar future queries.
The main shortcoming of statistics-based QE techniques is that they are only as
good as the statistics they rely on and have similar disadvantages as free-text based
search engines in that they lack structure and are difficult to generalise or to reuse
for other domains. The second category utilises lexical databases to expand user
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queries [20]. A lexical database similar to WordNet [5] is employed, in which
language nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organised into synonym sets that
can potentially replace or expand the original query concepts. However, when inde-
pendently deployed, lexical databases lack the semantic conceptualisation necessary
to interrelate concepts in complex queries and render them comprehensible to search
engines.

Our semantic relations-based QE technique expands the query with related con-
cepts rather than simple terms. In the following we discuss the design of both the
implicit and explicit elements of our QE algorithm.

5.7.1 Implicit Query Expansion

Taking into account the domain knowledge hardwired into the ontologies, our
implicit query expansion mechanism can be considered as a by-product of a well-
researched and designed domain ontology. The “Actor – Action/Emotion – Object”
semantic format allows to naturally employ the ontology in order to find related
terms via simple equivalence relations as that of equating the action of smiling to
the emotion of happiness. Taking into account the limited vocabulary of the sport
domain, and in consultation with the domain experts, we decided against the au-
tomatic expansion of directly related terms from a lexical public database such as
WordNet. Our initial experiments have shown that while that expansion improved
image recall, the accuracy of returned results suffered significantly, particularly for
complex queries where partial replacement of terms might invalidate the semantics
of the query.

Using our ontology structure we are also able to expand queries implicitly by
analysing more complex relations as in inferring that Liverpool is a possible re-
placement for Chelsea as both are teams playing football in the Premier League
in England. Moreover, we are able to scale the relatedness of each term in the
query tree according to the importance weighting set by the user/domain manager
as explained earlier. The explicit query expansion algorithm is implemented in three
consecutive steps.

Step 1 If a query has concept C p as the primary search concept and C s as the
secondary search concept provided by the searcher then we define query expansion
on C p as follows. For each concept C pi , assuming C p

0

i is the alternative concept, ıi
is the distance between C pi and C p

0

i and �i is the expected distance between these
two implying them related, the expansion function is:

NX

iD1

�
C
p
i

ıi ; �i
�! C

p0

i

�
; ıi � �i (5.2)

which implies that concepts C p
0

i are related to C p if they are at an acceptable
distance from C p.
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5.7.1.1 Relatedness Between Concepts

A major concern in QE techniques is the formalisation of relatedness between two
concepts in order to select an optimal set of alternatives. For the benefit of the dis-
cussion, let’s first revisit the following components of semantic web formalism and
their representation in the OWL ontology language:

� Taxonomy relationships (TR): Taxonomy is the concepts classification system fa-
cilitated by Semantic Web. Class and Individual are the two main elements of this
structure where a class is simply a name and collection of properties that describe
a set of individuals. Examples of relationships between concepts at the taxonomy
level are class, subclass, superclass, equivalent class, individual, sameAs, oneOf,
disjointWith, differentFrom, AllDifferent.

� Rule based relationships (RR): Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) defines
rule based semantics using subset of OWL with the sublanguages of Rule Mark-
up Language. SWRL extends OWL with horn-like First Order Logic rules to
extend the language expressivity of OWL.

We use this relationship formalism to identify explicit and implicit relatedness of
concepts. To evaluate implicit relationships we use subsumption and classification
to perform semantic tree traversal and compare the concepts with respect to the
semantic network tree as detailed in our image retrieval algorithm earlier. Contrarily,
explicit relationship between two concepts always has a DoM of 0 or 1 as they
explicitly equate or distinct two individuals. For example the owl:sameAs equates
two individuals to unify two distinct ontology elements, while owl:differentFrom
has the exact opposite effect where it makes individuals mutually distinct.

If the taxonomy and rule-based implicit and explicit relationship results in n
equivalent concepts represented by fC1; C2; C3; :::; Cng or C p

0

i , then in order to
calculate DoM for these likely replacement concepts we employ another semantic
web relationship formalism, which we will refer to as property-based relationship:

� Property Relationships (PR): Properties can be used to state relationships be-
tween individuals or from individuals to data values. These relationships are
achieved through the data or object type properties (e.g., hasTeam, hasTourna-
ment, isMemberOf).

Step 2 Assuming query preference concept C p has properties Ri which has value
instances IRi and the annotation matching the alternative conceptC p

0

has properties
R0i and the value instances IR

0

i , then we can compare IRi and IR
0

i semantically
using Equation 5.2.

5.7.1.2 Example

In the following we illustrate how our QE algorithm works by discussing the follow-
ing case: if a user is searching for images with England Team possibly in the 2006
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Table 5.1 Preference concept for England Team (Cp )

Cp has properties Ri IRi (properties value)

hasNationality Country (England)
hasSport Sport (Football)
isWinnerOf Tournament(Fifawc66)
hasNationalTeamTournament FifaWC66, WC70, etc.

Table 5.2 Comparing relationship

Query Team Brazil Team Chelsea

hasNationality England Brazil 0 England 1
hasSport Football Football 1 Football 1
isWinnerOf FifaWC 06 FifaWC 70 0.5 Prem. 06 0
hasNationalTeamTournament Fifawc 66, 70, ... Fifawc 66, 70, ... 1 Prem. 93, 94, ... 0

DoM Brazil 2.5 Chelsea 2

Table 5.3 Analysing secondary terms in query

Query Image 1 Image 2

hasTournament FifaWC 06 FifaWC 06 1 Prem. 07 0
DoM Brazil 2.5 Chelsea 2

FIFA World Cup Tournament, the system treats England Team as the user’s primary
search criterion and 2006 FIFA World Cup Tournament as secondary search criterion
in the query.

Without expanding the query, the retrieval algorithm returns zero results if there
are no images annotated with Team England (Table 5.1). In our sports domain ontol-
ogy implicit subsumption relationship is applied to find relevant primary concepts.
For instance, to find alternative terms for Team England, the reasoner first retrieves
siblings of the National Team such as Team Brazil, Team Spain, and then less adja-
cent siblings of the Team instances such as Team Chelsea and Team Barcelona.

We compare the relationship as defined in Step 2 as illustrated in Table 5.2.

Step 3 If the ranked images in Step 2 are fX1; X2; X3; : : :g, C s is the secondary
search term in the query provided by the searcher, these ranked images have C s

present in their annotation C sX then repeat Step 2 where C p D C s and C p
0 D C sX :

In our image database this results in images retrieved for the first stage associated
with the relevant concepts and they are (see Table 5.3): Image 1 (Image with Team
Brazil in 2006 FIFA world cup), Image 2 (Chelsea-Premiership 2007).

5.7.2 Explicit Query Expansion

Explicit query expansion involves direct replacement of terms in the user query with
terms that were identified as identical by the knowledge domain administrator or the
end user. These replacement terms are not part of the ontology infrastructure, but
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are kept in a separate synonym dictionary that contains one-to-many (USE FOR)
relations between the ontology term and the possible synonyms. For instance, the
domain administrator might use the ontology term “Manchester United” to replace
the popular term “Man UTD”. Similarly, users are allowed to cache (USE FOR)
terms on the client-side for exclusive expansion of their queries. The domain ad-
ministrator has access to the most popular cached nicknames/synonyms and can
choose to enter them into the main synonym dictionary.

We considered adding synonyms to the ontology using OWL’s owl:sameAs prop-
erty, but decided against it, primarily because of the performance penalties in
processing RDF data as opposed to simple text strings. Our initial experiments have
shown that the search time increases by a factor of 2.5 if the synonyms are deployed
in the ontology. We also think that from a pure semantic engineering point of view,
nicknames such as “Man UTD” should not exist as an RDF individual.

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive solution for image retrieval ap-
plications that takes full advantage of advances in semantic web technologies to
coherently implement the annotation, retrieval and query expansion components of
an integrative framework. We claim that our solution is particularly attractive for
commercial image providers where emphasis is on the efficiency of the retrieval
process as much as on improving the accuracy and volume of returned results. For
instance, we shied from employing expensive content-based recognition techniques
at the retrieval stage and deployed public ontology caching to reduce the reasoning
overhead, while designing an efficient query expansion algorithm to improve the
quality of the image recall.

The first stage of the development was producing ontologies that conceptualise
the objects and their relations in the selected domain. We methodically verified the
consistency of our ontology, optimised its coverage, and performed normalisation
methods to eliminate concept redundancies. Our annotation approach was based
on a variation of the “sentence” structure to obtain the semantic-relational capacity
for conceptualising the dynamic motion nature of the targeted sport domain. This
careful analysis of the domain features allowed us to hardwire application domain
knowledge into the ontology and hence implicitly perform query expansion either
by simple replacement of equivalent terms or by traversing the ontology tree to
modify more complex queries.

The retrieval algorithm is based on a variation of the nearest-neighbour
search technique for traversing the ontology tree and can accommodate com-
plex, relationship-driven user queries. The algorithm also provides for user-defined
weightings to improve the ranking of the returned images and was extended to
embrace query expansion technology in a bid to improve the quality of the recall.
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Our efforts in implicit query expansion were greatly aided by our well-structured
domain ontology that can be seamlessly deployed to find related terms via simple
equivalence relations without compromising the semantics of the overall query.
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Chapter 6
Harvesting Intelligence in Multimedia Social
Tagging Systems

Eirini Giannakidou, Foteini Kaklidou, Elisavet Chatzilari,
Ioannis Kompatsiaris, and Athena Vakali

Abstract As more people adopt tagging practices, social tagging systems tend to
form rich knowledge repositories that enable the extraction of patterns reflecting the
way content semantics is perceived by the web users. This is of particular impor-
tance, especially in the case of multimedia content, since the availability of such
content in the web is very high and its efficient retrieval using textual annotations
or content-based automatically extracted metadata still remains a challenge. It is
argued that complementing multimedia analysis techniques with knowledge drawn
from web social annotations may facilitate multimedia content management. This
chapter focuses on analyzing tagging patterns and combining them with content
feature extraction methods, generating, thus, intelligence from multimedia social
tagging systems. Emphasis is placed on using all available “tracks” of knowledge,
that is tag co-occurrence together with semantic relations among tags and low-
level features of the content. Towards this direction, a survey on the theoretical
background and the adopted practices for analysis of multimedia social content
are presented. A case study from Flickr illustrates the efficiency of the proposed
approach.

6.1 Introduction

Participating users in the web act as co-developers and their actions and interactions
with one another have produced a valuable, quite difficult to handle, though, infor-
mation repository, enhanced with social characteristics, derived from the commu-
nication and the collaboration among them. This social dimension was emphasized
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in the next generation of web, namely Web 2.0 or Social Web technologies and
applications [1], resulting in a remarkable bursting of web usage and content
availability, and addressing, at the same time, the need for efficient techniques’ de-
ployment for exploiting this collective knowledge.

Central to this new web is the concept of tagging (i.e., users attaching keywords
to describe digital data sources). The process of having end-users adding their own
metadata to internet resources, namely social or collaborative tagging, introduces
a new way of digital data sources’ organization and retrieval in the web that con-
stitutes the core process in a number of web 2.0 applications that have received
tremendous attention lately, such as Flickr,1 Del.icio.us,2 YouTube,3 Technorati4

and so on. The remarkable with tagging activity is that although completely sub-
jective and without relying on a controlled vocabulary, it has dynamics similar to
those of a complex system [2, 3], i.e., knowledge is built incrementally in an evo-
lutionary and decentralized manner, yielding stable and knowledge-rich patterns,
namely Emergent Semantics [4]. Thus, unlike earlier static knowledge representa-
tion structures, social tagging systems are dynamic and have a noteworthy ability
in capturing the community’ s point of view of the specific data sources and the
general trends, at a given time. Additionally, they capture social relations between
the community members. Therefore, they constitute promising data structures for
knowledge mining.

In this chapter, we study social tagging systems that host multimedia data
sources. We argue that the metadata given by users in social tagging systems
(i.e., tags) form a valuable knowledge source which has a social dimension and
is extremely dynamic, since users add content and tags all the time. Towards this
direction, we focus on analyzing tagging patterns and combining them with con-
tent feature extraction methods, in order to get useful knowledge about the content,
that will facilitate its retrieval. This knowledge can be regarded as a first basic step
towards intelligence generation from multimedia social tagging systems. The prob-
lem to be analyzed in this chapter is how to exploit this source and overcome, at
the same time, the intrinsic limitations these systems have and are summarized in
(i) tag redundancies and ambiguities, raised by the complete lack of structure and
hierarchical relations, and (ii) metadata questionable validity, as users are prone to
make mistakes.

Our methods are based on developing solutions for linking descriptive seman-
tics, yielded by tag processing, with the low-level features of the media assets. In
order to derive such semantics from tags and get information interpretable by the
end user, a clustering procedure takes place. Clustering is often employed in the
bibliography of social tagging systems as a way of grouping together tags related to
a certain topic. Here, we put emphasis on using all available “tracks” of knowledge,

1 Flickr photo-sharing system: http:// www.flickr.com del.icio.us
2 Del.icio.us social bookmarks manager: http:// del.icio.us
3 YouTube video-sharing website: http: //www.youtube.com
4 Technorati blog search engine: http: //technorati.com
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namely social knowledge (i.e., knowledge that can be derived from tagging systems,
e.g., tag co-occurrence), semantic knowledge (i.e., knowledge about the meaning of
the concepts, e.g., hierarchical relations among them), and content-based knowl-
edge (i.e., the low-level features of the multimedia data). Our goal is to yield useful
knowledge from the multitude of user annotations, which, especially in the case of
multimedia data, can be used to semantically enrich the specified content and facil-
itate the retrieval task, promoting, thus, its exploitation. A case study on 10,000 and
3,000 resources from Flickr is used to demonstrate that the exploitation of users’
annotations produces semantic metadata and provides added-value to the available
multimedia content.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 gives a short overview
to the multimedia content annotation approaches and introduces multimedia so-
cial tagging systems, emphasizing on the reasons of their popularity. An extended
state-of-the-art follows, in Section 6.3, including (i) approaches that analyze and/or
cluster social tagging systems, (ii) content-based multimedia techniques, and (iii)
cases in which the two methods are combined. In Section 6.4 our approach, which
joins tagging and content-based knowledge, is presented. Next, experimental results
and use cases of the proposed approach are quoted in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respec-
tively. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Multimedia Content Annotation

Multimedia is, increasingly, gaining popularity in the web with several technologies
supporting the use of images, animation, video and audio to supplement the tradi-
tional medium of text. The basic reason behind the vast quantity of multimedia web
data was the rapid technological growth, together with some quality traits that the
combined use of multiple modalities gives to the content, such as natural design,
interactivity and pleasure to work with. In order for that enhanced-valued content
to be easily found and accessible, special design/management discipline is required.
Unconstrained use of multimedia results in a chaotic web environment that confuses
users and makes it hard for them to locate the information they are interested in.

There is a growing number of research methods for analyzing, understanding and
delivering multimedia content which are based on content-based features extracted
from the multimedia data. These methods rely on extracting low-level features of the
digital objects either for retrieval by visual similarity or for associating them with
high-level concepts. While automatic extraction of low-level features and mapping
to high-level concepts is possible in many applications, their major drawback, lies
in the distance between the high-level concepts that describe the multimedia content
and the extracted low-level features, a problem that is known as the semantic gap
[5]. Semantic gap is a serious concern in these methods, as it makes retrieval by
semantic relevance a very difficult task. Therefore challenging methods for efficient
mapping to a large number of high-level concepts are needed.
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Another approach to multimedia content handling is based on utilizing additional
knowledge about the content, given in the form of metadata. Metadata is defined
in [6] as “structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise
helps in retrieving, using or managing a resource”. Thus, retrieval of multimedia
content may be based on its metadata, exclusively, or on complementing existing
content-based approaches with accompanying content metadata. However adding
metadata to content still remains an expensive and difficult to maintain and evolve
process, as it requires a group of experts spending human-hours in manually an-
notating the content. Moreover, the defined metadata reflect the experts’ point of
view of the particular content, which is not always identical with the users’ percep-
tion of it. With the enormous growth of multimedia content and the rapid changes
in the web environment, a more dynamic approach is needed that ensures that the
metadata provided encompass the user community’ s awareness and understanding
of the available content. We argue that such metadata can be drawn from multi-
media social tagging systems, which are web-based applications that allow users
upload/share/browse multimedia content and annotate it by completely freely cho-
sen metadata. A more detailed description of multimedia social tagging systems
follows.

6.2.1 Multimedia Social Data Sources

Given the warm embrace of tagging activity by web users,currently a variety of
social tagging systems prevail in the web map. These systems are web-based ap-
plications in which users add textual descriptions (i.e., tags) to digital content (i.e.,
resources), enriching it, thus, with ready-to-use metadata and making its retrieval
more efficient. Users may participate as atoms or, more commonly, as members of
communities. The resources of these systems are specified/uploaded by users and
may be available to the entire web community, along with their metadata. There is
no restriction on the selection of tags; any user may choose any term that is mean-
ingful to him/her and thinks as appropriate for the resource description. This rough
description illustrates the three-partite structure of social tagging systems, which is
depicted in Fig. 6.1.

Adding keywords (i.e., tags) to data sources is not something new. Librarians
and indexers have been using keywords to facilitate the retrieval of their resources,
a long time ago. Ever since many professionals have adopted the tagging technique
in an effort to organize and enhance searching in their data [7]. The feature that is
new in social tagging systems and promoted their endorsement by the majority of
web community is that tagging is now performed by everyone, not only by a small
group of experts, and that the tags are being made public and shared to anyone. This
high participatory nature urged users in adapting them as a form of information
organization and exchange of content and experience with other users.

Here, we focus on these systems that facilitate the storage and sharing of multi-
media content. Currently, millions of users participate in multimedia social tagging
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Users - User
Communities Tags Web resources

Tag "A"

Tag "B"

Tag "C"

Fig. 6.1 A web-based social tagging system

systems, uploading content, adding tags or just browsing for tracking interest-
ing content. The increased popularity of such sites can be traced by a rapidly
increasing number of multimedia resources posted. Indicatively, we quote that
YouTube reported in July 2006 100 million video viewings and 65,000 video up-
loads per day and Flickr is valued to have an upload rate of approximately 3,000
images per minute, which yields 1.6 billion images per year. This realization is
largely attributed to the widespread adoption of high quality but relatively low-cost
digital media technology, which resulted in an enormous growth of readily available
multimedia content.

Social tagging systems have played a crucial role in the improvement of han-
dling and utilization of multimedia resources. In fact, this was a key factor for their
wide spread and adoption by the web community, since the retrieval of such re-
sources has long been extremely difficult, without proper metadata. As mentioned
earlier, employing experts to perform annotations is an expensive and practically im-
mutable procedure. On the same time, despite the recent progress in content-based
automatic extraction of semantic metadata from multimedia, such techniques are far
from being perfect and generic applicable [8].

This can be overcome by exploiting the annotations (tags) given in a multimedia
social tagging system and hence receiving readily and without cost user generated
metadata that best fits the community point of view of the specific resources. In
this way, handling of multimedia data becomes a tag-oriented procedure and the ex-
traction of their context (i.e., semantics) for their analysis turns into the problem of
extracting the semantics and analyzing of their corresponding tags. In many cases
the concepts involved in the tags are ambiguous and there is subjectivity introduced
by the users. Consequently the use of information extracted from visual features
of the data can improve the accuracy of the method. Complementing the knowl-
edge from tags with knowledge extracted from the content of the images is shown
that can result in collecting valuable metadata that enhance the multimedia content
exploitation.
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6.3 State of the Art

Currently, there is a growing number of research efforts that have focused on
exploiting knowledge stored and often “hidden” in social tagging systems. How-
ever, in most of them, the resource management is a transparent process, which
does not rely on the varying nature of digital resources (i.e., text or multimedia).
Each resource is associated only with user-generated metadata (produced through
the tagging activity), regardless of the specific nature of it. These involve: (i) con-
text information, such as the user who uploaded the specified resource, the users
who annotated it, the time when each of the above tasks occurred, etc., and (ii) the
group of tags assigned to it. In some approaches, though, analysis techniques for
intrinsic feature extraction are employed, in order to achieve a better insight to the
annotated content. Here, as outlined in the Introduction, we present an approach of
web knowledge emergence, in which all tracks of knowledge (i.e., social, semantic
and content-based) regarding the social content are taken into account. We give em-
phasis on multimedia content and especially on the knowledge that can be derived
through low-level content-based multimedia analysis.

Towards that direction, the rest of this section is organized as follows. At first,
a description of approaches that implement knowledge retrieval in social tagging
systems, without employing content information is given. Then, a state-of-the-art
on multimedia content-based related literature follows. The section ends with a
presentation of approaches relevant to our technique in utilizing both tagging and
content-based information for better retrieval.

6.3.1 Knowledge Retrieval in Social Tagging Systems

The dynamics of social tagging systems have turned a big part of scientific com-
munity into analyzing them and examining the emergent knowledge that derives
from them. More specifically, in [2, 3] the authors demonstrate that the structure
and dynamics of social tagging systems are similar to those of a complex system,
i.e., knowledge is built incrementally in an evolutionary and decentralized man-
ner, yielding stable and knowledge-rich patterns, namely Emergent Semantics [4].
Likewise in [9] the authors show that the tag proportions each resource receives
crystallizes after about 100 annotations, attributing this behavior to users common
background and their tendency for imitation of other users’ tagging habits. They
reach to this conclusion after examining and analyzing the tagging behavior in
del.icio.us and identifying tagging patterns and kind of tags people tend to use.

Clustering is often introduced in the bibliography of social tagging systems as
a way of overcoming the intrinsic limitations these systems have and, at the same
time, generating knowledge from the mass activity. The authors in [10–12] rely
solely on tagging information and tag co-occurrence to derive semantically-related
groups of tags and resources, out of social tagging systems. Each group of tags
involves a certain topic and encompasses the users’ understanding and vocabulary
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describing this topic. Flickr photo-sharing system implements tag clusters, based on
tag co-occurrence, as well, and handles quite well the tag ambiguity issue, managing
to separate different senses of ambiguous tags in different cluster. For instance the
ambiguous tag “jaguar” yields three clusters. The first cluster contains images and
tags that describe the animal, the second one involves car-related material, while
the last one includes tags and photos related to music. However, the described
methodologies involve only tag statistical analysis and they lack of any semantic
information that could guide the clustering process. Thus, they quite often yield
clusters of co-occurring tags, which cannot be mapped to an actual topic and cannot
be interpreted by a user. Additionally, they do not always tackle quite well the tag
synonymy issue, since synonymous tags are commonly given by different users and
they seldom co-occur.

To address the problem of lack of relations and semantics in the tag space, many
researchers claim that the application of mature semantic web technologies (e.g., on-
tology usage, reasoning) on social data could add great value to the latter, as it may
render a kind of structure to them. More specifically, in [13], the author proposes the
building of an ontology that formalizes the activity of tagging, so to as enable the
exchange, comparison and reasoning over the tag data acquired from varied tagging
applications. Likewise, in [14, 15] the authors present their own OWL ontologies
that aim at achieving a common formal conceptualization for the representation of
tagging. Moreover, a step towards semantics’ inclusion in a tagging system is the
use of Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) vocabulary [16], which al-
lows to declare relationships between the terms used by users (e.g., broader term,
narrower term, etc.). Despite the fact that interoperability between tagging systems
is a subject of research, these approaches have not found widespread application
and, so far, there is no common agreement on a formal representation of tagging
activity between social tagging systems.

Another trend for social data exploitation is the exploration of the tag space and
the detection of emergent relations in social data that can be exploited for ontology
building and/or evolution. It is expected that merging the Semantic Web with natu-
ral language and concepts used by ordinary people is a right step in the direction of
making Semantic Web dynamic and bridging the gap between knowledge applica-
tions and common users. Towards that direction Schmitz, in [17], analyzes a model
that employs natural language processing techniques to induce an ontology from
Flickr tags. In [18], Mika proposes a model to extend the traditional bipartite model
of ontologies with the social context in which each concept or instance is produced.
He extracts community-based ontologies or evolves defined ones, based on emer-
gent semantics from the underlying social tagging activities and claims that when
social actions of a community are taken into consideration, the extracted ontology
has greater potential to closely match the conceptualization of the corresponding
community. Another approach of eliminating the lack of semantics in tagging sys-
tems can be found in [19], where the authors employ association rule mining, in
order to analyze and structure the tag space. Likewise, they use the mining results
for ontology learning. In [20], the authors try to tackle the shortcomings of a tag-
ging system and extract semantics by clustering of tag data based on co-occurrence
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and mapping of tags to ontology concepts with the use of semantic web engines. In
the same way in [21], the authors use statistical analysis of co-occurrence of objects
(in unsupervised learning, i.e., clustering) to infer a global semantic model. This se-
mantic model can help in tag disambiguation and attempts to tackle the synonymy
problem by grouping synonymous tags together. Finally, in [22] Zhou et al. present
a clustering method for exploring hierarchical relations in social data.

The aforementioned overview of existing approaches indicates that clustering is,
quite often, employed as a technique to overcome the limitations and improve the
retrieval efficiency of social tagging systems.

6.3.2 Content-Based Multimedia Retrieval

Multimedia information has replaced in recent years the traditional forms of storing
knowledge, as printed text or still graphics. A wide variety of content forms is used
nowadays: text, audio, still images, animation, video, interactivity. Consequently
methods for multimedia retrieval and mining are necessary for the effective use of
multimedia information. Content-based multimedia analysis is necessary, because
even though text in many cases is present, it is ambiguous. In addition, there is
subjectivity introduced by the human annotator. While both visual, audio and other
content-related features can be used in content-based methods to improve retrieval
accuracy, in this work we focus on the use of visual information. Lew et al have
made an excellent work in gathering all research trends in their survey paper [23]
where they also pinpoint what is to be expected from new research efforts in the
field.

New features and similarity measures are proposed and used in order to effi-
ciently describe multimedia information and consequently help to fulfill the goals
of multimedia information retrieval. MPEG-7 is an ISO/IEC standard developed by
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) that standardizes object-based audiovisual
description tools, including the metadata elements and their structure and relation-
ships that create descriptions enabling effective and efficient access to multimedia
content. MPEG-7 allows fast and efficient content searching, filtering and identifi-
cation, and addresses a large range of applications [24].

Lew [25] and Gevers [26] propose new color features that are applied in fields
such as lighting invariance, intuitiveness and perceptual uniformity. Research on
texture understanding has been done by Ojala et al. in [27] that outline the effective-
ness of using simple texture histograms. Additionally a new texture feature based on
the Radon transform orientation is introduced in [28]. Novel approaches on learning
shape have been proposed in [29–31]. In [32] Vretos et al. propose several classes
to extend the MPEG-7 standard and describe the digital video content in a more
homogeneous and anthropocentric way.

In content-based multimedia retrieval, similarity measures have an equally im-
portant role as the visual features. In [33] Sebe et al. provide a method for selecting
the appropriate metric given a training dataset and propose the Cauchy metric as
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an alternative to the commonly used distance measures. Jacobs et al. [34] evaluate
the performance of nonmetric distances in classification. New methods of measur-
ing image similarity based on graph matching and time and pictorial content are
suggested in [35] and [36] respectively.

Lindeberg [37] presents a scale selection methodology, using the Laplacian-of-
Gaussian function. The computation of the size of image structures can be done
from the scales at which normalized differential geometric descriptors assume max-
ima over scales. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [38] is an algorithm in
computer vision to detect and describe local features in images. This algorithm in
the first step constructs a scale space pyramid using difference-of-Gaussian filters.
The Laplacian-of-Gaussian can be approximated using the difference-of-Gaussian.
From the local 3D maxima, a robust descriptor is built for matching purposes.
The localization of the features that are detected using difference-of-Gaussian and
Laplacian-of-Gaussian may not be very accurate. This disadvantage is due to the
fact that they respond to high gradients and consequently the repeatability is not the
best possible.

In the field of evaluation, TRECVID [39] has been the most complete evaluation
initiative during the last decade and has benchmarked detection of a variety of se-
mantic and low-level video features. Additionally, in recent years, there has been an
extended utilization of explicit knowledge with formal semantics which within the
SW initiative translates to the use of ontologies [40–42].

6.3.3 Integrating Social with Content-Based Knowledge

Recently, there has been an increasing interest by the research community towards
approaches that utilize both tagging information and content-based features.

In [43], the authors claim that the intrinsic shortcomings of collaborative tagging
are tackled by employing content-based image retrieval technique. Such techniques
facilitate image database browsing and retrieval by exploiting both the two afore-
mentioned technologies in a supplementary way. Indeed, it is shown that the visual
features can support the suggestion of new tags and contribute to the emergence
of interesting (semantic) relationships between data sources. Through the use of
a navigation map, these emergent relationships between users, tags and data may
be explored. The visual features employed for the content-based image retrieval are
Color and Texture. For the extraction of texture features they use Oriented Gaussian
Derivatives[44].

Our original approach for coupling tagging information with content-based
features was introduced in [45]. A number of varied clustering techniques were
employed and applied to a dataset from Flickr. The clustering was tag-oriented and
occurred in two steps. In the first step the resources were assigned to clusters, de-
pending on the similarity of their accompanying tags. The similarity between tags
yields based on their co-occurrence in tagging activities of users and their seman-
tic vicinity. For every cluster an emergent topic was extracted based on the most
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frequent tags used to describe the resources assigned to this cluster. In the second
step, visual features were employed, in an effort to increase the purity of already cre-
ated clusters. For instance, if an image assigned to the cluster “sea” was found quite
dissimilar to the rest images, it was removed from the specified cluster as an outlier.
The second step of the process could be regarded as a “misleading tags tracking
phase”. The evaluation showed that the resulted clusters were very good, each one
containing images and tags about the topic it has been extracted from the specified
cluster. This approach was extended and presented in the next section of the chap-
ter. Another work that combines user data with feature-based approaches, in order
to rank the results of a video retrieval system is presented in [46]. The authors use
this knowledge, along with a multimedia ontology to build a learning personalized
environment.

A number of works have addressed the problem of identifying photos from social
tagging systems that depict a certain object, location or event [47–49]. In [47] they
analyze location and time information from geotagged photos from Flickr, in order
to track tags that have place semantics (i.e., they refer to an object in a restricted
location) or event semantics (i.e., they are met in specified time periods). Then, they
employ tag-based clustering on these specific tags, followed by visual clustering, in
order to capture distinct viewpoints of the object of interest. The same authors in
[50] combine tags with content analysis techniques, in order to get groups of music
events photos. Likewise, in [48, 49] the authors use various modalities of photos
(i.e., visual, textual, spatial, temporal proximity), in order to get photo collections in
an unsupervised fashion. Apart from the obvious retrieval application, the outcome
of these methods can be used for training of multimedia algorithms and for tag
recommendations. Another approach towards this direction, that deploys the visual
annotations, also known as “notes” in Flickr is described in [51], where it is shown
that the retrieval of content in a social tagging system improves significantly by
combining tags and visual analysis techniques.

The problem of tag recommendation has been studied in [52], where the authors
suggest an approach for recommending tags by analyzing existent tags, visual con-
text and user context in a multimedia social tagging system. Tag recommendation
techniques were, also, proposed in [53], where the authors suggest four methods for
ranking candidate tags and in addition, they present the semantics of tags in flickr.

Other efforts to design tools that employ simple image analysis algorithms and
apply them on Flickr images have appeared in [54,55], yet they are not intended for
semantic similarity extraction or integrated navigation in the social tagging system.

6.4 Content and Tag-Based Clustering Approach

In this section we present a two-step method for clustering on multimedia social
sources. As highlighted in Section 6.3.1, clustering is often introduced in the bib-
liography of social tagging systems as an approach to overcome their intrinsic
limitations and derive knowledge regarding their content or their users. The main
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approach is: divide the resources into semantically related clusters (i.e., meaningful
groups of resources) and exploit the shared understanding about tags and resources
fostered in each cluster. The division is performed according to some metric of sim-
ilarity and each extracted cluster would ideally correspond to a specific topic. The
expected benefit of the whole process is that the collective activity of tagging will
isolate erroneous tags and illustrate the dominant tags in each cluster, expressing,
thus, the community’s point of view around the corresponding topic.

In order for the clustering to be effective and yield pure clusters, an appropriate
metric of similarity between the resources needs to be employed. In an effort to
capture knowledge in all its forms, a two-step process is adopted. In the first step the
textual knowledge about the resources is considered. This involves capturing social
and semantic similarity of the resources’ accompanying tags. The intuition here is
that if the similarity among the tags of two resources is high, then the resources
are possible related to one another. In the second step of the process, content-based
methods are employed, so as to get additional insight into the multimedia content.
While both visual, audio and other content-related features can be used in content-
based methods to improve retrieval accuracy, in this work we focus on the use of
visual information.

Based on these, the rest of this section is organized as follows. At first, a prob-
lem formulation is quoted, to emphasize the required concept definitions and the
mathematical notations used throughout the rest of the chapter. Then, an analytical
description of each step of the process follows.

6.4.1 Problem Formulation

We define a Social Tagging System as the finite sets U;R; T;A which describe the
set of users, resources, tags and user annotations (i.e., tag assignments), respectively.
Table 6.1 summarizes the basic symbols’ notation used in this paper.

Table 6.1 Main symbols’ notation

Symbol Definition

m; n; l Number of users, resources, tags (respectively)
d; p Number of attributes and user annotations (respectively)
K Number of clusters
U Users’ set fu1; : : : ; umg
R Resources’ set fr1; : : : ; rng
U Tags’ set ft1; : : : ; tlg
A User annotations’ set fa1; : : : ; apg
AS Attributes’ set fat1; : : : ; atdg
MA Manual annotations’ set fmar1 ; : : : ; marng
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We consider that the context of each resource is captured by the manifold
annotations it has received. Hence, we characterize and define resources by their
corresponding tags, as follows:

Definition 6.1 (RESOURCE’S REPRESENTATION). Each resource rj 2 R, where
j D 1; : : : ; n; is represented by aggregating the tags assigned to it by all users.
Thus:

rj D .h1 � tagj1; h2 � tagj2; : : : ; hz � tagj z/ (6.1)

where z is the number of tags assigned to rj by all users and the coefficients hi ; i D
1; : : : ; z denote the number of times the tagj i has been used in rj ’s annotation.

Our purpose is to create groups of related resources by taking into consideration
textual annotations and content-based information and, thus, we need to provide
solution to the following JOINT SOCIAL, SEMANTIC & CONTENT-BASED DATA

CLUSTERING problem.

Problem 6.1 (JOINT SOCIAL, SEMANTIC & CONTENT-BASED DATA

CLUSTERING). Given a set R of n resources, an integer k and a Similarity
function, find a set C of k subsets of resources, C D fC1; : : : ; Ckg, such thatPk
xD1

P
ri ;rj2Cx

Similarity.ri ; rj /, i; j D 1; : : : ; n and i ¤ j , is maximized.

The Similarity function must be defined in a way to sufficiently capture the asso-
ciation between two resources by jointly considering the social and semantic aspects
of their accompanying tags, together with the low-level visual features of the in-
volved resources. These two types of data have very different characteristics: while
textual data (i.e., tags) is typically sparse and high-dimensional, visual data is usu-
ally dense and low-dimensional. Due to this heterogenous representation of the two
modalities involved in the feature space, a two-step process is followed, in each step
of which, each modality is treated separately.

Out of each final extracted cluster a tag cluster and a cluster topic are extracted,
as follows.

Definition 6.2 (TAG CLUSTER). Given a resource cluster C, we call Tag Cluster,
TC, the set with the user-assigned tags that describe the resources in C.

Definition 6.3 (CLUSTER TOPIC). Given a resource cluster C, we define its cluster
topic as the tags that belong to its corresponding Tag Cluster, having frequency
above a user-defined threshold � .

The two steps of the proposed framework are shown in Fig. 6.2.

6.4.2 Tag-Based Resources Clustering

This section describes the first step of the proposed method, which aims at a tag-
guided resources’ clustering. As already discussed in Section 6.4.1, in our approach,
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each resource is expressed via the tags assigned to it (see Eq. 6.1). In practice, the
number of tags used to represent all the resources in a social tagging system may
grow in large scale and thus we need to employ a selection process of the most
distinguishing tags which will form the resources’ attribute set AS. In our approach
we use the d most frequent tags to form the AS set which will guide our clustering
process.

Definition 6.4 (THE ATTRIBUTE SET). Given the T D ft1; : : : ; tlg set of tags, we
define the attribute set AS D fat1; : : : ; atd g: AS � T and AS contains the d most
frequent tags tx 2 T .

Each attribute aty 2 AS is related with a different degree to the various ri ,
1 � i � n, resources, while two different resources may be indirectly related, if
they present strong relation with the same set of attributes. To represent the relation
of each resource to each attribute, we define a function, namely Similarity Factor sf ij

between a resource ri and an attribute attrj that is evaluated by encompassing both
social and semantic similarity between the resource’s tags and the tag that corre-
sponds to the specified attribute. We describe in the sequel how this similarity yields.

As introduced in Section 6.3.1, current approaches which employ clustering in
social tagging systems, rely solely on tag co-occurrence to estimate tag closeness,
and hence, resource closeness. We refer to such similarity between two tags as social
similarity, SoS, and we define it as follows:

SoS.tx; ty/ D
Pn
iD1 ri W .uw; ri ; tx/ 2 A and .uz; ri ; ty/ 2 A

max
�Pn

iD1 ri W .uw; ri ; tx/ 2 A;Pn
iD1 ri W .uz; ri ; ty/ 2 A

� (6.2)

where uw; uj 2 U , ri 2 R.
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However, considering the semantic aspect of tags, as well, is expected to be
beneficial for the clustering process in a social tagging system, since it can con-
tribute to eliminating the tag synonymy issue and avoiding separation of semanti-
cally related tags into different clusters. For the estimation of the Semantic Similarity
between two tags, we need to use external resources (i.e., web ontologies, thesauri,
etc.), available in the web. A mapping technique is applied to act as a bridge between
a free-text tag and a structured concept of the used resource. There are a number of
available measures that attempt to evaluate the semantic distance between ontol-
ogy concepts and a thorough presentation of the most popular ones is given in [56].
In our work we adopted the Wu and Palmer measure, described in [57], due to its
straightforward application to our data. According to this measure, the semantic dis-
tance between two concepts is proportional to the path distance between them. For
example, let tx and ty be two tags for which we want to find the semantic similarity

and
�!
tx ,
�!
ty be their corresponding mapping concepts via an ontology. Then, their

Semantic Similarity SeS is calculated as:

SeS.tx; ty/ D 2 � depth.LCS/h
depth.

�!
tx /C depth.

�!
ty /
i (6.3)

where depth.
�!
tx / is the maximum path length from the root to

�!
tx and LCS is the

least common subsumer of
�!
tx and

�!
ty .

The total similarity between two tags will be estimated by considering both their
social and semantic similarity, which are normalized in the interval Œ0::1� (Eqs. 6.2
and 6.3). In order to examine the impact that each kind of information has on the
clustering process, we combine them in the form of a weighted sum. Specifically,
a factor w is employed to define the effect each track has on the estimation of their
joint similarity. Thus, we define the Similarity Score SS between two tags tx and ty
in terms of both their social (Eq. 6.2) and semantic (Eq. 6.3) similarity as:

SS.tx; ty/ D w 	 SoS.tx; ty/C .1 � w/ 	 SeS.tx; ty/ (6.4)

where w 2 Œ0; 1� is a normalization parameter which adjusts the magnitude of the
semantic similarity against the social one upon the final outcome. More specifically,
at the one end when w D 1 we consider solely the Social Similarity SoS, while at
the other end, when w D 0, only the Semantic Similarity SeS is considered. For any
other value of w both similarities contribute to the Similarity Score SS of two tags.

Having specified the similarity metric between tags, we can proceed to the esti-
mation of similarity factors, sfij , discussed in the beginning of the section.

Definition 6.5 (SIMILARITY FACTOR). Given a resource ri , in which the users
have assigned jri j tags, and an attribute attrj , we define as Similarity Factor, sfij,
between the specified resource and the specified attribute, the maximum Similarity
Score, SS between every tag assigned to resource ri and the attribute attrj . Thus:

sf .ri ; attrj / D maxxD1:::jri jfSS.tx; atj /g (6.5)

where ri 2 R, tx 2 ri , atj 2 AS .
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In the above definition, we assume that all the tags assigned to each resource are
relevant to the content. Alternatively, taking the average Similarity Score could be
more robust against tag-spamming, but it would be biased against resources which
receive tags of different kinds (i.e., regarding a “sea” attribute, a resource with a tag
“sea” would get higher score than another resource with tags “sea”, “beach”, “anna”,
“2007”, although both of them involve sea). In the second step of the process (where
content analysis is employed and described in the sequel), we take control of the tag-
spamming issue and track the noisy tags that surpassed the first step, cleaning, thus,
the clusters from resources with erroneous annotations.

The values of similarity factors between each of theN resources and d attributes
are then used to form the n � d so-called Similarity Matrix, as follows:

SimMatrix.i; j / D sf .ri ; atj / (6.6)

where i D 1; : : : ; n and j D 1; : : : ; d .
The above resources similarity matrix is the input to the clustering procedure, out

of which k resources clusters shall arise. As described above, the similarity function
that is used to estimate the relation between two resources (in this phase) is based
on both social and semantic aspects of their involving tags.

6.4.3 Cluster Refinement with MPEG-7 Visual Features

This section describes the second step of the proposed approach, which involves
clustering of the resources, based on their visual features. Content-based approaches
are often employed in the multimedia content retrieval, as can be seen in the bibliog-
raphy presented in Section 6.3.2. Here, we exploit multimedia analysis as a means
that gives additional insight into the content (apart from the present textual annota-
tions) and is expected to minimize the intrinsic limitations of social tagging systems
and potentially improve the retrieval accuracy.

In order to estimate the visual similarity, appropriate similarity metrics between
numerical automatically extracted low-level features are used. Such features can be
extracted from multimedia sources, using the MPEG-7 standard [58]. The MPEG-7
standard constitutes the greatest effort towards a common framework to multimedia
description. It aims to provide a rich set of standardized tools for the description
of multimedia content and additionally support some degree of interpretation of the
information’s meaning enabling thus smooth sharing and communication of multi-
media metadata across applications and their efficient management, e.g., in terms of
search and retrieval. MPEG-7 is implemented in the form of XML Schemas.

The MPEG-7 Standard consists of five main parts: the Description Definition
Language that defines the syntax of the MPEG-7 Description Tools and new De-
scription Schemes, the Visual and Audio parts that include the description tools
for visual and audio content respectively, the Multimedia Description Schemes that
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Table 6.2 MPEG-7 descriptors of visual features

Color Texture Shape Motion

Color quantization Texture browsing Region shape Motion activity
Dominant color Edge histogram Contour shape GoF/GoP
Scalable color Homogeneous texture
Color layout
Color structure

comprise the set of Description Tools dealing with generic features and multimedia
descriptions and the MPEG-7 Systems, the tools needed to prepare MPEG-7 de-
scriptions for efficient transport and storage and the terminal architecture.

The MPEG-7 Visual Description Tools, that are included in the standard and
are related to our approach, consist of basic structures and descriptors that cover
the following basic visual features: color, texture, shape, motion, localization, and
face recognition. In Table 6.2 there are the visual features and their corresponding
MPEG-7 visual descriptors.

Color and texture descriptors are among the most expressive visual features. This
is the reason why they are widely used and they were chosen in our own case in
order to extract visual information from the images. In particular we used three
Color Descriptors of MPEG-7: Scalable Color, Color Structure, Color Layout and
two Texture Descriptors of MPEG-7: Homogeneous Texture and Edge Histogram
[59]. An extended description of the five MPEG-7 descriptors that we used can be
found in the Appendix 6.8.

MPEG-7 defines appropriate descriptors together with their extraction techniques
and similarity matching distances. More specifically, the MPEG-7 eXperimenta-
tion Model, XM provides a reference implementation which can be used in our
approach [60].

Therefore the second step of our approach is based on identifying low-level vi-
sual features of the multimedia resources, which are extracted from images and form
an image feature vector. The image feature vector proposed in this work involves the
descriptors of the MPEG-7 standard, mentioned above chosen due to their effective-
ness in similarity retrieval. Their extraction is performed according to the guidelines
provided by the MPEG-7 XM and then, an image feature vector is produced, for ev-
ery resource, by encompassing the extracted MPEG-7 descriptors in a single vector.
Thus, the Content Similarity between two resources is the similarity of their corre-
sponding image feature vectors.The distance functions used to calculate the content
similarity are according to the guidelines of MPEG-7 and they are provided by the
MPEG-7 XM. Based on content similarity, an outlier analysis is performed in every
cluster, aiming at removing the most distant objects (which surpassed Step 1, mostly
due to noisy tags). By this way, we will show that we result in more homogeneous
clusters.
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6.5 Experimental Results

In this section, experimental results of the application of the proposed approach to a
corpus of multimedia resources obtained from a social tagging system are presented.

To carry out the experimentation phase and the evaluation of the proposed clus-
tering approach, two different datasets from Flickr were crawled using the wget5

utility and Flickr API facilities. The first one consists of 3,000 images depicting
cityscape, seaside, mountain, roadside, landscape, sport-side and locations (about
500 images from each domain). The second dataset comprises 10,000 images re-
lated to concepts: jaguar, turkey, apple, bush, sea, city, vegetation, roadside, rock,
tennis. The particular selection was based on the fact that the above concepts are
very commonly used by Flickr users and embed ambiguity that restricts their ef-
ficient retrieval. As a source of semantic information for tag concepts, we employ
the lexicon WordNet [61], which stores English words organized in hierarchies, de-
pending on their cognitive meaning.

Both image datasets were manually annotated in order to get the ground truth
for the evaluation procedure. Even though manual annotation of 13,000 images is
a big task both time consuming and tedious, it enables the testing of our method,
using quantitative measures (like precision, recall and f-measure), rather than rely-
ing solely on qualitative observation of the data or on (often misleading) user tags.
In addition, the gathered dataset together with the manual annotations is a valuable
source for the training of multimedia analysis algorithms. Next, we describe the
metrics that we used to evaluate our proposed approach.

6.5.1 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the quality of the extracted clusters of resources, for each technique de-
scribed in the chapter, each image resource was manually annotated with respect
to a predefined vocabulary V related to the visual and thematic content of the im-
ages. Thus, the Manual Annotations Set was created, which contains the manual
annotations, each resource has received, i.e.:

MA D f[marx g;8rx 2 R (6.7)

Then, we use precision Pr and recallR as follows. Let, Cj be an extracted cluster
and CTj be the dominant tags assigned to resources of the specified cluster, above a
user-defined threshold � (see Definition 6.6.3 – CLUSTER TOPIC). We call Relevant

5 wget: http://www.gnu.org/software/wget
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Resources RR of the cluster Cj the set of resources in the corpus that at least one of
the manual annotations they have received matches a tag in CTj , i.e.:

RR.Cj / D f[rxg;8rx 2 R W marx \ CTj ¤ ; (6.8)

where marx 2 MA.
It should be noted that in case we perform visual clustering in a tag-based cluster

(this happens during the second step of our proposed method), the RR are computed
on the resources in the tag-based cluster, and not in the entire dataset. Thus, if Cj
is a tag-based cluster and VCi is a visual cluster extracted from Cj , then the RR of
the VCi are the set of resources in the Cj that at least one of the manual annotations
they have received matches a tag in the cluster topic of VCi , i.e.:

RR.VCi / D f[rxg;8rx 2 Cj W marx \ CT i ¤ ; (6.9)

where marx 2 MA.
We define precision as the fraction of resources that belong to Cj and are also

relevant resources:

Pr
�
Cj
� D jCj \ RR.Cj /j

jCj j (6.10)

We define recall as the fraction of relevant resources which belong to Cj :

R
�
Cj
� D jRR.Cj /\ Cj j

jRR.Cj /j (6.11)

The ideas of precision and recall are combined in F-Measure which is a broadly
accepted and reliable index used in various clustering evaluation approaches [62].
Given the precision and recall definitions described in this section, the value of
F-measure for a cluster Cj is defined as:

F
�
Cj
� D 2 	 Pr

�
Cj
� 	 R �Cj

�

Pr
�
Cj
�CR �Cj

� (6.12)

The values of F-measure fluctuate in the interval Œ0::1� with higher values indicating
a better clustering.

The user-defined threshold � sets the frequency limit a tag should reach, in order
to be member of the Cluster Topic of the specified cluster. It takes values in Œ0::1�,
where � D 1 denotes that a tag should have been assigned in every resource in the
cluster, so as to be part of the Cluster Topic, while � D 0 denotes that all the tags
assigned to cluster resources are also members of the Cluster Topic. After testing
varying values for � , we concluded that the best value for the specified dataset was
0.6 (i.e., the Cluster Topic of every extracted cluster comprises tags that have been
assigned to at least 60% resources of the specified cluster, as shown in Fig. 6.3).
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6.5.2 Clustering Evaluation

To ensure the stability and robustness of clustering results, a variety of clustering
algorithms were tested. Specifically, we used a partitional algorithm (K-means), a
hierarchical (agglomerative) and a conceptual clustering process (Cobweb) [63]. In
the second step of the process we conducted experiments using content-based in-
formation of the images. For all the images in both datasets (13,000 images) the
low-level visual features were extracted. In order to remove the irrelevant images
from each cluster we conducted experiments using different number and types of
visual features. In particular, we evaluated the performance of each one of the 5
MPEG-7 Visual Descriptors mentioned in Section 6.4.3 separately and the perfor-
mance of every possible combination of groups of 2, 3, 4 and 5 Descriptors.

In Tables 6.3 and 6.4 the precision (Pr) and recall (R) of the clustering algorithms,
as defined in the previous Section 6.5.1, are quoted for different values of number
of clusters that were extracted from the first dataset (3,000 images), respectively.
In each table, the measure is calculated at each step of the procedure separately. It
can be seen that K-means and Hierarchical had both satisfying performance, while
Cobweb was worse. Furthermore, the outcome shows clearly that content-related
knowledge (employed in step 2) improves the quality of the extracted clusters, with-
out deteriorating the recall of the system (average of 15% improvement).

Likewise, in Tables 6.5 and 6.6, the precision and recall of each clustering algo-
rithm on the second dataset (10,000) are shown.

As it can be seen for K D 20 the best clustering yields, for this specific dataset.
For all algorithms the precision was satisfying, meaning that the extracted clusters
were of good quality. It is amazing that the precision of the clusters on 10,000 im-
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Table 6.3 Precision in each step for varying algorithms and varying
number of clusters (K) (1st dataset 3,000 resources)

Algorithms K D 14 K D 17 K D 20

K-means 0.657 0.77 0.75 0.813 0.687 0.806
Hierarchical 0.679 0.842 0.744 0.85 0.675 0.752
Cobweb 0.552 0.723 0.65 0.708 0.589 0.673

Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2

Table 6.4 Recall in each step for varying algorithms and varying
number of clusters (K) (1st dataset 3,000 resources)

Algorithms K D 14 K D 17 K D 20

K-means 0.6 0.57 0.781 0.75 0.634 0.6
Hierarchical 0.71 0.69 0.566 0.566 0.694 0.6
Cobweb 0.749 0.539 0.805 0.78 0.78 0.732

Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2

Table 6.5 Precision in each step for varying clustering algorithm and
varying number of clusters (K) (second dataset 10,000 resources)

Algorithms K D 10 K D 20 K D 30

K-means 0.57 0.604 0.644 0.738 0.655 0.685
Hierarchical 0.801 0.497 0.542 0.78 0.693 0.764
Cobweb 0.71 0.712 0.7 0.7 0.696 0.7

Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2

Table 6.6 Recall in each step for varying clustering algorithm and
varying number of clusters (K) (second dataset 10,000 resources)

Algorithms KD 10 KD 20 KD 30

K-means 0.4 0.489 0.456 0.531 0.245 0.307
Hierarchical 0.2 0.223 0.121 0.354 0.025 0.482
Cobweb 0.04 0.299 0.388 0.359 0.383 0.41

Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2

ages is on the same levels with the precision of the clustering on the smaller dataset.
This holds for all the three clustering algorithms we tested and proves the scala-
bility of our approach in extracting clean clusters. The low values of the recall are
attributed to the big size of the dataset and they show that the proposed approach did
not manage to capture all the relevant resources together. Finally, and in this dataset,
in most cases there was an improvement from combining tag analysis with visual
knowledge from the content.

It should be noted that all algorithms were applied for a certain number of times
on our data (in order to avoid random assignments of data) and here we report the
average performance.
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Fig. 6.4 Clusters’ F-measure – 10,000 dataset, 10 clusters

6.5.3 Emergent Tag Clusters and Cluster Topics

Generally, most of the clusters the system generated were homogeneous and mean-
ingful. The corresponding tag clusters were also very representative and highly
informative. Indicatively F-Measure metric is presented for ten extracted clusters
of the dataset of 10,000 images, along with the dominant tags for each cluster (i.e.,
its cluster topic) in Fig. 6.4. The values of F-measure fluctuate in the interval [0..1]
with higher values indicating a better clustering.

6.5.4 Influence of w in the Extracted Clusters

In Section 6.4.2, the similarity between two tags was defined as a weighted sum
of their social and semantic similarity (Eq. 6.4). The parameter w takes values in
Œ0; 1� and is used to adjust the impact each kind of similarity measure (i.e., social or
semantic) has on the overall outcome. More specifically, when w is close to 1, the
social similarity is favored, while when w approximates 0, the semantic similarity is
mostly considered in the total tag similarity calculation.

Here, we will examine how the values w takes, affects the quality of the extracted
clusters. We will experiment with the following three indicative cases:

� w D 0:2: The similarity between two tags is mostly based on their co-occurrence.
� w D 0:5: Both co-occurrence and semantic affinity between two tags are counted

equally in the estimation of their similarity.
� w D 0:8: The similarity between two tags is mostly based on their semantic

affinity.
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The F-measure of four indicative clusters for each value of w is shown in
Figs. 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7, respectively. The specified clusters were obtained with the
hierarchical algorithm. It should be noted that these clusters are tag-based clusters
(obtained during the first step of our proposed approach), since the value w affects
the way we calculate tag affinity. The effect on the second step is indirect: that is, the
better clusters yield during the first step, the higher the improvement in the overall
procedure.
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As can been seen in all figures, the value of w affects the results. More specifi-
cally, we observe that, in most cases, for w D 0:5 both precision and recall have their
highest values, meaning that the incorporation of both kinds of knowledge (social
and semantic) is more advantageous towards relying solely on one of them.

In case of w D 0:2, where more weight is given to the Social Similarity, we
can derive that the objects assigned by the algorithm in the same cluster have tags
that co-occur in the users’ annotations. For example the tags forest, nature, green,
tree belong to the same cluster, because these tags are often used together for de-
scribing images related to sceneries of nature. The same holds for the cluster where
street, building, church, architecture are assigned, since they constitute tags that oc-
cur frequently in the description of images referring to city places. In general, tag
co-occurrence has proven to be more advantageous in the case of ambiguous tags
(homonyms), since it is the context of such a tag (i.e., its co-occurring tags) that
will help to disambiguate its meaning. However, lacking semantic information, the
algorithm splits meaningful clusters into subclusters. This explains the low recall in
the sea and vegetation clusters, in Fig. 6.5.

For w D 0:8 (Fig. 6.7), where the Semantic Similarity is favored, the algorithm
assigns all semantically close tags in one cluster i.e., sea, seaside, beach, sand
(beach and sand are grouped together). Despite the fact that all aforementioned
tags are closely akin, in the previous described cases, they are split into different
clusters, due to the fact that the users have not used all of them together in their
annotations. However this method fails in disambiguating correctly tags like rock
and rocks, to the same cluster even though in most cases they are not used in the
same sense and they do not describe the same set of images. This results in clus-
tering images having the tag rock but involving music themes together with images
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depicting stones. Thus, we can conclude that while this approach yields semantically
meaningful clusters around a specific topic and it tackles well in case of synonyms
(or tags with alike meaning), it fails to handle the tag ambiguity issue.

6.6 Use Cases – Scenarios

In this section we will show some indicative use cases and scenarios of our proposed
approach. First of all, the proposed method tackles quite well the shortcomings
of a social tagging system, described in the Introduction, resulting, thus, in better
retrieval of multimedia content. Furthermore, the extracted clusters together with
the cluster topics can be used as training sets for multimedia analysis learning al-
gorithms [64]. Apart from the multimedia related application, our method has an
ability in subdomain identification within a domain, which can be utilized in se-
mantics extraction out of the raw tag data. Another potential use case of our method
would be its integration by a recommender system, in order to support users of tag-
ging systems by suggesting tags that have been already assigned to related content.
In the following, some scenarios are demonstrated that justify our arguments. Due
to space restriction only some snapshots are shown indicatively.

Tag Ambiguity The clustering algorithms handled well the specified issue and dis-
tinguished different senses of the same tag, by dividing the corresponding resources
into different clusters, by adjusting accordingly the value of w, as explained in the
previous section (see Fig. 6.8).

Tag Questionable Reliability It is expected that misleading tags in some annota-
tions are practically overwhelmed by the massive activity of a large number of users.
Nevertheless, in cases where a misleading tag may lead to the retrieval of irrelevant
content, then the content similarity factor, employed in step 2 of the process, en-
hances the possibility that irrelevant content will be tracked and removed from a
cluster, if the referred object has a visual appearance very different from the rest
ones (e.g., Fig. 6.9). The cluster shown is a snapshot of the outcome of step 1 and
the resource surrounded by a red box is removed during the step 2 of the process.
The removed photo has been assigned with the tag “sea” which was a misleading
tag and it was tracked.

Fig. 6.8 Different clusters for the ambiguous tag: wave (a) members of cluster with CT D wave;
sea, water (b) members of cluster with CT D wave; signal, hand, person (the photos are down-
loaded from Flickr photo sharing system)
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Fig. 6.9 Snapshot of a sea cluster with its emergent CT – Identification of a misleading tag in the
sea cluster and rejection of the resource (surrounded by a dotted box) (the photos are downloaded
from Flickr photo sharing system)

Fig. 6.10 Members of different clusters of roadside images (a) members of a cluster with CT D
building, roof, street, (b) members of a cluster with CTD car, race, Porsche, street, (c) members of
a cluster with CT D caribbean, carnival, festival, people, street (the photos are downloaded from
Flickr photo sharing system)

Tag Redundancy and Lack of Hierarchical Relations Since semantic similarity
of tags is employed, tag redundancy is no more needed. The system inherits the
structure of the external resource used (i.e., the structure of concepts of WordNet).

Identification of Subdomains (Semantics Extraction) The proposed approach ac-
complishes to find meaningful sub-clusters, inside a generic cluster. For instance,
the initial group of Roadside images is split by the process into three more spe-
cific clusters, depicted in Fig. 6.10, with (a) CT D building; roof; street, (b) CT D
car; race; Porsche; street (c) CT D Caribbean; carnival; festival; people; street.

Tag Recommendation The emergent cluster topic of each cluster can be suggested
as candidate tags for the objects assigned inside the cluster. Furthermore, ranking
mechanisms for candidate tags can be developed, based on the visual similarity of
the content.
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6.7 Conclusions

This paper introduces a joint approach for social data grouping that aims to enhance
the multimedia social content exploitation. The proposed method considers the se-
mantic in addition to the social aspect of resources accompanying tags in a balanced
way, as well as the content-based information. It yields clusters consisting of both
resources and user annotation tags. The proposed approach has been evaluated un-
der two real datasets and the results proved its efficiency in extracting relevant tags
and resources, illustrating the dominant tags in each cluster and expressing users’
point of view around the corresponding topic. Moreover, the consideration of the vi-
sual aspect of the social resources enables the satisfying handling of common social
tagging limitations, such as the tag ambiguity issue. The proposed approach has a
number of potential applications. Apart from the obvious retrieval applications, the
tag clusters produced can be used for semantics extraction and knowledge mining,
in general and more specifically in automated multimedia content analysis, being
used for example as training sets for specific concepts represented by tags. Future
work includes the incorporation of visual features in the clustering procedure, based
on using a common input vector resulting from all the available information per
resource. In order to achieve this, appropriate normalization techniques need to be
employed. In addition, the calculation of the similarities were relatively time con-
suming, so we plan to study ways to decrease the time spent and experiment with
different metrics.

6.8 Appendix

6.8.1 Color Descriptors

6.8.1.1 Scalable Color

The Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD) is defined in the HSV color space (see HSV
Color Space description below). It uses an encoding method, based on Haar trans-
form on the color HSV histogram. The HSV space is uniformly quantized into
histogram bins. The number of the bins can vary. The number of the bins depends
on the required compactness – a low number of bins give a fast descriptor suitable
for indexing and quick queries.

After the histogram values are extracted, there is a normalization and a nonlinear
quantization into a four-bin integer representation. The Haar transform is applied
to the four-bit integer values across the histogram bins. The output is the high and
low-pass coefficients from the transform. In Fig. 6.11 it is described the process of
SCD extraction process.
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Fig. 6.11 Diagram of SCD
generation

Coefficients

Linear quantization

Haar transform

Nonlinear quantization

256 Histogram Values

Haar transformation creates a scalable description, which is useful for image-to-
image matching and retrieval based on color feature. In addition, SCD can be further
used for group of frames or groups of pictures in video data.

6.8.1.2 Color Structure

The Color Structure Descriptor (CSD) represents the local color structure in an im-
age. This descriptor enables it to distinguish both in which proportion each color
exists and how uniformly color is distributed in the image. The CSD is a histogram
and is computed by the use of an 8 � 8 structuring element, which visits all location
in the image as shown in Fig. 6.12. In particular, CSD counts how many times a
particular color is contained in all the pixels in the 8� 8 window, as this window
scans the image. Suppose C0; C1; C2; : : : ; CM�1 denote the M quantized colors.
The value of each bin of the histogram represents the number of the structuring el-
ements in the image that contain one or more pixels with the corresponding color
Cm. In this way, unlike the color histogram, the CSD can help us to distinguish two
pictures with the same amounts of color but with different color distribution. The
CSD uses the HMMD color space, which is quantized non-uniformly into 32, 64,
128 or 256 bins. In our case the number of bins is 32. An 8-bit code represents each
bin amplitude value.

As it is mentioned above, the size of the structuring element is 8 � 8. Their num-
ber is always 64, consequently the distance between the structuring points increases
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Fig. 6.12 CSD structuring element [65]

with the image size, as shown on Fig. 6.3. The spatial extent of the structuring ele-
ment is computed by the following rule:

p D max f0; round.0:5 logWH � 8/g (6.13)

K D 2p; E D 8K (6.14)

where
W;H image width and height;
E � E spatial extent of the structuring elements;
K sub-sampling factor.

For images smaller than 320 � 240 pixels, an 8 � 8 structure element with no
subsampling is used, and for image size 640 � 480 (p D 1, K D 2, and E D 16)
structuring element is 16 � 16 and subsampling is 2 � 2. The structuring element of
size 8 � 8 is applied to a subsampled image.

6.8.1.3 Color Layout

The Color Layout Descriptor represents the spatial distribution of color of images
in a very compact form. Its computation is based on the generation of an 8 � 8
thumbnail of the image. This 8 � 8 image is a result of DCT of the initial image
and quantization. In particular the CLD extraction process consists of two parts.
Firstly the input image is divided into 64 blocks (8 � 8). For each block of the grid,
its average color is used as the representative color of the block. The average color
is expressed in the YCbCr color space. An 8 � 8 DCT is performed in order to
transform the derived average colors into a series of coefficients. After the transfor-
mation, the coefficients are zigzag scanned and few low-frequency coefficients are
selected and quantized.
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For matching two CLDs, fDY;DCr;DCbg and fDY 0;DCr 0;DCb0g, the
following distance measure is used:

D D
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wbi
�
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wri
�
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i

�2
(6.15)

This descriptor provides an image-to-image or sketch-to-image search, which is
high speed, accurate and requires minimum storage and transmission cost.

6.8.2 Texture Descriptors

6.8.2.1 Homogeneous Texture

The Homogeneous Texture Descriptor provides an accurate quantitative description
of texture. The extraction method of the HTD is as follows: the frequency domain
is partitioned into 30 channels as it is shown in Fig. 6.13. The partitioning of the
frequency space is uniform in the angular direction (step size of 30ı), but in the an-
gular direction there is an unequal octave division. The individual feature channels
are modeled by 2D-Gabor functions. The energy and the energy deviation of each
channel is computed. Finally, mean and standard deviation of frequency coefficients
are computed, resulting in a feature vector of 62 values as it is shown in Eq. 6.16.
The HTD can be used for accurate search and retrieval.

TD D ŒfDC; fSD; e1; e2; : : : ; e30; d1; d2; : : : ; d30� (6.16)

Fig. 6.13 Channels used in computing the HTD [66]
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6.8.2.2 Edge Histogram

The Edge Histogram Descriptor represents the spatial distribution of five types of
edges. In particular, the computation of the descriptor consists of four steps:

1. The image is divided in 4 � 4 sub-images.
2. Each of the sub-images that occur is divided in square blocks.
3. Each block is described by one edge type. There are four directional edges (hor-

izontal, vertical, diagonal 45ı, diagonal 135ı) and one non-directional.
4. The edge histogram is extracted.

EHD represents local edge distribution in the image. However, the local his-
togram bins can be used in order to generate global and semi-local edge histograms,
which increase the matching performance.
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Chapter 7
User Profiles Modeling in Information
Retrieval Systems

Václav Snášel, Ajith Abraham, Suhail Owais, Jan Platoš, and Pavel Krömer

Abstract The requirements imposed on information retrieval systems are increas-
ing steadily. The vast number of documents in today’s large databases and especially
on the World Wide Web causes problems when searching for concrete information.
It is difficult to find satisfactory information that accurately matches user infor-
mation needs even if it is present in the database. One of the key elements when
searching the web is proper formulation of user queries. Search effectiveness can
be seen as the accuracy of matching user information needs against the retrieved
information. As step towards better search systems represents personalized search
based on user profiles. Personalized search applications can notably contribute to the
improvement of web search effectiveness. This chapter presents design and experi-
ments with an information retrieval system utilizing user profiles, fuzzy information
retrieval and genetic algorithms for improvement of web search.

7.1 Introduction

Information retrieval activity is a derivation of real-world human communication.
An information or knowledge, stored in a data repository by one person, is desired
to be retrieved by another. Data repositories, emphasizing the Internet as the ultimate
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one, are used for persisting information in both, time and space. Data available on
the Internet might be accessed by users distant in time and space. Unfortunately, the
omnipresence of data is not equal to instant availability of information. In general,
data can be seen as a state of information used for storage purposes, encapsulating
the information content itself. A speech is not information, it contains information.
An article is not information, it contains information. An electronic document can
be seen similarly. To exploit stored data, it is desired to access the contained in-
formation in an efficient way. Such information retrieval activity is not an easy task
and its complexity depends specially on the dimension of searched data basis. More-
over, when we are trying to automate information search process, the requirement
to understand is becomes crucial. To retrieve the information in document, its con-
tent should be understood. To present required information to inquirer, the requests
must be understood and correctly interpreted. Advanced techniques of information
retrieval are under investigation to provide both – better content representation and
better query apprehension.

There is fuzziness in human mind. It involves the means of communication. Esti-
mations and intuition are present. Vagueness, imprecision and mistakes occur. These
facts influence both – information content of documents and search request formu-
lations. Contrariwise, any automated search tool has rather crisp and rough picture
(i.e., model) of the information content of data, providing satisfactory search ser-
vice for data collections up to certain size. Inevitably, the enormous growth of
data repositories and especially of the Internet brings up more and more prob-
lems when performing information retrieval tasks. The amount of regular users of
search services is growing as well. One approach to improve information retrieval
in such conditions is approximating reality better than before. To improve the ef-
ficiency of information retrieval, soft computing techniques with special emphasis
on fuzzy technology are being intensively investigated. When modeling information
and requests containing vagueness or imprecision, fuzzy set theory providing formal
background to deal with imprecision, vagueness, uncertainty and similar concepts
might be used, introducing significant improvements to the search results.

The requirements imposed on search applications are increasing steadily. The
amount of available data is growing and user demands as well. The search appli-
cation should provide the users with accurate, sensible responses to their requests.
Unified consensual approach to search requirements of all inquirers becomes with
growing amount of data and documents on the WWW inefficient to satisfy needs of
large number of individuals desiring to retrieve particular information from Internet.
Personalized approach to the needs of each user is general trend in state-of-the-art
web applications including search engines. Personalization, based on stored knowl-
edge of users general needs, area(s) of interest, usual behavior, long and short term
context and search practices can be evaluated when improving web search applica-
tions, no matter if they are standalone search engines or more advanced meta-search
systems lying on the top of individual search applications.

User profiles, personalization of web search tasks and soft information retrieval
are current challenges. Information retrieval optimization based on knowledge of
previous user search activities and fuzzy softening of both, search criteria and
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information models, aims at enriching document sets retrieved in response to user
requests and helping user when she or he has no clear picture of searched in-
formation. In this paper we describe implicit user modeling algorithm based on
click-through data analysis and introduce genetic and fuzzy oriented approach to
query optimization with the goal to determine useful search queries describing doc-
uments relevant to users area of interest as deducted from previous searches as a
tool helping user to fetch the most relevant information in his or her current context.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 7.2, some background
on information retrieval and fundamentals of information retrieval systems is pro-
vided. Fuzzy logic is briefly technology and its application in the area of information
retrieval is introduced. Section 7.3 summarizes the usage of Evolutionary Computa-
tion, Genetic Algorithms, Genetic Programming and its application to information
retrieval tasks. In Section 7.4, we present our contribution extending the usage of
genetic algorithms for search optimization in both, crisp and fuzzy information re-
trieval systems. Experiment results are presented in Section 7.5 and finally some
conclusions are also provided.

7.2 Information Retrieval

The area of Information Retrieval (IR) is a branch of Computer Science dealing
with storage, maintenance and information search within large amounts of data.
The data could be all – textual, visual, audio or multimedia documents [7]. The rest
of this chapter is devoted to information retrieval dealing with extensive collections
of unstructured textual documents.

An Information Retrieval System (IRS) is a software tool for data representation,
storage and information search. The amount of documents contained in data col-
lections managed by IRS is usually very large and the task of easy, efficient and
accurate information search is specially highlighted. General architecture of an in-
formation retrieval system is shown in Fig. 7.1 [7].

Documentary collection is for the search purposes analyzed and transformed
into suitable internal representation in a process called indexing. The real world
information need of an IRS user must be for the use with particular IRS expressed
by the means of query language understandable to that system. A search query is
then evaluated against the internal document representation and the system decides
whether and how much are particular documents relevant to the query. The way of
document indexing, structure of internal document representation, query language
and document-query matching mechanism depends on certain IRS model which
is a theoretical background below particular information retrieval system [7]. For
regular users provides an IRS two main functions: data storage and information re-
trieval in order to satisfy users’ information need.

An information need is a state in which ones own knowledge is insufficient for
satisfying her or his demands. If an IRS is to be used for information search, the de-
manded information need must be expressed in query language of the particular IRS
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in a process called querying. The search system attempts to find in managed docu-
mentary collection entries relevant to the query. Ordered set of retrieved documents
is then offered to the user. Retrieved documents are such subset of documentary col-
lection that is considered by the information retrieval application to be relevant to
the user query. Retrieved documents are presented in certain ordering as a source of
information to satisfy information need stated in the query. The document ordering
is based on particular ranking strategy which is realized by certain ranking function.

The typical allocation of documents within the collection in response to a query
is illustrated in Fig. 7.2. We can see that not all relevant documents are usually re-
trieved and moreover, some non-relevant documents could be included in the set of
retrieved documents. We may also legitimately consider different documents to be
relevant to the query in a certain degree. One of the main goals in the research of
IR systems is to improve the accuracy of retrieved document set. It means to maxi-
mize the subset of retrieved relevant documents and minimize the subset of retrieved
non-relevant documents.

Documents classified against to a query as relevant and non-relevant, though the
entire concept of relevance is a subject of discussion with no universal convergence
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yet. Objective relevance is an algorithmic measure of the degree of similarity
between the query representation and the document representation. It is also re-
ferred to as a topicality measure, referring to the degree to which the topic of the
retrieved information matches the topic of the request [12]. Subjective relevance is
user-centric and deals with fitness for use of the retrieved information [29]. Subjec-
tive relevance involves intellectual interpretation by human assessors or users [5]
and should be seen as a cognitive, dynamic process involving interaction between
the information user and the information source. A general high-level relevance
criterion is whether or not (and alternatively how much) the particular document
contributes to the saturation of user’s information need expressed by a query pre-
sented to the system at the beginning of search session. Different inquirers might be
satisfied with different response to the same question. Among the most important
factors having impact on the user request is long and short term context of the partic-
ular inquirer. When evaluating a search expression, the knowledge of user’s area of
interest, abilities, language capabilities, current needs, etc., can be important contri-
bution to the search efficiency improvement. These are among the most fundamental
reasons for personalized search research, user modeling and user profiling.

7.2.1 Information Retrieval Models

An IR model is a formal background defining internal document representation,
query language and document-query matching mechanism. Consequently, the
model determines document indexing procedure, result ordering and other aspects
of particular information retrieval system. In the following, we will present two
influential IR models – Boolean IR model and vector space IR model [7, 16].

7.2.1.1 Boolean IR Model

Boolean IR model belongs to the oldest but till nowadays widely used informa-
tion retrieval models [2, 7]. It is based on set theory, Boolean logic and exact
document-query match principle. The name Boolean comes from the fact that the
query language uses as search expressions Boolean logic formulas composed of
search terms and standard Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT [2]. The docu-
ments are represented as sets of indexed terms. The document indexing procedure
distinguishes only whether a term is contained in the document or not and assigns
to the term indexing weight 1 if the term is existed in the document or 0 if not. The
inner representation of a documentary collection is a binary matrix composed of
document representing vectors with term weights as coordinates. Therefore every
column represents weight of certain term in all documents in the whole collection.
Formally, an index of documentary collection containing n terms andm documents
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in Boolean IR model is described as shown in Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2, where di represents
i th document, tij the weight of j th term in i th document and D denotes the index
matrix.

di D .ti1; ti2; : : : ; tin/; 8tij 2 f0; 1g (7.1)

D D

0
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tm1 tm2 � � � tmn

1
CCCA (7.2)

The document-query matching procedure is based on the exact match principle.
Only documents utterly satisfying all conditions stated by particular search query
are considered to be relevant and thus retrieved in response to the query. When a
document fully conforms to the search request, the query is against it evaluated,
according to the Boolean algebra rules, as true. In the contrary case, when the docu-
ment is in conflict with at least one of the clauses in the search request, the query is
evaluated as false. In that way, the set of all documents in the collection is divided
into two disjunctive subsets – retrieved and non-retrieved documents. There is no
consideration of different degrees of document-query relevancy. All retrieved doc-
uments are supposed to be equally (fully) relevant to the query and all non-relevant
documents are expected to be equally non-relevant. The ordering, in which are the
results presented to the user, does not depend on the relevancy but on other fac-
tors such as date of last modification, document length, number of citations and so
on [2, 7, 11]. There are numerous variations of basic Boolean IR model. Frequent
modification relies on addition of advanced query operators – XOR implementing
the logical exclusive OR operation, operator OF simplifying the notion of search
formulas or, among others, operator NEAR expressing the requirement to retrieve
documents having several terms near each other [11].

Apparently, the greatest advantage of Boolean IR model lies in exuberance and
flexibility of its query language, allowing expressing very sophisticated and complex
search requirements. On the other hand, to formulate such powerful search queries
appropriately, the user should have at least minimal knowledge of Boolean algebra.
Remarkable disadvantage of Boolean IR model is the crisp differentiation of doc-
umentary collection in response to query and therefore impossibility to use some
relevance ranking technique to present retrieved documents sorted in relevance or-
der. Because of this, a too restrictive query could cause denial of useful documents
and contrariwise a too general query might retrieve additional non-relevant doc-
uments [15]. The Boolean IR model provides the basis for extended Boolean IR
model introducing the principles of fuzzy set techniques and fuzzy logic to the area
of information retrieval.

7.2.1.2 Vector Space Model

Vector space model (VSM) is based on interpretation of both, documents and
queries, as points in a multidimensional document space [7, 11]. The dimension
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of the document space is given by the number of indexed terms in the documen-
tary collection. Every term in every document assigned a weight representing the
coordinate in multidimensional space. The weight is based on the importance of
corresponding term in the document and in the scope of whole collection respec-
tively. Greater weight means greater importance of particular term [2,7,16]. Formal
description of VSM is almost identical to the description of Boolean model as pro-
vided in Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2. The domain of tij in VSM is the set of real numbers R.
Query q is formalized as a vector of searched terms as shown in Eq. 7.3.

q D .tq1; tq2; : : : ; tqn/; 8tqj 2 R (7.3)

In Boolean IR, indexing procedure was due to the simplicity of internal document
representation trivial task. In VSM, the matrix representing documentary collec-
tion composed of real values – the weights of terms in documents. The weight
assessment can be done manually (this is too expensive and inefficient) or automat-
ically [11]. Several automatic indexing approaches were proposed. They assign real
weights to the terms in documents. The weighting algorithms are usually based on
statistical distribution of the terms in particular document with respect to their distri-
bution among all documents in the collection. Among the most popular and widely
deployed indexing techniques takes significant place Gerard Salton’s TFIDFt intro-
duced in [26]. Consider normalised term frequency of term t in document d shown
in Eq. 7.4 as the ratio of frequency of each term in the document to the maximum
term frequency in that document. Therefore, the greatest frequency of particular
term in the document, the greatest normalized frequency of such term in the docu-
ment.

fdt D freq.t; d /

max. freq.ti ; d //
(7.4)

Normalized inverse document frequency, defined as shown in Eq. 7.5, reflects
the distribution of given term among all documents in the collection where,N is the
number of all documents in the collection, Nt is number of documents containing
at least one occurrence of the term t and g is some normalizing function. The rarer
is the term in the scope of whole collection, the greater is its inverse document
frequency. Finally, the weight of term t in document d according to TFIDFt is
defined in Eq. 7.6.

IDFt D g

�
log

N

Nt

�
(7.5)

F.d; t/ D fdt � IDFt (7.6)

Summarizing previous definitions, high weight will be assessed to the terms fre-
quent in given document and rare in the scope of whole collection. It is obvious
that such terms are good significant marks distinguishing current document from
other documents. More indexing functions for VSM can be found, i.e., in [11]. Also
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queries have in VSM the form of documents (term vectors) and a term weighting
function should be deployed. Query term weighting function example is shown in
Eq. 7.7.

F.q; t/ D
�
1

2
C fqt

2

�
(7.7)

The document-query matching procedure in VSM based on best match princi-
ple. Both, document and query are interpreted as points in multidimensional space
and we can evaluate similarity between them. Several formulas expressing numeri-
cally the similarity between points in the document space have been introduced [11].
Among the most popular are scalar product as shown in Eq. 7.8, and cosine measure
as shown in Eq. 7.9 that can be interpreted as an angle between the query vector and
document vector in m-dimensional document space.

Sim.q; di / D
mX

jD1
tqj � tij (7.8)

Sim.q; di / D
Pm
jD1 tqj � tijqPm

jD1 t2qj �
Pm
jD1 t2ij

(7.9)

The similarity measure does not directly predicate document’s relevance to the
query. It is supposed that among documents similar to the query should be many
relevant documents whereas among dissimilar documents is only few relevant
ones [11]. Querying is in VSM based on the best match principle. All documents
are during the query evaluation process sorted according their distance to the query
and presented to the user. Omitting the vague relationship between point distance
and document relevance, we can consider this ordering as relevance ranking.

VSM is more recent and advanced than Boolean IR model. Its great advantage
lies in relevance based ordering of retrieved documents allowing easy deployment
of advanced IR techniques such as document clustering, relevance feedback, query
reformulation and topic evolution among others. Disadvantages are vague relation-
ship between relevance and similarity and unclear query term explication. From the
interpretation of query as a searched document prescription originates another sig-
nificant disadvantage of VSM – the query language allows specifying only what
should be searched and there are no natural means how to point out what should not
be contained in retrieved documents.

7.2.2 IR Effectiveness Evaluation

When evaluating an information retrieval system, we are interested in the speed of
search processing, user comfort, the possibilities of querying, result presentation and
especially in the ability of retrieving relevant documents. As it was already noted,
the concept of relevance is vague and uncertain. Though, it is useful to measure
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IR effectiveness by the means of query-document relevance. Precision P and recall
R are among the most used IR effectiveness measures as shown in Eq. 7.10. In
the precision and recall definition, REL stands for the set of all relevant documents
and RET for the set of all retrieved documents. Precision can be then understood
as the probability of retrieved document to be relevant and recall as the probability
of retrieving relevant document. For easier effectiveness evaluation were developed
measures combining precision and recall into one scalar value. Among most popular
of these measures are effectiveness E and F -score F [19] as shown in Eq. 7.11.

P D jREL\ RETj
jRETj R D jREL\ RETj

jRELj (7.10)

E D 1 � 2
1
P
C 1

R

F D 1 � E D 2PR

P CR (7.11)

7.2.3 User Profiles in IR Systems

In previous section was shown that the concept of document-query relevance is
highly subjective matter. Information need of particular user can be satisfied bet-
ter if there are some knowledge about user specific needs, abilities, long and short
term context. That is the field of personalized IR systems exploiting user profiles.
A user profile (or user model) is a stored knowledge about particular user. Simple
profile consists usually of keywords describing user’s area of long time interest. Ex-
tended profile is replenished with information about the user such as name, location,
mother tongue and so on. Advanced user profiles contain rather than set of keywords
a list of queries characterizing user’s behavior and habits [24].

User profile can be exploited to make the search task more personalized. In-
formation retrieval system equipped with user profiles could utilize user-specific
information from the profile for retrieving documents satisfying stated query with
special respect to individual user, her or his preferences, needs, abilities, his-
tory, knowledge and context. User profile information might be evaluated when
improving search process. Keywords from the profile can be used for query ex-
tension, query reformulation and for other techniques such as for improving search
results. Such IR improvement techniques aim at retrieving information that satisfy
users needs rather than information that was explicitly ask by potentially imprecise
query [11]. User profile can be also exploited for document re-ranking according to
individual preferences [24]. Advanced user profiles can instead of a set of keywords
contain whole search expressions allocating areas of users long term interests and
needs. Those queries are called persistent queries [9].

Explicit profiles, created by users or system administrators, are imprecise, not
flexible enough and they do not reflect dynamic changes of user preferences.
Instead, various techniques for automated creation and maintenance of user pro-
files are being investigated [6]. Automatically created and updated user profiles are
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referred as implicit user profiles. From the perspective of user profiling, IR systems
can be divided into two categories: personalized IR systems providing personalized
search services and consensual search system not aware of individual users [10].

7.2.3.1 Click-Through Data

Among the most promising methods, personalization techniques based on click-
through data analysis attract attention [13, 30]. Click-through data recorded during
web search activities might be seen as triplet .q;R; C / consisting of query q,
ordered set of retrieved documents R and set of clicks C denoting documents
user picked from the set of retrieved documents R, introducing individual search
preferences [13].

The appeal of click-through data analysis for user profiling is based on several
facts. It is omnipresent during web browsing click-through data is present in the web
browsing activities always. The clicks are needed by the very essential structure of
html documents and the WWW.

Click-through data is implicit user clicks are almost necessary to browse the
web. Click-through data gathering must not be seen as an additional disturbing or
obstructing activity. The clicks (or alternative link-following actions) are necessary
to work with web. Additionally, click-through data has relevance feedback potential.
The users click on links that he or she feels as relevant to his or her needs. Mostly,
these links relevant by belief are really relevant to previous request although the
essential information contained in click-through data is still under investigation.

Click-through is up-to-date and with appropriate analysis, the data gathered for
sufficient time period could provide information on both, users long time interests
and needs and immediate contemporary context. Finally, click-through data stored
in query logs which can be used for many methods of information retrieval improve-
ment, including offline techniques. Summarizing, most users click on rather relevant
results and we should benefit from a large quantity of query logs. Experiments show
that about 82% of the queries are in fact related to the topics of the clicked Web
pages [31].

On the other hand, there are known issues with click-through data [13, 30]: it is
usually noisy and rather incomplete piece of evidence about users relevance assess-
ments. It is sparse since user clicks can cover only very small portion of WWW
document space.

Click-through data collecting can be done on the top of current search systems
and services. There could be a server based solution, observing user click behaviour
from some central point like web application used as proxy for access to search
services or client based solution tracking user clicks from, i.e., web browser. The
web application is limited by its scope and as soon as the user leaves the application,
the clicks are almost unrecordable. The client application is limited by the abilities
of user workstations; the accommodation of such application must not be disturbing,
i.e., it must not consume too much processor time, memory or disc space.
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7.2.3.2 Document Relevance Estimation Based on Click-Through Data

Document relevance estimation model based on click-through data consists of
recorded clicks committed by particular user. Each click c is captured a triplet
.u; d; t/, where u 2 U is particular user from the set of all users U; d 2 D is
the clicked document and t is timestamp, describing moment in which the click was
committed. D D f.u; n; s/g is set of all documents known to the application. Con-
sider ct W D�U ! Rn as a set of timestamps describing clicks issued by particular
user on certain document. For each document and user, the relevance r W D�U ! R

is estimated by Eq. 7.12.

r.u; d / D
X

t2ct .u;d/

.f .t// (7.12)

In the above, the function f enumerates the contribution of click issued at
time t to relevance estimate of the document and t denotes age of the click.
The contribution function used in this paper is reversed asymmetric sigmoid as de-
fined in Eq. 7.13.

f .t/ D 1 � 1
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Asymmetric reverse sigmoid as defined in Eq. 7.13 is highly customizable
function. The parameter b denotes centre of the transition, c and g are used for
enumeration of transition width w as specified in Eq. 7.14.
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Figure 7.3 illustrates the reverse asymmetric sigmoid with b D 5, c D �2 and
g D 10. The x axis unit is day and the transition width is 3:256. The scale of x axis
in presented work is subject of further customization and it is variable parameter for
different deployment cases of presented method.

Additionally, user model contains recorded recent user queries to be exploited
later during query optimization process as an initial population for optimizing ge-
netic algorithm.

7.3 Evolutionary Computation

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) belongs to a family of iterative stochastic search and
optimization methods based on mimicking successful optimization strategies ob-
served in nature [3,8,14,20]. The essence of EAs lies in the emulation of Darwinian
evolution utilizing the concepts of Mendelian inheritance for the use in computer
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science and applications [3]. Together with fuzzy sets, neural networks and fractals,
evolutionary algorithms are among the fundamental members of the class of soft
computing methods.

EAs operate with population (also known as pool) of artificial individuals (re-
ferred often as items or chromosomes) encoding possible problem solutions. En-
coded individuals are evaluated using objective function which assigns a fitness
value to each individual. Fitness value represents the quality (ranking) of each in-
dividual as solution of given problem. Competing individuals search the problem
domain towards optimal solution [14]. In the following sections will be introduced
general principles common for all methods belonging to the class of evolutionary
algorithms.

7.3.1 Evolutionary Search Process

For the purpose of EAs, a proper encoding representing solutions of given prob-
lem as encoded chromosomes suitable for evolutionary search process, is necessary.
Finding proper encoding is non-trivial problem dependent task affecting the perfor-
mance and results of evolutionary search while solving given problem. The solutions
might be encoded into binary strings, real vectors or more complex, often tree-like,
hierarchical structures, depending on the needs of particular application.

The iterative phase of evolutionary search process starts with an initial popula-
tion of individuals that can be generated randomly or seeded with potentially good
solutions. Artificial evolution consists of iterative application of genetic operators,
introducing to the algorithm evolutionary principles such as inheritance, survival
of the fittest and random perturbations. Current population of problem solutions is
modified with the aim to form new and hopefully better population to be used in next
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generation. Iterative evolution of problem solutions ends after satisfying specified
termination criteria and especially the criterion of finding optimal solution. After
terminating the search process, evolution winner is decoded and presented as the
most optimal solution found.

7.3.2 Genetic Operators

Genetic operators and termination criteria are the most influential parameters of
every evolutionary algorithm. All bellow presented operators have several imple-
mentations performing differently in various application areas. Selection operator
is used for selecting chromosomes from population. Through this operator, selec-
tion pressure is applied on the population of solutions with the aim to pick more
promising solutions to form following generation. Selected chromosomes are usu-
ally called parents. Crossover operator modifies the selected chromosomes from one
population to the next by exchanging one or more of their subparts. Crossover is
used for emulating sexual reproduction of diploid organisms with the aim to inherit
and increase the good properties of parents for offspring chromosomes. Mutation
operator introduces random perturbation in chromosome structure; it is used for
changing chromosomes randomly and introducing new genetic material into the
population.

Besides genetic operators, termination criteria are important factor affecting the
search process. Widely used termination criteria are, i.e.:

� Reaching optimal solution (which is often hard, if not impossible, to recognize)
� Processing certain number of generations
� Processing certain number of generations without improvement in population

EAs are successful general adaptable concept with good results in many areas.
The class of evolutionary techniques consists of more particular algorithms having
numerous variants, forged and tuned for specific problem domains. The family of
evolutionary algorithms consists of genetic algorithms, genetic programming, evo-
lutionary strategies and evolutionary programming.

7.3.3 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) introduced by John Holland and extended by David
Goldberg are wide applied and highly successful EA variant. Basic workflow of
original (standard) generational GA (GGA) is (see also Fig. 7.4):

1. Define objective function
2. Encode initial population of possible solutions as

fixed length binary strings and evaluate
chromosomes in initial population using objective
function
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Fig. 7.4 Iterative phase
of genetic algorithm

3. Create new population (evolutionary search for
better solutions)
a. Select suitable chromosomes for reproduction

(parents)
b. Apply crossover operator on parents with

respect to crossover probability to produce
new chromosomes (known as offspring)

c. Apply mutation operator on offspring
chromosomes with respect to mutation
probability. Add newly constituted chromosomes
to new population

d. Until the size of new population is smaller
than size of current population go back to (a).

e. Replace current population by new population
4. Evaluate current population using objective

function
5. Check termination criteria; if not satisfied go

back to (3).

Many variants of standard generational GA have been proposed. The differences
are mostly in particular selection, crossover, mutation and replacement strategy [14].
Different high-level approach is represented by steady-state Genetic Algorithms
(SSGA). In GGA, in one iteration is replaced whole population [8] or fundamen-
tal part of population [28] while SSGA replace only few individuals at time and
never whole population. This method is more accurate model of what happens in the
nature and allows exploiting promising individuals as soon as they are created. How-
ever, no evidence that SSGA are fundamentally better than GGA was found [28].
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7.3.4 Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming by John Koza is referred as special case [28] or an exten-
sion [18] to GA. Encoded individuals (chromosomes) have hierarchical structure,
unlimited size and they are often modeled as tree structures. So can be modeled
mathematical formulas, logical expressions or even whole computer programs (i.e.,
Lisp programs). Genetic programming is a native tool for modeling and artificial
evolution of search queries.

7.4 Evolutionary Techniques and Fuzzy Logic Principles in IRS

Fuzzy theory, as a framework describing formally the concepts of vagueness, im-
precision, uncertainty and inconsistency provide interesting extensions to the area of
information retrieval. Imprecision and vagueness are present in natural language and
take part in real-world human communication. User friendly and flexible advanced
IRS should be able to offer user interface for non experienced users allowing nat-
ural deployment of these concepts in user-system interaction for more effective
information retrieval.

IR models exploiting fuzzy techniques can overcome some of the limitations
pointed out in first part of this chapter [15]. They support different grades of
document-query relevance, cut inaccuracies and oversimplifications happening dur-
ing document indexing and introduce the concepts of vagueness and imprecision in
query language.

7.4.1 Genetic Algorithms in Information Retrieval

Multiple works have been recently published in the area of IR and search query
optimization as this topic becomes increasingly challenging. The use of various
evolutionary algorithms was proposed at multiple stages of the information retrieval
process. Fan et al. [9] introduced genetic ranking function discovery framework.
Nyongesa and Maleki-dizaji [21] used evolutionary interactive evolutionary learn-
ing for user modeling.

Yeh et al. [32] described in 2007 a genetic programming for IR ranking func-
tion discovery and introduced a set of numerical experiments demonstrating the
contribution of proposed method to IR efficiency. Yeh et al. innovatively combined
different types of evidences including classical IR content features, structure fea-
tures, and query independent features to the ranking function.

Several contributions towards evolutionary optimization of search queries were
introduced. Kraft et al. [15] used genetic programming to optimize Boolean search
queries over a documentary database with an emphasis on the comparison of several
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IR effectiveness measures as objective functions. Cordón et al. [6] introduced
MOGA-P, an algorithm to deal with search query optimization as a multi-objective
optimization problem and compared their approach with several other methods
including Kraft’s. Yoshioka and Haraguchi [33] introduced query reformulation in-
terface to transform Boolean search queries into more efficient search expressions.

In one of the recent contributions to evolutionary query optimization, A. Aly [1]
introduced a genetic algorithm for vector query reformulation based on vector space
model of an IR system. The method is based on evolutionary learning of significant
terms from search results to modify user queries. Snášel, Nyongesa et al. [27] used
similar approach to learn user profiles in IRS based on click-through data and search
engine expertness profiling.

This work aims to evaluate evolutionary learning of Boolean search queries in
both, traditional crisp Information Retrieval frameworks and advanced fuzzy Infor-
mation Retrieval systems.

7.4.2 Fuzzy Principles in Information Retrieval

Fuzzy concepts affect most phases of IR process. They are deployed during
document indexing, query formulation and search request evaluation. Informa-
tion retrieval is seen as fuzzy multi-criteria decision making in the presence of
vagueness. In general, document is interpreted as a fuzzy set of document de-
scriptors and queries as a composite of soft search constraints to be applied on
documents. Document-query evaluation process is based on fuzzy ranking of the
documents in documentary collection according to the level of their conformity to
the soft search criteria specified via user queries. The document-query matching
has to deal with the uncertainty arising from the nature of fuzzy decision making
and from the fact that user information needs can be recognized, interpreted and
understood only partially. Moreover, the document content is described only in a
rough, imperfect way [4].

In the fuzzy enabled IR frameworks, soft search criteria could be specified us-
ing linguistic variables. User search queries can contain elements declaring level
of partial importance of the search statement elements. Linguistic variables such as
“probably” or “it is possible that”, can be used to declare the partial preference about
the truth of the stated information. The interpretation of linguistic variables is then
among the key phases of query evaluation process. Term relevance is considered as
a gradual (vague) concept. The decision process performed by the query evaluation
mechanism computes the degree of satisfaction of the query by the representation
of each document. This degree, called Retrieval Status Value (RSV), is considered
as an estimate of the relevance of the document with respect to the query. RSV D 1
corresponds to maximum relevance and RSV D 0 denotes no relevance. The val-
ues within the range ( 0, 1) correspond to particular level of document relevance
between the two extremes 0 and 1 [4].

Possibility theory together with the concept of linguistic variable defined within
fuzzy set theory provides a unifying formal framework to formalize the processing
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of imperfect information [4]. Inaccurate information is inevitably present in in-
formation retrieval systems and textual databases applications. The automatically
created document representation based on a selection of index terms is invariably
incomplete and far worse than document representations created manually by hu-
man experts who utilize their subjective theme knowledge when performing the
indexing task. Automated text indexing deals with imprecision since the terms are
not all fully significant to characterise the document content and their statistical dis-
tribution does not reflect their relevance to the information included in the document
necessarily. Their significance depends also on the context in which they appear and
on the unique personality of the inquirer. During query formulation, users might
have only a vague idea of the information they are looking for therefore face diffi-
culties when formulating their information needs by the means of query language
of particular IR system. A flexible IRS should be designed to provide detailed and
rich representation of documents, sensibly interpret and evaluate soft queries and
hence offer efficient information retrieval service in the conditions of vagueness
and imprecision [4].

In the next section, Extended Boolean IR model as the representative of fuzzy
IR models will be discussed in details. Some other recent fuzzy IR models will be
briefly presented.

7.4.3 Extended Boolean IR Model

Fuzzy generalizations of the Boolean model have been defined to extend existing
Boolean IRSs without the need to redesign them. Classic Boolean model of IR rep-
resents documents as sets of indexed terms. Therefore we can for every term say
whether it belongs to the set representing the document (then a weight 1 is assigned
to the term for the particular document representation) or not (a weight 0 is as-
signed). The term weight is either 0 or 1 and multiple occurrences of the term in the
document do not affect its internal representation.

Extended Boolean model of IR is based on fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic.
Documents are interpreted as fuzzy sets of indexed terms, assigning to every term
contained in the document particular weight from the range of [0, 1] expressing the
degree of significance of the term for document representation. Hence documents
are modeled more accurately than in classic Boolean IR model. Formal collection
description in extended Boolean IR model is shown in Eqs. 7.15 and 7.16.

di D .ti1; ti2; : : : ; tin/; 8tij 2 f0; 1g (7.15)

D D

0
BBB@

t11 t12 � � � t1n
t21 t22 � � � t2n
:::

:::
:::

tm1 tm2 � � � tmn

1
CCCA (7.16)
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Next new feature of extended Boolean IR model is fuzzy extension of query
language aiming at providing apparatus to express more flexible and accurate
search requests. Two techniques are being used for query enhancement query term
weighting using numeric weights or linguistic variables and Boolean conjunction
parameterization for expressing relationships among the extremes of AND, OR,
NOT, etc. [15]. Choosing appropriate indexing procedure is essential for exploita-
tion of extended Boolean IR model benefits. Internal documentary collection model
should be as accurate as possible snapshot of the collection of textual documents
in natural language and at the same time a basis for efficient and practical search.
Fuzzy indexing function is defined as shown in Eq. 7.17, where D stands for the set
of all documents and T for set of all indexed terms.

F W D � T ! Œ0; 1� (7.17)

Kraft in [15] used Salton’s TFIDFt indexing formula introduced for VSM as tex-
tual document indexing mechanism in extended Boolean IR model. Query language
is in extended Boolean model of IR upgraded by the possibility of weighting
query terms in order to express different importance of those in search request
and by weighting (parameterizing) aggregation operators to soften or blur their
impact on query evaluation [7, 16]. Consider Q to be the set of user queries over
a collection then the weight of term t in query q is denoted as a.q; t/ satisfying
a W Q � T ! Œ0; 1�. To evaluate atomic query of one term, stating therefore only
one search criterion, will be used function g W Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1� ! Œ0; 1�. The value
of q.F.q; t/; a/ is called retrieval status value (RSV). For RSV enumeration is cru-
cial the interpretation of query term weight a. The most used interpretations are
to see query term weight as importance weight, threshold or ideal document de-
scription [7,16]. The theorems for RSV evaluation in the case of importance weight
interpretation and threshold interpretation are shown in Eqs. 7.18 and 7.19 respec-
tively [7, 16], where P.a/ and Q.a/ are coefficients used for tuning the threshold
curve. An example of P.a/ and Q.a/ could be as follows: P.a/ D 1Ca

2
and

Q.a/ D 1Ca2

4
. The RSV formula in Eq. 7.19 is illustrated in Fig. 7.5a. Adopting

the threshold interpretation, an atomic query containing term t of the weight a is a
request to retrieve documents having F.d; t/ equal or greater to a. For documents
satisfying this condition will be rated with high RSV and contrariwise documents
having F.d; t/ smaller than a will be rated with small RSV.

RSV D
(

min.a; F.d; t// if t is operand of OR

max.1 � a; F.d; t// if t is operand of AND
(7.18)

RSV D
(
P.a/F.d;t/

a
pro F.d; t/ < a

P.a/CQ.a/F.d;t/�a
1�a pro F.d; t/ � a (7.19)

Query term weight a can be understood as ideal document term weight prescrip-
tion. In that case, RSV will be evaluated according to Eq. 7.20, enumerating the
distance between F.d; t/ and a in a symmetric manner as shown in Fig. 7.5b. This
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Fig. 7.5 Graphic representation of the three RSV functions. (a) PR-landscape for Eq. 7.19
(b) PR-landscape for Eq. 7.20 (c) PR-landscape for Eq. 7.21

means that a document with lower term weight will be rated with the same RSV as
document with higher term weight, considering the same differences. Asymmetric
version of Eq. 7.20 is shown in Eq. 7.21 and illustrated in Fig. 7.5c.

RSV D eK�.F .d;t/�a/2 (7.20)

RSV D
(
eK�.F .d;t/�a/2 pro F.d; t/ < a

P.a/CQ.a/F.d;t/�a
1�a pro F.d; t/ � a (7.21)

Single weighted term is basic element of fuzzified Boolean query. Aggrega-
tion operators concatenating query elements into more flexible and powerful search
expressions might be weighted as well. The operator weight interpretation is an-
other key part of fuzzy Boolean query evaluation. In general, various T-norm and
T-conorm pairs might be used for fuzzy generalization of AND and OR operators
while evaluating NOT as fuzzy complement. Operator weights are in these cases
handled in the same manner as query term weight achieving higher flexibility and
expressiveness of search expressions. Nevertheless, such approach does not reduce
the complexity of Boolean logic needed to use the queries efficiently [16]. Al-
ternatively, new definitions of aggregation operators for fuzzy queries have been
introduced. Vague relationship among selection criteria is expressed using linguis-
tic quantifiers such as all, most of, at least n, introducing blurred behaviour between
AND and OR and allowing easier query formulation [7, 16].

7.4.4 Fuzzy IR Effectiveness Evaluation

When evaluating effectiveness of an IR system, precision and recall are among the
most popular performance measures serving as a basis for numerous derived indi-
cators such as effectiveness E or F-score F . For the enumeration of precision and
recall in the framework of fuzzy IR systems cannot be used crisp precision and re-
call as specified in Eq. 7.10. New definitions were proposed on the basis of Zadehs
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cardinality (see Eq. 7.22; the function�A.x/ assigns to every item x its fuzzy weight
in fuzzy set A) as shown in Eqs. 7.23 and 7.24 [17].

card.A/ D kAk D
X

x2A
�A.x/ (7.22)

�.X jY / D
( kX\Y k
kY k kY k ¤ 0

1 kY k D 0 (7.23)

P D �.RELjRET/ and R D �.RETjREL/ (7.24)

7.5 Experimental Evaluation

This section describes computational experiments performed in order to validate
presented search improvement and user modeling techniques. First, the experiments
on Genetic Programming for query optimization will be presented Second, an online
experiment comparing the efficiency of web search with and without query opti-
mization and user profiling will be introduced.

7.5.1 Offline Query Optimization Experiments

A series of computer experiments was conducted in order to evaluate proposed GP
enabled IR framework in both, crisp Boolean IR model and fuzzified Extended
Boolean IR model [22, 23, 25, 27]. Experiments were executed using data taken
from the LISA1 collection. The collection was indexed for both Boolean IR and
Extended Boolean IR systems, using Salton’s indexing function based on normal-
ized term frequency and normalized inverse document frequency in the latter case.
Indexed collection contained 5999 documents and 18442 unique indexed terms.

Genetic Programming was used to evolve Boolean search queries. Boolean
expressions were parsed and encoded into tree like chromosomes (see Fig. 7.6).
Genetic operators were applied on nodes of the tree chromosomes. Several parame-
ters were fixed for all experiments:

� Mutation probabilityD 0.2
� Crossover probabilityD 0.8
� Maximum number of generationsD 1000
� Population of 70 individuals (queries)

We have used two scenarios for initial population. In the first case, all queries in
initial population were generated randomly. In the second scenario, three better

1 Available at: http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/idom/ir resources/test collections/
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Fig. 7.6 Search query
(w3 and w4) xor ((w5 and w6)
or not w8) encoded for GP

w5 w6

w3 w4 AND

AND

NOT

OR

XOR

w8

Table 7.1 Summary for experiments results

IR model User query Initial population enhancement

BIRM ((“EXTREMELY” AND “FUNDS” OR “BIBLIOGRAPHIC”
“POOR”) OR “FUNDS”) “EXTREMELY” AND “INNOVATORS”

NOT (“POOR” XOR “FUNDS”)

EBIRM ((“EXTREMELY”:0.94 AND “FUNDS”:0.9 OR “BIBLIOGRAPHIC”:0.8
“POOR”:0.50) OR:0.50 “EXTREMELY”:0.3 AND “INNOVATORS”

“FUNDS”:0.90) NOT (“POOR” XOR:0.03 “FUNDS”:0.5)

ranked queries, created by the experiment administrators, were added to the
initial population. Two selection strategies were investigated: elitary selection
choosing parents among the best ranked individuals and probabilistic selection
implementing the roulette wheel selection algorithm. Two mutation strategies were
under investigation. Single point mutation performs random perturbation of one
gene (i.e., one node) of the query chromosome and each point mutation attempts
to apply mutation operator on every gene in the chromosome. Mutation is imple-
mented as replacement of the node by an equivalent. This means that OR might be
replaced by XOR and AND. NOT operator might be inserted or removed.

A user query was used to mark documents in the collection with some relevance
degree. The user query (or its equivalent) represents in laboratory conditions desired
output of the optimization algorithm. The experiments were conducted in crisp and
fuzzy laboratory Information Retrieval framework. The crisp IR framework was
marked as Boolean Information Retrieval Model (BIRM) and the fuzzy IR frame-
work was denoted as Extended Boolean Information Retrieval Model (EBIRM).
Due to the stochastic character of GP process, all experiments were executed sev-
eral times and mean experimental results evaluated.

Table 7.1 lists the user query and better ranked queries injected into initial
population in some experiments.

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 summarize the experimental results obtained for different sce-
narios. Experiments are labeled with the following flags: single point mutation I,
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Table 7.2 Summary
of experimental results
in BIRM

Scenario Precision Recall F-score

REI 0.04699 0.089552 0.0486915
REC 0.040411 0.11194 0.0621065
RPI 0.064519 0.074627 0.069205
RPC 0.053471 0.119403 0.0689775
SEI 1 0.985075 0.992481
SEC 1 0.985075 0.992481
SPI 1 0.985075 0.992481
SPC 1 0.985075 0.992481

Table 7.3 Summary
of experimental results
in EBIRM

Scenario Precision Recall F-score

REI 0.078706 0.027165 0.04039
REC 0.078706 0.027165 0.04039
RPI 0.0765365 0.0760845 0.0754315
RPC 0.163975 0.0389625 0.060813
SEI 0.9933375 0.9045225 0.9454495
SEC 0.993873 0.968469 0.9810005
SPI 0.9138465 0.9696315 0.940731
SPC 0.9965815 0.968436 0.9823045

each point mutation C, elitism E, probabilistic selection P, seeded queries S and
random initial population R. The results were taken as an average for fitness values
for precision, recall and F -score.

From the experiments with Boolean queries we conclude the following results:
Genetic Programming succeeded in optimization of Boolean and extended Boolean
search queries. Crucial for the optimization process was the quality of initial
population. For successful optimization, initial population must contain at least
some quality queries pointing to documents related to user needs. This fact was
especially significant when optimizing extended queries with weighted terms and
operators. Weight assessment rapidly increases search domain of the problem.
F -score fitness was preferred as a measure combining precision and recall into

one value by the means of information retrieval and therefore simplifying query
optimization from multi-objective to a single-objective task. Figures 7.7–7.12 illus-
trate the improvements of F -score, Precision and Recall of the optimized queries in
different experimental cases. Figures 7.13 and 7.14 respectively show the significant
differences of optimization results when using random initial population and seeded
initial population.

7.5.2 Online Experiments

To evaluate proposed user modeling method and search optimization technique,
a set of experiments comparing search experience in different cases with and
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Fig. 7.8 The comparison of achieved F-score for different algorithm setups in EBIRM with
seeded initial population

without query optimization support was designed and performed. Number of
emitted queries, average click rate and length of mouse trajectory created be-
fore retrieving satisfactory information were traced as an objective measure of the
efficiency of search task.

Intentionally, user queries were during experiments constructed from simple to
more complex. In order to create initial user profile for optimized search, the par-
ticipants performed common search activities focused on evolutionary algorithms
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Fig. 7.10 The comparison of achieved precision for different algorithm setups in BIRM with
seeded initial population

and optimization techniques. The resulting profile snapshot contained 1;044 terms
in 120 documents and 25 queries such as:

� “genetic” AND “algorithm”
� “genetic” AND “operator”
� “dynamic” AND “optimization”
� “dynamic” AND “optimization” AND “task” AND NOT “dbm”
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Fig. 7.11 The comparison of achieved recall for different algorithm setups in EBIRM with
seeded initial population
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Fig. 7.12 The comparison of achieved recall for different algorithm setups in BIRM with seeded
initial population

7.5.2.1 Online Experiments and Discussion

In the first experiment summarized in Table 7.4, the desired information should
describe known evolutionary techniques for dynamic optimization problems which
was searched during profiling phase. The submitted user query was

� “genetic” AND “algorithm”

In the first online experiment, the optimization process managed to modify query
towards previously observed area of interest and the same document was retrieved
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Fig. 7.13 The comparison of achieved F-score for used algorithm setups with seeded (S) and
random (R) initial population in BIRM

Fig. 7.14 The comparison of achieved F-score for used algorithm setups with seeded (S) and
random (R) initial population in EBIRM

Table 7.4 Summary of first
online experiment

Search type
Criterion Non-optimized Optimized

No. of queries 4 1
No. of clicks 55 7
Mouse trajectory [m] 12 1,8
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Table 7.5 Summary
of second online experiment

Search type
Criterion Non-optimized Optimized

No. of queries 5 2
No. of clicks 22 14
Mouse trajectory [m] 4,6 2,20

Table 7.6 Summary of third
online experiment

Search type
Criterion Non-optimized Optimized

No. of queries 4 4
No. of clicks 92 104
Mouse trajectory [m] 14,44 17,21

in just one step. This was an expected result since the user profile was created
when searching for exactly this information. Optimized search discovered the same
document as un-optimized.

Second online experiment, as shown in Table 7.5, features search for new infor-
mation from the same area, adaptive optimization via genetic programming. The
submitted user queries were

� “adaptive” AND “optimization”
� “adaptive” AND “optimization” AND “genetic”

When searching information from an area covered by the user model, the
optimization process helps to retrieve satisfactory information in fewer steps than
non-optimized search. Different search types retrieved different documents but both
documents were by the inquirer accepted as satisfactory.

The third online experiment covers situation when the searched information be-
longs to different area than the one captured by the user profile. The searched
information is weather forecast for Ostrava, Czech Republic with aim to daylight
period. The submitted queries were:

� “weather” AND “daylight”
� “weather” AND “daylight” AND “Ostrava”
� “weather” AND “daylight” AND “Ostrava” AND “year”
� “daylight” AND “Ostrava”

In the third online experiment, there was no improvement observed. The same
number of queries was issued and the number of clicks and mouse trajectory were
slightly higher for optimized search. This means, that when the search aims out of
the known web region, the optimization process brings no benefits.

The performed experiments suggest that the method is able to improve (speed up)
search in the areas covered by the user profile (Tables 7.4 and 7.5). It is not able to
improve search process when aiming to totally new area of interest, however in real-
life deployment; the application would be able to learn from every submitted query
while in presented set of experiments the profile was constant (Table 7.6).
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7.6 Conclusion

The area of information retrieval faces today enormous challenges. The information
society in the age of Internet excels in producing huge amounts of data and it is
often complicated to retrieve information retrieved in such data sources. Decades
ago, sophisticated techniques and algorithms forming information retrieval systems
were designed to handle document collections available at that time. Information
retrieval systems have gone over an intensive evolution to satisfy increasing needs
of growing data bases. In their mature form, they are still present in the heart of
Internet search engines, one of the key communication hubs of our society.

Internet search allows exploitation of large amount of knowledge available in
the ubiquitous multitude of data. Information search is one of the most impor-
tant e-activities. The IR systems, despite their advanced features, need revision and
improvement in order to achieve better performance and provide inquirer with more
satisfactory answers. Aiming to achieve better performance, more flexible models
and techniques are requested. Fuzzy set framework has been proved as suitable
formalism for modeling and handling vagueness and imprecision, the hot topics
of information retrieval. Numerous researches considering various applications of
fuzzy set technology have been initiated and conducted, some recent summarized in
this chapter. The deployment of fuzzy techniques in all phases of IR has brought im-
provement of IR results and therefore increases user satisfaction. Lotfi Zadeh once
called fuzzy technology computing with words. Information retrieval performs real
world computation with words for decades. The symbiosis of these two progressive
areas promises exciting results for the coming years.

Evolutionary techniques are an excellent tool to extract non-explicit informa-
tion from data. Their unique ability to estimate, evolve and improve can be used to
model Internet search user. Implicit data, such as the click-stream, produced during
the web browsing activities could be exploited to keep track of the preferences of ev-
ery single user. Such model is accurate, flexible, and can be well exploited for query
optimization. Simultaneous deployment of fuzzy set techniques for better document
modeling and genetic algorithms for query optimization brings a significant contri-
bution to the ultimate goal of web search: bringing knowledge to man.
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Chapter 8
Human–Web Interactions

Peter Géczy, Noriaki Izumi, Shotaro Akaho, and Kôiti Hasida

Abstract Investigation of human behavior in electronic environments is rapidly
gaining eminent position in web research. The driving forces of this endeavor origi-
nate from both commercial and scientific spheres. The commercial sector is eagerly
exploring the human web behavior characteristics for amplifying and expanding
the revenue generating possibilities. Novel trends in web development, as well as
internet business models, unavoidably incorporate the elements of human–web in-
teractions. The scientific inquiry into human web behavior is fundamentally oriented
toward exploring, analyzing, understanding, modeling, and applying the findings.

Early conceptions of human web behavior essentially assumed a random nature
of human actions. The recent findings, however, revealed that human behavior in
electronic environments exhibits bursts of activity followed by longer inactivity pe-
riods. This is being attributed to the conceptual prioritization of cognitive processes.
We tend to divide our web interactions into segments of tasks having varying com-
plexities. The presented perspective on the human–web interactions reflects this
fundamental nature of our web behavior. The segmentation of human web inter-
actions enables us to observe and elucidate several pertinent behavioral aspects. We
can observe how users form elemental and complex browsing patterns, how their
behavior habituates, and how they utilize the web navigation space. Human web
navigation displays significant long tail characteristics in all analyzed topological
aspects. A novel model that accurately captures it has been presented. Results of
human–web interaction research have been applied to advanced systems improving
our experience in web environments.

Future web will be increasingly user-conscious and user-centered. The human–
web interaction research will play a primary role in this endeavor. Engineering
challenges for the future web will lead to numerous scientific and commercial op-
portunities. Communities of academics and practitioners will greatly benefit from
the human web behavior findings. Reaching the future potentials and ambitious
goals, however, will demand broader interdisciplinary orientation and collaboration.
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8.1 Introduction

World wide web has evolved during the past few decades into a global medium.
The early web was predominantly static [1]. Information was presented via hyper-
text documents that were formatted using a set of predefined elements. Users were
mainly passive receivers of displayed information.

More recently, web has become significantly more interactive. Dynamically gen-
erated documents, animations, vector graphics, rich internet applications, and other
technologies have become common in web design. The new interactive technologies
enrich user experiences and enable two-way interaction: human$web.

The relative novelty of the web as a major world wide interaction medium
presents numerous research opportunities and challenges. It also highlights an enor-
mous commercial potential. Emergent web research and intelligence substantially
benefits from observation, analysis, and deeper understanding of human web be-
havior. The evolution of the world wide web itself will inevitably adopt the findings
from human–web interaction research.

Study of human–web interactions has been attracting significant attention from
both academic and corporate spheres [2, 3]. The academics and researchers attempt
to capture the underlying behavioral aspects, whereas the corporate sector aims at
utilizing the findings in revenue generating opportunities of web-based e-commerce
[4–7].

How can we, humans, interact with the web environment? Our interactions are
largely determined by the modalities encompassed by the most commonly used in-
put/output devices: display, keyboard, and mouse (with exception of some mobile
devices that have touch-based interfaces instead of mouse-like ones). Novel devices
may expand the interaction modes and enrich our interactive experiences in future
digital environments.

What is the interaction-enabling mechanism of the web? The high-level per-
spective of the underlying mechanism is relatively straightforward. Encoded web
document is rendered by a browser and shown on a display. The document may con-
tain elements ranging from text to multimedia. The elements may permit one-way or
two-way interactions. Within the document are embedded links to other documents
and resources. Users can access these resources by preforming simple actions.

The prevailing human web behavior appears to be relatively simple. A user visits
a web page containing information and links to other resources. After browsing
throughout the information displayed on the page, a user decides on a follow-up
resource – usually indicated by a hyperlink. Clicking on the hyperlink, the following
resource is displayed. It may again contain hyperlinks to other resources. In this
manner, the noticeable interaction pattern emerges: document display! click !
document display! click! document display, and so on. It is often called a click
stream (see Fig. 8.1). The seemingly simple click stream contains rich information
about users’ browsing patterns and habits. Its analysis provides vital knowledge for
building advanced applications enhancing our web experience.
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Fig. 8.1 Common users access the web environment via computers and/or mobile devices. The
major interaction pattern reflects progression from the display of one page to the next. The transi-
tions between pages are often initiated by actions – such as clicks – on the emphasized links

Fig. 8.2 Illustration of a single loop in progressive spiral of research on human–web interactions

8.1.1 Elucidation of Human–Web Interactions

Research on human–web interactions spans across several domains: data collection,
preprocessing, analysis, modeling, and application of findings. These domains form
a loop in a progressive research spiral – illustrated in Fig. 8.2.

Data Collection Acquiring reliable data on human–web interactions is the first
step. The data acquisition methods may range from behavioral observations to auto-
mated non-invasive techniques. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages.
Different data collection methods are suitable for different elucidation purposes.
General trend in human web behavior research gravitates toward the automated non-
invasive methods. The interaction data is collected automatically, in the background,
without disturbing or restricting users. These methods often allow on-the-fly data
processing.

Preprocessing Acquired data on human–web interactions is often contaminated. It
contains elements or artifacts unsuitable for analytic purposes. Preprocessing of the
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acquired data is often required prior to the analysis. Preprocessing removes undesir-
able data components and/or artifacts that would affect the analysis. It also reduces
the data volume. This is particularly beneficial in online data processing. Automated
data collection techniques often generate substantial data volumes. Reducing the
data volume helps to maintain efficiency in the subsequent processing stages.

Analysis Preprocessed and cleaned human–web interaction data is used for anal-
ysis. At the beginning of the analysis, the click stream sequences of user web
navigation are reconstructed. The sequences are often long and contain interactions
detected during the extensive time periods. For analytic purposes, it is desirable
to observe shorter temporal segments of interactions. The long click streams are
divided into smaller parts according to user activity and inactivity. The smaller ac-
tivity segments, and their interrelations, are variously analyzed for individual users
and/or groups.

Modeling Analytically observed features of human–web interactions are vital for
creating viable models of human behavior in web environments. The models may
encompass various aspects of human navigation and browsing characteristics. The
modeling of human–web interactions generally targets verification of underly-
ing behavioral aspects, or validation of concepts and algorithms for applications.
Complexity and accuracy of models depend on the objectives. Deeper behavioral
features require more complex models, whereas practical applicability demands
computational efficiency.

Applications Findings in human–web interaction research are extensively utilized
in numerous application domains; for instance: recommender systems, collabora-
tive filtering engines, and personalization systems. Knowledge of users’ browsing
and behavioral characteristics helps to personalize the browsing experiences. Rec-
ommender systems provide suggestions to web users on various items of potential
interest (ranging from search results to commercial goods). Collaborative filtering
engines leverage similarities between ‘like-minded/behaved’ users.

In the following sections we look closer on these essential areas of human–web
interaction research and provide a concise overview of our recent achievements.
Data Collection and Preprocessing sections do not require formalisms. The formal
approach is adopted from the Analysis section and utilized in the remaining sections.

8.2 Data Collection

Human–web interaction data can be collected by various methods. Generally, we
can distinguish two classes of approaches: invasive and non-invasive. The former ap-
proaches introduce an invasive factor when acquiring the data. The latter approaches
are transparent to users.

Methods in invasive data acquisition category utilize for example eye track-
ing devices [8, 9], or surveys and protocols [10, 11]. The eye tracking devices are
capable of monitoring the user eye movement during the browsing experiences.
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By superimposing the recorded eye movement data on the image displayed on the
screen one can obtain a reasonable account of what a user has been looking at on
a web page. Eye tracking approaches are useful when evaluating visual impression
of elements displayed on the page. However, they are usually confined to controlled
laboratory environments.

Surveys and protocol based studies collect data by administering surveys, ques-
tionnaires, interviews, and evaluation protocols to users. They can be administered
prior to the browsing experiences, during the browsing, and/or after the browsing
tasks. Administration can be done by humans or automated agents – adaptively
modifying tests for self-administration by users [12]. Combinations of human ob-
server, third-party ratings, and software agents have also been explored [13]. These
behavioral approaches can acquire valuable data about the browsing experience that
is otherwise unobtainable. Unfortunately, they are time and resource consuming.

The invasive techniques, although valuable, have either one or more of the
following limiting issues: they can be perceived as disruptive (e.g., during brows-
ing), they are difficult to perform on a large scale, and do not provide data for online
processing. The interactive web applications, utilizing human behavioral data, re-
quire that data collection techniques be transparent to users during browsing, largely
scalable, and provide data immediately for further processing. These properties are
more practically important, event though the collected data might not be as feature
rich and detailed.

The automated non-invasive data acquisition methods can be classified, depend-
ing on where the data is actually collected, as: client-side or server-side. The former
collects data directly from user’s computer via which he/she accesses the web. The
latter collects data at the server serving the web documents.

Client-side data collection requires a code executable on user’s computer. This
is usually a script embedded in a web document the user accesses. When a user
requests a web document from the server, the server sends to user both a web doc-
ument and a script. The web document is rendered by a browser and the script is
executed locally on the client. The script collects desired data and sends it to the
specified data collection server that may store it in a database. The mechanism is
illustrated in Fig. 8.3 (down).

Client-side data acquisition has both advantages and disadvantages. The major
advantages include more accurate data collection, and less data loss. The main dis-
advantage is the requirement of enabled scripting. If the scripts are disabled (either
globally or just for the specific site serving the script; or data collection server is
otherwise blocked by the client) the mechanism simply does not work. [Note there
may be other methods such as programs running directly on the client, or modules
loaded in a browser that perform similar tasks.]

Server-side data collection functions as follows. Whenever client requests any
document or resource from the web server, the transaction record is stored into files
generated directly by the server. These files are called web log files, or simply web
logs. The web server can store various kinds of log files – depending on the setup
(e.g., access logs, error logs, script logs, rewrite logs, etc.). Intuitive illustration of
this mechanism is presented in Fig. 8.3 (up).
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Fig. 8.3 Illustration of server-side and client-side data collection techniques. Server-side: when-
ever a user requests a document from the server, the server records the request in a web log file.
Client-side: document requested by a user contains a script executed on user’s computer that col-
lects data and sends it to a database server. The database server can be different from the web
server

Server-side data acquisition is more robust in a sense that it does not impose any
additional requirements on the users’ end. It works independently of the setup on
the client side. Any requests arriving to the server are directly recorded by the server
itself. The disadvantage of the server-side data acquisition approach is a partial data
loss primarily due to caching and proxing.

Proxy server acts as an intermediary between a client and a web server. It col-
lects the requests from multiple clients and forwards them to the servers. Hence the
web server records the requests arriving from the proxy server rather than from the
individual clients. Cache is a storage of duplicate data. It is usually implemented on
both: a browser and a proxy server. It stores documents or resources already fetched
by the server, or the ones likely to be requested – so-called pre-fetching. When
a client requests a document that is already cached, it is served directly from the
cache and not by the web server. This way, the server does not receive the request
for the document and thus dose not generate the record in a log file.

8.3 Case Study: Data and Intranet Portal

This study uses server-side web log data. Server web logs contain records in a spec-
ified format. Format of log records is configurable. Administrator of a web server
can choose which information should be recorded, in which order, and which log
files should be generated. Following is an example of an access log recorded by
Apache web server in combined log format.
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127.0.0.1 - Peter [8/May/2008:20:55:36 +0700]
"GET /picture.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 1234
"http://www.example.com/start.html"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; en-US) Firefox/2.0.0.14"

The log record contains several fields providing useful information about the
request to the web server. Below is a concise description of individual fields:

127.0.0.1
IP address of the client from which the request originated.

-
Remote logname: not available – indicated by the ‘hyphen’.

Peter
Identification of user requesting the document.

[8/May/2008:20:55:36 +0700]
Date and time stamp (with time zone at the end).

GET /picture.gif HTTP/1.0
Request line. It indicates that the request method used by the client was GET, the
requested resource was /picture.gif, and the used protocol was HTTP/1.0.

200
The status code sent by the server to the client (200 indicates a successful
response).

1234
The size of the object returned to the client.

http://www.example.com/start.html
Referrer: the resource that the client reports having been referred from.

Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; en-US) Firefox/2.0.0.14
Client’s browser identification (together with operating system and language).

Our web log data contained records accumulated during a 1 year period. The
log records were in the combined format descried earlier. The records, however, did
not include remote logname, user identification, and referrer information. The data
was voluminous and spread across several thousand files. Each file held records of
specific web server during 24 h period. A concise description of data is presented in
Table 8.1.

The data was collected at the intranet portal of The National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. The organizational portal has

Table 8.1 Information about
web log data and intranet
portal

Data volume �60 GB
Average daily volume �54 MB
Number of web servers 6
Number of log files 6,814
Average file size �9 MB
User population �10,000
Collection period 1 year
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approximately ten thousand users. The majority of users are skilled knowledge
workers. The users range from administrative and technical staff, to researchers and
managers.

The intranet web portal has a load balancing architecture comprising of six
servers providing extensive range of web services and documents vital to the or-
ganization. Intranet services supported managerial, administrative, and accounting
processes (e.g., attendance verification, resource localization and utilization, search,
etc.). The portal incorporates numerous databases (e.g., research achievements) and
provides a bridge for research cooperation with industry and other institutes. It also
hosts bulletin boards and other local networking platforms.

The institution has a number of branches at various locations throughout the
country, thus certain services are decentralized. The size of visible web space was
over 1 GB. Invisible web space was considerably larger, but difficult to estimate due
to the distributed architecture and constantly changing back-end data.

Daily traffic was substantial and so was the data volume. It is important to note
that the data was incomplete. Although some days were completely represented,
every month there were missing logs from specific servers. Server side logs also
suffered data loss due to caching and proxing. However, the missing data was esti-
mated to be marginal in comparison to the overall volume.

8.4 Preprocessing

The initial preprocessing step was data fusion. Recall that the organizational in-
tranet portal was served by six load balanced servers. Thus the clients’ requests
were distributed among the six servers depending on availability (and other condi-
tions). Each web server generated its own records of served requests. The web logs
from individual servers contained only a part of the overall traffic. Reconstruction
of the complete image of portal traffic required proper fusion of log records from
log files of individual web servers. The web log data was appropriately fused with
respect to the temporal information and clients’ IP addresses.

The portal traffic was both human and machine generated. The web servers do
not distinguish between human and machine requests. They record every arrived and
served request. The web log data was largely contaminated by records originating
from automatic monitoring agents. Automatic monitors, verifying the responsive-
ness of the servers (and other aspects of the intranet portal), generated large number
of log records that had to be filtered.

Additional cleaning of web log data was also performed. The data contained
invalid requests to intranet resources (using various protocols and ports). These
records were eliminated. There were also log records related to web graphics (in all
major formats), cascading style sheets used for document formatting, and embedded
client-side scripts uploaded to users’ machines. These were removed as well.

All the other log records were preserved. The records encompassed wide ranging
activity of human users in the web based intranet portal environment. Among them
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Table 8.2 Essential data
statistics after preprocessing

Log records 315,005,952
Clean log records 126,483,295
Unique IP addresses 22,077
Unique URLs 3,015,848
Scripts 2,855,549
HTML documents 35,532
PDF documents 33,305
DOC documents 4,385
Others 87,077

were, for instance, accessed static pages as well as dynamically generated ones,
used services, and retrieved syndicated resources. The interactions also included
download of documents in various formats (e.g., PDF, DOC, XLS, PPT, etc.). The
overall recorded scope of human–web interaction was relatively rich.

The cleaned server-side web log records were parsed for individual information
fields and their derivatives. The extracted information included client IP address,
complete URL, base URL, parameters passed via URL, date-time stamp, source
identification, and several basic statistics. The obtained information was suitably
structured and logged into a database. The database consisted of several tables ap-
propriately linked. Database tables were further indexed and optimized for speedy
data retrieval. Basic information summary of web log data after preprocessing is
presented in Table 8.2.

Approximately 40.15% of the original log records remained after the preprocess-
ing and cleaning (see Table 8.2). Significant portion of raw web log data (almost
60%) was not relevant to human–web interactions. Major access to intranet re-
sources was via scripts (94.68%). Only relatively minor portions of accessible
resources were static HTML documents (1.18%), PDF documents (1.1%), DOC
documents (0.15%), and others (2.89%), such as downloadable software, updates,
spreadsheets, syndicated resources, etc. Observed IP address space (22077 unique
IPs) consisted of both statically and dynamically assigned IP addresses. Smaller
portion of IP addresses were static, and relatively uniquely associable with users.
Extensive use of dynamic addressing (DHCP) contributed to the larger portion of
the IP address space. The detected number of the unique IP addresses proportion-
ally corresponded to the number of users.

8.5 Analysis

Exploration of human interactions in web environments requires establishment of
an analytic framework. The framework should effectively capture spatio-temporal
dimensions of human–web interactions. It should have a broad analytic reach and
a suitable depth. It must be extensible, and should deliver an actionable knowledge
for wider spectrum of researchers and practitioners.
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We start with a formalization of an analytic framework for exploration and
modeling of human web behavior. The framework utilizes finer temporal segmen-
tation of navigational sequences. It permits identification of the essential navigation
points and behavioral abstractions. Furthermore, it enables observation elemental
and complex browsing pattern formation. A detailed exploratory analysis of knowl-
edge worker browsing behavior is presented. It highlights crucial behavioral features
of users and usability aspects of the studied large organizational web portal.

The analytic framework is further expanded in the application section. The ap-
plication domain necessitates closer observations of multitudes of short-range and
long-range navigational pathways. Higher order browsing abstractions and identi-
fied navigation points are suitably utilized for the expansion. The extended construct
is employed for derivation of an efficient and scalable algorithm that assists users
during their navigation in web environments.

8.5.1 Analytic Framework Formulation

Recent elucidation of temporal dynamics of human behavior in electronic environ-
ments revealed various significant attributes [14]. The individual human actions
appear to be strongly inhomogeneous. The temporal dynamics of human interac-
tions in web environments exhibit periods of activity followed by longer periods
of inactivity [15]. Individuals execute certain tasks rapidly, whereas other tasks
are completed after a substantial delay. The timing of the task execution is being
considered to be perceptually prioritized [16].

Implying from the observed human temporal dynamics in web environments, it is
appropriate to partition the human web interactions according to the detected delays.
This leads to the segmentation of human browsing behavior into the finer elements:
sessions and subsequences [17]. Click stream sequences of page transitions are di-
vided into sessions, and sessions are further divided into subsequences (Fig. 8.4).
The division is done with respect to the user activity and inactivity. Consider the
conventional time-stamp click stream sequence of the following form: f.pi ; ti /gi ,
where pi denotes the visited page URLi at the time ti . For the purpose of analy-
sis this sequence is converted into the form: f.pi ; di /gi where di denotes a delay
between the consecutive views pi ! piC1. User browsing activity f.pi ; di /gi is
divided into subelements according to the periods of inactivity di satisfying certain
criteria.

Definition 8.1 (Session and Subsequence).
Let f.pi ; di /gi be a sequence of pages pi associated with delays di between con-
secutive transitions pi ! piC1.
Browsing session is a sequence B D f.pi ; di /gi where each di � TB . The length
of the browsing session is jBj.
Subsequence of an individual browsing session B is a sequence Q D f.pi ; di /gi
where each delay di � TQ, and f.pi ; di /gi � B . The subsequence length is jQj.
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Fig. 8.4 Illustration of the navigational click stream segmentation. Navigation points and
segments of click streams constitute the elements of the navigation space. Higher order abstractions
of browsing behavior are represented by SE elements and connectors

The sessions correspond to the bursts of human activity in a web environment.
These activity segments are followed by the longer inactivity delays. During the
duration of a session users execute tasks of various complexities which can be fur-
ther divided into the subtasks represented by the subsequences. Delays between the
subsequences are shorter than the session delays. For instance, in a single session
user logins into a system (subsequence 1), locates and downloads a document (sub-
sequence 2), and performs a search for an internal resource (subsequence 3). Then
leaves the web environment and carries out an offline task (e.g., fills in the down-
loaded document using information contained in the searched resource). Later on
returns to the web environment, and in the following session locates and completes
an online form, and uploads the created document. This relatively common exam-
ple of a human interaction with a web environment consists of two session; the first
having three subsequences, and the second only one.

Important issue is determining the appropriate values for delays TB and TQ that
segment the user activity into sessions and subsequences. The former research [18]
indicated that student browsing sessions last on average 25.5 min. However, we
adopt the average maximum attention span of 1 h as a value for TB . If the user’s
browsing activity was followed by a period of inactivity greater than 1 h, it is con-
sidered a single session, and the following activity comprises the next session.

Value of TQ is determined dynamically and computed as an average delay in a
browsing session: TQ D 1

N

PN
iD1 di . If the delays between page views are short, it

is useful to bound the value of TQ from below. This is preferable in environments
with frame-based and/or script generated pages where numerous logs are recorded
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in a rapid transition. Since our situation contained both cases, we adjusted the value
of TQ by bounding it from below by 30 s:

TQ D max
 
30;

1

N

NX

iD1
di

!
: (8.1)

Using the mentioned primitives we define navigation space and subspace as follows.

Definition 8.2 (Navigation Space and Subspace).
Navigation space is a triplet G D .P ;B;Q/where P is a set of points (e.g., URLs),
B is a set of browsing sessions, and Q is a set of subsequences.
Navigation subspace of G is a space A = (D,H,K) where D � P , H � B, and
K � Q; denoted as A � G.

The navigation space incorporates the navigation points and the temporal seg-
ments of logged sequences. It is often the case that web portals employ various
automated monitoring tools, are scanned by web crawlers and spiders from search
engines, and, unfortunately, frequently attacked by malicious software agents. All
this traffic is recorded in logs. Thus the navigation space contains both human and
machine generated traffic. It is practical to divide the navigation space into sub-
spaces based on the nature of the traffic; for example, human navigation subspace
and machine navigation subspace. Different spaces may have distinctively different
topological and/or temporal characteristics. While human navigation subspace may
be utilized for exploration of human dynamics, the machine navigation subspace
may provide valuable information for defense against attackers. In the further text
we primarily focus on the human navigation (sub)space.

Definition 8.3 (Starter, Attractor, Singleton).
Let B D f.Qi ; di /gMi be a browsing session, andQi D f.pik; dik/gNk be its subse-
quence.
Starter is the point p1 of the first pair element of subsequenceQi or sessionB with
length greater that 1. Set of starters is denoted as S .
Attractor is the point pl of the last pair element of subsequence Qi or session B
with length greater that 1; l  N or l  M . Set of attractors is denoted as A.
Singleton is a point p such that there exist a browsing session B or subsequence
Qi where jBj D 1 or jQi j D 1, and .p; d/ 2 B or .p; d/ 2 Qi . Set of singletons
is denoted as Z.

The starters, attractors, and singletons encompass the particular navigation
points. The starters are the initial points of subsequences and sessions. They repre-
sent the initial navigation elements of user actions. The attractors are the terminal
points of subsequences and sessions and are regarded as the users’ targets. Con-
sider the following segment of browsing behavior. A user starts at the ‘welcome’
page, then follows the link to the ‘announcements’ page, and there he/she clicks
on the ‘security updates’ link. After reading the latest security announcements, and
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determining that none of the listed issues apply to his/her system, user leaves the
session. In this example the user initiated the session from the ‘welcome’ page and
targeted the ‘security updates’. Hence the starter is the ‘welcome’ page and the
attractor is the ‘security updates’ page. Singletons relate to the single user actions
such as use of hotlists (e.g., history or bookmarks) [19]. Note that a single point p
can be starter, attractor, and/or singleton.

Definition 8.4 (SE Elements and Connectors).
Let B D f.Qi ; di /gi be a browsing session and Qi , QiC1 be consecutive subse-
quencesQi ! QiC1 of B , Qi D f.pik; dpik/gNk , QiC1 D f.piC1l ; dpiC1l/gMl .
SE element (start-end) of a subsequenceQi is a pair SEi D .pi1; piN /.
Connector of subsequencesQi andQiC1 is a pair Ci D .piN ; piC1;1/.

The SE elements and connectors allow as to observe higher order abstractions of
users’ elemental and complex browsing patterns. The SE elements outline the ab-
stractions of browsing subgoals. Using the example from the former paragraph, the
SE element pair is (‘welcome’, ‘security updates’) pages. From the initial navigation
point, users can follow various navigational pathways to reach the target. Focusing
on the starting and ending points of user actions eliminates the variance of naviga-
tional choices. The connectors indicate the links between the elemental browsing
patterns, thus enable us to elucidate formation of more complex behavioral patterns
as interconnected sequences of the elemental patterns.

8.5.2 Navigation Space and Subspace Extraction

8.5.2.1 Session Extraction

Preprocessed and databased web logs did not contain referrer information. Temporal
sequences were reconstructed by ordering the logs originating from the unique IP
addresses according to the time-stamp information. Time differences between the
consecutive logs constituted the delays between transitions. Ordered log sequences
from the specific IP addresses were divided into the browsing sessions as described
in Definition 8.1. Session divisor was the predetermined user inactivity period dsi
greater than TB = 1 h.

It is noticeable (see Table 8.3) that user sessions on the corporate intranet were on
average longer (approx. 48.5 min) than those of students (approx. 25.5 min) reported
in [18]. Average number of 156 sessions per IP address, and large variation in the
maximum and minimum numbers of sequences from distinct IP addresses, indicate
that association of particular users with the distinct IP addresses is relevant only for
registered static IP addresses.
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Table 8.3 Observed basic
session data statistics

Sessions 3,454,243
Unique sessions 2,704,067
Average sessions per day 9,464
Average session length 36 [transitions]
Average session duration 2,912.23 [s] (48 min 32 s)
Average dpi delay per session 81.55 [s] (1 min 22 s)
Average sessions per IP address 156
Maximum 1,553
Minimum 1

8.5.2.2 Subsequence Extraction and Human Navigation Subspace

Recorded session sequences were analyzed for subsequences as specified in
Definition 8.1. Segmentation of sessions into subsequences was according to the
dynamically obtained value of the delay separator TQ expressed in (8.1).

It has been observed that sessions contained machine generated subsequences. As
seen in the histogram of average delays between subsequences (Fig. 8.5a), there was
a disproportionally large number of sessions with average delays between subse-
quences around 30 min and 1 h. This is indicated by the spikes in Fig. 8.5a. Detailed
view (see subcharts of Fig. 8.5a) revealed that the variation in the average delay
between subsequences was approximately ˙3 s. The observed temporal variation
significantly correlates with the peak average subsequence duration (Fig. 8.5b). It is
highly unlikely that human generated traffic would produce this precision.

The primary target of our investigation is the human navigation subspace. The
machine generated traffic pollutes the data and should be filtered. We filtered two
main groups of the machine generated subsequences: login subsequences and sub-
sequences with the delay periodicity around 30 min and 1 h.

Every user is required to login into intranet in order to access the services and
resources. The login procedure involves validation and generates several log records
with 0 delays. The records vary depending on whether the login was successful or
unsuccessful. In both cases the log records and the login related subsequences can
be clearly identified and filtered.

The second group of machine generated traffic are the subsequences with peri-
odicity of 30 min and 1 h. Direct way of identifying these subsequences is to search
for the sessions with only two subsequences having less than 1 s (or 0 s) duration
(machines can generate requests fast and local intranet servers are capable of re-
sponding within milliseconds) and delay dsi between the subsequences within the
intervals: 1,800 and 3,600 ˙ 3 s. It has been discovered that substantial number
of such sessions contained relatively small number (170) of unique subsequences.
Furthermore, these subsequences contained only 120 unique URLs. The identified
subsequences and URLs were considered to be machine generated and filtered from
further analysis. Moreover, the subsequences with SE elements containing the iden-
tified URLs were also filtered (Table 8.4).

Filtering of the detected machine generated subsequences and their URLs
significantly reduced the total number of subsequences – by 56.97% (from
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Fig. 8.5 Histograms: (a) average delay between subsequences in sessions, (b) average subse-
quence duration. There are noticeable spikes in chart (a) around 1,800 s (30 min) and 3,600 s (1 h).
The detailed view is displayed in subcharts. Temporal variation of spikes is approximately 3 s. This
well corresponds to the peak average subsequence duration displayed in chart (b). The spikes with
relatively accurate delays between subsequences are due to the machine generated traffic

Table 8.4 Observed basic
subsequence data statistics

Subsequences 7,335,577
Valid subsequences 3,156,310
Filtered subsequences 4,179,267
Unique subsequences 3,547,170
Unique valid subsequences 1,644,848
Average subsequences per session 3
Average subsequence length 4.52 [transitions]
Average subsequence duration 30.68 [s]
Average dsi delay 388.46 [s] (6 min 28 s)

7,335,577 to 3,156,310), as well as the number of unique subsequences – by
46.37% (from 3,547,170 to 1,644,848). Since the login sequences were also fil-
tered, the number of subsequences per session decreased at least by 1. Reduction
also occurred in the session lengths due to the filtering of identified invalid URLs.
The filtering did not significantly affect the duration of subsequences because the
logs of machine generated subsequences occurred in rapid transitions with almost 0
durations and delays. It is noticeable that the average subsequence duration (30.68
s) is approximately equal to the chosen lower bound for dsi (30 s).

8.5.3 Analysis of Human–Web Interactions

Extracted navigation space and subspace serve as a base for exploration of user
browsing behavior. Its specific topological elements, together with the defined
metrics, enable us to elucidate vital behavioral and usability characteristics. We
start with the analysis of the principal navigation points and then proceed to the
investigation of higher order abstractions. We infer relevant common and particular
behavioral and usability attributes.
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8.5.3.1 Starter, Attractor, and Singleton Analysis

The point characteristics of a navigation space highlight the initial and the terminal
targets of knowledge worker activities, and also the single-action behaviors. It is
evident that the knowledge worker navigation subspace is substantially smaller, in
this respect, than the observed complete navigation space. Reduction of starters and
attractors is approximately 67.4% (from 7,335,577 to 2,392,541), and singletons
57.56% (from 1,326,954 to 763,769). The unique valid sets of starters (115,770),
attractors (288,075), and singletons (57,894) are very small in comparison to the set
of unique URLs (3,015,848) in the navigation space (see Tables 8.2 and 8.5).

Knowledge workers utilized a small spectrum of starting navigation points and
targeted relatively small number of resources during their browsing. The set of
starters, i.e., the initial navigation points of knowledge workers’ (sub-)goals, was
approximately 3.84% of the total navigation points. Although the set of unique at-
tractors, i.e., (sub-)goal targets, was approximately three times higher than the set of
initial navigation points, it is still relatively minor portion (approx. 9.55% of unique
URLs). Knowledge workers aimed at relatively few resources.

Few resources were perceived of value to be bookmarked. Number of unique single
user actions was minuscule. Single actions, such as use of hotlists [19], followed
by delays greater than 1 h are represented by the singletons. The unique sin-
gletons accounted for only 1.92% of navigation points. Small number of starters
and/or attractors was perceived useful and bookmarked; then accessed directly in
the following browsing experiences. Only about ten navigation points were found
substantially useful by users to be included in their hotlists and recurrently accessed.

Knowledge workers had focused interests and exhibited minuscule exploratory be-
havior. A narrow spectrum of starters, attractors, and singletons was frequently
used. Substantial segment of the navigation point set has been only occasionally
accessed. The histograms and quantile characteristics of starters, attractors, and sin-
gletons (see Fig. 8.6) indicate that higher frequency of occurrences is concentrated
to relatively small number of elements. Approximately ten starters and singletons,
and fifty attractors were very frequent. The quantile analysis (Fig. 8.6) reveals that
ten starters (approx. 0.0086% of the unique valid starters) and singletons (approx.
0.017% of the unique valid singletons), and fifty frequent attractors (approx. 0.017%
of the unique valid attractors) accounted for about 20% of total occurrences.

Table 8.5 Statistics
for starters, attractors,
and singletons

Starters Attractors Singletons

Total 7,335,577 7,335,577 1,326,954
Valid 2,392,541 2,392,541 763,769
Filtered 4,943,936 4,943,936 563,185
Unique 187,452 1,540,093 58,036
Unique valid 115,770 288,075 57,894
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Fig. 8.6 Histograms and quantiles: (a) starters, (b) attractors, and (c) singletons. Right y-axis
contains a quantile scale. X-axis is in a logarithmic scale

Knowledge workers were generally more familiar with the starting navigation points
rather than the targets. In other words, they knew where to start and were famil-
iar with the traversal path to the target (instead of just utilizing shortcuts such as
bookmarks). Smaller number of starters repeats substantially more frequently than
the adequate number of attractors. The starter–attractor ratio was around 1:10 (with
respect to the comparable frequency of use). Approximately one hundred starters
and one thousand attractors were relatively frequent. One hundred starters (approx.
0.086% of the unique valid starters) and one thousand attractors (approx. 0.35% of
the unique valid attractors) constituted about 45% and 48% of total occurrences,
respectively.

8.5.3.2 SE Element and Connector Analysis

These components signify higher order abstractions of user behavior. The SE ele-
ments represent the starting and the ending points of subsequences, or corresponding
elemental patterns. The connectors delineate transitions between pattern primitives.
Complex abstract browsing patterns are exposed as the sequences of SE elements
interconnected by connectors.
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Table 8.6 Statistics for SE
elements and connectors

SE elements Connectors

Total 7,335,577 3,952,429
Valid 2,392,541 2,346,438
Filtered 4,943,936 1,605,991
Unique 1,540,093 1,142,700
Unique valid 1,072,340 898,896

Extraction of the SE elements of subsequences and the connectors between
subsequences was relatively straightforward. The SE elements and connectors
also undergone filtering based on the detected machine generated log records and
associated URLs. If the invalid URL was present in at least one element of a pair,
the respective SE element and/or connector was marked as invalid and excluded
from analysis.

There was a noticeable reduction of SE elements and connectors in the knowl-
edge worker navigation subspace due to the filtering (see Table 8.6). Number of
SE elements decreased by 67.4% (from 7,335,577 to 2,392,541) and connectors by
40.63% (from 3,952,429 to 2,346,438). Similarly, reduction is evident in the num-
ber of unique SE elements (30.37%: from 1,540,093 to 1,072,340) and connectors
(21.34%: from 1,142,700 to 898,896).

Frequent users knew their targets and navigational paths to reach them. Duration
of subsequences in sessions was short – with the peak in the interval of two to 5 s
(see histogram in Fig. 8.5b). During such short period users were able to navigate
through four to five pages on average (see Table 8.6) in order to reach the target.
Since there was approximately 1 s per page transition, there was virtually no time
to thoroughly scan the page. Therefore it is reasonable to assume the knowledge
workers knew where the next navigational point was located on the given page and
proceed directly there.

Session objective was accomplished via few subgoals. Average session (after filter-
ing) contained three subsequences (see Table 8.6) where each subsequence can be
considered a separate action and/or subgoal. Average knowledge worker spent about
30 s to reach the subgoal/resource, and additional 6.5 min before taking another
action. Considering the number of unique valid subsequences (about 1.6 million)
the complete population of users had relatively wide spectrum of browsing pat-
terns. However, the narrow explored intranet space of a single user suggests large
diversification.

Small number of SE elements and connectors was frequently repetitive. Histogram
and quantile charts in Fig. 8.7 depict re-occurrence of SE elements and connectors.
Approximately six hundred SE elements and four hundred connectors were fre-
quent (refer to the left histogram curves of Fig. 8.7). These six hundred SE elements
(approx. 0.056% of the unique valid SE elements) and four hundred connectors (ap-
prox. 0.0445% of the unique valid connectors) accounted for about 20% of total
observations (see the right quantile curves of Fig. 8.7).
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Fig. 8.7 Histograms and quantiles: (a) SE elements, and (b) connectors. Right y-axis contains a
quantile scale. X-axis is in a logarithmic scale

Knowledge workers formed elemental and complex browsing patterns. Strong rep-
etition of the SE elements indicates that knowledge workers often initiated their
browsing actions from the same navigation point and targeted the same resource.
This underlines the elemental pattern formation. Relatively small number of el-
emental browsing patterns was frequently repeated. Re-occurrence of connectors
suggests that after completing a browsing sub-task, by reaching the desired target,
they proceeded to the frequent starting point of following sub-task(s). Frequently
repeating elemental patterns interlinked with frequent transitions to the other ele-
mental sub-task highlights formation of more complex browsing patterns. Although
the number of highly repetitive SE elements and connectors was small, knowledge
workers exposed a spectrum of behavioral diversity in elemental as well as more
complex behavioral patterns.

8.6 Modeling

Approaches to modeling human–web interactions often utilize statistical model-
ing methods or empirical studies on click stream data [20]. Significant attention
has been devoted to modeling navigational transitions with predictive capabili-
ties [21]. Markov models have been frequently used due to their predictive accu-
racies [22], however, higher-order models become exceedingly complex and com-
putationally expensive. Similar complications rise when utilizing adaptive learning
strategies [23] at the processing stages where large data volumes still remain. Relax-
ation of computational complexity of such models has been attempted by focusing
only on the frequently occurring patterns [24]. Effective solution to the inherent
drawbacks of these methods requires deeper understanding of human dynamics in
web environments.

Early models of human dynamics assumed random nature of human actions that
can be well approximated by Poisson processes. However, recent elucidation of
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temporal dynamics of human information access in web environments revealed that
the individual human actions follow non-Poisson statistics characterized by heavy
tails [15, 16]. Similar results have been reported from workload studies of search
engines and server systems [25,26]. The progressive trend in modeling human–web
interactions focuses on capturing the long tail characteristics [27].

8.6.1 Modeling Long Tails of Human–Web Interactions

The term long tail colloquially refers to a feature of statistical distributions where the
head contains a small number of high frequency elements that gradually progresses
to the long tail of low frequency elements. The mass of a long tail can substantially
outweigh the mass of a head. Numerous aspects of human dynamics have been
observed to display such characteristics.

The former analysis of navigation space topological features indicates that the
long tail characteristics are evident in knowledge worker browsing behavior. All
histograms of starters, attractors, and singletons show long tails. The elemental
behavioral abstractions, that is the SE elements, and their connectors, throughout
which users form more complex behavioral patterns, equally display long tails. Fur-
thermore, even the complete sessions have this attribute. (Note that the histogram
charts have x-axis in a logarithmic scale. It allows us to observe the details of heads
of distributions.)

If the long tails are the common denominator of human browsing behavior in web
environments, what is the underlying functional law that accurately captures it?

Conventionally, the heavy tails in human dynamics have been modeled by power
distribution [16, 28], lognormal and Pareto distributions [29], or Zipf distribution
[30]. Temporal decay of web site visitation has been reported to follow the power-
law P.�/ � ��˛ with ˛ � 1:2 ˙ 0:1 [15]. Similar results have been reported for
timing of web site visitation by a single user: ˛ � 3

2
[16]. The distribution of delays

between sending two consecutive emails by a single user have been suitably mod-
eled by the power-law with ˛ � 1. These distributions display linear dependency
in a log–log plot. However, certain empirical observations exhibited distinctive non-
linear log–log tendency – such as time distribution of two consecutive electronic
transactions made by a stock broker (modeled by a power-law with the exponential
cutoff P.�/ � ��1:3 exp.��

�0
/ in [16]). The results of our analysis suggest better and

more accurate novel distribution.
The novel distribution that efficiently captures the long tail features of a human

browsing behavior in web environments is derived from the analysis of log–log
plots. Figure 8.8a shows a log–log plot of attractor histogram. It is evident that
the curve has a quadratic shape. Plots of other histograms have the same quadratic
appearance. Nonlinearity is the reason why power-law distribution (and other well
known long tail distributions) is unsuitable since it only captures linear dependency.
Models employing conventional distributions may display systematic deviations.
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Fig. 8.8 Long tail analysis in attractor histogram: (a) log–log plot, (b) normal plot with
x-axis in a logarithmic scale. Log–log plot clearly shows inverted quadratic characteristics. The
distribution is well approximated by the LPE p.d.f. function f .x/ D exp
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Expressing the quadratic characteristics of a log–log plot in an analytic form
leads to the formula:

log.y/ D
2X

iD0
�i log.x/i : (8.2)

Eliminating the logarithm on the left-hand-side of the equation, and presenting the
generalized polynomial form results in the following expression:

f .xI �/ D exp

"
nX

iD0
�i log.x/i

#
: (8.3)

Naturally, even more generalized form can be obtained by not limiting i to the non-
negative integers, but considering it to be a real, i 2 R.

The derived log-polynomial-exponential (LPE) function (8.3) appropriately rep-
resents the observed long tail dynamics of user browsing behavior. Although the
general n-th order polynomial can be considered, the second order form was suffi-
cient for modeling our observations (see Fig. 8.8b). When using the second order
polynomial form, the common concave shape depicted in Fig. 8.8a suggests that the
quadratic term will always be negative, �2 2 R�, and the offset at the origin always
positive, �0 2 RC. The estimation of parameters ` can be done by applying various
statistical inference techniques.

It can be noticed that LPE p.d.f. (8.3) is base independent and can clearly be
utilized for modeling linear log–log dependencies (then the second and higher order
terms of the polynomial will be zero; �i D 0; i � 2). Thus it is well suited for
approximating the formerly reported empirical results of human temporal dynamics.
Furthermore, it is more general and has significant approximating power.
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8.7 Applications

Findings from analysis and modeling of human–web interactions have a wide
practical applicability. Knowledge of browsing and behavioral characteristics of
web users is beneficial in designing better e-commerce sites [31], enterprise web
portals [32], search engines [33], communications [34], web-based platforms for
networking and collaboration [35], and many other domains and technologies.
Among the most attractive application areas of human–web interaction research are
recommender systems and collaborative filtering engines [36, 37].

The purpose of recommender and collaborative filtering systems is relatively
clear. They offer recommendations to users. Commonly, recommendations are pro-
vided on-the-fly while user is engaged in the browsing session. Every web user has
been most likely exposed to recommendations of various kinds. When you search
for information using a search engine, the results contain not only suggestions on
where to find the information you are looking for, but also related advertisements.
When you are shopping on the web, you might be recommended to buy also other
related products or goods. When you listen to music or watch video clip on the web,
the system will suggests you similar songs or clips. When you are interacting on a
networking site, you will be recommended to check out other friends-of-a-friend.
These are all examples of recommendations in web based environment.

Recommendation systems and collaborative filtering engines are automated sys-
tems for proposing online suggestions to the users. While the recommender sys-
tems utilize similarities between items or historical data, the collaborative filtering
engines leverage correlations among like-minded users. Distinctive boundaries be-
tween the systems have been becoming increasingly fuzzy in the recent development
and technological trends.

We present a novel application of the demonstrated behavioral and usability find-
ings. The findings from the analyzed large scale organizational intranet portal are
utilized in designing the browsing assistance system. The system helps users nav-
igate in the web environment. It offers suggestions on the potential resources of
interest based on the browsing characteristics of the users and the usability aspects
of the web environment. It improves users’ navigation and usability of web-based
environment. The system is scalable and well suited for large scale organizational
systems.

Progress in advancing internal organizational information systems has been
inadequate. Knowledge-intensive organizations increasingly rely on advanced in-
formation technology and infrastructure [38]. Information systems should facilitate
improved operating efficiency of organizations and their members [39]. This neces-
sitates well deployed organizational intranet portals [40,41]. Improved usability and
efficiency of web-based organizational information systems bring economic benefits
to organizations and time benefits to users.
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8.7.1 Conceptualization

We expand the formerly introduced analytic framework for the concepts utilized in
design of the browsing assistance system. Presented definitions are accompanied by
intuitive and illustrative explanations. This helps to understand and comprehend the
concept at both practical and higher order abstract levels.

In Analysis section we defined several navigation points: starters, attractors,
and singletons. A single starter can be used for navigating to numerous differ-
ent attractors. Analogously, from a single attractor, users can transition to several
different starters that are the initial points of the following subtasks. To observe
the multitudes of navigational and transitional pathways, we define the starter and
attractor mappings.

Definition 8.5 (Starter and Attractor Mappings).
Let B D f.Qi ; di /gi be a browsing session with consecutive subsequencesQi and
QiC1.
Starter–attractor mapping ! W S ! A is a mapping where for each starter s 2 S ,
!.s/ is a set of attractors of the subsequencesQi having starter s.
Attractor–starter mapping  W A ! S is a mapping where for each attractor
a 2 A of the subsequencesQi ,  .a/ is a set of starters of the existing consecutive
subsequencesQiC1.

The starter–attractor mapping underlines the range of different attractors the
users accessed when initiating their browsing interactions from the given starter.
It does not quantify the number of available links on the starter page. Instead, it
exposes the range of detected abstract browsing patterns: starter ! set of attrac-
tors. Between the starter and attractor may be several intermediate pages in the
observed subsequences. The starter–attractor mapping outlines an important ‘long-
range’ browsing pattern indicator. On the other hand, the attractor–starter mapping
delineate an important ‘close-range’ interaction pattern indicator: attractor! set of
starters. The transition from the attractor to the next starter is direct. The attractor–
starter mapping relates more closely to the spectrum of links exposed on the given
attractor page (static or dynamic) and/or utilization of hotlists.

Definition 8.6 (Top Sets).
Let ! be a starter–attractor mapping and  be an attractor–starter mapping. Top-n
sets !.n/.s/ � !.s/ and  .n/.a/ �  .a/ are the ordered sets of the first n points
p 2 !.n/.s/ and p 2  .n/.a/ selected with respect to an ordering defined by a
function f W ˚ !<; where ˚ is either/or S [ A, S � A, A � S .

The top sets describe the sampling from the image sets of starter and attractor
mappings with respect to an ordering function. They extract a subset of image set
containing a number of highest ranking elements. Consider for example a starter s
with !.s/ D fa1; : : : ; axg, x 2 N . Top-n set !.n/.s/ D fa1; : : : ; ang, n � x, can be
the selection of the first n attractor points according to a ranking function f defining
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ordering on the set S [ A. Various ordering functions can be defined. A relative
frequency of occurrences of points ai can be a simple and suitable ordering function,
for instance.

8.7.2 System Design

It is often beneficial to account for relevant a priori knowledge when designing a
system. The conceptual design of the presented system efficiently employs valuable
information obtained from the analysis of knowledge worker browsing interactions
on a large corporate intranet portal. The observations have pertinent implications to
the architecture of the assistance system.

8.7.2.1 A Priori Knowledge of Human–Web Interactions

Exploratory analysis of knowledge worker browsing behavior and usability of the
organizational information system highlighted numerous relevant features. Several
features are directly or indirectly applicable to the browsing assistance system de-
sign. Following is the concise list of the important observations.

� Knowledge workers form repetitive browsing and behavioral patterns.
� Complex system interaction tasks are divided into three subtasks on average.
� General browsing strategy can be expressed as: knowledge of the starting point

and familiarity with the navigational pathway to the target.
� Extended use of the information system leads to the habitual interaction behavior.
� Knowledge workers navigate rapidly in the subsequences – within seconds.
� Users have relatively short attention span for elemental tasks – approximately 7

min on average.
� Knowledge workers utilize a small set of starting navigation points and target

small number of resources.

The knowledge workers have generally focused browsing interests. Their brows-
ing tasks are mainly related to their work description. Thus, they effectively utilize
only relatively small set of resources from the large pool of available ones. Knowl-
edge workers browsing habitually focuses on the initial navigation points and
traversal path to the desired resource. As they get used to the system, the navigation
from starter to attractor is progressively rapid.

8.7.2.2 Strategic Design Factors

The essential requirements on the recommendation algorithm for intranet browsing
assistance system under consideration fall into three main categories:

1. Recommendation Quality The algorithm should provide reasonably accurate
and suitable recommendations.
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2. Diverse User Population Accountability While focusing on the local
knowledge workers, the algorithm should encompass diversity in the user
population.

3. Computational Efficiency and Scalability The algorithm should be computa-
tionally efficient and scalable in the dimensions of user population and resource
number.

Adequate coverage of these three domains demands formulating effective strategies
for algorithm design. In devising the strategic elements we utilize the findings of
the human–system interactions on a large organizational intranet portal. They pro-
vide actionable a priori knowledge. Building upon these observations enables us to
determine the core strategic design factors.

Exploit Starters and Attractors for Assistance Services The starters and attrac-
tors should be the primary navigation points for appropriate assistance services. The
observed knowledge workers browsing strategy relies on knowing the right starters
for reaching their goals. The attractors are the desired targets and transition initiators
to the subsequent starters. These are the navigation points where users pay the most
attention to the content, and spend their time at. The intermediate points between
starters and attractors in the subsequences are just passage points. They are passed
through relatively rapidly – within seconds. Thus, the users do not pay sufficient
attention to the content of these pages and proceed straight to the known link in
the navigational pathway to the target. If the assistance service is provided on these
pages, it is unlikely the users would notice it; not to mention use it within such a
short time. It would simply be an inefficient use of computing resources.

Provide Recommendations on Relevant Attractors and Consecutive Starters
Effective browsing assistance services should aim at satisfying the objective nav-
igational needs of the users. Rather than focusing at predicting the next page in
user’s navigation stream, it is of higher benefit to users to be offered direct access to
the desired resource. Thus, users can skip all the essentially unwanted transitional
pages and reach the desired resource immediately. This potentially saves users’
time, servers’ computational resources, and network bandwidth. The former strate-
gic point proposes to provide assistance services only at the starter and attractor
pages. When a user reaches the starter, his/her desired target is the corresponding
attractor. Analogously, when a user arrives at the attractor, he/she would like to tran-
sit to the appropriate starter. Hence, the effective browsing assistance service should
be recommending the suitable attractors and starters.

Limit the Prediction Depth to Less Than Three Levels There is essentially no
need to go beyond three levels of depth in predicting the appropriate attractors and
starters. This implies from the empirical evidence obtained when analyzing knowl-
edge workers’ browsing interactions. Knowledge workers divided their browsing
tasks into three subtasks–on average. Their browsing sessions thus contained three
subsequences. Each subsequence has its starter si and attractor ai . Consider the
following generic session:

s1
1�! a1; s2

2�! a2; s3
3�! a3;
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where the numbers above the right arrows denote the depth. Assuming the user is
at the beginning of a session, s1, the desired elements in the first depth level are:
a1; s2; in the second level: a2; s3, and in the third: only a3. The recommendation
set r D fa1; s2; a2; s3; a3g would be sufficient for the whole session, in principle.
Hence, to cover the generic session, it is sufficient to limit the prediction depth
to less than or equal to three. It may be practical to focus just on the next level,
since when the user reaches the desired attractor or starter, the recommendations
on the next level attractors or starters will be provided again. This strategic design
consideration may lead to computationally more efficient and scalable algorithms.

Fast responsiveness of the assistance system should be also be among the high
priority issues. It has been observed that knowledge workers have relatively short
attention span in electronic environments. Extended waiting times may result in neg-
ative browsing experiences. The secondary effect of unfavorable experiences leads
to relatively low usability perceptions. The responsiveness factor directly relates to
the computational efficiency. The recommendation algorithm of the assistance sys-
tem should be computationally inexpensive.

8.7.3 Recommendation Algorithm Derivation

The design of the recommendation algorithm for browsing assistance system utilizes
the presented strategic concepts and accounts for the essential system requirements.
The recommendations are provided on the starter and attractor pages. The system
aims at supplying a list viable resources comprising of both starter and attractor
pages. The resource recommendations are based on the first level predictions.

The recommendation algorithm has several phases. First, it identifies the
navigation point a user has reached. If the point is starter and/or attractor it proceeds
to the generation of the initial recommendation set. The initial recommendation set
is generated in two stages (see Fig. 8.9). In the first stage, a set of top-n elements
according to the appropriate starter–attractor or attractor–starter mappings is gen-
erated. The selected top-n points are used as seeds for the second stage expansion,
again with respect to the suitable starter–attractor or attractor–starter mappings.
The two-stage process produces the initial set of n C n�m elements. The initial set
contains an appropriate mix of starters and attractors. The final recommendation set
is selected from the initially generated set. The elements in the initial set are ranked
with respect to the ordering function, and a number of the highest ranking points is
chosen.

Recall that a navigation point can be starter, attractor, singleton, simple point, or
any multiple combination of these. The two stage generation of the initial recom-
mendation set varies depending on whether the detected navigation point is starter,
attractor, or both. If the point is both starter and attractor, it is prioritized as starter.
The details of the algorithm for the relevant cases (starter and attractor) are described
in the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 8.9 Illustration
of the two-stage generation
of the initial recommendation
set

Assume the reached navigation point is a starter s. The algorithm maps the starter
s to a set of attractors !.s/ according to the starter–attractor mapping !. Top-n
attractors are selected from the set !.s/. The selection is done with respect to the
suitable ranking/ordering function. The selected top-n attractors in !.n/.s/ are used
for generating additional n sets by attractor–starter mapping. The corresponding set
of top-m starters  .m/.ai / is obtained for each attractor ai 2 !.n/.s/. A subset of
 .ai /, with cardinality m, is chosen according to the ordering function. The two-
stage process, outlined as follows:

s �! !.n/.s/ �!
[

ai2!.n/.s/

 .m/.ai /; (8.4)

leads to the initial recommendation set r.s/ containing n.1Cm/ elements:

r.s/ D !.n/.s/ [
0

@
[

ai2!.n/.s/

 .m/.ai /

1

A : (8.5)

The initial recommendation set r.s/ is intentionally larger than the required final
recommendation set. Hence, the set r.s/ undergoes further selection. A subset of w
elements is chosen – again according to the proper ordering function f :

r .w/.s/ D
2

4!.n/.s/ [
0

@
[

ai2!.n/.s/

 .m/.ai /

1

A

3

5

Ff
: (8.6)
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Analogous process is repeated when a user reaches an attractor navigation point.
Given the attractor a, the top-n set  .n/.a/ is generated according to the attractor–
starter mapping . Sampling of .a/ is done with respect to the given ordering. This
is the first stage expansion. The obtained top-n set  .n/.a/ is used for the second
stage expansion. The corresponding sets of top-m attractors !.m/.si / are derived for
each starter si 2  .n/.a/. The two-stage processing:

a �!  .n/.a/ �!
[

si2 .n/.a/

!.m/.si /; (8.7)

forms the initial recommendation set r.a/ with n.1Cm/ elements:

r.a/ D  .n/.a/ [
0

@
[

si2 .n/.a/

!.m/.si /

1

A : (8.8)

The acquired initial recommendation set r.a/ is correspondingly sampled for a sub-
set of top w elements – according to the ordering function f . The resulting final
recommendation set r .w/.a/ is obtained:

r .w/.a/ D
2

4 .n/.a/ [
0

@
[

si2 .n/.a/

!.m/.si /

1

A

3

5

Ff
: (8.9)

An important element of the algorithm is the right choice of the ordering
function f . The function should provide qualitatively appropriate ranking of the
navigation points. In addition, it should be computationally inexpensive in order to
enable on-the-fly recommendations and scalability of the algorithm.

A suitable ordering function is a relative frequency. The navigation points are
evaluated according to their relative utilization frequency detected during the knowl-
edge worker interactions. This facilitates the reuse of the analytic data and efficient
implementability. It also permits easy extensions to various domains of definition.
As knowledge workers utilize the intranet portal resources more frequently, the rel-
ative use frequency becomes more accurate and convergent.

Multiple categories and multiplicity of navigation points (see Definition 8.6)
present a slight difficulty. The sets of starters, attractors, and singletons are not
necessarily disjunct. This rises an important question: how to compute the relative
frequency of a point that has been detected as starter, attractor, and singleton (or any
valid combination of these)? A simple and effective solution to this problem is to
compute the average of the applicable relative frequencies:

f .p/ D avrg.fS .p/C fA.p/C fZ.p// I fS .p/ ¤ 0; fA.p/ ¤ 0; fZ.p/ ¤ 0;
(8.10)
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Fig. 8.10 Intuitive flowchart presentation of recommendation algorithm

where fS denotes the starter relative frequency, fA stands for the attractor rela-
tive frequency, and fZ indicates the singleton relative frequency. This evaluation
accounts for the average combined relative frequency value of a point.

At this point we are ready to present the complete algorithm. Simplified, but
intuitively understandable, flowchart illustration of the derived recommendation al-
gorithm for browsing assistance system is presented in Fig. 8.10. At the beginning,
the user’s reached navigation point p is examined. If the point p is neither starter
nor attractor, the algorithm exits. In parallel with the point examination, the initial
parameters are set:

m – the first level expansion range
n – the second level expansion range
w – the recommendation window size

If the point p has been detected to be the starter, the algorithm calculates the appro-
priate recommendation set r .w/.p/ according to Eq. 8.6. This applies also to the case
where point p is both: starter and attractor. The point p is then preferentially treated
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as a starter. If the current navigation point p is identified as attractor, the algorithm
calculates the recommendation set r .w/.p/ differently – according to Eq. 8.9. The
averaged relative frequency ordering function (8.10) is employed in all cases. The
obtained recommendation set r of the size w is then suitably presented to the user
on-the-fly at the given page p.

8.7.4 System Evaluation

The presented recommendation algorithm has been evaluated using the processed
data of the large-scale target intranet portal. The main goal of the evaluation has
been to examine the correctness of the algorithm’s recommendations given the
actual interactions of knowledge workers during their browsing experiences. The
recommendation correctness of the algorithm has been tested for various sizes of
the recommendation window.

Individual users were associated with the distinct IP addresses. The set of de-
tected unique IP addresses contained both statically and dynamically assigned
addresses. Smaller number of the distinct IP addresses were static and larger num-
ber of the addresses were dynamic. This was due to widespread use of dynamic
addressing in the organization. It should be noted that the exact identification of
the individual users is generally not possible for dynamically assigned IP addresses.
However, the detected IP address space proportionally corresponded to the number
of portal users.

We identified IP addresses with more than fifty sessions originating from them.
This represents approximately at least once per week interaction activity on the
intranet portal. There were 8,739 such IPs. A random sample of subsequences orig-
inating from these addresses was obtained. Ten subsequences were selected from
each IP address. The test points were selected from the subsequence samples. If
the test point was a starter, the desired target was the corresponding attractor of the
original subsequence. In case of the attractor test point, the desired target was the
starter of the consecutive subsequence. The testing set consisted of the pairs .p; y/:
point p ! desired target y. The cardinality of the testing set was 87,390.

Given a navigation point pi in the testing set f.pi ; yi /gi , the introduced algo-
rithm generated recommendation set r .w/.pi /. The generated recommendation set
r .w/.pi / was scanned for the corresponding desired target element yi . If the set
r .w/.pi / contained the actual desired point yi , the recommendation was considered
correct, otherwise it was considered incorrect. The correctness of the recommenda-
tion algorithm was measured by a simple indicator function of yi on r .w/.pi /.

The recommendation correctness of the introduced algorithm was evaluated for
different sizes of the recommendation window w 2 < 1; 30 >. The range< 1; 10 >
was examined with the increment one, and the range < 10; 30 > with the incre-
ment five. The first and the second stage expansion parameters were set to five:
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Fig. 8.11 Recommendation correctness evaluated for varying size of recommendation window

m D n D 5. Thus, the cardinality of the initial recommendation set r was thirty;
jr j D n.1 C m/ D 30. Top-w candidates, r .w/, were selected from the initial
recommendation set according to the averaged combined relative frequency (8.10).
The obtained correctness results are graphically presented in Fig. 8.11.

The recommendation performance of the derived algorithm was rising approxi-
mately linearly up to the window size ten. In this range the correctness, as a function
of window size w, indicated the steepest gain. At the window size ten, w D 10,
the correctness was approximately 41% – which is significant. Then the recom-
mendation correctness of the algorithm started saturating. The saturating range is
noticeable between the window size values of ten and twenty, w 2 < 10; 20 >.
The recommendation correctness at w D 20 was over 54%. The performance of the
algorithm started stabilizing for window size values greater than twenty. The per-
formance gains in the window size interval w 2 < 20; 30 > were relatively minor.

The evaluation results indicate that the appropriate size of the recommendation
window is between ten and twenty, w 2 < 10; 20 >. The performance of the al-
gorithm in this range is around 50%, and the number of recommended items is
not excessive. The range provides sufficient space for adjustability according to
other characteristics of user interactions. Users with short attention span may prefer
ten recommended elements, whereas more exploratory users may appreciate larger
number of recommendations – possibly up to twenty. The adjustments of recom-
mendation window size may be managed by users directly, or by adaptive methods.
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8.8 Conclusions and Future Trends

World wide web has evolved during the past few decades into a global medium. It
transcends organizational and national boundaries. Growing number of businesses
are establishing their global web presence. They are also building their internal web
enabled information systems and portals. The web functions as an important com-
mercial, communication, and collaboration platform. Increasing number of people
interact with web based environments on a daily basis. It is natural that human–web
interaction research is gaining the eminent position in this evolving climate.

The viewpoint on human–web interaction research presented in this work high-
lights its evolutionary spiral perspective through which it moves toward higher
levels. One loop in the spiral incorporates five essential domains: data collection,
(pre-)processing, analysis, modeling, and applications. Although this image por-
trays a sequential nature of the progress, achievements in each domain provide
valuable knowledge and feedback to both the consecutive and all the others domains.

Elucidation of human–web interactions starts with collecting timely and reliable
data. Approaches to data collection are wide-ranging and each one has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The practical trend favors the approaches that do not
recognizably interfere with users; and that enable scalable automated acquisition
of data. Server-side web logs, described in section two, belong to this category. The
data collection process is independent of users’ local conditions and is performed
directly by the web server. Acquired data is hardly ever perfect and requires pre-
processing before it can be used in the further stages. The preprocessing primarily
focuses on removing records of machine generated traffic, irrelevant logs, and ex-
tracting applicable information into the form that facilitates further operations on
the data. The pertinent issues in this domain have been addressed in section four.
Prepared data is used in analysis of human–web interactions. The analytic frame-
work introduced in section five utilizes temporal segmentation of users’ interactions
into sessions and subsequences. It enables observation of topological and temporal
aspects of human navigation space, identification of essential navigational points
and abstractions. The analysis of human–web interactions revealed evident long tail
characteristics. The novel accurate model of the long tail features is given in sec-
tion six. In the final stage of this work we presented a practical applicability of the
research framework. The findings were applied to the design of efficient browsing
assistance system for large scale web portals.

The future of web inevitably leads to more user-conscious, user-oriented, and
user-friendly environments. The environments that adjust automatically, on-the-fly,
and optimally to users’ conditions and tendencies. This necessitates deeper under-
standing of elemental aspects of human behavior in digital environments, more
sophisticated and efficient behavioral models; and advanced data acquisition, anal-
ysis, and application tools. Reaching for these targets will inevitably lead to deeper
interdisciplinary collaboration.
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Chapter 9
Web Recommender Agents with Inductive
Learning Capabilities

Domenico Rosaci

Abstract The activity of generating Web recommendations has been based in the
past mainly on content-based and collaborative-filtering algorithms, that exploit a
pre-fixed user’s profile to compare the interests of a user with the content of a Web
site and with the profiles of other users. However, some recent proposals introduced
the possibility to automatically construct the user’s profile by software agents able to
monitor “over the shoulders” the user’s behaviour. This way, the profile can con-
tain some useful information about not only the user’s interest but also the user’s
behaviour. For instance, in the CILIOS approach recently presented, the user’s pro-
file contains a logic program, automatically constructed by a neural network-based
approach, that represents causal implications about events belonging to the user’s
environment. In this paper we propose to use the logic knowledge extracted by
CILIOS to support Web recommendation activities. A new type of agent, called
CILWEB, is provided with both the CILIOS inductive learning capability and an
additional implication-based recommendation algorithm. The introduction of the
implication-based recommendations gives to the CILWEB agent the capability of
better performing with respect to the traditional recommendation systems, as it is
shown by some experimental results.

9.1 Introduction

Web Recommender Systems support Web activities of a user providing him/her
with useful suggestions about objects, products, or services which he/she might be
interested in. Usually, recommender systems are intelligent applications which help
the user to identify the Web pages which could meet his/her interest, or the products
of an e-shop site that he/she might want to visit, or other similar contents.
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For instance, recommender systems are probably among the most prominent
applications for improving the performances of e-commerce sites. Indeed, the cat-
alogues of the e-stores are becoming very large, as well as the number of online
customers. In this context, recommender systems play a key role to help the users
in the decision-making process where they want to choose one item amongst a
potentially overwhelming set of alternative products or services. For this reason,
recommender systems are more and more used to recommend movies, books, CDs,
news, travels, financial services, etc. Moreover, besides on the e-commerce, they
have a similar impact on other Web domains, such as e-learning, e-government and
cultural services, which involve large communities of users and large sets of items.

9.1.1 Agent-Based Recommender Systems: a Brief Overview

A large number of different recommender systems [4,11,30,43] have been proposed
in the last years to support users’ Web activities. Generally, they are partitioned in
three main categories [10], namely: (i) Content-based recommender systems, that
suggest to a user the items which appear the most similar to those he/she has already
accessed in the past; (ii) Collaborative Filtering recommender systems, that sug-
gest to a user items which have been also considered by similar users; (iii) Hybrid
recommender systems, that exploit both content-based and collaborative filtering
techniques to generate recommendations (e.g., a Web site can generate sugges-
tions considering user’s personal interests and user’s commonalities among other
known users). In these situations, hybrid recommender systems have been usually
recognized as the most promising solution. In fact, hybrid recommender systems
generally produce a higher number of relevant recommendations with respect to
both purely content-based and collaborative filtering systems. One common thread
in recommender systems research is the need to combine recommendation tech-
niques to achieve peak performance. It is worth to point out that all of the known
recommendation techniques have strengths and weaknesses, and many approaches
proposed in the literature have chosen to combine techniques in different ways.
Therefore, different recommendation techniques have been presented, exploiting
different types of hybridization techniques [10].

The recommender techniques described above are basically conceived for gener-
ating recommendations for a user that visits a Web site having a number of different
items. Therefore the recommendations are generated based on the items that the
users have accessed on the given site.

However nowadays a different type of recommender system is quickly emerg-
ing. This kind of system considers the users’ interests with respect to all the sites
they have visited in the past. A new, promising solution to implement recommender
systems dealing with different Web sites is represented by the Multi-Agent Systems
(MASs). The main component of a MAS is the software information agent, which is
an application capable to autonomously and proactively perform some tasks on the
behalf of its human user. An agent can be thus exploited as a client by the user, which
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observes the user’s behaviour during his navigation and in this way it is capable to
build a model which represents the user’s interests with respect to all the visited
Web sites. To this purpose, agent-based systems exploit in their recommendation
algorithms an internal representation (profile) of the user. Specifically, each user is
associated to a software agent which monitors his/her Web activities. When the user
accesses a Web site, his/her agent exploits the profile in the interaction with the
site. In particular, the agent can use both content-based and collaborative filtering
techniques to provide recommendations to the user by comparing the user’s pro-
file with the content of the site (resp. the profile of the other visitors of the site) to
generate content-based recommendations (resp. collaborative filtering recommen-
dations). We note that these systems try to be unobtrusive, avoiding to directly pose
annoying questions to the human user but, on the contrary, directly learning his/her
preferences by observing his/her behaviour.

9.1.2 Our Contribution: Recommender Agents That
Automatically Learn Users’ Interests and Behaviour

In the context described above, an important issue arises in order to design Web
recommender agents actually autonomous and proactive. Indeed, it has been widely
recognized that this kind of software agent, besides of determining the categories
of interest for its human owner, should be able to capture the owner’s behavior, i.e.,
it should learn causal implications among events that could happen in the agent’s
environment [9, 44, 53]. For instance, if an agent is associated to a human owner
that buys a book only if the book is offered with a discount, the relationship be-
tween the event “the book is offered with a discount” and the event “the agent buys
a book” should be represented in the agent’s profile. In [44], a multi-agent frame-
work is presented, called CILIOS, able of inducing logical rules representing causal
implications by means of a connectionist representation, based on neural-symbolic
networks. This mechanism exploits a new profile representation, that allows a more
rich description of user’s interests and behaviour with respect to the traditional user
profile representations. CILIOS derives from [15] the idea of using a neural sym-
bolic network for representing a logic program. The use of the approach presented in
[15] gives, on one hand, the possibility to represent an initial background knowledge
by a neural-symbolic network. Such a network can be trained for refining the initial
knowledge by means of a supervised learning phase that exploits, as training set, the
actual user’s behaviour. On the other hand, the choice of this approach allows the
obtained knowledge, represented by the network weights, to be re-translated into
the symbolic form for making it understandable. Finally, the so obtained symbolic
knowledge can be object of a reasoning phase that generates useful deductions.

In this work we propose to apply the CILIOS approach to implement an agent-
based Web Recommender System, called Connectionist Inductive Web (CILWEB).
A CILWEB agent is able to automatically learn the behaviour of its human user
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and the operations that he/she performs. In particular, we propose to use the causal
implications extracted by CILWEB to suggest to the user the next items to visit.

More in particular, when the CILWEB client is exploited by a human user to
access a Web site, the associated agent suggests to the user some links that could be
interesting for him/her, based on:

� The contents pointed by the links. For instance, the human user could be inter-
ested in books, and the agent detects some links to contents regarding books. In
this case, the agent suggests these links, following a typical content-based rec-
ommender behaviour.

� The opinion of other similar users. The agent detects the users most similar to its
human owner and then suggests to the owner the items most accessed by these
users, following a collaborative-filtering behaviour.

� The causal implications learnt by the agent. For instance, suppose that the agent
has learnt that the user generally visits a page relative to cellular phones af-
ter visiting a page relative to hardware components. In this case, if the human
owner has just visited a page relative to hardware components, then the agent
could suggest him/her some links to pages relative to cellular phones. We call
implication-based this type of suggestions.

The first two features (content-based and collaborative filtering suggestions) are
directly inherited by CILIOS. The third feature (implication-based suggestions) is
a novel contribution introduced in CILWEB. At the best of our knowledge, none of
the recommender systems proposed in the past generates recommendations based
on causal implications. We show in Section 9.6 that the introduction of implication-
based recommendations significantly improves the quality of the suggestions.

It is important to point out that the current version of CILWEB has been devel-
oped and tested on dedicated XML Web pages, using a common dictionary shared
by all the agents involved in the system. Indeed, the system is suitable to generate
recommendations in the context of a virtual Web community of users, such as an e-
commerce or an e-learning community, but it is not possible at the moment to apply
it to the whole World Wide Web. We are studying in our ongoing research the possi-
bility to extend CILWEB to classical Web pages, without the necessity of a common
dictionary. Another important remark is that the use of neural network is appositely
proposed for making possible to learn causal implications by examples. In fact, a
part of the knowledge we extract by CILWEB (that relative to causal implications)
is not implicit in Web pages but depends on the actual behaviour of the human user
when accessing the pages. Therefore, it is necessary to have a framework able to
induce logical rules by examples.

Figure 9.1 graphically shows how CILWEB works. Each user is provided with
a CILWEB agent, that provides him/her with useful recommendations during his
navigation. To this purpose, each CILWEB agent is composed of four modules,
three of which are dedicated to compute a different type of recommendations,
while the fourth module allows to automatically built the agent personal ontol-
ogy. In particular, the modules called CB recommender and CF recommender
compute content-based and collaborative filtering recommendations, respectively,
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Fig. 9.1 The CILWEB architecture

using the approach proposed in [44]. In order to compute the collaborative filtering
recommendations, the CF recommender interacts with a central similarity manager,
that is a unit able to compute the similarities between the agent ontologies, exploit-
ing the methodology described in [44]. Finally, the module called IB recommender
compute the implication-based recommendations, using the algorithm presented in
Section 9.5.

It is important to remark that the agent internally stores the user’s profile, and
this private information is not sent either to the site or another agent (differently
from the case of a spyware). Actually, the agent itself computes the content-based
recommendations comparing (on the client side) its internal profile with the content
of the visited site. Regarding the collaborative filtering recommendation, the agent
profile is sent only to the central unit called “similarity manager” that compares this
profile with those of the other agents, and we can suppose that the communication
between client agent and similarity manager is performed in a secure way, using a
secure communication protocol.

In Section 9.2 we discuss some related work about existing recommendation
techniques for supporting Web users. Section 9.3 introduces the knowledge rep-
resentation model exploited in CILWEB. In Section 9.4, we describe the CILIOS
method for building agent profiles containing causal implications by using neural-
symbolic networks, that is the core of CILWEB. In Section 9.5 we present our
implication-based recommendation algorithm. Then, in Section 9.6 we present an
experimental evaluation of CILWEB in comparison with other well-known recom-
mender systems. Finally, in Section 9.7 we draw our conclusions.
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9.2 Related Work

The most effective recommender systems proposed in the past use, besides of
content-based algorithms that compare the user’s profile with a site content, also
collaborative-filtering algorithms that, in order to provide recommendations to a
given user, exploit information coming from other users. Among the others, we
discuss below some of the most known collaborative-filtering recommendation al-
gorithms. For further information about these algorithms, the interested users can
see [33]. We remark that the performances of the systems described below are mea-
sured by using three widely accepted accuracy measures, namely Precision, Recall,
and F-Measure. Precision is defined as the share of the recommendations actually
used by the user among those suggested by the system; vice versa, Recall is the
share of the recommendations suggested by the system among those chosen by the
user. F-Measure represents the harmonic mean between Precision and Recall (see
[49] for details about these measures).

Markov Model [36] The Markov Model (hereafter MM) can be adopted as a
clickstream-based collaborative filtering approach. Clickstream-based Collaborative
Filtering approaches (hereafter CCF) are presently receiving a great attention in the
context of Web personalization. They are prediction models that can recommend
to a user the next Web pages to visit. These models are trained offline and, then,
are used online for deriving recommendations. MM has generally a high Precision;
however, this is obtained by slightly sacrificing Recall; this behaviour is motivated
by the fact that algorithms underlying MM are not particularly suited to operate
on sparse data that are very common in this application context. This problem is
partially overcome by adopting the so called multi-order mixed Markov Models.

Association Rule Model [1] The Association Rule Model (hereafter ARM) is a
CCF approach. It is often applied for finding frequent product sets in e-commerce
and for exploiting the detected information to suggest to users the next pages of
an e-commerce site to visit. If compared with MM, ARM generally shows a higher
Recall but a lower Precision.

Sequential Association Rule Model [51] The Sequential Association Rule Model
(hereafter SARM) has been conceived as an evolution of ARM. Unlike association
rule, sequential association rule is a relatively frequent sequence of transactions,
where each transaction is a set of items. The support calculation is different in the
association rule and sequential association rule. The former is transaction-based,
while the latter is sequence-based. Suppose that a customer has two transactions
buying the same item. In association rule, the customer contributes to the support
count of that item by two, whereas it counts only once in the support counting in
sequential association rule. Specifically, while ARM considers sequences of tem-
poral contiguous pages, the sequences which SARM operates on can comprise not
contiguously accessed pages. Due to this characteristic, SARM can improve the ac-
curacy of obtained results; more specifically, the value of F-Measure it obtains is
generally higher than that characterizing MM and ARM.
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Hybrid Approach [33] In [33] a technique capable of combining MM, ARM and
SARM is presented. It considers a Web log file storing information about the Web
pages visited by users and applies a suitable machine learning algorithm on it to
determine an optimal sequence of application of MM, ARM and SARM; in other
words, it aims at finding a sequential combination of MM, ARM and SARM that
maximizes the overall accuracy. As claimed by the authors, this approach achieves
a better recall than ARM and SARM and shows a precision comparable with MM.

Besides of the above techniques, generally used also in absence of agent technol-
ogy, a relevant number of recommender systems based on the use of software agents
has been proposed in the last five years. Among the others, we describe below some
well-known proposals.

Push!Music [31] It is a model where media (e.g., music files) are autonomous enti-
ties that carry their own individual information. In this context, the authors explores
how collaborative filtering-like behaviour could emerge out of large ensembles of
interacting agents, which are distributed over mobile devices in social networks.
A context is defined in the form of a stream of media, e.g., a playlist, which a user
experiences over time. In this natural context agents could “socialize” with each
other. It is also in this context that the user would be exposed to the media content,
and vice versa. The main hypothesis is that agents can feel a sense of similarity
towards each other based on their contextual experiences with other agents.

IMPLICIT [6] It is a recommender system which combines multi-agent systems
and traditional recommender system techniques. IMPLICIT uses a search engine in
order to obtain a certain number of suggestions for any entered keyword. Personal
agents communicate and collaborate in order to produce suitable recommendations
in the context of the current community. The search engine results are thus com-
plemented with the recommendations produced by the agents and this helps to add
personalization without decreasing significantly the number of the pages. IMPLICIT
attempts to learn the user interests and preferences from the observations of his
behaviour.

SUGGEST [45] It supports user navigation on the Web by dynamically generating
links to pages that have not yet been visited by a user and might be potentially in-
teresting for him/her. It is also capable of managing dynamic Web sites. In order to
carry out its task, SUGGEST builds and maintains historical information about user
behaviour by means of an incremental graph partitioning algorithm. To extract in-
formation about navigational patterns, SUGGEST exploits an algorithm that models
the usage information as a complete graph. The so constructed graph is then parti-
tioned by using a clustering algorithm, in order to find groups of strongly correlated
pages. The algorithm is a modified version of the well-known incremental connected
components algorithm. After the clustering step, a suggestion list is constructed in
a straightforward manner, by finding the cluster which has the largest intersection
with the page window correspondent to the current session.

C-Graph [8] This approach proposes an agent model, able to support the navi-
gation of a Web user, by providing him/her with useful suggestions. The C-Graph
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agent, during the navigation of a site, carries out two activities at the same time:
the first is providing the user with a set of recommendations to support his naviga-
tion, while the second is monitoring the user behaviour for learning his preferences
and encoding such a new knowledge into the ontology. A key issue which is faced
concerns with the model used for representing the user ontology, that is capable
of embedding both concepts of interest for him/her and the correlations he/she
perceives.

CBCF [35] (Content-Boosted Collaborative Filtering) It uses a content-based pre-
dictor to enhance existing user data, to exploit collaborative filtering to generate
personalized suggestions. The content-based approach views content information
as text documents, and user ratings as one of six class labels. The collaborative
filtering component uses a neighborhood-based algorithm, where a subset of users
similar to the active users, and a weighted combination of their ratings is exploited
to generate recommendations for the active user.

X-Compass [25] It is an XML-based agent model for supporting a user during his
activities on the Web. For this purpose, X-Compass constructs and manages a user
profile; such an activity is performed automatically, by monitoring the behaviour of
a user during his accesses to Web pages. This profile represents user interests, as
well as some relationships existing among them.

Similarities and Differences with CILWEB All the aforementioned systems ex-
ploits, similarly to CILWEB, an internal profile for storing information relative to
the user. Moreover, all these systems provide both content-based and collaborative-
filtering recommendations. However, none of these systems represents in the user’s
profile causal implications between actions performed by the user, while CILWEB
introduces the representation of implications by a logic program that is automat-
ically built by the agent exploiting a neural network-based inductive learning.
Moreover, the systems described above do not provide the possibility to change
the structure of the inferred relationships, that have an a-priori, fixed schema, while
our system is able to learn general relationships, whose structure can continuously
change with the learning activity, involving new terms and new links between terms.
More in particular, the use of neural networks as learning engine provides CILWEB
with the possibility to learn a large set of relationships, as guaranteed by the theo-
retical foundations of the neural network framework.

9.3 CILWEB Knowledge Representation: Ontology
and Agent Profile

In our framework, each agent stores a personal profile, while the whole community
of agents share a global ontology. The global ontology is necessary to fix all the
possible concepts represented in the systems, while each personal profile identifies
the concepts of interests for just that agent, as well as the existing relationships
between the concepts. The profile stores two main categories of information. First,
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it represents the interests of the user, i.e., those concepts that he/she considers the
most attractive when navigating on the Web. The notion of concept plays a key role
in knowledge representation of information agents, where they are generally studied
under the subject of ontologies. Therefore we need to briefly deal with such a subject
to clearly introduce concepts in our framework.

9.3.1 Ontology

In the context of an application domain a concept could be a term that abstractly
describes a collection of objects, e.g., computer, or it could denote a predicate, that
is a relationship between concepts as, for instance, buy(buyer, seller), or it could
indicate an action, e.g., pay. In any case, the set of concepts that are used in re-
lation to a given reality is the result of an operation called conceptualization, that
consists in choosing the most suitable concepts to describe that reality. When a
conceptualization has been chosen, it is necessary to provide a description of such
a conceptualization. That is, a concept has to be associated with a string identifier,
called concept name, and with a meaning that defines the semantics of the concept,
expressed in a given language (natural or mathematical). A description of a con-
ceptualization is called ontology [28]. Many formalisms exist in the literature for
representing ontologies. In Cooperative Agent Systems ontologies are often consid-
ered as collection of conceptual schemas representing the different terms that can
compose an agent message [2, 46]. As an example, in the well-known JAva DE-
velopment Framework (JADE) [32] (a middleware that is fully compliant with the
standard defined by FIPA [21]), an ontology is an extension of the basic class ontol-
ogy, that can contain different categories of elements as predicates, terms, concepts,
actions, etc. The User Modeling instead considers as ontology models those lan-
guages that have been developed for representing the semantic of Web resources,
and that show the capability of modeling semi-structured data. This is the case of
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [50], a markup language standard developed
by the W3C (World-Wide Web Consortium) for facilitating information exchange.
Another well-known standard is the Ontology Web Language (OWL) [40], that has
been conceived for defining and instantiating Web ontologies. An OWL ontology
may include descriptions of classes, properties and their instances, and the OWL se-
mantics specifies how to derive logical consequences from a given ontology. Other
examples of ontology languages are the Ontology Markup Language (OML) [39],
DAMLCOIL [12] and the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [47].

In this paper we adopt an abstract notion of concept, that is independent from any
actual implementation. In the CILWEB environment, a concept simply identifies a
category of objects (texts, images, media, etc.) contained in Web pages. In its turn, a
concept instance is an actual object contained in Web pages. We assume that all the
objects contained in the pages of a Web site are collected in a site catalogue. Conse-
quently, each concept instance is an item of the site catalogue and therefore we will
use the terms item and concept instance interchangeably. Its actual implementation
thus depends on the ontology language used to develop the Web pages of the site.
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“ISO-8859-1”?>
<bookstore xmlns:xsi=

“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=“bookstore.xsd”>
<bookseller> John Smith </bookseller>
<book book-id=“carrie”>

<title>Carrie</title>
<author>Stephen King</author>
<note>First Edition</note>
<quantity>10</quantity>
<price>20.75</price>

</book>
<book book-id=“darktower”>

<title>The Dark Tower</title>
<author>Stephen King</author>
<quantity>6</quantity>
<price>19.90</price>

</book>
</bookstore>

Fig. 9.2 An example of CILWEB site

The current version of CILWEB has been developed for supporting users that
navigate on XML Web sites, and exploits a common ontology implemented by an
XML schema. In this case, concepts are elements of the XML schema and concept
instances are instances of the XML elements. As an example, consider the Web page
whose XML code is shown in Fig. 9.2. This page contains an instance of the concept
bookstore, that represents an on-line store of books. Such a concept is defined in the
XML ontology contained in the XML-schema document “bookstore.xsd”, that is
shown in Fig. 9.3. As we can see, the element bookstore contains a sub-element
bookseller, that represents the owner of the bookstore, and a list of sub-elements
book, where each book contains a title, an author, a quantity and a price. In partic-
ular, the concept instance of the bookstore represented in the Web page of Fig. 9.2
represents a bookstore whose seller is John Smith and that contains the two books
of Stephen King titled “Carrie” and “The Dark Tower”.

Although we have observed over the last years an important evolution towards
the standardization of agent communication languages (ACL’s), as KQML [20] and
FIPA ACL [21], it is worth to point out that the focus of these standards is mainly
on the syntax of messages and the semantics of performatives, while the semantics
of the content is specified by the ontology. This means that, in order to correctly
understand the content of a message, the receiving agent has to understand the con-
cepts contained in the ontology of the sending agent. In a MAS, this is possible
if either all the agents share the same ontology, or every agent knows each other’s
ontology. However, none of these situations are desirable, since: (i) every agent
generally deals with its own particular task and thus requires its own specialized on-
tology; (ii) making every agent of an open MAS, whose size can quickly increase in
time, always acquainted with every other agent’s ontology would lead to a untenable
situation.
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“ISO-8859-1” ?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>

<xs:element name=“bookstore”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name=“bookseller” type=“xs:string”= >
<xs:element name=“book” maxOccurs=“unbounded”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name=“title” type=“xs:string”/>
<xs:element name=“author” type=“xs:string”/>
<xs:element name=“note” type=“xs:string”
minOccurs=“0”/>
<xs:element name=“quantity”
type=“xs:positiveInteger”/>
<xs:element name=“price” type=“xs:decimal”/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name=“book-id” type=“xs:ID”/>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element></xs:schema>
</xs:schema>

Fig. 9.3 An example of XML schema ontology

A possible way to solve the difficulties of an agent in understanding the messages
coming from other agents having different ontologies is offered by the semantic
negotiation [5, 17, 18, 29, 52]. This is a process by which agents of a community try
to reach mutually acceptable definitions (i.e., mutually acceptable agreements on
terms).

Regarding this issue, in this paper we assume that all the agents in CILWEB
uses the same common ontology and consequently share the same concepts. This is
clearly a simplification that is not suitable for open multi-agent systems, as remarked
above. However, in this paper we specifically deal with the problem of generating
recommendations for Web users, that is orthogonal to the ontology issues that we
have discussed in this section, and the assumption of a common ontology does not
imply any loss of generality in the approach.

9.3.2 User Profile

The profile of a user is a data structure that stores all the concepts of the common
ontology in which the user has been interested during his navigation on different
Web sites. In particular, the profile associates with each concept two numerical val-
ues, namely: (i) an interest rate, denoted by ir, that quantitatively represents the
interest rate that the user gives to that concept and (ii) a last date, denoted by ld,
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that represents the last date on which the user has shown interest in that concept.
The interest rates will be used by the system in order to select the more interesting
concepts for the user, while the last date values allow to periodically prune from the
profile those concepts no longer accessed by the user. More formally:

Definition 9.1 (User Profile). A user profile is a set of l triplets hc; ir; ldi, where l
is the number of concepts contained in the profile, c is a concept, ir is the interest of
the user in c and ld is the last date on which the user accessed c.

Analogously to other user modeling approaches (e.g., [25, 42]), the CILWEB
agent computes the interest rate ir associated with each concept c by measuring
the no-idle time t spent by the user on the instances of that concept during his
navigation. The value t is considered as a rough measure of the user’s interest in the
concept and it is strictly related to the characteristics of the exploited device. We
also consider, in order to better evaluate the interest of the user in the concept, the
possible actions that he/she can perform on the concept instances.

More in detail, since the user can store, print or simply read the Web page that
contains c, this is taken into account by weighting ir with a coefficient �a for each
action a, where a D 1 (resp. a D 2, a D 3) represents the action of printing (resp.
storing, visiting).

The ir of a concept that has not never accessed by the user is equal to 0. When
the user accesses to an instance of the concept, and he/she spends a time t on this
instance, possibly performing an action a, then the value of the ir associated to the
concept is updated by using the following formula:

ir D
�
.irC t

T
� �a/=2 ; if t < T

.irC �a/=2 ; elsewhere
(9.1)

In words, ir is computed as the mean value between the previous value of ir and
the new contribution given by the current access. This contribution is assumed to
be maximum, i.e., equal to 1, if the time spent by the user on the concept instance
reaches a threshold value T (where T is an integer value greater than 0). Otherwise,
it is equal to the ratio t

T
��a, weighted by the parameter �a to take into account the

importance of the action performed by the user. The value of �a ranges in the interval
[0,1], where 0 means “no importance” and 1 means “maximum importance”. Both
the threshold T and the parameters �a are stored into the agent, and they can be set
by the user.

The agent also stores, for each concept c, the last date of access ld. This value is
used by the agent itself to periodically decrease the ir value of the no longer visited
concepts, based on the temporal distance from the last date ld.

9.3.3 The CILWEB Ontology Implementation

In the current implementation of CILWEB, the common ontology is realized as an
XML-Schema document, where each element represents a concept. All the sites
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“ISO-8859-1” ?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>

<xs:element name=“hyperlink”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name=“textURL” type=“string”>
<xs:element name=“destinationConcept”
type=“conceptType”>
<xs:element name=“destinationURL”
type=“anyURI”>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element></xs:schema>
</xs:schema>

Fig. 9.4 An XML schema implementation of a hyperlink

of the CILWEB community are XML sites that contains instances of concepts that
belong to the ontology. The mechanism for accessing a concept is as follows. Each
Web page p of a site contains some hyperlinks represented by pairs .s; d /, where s
and d are instances of concepts present in the common ontology. We say that a user,
that is visiting the Web page, accesses the concept instance d when he/she clicks on
a hyperlink .s; d / present in the page.

The hyperlinks have been implemented by using the XML-Schema element hy-
perlink represented in Fig. 9.4. Such an element is composed of three sub-elements,
namely: (i) a textURL that contains the textual description of the hyperlink (e.g.,
“Anna Karenina”), (ii) a destinationConcept that represents the concept which the
hyperlink refers to (e.g., book), and (iii) the destinationURL that contains the actual
URL pointed by the hyperlink.

This implementation of a hyperlink allows the client agent to automatically detect
the concept to which the hyperlink points, and therefore understand the interest
of the agent. Note that the type conceptType associated to the destinationConcept of
the hyperlink in Fig. 9.5 is an XML schema element that represents at a top level all
the concepts contained in the XML ontology. This is obtained in the XML schema
by using a restriction construct. If the XML ontology contains n different concepts,
say c1, c2,. . . ,cn, then the element conceptType is expressed as in Fig. 9.5, stating
that an instance of conceptType is an instance of c1, or an instance of c2,. . . , or an
instance of cn.

9.3.4 Causal Implications

Generally, a user navigates on the Web following some habitual behaviour. For ex-
ample, the user John might be accustomed to read each morning at home, on an
online newspaper, at first pages relative to world news and then news about sports.
However, the user John does not read about sports if he has yet read news about
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“ISO-8859-1” ?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>

<xs:element name=“conceptType”>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restrictionBase=“string”>
<xs:enumeration value= “c1”= >
<xs:enumeration value= “c2”= >
...
<xs:enumeration value= “cn”= >

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element></xs:schema>
</xs:schema>

Fig. 9.5 An XML schema implementation of a concept type

finance. In other words, such a user accesses a page relative to the concept “sports”
only in the morning at home after having previously visited a page relative to the
concept “world” and he has not previously accessed a page relative to the concept
“finance”. As another example, the same user might be accustomed to visit a Web
site dealing with musical events (i.e., relative to the concept “music”) only if it is
not at the office.

Roughly speaking, in the reality of an agent there exist some situations that may
happen or not. In order to represent such situations, we use propositional objects,
that we call events, following [34]. In our framework, an event can represent the
user’s access to a page relative to a given concept, and we denote this event with the
same name of the concept. For instance, we can use the event finance to represent
the fact that the user accessed to a page relative to the concept “finance”.

Often, we want also to represent an event that is the negation of another event.
We represent this kind of situation by an event:e that is the classical negation of e.
If e is an event, the classical negation of e, denoted by :e, means that the negation
of e happens. For instance, we represent the fact that the user is not at home by the
event :home.

A CILWEB agent is generally able to determine if an event is happened or not.
However, in other cases, we want to represent the fact that there is no evidence for
the agent that an event happens. For instance, if the agent has been activated just
now, it is not able to determine if its user has previously visited the financial page
on the newspaper. To model this kind of situations, we use the default negation. If
e is an event, the default negation of e, denoted by � e, means that e is assumed
to be false by default. For instance � finance means that the agent is not able to
determine if its user previously accessed to financial pages.

Extended Logic Programming [27] is a formalism to represent logical rules that
deal with both classical and default negation. Moreover, there exist some relation-
ships between events that can be represented by logical rules. For instance, suppose
to represent the situation described above: John reads sports pages if he has already
read pages about world news and he has not previously read pages about finance. We
can model such a situation in two different ways, depending on the meaning that we
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give to the negative condition “John has not previously read pages about finance”.
As a first possibility, we can mean: “There is no evidence that John has previously
read pages about finance”. In this case, we use the rule: sports world;� finance.
Note that if the agent has not information about the event finance, in this represen-
tation it supposes that finance is false by default. However, as a second possibility,
we could choose that we have to explicitly prove that finance is false in order to
derive sports. In this case, if we do not have information about finance, we do not
derive sports. The rule that we use in this situation is sports  world;:finance.
It is worth pointing out that the rules representing causal implications are intrinsi-
cally dynamic, in the sense that they change with time. It is thus important to have a
mechanism for inducing these rules by observing the user behaviour, as we will see
in the following.

Definition 9.2. A clause k is a triple (head,body,� body), where head is an event
and body D fa1; a2; :::; ang and � body D fanC1;� anC2; :::;� amg are two sets
of events. Such a clause represents a propositional rule of the form:
head a1; a2; :::; an;� anC1;� anC2; :::;� am. This notation means that, if both
a1; a2; :::; an are proved to be true, and anC1; anC2; :::; am are assumed to be false
by default, then head is to be proved. �

Generally, in representing an agent ontology, we have to consider a (finite) set of
clauses, that form an extended logic program. The semantics of extended programs
is an extension of the stable model semantics [7] and it is represented by the answer
sets [27]. For understanding the semantics of such a kind of program, firstly consider
the case of a program formed by clauses that do not have any classical negative
event, i.e., a program with only default negation. This program is called a general
logic program.

Definition 9.3. Let P a general logic program. We call Herbrand base [7] of P , de-
noted by BP , the set of events occurring in P . An interpretation of P is a function
mapping each event in BP to ftrue; falseg. A Herbrand Model for P is an interpre-
tation making true all the clauses of the program. A Herbrand model M of P is
minimal if no proper subset of M is a Herbrand model of P . �

Definition 9.4. Let P be a general logic program. The Immediate Consequence
Operator is the mapping TP :2BP  2BP defined as follows. Let I an interpre-
tation of P , then TP .I/ D fe 2 BP j e  e1; : : : ; en is a clause of P and
fe1; : : : ; eng � Ig, where� ej is mapped to false (resp. true) by I iff ej is mapped
to true (resp. false) by I. �

Definition 9.5. Let T be a mapping and let ˛ be an ordinal successor. We define
T " ˛ D T .T " .˛ � 1// and T " �1 D T . Let P be a general logic program.
Assuming that BP is finite, there is some n 2 ! (! D f1; 2; :::g/, such that TP "
n D TP " .nC 1/. We define the Least Fixpoint TP " ! of P=TP " n. �

A general program that does not contain negative events �e has exactly one
minimal Herbrand model, that is identical to the least fixpoint TP " !. Programs
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with negative events may have several Herbrand models. In [26], the definition of
stable model is introduced for providing a semantic for a general logic program.
The intuition behind this definition is as follows: consider a rational agent with a
set of premises P . We search for sets of interpretation of P that can be considered
as sets of belief that the rational agent might hold. To this purpose, consider an
interpretation I. Then, any clause of P that has an event�e in its body, when e 2 I,
is useless, and may be removed from P . Moreover, any event �e, when e 62 I, is
trivial, and may be deleted from the clauses in which it appears in P . This yields a
simplified (positive) program PI and if I happens to be precisely the set of events
that follows logically from PI , then the set I is stable and represents a set of belief
for the rational agent. More formally:

Definition 9.6. Let P be a general logic program. Given a set I of events from P ,
let PI be the (positive) program obtained from P by deleting (i) each clause that
has a negative event �e in its body, with e 2 I , and (ii) the negative events in the
bodies of the remaining clauses. �

The program PI is positive (i.e., does not contain any negative event) and thus it
has a unique minimal Herbrand Model M [19]. We say that M is a stable model if
it coincides with I.

Definition 9.7. Let P be a general logic program. A Herbrand interpretation I of
P is called stable iff TPI .I / D I. �

A general program is well behaved if it has exactly one stable model. In a well
behaved general program, an event e is true or false, depending on whether e be-
longs or not to the unique stable model of the program. Now, we characterize some
general logic programs that are well-behaved, and that are called acceptable pro-
grams.

Definition 9.8. A level mapping for a program P is a mapping jj: BP ! N of
events to natural numbers. We denote by j e j the level of e, for e 2 BP , and
j �e jDj e j. �

Definition 9.9. Let P be a general logic program, jj a mapping for P and I a model
for P . P is called acceptable w.r.t. jj and I if, for every clause e  a1; a2; :::; an
in P , the following implication holds, for 1 � i � n:
if I ˆ ^i�1jD1aj H)j e j>j ai j,
whereˆmeans “is a model”. P is called acceptable if it is acceptable w.r.t. some

level mapping and a model of P . �

Definition 9.10. For each acceptable general program P , the function TP has a
unique fixpoint. The sequence of all TP" m.i/, m 2 N , converges to this fixpoint
TP " !.i/ (which is identical to the stable model of P), for each i 2 BP . �

The semantics of extended programs is an extension of the stable model seman-
tics [7] and is represented by the answer sets. A well behaved extended program
has exactly one answer set, and an event e is true, false or unknown depending
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on whether its answer set contain e, :e or neither. If a program does not contain
classical negation, then its answer sets are exactly the same as its stable models
[27]. Formally:

Definition 9.11. Let P be an extended logic program. Given a set I of events from
P , let PI the extended program obtained from P by deleting (i) each clause that
has a negative event �e in its body, with e 2 I , and (ii) the negative events in the
bodies of the remaining clauses. �

PI is called, after its inventors, the Gelfond-Lifschitz Reduction of P w.r.t. I.
The answer set of PI is unique and it is defined as follows:

Definition 9.12. Let P be an extended logic program and let PI be the Gelfond-
Lifschitz Reduction of P w.r.t. the event set I. The answer set of PI is the smallest
subset ofBP such that: (i) for any clause b  a1; a2; :::; an ofPI , if a1; :::; an 2 PI
then b 2 PI , and (ii) if PI contains a pair of complementary events then PI D BP .

ut
Now, we define the answer set of an extended logic program P as follows.

Definition 9.13. Let P be an extended logic program and let PI be the Gelfond-
Lifschitz Reduction of P w.r.t. the event set I. Let IC the answer set of PI . I is an
answer set of P iff I D IC. �

If an extended logic program does not contain classical negation, it is a general
logic program. In this case, its answer sets are identical to its stable models. How-
ever, it is worth pointing out that the absence of an event e in the stable model of a
general program means that e is false (by default), while the absence of both e and
:e in the answer set of an extended program means that we do not know nothing
about e. Some extended logic programs can be easily reduced to general logic pro-
grams. Consider an extended logic program P , and an event set I of this program.
For each negative event :e 2 I, consider a positive event eP that does not occur
in P . eP is called the positive form of e. We call positive form of I, denoted by I�,
the set of the positive forms of all the events of I, and we call the positive form of
the program P the program obtained from P by replacing all the negative events
:e of each clause of I by its positive form. Then we define the notion of consistent
answer set.

Definition 9.14. Let P be an extended logic program and let I a consistent event
set of P , i.e., an event set that does not contain any contradiction. I is an answer set
of P iff I�is a stable model of P�. �

Definition 9.15. An extended logic program P is called acceptable if its positive
form P� is acceptable. �

Acceptable extended programs [22] have a unique answer set.
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9.4 Connectionist Representation of Agent’s Profile

It has been proved [14] that neural networks can be used to learn clauses of extended
general programs and that they are capable of computing the answer set of the pro-
gram if this latter is acceptable (see Definition 9.15 for remembering the meanings
of acceptable program).

9.4.1 Neural Networks That Learn Functions

A standard feedforward neural network is composed by a set of N nodes N and
a set of M arcs A. The nodes are partitioned into three groups, called layers: a
set of I nodes NI called input layer, a set of H nodes NH, called hidden layer
and a set of O nodes NO , called output layer. Each node of the output layer is
connected with all the nodes of the hidden layer, and each node of the hidden layer
is connected with all the nodes of the input layer. A real value Wij , called weight,
is associated with the arc from the node j to the node i . The network is used for
representing a real function. Each input layer node is associated with an input (real)
value and each output layer node is associated with an output (real) value of the
function. The output values are computed by the network, by using the input values.
Hidden layer nodes are associated with intermediate results of the computation. The
network computes the output values as follows: both each hidden and output layer
node n is provided with the same function a, that is called activation function, and
with a parameter �n, that is called bias. Each hidden layer node j computes its
associated hidden value hj D a.

PI
iD1Wj i � Ii � �h/, where i is an input layer

node, i.e., by computing the weighted sum of the input values Ii using the weights
associated to all the connections between each input layer node i and the hidden
layer node j . Analogously, each output layer node j computes its associated output
value oj D a.

PH
hD1Woh � Hh � �o/, where h is an hidden layer node, i.e., by

computing the weighted sum of the hidden values Hh using the weights associated
to all the connections between each hidden layer node h and the output node o.

9.4.2 Neural Networks That Learn Extended Logic Programs

Several authors [15, 41, 48] suggested that symbolic knowledge can be represented
by a connectionist system, as a neural network, in order to build effective learning
system. In particular, in [15], it is proved that, for each extended logic program P ,
there exists a feedforward neural networkN with exactly one hidden layer and semi-
linear activation functions, that is equivalent to N in the sense that N computes TP .
Authors give the following constructive definition of N .
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Definition 9.16 ([15]). Let P an acceptable extended program. The neural network
N associated to P is defined as follows. For each clause c

bc  ac1; a
c
2; :::; a

c
n;� acnC1;� acnC2; :::;� acm

of P , a node nci in the input layer of N is associated with each event aci , i D 1; :::; m
of the clause’s body, a node nc

b
in the output layer of N is associated with the event

bc of the clause’s head and a node nc
h

in the hidden layer of N is associated with
the clause. If an event appears in more than one clause, only a node is associated
to it in the network. A node can assume a value belonging to the interval [�1,1],
as the result of the bipolar semi-linear activation function a.x/ D 1

1Ce�ˇx . A min-
imum activation value Am, 0 < Am < 1 is defined, representing the minimum
activation for a node to be considered true, and a maximum activation value AM ,
�1 < AM < 0 is also defined, representing the maximum activation for a node to
be considered false. Thus, the state of a node is false if the result of its input function
belongs to the interval Œ�1;AM �, the state is true if the input function produces a
value belonging to ŒAm; 1�. Weights and biases computed by the algorithm do not
allow the network to present activations in the range ŒAM ; Am�. An input node has
a fixed value, true or false. By setting an input node a equal to true, we add the fact
a to the network. By setting an input node a equal to false, we mean that there is
no evidence that a is true, that is we represent the default negation of a. Note that,
in order to mean that a is false in the strong sense, we have to explicitly add the fact
:a to the network, by introducing the input node:a and setting it to true. An arc
.nc
h
; nc
b
/with weightW is introduced from the hidden layer node to the output node,

an arc .nci ; n
c
h
/, i D 1; :::; n with weightW is introduced from each input layer node

corresponding to an event not negated by default to the hidden layer node, and an
arc .nci ; n

c
h
/, i D nC 1; :::; m with weight �W is introduced from each input layer

node corresponding to an event negated by default to the hidden layer node. �

As an example, suppose that the agent’s ontology has to represent the background
knowledge relative to a user that accesses to a page relative to a book only if the
content of the book is not annoying and the book is considered interesting. More in
particular, for the user the book is considered interesting if there is no evidence that
the book belongs to the category “Fantasy”, and it is considered as not annoying
if it is interesting and there is no evidence that it is too long. This situation can be
represented by the following logic program, where each meaning has an intuitive
meaning.

k1 W Book Interesting;:Annoying (9.2)

k2 W :Annoying Interesting;� TooLong (9.3)

k3 W Interesting � Fantasy (9.4)

The rules above can be applied for each link to a page relative to the concept
“Book”, present in the page that the user is currently visiting, in order to decide if
the link has to be suggested or not to the human owner.
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Fig. 9.6 A recurrent neural network associated to a logic program

The neural network that represents this program, built by following Definition
9.16, is shown in Fig. 9.6. Note that in this example, the nodes Interesting and
:Annoying appear both in the input and the output layer. This happens because the
associated events appear both in the body and in the head of some clauses. The net-
work can compute in one step the operator TP .i/. In order to compute the upward
powers TPm.i/ of TP.i/ it is necessary to iterate the computation of TP.i/. To this
purpose, an arc for each pair of homonym nodes is introduced, from the input layer
node to the corresponding (homonym) output layer node. The weight Wr D 1 is
associated to each of these arcs, obtaining a (partial) recurrent neural network. A re-
current neural network can be used for performing deduction, in the sense that it can
compute the (unique) fixed point T 1P .i/ of an acceptable extended logic program.
Hence, a neural network may be fruitfully exploited for encoding the clauses of the
programP contained in an agent ontology. When the agent initially starts to monitor
the activities of its owner, the program P can be viewed as a background knowledge
relative to the agent’s owner.

In [15], a translation method for computing the values ofW as well as the values
of the bias associated to each hidden and output layer node, is also presented. We
report a short description of this method in the Appendix.

Two relevant cases can be studied, relative to the knowledge refinement process.
The first case corresponds to the application of a reasoning process to the refined
knowledge by the agent. The second case deals with the induction process. We ana-
lyze these cases in the following two paragraphs.

9.4.2.1 Induction

It is possible that the agent observes a correlation between events, i.e., indepen-
dently from the knowledge encoded in the ontology, a state configuration of events
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is produced after another configuration of events happens. This is the core of the
induction process, because in this situation the agent has to learn the causal im-
plication between events directly from the observation. For instance, suppose that
the agent observes that the event Interesting becomes true when both Fantasy and
TooLong happen. This can happen, for instance, due to a direct decision of the
human owner that choose to visit a link relative to a book in the category “Fan-
tasy” and having a long content. By applying the rules contained in the background
knowledge, after having assigned to both the input nodes Fantasy and TooLong
the value true, we derive for Interesting the value false. However, the direct ob-
servation of the human behaviour detects the event Interesting is true. The agent
could suppose that there exists a causal implication between the pair of events
(Fantasy, TooLong) and the event Interesting and, as consequence, that it is nec-
essary to modify the topology of the neural network for taking into account this
fact. This modification can be automatically performed by applying to the neural
network a constructive learning algorithm. Constructive Learning Algorithms are
capable to obviate the need of an a priori choice of the network topology, but in-
stead adaptively adding neurons as needed for improving classification accuracy
[41]. Therefore, they are suitable to train an initial neural network, representing an
initial background knowledge as, for instance, that depicted in Fig. 9.6. There ex-
ist many different constructive neural network learning algorithm, as the M-Tiling
described in [54] and the Pyramid proposed in [23], or the Dynamic Node Cre-
ation Method presented in [3]. As an example, the Dynamic Node Creation Method
adds fully connected nodes to the hidden layer of a feed forward neural network
architecture trained using the Back Propagation algorithm. Training starts with an
initial number of nodes in the hidden layer, and proceeds until the functional map-
ping is learned or the error ceases to descend and a new hidden node is added.
After addition of a new node both the weights involving the new nodes and previous
weights are retrained. If we apply the Dynamic Node Creation algorithm to the net-
work in Fig. 9.6, by presenting it the pattern composed by the inputs Book D false,
Interesting D false, :Annoying D false, TooLong D true, Fantasy D true and
the outputs Book D false, Interesting D true, :Annoying D false, by setting a
tolerance for the overall error equal to 0 (i.e., we want to obtain a perfect mapping
between input an output), the algorithm verifies that, by using the three neurons
of the initial configuration the error is over the tolerance, due to the fact that the
network produces Interesting D false. As a consequence, a hidden node is added
to the network, and this node is connected with all the input and the output nodes.
Then, the backpropagation algorithm is applied to the network. The new network
that we obtain is described in Fig. 9.7, where we have omitted to depict the arcs
.Interesting;H4/, .:Annoying;H4/, .H4;Book/ that are resulted equal to 0 at the
end of the computation, and then are not influent. The backpropagation algorithm
computes also the weightsW1 D W 2 D 4:63,W 3 D 4:57. The refined knowledge
is numerically encoded in the weights of the network; in order to make clearly un-
derstandable such a knowledge, we need to transform it in an equivalent symbolic
format. Several approaches to the problem of extracting symbolic knowledge from
a trained neural network have been proposed in the literature [13, 41]. In particular,
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Fig. 9.7 The neural network representing a refinement of the agent’s background knowledge

in [13], an approach for extracting an extended logic program from a trained neural
network, is presented. We briefly describe this approach in the following Section
9.4.3.

Finally, it is important to briefly discuss the possibility that the network pro-
duces a stable output “by itself”, if it is not activated. This possibility is often
referred as the case of the “echo states”. We remark that the possible presence of
echo states in the neural network does not generate any problem in our approach,
since the output of the network is used only in the case the network has been ac-
tivated, after the learning phase. In other words, a network which has not been yet
trained by examples does not produce any rules for the system.

9.4.3 Knowledge Extraction from Neural Networks

This subsection focuses on the problem of extracting symbolic knowledge from
trained neural networks. In other words, we will analyze how finding a logical rep-
resentation for a given neural network. The extraction process is necessary to give an
explanation of the results derived from the learning. Indeed, the logic representation
extracted by the neural network, obtained from inductive learning with examples,
can be added to an existing background and represents a refinement of such an ini-
tial knowledge.

The knowledge acquired by a neural network during its training phase is encoded
in the networks architecture and in the values of its weights and thresholds. Given a
particular set of weights and thresholds, resulting from a training process on a neural
network, the extraction problem can be defined as follows: Find for each input vector
i , all the outputs oj in the corresponding output vector o such that the activation of
oj is greater than Am, where Am is the minimum activation function defined in
Section 9.4.2 (in this case, we say that output neuron oj is active for input vector i ).
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Fig. 9.8 (a) A single hidden layer neural network and (b) the ordering of the set of its input vector

For example, consider a network with input neurons a and b. If i D .1;�1/ activates
output neuron c, then we derive the rule c  a � b. As a result, if the input vector
i has length p, there are 2p possible input vectors to be checked. We want to find
the activation value of oj , Act.oj / D h.Pr

iD1Wj i �Hi � �oi
/, such that Act.oj / >

Am. Considering the monotonically crescent characteristic of the activation function
h.x/ and given that 0 < Am < 1 and ˇ > 0, we can rewrite h.x/ > Am as
x > h�1.Am/, that is we can say that oj is active for i iff

Pr
iD1Wji �Hi > AmC�oi

.
For instance, applying this approach to the simple network of Fig. 9.8a, we see

that the output Interesting is active for the input Fantasy D TooLong D 1, and
then we extract the rule Interesting Fantasy;TooLong. We can easily see that no
other rules can be extracted from this network, without checking all the other input
configurations. In fact, since W1;W2 > 0, it is easy to verify that the ordering of
Fig. 9.8b on the set of input vectors I D ŒFantasy;TooLong� holds with respect to
the output Interesting of the network. The ordering says that the activation of the
output is maximum for I D Œ1; 1� and minimum if I D Œ�1;�1�. Therefore, the
activation value of Interesting is governed by this ordering.

This example helps us to understand that, in the case of a positive neural network,
that is a network whose weights have all a positive value, it is easy to find an ordering
on the set of input vectors I with respect to the set of output vectors O and that it
is possible to exploit such information for extracting symbolic knowledge from the
network. The ordering can help to reduce the search space, since we can safely avoid
checking irrelevant input vectors, in the sense that those vectors that are not checked
would not generate new rules, as in the case of the example above. Notice that in
the worst case we still have to check 2n input vectors, where i is the number of
input nodes, and in the best case we only need to check one input vector (either the
minimum or the maximum element in the ordering).

While the knowledge extraction problem can be efficiently solved, in many cases,
in presence of positive networks, it becomes more difficult in the case of networks
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having some negative weights. The approach presented in [13] gives an algorithm
that solve the extraction problem for non positive networks that present a “regular-
ity”. They define regular networks those networks either with all the weights from
the hidden layer to each output neuron positive or with all of them negative. For a
regular network N they define a Transformation Algorithm that generates a posi-
tive network equivalent to N , and therefore they propose a Knowledge Extraction
Algorithm based on the Transformation Algorithm. They also define an extraction
algorithm for network that are not regular, but in this case the algorithm is not com-
plete, in the sense that it is not sure that all the possible rules encoded in the network
will be extracted. The formalization of the Knowledge Extraction problem is com-
plex enough, and it is out of the scope of this paper. For more details, we refer the
interested reader to the paper [13].

9.5 Implication-Based Web Recommendations

In this section we describe an algorithm that exploits causal implications learnt by a
CILWEB agent in order to generate suggestions for its human owner.

The idea underlying this algorithm is that the use of causal implications extracted
by the CILWEB system can extend the set of recommendations usually generated by
content-based (CB) and collaborative filtering (CF) approaches. In [44], it is shown
that the agent ontologies built by using the CILIOS approach can be effectively
used for generating both CB and CF recommendations. More in particular, if a is
an agent visiting the site s, then CB recommendations can be generated by finding
all the items contained in s which are instances of concepts belonging to the a’s on-
tology. Moreover, the CF recommendations can be generated by determining the set
AS of the agents having the ontologies most similar to that of a. Then, the CF rec-
ommendations are composed by the items of s most accessed by the agents of AS.
Then, the CILIOS approach presented in [44] does not introduce any contributions
regarding to the exploited recommendation algorithms, that consist of the traditional
content-based and collaborative filtering approaches. The contribution of CILIOS is
focused on the automatically building of a new type of agent ontology, and on the
possibility of adapting the traditional algorithms to this ontology. To make possible
this adaptation, CILIOS provides a way of determining inter-ontology similarities
between agents, taking into account all the ontology components as concepts, cate-
gories, events and causal implications.

Instead, the algorithm proposed in this section allows to compute a new type
of recommendations, called implication-based recommendations. An implication-
based recommendation suggests some links to the user, such that each link contains
items joined by a causal implication with other items previously visited by the user.

Implication-based recommendations cannot be determined by traditional recom-
mendation algorithms, that consider only users and items in their computation. We
note that in the actual behaviour of Web users, causal implications assume a main
role in determining users’ actions. Indeed, a user often chooses to visit an item
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belonging to an item category x only because he/she follows a habitual behaviour
that leads him/her to be interested in that category when he/she has previously vis-
ited another category y, without considering the absolute interest he/she has for x.
In other words, the user could generally have a little interest in items of category
y, but this interest can drastically increase when he/she has previously visited items
belonging to the category y. Therefore, if we use a purely content-based approach
in the situation of a user that visits the site after having accessed items of y, the
generally low interest for x does not lead the approach to suggest items of x, while
an implication-based approach is able to suggest them.

To understand how a causal implication generates a relationship between items,
and to show how the algorithm works, consider as example that a CILWEB agent
accesses the Web page reported in Fig. 9.9, dealing with the Italian writer Dante
Alighieri.

This page contains some links to other page, and each link is classified by the
agent on the basis of an existing ontology as shown in Table 9.1, where for each
link is reported the associated concept in the ontology. Also suppose that the current

Fig. 9.9 A Web page about Dante

Table 9.1 Links and
concepts in Dante Web page

Link name Concept

Firenze Birthplace
Divina commedia Dante Book
Petrarch Petrarch
Boccaccio Boccaccio
Italian language Language
Literature Literature
Trattatello Boccaccio Book
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page is associated with the concept Dante, and that the concepts Dante, Petrarch and
Boccaccio are sub-concepts of the more general concept Author (where the concept
a is a sub-concept of the concept b is all the instances of a are also instances of b).
Finally, suppose that:

� For each concept, an event having the same name of the concept is defined in the
agent’s profile. We call C-events such type of events associated with concepts.

� The events PC, palmtop and cell are also defined, representing the fact the owner
uses as device a personal computer or a palmtop or a cellular phone, respectively.
We call NC-events this second type of events, that are not associated to concepts.

Finally, consider that the following rules are contained in the agent’s profile:

r1 W Birthplace Author;:palm;:cell (9.5)

r2 W Petrarch Dante;:cell (9.6)

stating that the agent’s owner: (i) when he/she visits a page relative to an Author
and he/she does not use either a palmtop or a cellular, visits the page relative to
the author’s Birthplace and (ii) if he/she visits a page relative to Dante and he/she
does not use a cellular, then he/she visits a page relative to Petrarch. In this case,
the agent verifies that the current page is relative to both the concepts Author and
Dante and that the events palm and cell are false, and in consequence suggests the
two links Florence (relative to the concept Birthplace) and Petrarch (relative to the
concept Petrarch).

This example helps us to understand the steps composing our implication-based
recommendation algorithm that are executed by a recommender agent each way his
human owner visits a Web page. Consider that the agent, before to execute the algo-
rithm, computes two sets of recommendations, called CBR and CFR, that contains
Content-Based and Collaborative-Filtering recommendations, respectively. These
two sets are built exploiting the CILIOS approach described in [44]. Our algorithm
computes an additional set, called IBR, that contains Implication-Based Recommen-
dations, following the steps formally described below.

1. Let P be the logic program contained in the agent ontology, let E be the set of
events and let L be the set of the links present in the visited Web page.

2. Assign a state to each literal lite associated to an event e 2 E. The literal lite is
set to true if e is happened, is set to false otherwise.

3. Computes the unique answer set AP of P .
4. Select all the literals r1; r2; : : : ; rn 2 AP such that the event associated to ri is a

C-event.
5. Build the set of links L D fl1; l2; : : : ; lmg such that li 2 L and the concept ci

associated to li belongs to AP .
6. Compute the set IBR D L� CBR

S
CFR.

The last row of the algorithm above avoids that the algorithm recommends a link
that has been already computed either in content-based or in collaborative filtering
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recommendations. This way, the implication-based recommendations contained in
IBR can be considered as additional suggestions that the agent is able to compute
besides content-based and collaborative filtering recommendations.

9.6 Evaluation of CILWEB

In this section we describe a set of experiments performed to real users, in order
to evaluate the advantages deriving from the introduction of implication-based rec-
ommendations. To this purpose, we compared the performances of CILWEB and
those of other well-known techniques in the field of Collaborative Filtering Rec-
ommendation Systems (CFRS). CFRS are Recommendation Systems that require
each user to specify his ratings about system recommendations; after this, they rec-
ognize commonalities among users on the basis of their ratings and generate new
recommendations taking into account inter-user comparisons.

In our experiments we used a set of 50 CILWEB agents, each associated to a
human user and provided with a CILWEB profile. Each agent has a background
knowledge containing some rules involving both C-events and NC-events (see
Section 9.5). We used a common ontology composed by 130 concepts, each of
which representing a different Web categories (as Book, CD, Literature, etc.), de-
noted by g1; g2; : : : ; g130 (see Section 9.3). The chosen value for the number of
concepts was due to a typical dimension of a common ontology in a medium-size
virtual community, as in e-commerce or e-learning. Therefore each agent contains
in its profile a logic program that can be represented, following the methodology
described in Section 9.4.2, by a three layers neural network having an input layer
with 150 nodes, where 130 of these nodes are associated to Web categories and 20
nodes are associated to NC-events. In particular, each node i , i D 1; : : : ; 130 of
the input layer is associated to the Web category gi and receives a boolean input
equal to 1 if the user has clicked on a link belonging to gi , �1 otherwise. Instead,
each node i , i D 131; : : : ; 150, of the input layer is associated to an NC event and
receives an input equal to 1 if the associated event is happened, �1 otherwise.

Analogously, the output layer of the network is composed by 130 nodes, where
each node j is associated to the Web category gi and yields a boolean output that,
when its is equal to 1, represents the prediction that the user will click on a link be-
longing to gi . For each of our 50 agents, we have represented by the neural network
a different set of rules, by using the translation algorithm presented in Section 9.4.2
for inserting the necessary hidden nodes into the hidden level, and consequently set-
ting the initial weights and biases. Then, we have trained this network by using the
Dynamic Node Creation algorithm and a training set composed by 2,156 patterns.
Each pattern represents a Web session performed by a user, and it is composed by
150 input i1; i2; : : : ; i150 and 130 output o1; o2; : : : ; o130.

An agent a is able to give a recommendation to its associated user u, in the sense
that, when the user clicks on a link for visiting a Web page, the agent automatically
proposes a number of Web categories that u should consider interesting to visit.
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We note that initially the agent profiles are empty, before to begin the learning
phase, and that any pre-determined relationship has been inserted.

The recommendation is generated on the basis of three different contributions,
namely:

� Content-based recommendations, computed as described in the CILIOS ap-
proach [44]. Roughly speaking, the set CBR of these recommendations is com-
puted by selecting, among all the links present in the visited Web-page, those
links associated to those concepts having the best interest rates (see Section 9.3).

� Collaborative filtering recommendations, already computed as in the CILIOS ap-
proach. In particular, the set of CFR recommendations is computed by selecting,
among all the links present in the visited Web-page, those links associated to
those concepts in which the agents most similar to a are best interested. The
computation of the most similar agents is performed by using the similarity met-
rics described in [44].

� Implications-based recommendations, computed as described in Section 9.5.
CILWEB agents generate its predictions about the future pages for a user on
the basis of the last 15 pages visited by this user, using the 150 input neurons of
the associated neural-network. If the user has chosen in the last 15 clicks, one
or more times, a page belonging to the group gk , the input of the node ik of the
network is set equal to true, it is set equal to false otherwise.

In this section, we quantitatively compare the effectiveness of this Multi-Agent
System based on CILIOS Architecture with:

(i) Four of the most used collaborative-filtering approaches, namely the Markov
Model (MM) [16], the Association Rule (AR) Model [37], the Sequential As-
sociation Rule (SAR) Model [38], and the hybrid model (H) [33], that exploits
different combinations of MM, AR and SAR.1 These approaches are not based
on ontologies, but the similarities between users are computed only comparing
the choices made in the past in selecting Web pages:

(ii) A CFRS based on ontology, i.e., X-COMPASS (X-C) [24]
(iii) The CILIOS Approach [24]

Analogously to CILWEB, we have considered a set of 50 agents for all of the
above approaches, that support the same 50 users considered by CILWEB. The per-
formance metrics, precision, recall and F-measure, are used for measuring the
approaches effectiveness. In order to measure the performance of the approaches in
the experiments, accordingly with [33], a session data set is divided into a training
and a test set. The training set is used to generate the user models underlying each
approach (for instance, for training the neural networks of the CILWEB agents),
while the test set is treated as current session data and used to evaluate the models.
Each session s, composed by 170 group of links, in the test set is divided, as in the
training set, into two parts. The first 60 values in s are treated as an active session

1 The interested reader can found some details about these collaborative filtering techniques in [33].
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and are used for making predictions, while the remaining portion of the session is
used to evaluate the prediction models. We define active session window, denoted
by ass, as the portion of a users active session used by an approach for prediction.
The remaining portion of the session is denoted by outputs . Each approach takes ass
as an input and makes a prediction. We denote the recommended pages as P.ass/.
Then precision, recall, and the F-measure can be represented as follows.

Pre.P.ass// D jP.ass/
T
outputsj

jP.ass/j (9.7)

Rec.P.ass// D jP.ass/
T

outputsj
jtests j (9.8)

F.P.ass// D 2 	 Rec.P.ass// 	 Pre.P.ass//

Rec.P.ass//C Pre.P.ass//
(9.9)

For all the methods, the exploited training data set contains a total of 2,258
session records, having the same structure described above relatively to the neu-
ral network training. The exploited test sets contains 613 patterns having the same
structure. All the values used above are comparable with those used for similar ex-
periments in the literature, as in [33]. Figure 9.10 presents the results obtained on
this data set by an agent that uses our approach and those obtained by the approaches
MM, AR, SAR, HYBRID, CILIOS and X-COMPASS, in terms of average preci-
sion, average recall and average F-measure, respectively. Each average has been
evaluated by considering all the single results obtained in each session s.

These results show that CILWEB performs better, in the average, than all the
other systems, presenting the highest precision, recall and F-Measure. The advan-
tage is quantified in above 24% of precision with respect to CILIOS (that is the
second best performer in precision), in above 29% of recall with respect to CIL-
IOS and X-COMPASS (second best performers in recall) and in above 24% of
F-Measure with respect to CILIOS (second best performer in F-Measure).

We easily argue that the advantages in terms of performances are due to the
introduction of the implication-based recommendations, since the only difference
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Fig. 9.10 Comparison between recommendation methods
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between CILIOS and CILWEB is represented by the set of implication-based
recommendations computed by CILWEB and not provided by CILIOS.

It is also interesting to examine the relationship between recall and precision,
represented in Fig. 9.11. We have determined this relationship varying the total
number of recommendations that the system is able to generate. When this number
increases, the recall increases too, since the number of relevant recommendations
becomes higher, while the precision decreases. We note that the decrement of the
precision caused by an increment of the recall is small enough, passing from a pre-
cision equal to 0.98 (in correspondence to a recall equal to 0.67) to a precision equal
to 0.92 (corresponding to a recall equal to 0.89). This behaviour is very satisfactory,
since we can choose to increase the number of provided (relevant) recommendations
without producing a too drastic reduction of the precision.

9.7 Conclusions

The activity of generating Web recommendations has been based in past recom-
mender systems on content-based and collaborative-filtering algorithms, that exploit
a user profile to compare the interests of a user with the content of a Web site
and with the profiles of other users. However, some recent proposals introduced
more sophisticated user profiles automatically constructed by software agents able
to monitor “over the shoulders” the user’s behaviour. This way, the profile can con-
tain some useful information about not only the user’s interest but also the user’s
behaviour. For instance, in the CILIOS approach presented in [44], the user’s pro-
file contains a logic program, automatically constructed by a neural network-based
approach, that represents causal implications about events belonging to the user’s
environment. In this paper we propose to use the logic knowledge extracted by
CILIOS to support Web recommendation activities. A new type of agent, called
CILWEB, is provided with both the CILIOS inductive learning capability and an
additional implication-based recommendation algorithm. The introduction of the
implication-based recommendation gives to the CILWEB agent the capability of
performing better with respect to the traditional recommendation systems, as it is
shown by some experimental results.
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Appendix: The Rules-Network Translation Method

Given a general logic programP , let q denote the number of clausesCl .1 � l � q/
occurring in P ; m, the number of literals occurring in P ; Am, the minimum acti-
vation for a neuron to be considered active (or true); AM , the maximum activation
for a neuron to be considered not active (or false); h.x/ D 2

1Ce�ˇ�x � 1, the bipo-
lar semi-linear activation function, where ˇ is the steepness parameter (that defines
the slope of h.x/); W (resp. -W ), the weight of connections associated with posi-
tive (resp. negative) literals; �l , the threshold of hidden neuron Nl associated with
clause Cl ; �A, the threshold of output neuron A, where A is the head of clause Cl ;
kl , the number of literals in the body of clause Cl ; pl , the number of positive literals
in the body of clause Cl ; nl , the number of negative literals in the body of clause
Cl ; �l , the number of clauses in P with the same atom in the head for each clause
Cl ; maxP .k1; : : : ; kq ; �1; : : : ; �q/, the greatest element among all ks and �s of P .
Now, assume that the literals of P are numbered from 1 to m such that the input
and output layers of N are vectors of maximum length m, where the i -th neuron
represents the i -th literal of P. Assume, for mathematical convenience and without
loss of generality, that AM D �Am. The translation ia realized by executing the
following steps:

1. Calculate maxP.k1; : : : ; kq; �1; : : : ; �q/ of P .

2. Calculate Am >
maxP .k1;:::;kq ;�1;:::;�q/�1
maxP .k1;:::;kq ;�1;:::;�q/C1 .

3. Calculate W � 2
ˇ
� ln.1CAm/�ln.1�Am/
maxP .k1;:::;kq ;�1;:::;�q/�.1�Am/CAmC1 :

4. For each clause Cl of P of the form A L1; : : : ; Lk .k � 0/:
(a) Add a neuronNl to the hidden layer of N .
(b) Connect each neuron Li .1 � i � k/ in the input layer to the neuron Nl in

the hidden layer. If Li is a positive literal then set the connection weight to
W ; otherwise, set the connection weight to �W .

(c) Connect the neuronNl in the hidden layer to the neuronA in the output layer
and set the connection weight to W .

(d) Define the threshold �l of the neuron Nl in the hidden layer as �l D
.1CAm/.kl�1/

2
�W .

(e) Define the threshold �A of the neuron A in the output layer as �A D
.1CAm/.1��l /

2
�W .

5. Set h.x/ as the activation function of the neurons in the hidden and output layers
of N . In this way, a gradient descent learning algorithm, such as backpropaga-
tion, can be applied on N efficiently.

6. If N ought to be fully connected, set all other connections to zero.

Example 9.1. As an example of neural network representation of a program, con-
sider the case of the network of Fig. 9.6, representing the background knowledge
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Table 9.2 Neural network
parameters k, p, n and �

i: 1 2 3
ki 2 2 1
pi 2 1 0
ni 0 1 1
�i 1 2 1

Table 9.3 Node biases n: H1 H2 H3 MakeO Interesting : Annoying

�n 3.375 3.375 0 0 0 0

of the agent John, as described above. For this case, we have q D 3, m D 5

and the other parameters set as in Table 9.2. Consequently, maxP .k1; k2; k3; �1;
�2; �3/ D 2.

Therefore, we have Am > 0:333. Then, supposing to choose Am D 0:5, we
have W � 4:394

ˇ
and then, choosing ˇ D 1, we choose to set W D 4:5. The

biases have the values shown in Table 9.3. We also use, as function h.x/ of both
the hidden and the output nodes, the standard bipolar semi-linear function h.x/ D

2

1Ce�ˇ�x � 1. This network, given any initial activation in the (recursive) input layer
nodes Interesting and :Annoying, always converges to the following state: Book D
true, Interesting D true, :Annoying D true, TooLong D false, Fantasy D false.
For instance, if we initially set all the inputs equal to �0:8, corresponding to set
Interesting D false, :AnnoyingD false, TooLong D false, Fantasy D false, we can
compute the hidden nodes’ valuesH1 D h.�4:5�0:8�4:5��0:8�3:375/D �0:999,
H2 D h.4 � �0:8 � 4 � �0:8 � 3:375/ D �0:936, H3 D h.�4 � �0:8/ D 0:922

and then the network yields the output nodes’ values Book D h.4:5 � �0:999/ D
�0:977 (corresponding to the logic value false), :Annoying D h.4:5 � �0:936/ D
�0:970 (corresponding to the logic value false) and Interesting D h.4:5 � 0:922/ D
0:969 (corresponding to the logic value true). As you can see in Fig. 9.6, the change
of the value of Interesting has effect on the network input, due to the presence of
recursive arcs from the output to the input layer: we have thus to re-compute the
values H1 D h.4:5 � 0:969C 4:5 � �0:970 � 3:375/ D �0:934 and H2 D h.4:5 �
0:969� 4:5 � �0:8� 3:375/ D 0:979, and then we have Book D h.4:5 � �0:934/ D
�0:977 (corresponding to the logic value false), :Annoying D h.4:5 � 0:979/ D
0:976 (corresponding to the logic value true). Finally, we have to execute another
computation, since the value of :Annoying is changed, where we obtain H1 D
h.4:5 � 0:969C 4:5 � 0:976 � 3:375/ D 0:991 and Book D h.4:5 � 0:991/ D 0:977

(corresponding to the logic value true) and thus the final, stable, outputs are Book D
true, :Annoying D true and Interesting D true. Remember that the input Fantasy
and TooLong, that are not recursive, have the fixed state false.
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Chapter 10
Capturing the Semantics of User Interaction:
A Review and Case Study

Donn Morrison, Stéphane Marchand-Maillet, and Eric Bruno

Abstract In many retrieval domains there exists a problematic gap between what
computers can describe and what humans are capable of perceiving. This gap is
most evident in the indexing of multimedia data such as images, video and sound
where the low-level features are too semantically deficient to be of use from a typical
users’ perspective. On the other hand, users possess the ability to quickly examine
and summarise these documents, even subconsciously. Examples include specifying
relevance between a query and results, rating preferences in film databases, pur-
chasing items from online retailers, and even browsing web sites. Data from these
interactions, captured and stored in log files, can be interpreted to have semantic
meaning, which proves indispensable when used in a collaborative setting where
users share similar preferences or goals. In this chapter we summarise techniques
for efficiently exploiting user interaction in its many forms for the generation and
augmentation of semantic data in large databases. This user interaction can be ap-
plied to improve performance in recommender and information retrieval systems.
A case study is presented which applies a popular technique, latent semantic analy-
sis, to improve retrieval on an image database.

10.1 Introduction

The growth of the internet and the technology explosion have contributed to a high
demand for new methods of information filtering and retrieval. The amount of multi-
media content created daily is accelerating to a point where management, annotation
and retrieval is becoming problematic. Increasingly, research is moving towards
exploiting crowdsourcing to better aid filtering and retrieval. Crowdsourcing is a
moniker that describes the outsourcing of a problem or task to a large number of
users in an attempt at finding a solution [29]. Although the definition lends itself to
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an explicit arrangement of the distribution of problem workload, such as the Netflix
Prize [43], it also covers implicitly sourced user-power, where tasks are less defined
and subtle, an example being the reCAPTCHA effort to fight spam while helping
optical character recognition in book scanning [52]. In this chapter we discuss dif-
ferent types of crowdsourcing used in retrieval and recommender systems.

Information retrieval of multimedia documents including text, video, images and
sound is a rapidly growing research area with problems spanning disciplines from
psychology (user behaviour) to mathematics (optimisation) and computer science
(algorithms and data mining). Arguably, the central concern is twofold. First, there
exists the burden of “information overload,” a term first coined in Alvin Toffler’s
1970 book Future Shock, which describes the problem of having too much infor-
mation to process efficiently [16, 51]. The massive (and ever increasing) amount of
multimedia data on the internet creates the need for efficient filtering methods in
order to present documents to relevant users and users to relevant documents. This
problem is common in domains from information retrieval where users are search-
ing for documents in a large database to recommendation systems where users rate
movies or books in order to be given suggestions matching their history and profile.
Recommending too many items to a user causes information overload, and often too
many choices stagnates purchasing or interest. Therefore, only a select number of
relevant items should be presented to the user to stimulate interest (Fig. 10.1).

Fig. 10.1 Information overload: How do you find new music compatible with your tastes? (im-
age taken from http://www.flickr.com/photos/ario/190168823/ and used with permission under the
Creative Commons license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/deed.en)
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The problem requires a method of filtering information such that the user does
not have to navigate and browse large lists of items in order to find things he or she
may be interested in. This is where collaborative filtering (CF) and recommender
systems (RS) have fundamental roles to play. Collaborative filtering is a popular
method employed by recommender systems that builds user profiles based on ratings
given to items in the system. Similar users can be grouped based on similar ratings,
and unrated items can then be recommended to users.

The corresponding problem in information retrieval is the semantic gap. This
oft cited term [8,14,30,38,61] describes the gap between the low-level information
computers can describe (or summarise) and the high-level concepts which humans
can perceive. What is it that tells us that an image of a person wearing a ski mask
running from a bank most probably signifies a robbery? Certainly, algorithms can be
trained to recognise this specific imagery, but this is only one of endless possibilities
of high-level semantic information extracted from a document. There would need to
exist a recogniser for every possible scenario. One can make the humorous reference
to hiring one doctoral student to build a recogniser for every concept [50], but the
reality is that without some mapping from syntax to semantics, this has been (and
still is) the most followed path (Fig. 10.2).
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Fig. 10.2 An illustration of the semantic gap in image retrieval: the two images contain different
semantic content but identical low-level content (the 256-bin histograms)
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An emerging way to alleviate the problems caused by the semantic gap is to
use crowdsourcing as a way to supplement the missing semantic information. In-
ferred semantic relationships can take many forms, but the more popular can be
categorised as: browsing logs, where users casually peruse a document collection
with no formal information need; click-through data, where information is sought
but evidence of interest (the “click”) may not always imply relevance [9, 62]; and
relevance feedback judgements, where the user has a definite query and explicitly
rates search results with respect to relevance in order to refine that query [35, 39].
Manually providing semantic data is also common, such as manual tagging of doc-
uments with keywords. However, in this chapter we focus on the less intrusive ways
of collecting user interaction, as it is important for the users to feel free to operate
naturally, without spending time consciously annotating and entering data.

Both information overload and the semantic gap have much to gain from user in-
volvement when the data can be collected and processed effectively. The relatively
new social web and the growth of user-driven content and collaboration is fuelling
new research on the efficient use of user interaction data. For some time now, it has
been shown that user browsing habits and general web trends can be extracted from
web server logs [4, 42, 65]. These methods are now being applied to collections of
multimedia documents lacking semantic metadata, web search result click-through
[9], and virtually any area where user interaction can be harvested. A number of
novel methods of extracting explicit user interaction data have been documented
recently in the literature. For example, Ahn et al. [54] procured incentive to label
images on the internet using a game-based approach which paired random users
together to find agreement on semantic labels. A highest score list secured brag-
ging rights as the motivation. Other similarly spawned crowdsourcing games from
the same scientists include Peekaboom (object recognition) [56] and Phetch (image
retrieval) [55]. Likewise, in the LabelMe project [46], incentive for researchers to
use a region-level labelled image database encourages participation in the labelling
process itself. While explicit user involvement such as these can potentially yield
higher quality semantic data, the drawback is that the incentive must pass a certain
threshold of enough users to make the collection technique worthwhile.

This problem motivates research in collecting implicit or functional-based user
involvement data. This approach puts the generation of interaction data at a level
where the users do not feel like they are performing a task because the user inter-
action is engineered to be subtle. Examples include the aforementioned long-term
learning of relevance feedback or click-through data in information retrieval sys-
tems. Here the user is performing a functional task such as searching for a document;
a side effect is that the user may select relevant documents or specify which exam-
ples are relevant to further refine the query. Associations can then be assumed on
the keywords used in the query and the documents examined. Similarly, if a user
is browsing a document database, a browsing strategy may afford a certain amount
of semantic data, such as browsing a random sampling by concept (e.g., lizards of
South America). The exact semantic labelling of such data may be more difficult,
but it can also be useful to view this data as a graph of semantic similarity on the
document database where the nodes denote documents and weighted edges semantic
similarity.
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This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 10.2, we review past works
highlighting the main concepts of extracting and exploiting semantic data from
user interaction. The survey is divided into the two distinct yet closely related
topics: collaborative filtering and long-term learning. For each topic, we show the
commonalities across the literature and summarise shortcomings. Next, in Section
10.3, we show how both applications of user interaction are related, and that ul-
timately the problem can be abstracted such that the presented methods work in
both domains, depending only on the interpretation of the semantics. Next, a case
study showing an example of long-term learning is given in Section 10.4. Here we
demonstrate a simple example of how semantic concepts can be extracted from ac-
cumulated relevance feedback using latent semantic analysis. The results are applied
to an image database to aid retrieval. Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion on
similarities between and the drawbacks associated with each application of user in-
teraction, followed by a conclusion.

10.2 Survey of Collaborative Filtering and Long-Term Learning

The following survey attempts to clearly present to the reader the main approaches
and methodologies employed in the literature to date. While far from an exhaustive
review of the two domains, it is hoped that it is sufficient to provide a starting point to
those commencing study in collaborative filtering or long-term learning. A specific
goal has been the review of more recent approaches, while also highlighting the
main foundational studies on which they are built.

10.2.1 Collaborative Information Filtering

Collaborative information filtering describes the process of accumulating and prop-
agating user judgements, normally for use in a recommender system where users
are interested in purchasing and rating items such as movies, books, and other prod-
ucts. In order to better target users by recommending items relevant to their profiles,
predictions must be made using historical data.

Collaborative filtering originated in the early 1990s from an influential paper by
Goldberg et al. [17]. They devised an e-mail filtering system that allowed users to
filter messages based on the reactions of other users to those messages. For exam-
ple, if Alice and Bob replied to similar types of messages, Alice could save time
by reading only the messages that Bob had replied to. The system, called Tapestry,
also allowed filtering of e-mail by traditional content-based methods, using key-
words contained in the messages. Thus, a user could enter a query such as “Find all
messages replied to by Alice and Bob containing the words bricks and small.”

Data collected from collaborative filtering, and within the larger context of the
recommender system, falls into two categories: implicit and explicit data [25].
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Implicitly collected data relies on users interacting with the system, but not
explicitly rating items. Ratings, normally on a scale of like or dislike, can be inferred
from this user interaction. For example, a customer purchasing an item generally im-
plies a positive sentiment towards the item [24,28]. However, this data has a certain
ambiguity to it, because user behaviour can be unpredictable and we lack a certain
cognitive basis for the inference. Conversely, explicit rating data is where users
are consciously assigning relevance or sentiment towards items. An example is the
rating of films, books, or jokes on websites [24]. This data has a greater inter-user
bias because users rate items differently, but is less ambiguous than its counterpart.

Two major issues which must be overcome in collaborative filtering are data
sparsity and computational scalability. Sparsity is a side effect of having many users
and many items. Users will normally only rate a very small subset of the items,
even through implicit means. Rarely will an item be rated by every user, and rarely
will a user rate every item. This leads to a large amount of sparsity in the resulting
dataset – typically more than 95% [13, 43, 48, 59]. Normally the user rating vectors
are represented as a matrix, called the user-item matrix, and sparsity is seen as miss-
ing values, or zero-valued ratings (see Fig. 10.3). Sparsity leads to problems such as
reduced recommendation quality and reduced coverage [48].

Scalability becomes a problem because as the number of users and items in a
recommender system grows, complexity in computing similarities also becomes
difficult. In order to recommend and predict ratings quickly, many current recom-
mender systems require processing to be done offline [6, 13, 36].

Having matured for more than a decade since Goldberg’s initial study, techniques
for predicting ratings based on previous user interaction can be easily categorised
into two distinct types: model-based and memory-based approaches. Model-based
approaches involve the construction of a model based on training examples. Pre-
dictions can be quickly made by querying the model with the item. Memory-based
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Fig. 10.3 An example of user-item matrix sparsity for implicit rating data. A value of 1 signifies
that user ua purchased item ij . Zeros are treated as missing values for explicit ratings [28]
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User-based ratings propagation Item-based ratings propagation

Fig. 10.4 An example of user- and item-based similarities used in memory-based collaborative
filtering techniques. Rows d1�N represent the items and columns u1�K represent the users of
the system and D.di ; dj / and D.ua; uk/ are the distances between items di , dj and users ua , uk
respectively

approaches, on the other hand, store generated similarities and for each prediction,
look up and recommend the closest matches. Both approaches involve some degree
of offline processing. Model-based approaches require models to be updated each
time ratings or items are added. The same applies to memory-based collaborative
filtering, only it is the similarities that must be updated when new ratings or items
become available. Model- and memory-based approaches can be further divided into
user-based, item-based, and hybrid methods which attempt to unify the two.

User-based collaborative filtering finds users that have similar rating profiles to
the active user and attempts to predict ratings for items which the active user has not
rated. Conversely, item-based collaborative filtering takes a list of items rated by the
current user and finds other similar items. In this way, the user can be recommended
items based on what is in their online shopping cart or what they have purchased
previously.

Another important distinction between user- and item-based CF is the type of
rating which is desired. In user-based CF, we are looking for a prediction of how
much a user will like a certain item. In item-based CF, we are looking for the top-N
items to recommend to a user [48]. Figure 10.4a and b illustrate these differences.

10.2.1.1 Memory-Based Approaches

The GroupLens project [44], founded in the early 1990s, implemented a collabor-
ative filtering system for recommending Usenet news articles. The memory-based
approach found similarity between users and recommended unread articles to users
based on these similarities. An explicit rating system was implemented in the user
interface, which allowed users to rate the current article with a stroke of a key.
The group now has several areas of study including MovieLens for movie recom-
mendation, which allows researchers to use the database of film ratings, WikiLens,
community maintained recommender systems [16], and MetaLens, a recommender
system combining multiple sources of information for film recommendations [49].
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Generally, for an active user a, a profile is learned and relevant items are
recommended based on similarities to other users in the system. Correlation between
users can be measured in many ways, for example, the Pearson correlation between
users a and i :

Pa;i D Nxa C
Pn

uD1 Œ.xu;i � Nxu/ � wa;u�Pn
uD1 wa;u

(10.1)

wa;u D
Pm
iD1 Œ.xa;i � Nxa/�qPm

iD1.xa;i � Nxa/2
Pm
iD1 .xu;i � Nxu/2

(10.2)

where n is the number of users and m is the number of items. Similarly, cosine
similarity

Da;i D xa � xi
jjxajj � jjxi jj ; (10.3)

where xa denotes the ratings vector for user a, are often used.
The authors of [3] combined the properties of content-based and collaborative-

based methods for the recommendation of web pages to users of the Fab system. By
using the two modalities, they were able to alleviate the problem of having no ratings
for a specific web page as well as having no content for a specific web page: if the
system lacked data from one modality, the algorithm would fall back to using the
other modality. The behaviour was not explicitly defined for when both modalities
were missing. Users were not recommended pages they had already visited, and no
more than one page per site was recommended in a batch.

Herlocker et al. [23] reviewed design choices for memory-based collaborative
filtering in explicit ratings scenarios such as film, book, product review sites. They
reviewed similarity measures, neighbour selection such as correlation weight thresh-
olding or maximum neighbours, and rating combination methods. They concluded
by recommending Pearson correlation as the similarity measure, at least for ratings
data on a discreet scale. They also pointed out the importance of using significance
weights to reduce neighbours with small numbers of overlapping ratings.

Walker et al. [57] provided a brief review and implemented user-based rec-
ommender system for web pages called Altered Vista in an educational domain.
A similarity index was generated using Pearson correlation over users who have
rated at least two or more items and neighbours were only selected if they have a
correlation of at least 0:50. A total of 242 items were rated by 63 users, yielding a
total of 934 ratings and a sparsity of 94%. The authors noted a strong positive rating
bias, and cited it as the reason for an increase of error after limiting the size of the
user neighbourhood.

Attempts have also been made to combine user- and item-based predictions
which arguably improves performance by taking into consideration both modes
simultaneously. For example, Wang et al. [58] used a combination of user- and
item-based similarities in an attempt to reduce sparsity and predict ratings. Using
the cosine similarity measure in both user- and item-based domains, they attempted
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to fuse predictions using a probabilistic framework based on controllable parameters
which determined the importance of the different modes of data. In addition, they
also took advantage of less similar users and items to smooth the ratings vectors.

10.2.1.2 Model-Based Approaches

Unlike their memory-based counterparts, model-based approaches attempt to build
a predictive or generative model in order to make relevance predictions for items
towards a specific user. Memory-based approaches offer limited room for improve-
ment, as they are inherently based on similarity measures which have matured. It
has been noted that memory-based methods are more prone to data sparsity, lack
an aspect of learning and therefore cannot generalise, and are computationally in-
tractable for very large datasets [28]. In comparison, model-based methods promise
a greater diversity in approaches, improved scalability and in some cases, inherent
treatment of sparsity [28, 48, 59].

Billsus and Pazzani [5] demonstrated a probabilistic user model based on a Sim-
ple Bayesian Classifier (SBC) for predicting user interest in text documents based
on previous ratings. A trivial extension to the SBC was made in which the way per
feature biases are treated was based on a threshold. If the expected information gain
of a certain feature passes the threshold (0:1), the system used a Laplace correction
for the estimate, otherwise, it used a very low constant in place of a zero probability,
virtually masking the feature, avoiding the case where the joint probability score
would become zero. The system was per-user; it did not cross-correlate user ratings
for predictions.

Wang et al. [59] introduced a relevance model based on the principles relevance
and non-relevance of documents in text retrieval which demonstrates how user- and
item-based models are simply “different factorisations with different independence
assumptions.” The study also attempted to alleviate data sparsity by applying a lin-
ear interpolation smoothing to each item and user vector. Using implicitly gathered
ratings from the Audioscrobbler community comprising 428 users, 516 items, and
sparsity of 96.86%, the authors reported results on parity with the item-based top-N
SUGGEST algorithm [13].

In [53], Masao et al. demonstrated relevance models in a user-based collabor-
ative filtering setting. The authors described their Polya model, which is based on
a Dirichlet compound multinomial distribution. Using a database of Wikipedia ar-
ticles, the authors considered user edits on an article as an implicit positive rating
on that article. They combined information retrieval and collaborative filtering such
that a document in information retrieval corresponds to an item in collaborative fil-
tering, and the words of the document correspond to the ratings of an item. The
authors reported that their Polya model has comparable performance to state-of-
the-art item-based collaborative filtering techniques.

Latent variable and factor models, born out of latent semantic analysis (LSA) for
text retrieval in the early 1990s [10], have been extensively used in the collaborative
filtering domain. For instance, Sarwar et al. [48] conducted a study using singular
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value decomposition (SVD) for top-N item recommendation. The study focused
primarily on dimension reduction for collaborative filtering. They used SVD to
calculate the predicted rating of a user on an item as well as finding item neigh-
bours in the reduced space for top-N recommendations. To tackle sparsity they
calculated a filled-in user-item matrix based on naive recommendations and subse-
quently factored and obtained a reduced rank approximation of the original matrix.
As we will see in the case study in Section 10.4, the decomposition if a matrix A is
formulated as:

A D U˙V T ; (10.4)

where the resulting matrices U;˙ , and V T contain the eigenvectors of AAT , the
squares of the eigenvalues of ATA, and the eigenvectors of ATA, respectively. To
calculate a prediction from the rank-k approximation of the original matrix, the dot
product of the cth row of U and pth column of V T were calculated, and the user
average NC was then added:

CPprod D NC C
�
Uk �

p
˙k

T
�
.c/ �

�p
˙k � V T

�
.p/: (10.5)

For recommendation generation a neighbourhood was found for a user and the most
frequently purchased items by the users’ neighbours were recommended. Experi-
ments centred around the use of the MovieLens dataset, sampled to contain 100,000
ratings from 943 users on 1,682 items, with a sparsity of 94%. Another experiment
with 6,502 users purchasing 23,554 items yielding 97,045 ratings in total (sparsity
99.4%) was also carried out, although this data was not used for rating prediction.
Using precision and recall as evaluation metrics, they found that performance was
significantly worse for the very sparse purchase dataset and comparable using the
MovieLens dataset. Experiments were also performed in order to find an optimal
low-rank approximation, yielding optimal performance at k D 20 for film ratings
and a linear improvement with the increase of k for purchase history, signifying
that perhaps very sparse purchase histories are more difficult to group into coherent
clusters.

In their paper, Marlin and Zemel [36] introduced a multiple multiplicative factor
(MMF) model to generate item recommendations. This approach differs from other
latent variable models in that it multiplies the factor distributions:

P.Z D zj�/ D
KY

kD1
P.Zk D zk j�k/: (10.6)

According to the authors, the multiplicative formulation allows for predictions
for specific dimensions to be determined by a subset of the active factors and yields
a “sharper predicted distribution” in contrast to mixture models where the distri-
butions are averaged. Furthermore, the authors claim of a complete vector having
influence over a rated item differs from traditional aspect models where the influ-
ence is characterised by only one latent variable. The MMF was adapted to CF by
treating the latent factors Zk as “user attitudes” and data vectors xn as user rating
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profiles. The authors conducted experiments on the EachMovie and MovieLens
datasets, containing 35,000 users on 1,600 films, and 6,000 users on 3,500 films,
respectively.1 The results showed improvement over other approaches such as a
Pearson-based K-nearest neighbour, multinomial and multinomial mixture models,
and user rating profile models. A noted drawback was that the model was very com-
plex during the learning and inference phases.

Hofmann, who first proposed a probabilistic analogue to LSA,2 modified the
traditional probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) algorithm for use in a film
recommender system [28]. The premise of the study was that memory-based tech-
niques were insufficient in several ways: accuracy, lack of generalisation, inability
to scale to large datasets, and inability to tailor for specific tasks. Hofmann’s user-
based approach assumed independence between users and items by making use of
a latent variable Z with states z, one for each of the total possible user-item pairs
.u; y/. The total number of states z was limited to k, which can be seen as anal-
ogous to the number of singular values retained in a low-rank approximation with
SVD. These variables z, in effect were the number of overlapping user communities
modelled by the system:

P.ujyI �/ D
X

z

P.yjz/P.zju/ (10.7)

The latent variables z, which generated the user ratings, were optimised using a tem-
pered version of the expectation-maximisation algorithm [12, 27], which attempts
to reduce model overfitting. Thus, the model generation consisted of estimating the
priors in the E-step:

P.zju; yI O�/ D
OP .yjz/ OP .zju/

P
z0
OP.yjz0/ OP .z0ju/ (10.8)

and the M-step, which updates P.yjz/ and P.zju/ based on the new distributions
calculated in the E-step:

P.yjz/ D
P
.u;y0/Wy0DyQ�.zI u; y; O�/P

.u;y/Q
�.zI u; y; O�/ (10.9)

P.zju/ D
P
.u0;y/Wu0DuQ

�.zI u; y; O�/
jfhu0; yi W u0 D ugj : (10.10)

Where Q�.zI u; y/ is a variational probability distribution for every observed pair.
While the above model was sufficient for predicting whether a user will purchase
an item, the model had to be extended for user ratings, and a new observed variable
v was introduced which represented the rating scale ([0–5]), however we shall omit

1 Sparsity values were not given for the subsampled datasets, but only users with more than 20
ratings were considered.
2 See [26] for details.
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the details here. The pLSA model was tested on the EachMovie dataset comprising
61,265 users, 1,623 items and over 2.1 million ratings. The author noted a lower
mean average error compared to a memory-, user-based approach using the Pearson
correlation.

10.2.1.3 Summary

In this section we have introduced memory- and model-based collaborative filtering
techniques which include user- and item-based approaches, depending on the in-
tended application in a recommender system. Collaborative filtering, in its early
conception, took advantage of memory-based approaches which grouped similar
users and items in order to propagate rating predictions onto unrated items. Soon
after, researchers began to see the benefits of using model-based approaches, but
both approaches are still used today.

Because of the commercial aspect, large ratings datasets have been available for
some time (as opposed to databases of relevance feedback histories, as we will see
in the Section 10.2.2). Due to privacy implications, virtually all are released in an
anonymous version with any personally identifiable material removed. Such freely
available databases include the Jester Online Joke Recommendation System dataset
[18], the EachMovie dataset [37], the MovieLens dataset [44], the BookCrossing
dataset [66], and the more recently released dataset for the Netflix Prize [43].

Sparsity and complexity are the two major issues faced when building a collabor-
ative filtering system. Many studies attempt to explicitly treat sparsity before any
predictions are made. Sparsity is related to two other problems in collaborative fil-
tering. These are the cold start problem and the few ratings problem. The cold start
issue presents itself when a new recommender system is deployed and there are no
user ratings to make predictions. The few ratings problem is where user has not
rated many items, so item and rating predictions for this user will normally be of
poor quality.

10.2.2 Long-Term Learning of Relevance Feedback

The overall goal of long-term learning is to improve information retrieval on a
database. This result, however, can be realised in several ways. The semantic
data extracted from past relevance feedback sessions can be used to propagate
annotations images in the database, either from a training set or a representative
pre-annotated portion of the database. If the annotations are language-based, such
as keywords, these can be indexed directly for later keyword-based queries.

Relevance feedback (RF) is a method of allowing the user to iteratively refine
a query by marking relevant and irrelevant examples. The most popular method,
Rocchio’s formula, was introduced in 1971 [45]. A query is modified based on rel-
evant and irrelevant examples such that
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q0 D ˛q C ˇ 1

jRj
X

dj2R
dj � 	 1

jRj
X

dj2R
dj ; (10.11)

where d is the document in relevance space R, q is the original query, weighted by
˛, and ˇ; 	 weight positive and negative examples. Typically, relevance feedback
simply uses a discreet rating scale. Following a query, a rating ri 2 f�1; 0;C1g
can be assigned where�1 signifies non-relevance to the query, 0 denotes an unrated
document, and C1 signifies relevance to the query. Accommodating a gradient or
fuzzy scale [60], where a user rates a document between a minimum and maximum
of relevance, for example between 1 and 5 with 5 being most relevant, is also com-
mon, however it has been argued that increasing the number of choices available
to the user can inhibit ratings and pronounce the ratings bias problem where users
inherently rate documents differently [2].

Many variations have appeared in the literature since Rocchio but it was only
until recently that research began focusing on using long-term learning on cumula-
tive relevance feedback instances [22,39,61]. Although the historical data provided
by relevance feedback is used extensively in the following literature, the actual
relevance feedback algorithms and techniques in the short-term sense are not re-
viewed here. For a thorough review on relevance feedback for short-term learning,
the reader is directed to both [47] and Chapter 10 of [2] which specifically covers
user interfaces and interaction.

Due to the complex nature of the problem, many areas have been explored to
bridge the semantic gap using long-term learning. The core idea is to extend the
traditional relevance feedback model such that it persists over future queries. The
motivation behind this idea can be seen in the probability distribution that emerges
from user interaction. In many natural settings, including human interaction, a
power law distribution is observed (see Fig. 10.5). In information retrieval, it has
been shown that this distribution, also known as the 80–20 rule, yields queries in

Fig. 10.5 An illustrative example of the long tail of user queries in an information retrieval
system. The majority of the searches comprise only a small portion of the distribution, leaving
a tail composed of infrequent searches
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which the most frequent fall in the first 20% and the less frequent are distributed
along the long tail – the last 80% [1]. If 80% of users search for 20% of the infor-
mation, there is a large amount of duplication involved, allowing subsequent query
sessions to be more efficient and accurate.

Compared with collaborative filtering, the user interaction data associated with
long-term learning is somewhat different. The aforementioned categories of implicit
and explicit data do not fit well with the relevance feedback model. This is because
in relevance feedback, the user is approaching the system from a functional per-
spective. This functional-based user involvement is both implicit and explicit in the
sense that the user is not cognitively rating the documents for any purpose other than
the current query session, yet there is still an explicit rating of similarity between
rated documents and the query. However, in the context of long-term learning, we
feel that this data falls more into the category of implicit data, so we shall refer to
it accordingly. Click-through data, on the other hand, is more obviously viewed as
implicit because the user will be browsing search results by clicking on relevant doc-
uments. These click-throughs can be readily compared to purchases in collaborative
filtering, where a purchase infers some positive endorsement.

Long-term learning suffers from sparsity and scalability in much the same way as
collaborative filtering. The number of documents in a database is normally very
large, and there can be a large number of users as well. Yet for an average query,
the user may find the desired document after specifying only a few relevant and
non-relevant examples. This can be akin to a user in CF who has only purchased a
handful of items, so arguably the sparsity problem is amplified.

As with CF, problems with scalability result when the number of documents
and relevance feedback sessions grows such that offline processing is required to
update models in order to make swift similarity judgements in the semantic space
during a query. This is especially evident with latent semantic analysis (LSA) based
approaches, which normally rely heavily on singular value decomposition (SVD) to
realise semantic propagation.

The survey that follows has been grouped into approaches to facilitate easier
perusal.

10.2.2.1 Rule-Based Approaches

The Viper group from the University of Geneva produced one of the first stud-
ies which examined long-term learning to aid future queries [39, 40]. The authors
analysed the logs of image queries using the GIFT (GNU Image Finding Tool)
demonstration system over a long period of time and used this information to
update tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) feature weightings in
the low-level feature space via an adaptation of Rocchio’s algorithm. Images were
paired based on two rules: images sharing similar features and also marked relevant
have a high weight while images sharing similar features but marked both rele-
vant and irrelevant should have a low weight (indicating a semantic disagreement).
The authors alluded similarities to market basket analysis where a query session is
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synonymous to a purchase basket, and relationships between items (images) build
the purchase (query). Two factors were introduced to manage the relevance feedback
information. The first being a measure of the difference between the positively and
negatively rated marks for each feature and the second re-weighting the positively
and negatively marked features differently such that the ratio is scaled non-linearly.

In [64], the authors developed a retrieval system employing both short-term and
long-term learning of relevance feedback. A rule-based approach was used to group
positive and negative examples for the current session based on past groupings.
Working under the constraint that the sets must maintain concept distinction, past
RF sessions would aid future queries by locating the closest concept grouping. If
concept distinction is broken, where non-orthogonal concepts exist within the data,
the system falls back to an initialised state for the current query, relying solely on
short-term relevance feedback.

10.2.2.2 Transformation of Feature Vectors

Long-term learning can also be used to reweight low-level feature vectors used in
the retrieval engine rather than modifying the query vector. For example, the authors
of [31] demonstrated a document transformation algorithm for long-term learning
of click-through data for web search engines. Document transformation changes the
representation of documents permanently [7] by considering each document vector
as a sum of the original document terms in addition to a learned part. The learned
part is updated based on past relevance feedback sessions. The authors used a col-
lection of 4,100 referer logs from a university web server as click-through data, but
it is unclear how irrelevant documents were counted, as the data did not come from a
search engine which would have had a view of the complete result set for each query.

In another example, Wenyin et al. [61] described an approach for automatic im-
age annotation by long-term learning. As a user browses an image database using a
content-based retrieval system, iteratively providing relevance feedback, the system
permanently updates weights associated with indexed image keywords. Unanno-
tated images are annotated using the new image as a query and taking the keywords
from the top N results. The performance of the system was evaluated on a database
of 12,200 images, in 122 classes, mostly from the Corel database. Artificial rele-
vance feedback data was collected by selecting the relevant and non-relevant images
in the top 100 results. Using 0% and 10% initial annotations on these images, the
authors tested the accuracy of the semi-automatic annotation. After 20 iterations of
relevance feedback, the accuracy over 122 classes was roughly 68%. Accuracy was
calculated by comparing the newly annotated images with the ground truth images.

In [8], long-term user interaction with a relevance feedback system was used to
make better semantic judgements on unlabelled images for the purpose of image an-
notation. Cord et al. postulated that relationships between images which are created
during relevance feedback can denote similar or dissimilar concepts. The authors
tried to learn semantic space by augmenting feature vectors around a group of con-
cept points. These concept points are calculated by computing the centre of gravity
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on labelled feature vectors. The idea is to increasingly cluster the vectors around the
concept centres as users interact with the system. In their experiments, labels were
randomly generated for a database containing 6,000 images from 50 concepts from
the Corel dataset. For each session, 50 positive and 50 negative labels were created,
yielding a density of 1.6% (98.4% sparsity). The authors found increases in mean
average precision as well as computation time over traditional approaches.

10.2.2.3 Latent-Variable Approaches

As we have seen for many collaborative filtering approaches, latent-variable ap-
proaches such as latent semantic analysis (LSA), traditionally used in text retrieval,
have also been explored for long-term learning. The model is adapted such that the
terms become the images and the documents become the query sessions, with all in-
stances of relevance feedback combined into one vector. The matrix representation
remains the same; however, each element takes a value of 1, 0, or �1, depending
on the relevance of the image with respect to the query (this will be further detailed
in the case study of Section 10.4).

In [22], the authors aimed to improve image retrieval performance using LSA
adapted from text retrieval. For images with no previous relevance feedback judge-
ments, the system falls back to the low-level feature space to create a pseudo-
document, or pseudo-relevance feedback based on low-level feature similarities
with other documents. The authors performed a validation experiment on image
databases consisting of both texture and segmentation data from the MIT and UCI
repositories.3 A total of 640 images from 15 semantic categories were used from
the MIT repository and 2,310 images from the seven class UCI repository. Ran-
dom queries were created and two sessions of relevance feedback were conducted
to generate the historical information to be processed by LSA. Dimension reduction
for SVD was fixed at k D 100. From experiments on different levels of data, they
concluded that LSA is robust to a lack of data quality but is highly dependent on the
sparsity of interaction data.

Singular value decomposition was used to generate a semantic space using pat-
terns of relevance feedback in [21]. Low-level features were used in conjunction
with the long-term relevance feedback data to improve performance in the MiAlbum
image retrieval system. Artificial relevance feedback data was generated by running
simulated queries on a database of categorised images and using the positive and
negative examples taken from the top three relevant and top three non-relevant re-
sults respectively. A support vector machine was used for the short-term learning,
classifying the images in the reduced semantic space created by the decomposition.
As in [30], the authors attempted to show a theoretical upper bound on the amount
of relevance feedback required to minimise the number of disagreements (mistakes)
between the system and the user. A database of 10,000 images over 79 semantic

3 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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categories from the Corel dataset was used. The semantic space is continually
updated as the system is used, however, no mention was made of images which are
unlabelled by users during relevance feedback. They noted that the main issue in
augmenting the semantic space is the estimation of the rank of the reduced semantic
space, represented as k in the singular value decomposition, and is closely related
to the number of semantic classes in the database. This was also noted in [21, 38].

Koskela and Laaksonen [32] use long-term learning in their PicSOM retrieval
system. PicSOM is based on multiple parallel tree-structured self-organising maps
(SOMs) and uses MPEG7 content descriptors for features. The authors claimed that
by the use of SOMs the system automatically picks the most relevant features. As
in [22], the authors used the interactions as documents and the images as words
from the vocabulary for LSA. They noted that the relevance feedback informa-
tion provided by the users is similar to hidden annotations. Using the Corel dataset
(59,995 images, 6,897 annotated positively, 317 sessions) with a ground truth set of
6 classes, the authors reported a significant increase in performance over a standard
low-level feature approach.

Morrison et al. [38] clustered images using singular value decomposition based
on historical patterns of relevance feedback. These clusters were used to improve
image retrieval in a content-based retrieval setting. Citing previous works showing
success using latent semantic analysis, they used this technique in experiments on
both real and artificial datasets in an attempt to determine the validity of previous
studies which use only artificial relevance feedback data. Among topics discussed in
the study are the optimal rank of the approximated image-session matrix, which is
confirmed to relate directly to the number of discernible concepts in the underlying
data. Average precision was highest when the decomposition was cropped at k D 10
singular values, which matched the number of concepts in the image database. They
concluded that for the purposes of model and parameter selection, artificial data can
be useful when real-world data is difficult to collect. The authors reflected that their
study did not consider the power-law distribution, which normally accompanies user
interaction.

Franco and Lumini [15] constructed a retrieval system employing short- and
long-term learning. All past relevance feedback sessions, dubbed the “global query
space,” were grouped into Karhunen–Loève (KL) subspaces by selecting the first
k eigenvectors derived from the KL transformation of the original space. The pa-
rameter k, they noted, is bounded by both the feature space and the number of
samples. Their MKL transform (mixture of KL), a generalised version of the KL
transform, was built using relevant and irrelevant image subspaces, called regions.
Relevant regions comprise images rated as relevant in the first relevance feedback it-
eration, and similarly for non-relevant images. Although computationally complex,
the MKL space is updated by merging the new space derived from the most recent
RF iteration into the set of global spaces already collected. For their evaluations,
the authors conducted experiments on three image databases and demonstrated im-
provement in retrieval accuracy with the long-term learning approach compared to
retrieval without. Sparsity is not explicitly treated, but the system does fall back into
a content-based mode if the relevant space is not sufficiently populated.
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10.2.2.4 Statistical Approaches

In [14], the authors combined relevance feedback-based long-term user interactions
with content-based features to build semantic similarities between images for use in
later retrieval sessions. The similarity model between the request and target images
are refined during a standard relevance feedback process for the current session. This
refinement and fusion is facilitated by a barycenter. The paper also discussed the
problems with asymmetrical learning, where the irrelevant images are marked ir-
relevant by the user for a variety of reasons, whereas relevant images are marked
relevant only because they relate semantically to the query. Therefore, the authors
reduced the relevance of irrelevant images during the fusion of feedback stages.
The long-term similarity measure is applied at the end of each retrieval session. An
experiment was conducted to verify the system using a database of 1,200 colour
images. The authors reported a significant increase in accuracy even after few uses.
The paper concluded with a note that the system does not support a multiple user
scenario, also suggesting that it may be helpful to explore usage on a large database.

In [19] introduced an active learning approach to long-term learning where a
kernel matrix is updated with new user labels after each retrieval session. A rule-
based merging of the kernel matrix and the most recent relevance feedback session
allowed positively labelled images to become more similar, and images labelled
positively and negatively to become less similar. Long-term learning data is synthet-
ically generated using the ground truth categories. 50 examples are labelled over 10
simulated retrieval sessions. The approach was evaluated on an database containing
6,000 images from the Corel collection over 11 categories. The proposed method
outperformed basic and support vector machine-based (SVM) active learning mech-
anisms. A low-rank approximation of the full kernel matrix via QR decomposition
was proposed to handle large databases linearly.

The authors of [34] gathered real-world user relevance feedback in their long-
term learning system. They proposed a Min/Max strategy that attempts to minimise
the distance between similar images and maximise the distance between dissimi-
lar images in the geometric vector space. Their regularised distance metric learning
learns the distance metric associated with semantic categories. Because the algo-
rithm is computing feature vector distances, the system is scalable in the sense
that adding more images and relevance judgements only linearly increases the
complexity.

Similarly, in [33], a statistical correlation model was built to create semantic rela-
tionships between images based on the co-occurrence frequency that a set of images
are rated relevant to a query. These relationships were fused with low-level features
to propagate the annotations onto unseen images. The long-term similarity measure
is applied at the end of each retrieval session. An experiment was conducted to ver-
ify the system using a database of 1,200 images. Approximately 3,000 image query
sessions with relevance feedback were recorded by having two users query twice for
each of 20 keywords and provide relevance feedback on the query. Retrieval preci-
sion was averaged over each subject and the authors report an increase from 10% to
40% for the top 10 images, and 4.6% to 18.5% for the top 100 images.
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Graph-based methods are also commonly used to represent user interaction.
Craswell and Szummer [9] used Markov random walks on a large bipartite click
graph of keyword-based queries and images collected from a popular online search
engine. The click-through data was regarded as soft relevance feedback data where
a click signifies relevance to the query (supposedly by having browsed the resulting
thumbnails). By following walks either backward or forward from the query on the
graph, document clusters could be found for associated search keywords.

10.2.2.5 Summary

In this section we have reviewed the literature on long-term learning of relevance
feedback. Long-term learning of user interaction is a useful tool to help bridge the
semantic gap, propagate semantic knowledge over a document database, and im-
prove retrieval precision and recall on subsequent queries.

It should be apparent that the majority of these studies share common traits. First,
due to the difficulty in acquiring large amounts of relevance feedback for image
databases, there is a general trend to use artificial data, often generated based on
ground-truth concepts (image categories). Typically, the system picks a set number
of relevant and irrelevant images from a random query for a specific image [8, 14,
19, 21, 22, 38]. In general, data sparsity is a realised constraint and labelled data
constitutes between 0.01% and 5% of the image database, which tends to agree
with the few studies that do investigate real-world data [34, 38]. Unlike the many
collaborative filtering datasets available for research, access to large volumes of
user searches is generally restricted to big search engine companies such as Google,
Yahoo, and Microsoft. Despite growing privacy concerns, and some bungled data
releases,4 there is growing collaboration between academia and big search engine
companies [9].

The second trait is that most studies in long-term learning have only looked at
orthogonal query concepts. In other words, only very simple queries are assumed,
where inherent concepts do not overlap and are separable. In a real world setting, this
is rarely the case. For example, topics are usually separated according to preselected
image categories such as “horse,” “dog,”, “sunset,”, “elephant,” etc. In this case, it
is assumed the user is always searching for at most one concept. But if the user
decides to search for images of horses that also contain dogs, traditional orthogonal
models are suddenly insufficient.

4 In August 2006, AOL Research released millions of anonymous search histories only to have
some queries subsequently linked to at least one individual by identifiable keywords [20]. Later,
in October 2006, security researchers reversed the anonymous Netflix movie ratings data by cross-
referencing ratings and dates with publicly available data on IMDB.com [41].
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10.3 Unifying Interaction Domains

Having introduced formative and recent works as well as the fundamental properties
of both interaction domains, we now summarise the commonalities between the two
to demonstrate that work in one domain is easily transferred to the other. Information
retrieval has traditionally been viewed from a content-based perspective, naturally
because the documents can only be represented by their derived features. Although
we have seen that the field is active with respect to exploiting user interaction, it can
be argued that not enough emphasis is being put on these approaches. Users play
a very important role in the information retrieval life cycle, and therefore informa-
tion derived from these interactions should be considered carefully. Recommender
systems, being at a much younger age due to their birth alongside the internet, have
clearly benefited from the close-knit underlying social networking systems and on-
line communities. In this sense, research in this field is very active, due mostly to
the economic incentive of recommending products to customers.

10.3.1 Propagation of Interaction Data

Collaborative filtering in recommender systems and long-term learning in retrieval
systems share a common trait which is the propagation of high-level information
across items. In long-term learning, the goal is to propagate relevance judgements
for documents with respect to a query or high-level concept. Although the system
may have many users, typically there is no distinction between which users made
which queries. A retrieval system does not need to make a distinction between users
because the goal is to predict documents that are relevant to semantically similar
queries. In a system which does in fact allow for some personalisation, this would
be represented as another modality, and models would require adaptation.

Contrast this to recommender systems, where each user has a specific profile. In
this domain this information is very important, and allows the comparison of profiles
to make predictions on unrated items. The propagation that is occurring here is that
of predictions on items for a specific user.

Looking at both domains within the context of the representation of user in-
teraction, the documents in information retrieval can be seen as the items in a
recommender system, and the query sessions analogous to the users, with one small
exception: when new item ratings are recorded, the data becomes less sparse. How-
ever, when new queries are recorded, sparsity remains constant and redundancy is
increased. Further, an indication of relevance in information retrieval is analogous
to a rating in recommender systems.
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10.3.2 Dealing with Sparsity

As we have seen, sparsity is a problem that dramatically affects performance in
both domains. It is inherently related to the cold start problem where the system
is not able to make predictions or suggest relevant documents when there is no
data available on which to base them. Sparsity is most evident when an item
or document has never been rated; this item has no link through user profiles
or queries and therefore cannot be recommended based only on user interaction.
In long-term learning, we can deal with sparsity by introducing a concept called
pseudo-relevance-feedback, where semantic similarity is initially assumed based on
low-level feature distances to other documents. Another approach sees semantically
ambiguous documents highlighted (perhaps mixed into the search results) so that
the interaction required to disambiguate them are more likely to be found. If the
user never sees a document, it will never be rated.

Low-level features and meta-data can also be used to alleviate sparsity in
collaborative filtering where we have some information on the items being rated:
genre, style, cost, size, weight, etc. These high- and low-level features can take the
place of user ratings if properly accounted for, say by a weighting scheme simi-
lar to that aforementioned. Of course, the problem with assuming too much from
low-level features is that these systems will then be inferring semantic information
where none exists.

10.3.3 On Types of User Interaction

The user interaction data gathered from recommender and information retrieval sys-
tems has inherent differences. Although an information retrieval system can build
a database of explicit user judgements on similarity between images, this is rarely
the case. When it is the case [63], it is arguably unscalable to large databases and a
burden on the users of the system. Therefore it is most common for user interaction
data to come from implicit means, and as we have seen, this comes from actual use
of the retrieval system itself in the form of functional-based interaction. This func-
tional scenario allows the data to be captured without being any more of a burden
than a user would normally experience. This functional implicit interaction, how-
ever, is in fact a hybrid of implicit and explicit interaction. It is explicit because the
user is explicitly providing a judgement on an item’s relevance to a query; and it
is implicit because relevance feedback is just one of the stages of a state-of-the-art
information retrieval system, and it can be assumed that the user does not regard the
process as providing data to aid queries in the longer term. The fact that historical
relevance feedback judgements are used in the long term rather than discarded after
each session does not affect the user.

Recommender systems have much more flexibility in this regard, affording both
implicit and explicit interaction, depending on the application domain. Implicit data,
collected from actions such as purchases allows inference of taste towards items.
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From an explicit perspective, recommender systems have a unique position where
users feel motivated to rate items, either from feeling a completeness for rating their
entire film collection or a satisfaction that by rating items they will improve the
system’s ability to suggest new items of interest.

10.3.4 Underlying Relationship to the Power Law Distribution

In long-term learning, the observed power law distribution, where the top N queries
constitute the majority of the interaction data, is directly exploited to make sub-
sequent queries more accurate. If a query lies in the first 20% of this distribution,
there is a high likelihood that it can be used in the future. The effectiveness of this
is reduced as we traverse the distribution along the long tail of infrequent queries.

In a recommender system, the power law plays another role and is exploited
differently. Many collaborative filtering systems acknowledge that it is in fact the
long tail – the 80% of infrequent ratings – that are of high value. Simply suggesting
the most popular items will not win over many users. As [24] remarked, suggesting
bananas to shoppers may be accurate, but many shoppers will have already known
about bananas, so it is more useful to suggest items they may not be familiar with.

10.4 Long-Term Learning in Image Retrieval: A Case Study

In this section we introduce an example case study for improving image retrieval
using long-term learning. The example is not meant to be extensive, but does take
principles from the state-of-the-art. Suppose we wish to improve retrieval accuracy
on a frequently queried image database. We can imagine that the current retrieval
algorithm employs a similarity measure over a colour-based low-level feature vec-
tor and also allows users to specify relevance feedback iteratively until the desired
image has been found. The details of the low-level features and the exact implemen-
tation of the similarity measure and relevance feedback algorithm are not discussed
here, since we wish to demonstrate the long-term learning aspect on relevance
feedback data using latent semantic analysis. Specifically, we want to show how
many relevance feedback sessions are necessary before a good average precision is
achieved.

Because LSA traditionally works with term-document matrices in text retrieval,
we shall adapt this for our relevance feedback data, as has been shown in [21, 22].
Thus, the terms become the images and the documents become the relevance feed-
back data. In this way, each instance of relevance feedback can be thought of as
a document containing occurrences of images as terms. Some “documents” may
share terms, meaning an image has been marked relevant in more than one query.
However, unlike text documents, an image can only occur at most once in a session.
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Fig. 10.6 An example image-session matrix

10.4.1 Formulation

Suppose the image database exists containing n images (d1�n) andm query sessions
(q1�m) representing the instances of relevance feedback. We can formulate a matrix
A of size n �m where each element

aij D
8
<

:

1 where image di is relevant to query qj
�1 where image di is not relevant to query qj
0 no relevance between di and qj :

One will then arrive at a representation such as that in Fig. 10.6.
As we can see, the representation is very similar to the example user-item matrix in
Section 10.2.1 (Fig. 10.3) except here we are allowing for negative ratings.

10.4.2 Latent Semantic Analysis

Latent semantic analysis, primarily used in text retrieval, uses at its core singular
value decomposition [11]. Given a sparsem�n term-document matrix A, a decom-
position A D U˙V T is calculated, normally through a QR decomposition, which
yields U (m � n), the term-concept matrix, ˙ (n � n), a diagonal matrix contain-
ing the singular values in decreasing order, and V T (n � n), the concept-document
matrix.

Normally, a form of dimension reduction is then applied, often referred to as rank
lowering, where only the top k singular values are retained, and the original matrix
can be approximated by multiplying the three components

Ak D Uk˙kV Tk : (10.12)
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This dimension reduction has the effect of causing zero valued entries in the
original matrix A to become non-zero. By multiplying either the term-concept ma-
trix U or the concept-document matrix V by the diagonal matrix ˙ and their
respective transposes, one determines directly a term-term (or document-document)
similarity matrix in this new rank-k approximated semantic space:

Tsim D Uk˙2
kU

T
k ; (10.13)

and
Dsim D Vk˙2

kV
T
k : (10.14)

Our decision to use latent semantic analysis over classical supervised classifica-
tion approaches comes from the fact that LSA is very good at discovering underlying
concepts in data without the need of having these categories defined initially. LSA
is also naturally suited for dealing with the term-document matrix because the de-
rived semantic classes are orthogonal. A problem does arise, however, when there
are many overlapping semantic classes. Singular value decomposition is not well
suited for this problem. In this case study, the semantic classes are assumed (and
generated) to be non-overlapping.

10.4.3 Database

As we have seen from previous work, exploitation of user interaction can help bridge
the semantic gap by making available the underlying semantic knowledge expressed
by users during image retrieval sessions. However, as we have discussed in Section
10.2.2, real-world user interaction data is often difficult and time-consuming to ac-
quire. Therefore, in the interest of the demonstration, we will simulate the relevance
feedback by sampling from a uniform distribution relevance examples from each
image category in the database.

The image database used in the following experiments is a subset of the Corel
collection. 2,000 images from 20 categories (100 images per category) were se-
lected.5 Figure 10.7 shows a random sampling from the dataset. Next, artificial
relevance feedback sessions were created based on the same image categories.

First, a ground truth image-session matrix is generated based on the underlying
image categories. This matrix is much like the representation in Fig. 10.6, but the
relevance feedback judgements for each query are complete. In other words, with
respect to each query concept, every image in the database is rated as either rel-
evant or irrelevant. This matrix will no doubt be highly redundant, but it is only

5 Image categories used are: colors and textures, cougars, creative crystals, creative textures,
cuisine, desserts, dolphins and whales, elephants, endangered species, everyday objects, fab-
ulous fruit, fireworks, fitness, flowering potted plants, flowers closeup, foxes and coyotes,
frost textures, fruits and nuts, fungi, hawks and falcons.
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Fig. 10.7 Example images randomly sampled from the 20 categories. Not all categories may be
represented

the basis for computing an artificially sparse image-session matrix. We generated
a mask of uniform noise thresholded at a coverage percentage. For example, noise
generated at a coverage percentage of 99% would randomly delete 99% of the el-
ements in the image-session matrix, simulating the sparsity normally seen. This
deletion is realised through matrix multiplication, where a matrix of uniform noise
Nc thresholded at coverage c (such that each element nij D f0; 1g) is multiplied
element-by-element with the complete image-session matrix A:

Asparse D NcA (10.15)

10.4.4 Experiments

The goal of the experiments is to determine a suitable amount of relevance feedback
data so that average precision is sufficient in a retrieval setting. For the experiments,
we fixed the simulated sparsity at 99.0% to closely model a real-world scenario.
The average precision is a function of the number of retrieval sessions. Recall that
average precision is defined as

AP D
PN
rD1 .P.r/ � rel.r//

total relevant documents
(10.16)
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Average precision versus number of relevance feedback sessions
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Fig. 10.8 Average precision versus the number of relevance feedback sessions with fixed k D 20

and 99.0% sparsity

where r is the rank of the document, N denotes the total documents received, rel./
denotes binary relevance, and P./ precision.

Figure 10.8 shows the average precision plotted against a random retrieval for
comparison. There is an exponential increase in average precision with a linear in-
crease in the number of relevance feedback sessions. Due to the high sparsity, we
do not see much improvement over random until after 60,000 relevance feedback
sessions.

Figure 10.9 shows an example image similarity matrix as per Eq. 10.13. The
categories are well grouped, despite the very high sparsity. Singular value decom-
position performs well when redundant examples are given.

10.4.5 Discussion

This case study provided a brief example of using latent semantic analysis for group-
ing historical relevance feedback sessions to aid image retrieval. Sparsity poses a
large problem in this domain, but this can be offset by gathering a large amount of
long-term user interaction from image queries. In retrieval systems where hundreds
of thousands of images queries are performed each day, the improvement in retrieval
would be significant.
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Fig. 10.9 Image similarity matrix with fixed k D 20 and 99.0% sparsity at 90,000 relevance
feedback sessions

10.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have attempted to unify two domains, collaborative filtering for
recommender systems and long-term learning for information retrieval, under the
umbrella of crowdsourcing for information gain. We highlighted examples from re-
cent literature which show how the problem of information overload can be eased by
collaborative filtering approaches. Likewise, the problematic semantic gap in infor-
mation retrieval can also be narrowed by collecting and mining relevance feedback
histories.

We examined the different types of user interaction data that exist within the two
domains: implicit data, such as item purchases or click-through in information re-
trieval; explicit data, where users make a conscious effort to rate items for future
gain; and a type of hybrid of the two which is unique to relevance feedback in in-
formation retrieval: functional-based data, where a user is performing a task which
involves a cognitive aspect and a side effect is usable semantic information. In addi-
tion, we looked at how both domains must deal with inherent data sparsity due to a
lack of ratings in collaborative filtering and a lack of relevance feedback judgements
in information retrieval.

By perusing the literature, we extracted the fundamentals from each do-
main. In collaborative filtering, techniques are broadly divided into memory- and
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model-based approaches, while the recommender systems in which they are used
decide whether the recommendations must be user- or item-based. Research in long-
term learning tends to favour analogues to model-based approaches in collaborative
filtering, yielding techniques such as feature transforms, rule-based, and latent-
variable models.

The underlying principle of the propagation of semantic data was also discussed,
and how it relates to the cold start problem in both domains, and the problem where
a user has little or no item ratings in a recommender system. Scalability was also
briefly explored, which is an often overlooked factor.

The long tail, or the power law distribution, a term describing the exponentially
decreasing popularity of items in recommender systems and user queries in infor-
mation retrieval was examined. Recommender systems often have much more to
gain by exploiting the long tail, rather than recommending the most popular items.
On the other hand long-term learning in information retrieval focuses on exploiting
duplicity in frequent searches.

It is hoped that the chapter serves as a starting point for students and researchers
beginning study in the growing field of either domain.
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Chapter 11
Analysis of Usage Patterns in Large
Multimedia Websites�

Rahul Singh and Bibek Bhattarai

Abstract User behavior in a website is a critical indicator of the web site’s usability
and success. Therefore an understanding of usage patterns is essential to website
design optimization. In this context, large multimedia websites pose a significant
challenge for comprehension of the complex and diverse user behaviors they sustain.
This is due to the complexity of analyzing and understanding user-data interac-
tions in media-rich contexts. In this chapter we present a novel multi-perspective
approach for usability analysis of large media rich websites. Our research combines
multimedia web content analysis with elements of web-log analysis and visualiza-
tion/visual mining of web usage metadata. Multimedia content analysis allows direct
estimation of the information-cues presented to a user by the web content. Analysis
of web logs and usage-metadata, such as location, type, and frequency of interac-
tions provides a complimentary perspective on the site’s usage. The entire set of
information is leveraged through powerful visualization and interactive querying
techniques to provide analysis of usage patterns, measure of design quality, as well
as the ability to rapidly identify problems in the web-site design. Experiments on
media rich sites including the SkyServer – a large multimedia web-based astron-
omy information repository demonstrate the efficacy and promise of the proposed
approach.

11.1 Introduction

The success of a website depends on users finding the information they seek.
Understanding usage patterns is therefore a key step in optimizing web-site de-
sign and determining its usability. In general, user behavior for large websites is
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complex and difficult to characterize. Advances in web-site design have further
complicated this challenge due to two primary factors. First websites today are
increasingly media rich in that, their content is expressed not just through text
but through images, various forms of graphics, and even video and audio. Unlike
text, the semantic content of media is much harder to discern algorithmically (the
so-called signal-to-symbol-gap). This complicates analyzing the content of web-
pages which in turn impacts reasoning about its usage. Second, many websites have
started to support interaction modalities that extend beyond static browsing and link
following. Examples of such user-data interaction modalities include Java-script en-
abled click-able images, click-able maps, and parametric and SQL-based database
queries. For example, all of the aforementioned interaction modalities are supported
in SkyServer [1], a media rich scientific (astronomy) website as well as more gen-
eral websites such as CNN and Amazon. The presence of such diverse interaction
modalities require development of new techniques to understand what information
the user may have been looking for and determine how successfully/efficiently the
information needs were satisfied.

The success of any website depends on users satisfying their information needs
(finding the information they seek). Website usability can therefore be thought of
as a measure of the ease with which users satisfy their information goals. Clearly,
without the ability to survey the users, questions of usability and information goals
can not be answered with certainty. Unfortunately, it is difficult to conduct such
surveys once a site is live. Thus automated methods need to be developed that,
given usage patterns, can estimate user information goals and measure how easily
the structure of a site enables the fulfillment of these goals.

At the state-of-the art, techniques for usage analysis can be grouped into two
broad categories; those that are based on the analysis of web-logs [7, 9, 11, 16, 19–
21,26,28–32] and those that try to analyze the content of web-pages to model usage
[2,4–6,12,15]. Given a partially conducted transaction, web-log mining techniques
seek to determine which page will be accessed next. The obvious way to approach
this problem is to first extract patterns from the logs and then build a predictive
model. Some of the strategies that have been proposed for model construction in-
clude the use of Markov models [9, 31], collaborative filtering [26], and various
forms of association rule mining [20, 21, 30]. In contrast techniques that try to
model usage through web-content analysis try to extract the information goal(s) for
a browsing pattern based on web-content. Typically, such techniques do not use the
information provided by the usage log. For example, they do not analyze the usage
patterns by considering temporal information available in the logs.

Each of the aforementioned approaches has important limitations that impact
their efficacy in real-world settings. For instance, usage-log mining provides in-
formation about how users are traversing the website. However, it cannot provide
information either about the putative information goals underlying the user-behavior
or about the extent to which the user information goals are satisfied. Consequently
usage-log mining is, by itself, inadequate for assessing usability. A stark example of
this can be obtained by considering the two actual users sessions from the SkyServer
website [1] shown in Fig. 11.1. Log analysis shows that both user sessions followed
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User Session 1:

P1: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/ 

P2: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/ 

P3: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/data/data.asp 

P4: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/instruments/instruments.asp 

User Session 2:

P1: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/ 

P2: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/ 

P3: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/data/data.asp 

Fig. 11.1 Two user sessions on the Skyserver. Web-log analysis can identify the similarity in the
usage patterns while web-content analysis can provide cues to the underlying information goals
that were being pursued

the similar browsing path, namely “P1, P2, P3, P4” for session-1 and “P1, P2, P3”
for session-2. Log analysis also shows that user-1 left the site after visiting the page
instruments.asp, while user-2 left from the data.asp page. But, log analysis can not
address the question as to why both users followed similar paths but chose different
pages to exit the site. Further it can not tell us what the possible information goals
were which could have lead to the observed behavior or whether the user goals were
satisfied at all.

In contrast to log analysis, content-based methods are based on the intuition that
web content has a significant impact on the user navigation choices. These meth-
ods therefore seek to explain the user behavior based on the content of the pages
visited. Content based techniques, such as [4, 5], require a fundamental model of
user behavior. An important framework in this context is that of information forag-
ing theory [23]. The basic idea of information foraging theory is that in a web site,
the user makes traversal decisions looking for information that would satisfy his or
her information goal. Thus, the traversal history and the content of pages visited
can be representative of the user information need. However, by focusing solely on
page content, methods based on this framework run the risk of missing important
contextual information available through web-logs, such as load patterns, temporal
sequencing of the usage patterns, source of requests etc.

In recent research, attempts have been made to analyze the web-content output
by web servers with the goal of providing a summarized and high-level perspective
of web usage [22]. While sharing many of our goals, especially in terms of infor-
mation presentation, the research in [22] focuses on server analytics. It therefore
discounts modeling the perceptual aspects of user-behavior and its potential impact
on usage patterns. Research in the area of adaptive hypermedia [3] also shares many
of our goals. Adaptive hypermedia systems try to adapt aspects of the system to user
characteristics including user goals, knowledge, and background [18]. Such systems
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typically include three important components: (1) a domain model, which specifies
the conceptual design of the application, (2) a user model which contains infor-
mation about the user, and (3) an adaptation model defining how the adaptation of
the system is performed. Majority of adaptive hypermedia systems use an overlay
model of user knowledge [18], where an estimation of user knowledge for each
domain model is stored. An alternative is the historic model which utilizes user his-
tory of page visits. This assumes that past user behavior is a reliable indicator of
future user actions. Another strategy is to build a model using data from a group
of users and then use the model to make predictions about individual users. Dif-
ferent machine learning and statistical techniques have been utilized to build such
models including [33]: linear models, TFIDF-models, Markov models, neural net-
works, clustering methods, rule induction, and Bayesian networks. One of the main
problems in constructing such predictive models has been the collection of train-
ing data containing information about non-observable user characteristics such as
user intention, user information needs, and interruptability. Experience sampling is
one possible way to collect such information. In it, users are asked to reveal unob-
servable characteristics underlying their behavior during the course of activity. This
information is subsequently used to build the predictive models. An overview of
different experience sampling strategies and their comparison through user studies
is provided in [17]. In yet other research, attempts have also been made to directly
obtain information about information usage by user eye-tracking (in the specific
context of perusing web-search results) [8]. Availability of additional information
available through methods such as experience sampling or sensor-based monitoring
of the physical user context can undoubtedly aid user-context modeling. However,
deploying such solutions in real-world settings can be complicated either due to lack
of access to users or due to privacy concerns.

The research presented in this chapter brings together and builds on many of
the aforementioned ideas conceptually and technically. On the conceptual side, we
combine web-page content with information from web-logs and contextual meta-
data about usage patterns. On the technical side, we consider both textual content
as well as media-based content in web-pages during information goal determination
as well as usage-flow modeling. Further, in our approach different forms of user-
data interactions are accounted for (beyond users following static links). Finally,
our research not only emphasizes the algorithmic aspects of usage analysis, but also
demonstrates the role powerful visualization-query-exploration interfaces can play
in utilizing human-machine synergy towards addressing this problem.

We begin this chapter by presenting an overview of the proposed approach in
Section 11.2. This is followed in Section 11.3 by a description of the Skyserver,
which is a large media-rich website and constitutes our primary experimental test-
bed. Section 11.4 outlines the proposed approach. Experiments and case studies are
presented in Section 11.5. The chapter is concluded in Section 11.6 by reiterating
the fundamental ideas behind our solution methodology and by outlining its broad
applicability in designing and analyzing modern web-based information systems.
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11.2 Overview of the Proposed Approach

Our approach involves two aspects. The first deals with the issue of user goal
determination based on the observed usage patterns and multimedia page content
and connectivity analysis. The second addresses the problem of presenting to web-
designers and administrators, the considerable amount of contextual information
related to usage patterns which is available from usage logs (such as access statis-
tics, the distribution of geographical origin of activities, distribution of sessions
durations, distribution of unique users over location or time, etc.) in a manner that
is easy to interact with and assimilate. The integration of these perspectives has
not found prominence in prior research efforts. However, this is crucial, since the
identification of interesting/important usage patterns requires both modeling user
behavior as well as the ability to interpret metadata related to usage patterns [5].
Thus the proposed approach brings together content and usage-pattern-based infor-
mation goal determination with visualization and visual data mining of contextual
metadata related to usage-patterns. By correlating these perspectives, user actions
can be decomposed in terms of the following intuitive characteristics: who, when,
where(pertaining to the spatial-temporal distribution of usage patterns and ana-
lyzed through visualization and visual mining of contextual metadata obtained from
usage-logs), what, how (pertaining to user actions and obtainable through logs and
content analysis), and why (related to the discerned user information goal – which
provides a possible explanation of the user behavior). The interplay of these factors
is graphically illustrated in Fig. 11.2.

Content and Link
Analysis

Content 
Analysis

Metadata and 
Usage
Visualization

Content and Link
Analysis

Content 
Analysis

Metadata and 
Usage
Visualization

Fig. 11.2 Interplay of the three major concepts underlying the proposed method: content analysis
(determining the core information content perused by the user), information goal determination
(putatively explaining the user information need), and usage analysis and visualization (providing
the analyst with analytical and contextual evidence on the usage patterns and the usability of the
web-site)
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We use ideas based on information foraging theory [23] to develop an
explanatory model of user behavior. A key distinction of our work from prior
research lies in the analysis of multimedia page content in estimating the informa-
tion goals underlying the user behavior. Once the information goals are determined,
an analysis of the linkage structure of the site provides the shortest path from the
start page to the page(s) containing the information goal(s). If analysis of the usage
logs show that multiple sessions diverge from this path, it may indicate a potential
usability problem (such as critical links not clearly presented). The overall approach
thus encompasses the following steps:

� Web content analysis to extract information goal related to the web session.
� Calculation of the overall user flow on the site for the extracted information goal.

This provides a simulated model of how traffic on the site may be expected to
behave for the specific information goals.

� Computation and comparison of the optimal (shortest) path with the path chosen
by the user(s) to analyze usability and if/how the web-design may be improved
to optimize access to information.

� Integrated visualization of the above information with contextual metadata ex-
tracted from the web logs.

11.3 Introduction to the Skyserver

The SkyServer website [1] constitutes the primary test-bed for development, testing,
and validation of the proposed techniques. This website provides a large, media-
rich real-world repository sustaining complex traffic and user-behavior patterns. In
this section, we briefly introduce the reader to SkyServer and highlight its main
characteristics.

SkyServer provides access to a large volume of astronomical data from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [27]. The information is presented using text and a large
number of images. Access to the information is provided through standard web
browsers. The SkyServer website is designed to support a rich set of interactions
between the user and the data [27], which include:

� Simple point-and-click interaction allows user to click on images of various dif-
ferent celestial object and retrieve data related to those objects.

� Text and GUI SQL web service interface where user can write their own query
to access interact with SDSS database.

� Tools that let the user to enter astronomical information related to a particular
object and retrieve its images and spectra.

� Skyserver is designed to support a diverse set of users starting from students
learning astronomy at school level to scientists and professional astronomers.
It should be noted that SkyServer is a very large website, offering views and
data for over 80 million astronomical phenomena, totaling over one-and-a-half
terabytes. The usage log data analyzed as part of this research is approximately
35 gigabytes and spans a timeline from May 2003 to October 2004.
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11.4 Analysis of Usage Patterns

As the first step in the proposed approach, the content of the web-log is analyzed
to derive contextual information that is important for understanding usage patterns.
Dynamic content requests which culminate in an Http GET request or an XMLHttp
request are recorded in the usage logs. Therefore these results can be reconstructed
and analyzed. Web-log analysis begins with a data preprocessing step, where the
data is scrubbed and validated. The preprocessing step is followed by user delin-
eation and user session definition. These steps are elaborated below:

� Definition of unique users: Central to web usage analysis is the idea that users are
discrete entities that exhibit (possibly multiple groups of) self-similar behavior
in consuming web content. To categorize the behaviors, it is essential to identify
each user. Prior work also explores the concerns regarding what constitutes a
distinct user [25]. We define a unique user as having a distinct value for IP address
and user-agent.

� Definition of user sessions: Studies have shown that user sessions are typically
delimited by a timeout value of 25 min [24]. Based on these observations we use
a timeout threshold of 30 min. For each discovered session, we cache the starting
time of each session and the duration of the session as a whole.

These steps are followed by analysis of the web content. In this step we first ex-
tract the information stored in each page of the website. The process begins by
constructing a sitemap for the website based on URL analysis. The site connectivity
information is stored in an adjacency matrix. Subsequently, the text and media-based
content in the site is analyzed. Using this information in the next stage, the putative
information goals corresponding to the traversal pattern are identified. This is fol-
lowed by the simulation of the user-flow. Finally this information is combined with
metadata related to the usage patterns and presented using an interactive visualiza-
tion interface. Using this interface the usability of the site can be analyzed.

11.4.1 Analysis of Text-Based Web-Content

The two most frequent media for most websites are text and images and therefore
we focus on these in our analysis. Textual content is analyzed using a grammarless
statistical method, which includes stemming and stop word filtering. First, the text-
based content of each web page in the website is extracted and a vector of all unique
terms present in the website constructed. Using the terms vector and the web pages
connectivity information we construct the term-page matrix, TPTFIDF ,

TPTFIDF.i; j / D TFIDF.ti ; pj / (11.1)

In this matrix, the determination of the importance of a term t in a page p is obtained
using its normalized TFIDF (Term-Frequency-Inverted-Document-Frequency)
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value. This is a standard approach in text analysis, which essentially gives higher
weight to more informative terms. The normalized TFIDF formulation used by us
takes the length of the page into consideration for calculation of a term’s importance
and is defined as:

TFIDF D
�

tf

Nterm

�
� log2

�
Npage

df

�
(11.2)

In Eq. (11.2), tf is the frequency count of term in a given page, Nterm is total number
of terms in the page, Npage is total number of documents in the collection, and df
is the frequency count of pages in which the term occurs and which link to, or are
linked from the page of interest. This helps avoid the effect of unwanted terms by
using a smaller, relevant document set as a background set.

11.4.2 Analysis of Image-Based Web-Content

After the text-based information content of a site has been captured, the next chal-
lenge is to represent its image-based content. In the case of web-pages the problem
of determining the information corresponding to an image can be ameliorated by
associating with the image, key snippets of proximal text. This brings up two sub-
problems. First, the possible variability of semantics of an image (in terms of the
text associated with the image) needs to be captured. This situation can arise when
an image is used in multiple contexts. Second, the visual importance of an image has
to be captured so that terms associated with highly prominent images receive greater
weight as compared to terms associated with less prominent images. Solving these
problems require the ability to describe and compare images.

In order to achieve these goals, we use color-texture analysis. Our approach
uses the JSEG [10] color/texture analysis algorithm to identify textures within the
image. Texture characterization is done with Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrices
(GLCM) [13]. We use eight vectors as the offset parameter for GLCM, and measure
four statistical properties for each co-occurrence matrix: energy, entropy, contrast,
and homogeneity. In addition, we generate a six-bit color histogram for each tex-
ture. Relative size, energy, entropy, contrast, homogeneity, and the color histogram
are combined to create feature vector which is then used to describe each image
in the web-site. Given two images represented by texture-color feature vector, their
similarity is computed as the Pearson’s distance between the vectors. A score of 1.0
indicates identical images and low scores indicate highly dissimilar images. If any
specific image appears in two different pages, these pages have an image-semantic-
based relationship. Consequently, the information from both pages contributes to
the definition of the semantics associated with this image.

After image-based analysis is completed, key-terms from text proximal to images
are used to describe the semantics associated with images while the term-frequency
matrix captures the semantics of textual content of the website. Next, the informa-
tion in the term-frequency matrix is combined with the image semantics to obtain
a unified semantics representation of the entire information in the website. This is
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done by re-weighting terms associated with images in the term-frequency matrix.
The amount by which the weight values are adjusted is directly proportional to the
size and complexity of the corresponding image. Such an adjustment is justified by
the specificities of the human visual perception of images; an image with more tex-
ture (complexity) exhibits more information to the human eye than, for instance, an
image of the same size but containing only single texture (such as an image with a
uniform background of a single color).

11.4.3 Information Goal Extraction

For the extraction of the information goal, we first extract a list of terms from each
page that is visited during the given session. The importance of each term in the
list is calculated as summation of its TFIDF values across the pages visited in the
session. Before summation, the TFIDF value of each term is multiplied by the im-
portance value assigned to each page. For example, if we have a model where the
final page in the session is accorded the greatest importance, then the terms ap-
pearing in the final page will be given greater weight as compared to appearing in
other pages. Conversely, a model which weights all pages in a session equally can
also be used. Finally, the term list is sorted and the 20 most important terms used
as a summary of the user information goals. The specific number of terms used to
summarize the user information goals is essentially a parameter which can be var-
ied during analysis. Our choice of 20-terms was driven by the goals of obtaining a
reasonable coverage of putative information goals without, at the same time, over-
whelming the analysis with terms that may not be significant user goals.

To implement this idea, first a usage adjacency matrix U is constructed; if in a
session a user visited the link from page i to page j then the matrix U is defined as
shown in Eq. (11.3).

U.i; j / D
(
1:0 W user visits page

0:0 W otherwise
(11.3)

Next, the vector I D fIpg consisting of importance values corresponding to each
page p in the site is constructed. In defining I , different weighting schemes may
be used as described earlier. For instance, all pages can be weighted equally, or
be weighted in incremental order (progressively increasing the importance value),
or the final page can be weighted the highest (remaining pages weighted equally).
Subsequently, the list of terms related to given session is obtained by multiplying
TPTFIDF with U and the vector I .

L D TPTFIDF � U � I (11.4)

Finally, the term weights are sorted to identify the top most informative terms.
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11.4.4 Content-Based Usage Analysis

The first step in usage analysis involves computing the user flow through the web-
site for a given information goal. Determining the user flow provides a probabilistic
model of how other users with similar information goal behave, given the site struc-
ture and content. Our approach is based on the idea of information scent [23], which
posits that users anticipate the information stored in distal page by looking at the text
or graphical snippets (the information scent) present on the link pointing to the dis-
tal page. Consequently, given a specific information goal, links having information
scent that strongly correlates with the information goal have a greater probability of
being followed. The user flow is determined as follows:

� Calculation of Information Correlation: We calculate the correlation between
users’ information goal and information stored in a link by computing the nor-
malized sum of the TFIDF value of all the terms that are present in both the URL
and in the information goal as shown in Eq. (11.5). In cases where text is absent
in the hyperlink, the title of the distal page is utilized in calculating the correla-
tion. In Eq. (11.5), C.l/ is the correlation for link l , and tval denotes the TFIDF
value of term t in page P . Term t is also present in the information goal G.

C.l/ D
P

tval 8t 2 l; t 2 G
nP
iD1

ti8ti 2 P
(11.5)

� User Flow Calculation: The user flow is computed by simulating usage through
an activation function A. The total percentage of users at a given time in a page
depends on total information correlation value (IC) for all the links pointing to
the page. The dampening factor ˛ represents the fraction of users that can leave
the website from any given page. The value of ˛ can is determined based on site
characteristics or by using the law of surfing [14].

A.t/ D .˛ � IC �A.t � 1//CE (11.6)

In Eq. (11.6) E is the source activation vector and simulates users flowing through
the links from the entry (or start) page of the usage pattern. The initial activation
vector A.1/ D E and the final activation vector A.n/ gives the percentage of users
in each node of the website after n iterations through the activation function.

� Shortest Path Computation and Comparison: Our underlying assumption is that
the shortest path represents the most optimal (direct) path to the desired informa-
tion goal. Thus, comparison of actual user paths with the shortest path provides
cues to how well the links are organized in the website. For instance, repeated
deviation of users from the shortest path may indicate usability issues such as
an important link getting obfuscated due to design of the site. To compare a
user-path with the optimal path we use a simple greedy strategy. We start the
comparison from final page of the optimal path and seek to find a match starting
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with the final page of the user-path and moving backwards to the start page.
For every mismatch we assign a score of �1 and if a matching page is found
we assign a score of C1 and mark the matching page. In the next iteration the
page prior to the final page of the shortest path is considered and compared with
the pages in the user path starting with the page prior to the matched page in the
previous iteration and moving backwards. Again for each mismatched page, a
score of �1 is assigned. The process is iterated until all pages in the shortest path
have been sequentially compared with the pages in the user path. At the end the
sum of scores over all the pages is calculated. The difference between this score
and the shortest path length gives the measure of similarity between the user path
and the optimal path. A score equal to length of shortest path means that the user
path was identical to the shortest (most optimal path), while a score less than
length of shortest path means user path differed from the shortest path.

As an example, consider the user-path and shortest path showed in Fig. 11.3,
where the pages in the user-paths are labeled as A, B, C, D and E, and the pages
in the shortest path labeled as I, II and III respectively. We weight the final page
with the highest importance and therefore start from page III of shortest path and
compare it with pages in users’ path starting from pageE to A. As page III matches
with pageE, we assign the score ofC1 and mark pageE as “matched”. In next iter-
ation we will take page II and start comparison from pageD since pageE is already
matched. Page II matches with page D, we assign the score of C1 and mark page
D as “matched”. We now take page I and start comparing from page C . We find
two mismatches at page C and page B , thus mismatch score of �1 will be assigned
to each page. Finally page I matches with page A we assign C1 score to page A.
The total score is then: .C1/ C .�1/ C .�1/ C .C1/ C .C1/ D 1. This captures
the fact that the user did not visit the direct link between page A and page D, but
instead took the path page B– page C– page D.

Users’ Path:

A: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/ 

B: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/ 

C: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/release/ 

D: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/pubs/ 

E: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/dr2paper/ 

Shortest Path:

I: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/ 

II: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/pubs/ 

III: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr2/en/sdss/dr2paper/ 

Fig. 11.3 Comparison between the path taken by a user and the optimal (shortest) path to the same
information content
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11.4.5 Contextual Metadata Extraction and Visualization

Obtaining a holistic understanding of usage patterns in a large website like the
SkyServer requires combining the aforementioned analysis with contextual meta-
data associated with usage patterns. In our approach to this issue the basic principle
lies in encouraging human-machine synergy by taking advantage of the human
skills of domain expertise, contextual reasoning, pattern detection, hypotheses for-
mulation, exploration, and sense-making. The process is facilitated through an
integrated visualization-query-exploration interface (Fig. 11.4). The interface is re-
flective, which means that making a change in one of the components propagates the
change to all other components. This interface also follows a direct manipulation
paradigm. Perceiving a pattern of interest, a user can directly interact and explore
the information. As a manipulation occurs in one of the information “views”, its ef-
fects are appropriately reflected in the other views, thereby helping in understanding
the relationships present in the data and its ultimate assimilation.

One of the features that the interface offers is the ability to directly correlate dif-
ferent aspects of information derived from the usage-logs. The correlation domains
include: browsers (web agents), page, entry page, exit page, date, session duration,
day of the week, month and hour. The correlation ranges include: user sessions, user
session duration, hits, and unique users. The user can choose to chart any domain
as the independent variable and any range as the dependent variable. For instance,
a user can select an arbitrary slice of time (e.g. 2 weeks, 1 year, or 3 years) and

Fig. 11.4 Interface for visualization of contextual metadata
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constrain the spatial information and log information accordingly. This mechanism
can be used, for example to obtain a temporal distribution of the data as well as
discern complex patterns such as recurring events or the influence of specific time
periods on usage patterns. The visualization emphasizes the specific perspectives of
location and time for analyzing the log data. Bearing in mind the cautions of [25]
(with regards to user identity), we search for evidence of the location of the user by
extracting information from various trustworthy web references, whenever possible.
By visualizing this information on an interactive map, the user can explore the geo-
graphical distribution of the traffic (e.g. hits, sessions, visitors, etc.) is coming from.
Further, by making the size of the dots proportional to the traffic volume, highly
active sites/users can be easily identified.

A final component in the visualization shown in Fig. 11.4 (top right) is specific to
astronomical data: in this part web pages about galaxies and stars are projected on
a Cartesian map of the night sky. This provides a context-sensitive (astronomical)
perspective of the data. This view is also reflected on the other views of the data.

In Figs. 11.5 and 11.6, we show further snapshots of the visualization interface
Fig. 11.5 depicts the visualization of a user session. In this visualization, a directed
graph is used to represent a subset of the web structure that is related to the user
session being explored. For a given user session, the specific information being dis-
played include: (1) the path followed by user, (2) the shortest path as obtained after
analysis with the proposed approach, and (3) the predicted user flow based on the
specific information goal. Further, orange colored circles represent the web pages
that have some relevance to the user goal and the red rectangular bars represent the
total percentage of users that visit the page (based on the user flow). The orange
directed lines (solid) linking the circles represents the direction of the user flow.
Similarly, the green directed lines (dotted) and blue directed lines (dashed) repre-
sent the actual users’ paths and system-computed shortest path, respectively. Pages
that the user visits during the session, but are not present in the user flow graph, are
represented by green squares. The same is true for blue triangles that represent the
page that is present only in shortest computed path.

The visualization is interactive and dynamic, thus allowing researchers to explore
the information and analysis. For instance, when a mouse pointer is moved over a
square in the graph, information about the page (link information and thumbnail
image of web-page) and percentage of user flow distribution in the page displayed as
tool tip. The tool tip for the final page of a session also displays the match/mismatch
score between user path and shortest path. This visualization provides a powerful
tool that interfaces with the algorithmic aspects of our methodology and helps web
designers rapidly analyze a user session to find, for example:

� The difference between the user path and the optimal path
� Page(s) where the user path diverges from the optimal path
� The predicted user flow for the information goal extracted

This allows web designers to rapidly identify the pages that have erroneous correla-
tion value, driving users away from their goal. The system also provides the option
to visualize users’ paths, users flow graph, and the shortest path separately.
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Fig. 11.5 Visualization support for usage analysis: The snapshot of the interface depicted in this
figure shows the user session (Green dotted line), related shortest path (Blue dashed line) and
user flow (Orange solid line). For a detailed discussion of the data depicted in this figure, the
reader is referred to the case study in Section 11.5, where the user misses the optimal path to the
information goal

The visualization framework also supports display and interaction with other
types of contextual metadata relevant to the usage patterns. For instance, it is helpful
to know where the majority of the website traffic comes from and which specific util-
ities/tools/functionality of the web-site are used the most. Such insights can be, for
instance, help to address localization issues and system performance decisions such
as scheduling system downtimes, or deciding where to place a redundant server for
best workload distribution. Figure 11.6 presents a snapshot of one such visualization
of the web traffic directed to a specific substructure of the Sky Server website (the
search and query tools) with regards to the location of the internet service providers
of the client. As this example illustrates, one of the search tools on Sky Server,
shownearest.asp, is by far the most heavily used utility. The map also shows that the
majority of the usage comes from the US costal regions (west coast not shown) and
from around the Great Lakes.
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Fig. 11.6 Visualization of contextual metadata showing spatial distribution of the hits (top) and
usage distribution for specific tools on the website (bottom)

11.5 Case Studies and Experiments

We begin with a case study involving a subset of the usage data from the SkyServer
logs. The study starts with the data and visual interface shown in Fig. 11.4. Using the
interactive interface, a visualization of the hits per month reveals that the month of
April 2004 was very busy for the given usage-data sample; contributing 28.57% of
the traffic between May 2003 and October 2004. We select, without loss of general-
ity, traffic from Oxford, England which is shown on the map as a listed observatory.
With these constraints, the system reveals four user sessions, one of which is long
enough to have a meaningful information goal. This session starts from the index
page, then browses to a spatial search page and executes three dynamic queries, each
looking for a galaxy at specific points in the sky. The information goals predicted
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Table 11.1 The comparative contribution of text-only content and text and image
content to the user flow to select pages of the Skyserver website

Website subsections Text only correlation (%) Text/Image correlation (%)

Index page 25:16 25:29

Tools 33:06 28:81

Help 1:65 1:55

Traffic 0:00 4:10

Project 0:00 0:38

by our approach consist of the dynamic query results and static web page terms.
Figure 11.5 shows the user flow (solid line), the user session path (dotted line), and
the shortest path (dashed line). The visualization shows that the user missed the
shortest path between the index and search pages of the site and that the search page
was ultimately reached through the tool page. This is typical of a possible usability
problem. Manually analyzing the corresponding pages, we find that the “tool-page”
link visually dominates the “search-page” link on the index page. This causes users
to follow the “tool-page” link and thus take a longer, indirect path. This case study
illustrates how the proposed approach can be used by a designer to rapidly and in-
teractively identify and correct problems in web-site design.

Using the parameters from this case study, we next present an experiment to
evaluate the difference in the quality of results obtained by incorporating text-and-
image information versus text-only information (see Table 11.1). When text-only
information is used, no user flow is obtained for the (image rich) traffic and project
subsections of the website, as they have no textual correlation with the information
goal. In contrast, when both text and image-based information is considered, the ac-
tivation function generates user flow to the traffic and project sections. This is due to
the contribution of the image-based information to the information goal(s) and con-
sequently the usage flow. It is interesting to note that the user flow simulation results
obtained by incorporating both image and textual information, are supported by ac-
tual usage patterns from the logs and therefore constitute a more accurate model
than what is possible with text dominated methods such as [4, 5].

Two related questions arise in the context of contrasting the multimedia content
analysis strategy with a text-only approach. First, what is the impact of consider-
ing image content on information goals as compared with a text-only approach?
Second, are there extreme cases where multimedia analysis can correctly identify
information terms (goals) that could be totally missed in a text-only analysis?

We investigate these questions using data from the user sessions shown in
Fig. 11.7. The results obtained from analyzing these user sessions are, based on
our experience, representative for user sessions which involve media (image)-rich
pages. The detailed results are presented in Table 11.2 and Fig. 11.8. For this specific
user session, the terms famous, place, and tool-title are the top three goal terms in
both text-only and text-and-image analysis. Table 11.2 shows that these terms have
a reduced mean relevance using text-only analysis when compared with multimedia
analysis. This is due to the fact that images contribute to increasing the relevance of
these terms.
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1: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/tools

2: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/tools/places

3: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/tools/places/page1.asp

Fig. 11.7 A user session on the Skyserver used for analyzing the advantages of multimedia (text
and image) analysis as opposed to text-only analysis

Table 11.2 Examples of changes in term relevance scores when
multimedia (text and image) analysis is used instead of text-only
analysis of the user session shown in Fig. 11.7

Term
Mean relevance for
text-only analysis

Mean relevance for
text-and-image analysis

Famous 0.0274 0.0369
Place 0.0272 0.0368
Tool-title 0.1000 0.1054

Text Analysis vs Text-and-Image Analysis
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Fig. 11.8 Term relevance scores using the proposed multimedia content analysis approach versus
text-only analysis of the pages

The extreme case is observed for the information goal terms ngc450, ngc60 and
ngc5792, which are names of galaxies prominently displayed on page1.asp (the
third and final page visited in the session). The relevance scores of these terms are
plotted across the session in Fig. 11.8 using both text-only and multimedia (text and
image) analysis (proposed method). The reader may note that in the case of text-only
analysis these terms have nearly negligible relevance values, since they only occur
as image captions. In contrast, with the proposed method, the relevance values of
these terms are significantly higher.

In the final experiment we perform a side-by-side comparison of information
goal prediction for the user session shown in Fig. 11.9 using the proposed approach
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1: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges 

  2: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges/hii 

    3: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges/hii/characteristics.asp 

      4: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges/hii/query.asp 

        5: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges/hii/identifying.asp 

          6: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/challenges/hii/catalogs.asp 

Fig. 11.9 A user session on the Skyserver used for comparing the proposed method with the
IUNIS algorithm

Table 11.3 Comparison with the IUNIS algorithm

Proposed approach IUNIS

Terms Mean relevancy (%) Terms Mean relevancy (%)

Region 14.44 Schema 0.19
Hii 14.26 Browser 0.16
Challenge 10.32 Query 1.04
Catalog 8.53 Dr1 0.00
Write 8.14 sdss 1.09

and the IUNIS algorithm [4]. It may be noted that both methods use a TFIDF-based
measure to calculate term relevance and the term relevance scores are averaged over
all pages in the session. Therefore the fundamental distinction is in how these meth-
ods account for non-textual information and how actual usage patterns are accounted
in the analysis. Table 11.3 shows the top five putative information goals as deter-
mined by the proposed method and by IUNIS. The difference in the relevance of
the terms obtained using the above methods is stark; the terms ranked as the top
five terms by our approach have a significantly higher mean relevance score as com-
pared with terms determined using IUNIS. Since the relevance of a term in a page
is the TFIDF-based importance of the term, this indicates a weakness of IUNIS in
that information goals identified by it can have low relevance (TFIDF scores). To
understand why the IUNIS algorithm picks such terms we note that in highly inter-
linked websites like the Skysever, contents of nodes with large fan-in receive higher
activation weights in INUIS even if they are not important in terms of the actual
user goals. Thus terms with low relevancy-scores can get identified, incorrectly, to
be important.

11.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents novel approach for usability analysis of large websites. We
propose three fundamental extensions to the state-of-the art. First, we emphasize
an integrative solution to this challenge that leverages and correlates information in
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web-logs, the content of web pages, and contextual metadata to understand usage
patterns. Second, we develop techniques that are capable of discerning information
goals by taking into account information in the web-pages that may be expressed
textually or through media such as images. Finally, we emphasize the role powerful
visualization techniques can play, not only by enabling human machine synergy in
analyzing complex patterns, but also by acting as the unification point around which
the various analysis strategies can be brought together. Case studies and experiments
conducted on real-world data from the SkyServer illustrate the efficacy of these
ideas and their promise in developing a new generation of usage analysis strategies.
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Chapter 12
An Adaptation Framework for Web Multimedia
Presentations

S. Benbernou, M.S. Hacid, A. Makhoul, and A. Mostefaoui

Abstract A multimedia document is composed of several media-objects that are
presented to user/application with respect to certain spatio-temporal relationships
defined over them (called also multimedia presentation). In Web environments,
those media objects could be located onto different servers and hence pose the
problem of delivering multimedia documents with respect to those constrains. In
many situations, it is not always possible to support the presentation spatio-temporal
constraints. This is due to noisy problems such as low bandwidth, or user pref-
erences/profile as the lack of audio devise. One interesting alternative consists in
adapting the presentation by substituting media elements by others media that are
semantically equivalent. This adaptation is not obvious and could lead, if it is not
carried out carefully, to a misunderstood presentation. This paper deals with the
problem of finding adequate multimedia presentation that fulfils spatio-temporal
constraints. More precisely, we first propose a spatio-temporal algebra for the com-
position of multimedia presentations. Secondly, we present a semantic adaptation
strategy by means of substitution of media elements that preserves presentation
semantics.
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12.1 Introduction

Nowadays many web applications (especially those that are web 2.0 and web 3.0
compliant) make use of complex composite multimedia document. In fact, the
growing capabilities of today’s computers and the “democratisation” of multimedia
devises (webcam, phone camera, etc.) have made it possible to create, manipulate,
publish and access advanced multimedia content. The latter consists in a collec-
tion of different types of media objects (text, video, audio, images, 3D animation,
etc.) that are displayed to the end user in accordance to a certain structural and
temporal relationships defined over them. This is what we call multimedia presenta-
tion. Many recent web applications, ranging from professional applications (digital
libraries, medical databases, . . . ) to general public applications (distance learning,
e-commerce, . . . ) use the multimedia presentation paradigm. Let us consider, for il-
lustration purposes, the example of an e-commerce application. Actually, presenting
a product in a web application goes beyond a classical presentation that consists in
a picture associated with an explicative text to include advanced video, presenting
the product in all its faces, sophisticated 3D animation for virtual clothes trying on
for instance, elaborated audio for user interaction, etc.

To get a comprehensive meaning, a multimedia presentation must contains, in
addition to the different media objects that compose it, specified synchronized
information describing explicitly when and where each object has to be presented in
the playout of the presentation, e.g., documents written in Synchronised Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL) [1]. It is a common experience that the manage-
ment of multimedia presentations poses a number of challenges due in particular
to the end-user context (e.g., reduced display devise, limited network bandwidth,
resource constrained environment, etc.). Hence, a multimedia presentation needs to
be adapted in order to fulfil the context requirements and without explicitly provid-
ing different versions for each case. However, this adaptation is not straightforward
and must be carried out with respect to the semantic of the presentation on one hand
and to the user context constraints on the other hand. To illustrate, let us introduce
the following motivating example.

12.1.1 Motivation

We consider an e-learning application in which a chemistry course is made available
for web students. Such a course (see Fig. 12.1) is composed of several different
objects: (a) a video, noted v, showing the chemical reaction at its different phases, a
3D animation, noted a presenting this reaction at the molecular level, a set of slides,
noted s, explaining the chemical formulas and finally an audio object, noted d ,
reporting the teacher explanation.

Let us assume that this course is accessed by a student through its PDA for in-
stance and due to surrounding noises or lack of loudspeaker, he is not able to hear the
teacher explanation. In this case, from the point of view of the system, two scenarios
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Fig. 12.1 Example of a multimedia presentation with its spatio-temporal constraints

Fig. 12.2 (a) Invalid adaptation; (b) valid adaptation

are possible: (a) it delivers the presentation with the risk of deteriorating its semantic
(the meaning of the course); or (b) does not deliver the presentation because it could
not meet the user requirement.

Another scenario is possible in which an adaptation of the multimedia presenta-
tion is made in a way that both its semantic is preserved and the user constraint is
supported. We illustrate the adaptation mechanism in this example by replacing the
audio objects by anther semantically equivalent object that could be displayed to the
user. Here, the audio object is replaced by a text transcribing the teacher explana-
tion. However, this substitution introduces new spatial and temporal constraints on
the presentation that the system must take into account. For instance, as reported in
Fig. 12.2, the colour of the text, its position as well as its font size should take into
account the spatial constraints introduced by the other object composing the presen-
tation. This substitution, as shown in the example, could lead to a misunderstood
content if it is not carried out carefully by respecting the new introduced spatial as
well as temporal constraints.
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12.1.2 Contributions

Our objective in this work is to provide a general framework for the adaptation of
multimedia presentation, which could be seen as a web service. More precisely,
we present a spatio-temporal model that is based on interval algebra to check the
structural and temporal constraints of adapted presentation. Our contribution is
twofold:

� Firstly we studied a novel spatio-temporal model, based on Interval algebra pro-
posed by Allen [2]. We extended the interval relations from monodirectional ones
to 3D ones (one temporal and two spatial). With this new model, we can easily
handle the presentations constraints as well as user constraints.

� Secondly, a framework of multimedia adaptation including substitution is pre-
sented. After finding alternatives for each media-object, based on user’s context,
the substitution of the undesired element by another one is achieved regarding
the alternative set. The framework handles then possible spatio-temporal con-
flicts that can arise after the substitution as shown in the above example.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: An overview of some existing
multimedia models is given in Section 12.2. In Section 12.3, a spatio-temporal
representation is proposed. A spatio-temporal reasoning approach on the proposed
model is given in Section 12.4. In Section 12.5 we present a framework for multime-
dia adaptation by substitution. First based on [3] we provide a augmentation model
and secondly the substition step is described in more details. The conflict aspects
are discussed in Section 12.6.

12.2 Related Work

Research works dealing with multimedia models for presentation adaptation that we
are aware of are SMIL [1], AHM [4], TIEMPO [5], ZYX [6] and other adaptations
schemes [3, 12, 19].

The Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [1], is designed by
the W3C group. It integrates a set of multimedia objects into a synchronized multi-
media presentation. It is an interval-based temporal model. Each media-element is
represented by a temporal interval, which can be coordinated by the use of schedule
elements. We distinguish the parallel (par) and sequential (seq) elements. In SMIL
the placement of presentation components in spatial dimension is an absolute posi-
tioning. Due to the switch element, SMIL allows author to specify a set of alternative
elements from which only one element should be chosen. Thus the switch element
allows the static adaptation.

The Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM) [4] is a combination of the two
models, CWI Multimedia Interchange Format (CMIF) [10] and Dexter Hypertext
Reference Model [11]. The first one specifies the spatial/temporal constraints of
the presentation, and the second supports links and interaction models. It is con-
sidered as interval based model. The AHM provides an absolute spatial model.
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Spatial relationships between components are defined by the use of channels, which
determine the position and extent of the media. AHM can specify alternatives by
grouping media items of the same media type.

The Temporal integrated model to present multimedia objects TIEMPO [5] is a
flexible document model. A media object is modeled by a temporal space, a pre-
sentation interval and a projection. The temporal space represents the content and
the layout information associated with the media object. The presentation interval
represents the duration for which the media object is presented. The projection de-
scribes which and how many data units of the temporal space are presented per
second in the presentation element. TIEMPO has an interval-based temporal model,
and the temporal specification is based on interval operators without considering
event-based. It supports an absolute spatial model describing the position, the size
and the overlapping between media-elements.

The ZYX multimedia model [6] emphasizes reuse, adaptation and presentation
neutrality. It is possible to reuse media objects, document fragments, and entire doc-
ument. It has a tree structure, where elements of the presentation are nodes of this
tree. Each element contains binding points, which each point can bind to another
variable element of the presentation. It presents operators, selectors, projectors and
interaction elements. The element of ZYX can be annotated by a set of attributes
that describes its content. Similar to SMIL, ZYX can be considered as temporal
interval-based approach. It presents temporal operator (parallel, sequential, etc.)
elements to determine the temporal relationships between the presentation elements.
For the spatial model, ZYX uses spatial projectors to define the layout of ele-
ments. It is defined as an absolute positioning. For the adaptation of multimedia
presentation, the model ZYX offers two elements: switch and query. The switch
element as in SMIL model, allows the alternatives at the authoring time before the
presentation. This element describes the static adaptability of ZYX: The dynamic
multimedia adaptation of ZYX is represented by the query element. When the doc-
ument is selected to presentation the query element is evaluated and it is replaced
by the fragment best matching the metadata annotated to the element.

The shortcoming of these models is the lack of use of spatial/temporal constraints
especially in the adaptation by substitution. For the spatial model all the discussed
models use an absolute positioning, that allows only one spatial presentation. We can
not change their positions which is necessary in the adaptation phase particularly the
adaptation by substitution because elements do not have necessarily the same size.

In our framework we consider all possible relations. We unified the spatial and
temporal multimedia models on a one spatio-temporal model based on interval
algebra that gives the necessar flexibility to the document and uses all interval
relations.

12.3 Spatio-Temporal Representation

In this section after overviewing some preliminaries and the temporal representa-
tion, we suggest the underlying spatio-temporal model for our framework.
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12.3.1 Preliminaries

In multimedia presentation, a spatial model is used to represent the position of
media-objects on the screen and the spatial relationships between them. We dis-
tinguish three popular spatial models [6]: absolute positioning, directional rela-
tions [12] and topological relations [13], which are used in geographic databases
to answer queries of region relations. A temporal model is also needed to define
the temporal features of the presentation. There are four types of temporal mod-
els [14], time point-based models, event-based models, Interval-based models and
script based-models.

Based on these models, the adaptation could be made on a multimedia pre-
sentation. We distinguish three kind of existing adaptation models: (1) scenario
adaptation is used to adapt automatically the spatial/temporal constraints between
media elements [15], (2) structure adaptation is involved when adapting the con-
tent media while distorting the element structure [16–20], for instance a text can be
transformed into different formats (PDF, PS, ...) by loosing some aesthetic character-
istics. (3) Adaptation by substitution is needed when the quality of a media element
becomes very weak and it is impossible to present it, or to matching the user’s pref-
erences. It consists on replacing this element by something else semantically correct
and that can be from a different type.

12.3.2 Temporal Representation

12.3.2.1 Interval-Based Temporal Reasoning

Allen [2] proposed an algebra for presenting and reasoning about temporal relations
between events represented as intervals. The basis of this algebra is the set of thir-
teen temporal relations that can be held between events (see Fig. 12.3). A graphical
notation called “scenario” is used in which nodes represent events and directed
edges are possible temporal relations. Peter Van Beek [21] has defined a consistent
scenario as “a labeling of the graph where every label is a singleton and it is possi-
ble to map the vertices to a time line and have the single relations between vertices
hold”. Furthermore, Allen introduced a table of transitivity between the thirteen re-
lations in order to ensure the constraint propagation. The construction of this table
is based on the composition “;” between the relations [2].

12.3.2.2 Conceptual Neighborhoods

Freska [22] introduced the notion of conceptual neighborhood between interval re-
lations. He defined three types A;B and C of conceptual neighborhood based on
transformations. For example A-transformation moves one binding point of the first
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interval in one direction. The conceptual neighborhoods are defined by graphs as
shown in Fig. 12.4. In this paper, we used the A-Type.

Definition 12.1 (Neighbors). Two relations are neighbors iff they are connected
by an edge of the conceptual neighborhood graph. For example “<” and “m” are
neighbors.
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Definition 12.2 (Conceptual Distance d). The conceptual distance between two
relations is the length of the shortest path which relates both of them in the concep-
tual neighborhood graph.

12.3.3 Spatio-Temporal Representation

We have seen in the previous section that in multimedia presentations the spa-
tial and temporal models are often analyzed separately. In our framework, we
extend 1-D temporal relations to 3-D spatio-temporal relations based on Interval
Algebra. Hence, we propose a framework that integrates both the spatial and tem-
poral models.

12.3.3.1 Interval-Based Spatio-Temporal Model

Several types of relations such as temporal, topological (inside, overlap...), direc-
tional (left, northeast...), have been defined and used in a wide range of models. Our
goal is to unify the spatial and temporal relations, by extending the interval relation-
based reasoning, as a way for enabling three dimensions reasoning (two spatials and
one temporal).

Definition 12.3 (1-D Relation). One-dimensional relation is a relation between two
objects over one dimension, where each object is represented by one interval, and
related with interval relations.

Definition 12.4 (N-D Relation). The relation between two objects in N-D dimen-
sions corresponds to the combination of N 1-D relations. Thus, an N-D relation is
defined as an N-uplet of 1-D projections to N axes.

Definition 12.5 (Spatio-Temporal Relation). A spatio-temporal relation is a tuple
(Rx , Ry , Rt ) Where Rx , Ry and Rt are defined as 1-D relation, corresponding
respectively to projections over x, y and t (time) axis.

Figure 12.5 shows an example of multimedia presentation represented over the tem-
poral and spatial dimensions.

For instance, let us consider the example depicted in Fig. 12.5, representing mul-
timedia document. Instead of having absolute coordinates, we have T1 (di , b, m) I,
where di , b and m stand forRx , Ry andRt respectively. The latters are obtained by
projecting objects to different axis.

Definition 12.6 (Undefined Relation?). If it does not exist any information about
the relation between objects, we use the undefined one ?, such that for all relation
r: d (?, r) =1, (? ; r) = ?, (r ; ?) = ?, (? ; ?) = ? and ?�1) = ?.
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For example, In Fig. 12.5 we have S (?, ?, s) V and I (?, ?, m) S, where S
represents an audio element that does not have a spatial feature. Let us note R to be
the set of all possible 1-D relations, R = fb, m, o, s, e, d, f, fi , di , si , oi , mi , bi , ?g.

12.3.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Model

The relations defined above can serve to present spatio-temporal constraints of mul-
timedia presentations.

Definition 12.7 (Variable Spatio-Temporal Constraints Network VSTCN).
VSTCN is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), g = < N, E, 
, � > such that N rep-
resents the set of nodes, E represents a set for edges, 
: E! 2R�R�R is a function
from arcs to spatio-temporal relations and �: N! A assigns one of alternatives to
a selected node, where A designates the set of alternatives that can be affected to
this node.

A multimedia presentation can be represented as a VSTCN where node labels
represent media-objects and edge labels are the spatio-temporal constraints between
these objects. Figure12.6 shows a part of spatio-temporal constraints network of the
above example.
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12.4 Spatio-Temporal Reasoning

Similar to the temporal reasoning, the spatio-temporal scenario is represented as
a graph where vertices represent objects and to every directed edge is assigned a
subset of possible spatio-temporal relation.

Example. Let us assume having three objects A, B and C. they are related with A
(b, o, o) B and B (b, si, m) C. Because we don’t have knowledge about the relation
between A and C, every componentRx ,Ry andRt is setting to R. we can find three
feasible relations between A and C that provide consistent scenarios. R (A, C) can
be one of the three following relations: (b, d, b), (b, fi , b) or (b, o, b). Next we define
Spatio-Temporal operators applied to Spatio-Temporal relations.

Definition 12.8 (Spatio-Temporal Inverse Relation). We define the inverse of
spatio-temporal relation as the inverse of every component of this relation. [(R1,
R2, R3)]�1 D .R1�1, R2�1, R3�1).

Example: (b, di , e)�1 = (bi , d, e).

Definition 12.9 (Closest Function C). C: R � P(R)! R is a function that returns
the closest relation from an element of the partition P(R) to a selected relation. Let
A 2 P(R) and ˛ 2 R, C(˛, A) = ˇ , 8 r 2 A, d (˛, ˇ) < d(˛, r), where d is a
conceptual distance defined in the previous section.

Example: C(b, fm, o, dg)Dm.
Definition 12.10 (Spatio-Temporal Composition). We define a spatio-temporal
composition between two Spatio-Temporal relations as the composition of every
component of these relations. Let (˛, ˛’, ˛”) and (ˇ, ˇ’, ˇ”)2 R3.[(˛, ˛’, ˛”) ; ((ˇ,
ˇ’, ˇ”)]D [f˛ ; ˇg, f˛’ ; ˇ’g, f˛” ; ˇ”g].
Example: [(b, o, o) ; (b, s, m)]D [fbg, fd, f, og, fbg] = f(b, d, b), (b, fi , b), (b, o, b)g.

Definition 12.11 (Spatio-Temporal Closest Function STC). STC : R3 �
[P(R)]3!R3 is a function that returns the closest spatio-temporal relation. Let
(˛, ˛’, ˛”)2 R3 and (A, A’, A”)2 [P(R)]3. STC [(˛, ˛’, ˛”), (A, A’, A”)]D [C
(˛, A), C (˛’, A’), C (˛”, A”)].

After the definition of a Spatio-Temporal multimedia presentation model, we pro-
pose in the next section a method for Multimedia adaptation by substitution based
on this suggested model.

12.5 Framework for Multimedia Adaptation by substitution

The adaptation by substitution consists in replacing a media-object by another,
which is not necessarily of the same type, when it looses its effective quality, or
to matching the user’s preferences. We will distinguish between two steps, augmen-
tation and substitution as defined in [3]. The augmentation step identifies alternative
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elements according to semantic constraints, while the substitution step chooses an
alternative (from those found in the augmentation step), according to user’s con-
text, and studies its impacts on the presentation after the substitution. The objective
of our approach is to propose a complete declarative way for the representation of
spatio-temporal composition of objects.

12.5.1 Augmentation

The basis of this process is to get semantically sound alternatives. As we consider
dynamic adaptation, the augmentation step exploites metadata annotated with media
elements in querying multimedia databases, and selects elements that are compatible
to some predefined semantic constraints (subjects, duration, : : : ). Next we define
semantic constraints and provide an augmentation model.

12.5.1.1 Media-Element

A media-element can be either discret (e.g., image, text) or continuous (e.g., video,
audio). To receive potential alternatives, every media-element is annotated with
metadata which could be exploited in querying databases. In our case, metadata
is descriptive, it contains keywords about elements that are called properties of the
media-element (e.g., subjects, duration, : : : ).

Let M be the set of all media-elements.

Definition 12.12 (Subjects Subj ). 8 m 2M, the function Subj (m): M! Charac-
ters, returns a set of subjects associated with m.

Definition 12.13 (Duration Dur). 8 m 2M the function Dur(m): M! Integer is
a function that returns the duration.

We can define other properties, which the strictness of alternatives depends on. The
more metadata is closed to element’s content the more alternatives are strict.

12.5.1.2 Semantic Constraints

We define semantic constraints as relationships that must be satisfies between the
initial element and its alternatives. A similarity relation is then needed.

Remark. Subjects of continuous media-elements can change along time. To get a
strict similarity, we define subject for every temporal interval. The discrete elements
are represented as one interval with one subject.

Definition 12.14 (Similarity Sim). (Sim , M) is an equivalence relation on M de-
fined as: 8 m1, m2 2M, m1 Sim m2,

Subj (m1) = Subj (m2) ^ Dur (m1)D Dur (m2).
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We introduce interval similarity that ensures the similarity of two media-elements
in a selected temporal interval.

Definition 12.15 (Interval Similarity IntSimil ). 8 m1, m2 2 M, IntSimil (m1,
m2, T) is true iff Subj (m1) = Subj (m2) during T.

The information synchronization is very important between the initial element
and its alternatives. We define flow information synchronization that ensures the
same flow of information after a selected interval.

Definition 12.16 (Flow Information Synchronization FIS). m1, m2 2 M have
the same flow of information after an interval T, FIS (m1, m2, T) is true iff

8 T’= (T’ bi T _ T’ m T), [IntSimil (m1, m2, T) ^ IntSimil (m1, m2, T’)].

12.5.1.3 Augmentation Model

By using metadata, the augmentation process queries multimedia databases. Let Q
be the answer of a query. It finds potential alternatives. Each element of the query
that is similar to the initial media-element m, is added to a set A (m) called semantic
alternatives of m.

12.5.2 Substitution

The substitution process controls the dynamic adaptation. We distinguish two parts
in this process. The first one is related to maintaining information about time pre-
sentation and selecting an alternative that is the best choice to the presentation state.
The second part deals with the substitution step, where the chosen alternative in the
selection step replaces the initial element.

12.5.2.1 Selection Model

In the previous section we found a set of alternatives A (m) from which the replace-
ment element will be chosen. Before selecting an element from the set A, the current
state of the initial element is needed. Let Ti be the set of temporal intervals.

Definition 12.17 (Current Interval CurrInt). CurrInt (m):M!Ti is a function
that returns the current interval of m played in the actual presentation.

Remark. 8m 2M, If it is in inactive state, CurrInt (m) returns the first interval of m.
TheZYX model provides the reusability of media-elements by means of spatial and
temporal selectors. In our case we define a temporal interval selector.
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Definition 12.18 (Temporal Interval Selector TISEL). Let m 2 M, and T 2 Ti
we define TISEL(m, T): M � Ti ! M is a function that returns the part of m after
the selected interval.

The objective of the adaptation by substitution is to respond to user’s profile, thus
the selected alternative must be compatible with that profile.

Definition 12.19 (User’s Profile UP). UP designates a set of constraints imposed
by the user during the presentation of the multimedia document.

The selected alternative must respond to UP and continue the same flow of
information where the initial element is interrupted. The selection approach is
presented by the Algorithm 12.1. After the selection of m’ as an alternative of m,
the next step is to replace m by m’ and study its impacts on the consistency and the
understanding of the presentation.

Algorithm 12.1 Select an alternative
Require: m : M // initial element,

A (m) // set of alternatives.
Ensure: m’ : M // selected alternative.

T CurrInt(m)
2: for every element ei 2 A(m) do

if (ei responds UP ^ FIS (m, ei , T)) then
4: m’ = TISEL (ei , T)

SKIP for
6: end if

end for

12.5.2.2 Substitution Model

We find a virtual spatio-temporal relation that can hold between m and m’ before
assigning m’ to the corresponding node N, then we change all the existing spatio-
temporal constraints between N and remaining nodes on the VSTCN representing
the document. Media element is represented spatially by its minimum bounding
rectangle, so an alternative can have different length and width of the original one.
To find the spatio-temporal relation between the alternative and the initial element,
first the temporal relation between these two elements is set to equal (e) because
they considered the same duration. Then, we assume that the two elements have the
same spatial starting point which means Rx and Ry are either s, e or si , depending
on the size of the alternative.

Remark. If one of those elements (original or its alternative) is an audio element, the
relation between these elements will be (?, ?, e) because audio elements have no
spatial representation. Algorithm 12.2 finds the spatio-temporal relation R (m’, m).
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After finding the virtual relation that exists between m’ and m, we assign
m’ to the node instead of m, then we find the new relations by means of the
spatio-temporal closest function to ensure as much as possible the semantic of the
presentation. These steps are given by the Algorithm 12.3.

Algorithm 12.2 Find the spatio-temporal relation
Require: m : M,

m’: M.
Ensure: R (m’, m) = Spatio-Temporal relation between m and m’.

if ((m _ m’) = audio element )) then
R (m’, m) (?,?, e)

3: else Rt (m’, m) e
if width (m’)< width (m) then
Rx (m’, m) s

6: end if
if (width (m’)D width (m)) then
Rx (m’, m) e

9: end if
if (width (m’)> width (m)) then
Rx (m’, m) si

12: end if
if (height (m’)< height (m)) then
Ry (m’, m) s

15: end if
if (height (m’)D height (m)) then
Ry (m’, m) e

18: end if
if (height (m’)> height (m)) then
Ry (m’, m) si

21: end if
end if

Algorithm 12.3 New presentation generation
Require: VSTCN: old multimedia document

R (m’, m) : spatio-temporal relation.
Ensure: VSTCN: new multimedia document.

// suppose Ni is the node for which new element m’ is assigned to//
Ni , Nk : N
Ni  m’
for every node Nk Š D Ni do

R (Ni , Nk) STC (R (Ni , Nk), [R (m’, m) ; R (Ni , Nk)])
4: end for
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Example

Let us illustrate by the example introduced in Section 12.1. Figure 12.7 shows
a spatio-temporal representation of the studied document and the corresponding
VSTCN.

Let us assume due to a noisy problem we substitute the video V by one of its
alternatives I1 (series of images). The virtual relation between I1 and V are shown
in Fig. 12.8, R.I1;V/ D .si , s, e).

Then we have:

R.I1;T/ D STC .R .V; T/; ŒR .I1; V/ I R .V; T/�/:

D STC ..m; s; di /; Œ.si ; s; e/I .m; s; di /�/:
D STC ..m; s; di /; Œfdi ; fi ; og; fsg; fdig�/:
D .o; s; di /:

R.I1; I/ D STC .R.V; I/; ŒR.I1;V/IR.V; I/�/:
D .si ; b;m/:

The temporal relations between objects are still the same. The new obtained
VSTCN and its spatio-temporal are depicted in Fig. 12.9.

After the replacement it may occur conflicts that can disrupt the presentation.

Fig. 12.7 Spatio-temporal network and representation before substitution
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Fig. 12.8 Relation between the original and its alternative element

Fig. 12.9 Spatio-temporal network and representation after substitution

12.6 Conflicts

We define conflict as a state where the existed constraints between media elements
lead to inconsistent presentation. This conflict may occur after the replacement of
an element by its alternative. We distinguish two types of conflicts temporal and
spatial.
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12.6.1 Temporal Conflict

The temporal conflict is represented by the overlapping between two audios. In a
multimedia presentation the permitted temporal relation that can hold between two
audios is one of the set Rc = fb, m, mi , bi g. After substituting an element in the
document, we must check the temporal conflict. If the new element is an audio,
then we change the temporal relation with other audios if it is not included in the
set Rc. We choose the closest relation of Rc, to keep as possible the semantics of the
presentation. After changing this relation we must find again all the relations issued
from the new element. These steps are depicted in Algorithm 12.4.

Algorithm 12.4 Temporal conflict detection
Require: VSTCN: old multimedia document.
Ensure: temporal conflict checking. // suppose Ni is assigned a new audio element//

Ni , Nk : N
for every node Nk Š D Ni do

if Nk is an audio then
if Rt (Ni , Nk)… Rc then
Rt (Ni , Nk) = C (Rt (Ni , Nk), Rc)

5: end if
end if
for every node Nj / (Nj Š D Ni ) ^ (Nj ŠD Nk) do
Rt (Ni ,Nj ) C (Rt (Ni , Nj ), [Rt (Ni , Nk) ; Rt (Nk , Nj )])

end for
10: end for

12.6.2 Spatial Conflict

The spatial conflict is represented by the prohibition of the spatial overlapping be-
tween elements. For instance, if a part of a text is covered, it becomes unreadable.
To eliminate this conflict it is sufficient to have one of the three relations Rx , Ry or
Rt an element of the set Rc. If we don’t have a temporal overlapping, this means
that the two elements never will be presented at the same time on the screen. In
addition, if one of the spatial relationsRx or Ry belongs to the set Rc, then the spa-
tial intersection will be null. If none of the three relations belongs to Rc, we must
determine which relation we want to change with the minimum loss of semantics,
by defining a new distance: set conceptual distance as a distance of a relation to a
set of relations.

Definition 12.20 (Set Conceptual Distance D). D: R � P(R)! N is a function
which returns the distance of a relation ˛ 2 R to a set of relations A 2 P(R), defined
by D(˛, A) = d(˛, C (˛, A)).
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Now we compute D(Rx , Rc) and D(Ry , Rc) the relation that has the shortest dis-
tance to Rc. We change it by its closest relation in the set Rc.

In the previous example we saw that T becomes understanding after the substi-
tution of V by I1. Figure 12.10 shows this document after the resolution of spatial
conflict.

Algorithm 12.5 depicts the steps for detecting spatial conflict.

Algorithm 12.5 Detect spatial conflict
Require: VSTCN: old multimedia document.
Ensure: test the document for Spatial conflict. // suppose Ni is assigned a new text element//

Ni , Nk : N
for every node Nk Š D Ni do

if Nk is a text then
if Rx (Ni , Nk)… Rc^Ry (Ni , Nk)… Rc^Rt (Ni , Nk)… Rc then

D(Ra , Rc) = min (D(Rx , Rc), D(Ry , Rc)) // a = x or y.
Ra (Ni , Nk) = C (Ra(Ni , Nk), Rc)

5: end if
end if
for every node Nj / (Nj Š D Ni ) ^ (Nj ŠD Nk) do

R (Ni ,Nj ) STC (R (Ni , Nj ), [R (Ni , Nk) ; R (Nk , Nj )])
end for

10: end for

Fig. 12.10 Resolve spatial conflict
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12.7 Conclusion and Perspectives

Multimedia document is characterized by spatial/temporal and interaction models
describing relationships between different media-elements. To obtain more flexible
documents, in this paper we provide a Spatio-Temporal model based on interval
algebra introduced by J.Allen. An extension of 1-D relation to 3-D permits the rep-
resentation of spatio-temporal relationships between media-objects.

A framework for multimedia adaptation by substitution is proposed. It is based
on two steps, Augmentation and Substitution. The first one deals with finding al-
ternatives for media-elements that are semantically closed. Therefore we define
semantic constraints between media-elements. The second step substitutes the un-
wanted media by its alternative taking into account the spatio-temporal coherence
of the presentation. However, our model lacks the interaction. In our future work
we shall provide interaction model defining links from and to media-objects. Fur-
thermore to give more precision to the position of element we will define strong and
weak relations. these relations can lead us to resolve other conflicts.

Finaly we notice that, the flexibility of our model encloses the three diferent
types of adaptation (scenario, structure, and substitution). For example, a simple
transformation of temporal relations between objects can resolve the screen size
constraint (e.g., from overlap to meet). On another way, if a video in colors can’t
be palyed face to narrow bandwidth, first it can be transformed to black and white
(structure adaptation), before getting the final solution which is the substitution, if
the structure adaptation can’t offense the constraint.
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Chapter 13
A Multifactor Secure Authentication System
for Wireless Payment

Sugata Sanyal, Ayu Tiwari, and Sudip Sanyal

Abstract Organizations are deploying wireless based online payment applications
to expand their business globally, it increases the growing need of regulatory re-
quirements for the protection of confidential data, and especially in internet based
financial areas. Existing internet based authentication systems often use either the
Web or the Mobile channel individually to confirm the claimed identity of the
remote user. The vulnerability is that access is based on only single factor au-
thentication which is not secure to protect user data, there is a need of multifactor
authentication. This paper proposes a new protocol based on multifactor authenti-
cation system that is both secure and highly usable. It uses a novel approach based
on Transaction Identification Code and SMS to enforce another security level with
the traditional Login/password system. The system provides a highly secure envi-
ronment that is simple to use and deploy with in a limited resources that does not
require any change in infrastructure or underline protocol of wireless network. This
Protocol for Wireless Payment is extended as a two way authentications system to
satisfy the emerging market need of mutual authentication and also supports secure
B2B communication which increases faith of the user and business organizations on
wireless financial transaction using mobile devices.

13.1 Introduction

Online banking, one of the fastest growing internet based activity which increases
flexibility to the users to make their utility payments world wide and also in-
creases the business of the organizations universally. It is so popular that the
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criminals are well aware of it and it is major revenue making source for criminals.
The fundamental requirement of any online banking applications is a security to
protect users confidential data. Financial institutions providing online services and
offering Internet-based products should use secure and efficient methods of authen-
tication to protect data of their customers. Accessing today’s web-based services
always requires a username and password to authenticate the user identity. This
is a significant vulnerability since the password can be captured by the man in
the middle attack and later used for making illegal access to the users account.
The user authentication method used by current online payment systems is not
adequate and secure. Thus it is possible for an unscrupulous user to use credit card
number or account details stolen from valid user. Financial agencies considered
single-factor authentication is not sufficient for user authentication and insecure for
high-risk financial transactions which involve access to customer information or the
online fund transfer to other parties using web browsers or cell phones/PDA [32,33].

The single factor authentication does not support all the security requirements,
major drawbacks of single factor authentication are:

1. System relies on password authentication only.
2. Easily deducible with public domain cracking software utilities.
3. Weakness of the system: Password is encrypted and Needs to traverse insecure

medium (Interception and decryption).
4. This makes it vulnerable to passive attacks.
5. Rigid and strict password requirements, so difficult to remember passwords and

this leads to storing of an e-copy of the password on the computer at easily ac-
cessible locations.

In order to support our claim single factor authentication is vulnerable to various
attacks. We would like to highlight the key points of the published guidelines of
FFIEC (Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council). The FFIEC Council is
a formal interagency body empowered to prescribe uniform principles, standards,
and report forms for the federal examination of financial institutions. They intro-
duced a various points related to need of stronger authentication for Internet banking
services as mentioned in [14]:

� Financial institutions must use the guidance by FFIEC for evaluating and imple-
menting authentication systems and practices.

� Financial institutions thus offering internet based products must have reliable and
secure methods to authenticate users.

� Risk assessment must be conducted to identify types and levels of risk associated
with their particular internet finance related product.

So, we need Multifactor Authentication technique to secure our web transactions
and to increase faith of users on mobile financial transactions. In this proposed work
we are introducing new authentication system which is secure and highly usable,
based on multifactor authentication approach. It uses a novel approach to create an
authentication system based on TICs (Transaction Identification code) and SMS to
enforce an extra security level over the traditional login in a username/password
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context. Al-Qayedi et al.[1] have also proposed the use of SMS to implement secure
login session but have not used TICs in their protocol. TICs are user specific unique
transaction identification codes which are issued by banks or financial institutions
to their users. This code is similar to One Time Password (OTP) but provide more
secure authentication to the transactions and one TIC code is used only once. This
work also suggests an encryption/decryption technique that would be used to keep
TICs as secret codes on cell phones/PDA. The user can easily pick up a TIC (from
the stored list of TICs) to initiate secure web transaction using cell phones/PDAs,
instead of remembering and typing a complicated TIC code in each transaction.
This protocol is extended to introduce mutual authentication by two way authen-
tication system, i.e., the company or service provider is authenticated to the user
along with the authentication of user to the financial institution. In two way authen-
tication business organizations can also adopt this proposed system for their B2B
mutual communication. The proposed protocol can also implemented in B2B com-
munication with very slight modification to it. It enforces the strong security over the
existing system to protect the business communication over the insecure networks.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 13.2 reviews the related work on
e-payment systems. Section 13.3 introduces the Multifactor authentication ap-
proach. Section 13.4 presents our protocol for Wireless Payment including the
system design and architecture for secure web authentication. Section 13.5 presents
the architecture of the two way authentication scheme and its functional compo-
nents. In Section 13.6, we discuss some implementation issues. In Section 13.7,
security analysis demonstrates the resistance of the protocol against various internet
threats. Section 13.8 shows various advantages of this new system followed by some
conclusion in Section 13.9.

13.2 Background and Related Work

According to Gao et al. [11], mobile payment refers to wireless-based electronic
payment for m-commerce to support point-of-sale/point-of-service (POS) payment
transactions using mobile devices. In general, m-payment systems can be used by
wireless-based merchants, content vendors and information and service providers
to process and support payment transactions driven by wireless-based commerce
applications. As discussed in [33], the existing m-payment systems can be clas-
sified into three major types. The first type is account-based payment systems
which can be mobile phone-based, smart card or credit-card m-payment systems
[10, 12, 16, 18, 21]. Second type of m-payment system refers to the mobile POS pay-
ment systems by which customers can purchase products on vending machines or at
retail stores with their mobile devices. The third type is E-wallets or E-cash which
stores digital cash, which has been transferred from a credit card, debit card or vir-
tual check inside their e-wallets. This payment system is designed to complement
existing credit and debit card systems for mobile users and can be either automated
POS payments or attended POS payments [16,21]. An example of mobile POS pay-
ment system is Ultras M-Pay (http://www.ultra.si/).
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13.2.1 Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)

The Secure Electronic Transaction is an open protocol specification developed for
credit card transactions over internet. Although SET has been designed to operate in
a wired infrastructure [15,22,25] its transaction flow and implementation of security
are of interest to us since it can also be employed in a wireless scenario [15]. As
referred to [15] basic transaction flow under SET protocol is:

1. The consumer accesses the merchant’s web site, browses the goods on display
and selects what he or she wants and gets the total cost of all chosen items in-
cluding taxes and shipping costs.

2. The system asks for payment method and the consumer chooses to pay through
a credit card using SET.

3. Digital Wallet is special software used to enter credit card information.
4. After getting details of customer payment the merchant contacts the merchants

Bank for customer authorization and payment.
5. Merchant Bank will contact the customers Bank for the same and get approval

of payment.
6. Merchant will notify, if transaction is successful.
7. A few seconds later, there is a confirmation to the customer that this order has

been processed.

SET is a good example of a protocol which does not provide secure user authen-
tication. Generally, implementation of SET uses SSL-based methods, which is not
completely secure [2].

Some disadvantages of SET are:

1. SET is designed for wired networks and does not meet all the challenges of wire-
less network.

2. SET protocol worked in the traditional model of payment data , so an end-to-end
security mechanism was required.

3. Direction of transaction flow in SET. In SET transactions are carried out between
Customer Agent and Merchant. It is vulnerable to attacks like transaction/balance
modification by Merchant.

4. The transaction flow is from Customer to Merchant so all the details of the users
credit cards/debit cards must flow via the merchants side. It increases the users
risk, since data can be copied and used later to access a customer account without
authorization.

5. There is no notification to the Customer from the customers Bank after the suc-
cessful transfer. The user has to logon to their Bank online portal in order to get
transaction and payment detail.

6. SET is only for card (credit or debit) based transactions. Account based transac-
tions are not included.
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13.3 Multifactor Authentication Approach

Multifactor Authentication is a technique for users to authenticate themselves using
two or more authentication, generally this method has been implemented for large
devices which are more capable in terms of power and processing capabilities, some
commonly available systems uses combination of something the user possesses such
as a security token (e.g., USB dongle or security smart card), and something the user
knows (e.g., password). Another very popular multifactor authentication technique
is Biometrics. The major draw back of Biometric approaches is that it requires large
systems to implement with very high power and processing capability with high
implementation and deployment cost.

The proposed work suggests that Multifactor Authentication technique can be
implemented in secure web transactions using cell phones. The best way to im-
plement the multifactor authentication approach without any extra hardware and
extra cost is to use two separate communication channels to confirm the identity of
the user.

13.3.1 Multifactor Authentication Techniques

In the present work, we propose a multifactor authentication technique based on
TICs and SMS confirmation.

13.3.1.1 TIC Authentication

TIC code authenticates the wireless transaction to allow server access. It is a tech-
nique which verifies both the user and the ongoing transaction. A TIC code certifies
that the current transaction has been initiated by the right person and that its a valid
user who is trying to access his/her account.

TIC codes are:

� Issued by the Bank or Financial Institution to its customers.
� A 32 bit or 64 bit Pseudo Randomly generated code which are assigned to the

customers.
� May be a complicated digit sequence or combination of numeric and alpha nu-

meric characters.
� One time code, each transaction will use unique TIC code for authentication.

The TIC codes are most sensitive data for any financial transactions, so we are stor-
ing TICs in encrypted format on users cell phone. The key to decrypt the TIC before
making any online web transaction is a local password on cell phone and only valid
cell phone owner will know the password. This password is a local password and
user can change it easily time to time to keep protection. The Bank or Financial
institutions are responsible for TIC generation and distribution to their customers.
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The TIC generation logic is strictly confidential and limited to the only responsible
authorized staff of the organization. The financial organizations will also maintain
the authentication server to record the issued TICs to the users and matches the same
code for each receive transaction and cancel the used TIC after successful transac-
tion, so that each TIC will be used only once [30] also recommended that financial
institutions should decide the validity time period for TICs according to its standard
organizational issuing policies, this method decrease the risk of fraud with the very
old TICs.

13.3.1.2 SMS Authentication

The Bank or Financial institution stores user cell number to send SMS to their cus-
tomers for their transaction confirmation. Cellular network uses separate channel to
send and receive SMS over wireless medium [1]. Here we assume that users carry
their cell phone with them regularly and therefore can receive the short message and
reply SMS to confirm or deny their financial transaction. As a result, only valid users
will receive SMS from the authentication server. After getting the SMS, a user can
acknowledge the choices. When the authentication server receives “YES” it knows
that the user is valid and that the user has approved their initiated transaction.

So, Multifactor Authentication is used to verify the user and the transaction by
using following steps as referred to [30]:

1. Web-Based Basic Authentication Firstly, the user will access web server using
their assigned web-based username/password for basic authentication.

2. TIC Authentication After successful authentication of the user using user-
name/password, the web server will demand for a TIC code from the web user
as a second authentication when user will initiate any financial transaction. Now
user will decrypt and insert one time TIC code to uniquely identify his/her trans-
action and prove his/her identity to the web Authentication server.

3. SMS Confirmation After the successful TIC code authentication, the third au-
thentication will take place, a SMS confirmation is a final approval to their
initiated online transactions.

The security of the system also depends on the security of the messages sent
by SMS and WAP, which are encrypted and protected with A5/3 Algorithm [13].
The user will get a SMS with the required details which are essential to identify
and recognize the users initiated transaction. By this SMS, a user will confirm their
transaction by “YES” or “NO”. Transaction will be committed on server only if the
user chooses “YES” and Rollback in case of “NO”. As refer to [30], in next section,
we are focusing on proposed protocol based on above recommended authentication
techniques.
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13.4 Secure Web Authentication Protocol

The data flow and architecture, based on Multifactor Authentication techniques, is
described in this section.

13.4.1 Architecture of Secure Web Authentication Protocol

Figure 13.1 shows high level architecture of protocol for a secure web authentication
using small wireless mobile devices like cell phone/PDA. Figure13.2 shows more
detailed pictorial representation of transactions of protocol.

The basic function of this protocol starts when user initiates payment or fund
transfer process using their cell phone/ PDA. It is highly recommended to use sep-
arate authentication server to implement the protocol and increase security. Step by
step processes of using the proposed system are given below:

1. User will get their secure login/password details from bank or financial institu-
tion when they make contract with financial institution to open their account.
Financial Institution is also responsible to distribute the TICs to their customers,
authorized person will make initial setup to their customers cell phones/PDA
and install TIC codes with internal encryption.

BTS – Base Transceiver Station, MSC –Mobile Switching Centre, SMSC – Short Message Service Centre.
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Fig. 13.1 Architecture of multifactor secure Web authentication protocol using mobile devices
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Fig. 13.2 Multifactor secure Web authentication protocol – transaction flow

2. The user will login using a Username/Password on Bank web server through
GPRS connection and web-based username/password is a basic authentication
used to identify the user to the web server.

3. After successful basic authentication the user will get an option to initiate trans-
action with a welcome message and secure session id. We have considered three
modes of payment: Credit Card, Electronic transfer and Debit Card.

4. The user will select mode of payment. In case of credit card based payment
protocol demand valid credit card number.

5. The user will insert the details of payment by filling in a simple form with de-
tails such as the merchants account number, invoice number or account number
to which an amount has to be transferred.

6. User can not submit online transaction without TIC code. As we have already
mentioned in Section 13.3.1, TIC is a one time code and user will insert a TIC
code from the stored list of TIC codes. Note that TICs are password protected
on the cell phone and this password will be used to open the list of TIC codes
and decrypt the selected one before using it in ongoing transaction.

7. Complete transaction with an attached TIC will be further encrypted and sub-
mitted to the server for processing. Here we are suggesting hybrid encryption
technique to encrypt the transaction details, more details on cryptography im-
plemented in the proposed system are mentioned in Section 13.2.1.

8. On the server side, banks authentication server decrypts the received transaction
and extracts a TIC code. The server verifies the TIC sent by the user by com-
paring it to its stored list of TICs in the user account information at the server
database. If both TICs matched, it cancels the used TIC from its database and
goes to the next step. If no TIC matched with the database then the authenti-
cation server will deny any further user transaction and transmit an appropriate
error message to the user.
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9. If TIC authentication is successful, a authorization server will generate a text
SMS and send to the SMS Gateway/Adapter to transmit it over the cellular
network. Cellular network uses SMSC as a backbone device of the network to
deliver a SMS to the user cell phone. The user will acknowledge to the server
to verify his/her web transaction.

10. The user will confirm his/her initiated transaction by replying a SMS with
“YES”, or deny it by choosing “NO”, by sending a confirmation SMS.

In the above module all the transactions from client to server or vice versa are
strictly in an encrypted format. An Encryption and decryption module is installed
on the users cell phone/PDA and on server side environment. Moreover, unlike SET,
at no stage does the user have to supply personal information to the merchant. The
cryptography module is discussed in more detail in next subsection.

13.4.2 Cryptography and Key Management

The most effective solution for secure communication over wireless networks is
to employ an end-to-end security approach. End to end security can be achieved
with the help of strong cryptography techniques. Public key encryption techniques
is very popular encryption method and used in many application areas like applica-
tion data security, operating systems security, network security and Digital Rights
Management (DRM) are some examples. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
is an organization formed to decide standards for Internet and mobile platforms for
cellular network environment. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is also widely ac-
cepted in cellular network environment to make secure communication in wireless
networks. As mentioned in [20] public-key encryption needs more computation and
processing time in comparison of symmetric-key encryption. Therefore, public-key
encryption is not always suitable in large amount of data communication. How-
ever, public-key encryption is used to exchange a symmetric key, which can be later
used for further encryption of data. This approach uses combination of above two
techniques in encryption and adopted by various security protocols and it is called
hybrid encryption schemes [17, 20, 27].

AES Rijndael Encryption Algorithm has been referred in the proposed system
[8, 29]. AES Rijndael algorithm uses iterated block cipher, it produces output after
multiple transformation of input block and cipher key. It supports variable-length
block using variable-length keys; a 128, 192, or 256-bit key which can be used to
encrypt data blocks that are 128, 192, or 256 bits long. All nine combinations of key
and block lengths are possible [8,29]. AES Rijndael algorithm was designed to have
the following characteristics:

� Algorithm is secure against all known attacks.
� It perform operations at good speed over huge platforms, code is also small.
� Design is simple.
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The AES Rijandael implementation was taken from the Legion of the Bouncy
Castle cryptographic package [6] which provides a Java implementation for the
algorithm.We have used block size of 16 bytes processed with 128-bit keys: this
proved to be the best combination for operation on J2ME devices due to the speed
and memory limitation of such devices [31].

13.4.2.1 Cipher Key Management

Securing the communication between client and server is our primary concern. For
this reason we have implemented a hybrid encryption scheme over wireless medium.
As referred to [31], we have used a session-key management mechanism where the
encryption/decryption keys are randomly generated for every client session. This
mechanism works as follows: the server uses a 128-bit key. At the start of user
session the server randomly generates one secret key (128 bits) and stores it in the
users specific entry in the database. The server then encrypts the session key using
the client’s 128 bit shared secret logic known to the client and the server. Session
key is transmitted to the client after encryption.

A TIC code is used to encrypt all the transaction details of the customer before
submission to the server, and then the TIC code itself is encrypted with a secret
key which is generated by the server and transmitted to the user after a successful
login.The client decrypts this secret key and uses this further to encrypt the TIC
code before transmission to the server. On server side same secret key is stored
which decrypts the TIC code, then matches the TIC code with the issued TICs to
the customer If this TIC matches with the database then it will be next used to
decrypt the other transaction details which were encrypted by an identical TIC at
the user end otherwise transaction would be denied.

Another important issue that must be addressed is securing the storage of the
shared secret on the client and server. On the server, this shared secret is stored
in the database, which we have assumed to be secured by the database management
system, operating system with secure firewalls and other computer security policies.
Reference [31], also explain that securing the shared secret on the client machine
involves big risk since these are small devices that can even be stolen. We used
the following mechanism to protect the shared secret on the client environment:The
shared secret key is stored in an encrypted format on the cell phone/PDA, in the Keys
Java class in the application’s JAR file. As shown in Fig. 13.3, the shared secret is
encrypted by the client’s 128 bits pin code, since AES requires that the key length
is 128 bits [31].

In case of the banking application, at the time of subscription to the mobile bank-
ing service, it is the responsibility of the service manager to encrypt the shared secret
with the client’s pin code when the application is distributed, and to store the shared
secret on the mobile phone/PDA.Furthermore, to enhance the security of code on
the client, the Java classes in the MIDlet JAR file are obfuscated to protect the code
from byte code de-compilers. The obfuscator we used is the Retroguard obfuscator
v1.1 [7].
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In proposed protocol TIC codes are most sensitive data which are stored on cell
phone/PDA. To maintain the security we have proposed that TICs are stored on
the cell phone/PDA in an encrypted format and password protected as shown in
Fig. 13.4. The user will insert local password of TICs to open the list of TICs and
can select any TIC from the list to initiate financial transaction. This selection of
TIC automatically decrypts the selected TIC and displays it on the users screen.
This selection will also remove the selected TIC from the list of TICs at client en-
vironment. Local password of TIC is the key for decryption of TIC and known to
the user only. Even the server at the financial institution is unaware of this key. It
can be changed at any moment according to the convenience of the user. The local
Encryption and decryption of TIC is also based on the AES symmetric key algo-
rithm. AES cryptographic algorithm is best suited for the small devices; it enhanced
the performance of cryptographic processing speed over small hand held devices
instead of degrading the device performance.

However, there are several instances when we require a two-way authentication.
In the following section we present the protocol for mutual authentication [30].
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13.5 System for Two Way Authentication

After having analyzed the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET), on-line payments
[2, 15, 16] and having taken into consideration the constraints of the wireless in-
frastructure, we developed the secure protocol for Wireless Payment, supportive of
one-way authentication in the previous section. In reference to [10], we extend the
protocol to support two-way authentication in the present section. In this architec-
ture (Fig. 13.5) we have considered five major components with certain roles:

1. User A user is a valid account holding customer of the bank.
2. Customer Agent (CA) A CA is a software module which is running on the

customers mobile device.
3. Merchant Agent (MA) An MA is an online service provider and merchant web-

site by which users do online purchasing.
4. Customers Bank This is the bank at which the user has a valid account, it also

contains the authentication server necessary to authenticate the user.
5. Merchant Bank This is the bank in which the merchant has a valid account, the

merchant Bank is also responsible for authenticating the merchant.

As referred to [15, 30] the two way Authentication protocol functions when the
Merchant and Customer perform some commerce and Merchant generates an in-
voice statement for Customer to settle payment and it performs all authentication
process for the other party. To implement the present scenario we have assumed
all the participating financial institutions has business contract and bound with
legal terms and conditions to give services to their customers. Figure 13.5, demon-
strates the step by step flow of the payment transactions.

1. The MA generates an invoice and sends the Merchants encrypted banking infor-
mation and authentication certificate with the invoice details to the CA.

2. The CA requests for authentication of Merchant to its Bank with the Merchant
bank details, the merchant account details and a Merchant authentication certifi-
cate provided by the MA.

Merchant Agent (MA)

Banking info with
certification info

Merchant

3.Merchant details
with certificate info
for Authorization

2. Request for Merchant Authentication
with merchant certificate followed by
Payment info with Merchant banking info
and Merchant account details.

5. Positive Ack.
6. Secure authentication protocol (figure 2)

7. Notification of Payment

4. ACK

8.Confirmation of Payment

7. Notification
     of Payment

Merchant’s Bank &
Merchant Authenticator

Customer’s Bank
(CB)

Customer Agent
(CA)

1.lnvoice details &

Fig. 13.5 Protocol for wireless payment: two way authentication system
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3. The Customer Bank forwards the Merchant details with the authentication
certificate to the Merchant bank for authentication of the merchant.

4. The Merchant Bank sends a positive or a negative acknowledgement to the
Customer Bank which confirms the validity of the Merchant or invalidates the
Merchant.

5. In case of validation, the Customers bank sends a Positive ACK to the CA and
goes to step 6. If the Merchant certificate is not valid, the Customer Bank will
notify the CA with that information. If Customer Bank receives a negative or sus-
picious acknowledgement of the Merchant it simply rejects the user transaction
with valid security reason.

6. To initiate a payment process, secure web authentication protocol will be used to
authenticate the customer. As mentioned in Section 13.4.1, secure web authenti-
cation protocol includes TIC validation and SMS confirmation as a part of secure
customer authentication.

7. After getting a successful SMS confirmation from the customer, the Customer
Bank will start transferring of amount to the Merchant Bank and after successful
transfer also generate a payment notification for the Merchant Bank as well as to
the customer with the required transaction detail.

8. As a final step Merchant bank will send a confirmation of the received payment
from the customer to the MA with relevant details, such as invoice number, cus-
tomer id and amount received. So that, the Merchant can shipped the purchased
goods to the customer.

Protocol for secure web authentication secures the financial transactions between
customer and customers Bank and preserves customers confidential data from the
third party. As referred to [10] we also do not route payment transaction data via the
MA. As a result, the security of the system is less susceptible to attack. Customer
payment information and personal data are no longer available to the merchant di-
rectly and thus those details cannot be altered by the merchant.

In the next subsection we have presented complete transaction flow of the proto-
col, which is presented in the form of sequence diagrams. These details are required
in order to perform a complete threat analysis of the proposed system.

13.5.1 Transaction Flow of Protocol

There are four sequence diagrams to demonstrate the step by step transaction flow
of the proposed system. We have considered five major components in describing
transaction flow of proposed system:

1. Customer Agent (CA)
2. Customer Bank (CB)
3. Customer Bank Authentication Server (CBAS)
4. Merchant Bank (MB)
5. Merchant Agent (MA)
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13.5.1.1 First Authentication of User to the Bank Authentication Server

1. The user (CA) visits the website of the merchant to purchase goods online and
chooses a payment option from the website.

2. The merchant web server (MA) generates invoice details and the merchant bank
information with the merchant authorization certificate and sends to the CA in
an encrypted format. We have discussed an encryption/decryption technique in
Section 13.4.2. The same technique is useful to transmit merchant certificate in-
formation in an encrypted manner so that no one but CA can use it for merchant
authentication. Note that cell phone has standard encryption/decryption capabil-
ities to access and transfer data over the wireless cellular networks.

3. The user (CA) generates http request to their bank web server to initiate payment
transaction.

4. The CB web server displays secure login page to logon on the web server.
5. The user can login using their user id and secret password known to them. Be-

fore transmitting users login details from client to server they will be encrypted
using public key cryptography which is implemented on bank server by standard
security mechanism. For more information on the public key cryptography refer
to [17, 30].

6. The user details will be forwarded to the bank authentication server. Note that to
maintain strong security mechanism we have recommended that the bank should
maintain separate authentication server.

7. At authentication server users login data will be decrypted and matched with
the secure database records of the customer. On success it generates random
session key which will be encrypted by shared secret logic as mentioned in
Section 13.4.2.

8. The customer bank (CB) will send general textual welcome message and session
id to track the user session with the secret session key received from CBAS to
the user (CA). If the user authentication fails then it sends invalid login message
to the user.
After successful login two way authentications take place as mentioned in
Section 13.5.1.2.

13.5.1.2 Two Way Authentication – Authentication of Merchant
to the Customer

9. The user (CA) will send the request to the users bank for merchant authenti-
cation before making payment to MB. The CA will forward received merchant
details to authenticate the merchant.

10. Here we have assumed that the customer banks (CBs) and the merchant banks
(MBs) have business model and they are linked to each other with the legal
terms and conditions with standard policies decided by their business organi-
zations. So, the CB will make a request to the merchant’s bank to authenticate
the merchant. Each merchant has legal authorization certificate which has been
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issued by their banks or some centralized financial institutions to authenticate
the merchant services.

11. The MB will acknowledge a request for the merchant authentication after
matching details of merchant provided by the CB. Acknowledgement may be
positive or negative depending on the validity of the merchant certificate.

12. The CB will forward the received acknowledgement of the merchant authentica-
tion to the user (CA). Note that if MB would provide negative acknowledgement
then the CB simply terminates the user transaction with valid security reason
and if CB receives positive acknowledge from the MB then it is assumed that
the merchant is valid and user can go forward to make payment.
To initiate payment it will run multifactor secure web authentication protocol as
mentioned in Figs. 13.1 and 13.2. Detailed explanation of the transaction flows
of this protocol is mentioned in Section 13.5.1.3.

13.5.1.3 Second Authentication of User to the Bank Authentication Server

13. The user (CA) will select the mode of payment to make payment. Here we have
considered three basic modes of payment: Electronic Transfer, Credit Card or
Debit Card.

14. Selection of payment method generates an entry form with appropriate fields.
15. The user will fill the details of transaction by filling simple entries like amount,

account number to which amount has to be transferred, if there is a merchant
payment it automatically selects invoice number and other merchant details
which was given by the merchant.

16. The user (CA) will insert the TIC code by opening the list of TICs stored at
client environment. Note that:

� The TICs are stored on the cell phone/PDA in an encrypted format and pass-
word protected.

� The user will insert local password of TICs to open the list of TICs and can
select any TIC from the list.

� This selection of TIC automatically decrypts the selected TIC and displays
it on the user’s screen. This selection will also remove the selected TIC from
the list of TICs at client environment.

� Local password of TICs is a key for decryption of TIC and known to the user
only, even server at financial institution is unaware of this key.

� Transmission of TIC from CA to CB is strictly in an encrypted format as
referred to Section 13.4.2.

17. The bank server will forward the received TIC to the CBAS for TIC authentica-
tion and CBAS decrypts the received encrypted TIC to match with its database.

18. The CBAS server will match the received TIC with the assigned list of TICs to
the user. If the match succeeds it delete the used TIC from its database and send
message to the CB server. On unsuccessful match it sends denial message to the
bank server.
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19. If a received TIC matches with the assigned list of TICs to the user, the bank
server generates acknowledgement to the user with message to wait for a SMS.
If TIC does not match with the users assigned list of TICs then it denies the
current transaction and sends a message to the user that transaction is cancelled
because of invalid TIC.
After successful match of the TIC the user is free to close the current user
session or make new financial transaction. The next step is SMS confirmation,
the authentication server will generate a SMS destined to the user, as discussed
in Section 13.5.1.4.

13.5.1.4 Third Authentication of the User and Transaction by SMS
Confirmation to the Bank Authentication Server

20. The CBAS will send a SMS with transaction details for the confirmation of
transaction by the user.

21. The user will reply to SMS by choosing “YES” or “NO”. A SMS reply “YES”
means user is valid and confirming their transaction. A SMS reply “NO” means
user is denying their transaction.

22. If the bank authentication server receives “YES” from the user’s SMS confir-
mation, it generates a notification of payment to the user and commits the users
transaction.

23. The bank server will also send a notification of payment to the MB with invoice
number and other required customer information.

24. The MB is responsible for sending notification of payment received from the
customer to the merchant. Notification includes details of payment like invoice
number and other required customer information.

25. If the CBAS receives “NO” from user’s SMS, it immediately rolls back the
current user transaction and sends a notification of cancellation of transaction
to the CA.

Communication between the Customer Bank and the Merchant Bank is also
online exchange of data which involves risk of many types on internet based at-
tacks. In order to make secure communication between the two business entities we
must maintain secure channel with strong security credentials. Although in present
scenario organizations are actively participating in implementation of security to
protect their B2B communication, also organizations are very much aware of time
to time improvement of their security system to protect their confidentiality. A sug-
gested protocol in Section 13.4.1 can also be implemented in B2B communication
but without SMS confirmation module. If the business units use TIC codes as a spe-
cial one-time token to uniquely authenticate their every mutual transaction, they will
get more secure financial transaction over the existing one. Bank servers have strong
processing unit and large storage capabilities, so there is no restriction to maintain
TICs in their database. It is recommended that banks should use separate TIC for-
mat to authenticate their B2B transactions. When bank initiate fund transfer to other
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bank it will insert TIC code as a one time token in their transactions and encrypt the
complete financial details and transmit it to the server of other banking unit. At the
server side it decrypts the received transaction and compares the TIC with the stored
TICs in their database corresponding to bank branch who initiated the transaction.
On each successful transaction both the business unit will cancel the used TIC from
their database. Business organizations can easily implement this protocol with their
existing infrastructure without replacing any of their existing security models and
use existing encryption/decryption techniques which they have been using so far in
their mutual communication, only addition of one field for TIC code is required to
implement the proposed system. There is no SMS confirmation required because
it is not feasible to implement in B2B communication, as well as there are very
less chances of fraud or unauthorized access to the business data. Business units are
generally trusted parties and bound in legal terms and conditions of association of
financial authority.

The two-way authentication protocol addresses several shortcomings of the SET:

� Data that is vital for the user is never available to the merchant in an unencrypted
manner and merchant will not have access to any customers confidential infor-
mation.

� Secure Credit Card based transaction supported over SET. Only Credit Card
owner can initiate transaction, if any unauthorized person gains access to your
Credit Card information and try to initiate transaction with your Credit Card
number then this protocol will deny this transaction because TIC authentication
and SMS confirmation would not be present in fraudulent transaction.

� Set supports only card based financial transactions but using this protocol users
are free to make direct account based fund transfer using Electronic Transfer.

Protocol is secure from various internet based attacks and also protects users from
unauthorized access if they lost their cell phone or their phone is stolen. The detail
security analysis of the system is mentioned in Section 13.7.

The actual implementation requires elaboration of some specific technologies
which are discussed in the next section.

13.6 Implementation Issues

J2ME is the preferred development platform the portability of Java code, the Java
phone can process data locally which reduces the network traffic, and the capability
to establish a new security policy on the client that will encrypted only sensitive
data rather than encrypting complete transaction data. It also makes effective power
utilization in limited power devices [19]. Also, J2ME mobile information device
applications (MIDlets) can make use of, the WAP to perform HTTP network con-
nection, without requiring TCP/IP [31]. J2ME provides a feasible solution to the
traditional security gap in the WAP gateway. The security gap is due to the security
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protocol conversion mechanism; the security gap is between WAP gateway with the
secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption and the WAP wireless transport layer secu-
rity (WTLS) encryption protocols. Due to this protocol conversion data would be
available in an unencrypted format during the switching process of protocols, which
increases the risks to the confidentiality of data in the gateway [28, 30, 31].

13.6.1 J2ME Overview

J2ME provides the ability of servers to accept a new set of clients: cell phones,
two-way pagers, and palmtops. These devices can be programmed using the mo-
bile information device profile (MIDP), a set of Java APIs which, together with the
connected limited device configuration (CLDC) provide a complete Java runtime
environment [19, 26]. The J2ME supports many powerful features of the Java pro-
gramming language as a light-weight virtual machine (KVM), it also provides a
secure and easy execution environment for mobile devices [19].

13.6.2 Simulation

Our simulation of client applications have used Sun J2ME Wireless Toolkit con-
sisting of build tools, utilities and a device emulator. It also includes the standard
APIs like Limited Device Configuration (CLDC), Mobile Information Device Pro-
file (MIDP), Wireless Messaging API (WMA), PDA Optional Packages for the
J2ME Platform, J2ME Web Services Specification, etc. The authentication server
is based on J2EE technology with web server Apache Tomcat and database Oracle
9i with Jserver capabilities.

13.6.2.1 Session Management

Various strategies have been developed to track client sessions on HTTP,a stateless
protocol; the most popular of these are the use of cookies and URL rewriting [31].
The Java Servlet API are used to create the HttpSession object, which maintain ses-
sion for each user at web server. We have used cookies to keep track on user sessions.
To group HTTP request or response in a current active sessions cookie interchange
mechanism is used. Each MIDlet client request to the web server explicitly con-
tains a session cookie back. Server creates a new session using the HttpSession
object, it sends the JSESSIONID cookie in the “SET-COOKIE” response header.
The MIDlet client uses getHeaderField method on the HttpConnection object to ex-
tract the coookie, and use it further with the every HTTP request to keep track on
session [31].
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The initial setup of the cell phone/ PDA to connect with the bank financial
server includes the Customer Agent (CA) installation with shared secret key. Once
a phone is active to connect to the server user can store the TIC codes. The bank au-
thority is responsible for TIC codes generation at the financial institution server and
distribution of TICs to the customer and encryption of TICs before storing them on
the client environment. TIC codes are pseudo random codes and can be generated
with pseudo random number generation algorithm as mentioned in [23,24,30]. TIC
generation logic is strictly confidential at the web authentication server and we are
assuming that the banks will update TIC generation data regularly and time to time
improve TIC generation algorithms to maintain confidentiality. Users demand for
TICs as per their requirement as suggested in Sections. 13.3.1 and 13.4.1. The au-
thorized person of the financial institution is responsible for the distribution of TICs
to the user cell phone via simple data cable and distribution process includes the
encryption of TICs for security reasons. At server side, we have assumed that TICs
are stored in database and there is a strong security of Database management system
(supported by Oracle 9i) and operating system with secure firewalls to protect server
side data.

The small cost analysis of the proposed system shows that implementation of
this protocol will not increase expenses of users significantly. This protocol can
be easily implemented and executed on the current expenses charged by financial
institution to the users to perform online payments or with very less addition to the
current charge of online payment. Basically, cost model of the suggested protocol
depends mostly on the policies that financial institutions adopt for implementing this
protocol. Implementation does not require many infrastructure change or wireless
protocol modifications so it will not put extra cost to the financial institutions or
wireless network service providers.

13.7 Analysis of Various Internet Threats

The proposed protocol is capable of handling various internet threats like phishing,
loss of cell phone, etc. In this section we present a detailed analysis of our system
under various threats. In each case we analyze the information that an attacker may
have and the specific points in the protocol where the attacker would fail to proceed
with a fraudulent transaction.

13.7.1 Security Against Phishing

Phishing fraud has become a popular technique for user identity theft. Phishers
fraudulently acquire sensitive information of users such as passwords and credit
card details to gain unauthorized access to the user’s confidential financial data and
perform illegal transfer of funds. Phishing is generally carried out using email or an
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instant message or via phone contact.Once this information is acquired, the phishers
may use a person’s details to create fake accounts in a victim’s name, ruin a victim’s
credit, or even prevent victims from accessing their own accounts.

The protocol proposed in this paper is secure against phishing attacks. A multi-
factor secure protocol for user authentication has capability to secure the user data
and maintain integrity, confidentiality and access control from malware access. To
understand the origin of this security we have considered below scenarios.

13.7.1.1 If Phishers Fraudulently Acquires User ID and Secret Password

This is a general scenario of phishing attacks by which the attacker gets secret pass-
word of the user account and falsely accesses the user account to perform illegal
transfer of fund. The proposed protocol shows that in the present case our proto-
col protects the users account and private data. The attacker would not be able to
perform any illegal action, because of:

1. Figure 13.6 shows the first authentication of the user. As mentioned in step 5
of Fig. 13.6, the user has to produce login id and secret password to logon on
bank server. If phisher fraudulently acquires the users account password then he
successfully achieves the authentication of step 5 and subsequently step 6, steps
7 and step 8 of Fig. 13.6. If organizations would rely on only user name and
password authentication then any unauthorized person can easily acquires the

1.Visit Merchant website & select goods to purchase and
    choose payment option

2. Invoice details & banking info with certificate info or merchant
    services

3. Http request to 
    Bank website  

CA CB CBAS MB MA

4. Display secure
    login page

5. Login using
user id & secret
password

6. Forward user
data for
authentication

7. Authentication
success generate
session key

8. Welcome
    message with
    session key 

Fig. 13.6 First authentication of user to the bank
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Fig. 13.7 Two way authentication

control of user financial account by means of some phishing attack. To avoid this
situation we have proposed additional authentication system – The TIC verifica-
tion and authentication to protect users accounts from various phishing attacks
(Fig. 13.7).

2. In reference to Fig. 13.8 which shows the Second authentication of the user, any
transaction trying to access user account has to produce one time valid TIC code
to the web authentication server according to steps 16 and 17 of Fig. 13.4. At step
17 the authentication server would deny the falsely going transaction if it does
not find a valid TIC code from the user.

3. TIC codes are secret codes issued to valid account holders and TICs are not
publicly accessible. It is a one time code for each online transaction and it is
randomly generated in nature so any phisher can not guess the next TIC code of
user account.

13.7.1.2 Transmission of TICs Over Insecure Channel

In Fig. 13.8, step 16 shows that a TIC code transmission from the users cell
phone/PDA to the web authentication server is strongly in encrypted format. So,
it would not be easy for phishing attackers to decrypt a TIC code to access the users
private information. Encryption techniques are discussed in more detail in Section
13.4.2. Moreover, one TIC is used only once and then discarded.
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Fig. 13.8 Second authentication of user to the bank

13.7.1.3 If Phisher Fraudulently Acquire User’s Secret Password
and also One TIC Code by Some Phishing Technique

This is an extreme scenario of phishing attack in the present system by which at-
tacker gets the secret password of the user account with one TIC code and falsely
accesses user account to perform illegal transfer of fund. This protocol is safe in this
extreme situation and protects users confidentiality.

1. There is another major security factor of the presented protocol to protect users
from this extremely vulnerable condition. The system is secure in this condition
by multifactor authentication technique as mentioned in step 20 of Fig. 13.9.

2. In Fig. 13.9 of Section 13.5 shows third authentication of the user to the bank
by SMS confirmation. A SMS confirmation is a next factor which saves the user
information from malicious access of unauthorized users in this extreme situa-
tion. At step 21 in Fig. 13.9 by replying “NO” to SMS confirmation the user can
deny unauthorized access of account and take necessary action of changing of
passwords and secure their confidential information from attackers.

3. The TIC codes are pseudo random in nature so, if phishing attacker gets one TIC
code sample by some phishing technique, the phisher can not generate next TIC
code because TIC generation logic is strictly confidential at web authentication
server and we have assumed that banks and financial institutions are responsible
for time to time updating of TIC generation data and upgrading of TIC generation
algorithms.
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Fig. 13.9 Third authentication of user to the bank by SMS confirmation

4. If the user is getting continuous SMSs for web transaction confirmations which
have not been initiated by them, the user can notify to the bank or financial insti-
tution and get replacement of all previously issued TIC codes to the user.

13.7.2 Security Against Virus Attack on Cell Phones and PDAs

Mobile wireless devices, like cell phones and PDAs, are also vulnerable to hackers
and viruses. Popular viruses “Cabir” and “CommWarrior.A,” could scan users ad-
dress book and phone numbers and transmit from mobile phones and BlackBerrys
by using Bluetooth or via messages services without the knowledge of user [3–5].

The proposed system is secure against mobile device virus attacks on the users
cell phone. The system is secure from the various virus attacks by the following
points:

1. The users always carry their cell phone with them so a SMS confirmation will
not be present in case of malicious transaction raised by any unauthorized user,
who has gained access to the users confidential data through virus attacks.

2. The TICs are stored in an encrypted format and password protected, so the person
who has gained information illegally will still be unable to decrypt the TICs and
virus attacks would not be able to disturb the users data.

3. It is always recommended that to prevent inadvertently downloading a mobile
device virus through a Bluetooth connection, check the access permissions on
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your Bluetooth settings and turn off user devices Bluetooth connection when
they are not using it. The users can also use antivirus software on some mobile
platforms to protect themselves from viruses.

13.7.3 User Session Hijacking

An attack in which all users activities or operations are closely monitored by us-
ing malicious software (“malware”) is known as user session hijacking. Session
hijacking malware can be reside users local computer, or remote as part of a “man-
in-the-middle” attack. To overcome this threat proposed secure protocol provides
security at the following steps:

1. In Fig. 13.6 first authentication of the user to the bank, after successful comple-
tion of step 5 and 6 authentication server creates a session id as mentioned in
steps 7 and 8 of Fig. 13.6. This session key would be transferred to the user in
an encrypted manner to create a secure session. Further Http requests from user
should use session id to make request to the server. If the server receives unau-
thorized Http request which does not contain the session id generated by it, then
the service would be rejected.

2. The TIC codes are pseudo randomly generated by confidential algorithm; it is
a complicated code which can not be easily predicted by any person. The TIC
codes, which are one time code for each transaction, are cancelled by the web
authentication server from the database after each successful transaction. So, if a
man in the middle attacks on the user session to monitor user activities then he
will get a TIC that has already been cancelled.

3. Sensitive and confidential transaction information would be encrypted before
transmission over the channel. As mentioned at step 16 in Fig. 13.8, TIC trans-
mission over the user session is also in strongly encrypted format and secret
encryption key is uniquely generated by the web authentication server as shown
at steps 7 and 8 of Fig. 13.6.

4. We have used 128-bit shared secret logic between server and client to transmit
unique secret key to the client on every login. So, there is no need to transmit this
shared logic over the insecure medium since it is known at both ends.

5. Another factor of security is a SMS confirmation as mentioned in Fig. 13.9.
A SMS does not route on the same channel which has been used in online web
transaction. A SMS uses control channels over cellular networks. Security of the
system also depends on the security of the messages sent by SMS, which are
encrypted with A5/3 Algorithm [13].
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13.7.4 Cell Phone/PDA Theft

A major drawback of handheld devices is that they can be lost or stolen. If user‘s
phone is lost or stolen, the user can suspend their wireless service to protect them-
selves against unauthorized access and charges. However, it is entirely possible that
an unauthorized person may try to initiate a transaction with lost/stolen cell phone.
This protocol protects the user from this contingency due to the following reasons.

1. Due to above reason we assume people lose their mobile phones, they are typi-
cally reported lost and deactivated. Once deactivated, the user will no longer be
able to receive SMS messages destined for user.

2. Another important issue of security is that if some person has stolen users cell
phone/PDA then that thief does not know the local password of stored TICs of
users cell phone/PDA. If the users bank account password is known to thief still
he/she can not misuse the users account because thief has no access to the TIC
codes which are stored in an encrypted format with password protection.

3. If the users cell phone/PDA is lost or stolen it is strongly recommended that the
user should take necessary action of deactivation and make immediate request to
the bank for cancellation of the entire issued TICs to the user.

In addition to the above scenarios we have also considered some cases which
should be addressed in real implementations to maintain the reliability of the system.

13.7.5 Issues

We have considered below scenarios to address the various issues of real implemen-
tation of the system:

13.7.5.1 If Merchant Has Generated Invoice Details and Customer
Did Not Transfer the Payment or Merchant Bank Did Not Receive
the Payment

Our background study shows that SET protocol is a popular protocol for online
payment. Our proposed work also shows that this protocol can be extended for the
wireless networks and mobile devices. We referred SET strategy which is also ap-
plicable to this proposed system.

The bank confirms the successful completion of the transaction by sending them
a reference/transaction number for audit purposes. At the end of the day, it also
sends each merchant a database of the transactions which had transpired during the
day [15, 22]. The merchant would verify a received payment from the customers
everyday and dispatch the purchased goods after transfer of full payment from the
customer including taxes and shipping costs.
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13.7.5.2 If Customer Has Transferred the Payment and Customer
Did Not Receive the Purchased Goods

Another important issue is after transfer of payment if customer did not receive
the purchased goods. To avoid the possible of this case we have used the two way
authentication protocol as mentioned in Fig. 13.7, which authenticates the merchant
and their services. Merchant authentication shows that merchant is valid and bound
in legal terms and conditions of association to banking authority and it is secure for
customer to do commerce with authorized merchant.

13.7.5.3 If Cell Phone Has Been Stolen, How Stored Passwords
Are Secured on Hand Held Devices

If the cell phone has been stolen and the thief tries to break the security password
of TICs then the thief would not be able to easily break the security password be-
cause it is restricted by J2ME security model. The class loader in CLDC is a built-in
“bootstrap”, we can not replace or override or change configuration of class loader.
The user define class loaders can be eliminated by “Sandbox” security model re-
strictions [9].

When a MIDlet needs to store persistent information, it can use new record store.
All the persistent storages are shared by all Midlets installed on the device, the TIC’s
are stored in an encrypted format with the secret key known to the user which is the
password of TIC’s. A secret shared logic is also stored after encryption as mentioned
in Section 13.4.2. This secret logic is stored in MIDlet after encryption with pin code
which is protected by the MIDlet security features. In MIDP 2.0 a MIDlet suite can
save data in a persistent storage area. The storage unit in J2ME CLDC is the record
store. Each MIDlet suite can have one or more record stores; these are stored on the
persistent storage of the device. A MIDlet is restricted by one protection domain
defined by AMS (Application Management Software) to authenticate the origin of
a MIDlet: The authenticated MIDlet is qualified as trusted, otherwise, it will be
qualified as mistrusted. So, un-trusted applications require that sensitive APIs can
only be accessed through user permission.

13.7.5.4 If SMS Is Delayed or Destroyed due to Network Congestion

While it is expected that to implement a functional m-commerce system it is a funda-
mental requirement that we have a fast and congestion free connectivity of wireless
cellular network, we still consider the scenario of a SMS being lost. In order to
address this extreme situation we have implemented user session life time till TIC
verification and successful ACK from the bank.

The user session starts after successful login using user id/password and user can
logout to terminate the session after TIC validation and after getting an ACK from
the bank. A SMS uses a different channel of cellular network, so there is no need to
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maintain the user session till the SMS confirmation. The bank authentication server
notifies the user via SMS regarding the confirmation of payment transfer. If SMS
is delayed and bank authentication server did not receive any SMS confirmation
response in the pre-decided time interval, then the bank authentication server will
resend a SMS to the customer for the confirmation of the pending transaction. It is
entirely possible that the bank will receive more than one acknowledgement for the
same transaction. In this case it simply rejects the duplicate one. If the acknowl-
edgement does not come through after a specified length of time, or after a specified
number of SMS has been sent, then the authentication server would assume that the
user is not interested in the transaction and would roll back the actions taken with
respect to that transaction.

13.8 Advantages

Major advantages of the proposed protocols are:

1. It implements Multifactor Authentication in existing available infrastructure
and wireless protocols.

2. Privacy at every point over the insecure network. System maintains end to end
security in communication.

3. It supports mutual authentication to authenticate both the parties.
4. No need of any customization or modification to the existing network protocols.
5. Hybrid Encryption is used to protect data over insecure channel.
6. Protection against lost or stolen devices.
7. System is secure against unauthorized use of Credit Cards. Provides safeguard

over the existing card based payment system.
8. Protocol is secure against the man-in-the-middle attack.
9. Business units can also adopt this protocol to secure their B2B communication

with very slight modification to this protocol.
10. Application layer security solution for wireless payment system, with the exist-

ing network and physical layer security.

13.9 Conclusion

Enterprises are increasingly taking advantage of wireless networks to expand their
business and make mode of payment easy and reachable to every user. However, fi-
nancial transactions over these networks are vulnerable to various type of frauds and
attacks which introduce significant security concerns, especially as enterprises must
not only authenticate their customers and transactions, but must also implement a
mechanism for authentication of merchant or business organization. To address this
requirement we have introduced the application level security solution, secure web
authentication protocol is a multifactor authentication protocol. Protocol is extended
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as a Two Way Authentication to support mutual authentication and also suggested
that same solution can also be implemented to secure B2B communication with very
small modification to the protocol. Proposed system is secure against internet based
attacks. It is also secure in case of lost or theft of mobiles devices. The protocol can
be implemented within limited resources of a Java MIDP device, without any modi-
fication to the existing communication protocols or wireless network infrastructure.
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Chapter 14
A Lightweight Authentication Protocol for Web
Applications in Mobile Environments

Francesco Buccafurri and Gianluca Lax

Abstract User’s authentication over insecure networks like the Internet is
frequently required to be based just on username and password due to the simplicity
and the convenience of such a mechanism. A number of password authentication
schemes have been proposed in the literature with different robustness against possi-
ble attacks. Moreover, the issue of saving power and requiring reduced computation
resources without loss of security, is rapidly increasing its importance mainly due
to the emergence of ubiquitous (mobile) Web applications, where the user works
on wireless devices possibly with limited computation capacities and poor energy
autonomy. In this paper we give a significative contribution towards the above di-
rection, by proposing a new authentication scheme requiring neither cryptographic
algorithms nor one-way hash functions, as all the methods existing in the literature
do, but resisting all the major known attacks, thus improving the state of the art on
the authentication schemes in mobile environments.

14.1 Introduction

One of the most convenient and simplest methods to access remote applications over
insecure networks is the use of password authentication schemes. A very typical ex-
ample of the above scenario is the emerging setting of ubiquitous mobile Web appli-
cations, like m-commerce activities, e-government services and so on. In this case,
besides the problem of network insecurity, which is intrinsic in the Internet, another
issue has to be taken into account: The user works on wireless devices that might
have very limited computation capacities and very poor energy autonomy. As a con-
sequence, the robustness of the adopted password authentication scheme against
possible attacks is not the only issue to be considered, even though still important.
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Indeed, the problem of extending as much as possible the battery autonomy as well
as the possibility of executing the authentication process even in case of severe
limitations of computation resources are attracting the interest of researchers, who
in the last years have tried to improve the efficiency of password authentication
schemes, first by proposing one-way-hash-function-based approaches [23, 31] in-
stead of cryptographic-algorithm-based ones [11, 35, 40, 42], and also by reducing
the number of times the hash function has to be computed [25,36]. However, despite
different robustness features, no significative distance in terms of efficiency exists
among the state-of-the-art techniques, which all rely on one-way hash functions,
whose computational requirements cannot allow us to define them as lightweight
solutions, thus suitable to the mobile setting we are referring to in this work.

The net contribution of this paper is the proposal of a new authentication scheme
requiring neither cryptographic algorithms nor one-way hash functions, relying on
a very light and original computation mechanism of pseudo-random number gen-
eration, but guaranteeing at least the same security level as the state-of-the-art
techniques, thus representing a step ahead in the field of authentication schemes
in mobile environments.

The structure of the paper is the following. The next section introduces some
basic issues and notations used throughout the paper. Among them, Section 14.2.2
describes in general how a password authentication scheme works as well as possi-
ble attacks which can treat it. Before presenting our proposal we include in Section
14.3 a deep overview on the existing techniques, analyzing both strong and weak
points of them, in order to prepare the comparison of our technique with the state
of the art that we give during its presentation. The proposal consists of two main
issues, related each other, that are the password authentication protocol and the
pseudo-random number generator (i.e., PRNG). The former is dealt with in Section
14.4, the latter in Section 14.6. Both the presented techniques are deeply analyzed
from the security point of view in Sections 14.5 and 14.7, respectively. Section 14.8
concludes the paper.

14.2 Preliminary Notions and Notations

In this section, we introduce some important issues that will be dealt with throughout
the paper. These regard hash functions, cryptographic hash functions, pseudo-
random-number generators, password authentication schemes and typical attacks
on these schemes. Finally, we introduce the notations used in the paper.

14.2.1 Hash Functions and PRNGs

A hash function is a procedure or a mathematical function used to map a large set of
valid potential inputs to a much smaller range of hash values. They are mostly used
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to speed up table lookup or data comparison tasks. An example of hash function is
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) [13] that is widely used in error-detection con-
texts, both for its effectiveness to detect many kinds of errors and for its efficiency,
since a simple shift register circuit can be constructed to compute it in hardware
[30]. CRC is computed to produce a n-bit string, named checksum, starting from
an arbitrary length string, called frame, such that also a slight change of the frame
produces a different checksum. The checksum is computed as the rest of the binary
division with no carry bit (it is identical to XOR), of the frame, by a predefined
generator polynomial, a .nC 1/-bit string representing the coefficients of a polyno-
mial with degree n. CRC is thus parametric w.r.t. the generator polynomial and for
this reason there are many kinds of CRCs. For example, the most frequently used
are CRC32 or CRC64, that generate a checksum of length 32 and 64 bits, respec-
tively. Obviously, the higher the checksum length, the better the effectiveness of
CRC in error-detecting is. Beside dependence on the generator-polynomial length,
CRC is parametric w.r.t. the value of its coefficients. Consequently, the goodness
of CRC strictly depends also on the latter parameter. There are many standard gen-
erator polynomials. In Fig. 14.1 a simple example of CRC computation is shown.
Therein, given the frame h1010100i and the generator polynomial h1101i, the gen-
erated checksum is h010i.

Cryptographic hash functions (also called one-way hash functions) are strongly
related to hash functions. They take a message of any length as input and produce
a fixed length string as output that is named digest. The digest is a concise repre-
sentation, a digital fingerprint, of the message from which it was computed. Among
other properties, cryptographic hash functions must satisfy the collision-resistant
property: it should be unfeasible for an attacker to find a message such that its di-
gest equals a given value. Cryptographic hash functions are exploited in a number
of applications like message integrity verification, password verification, commit-
ment scheme, authentication scheme, where finding a message that matches a given
digest, that is finding collisions, could be used by an attacker to break the applica-
tion. For this reason the robustness of the above property is essential. Examples of
cryptographic hash functions typically used are SHA-1 [29] and RIPEMD-160 [8].

A pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is an algorithm to generate a se-
quence of pseudo-random numbers (i.e., PRNs) showing the same properties as
random numbers. The sequence is not truly random because it can be determined by
the knowledge of the PRNG’s state. A PRNG starts from an arbitrary starting state,
called seed, and always produces the same sequence whenever it is initialized with
the same seed. The maximum length of the sequence before it begins to repeat is
named period and is determined by the seed’s size. In particular, if the seed contains

Fig. 14.1 An example
of CRC computation
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n bits, the period can be no longer than 2n. Pseudo-random numbers (PRNs) are
very important in the practice of cryptography. For example, RC4 [34] generates a
pseudo-random stream of bits which, for encryption, is combined with the plain text
using XOR.

14.2.2 Password Authentication Schemes and Attacks

Password authentication schemes are protocols used to authenticate a user to a
server over an insecure network. They are usually composed of three phases, the
registration phase, the login phase, and the authentication phase. In the registration
phase, the user sends a request registration to the server through a secure channel
and they agree on the user’s ID and password. In the login phase, the user submits
his identity ID and an identification code to the server to access services. In the
authentication phase, the server verifies the validity of the login request. Moreover,
password authentication schemes usually also provide a password change phase al-
lowing the user to set a new password.

Typical attacks on password authentication schemes are the following.

Replay Attack An intercepted login request is maliciously repeated by an adver-
sary trying to impersonate the legal user.

Denial-of-Service Attack An attacker provides false verification information of
a user in the password change phase in such a way that the user will not be able
to login anymore.

Server-Spoofing Attack The adversary pretends to be the server in order to ob-
tain precious login information by the user.

Stolen-Verifier Attack The adversary, who have stolen the password-verifier
(usually hashed passwords) from the server, uses it to impersonate the legal user.

Password-Guessing Attack It can be of three types [7]:

1. Detectable on-line, which requires participation of the server to check the va-
lidity of a guess password.

2. Undetectable on-line, where an attacker attempts to use a guessed password
and verifies the correctness of his guess by observing the response of the server.

3. Off-line, in which the adversary guesses a password and verifies his guess off-
line, since no participation of the server is required. If his guess fails he tries
again with another password, until he finds the proper one. Usually this type of
attack exploits the fact that most passwords have very low entropy.

We conclude this section by defining in Table 14.1 some notations that will be
used throughout this paper. Observe that, for the sake of presentation, we denote
by U not only the human actor of the authentication protocol but also the client
machine he uses to run all the user-side operations.
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Table 14.1 Notations U The user
S The remote server
ID The user’s identifier
PW The user’s password
x The long secret key of S
H A cryptographic hash function
seed Seed of the PRNG
PRNt The t th PRN generated by the PRNG
˚ XOR operation
^ AND operation
_ OR operation
jj Concatenation operation

14.3 An Overview on the Previous Literature

There is a large literature on password authentication schemes. The milestone is
represented by the Lamport’s scheme [22], which exploits cryptographic hash func-
tion to generate one-time passwords against replay attacks. Since then, a number of
schemes more and more secure and efficient have been proposed. They can be clas-
sified into three types, namely, RSA-based schemes, ElGamal-based schemes, and
Hash-based schemes. The methods belonging to the first two types usually exploit
smart cards in order to implement RSA [33] public key cryptosystems [11,35,40,42]
and ElGamar’s [10] public key cryptosystems [1,14,17,21], respectively. To reduce
the high computational cost of RSA-based and ElGamar-based schemes, many tech-
niques based on cryptographic hash function, highly more efficient than the above
ones, have been proposed. Now we describe the most important methods belonging
to the third type, i.e., based on hash function, since our proposal belongs to this
class. The reader can find in [39] a rich survey on password authentication schemes.

In the scheme proposed in [38], U delivers his ID to S in the registration phase,
and receives the password PW D H.IDjjx/. Recall that x, as indicated in Table
14.1, is a server-side randomly chosen value with a sufficiently large numbers of
bits, classically used for avoiding off-line password guessing attacks by dramatically
enlarging the search space used by the attacker to invert the digest. To login,U sends
hID; R D H.T ˚ PW/; T i to S , where T is the current timestamp. Then, S checks
whether T is a valid timestamp and whether the computed H.T ˚ H.IDjjx// is
equal to R. If both the checks succeed, the login request is accepted. This scheme
does not allow the user to choose or change his password.

In [15], the registration phase expects that U chooses PW and submits H(PW)
to S , which replies by providing an ID and the value H.ID˚ x/˚H.PW/. In the
login phase,U sends hID; R D H.ID˚x/˚H.PW/˚T; T i to S . S checks whether
T is a valid timestamp and whether the computed valueH.ID˚x/˚H.PW /˚T
is equal to R. If both the checks succeed, the login request is accepted.

In [32], the access to the server is controlled by a combination of the user’s
ID and password, this latter is considered to be a secret value that only the user
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and the server know. U submits his ID and PW to the server in the registra-
tion phase. To login, U sends a randomly generated value RC to S (Step 1)
and receives another randomly generated value RS (Step 2). Then, he submits
hID;H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCjjRS/i as a login request. The server verifies the validity
of the received one-time authentication token, and grants or denies the access.
Furthermore, [32] provides a password change phase. When U wants to change
his PW to PW 0, first he runs Step 1 and Step 2 as above. Then, he computes
T D H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCjjRS// and T 0 D H.H.IDjjPW/jj.RC C 1/jjRS// and
submits hID; T;H.IDjjPW 0/ ˚ T 0i to S . The server verifies the validity of the re-
ceived T and, only in this case, changes the stored password digest toH.IDjjPW 0/
obtained by the XOR between the third item of the message and T 0.

The authors of [23] proved that the scheme proposed in [32] is vulnerable to
a password guess attack, by means of which an attacker can easily obtain the
user’s password. This guessing attack is performed as follows. The adversary in-
tercepts the items ID;RC;RS; and H.IDjjPW/ exchanged between U and S over
an insecure network. Then, he can guess a candidate password PW 0 and calculate
T 0 D H.H.IDjjPW0/jjRCjjRS/. If T 0 is equal to T , the user’s password is guessed.
Otherwise, the adversary tries the next candidate password. Since most user’s pass-
words are meaningful (in dictionary) or short string (less than 8 bytes size) to be easy
memorized, the guessing attack is computationally feasible. Once the adversary ob-
tains the user’s password, he can impersonate U to login. To remedy the guessing
attack, the authors of [23] propose an improved scheme. This latter expects that U
sends hID;RC˚H.IDjjPW/i in Step 1, thus receiving RS˚H.IDjjPW/ from S in
Step 2, in such a way that the adversary cannot obtain RC and RS without knowing
H.IDjjPW/.

Later, [19] found that the improved scheme proposed in [23] is still vulnerable to
the off-line guessing attack. Indeed, the adversary who has intercepted hID;RC ˚
H.IDjjPW/;RS ˚ H.IDjjPW/i; and H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCjjRS/, can guess a pass-
word PW 0 and then compute HPW 0 D H.IDjjPW0/;RC0 D RC ˚H.IDjjPW/˚
HPW 0, and RS0 D RS˚H.IDjjPW/˚HPW 0. If H.H.IDjjPW 0/jjRC0jjRS0/ equals
the intercepted H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCjjRS/, the adversary has correctly guessed the
password. In addition, [19] showed that the scheme proposed in [23] also suf-
fers from the denial-of-service attack and the stolen-verifier attack [5, 24]. Indeed,
the denial-of-service attack is performed by randomly modifying the third item of
the message hID; T;H.IDjjPW0/ ˚ T 0i sent from U to S in the password change
phase of [23]. In this case, S verifies successfully the validity of the received T and
changes the stored password digest to the random value of the (modified) third item.
From now on, U ’s subsequent login requests will be denied. Concerning the stolen-
verifier attack, if PW is a weak password and the verifierH.IDjjPW// is stolen, the
adversary can exploit the off-line guessing attack to guess PW.

In [41], the authors proposed a password change phase and claimed that their
scheme is secure against the password guessing attack, the replay attack, the server
spoofing attack, and the modification attack. In their scheme to change the U ’s
password to PWn, U sends hID;H.IDjjPW/ ˚ RC;H.IDjjPWn/ ˚ RCi to S .
Next, the server S replies with hH.IDjjPW/ ˚ RS;H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRC/i,
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where RC;RS; and RCS are suitably obtained according to the Diffie-Hellman
key agreement scheme [6]. Next, U sends hID;H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/ ˚
H.IDjjPWn/i to S . The server uses the previously obtained H.IDjjPWn/ to re-
trieve H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/ from the second item of the last received message
and uses the stored verifier H.IDjjPW/, the previously computed RCS, and RS to
compute H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/. If this value is equal to the retrieved one, S
updates the stored verifier to H.IDjjPWn/.

Unfortunately, [20] found that the protocol proposed in [41] is still vulnerable to
a denial-of-service attack exploiting the linearity of the XOR operation and working
as follows. In the first step, the adversary replaces the transmitting H.IDjjPWn/˚
RC with .H.IDjjPWn/˚RC/˚E, whereE is a randomly chosen. Then, S retrieves
RC and, subsequently,H.IDjjPWn/˚E in place ofH.IDjjPWn/ due to the XOR
linearity (indeed, ..H.IDjjPWn/˚RC/˚E/˚RC D H.IDjjPWn/˚E). Moreover,
in the third step, the adversary replaces H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/ ˚H.IDjjPWn/

with .H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/˚H.IDjjPWn//˚E. Again, due to the XOR lin-
earity, the last item is equal to H.H.IDjjPW/jjRCSjjRS/ ˚ .H.IDjjPWn/ ˚ E/.
As a consequence, since the value computed by S corresponds to the retrieved one,
S changes the stored verifier to H.IDjjPWn/ ˚ E, which clearly does not equal
the actual one sent from U , whose login will be denied in the future. To solve this
drawback, the authors of [20] proposed an improved version of such a protocol fun-
damentally based on the sending of the ciphered digest of the new password as an
authentication code (MAC).

Recently, [31] has proposed a protocol to provide remote user authentication
based on a combination of cryptographic hash functions and the Diffie–Hellman
key agreement scheme. However, [28] has shown that this proposal suffers from
the off-line password-guessing attack when a server impersonation attack is per-
formed. This fact allows an attacker to impersonate a legal server in order to
obtain enough information from the interchanged message to perform an off-line
password-guessing attack.

14.4 The Authentication Protocol

According to the general scheme, our password authentication protocol is divided
into three phases, namely registration, login, and authentication phase, to which the
password change phase is added. Here, we assume both the user and the server are
able to generate a sequence PRN0;PRN1; : : : of pseudo-random numbers depend-
ing on an initial seed according to a suitable PRNG. We remark that the aim of our
proposal is to design a scheme that allows us to run the whole authentication process
which, from the client-side point of view, has a very low power consumption and
relies on very poor computational resources. As a consequence, even though any
enough secure PRNG could be in principle adopted, we look for a very efficient yet
secure PRNG. In Section 14.6 we propose a suitable PRNG, that meets the above
requirements more than those existing in the literature. The efficiency requirements
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here recalled have to drive the definition of all the components of our password
authentication protocol. As shown in Section 14.3, all the existing schemes use at
least cryptographic hash functions both in the authentication phase and in the pass-
word change phase (if any). We overcome this efficiency drawback by using only
CRC (see Section 14.2) that is much faster than cryptographic hash functions.1 In
particular, both the authentication and login phases do not use explicitly CRC, but
rely on the PRN generator that, as illustrated in Section 14.6, does it. Beside this,
they use only standard boolean operations. Concerning the password change phase,
CRC is explicitly used as a MAC combined again with standard boolean operations.
Observe that since CRC is not cryptographic (i.e., it is feasible to find collisions)
and suffers from the well-known vulnerability arising from its linearity2 [3, 37], it
is certainly not enough to substitute the cryptographic hash function used in a given
classic approach by CRC. Therefore, the usage of CRC needs a non-trivial ad-hoc
designing of the proposed schemes able to compensate the weakness of CRC.

At this point we are ready to present how our protocol works.

The Registration Phase In the registration phase the user U submits his identity
to the server S for registration. In particular, the user chooses an identifier ID and a
password PW that are submitted to S through a secure channel. The server verifies
the uniqueness of ID, computes HPW D H.PW jjx/ (we recall that, according to
the notation introduced in Table 14.1, x is the long secret of S ), and stores the couple
ID and HPW into the verification table along with a random number seed that will
be used for PRNs generation. Then, S delivers seed to U . The registration phase
is concluded. Observe that, in this phase (and also in the next ones), the server is
aware aboutU ’s password PW. However, as done also by other schemes, [31,32,38],
PW is processed on-the-fly and never stored by S in order to prevent stolen-verifier
attacks.

The Login Phase In the login phase, the user logins to the server. U computes
PW ˚ PRNc , where PRNc is the next pseudo-random number (as usually in
PRNG schemes, the already used numbers are discarded), and submits hID; P D
PW ˚ PRNc ; ci to S . Observe that since PRNc is random, PW cannot be snooped
by an attacker. S first computes PRNc by using c and the initial seed seed. It is
worth noting that the need of seed at each step occurs only in the most general
case, since the PRNG scheme might allow us to compute the next number just
on the basis of a dynamic seed derived from the initial one – this is the case of
our PRNG scheme, as described in Section 14.6. At this point the server computes

1 For completeness, we have also performed some experiments comparing the efficiency of CRC
(64 bits) computation with SHA-1. The experimental results show that CRC is one magnitude order
faster than SHA-1. Indeed, computing 109 CRC hashes required about 300 s, whereas SHA-1 took
about 3,800 s.
2 It holds that CRC.a XOR b/ DCRC.a/ XOR CRC.b/, that is the checksum of the XOR of two
numbers is equal to the XOR of the checksums of the two numbers.
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PW 0 D P ˚ PRNc and goes to the authentication phase (the next one) only if
H.PW 0jjx/ coincides to the U ’s password digest HPW stored in the verification
table (otherwise the authentication phase is stopped with failure response).

The Authentication Phase The authentication phase is divided into two steps:

Step 1 (Server Authentication) S sends A D PRNcC1 ˚ PRNcC2 to U in order
to authenticate itself (note that we need to send at least two xored PRNs in order
not to disclose any PRN). U computes independently PRNcC1 ˚ PRNcC2 and
compares it to A. If they differ, then U halts the authentication phase since he
cannot trust S . Otherwise, the protocol goes to Step 2.

Step 2 (User Authentication) U replies with hID; A D PRNcC2 ˚ PRNcC3i. Fi-
nally, S computes independently PRNcC2 ˚ PRNcC3 and compares it with A.
In case they coincide, the server grants the access to U . Otherwise, the access is
denied.

As observed earlier, all the PRNs used in the phases presented above, that is, PRNc ,
PRNcC1, PRNcC2, and PRNcC3, are discarded by both the user and the server in
order to prevent replay attacks. As a consequence, in the next valid pseudo-random
number will be PRNcC4.

Figure 14.2 summarizes the messages exchanged between user and server in the
login and the authentication phases.

Password Change Phase When the user wants to change his current password PW
to a new password PWn, he has to run the password change phase. This is divided
into the following three steps, summarized in Fig. 14.3:

Step A U submits the four-item message hID;PW ˚ PRNc; c;PWn ˚ PRNcC1i
to S , where PRNc is again the next pseudo-random number.

Step B After verifying the validity of the second item in the same way as described
in the authentication protocol, S retries PWn from the fourth item. Then, S gen-
erates an authentication code MAC [20] by computing a (non-cryptographic)hash
overPWn. MAC is used to guarantee and verify the integrity of PWn and is com-
puted as MAC D CRC.PWn/. Next, S sends .MAC ^ PRNcC1/˚ PRNcC2 and
.MAC _ PRNcC1/ ˚ PRNcC3 to U , where, we recall, symbols ^ and _ denote

USER SERVER

�ID;PW ˚ PRNc ; c

� PRNcC1 ˚ PRNcC2

�ID;PRNcC2 ˚ PRNcC3

Fig. 14.2 The login and the authentication phases
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USER SERVER

�ID;PW ˚ PRNc ; c;PWn ˚ PRNcC1

�
.MAC ^ PRNcC1/˚ PRNcC2

.MAC _ PRNcC1/˚ PRNcC3

�ID;PRNcC3 ˚ PRNcC4

Fig. 14.3 The password change phase

the AND and OR operations, respectively. We remark that the choice of CRC
instead of a cryptographic hash function is coherent with the efficiency require-
ments characterizing our proposal. However, our solution does not coincide with
a trivial substitution of cryptographic hash function with CRC in the classical
password change approach. Indeed, as shown in Section 14.5, it would result in
a very insecure approach just because of the linearity of CRC.

Step C U independently computes MAC and verifies that the received messages
are equals to those he obtains by using the PRNs autonomously generated. In
this case, U replies by sending hID;PRNcC3 ˚ PRNcC4i, thus authorizing S to
replaces the old-password digest with the new one in the verification table.

Finally, the used PRNs are discarded by both S and U:

14.5 Security Analysis of the Proposed Protocols

In this section, we will show that our protocol can resist to the most common types
of attacks, introduced in Section 14.2.

Replay Attacks The attacker intercepts hID; P D PW ˚ PRNci sent by U to
S in the login phase and sends it to the server as login request trying to im-
personate U . If PRNc has been already used by U; then clearly the server
denies the access. Otherwise, the attacker cannot generate the correct response
B D PRNcC2 ˚ PRNcC3 needed in Step 2 of the authentication phase, which
requires the knowledge of U ’s seed. Moreover, since the messages exchanged
between U and S in all the phases change at every login request, the attacker has
no advantage from intercepting and replaying them to the other party.

Password Guessing Attacks Detectable on-line guessing attacks are contrasted
by forcing the server to wait an appropriate time at the login phase before reply-
ing with an invalid login request message. This dramatically reduces the number
of password guessing trials an attacker can do. Undetectable on-line guessing
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attacks are contrasted by our technique since it satisfies the requirement of fresh
and authentic login requests, as required in [7]. Finally, our scheme withstands
off-line guessing attacks since the attacker cannot verify off-line the correctness
of a password guessing trial. Indeed, to perform an off-line guessing attack, the
attacker should know PRNc at the login phase and this is not the case since no
PRN is disclosed.

Server Spoofing Attacks After verifying the correctness of a login request con-
taining PRNc , only the real server can reply correctly with PRNcC1 ˚ PRNcC2
at Step 1 of the authentication phase, thus achieving the correct server authenti-
cation.

Stolen Verifier Attacks An attacker who steals the hashed passwords HPW from
the verification table of S must guess the user’s password PW. However, since
the server stores the digest of PW jjx, it is unfeasible for an attacker to guess PW
even when PW is weak (thus easily guessed by a dictionary attack).

Denial-of-Service Attack As already described in the discussion about the weak-
ness of the proposals [23, 41] (see Section 14.3), this attack aims to tamper the
password change phase in order to make it impossible for U to login to S . To
break our password change phase, the attacker should suitably change both the
fourth item of the message sent in Step A of the password change phase, namely
PWn, and the MAC of Step B. However, both the items are ciphered (by the
PRNs), so that no ad-hoc change can be done. Moreover, differently from [41],
our protocol is designed in such a way that XOR and CRC linearity cannot be ex-
ploited by an attacker. Indeed, the deny-of-service attack presented in [20] (here
described at the end of Section 14.3) fails in our case since in the first item of Step
B ..MAC^PRNcC1/˚PRNcC2/˚E ¤ ..MAC˚E/^PRNcC1/˚PRNcC2 (the
same argumentation can be done also for the second item of Step B reporting the
same expression as above with the only differences that the AND operation is re-
placed by the AND one, and PRNcC2 is replaced by PRNcC3). In sum we obtain
a robust protocol overcoming the linearity-weakness of CRC by avoiding to use
the boolean operator XOR, that is linear too. However, the usage of either AND
or OR, would result in weakening the checksum MAC. Indeed, the expression
.MAC ^ PRNcC1/ disables the effect of MAC on the bits of PRNcC1 with value
0, since they are invariant (in the worst case of PRNcC1 composed of only 0s,
MAC is irrelevant). However, the expression .MAC _ PRNcC1/ has a specular
behavior, so that those bits of PRNcC1 that are missed in the previous expres-
sion (i.e., those with value 0) become now relevant and vice versa. This way,
no information is loss. Observe that the combination of AND and OR does not
allow the attacker to reconstruct the XOR (in order to exploit its linearity), since
PRNs used as a cipher in the two expressions ..MAC^PRNcC1/˚PRNcC2/ and
..MAC _ PRNcC1/˚ PRNcC3/ are different (namely, PRNcC2 and PRNcC3).
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14.6 Pseudo Random Number Generation

The aim of our proposal is to design a scheme that allows us to run the whole
client-side authentication process with a very low power consumption and relying
on very poor computational resources. As a consequence the choice of the PRNG
is a crucial step. In this section we propose a new PRNG that meets the above
efficiency requirements more than those existing in the literature [2, 16, 26] and
offers a high security level. Indeed we use neither encryption nor cryptographic
hash functions.

We start by giving in the next section a brief overview of our PRNG. The single
components are then illustrated in the sequel of the paper.

14.6.1 Overview of the Method

The proposed pseudo-random number generator is based on the following elements:

1. An initial seed s consisting of a k-bit string
2. A basic function B to obtain a k-bit string from another k-bit string
3. A (non-cryptographic) hash function H

The scheme to generate pseudo-random numbers PRNs is shown in Fig. 14.4.
In particular, by computing B.s/ we obtain a new seed s1 that is recorded in place
of s. Starting from s, it is possible to create a chain of values s1; :::; sn such that
siC1 D B.si / for i > 1. Since the function B is used to generate a new seed, it
is important that its periodicity, that is the value j such that sj D s, is as large as
possible, hopefully 2k (i.e., the upper bound).

Once the new seed s1 is generated, we compute PRN1 DH .s1/. The following
elements PRNi , such that i > 1, are obtained by iterating the above procedure.

An important issue regards the hash function to be used. In our approach, the
strongness of cryptographic hash function is not necessary. We just require that
given PRNi D H .si /, it is unfeasible for the attacker to guess si from the knowl-
edge of PRNi (we define weak one-wayness such a property). On the contrary, for a
cryptographic hash function it is required the infeasibility of finding any y (possibly

Fig. 14.4 Pseudo-random
number generation scheme

s

s1 PRN1

PRN2

......

s2
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different from s) such that PRN D H .y/. In order to reach the goal of computa-
tionally weak one-wayness of the hash function, a possible strategy is to design a
hash function producing a large number of collisions and, thus, a sufficiently large
research space.

Finally, we stress again that our approach does not consist simply in the sub-
stitution of a non-cryptographic hash function in place of a cryptographic one in a
typical pseudo-random number generation scheme. It is intuitive to understand that
this would result in a very insecure approach just because of the weakness of the
hash function itself. We have designed thus a new weak hash function and, coher-
ently, a new scheme guaranteeing the security of the approach.

14.6.2 Pseudo-Random Number Generation Scheme

In this section we give the definitions of the elements composing the pseudo-random
number generation scheme, that are the basic function B and the hash function H ,
we study some their important properties, and, finally, we deal with the problem
of the definition of the initial seed s. Observe that the choice of the basic function
and the hash function cannot proceed orthogonally. Since the non-secret result is
the composition of the two functions, we have to avoid that they are based on the
same elementary operations, giving useful information to the attacker to proceed
by cryptanalysis techniques. To prevent this, as we will explain in the following
sections, the basic function is based on string reverse and sum, whereas the hash
function is based on XOR and shift.

In the following, we denote by xk D .x0; : : : ; xk�1/ a k-bit string, where xj ,
such that 0 � j � k�1, is its j th bit and byexk D .xk�1; : : : ; x0/ the k-bit-reverse
string. Moreover, xk C 1 denotes the k-bit string representing the number obtained
by summing xk thought as a binary number and 1 (in 2k-modulo arithmetic). For
example, given x3 D 111, x3C 1 represents the string 000, since .111C 001/.mod
1000/ D 000.mod 1000/. Finally, we denote by 1k (0k , resp.) the k-bit string com-
posed of all 1s (0s, resp.).

Now we define the basic function B allowing us to generate the sequence of
seeds used in the scheme. The function is defined as follows.

Definition 14.1. Given a k-bit string sk , then B.sk/ Desk C 1.

In words, B.sk/ is obtained by reversing the string sk and, then, by summing
1 (modulo 2k). For example, given s3 D 011, then x D B.s3/ D 111 and
B.x/ D 000.

As required in Section 14.6.1 since this function allows us to have a new
seed at each generation, it is important that its period is as large as possible,
hopefully it should be 2k . This means that, starting from a k-bit string sk it is
possible to generate 2k � 1 different new seeds before re-obtaining sk . It is easy
to note that such a requirement is satisfied whether k is chosen odd (i.e., k mod
2 ¤ 0). For example, for k D 1 we have period 2 (we generate the trivial
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sequence h0; 1i), for k D 3 the period is 23 (the sequence h000; 001; 101; 110; 100;
010; 011; 111i), and so on, whereas for example for k D 2 the period is 3
(h00; 01; 11i) and for k D 4 it is just 7 instead of 16 (the obtained sequence is
h0000; 0001; 1001; 1010; 0110; 0111; 1111i).

Consider now the hash function H : As observed in Section 14.6.1, our proposal
is based on the usage of a non-cryptographic hash function able to guarantee a weak
one-wayness, obtained by the generation of a large number of collisions.

The first question is understanding if some already existing weak hash function
can be used for our purpose. A good candidate could be CRC, already presented in
Section 14.2. CRC satisfies the one-way requirement introduced in Section 14.6.1.
Indeed, given a k-bit frame sk and its w-bit checksum cw computed by CRC, there
are 2k�w collisions, that is there exist 2k�w k-bit strings ski such that CRC.ski / D cw.
We may vary k in order to increase the number of collisions generated by CRC to
any value to the goal of making practically infeasible a brute-force attack attempting
to find the original frame sk .

Beside these nice features, CRC is not immune from malicious attacks exploiting
its linearity w.r.t. XOR (this weakness has been widely documented in the liter-
ature and already exploited in some application contexts, like Wep [3, 37]). As
already mentioned in Section 14.4, it holds that CRC.a XOR b/ DCRC.a/ XOR
CRC.b/, that is the checksum of the XOR of two numbers is equal to the XOR of
the checksums of the two numbers. In our case, this property of CRC could be in
principle exploited by an attacker to obtain the hash of the i th seed of an user (i.e.,
PRNi DCRC.ski /) starting from the knowledge of (1) the hash of the j th seed of the
user and (2) the XOR between ski and skj (this issue is analyzed in Section 14.7.4).

Moreover, observe that the basic function operates a reverse of the string at each
step just to introduce a suitable “noise”, moving away its behavior from the pure
XOR (that would allow the attack described above). The simple increment (the
simplest basic function that one could imagine), behaves exactly as a XOR every
time the sum does not produce carry (i.e., every two steps). The introduction of
the reverse is vanished whenever the string is palindromic. However, as we will
show in Section 14.7.3, this problem does not produce any worry, since the attacker
cannot realistically guess that a seed is palindromic (according to a probabilistic ar-
gumentation), and, anyway (as an optimization), such rare palindromic seeds can be
discarded after their generation. Unfortunately, it is easy to verify that the introduc-
tion of the reverse operation, even though benefic, is not enough. Indeed, every two
steps, the “noise” introduced by the reverse operation is quasi-cancelled. We use the
prefix quasi because the basic function includes also the increment at each step.

We need thus to construct a new hash function not suffering from the above
problem, and preserving the other nice features of CRC. The idea is to apply a cyclic
right shift to each seed before calculating the CRC value. But, clearly, the number of
such shifts cannot be equal for each seed, otherwise the prediction described above
can be identically applied. The solution we adopt is that the number of cyclic right
shifts applied on a given seed ski is equal to the number of 1s occurring in the seed
itself. We denote by �!s ki the resulting k-bit string.

Now we are ready to define our hash function H .
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Fig. 14.5 An instantiation
of the scheme

s0=0010010

PRN1=010s1=0100101

s2=1010011

Definition 14.2. Given a k-bit string ski , then H .ski / DCRC.�!s ki /.
For example, given the initial 7-bit seed s0 D h0010010i, after the reverse

h0100100i and the increment we obtain s1 DB.s0/ D h0100101i. Hence we com-
pute �!s 1 D h1010100i by applying three cyclic right shifts and then we calculate
CRC.�!s 1/ D h010i (details about how to do the latter computation have been pro-
vided in Fig. 14.1). Finally the seed is updated to s2 D h1010011i. A schematization
of this example is given in Fig. 14.5.

In the definition of H we have to preserve the property of the basis function of
generating 2k different seeds. In other words, we have to guarantee that two different
seeds do not collide into the same value after the shifting. This can be easily proven.
Indeed, suppose that �!s ki D �!s kj with i ¤ j and i; j < 2k. Let u be the number

of 1s in �!s ki (and, consequently, also in �!s kj ). Now, shifting both numbers by u left

circular shifts, we obtain ski and skj , respectively, with ski D skj by construction. We

have shown that ski ¤ skj because basic function period is 2k , thus consequently
�!s ki ¤ �!s kj .

14.7 Security Analysis of the Proposed PRN Generator

In this section we analyze the robustness of the proposed pseudo-random number
generation scheme both by statistical analysis of randomness of generated numbers
and by examining possible strategies followed by an attacker to guess future random
numbers. For the sake of simplicity, the analysis is done assuming the seed length
k D 511 and PRNs have size 64 bits. Observe that we analyze the security of our
PRNG assuming the worst case in which all the PRNs are disclosed to the attacker.
This is clearly in favor of security, since in our password authentication scheme
PRNs never are transmitted in plain.

14.7.1 Number Randomness Validation

According to the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) [4] that es-
tablished opportune criteria for quality of deterministic random number generators,
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Table 14.2 The results of the test T3

T3

Run length 1 Run length 2 Run length 3 Run length 4 Run length 5

Ex. 2,267– Ob. Ex. 1,079– Ob. Ex. 502– Ob. Ex. 233– Ob. Ex. 90– Ob.
2,733 2,508 1,421 1,227 748 628 402 335 223 166

we demonstrate that our generation scheme is at least in class K2. Following the
qualitative intuitive description reported in [12], schemes in K2 generate random
numbers having similar statistical properties to random numbers which have been
generated by an ideal random number generator. Membership to class K2 is char-
acterized by the passing of five specific statistical tests. Such tests, whose validity
is well-known [9, 18, 27], are: the monobit test T1 (equal numbers of 1s and 0s in
the sequence), poker test T2 (a special instance of the chi-squared test), runs test T3
(counts the frequency of runs of various lengths), long runs test T4 (checks whether
there exists any run of length 34 or greater) and the autocorrelation test T5.

We have generated a sequence (of 20,000 bits, the required size) of numbers by
means of our scheme and we have performed successfully the five tests above. In
detail, the sequence passed the monobit test since the measured result 10,035 lies in
the allowed interval (that is from 9,654 to 10,346). The result of the poker test has
been 34.1 (it must range from 1.03 to 57.4). Test T3 (run test) refers to a maximum
subsequence of 0s or 1s occurring in succession. The sequence passes the run test
if the number of occurrences of run lengths lies within the permitted intervals. In
Table 14.2 the results obtained (denoted by Ob.) as well as the expected intervals
(denoted by Ex.) for several run lengths are reported. These results are referred to
runs of 0s, but valid results have been measured also for runs of 1s. The sequence
passed test T4 (long run test), since no sequence of length 34 occurred. Finally, the
results measured for the autocorrelation test (with shift � from 1 to 5,000) have been
always in the expected interval (that is from 2,326 to 2,674).

14.7.2 Brute Force Attack

Consider a brute-force attack conducted knowing some pseudo-random numbers
(that are the PRNi of the scheme) already used by the user. The attacker has to
guess the original seed si such that H .si / D PRNi .

Since the hash function maps in an uniform way all the 2511si in the set of
264PRNi , the probability of attack success is .2511=264/�1 D 2�447, since the
attacker has D 2447 potential solutions. The attacker conducts the attack by com-

puting
 ���
PRN i , that can be obtained by applying l cyclic left shifts to PRNi , where

l is the number of 1s occurring in PRNi itself (we recall that this issue has been
described in Section 14.6.2). Now, he must find the original seed si such that
PRNi DCRC.�!s i /. He will find 2511=264 D 2447 potential solutions, and the j th
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solution is j � pcrcC�!s i , where 0 � j � 2447 � 1, pcrc is the generator polynomial
of CRC and the symbols � and C denote the standard multiplication and addition
between numbers, respectively.

We remark that, if the value s chosen by the attacker (among the 2447 found) dif-
fers from the actual si (i.e., the current seed of the fraud victim), then the probability
that H .Bs/ D PRNiC1 is 1

264 . In words, chosen s by the attacker, the probabil-
ity that the next pseudo-random number generated starting from s equals the one
actually used by the user (i.e., PRNiC1) is the same as guessing PRNi with no back-
ground knowledge. Thus, these results should discourage the attacker from trying to
break the scheme.

Now consider the case the attacker knows a sequenceC of c consecutive pseudo-
random numbers spent by the victim. By a brute force the attacker should test
2.64=2/�c seeds to find a seed s such that it produces such a sequence C:

Observe that, since our generation scheme produces a mapping between a set
of 2511 bit strings and a set of 264 numbers, till c is less than 511=64 � 1 � 7,
the probability to guess also the next pseudo-random number of the victim is again
2�64. For higher c, this probability becomes 1 but the number of seeds to test is
really too large (about 2224).

14.7.3 Palindrome-Based Attack

As described at the beginning of Section 14.6.1, our generation scheme needs an
initial seed sk , a k-bit string where k is a parameter suitably fixed. The robustness
of the scheme depends on both the length and the value of the initial seed. In the
previous sections we have already shown some requirements k has to satisfy. A first
requisite, motivated in Section 14.6.2, is that k is odd, in order to guarantee that
the basic-function period is 2k. The natural way to set the initial seed is clearly its
random generation. Nothing seems to dissuade from this simple and effective ap-
proach. However, the problem introduced in Section 14.6.2 about the bad behaviour
of palindromic seeds, forces us to understand whether a random generation of a seed
can (probabilistically) result in such a bad situation.

Concerning this issue, since the probability that a randomly generated k-bit
string, with k mod 2 ¤ 0, is palindromic is 2�k�1

2 , then we can state that the
probability that a randomly generated seed is palindromic is actually negligible for
sufficiently large k. For example, if k D 511, then the probability of having a palin-
dromic initial seed is 2�255. This result gives us the hint to justify what we have
claimed in Section 14.6.2, about the robustness of our scheme w.r.t. the risks intro-
duced by the potential occurrence of palindromic seeds.
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14.7.4 CRC-Linearity-Based Attack

In Section 14.6.2, we have noted that every two steps, the “noise” introduced by
the reverse operation is quasi-cancelled. To understand how this could be exploited
for an attack, we observe that when a seed ski has both the left-most and the right-
most bit 0 (i.e., every four steps), the attacker knows that ski XOR skiC2 D 10k�21
(we recall that 10k�21 denotes a k-bit string of the form 1 � � �1, with k � 2 0s).
Thus, the CRC of skiC2 is easily predictable by exploiting the above property. This
behavior can be generalized also for other bit configurations. It is easy to see that
if ski is of the form 00 � � �01, then we expect that the XOR with the seed generated
two steps ahead is of the form 10k�311. Again, if ski is of the form 10 � � �00, then
we expect that the XOR with skiC2 is of the form 110k�31. Finally, if ski is of the
form 10 � � �01, then we expect that the XOR with skiC2 is of the form 110k�411.
This is a symptom of the alternating destructive effect of the reverse operation and,
further, of the general invariance of the internal part of the seed, when the basic
function is applied. Observe that this negative effect is maximum whenever the seed
is palindromic, because the effect of the reverse is null also on a single step.

The next theorem gives us the probabilistic support that a quasi-random genera-
tion of the initial seed prevents this drawback for its entire lifetime.
Theorem 14.1. Let t and k be two positive integers such that t < 2

k�4
2 . Let sk

be a k-bit seed of the form 10cjdk�4�2j ej 00, where cj and ej are j -bit strings,
dk�4�2j is a .k�4�2j /-bit string containing at least one 0 and j D dlog2teC1.
It holds that the sequence S t D hsk0 ; : : : ; skt i such that sk0 D B.sk/ and skr D
B.skr�1/ for 1 � r � t does not contain any seed of the form 10f k�401, where f
is a .k � 4/-bit string.

Proof. Let i be the maximum number such that, for each h < i , it results that the 2
left-most bits of sk

hC1 coincide with the 2 left-most bits ofesk
h

. In words, i represents
a step until which the increment, at each step, does not modify the 2 left-most bits
of the current seed. The portion of the sequence Sk bounded by i is obtained in the
following way: sk0 Desk C 1 D 00 � � �01C 1 D 00 � � �10, sk1 Desk0 C 1 D 01 � � �01,
sk2 D 10 � � �11, sk3 D 11 � � �10, sk4 D 01 � � �00, sk5 D 00 � � �11, sk6 D 11 � � �01,
and sk7 D 10 � � �00. Since sk7 has the same form of sk0 , the sequence will cycle
among seeds having these structures until the above assumption is valid. We show
that i � t . This implies that the theorem statement holds, since, as shown above,
no bad seed is generated before the step i . We prove that i � t by contradiction.
Hence, suppose that i < t . By hypothesis, we know that dk�4�2j contains at least
one 0, say o1. Let p1 the distance (in terms of positions) of such bit o1 from the
right-most bit of sk . Again, by hypothesis, p1 > 2C j . In order the carry generated
at the i th step to be propagated to the 2 left-most bits of ski , it is necessary that
the bit o1 is first set to 1, and then reset again. Let t1 be the number of steps after
which o1 is set and let t2 be the number of steps (starting from t1) after which o1 is
reset. Observe that at step t1, when the carry reaches o1, all the p1 � 1 right-most
bits of skt1 are reset. It results that t1 C t2 � i . However, t2 � 2p1 � 1, since at
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least 2p1 � 1 steps are needed in order the last p1 � 1 bits of skt2 to become all 1.
Thus, t > t2 � 2p1 � 1 � 2jC2 > 2j . But, by hypothesis j D dlog2te C 1

and, consequently it results t < 2j . We have thus reached a contradiction (i.e., both
t > 2j and t < 2j ). This proves that i � t that implies the theorem statement. The
proof is thus concluded. �

The theorem states that (i) fixing both the first and the last two bits of the initial
seed (to 10 and 00, respectively), and (ii) ensuring that the seed contains an internal
centered range whose bounds are distant dlog2teC 1 from the bottom (and the top)
of the seed itself such that at least one 0 occurs in this interval, then it results that for
at least t applications of the basic function (thus, at least for the next t generations),
we do not generate bad seeds (i.e., seeds of the form 10 � � �01). For example, in order
to have the above property for the first t D 50; 000 generations, it suffices to set the
initial seed to 10s171 s

k�38s172 00, where s171 , s171 and sk�38 are randomly generated,
with the only constraint that sk�38 contains at least one 0. It is easy to verify that
the probability that a randomly generated string sk�38 does not satisfies the above
requirement is 1

2k�38 (thus the blind random generation could be also accepted). For

example in the case k D 511 this probability is 1
2473 .

Once the above requirements are satisfied, those attacks that exploits the linearity
of CRC results unsuccessful.

14.8 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a new password authentication scheme that can be
used for secure authentication in mobile Web environments where the aspects of
computational resource limitation and power consumption are crucial. Both the au-
thentication protocol and the PRNG here presented are very efficient since they use
neither encryption nor cryptographic hash functions. Therefore, the paper proposes
a net contribution, since we have argued that we do not have to pay any price in
terms of security (for the considered applications) in order to have this gain of com-
putational simplicity.
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Chapter 15
Developing Access Control Model of Web
OLAP over Trusted and Collaborative Data
Warehouses

Somchart Fugkeaw, Jarernsri L. Mitrpanont, Piyawit Manpanpanich,
and Sekpon Juntapremjitt

Abstract This paper proposes the design and development of Role- based Access
Control (RBAC) model for the Single Sign-On (SSO) Web-OLAP query spanning
over multiple data warehouses (DWs). The model is based on PKI Authentica-
tion and Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI); it presents a binding model of
RBAC authorization based on dimension privilege specified in attribute certificate
(AC) and user identification. Particularly, the way of attribute mapping between
DW user authentication and privilege of dimensional access is illustrated. In our
approach, we apply the multi-agent system to automate flexible and effective man-
agement of user authentication, role delegation as well as system accountability.
Finally, the paper culminates in the prototype system A-COLD (Access Control of
web-OLAP over multiple DWs) that incorporates the OLAP features and authen-
tication and authorization enforcement in the multi-user and multi-data warehouse
environment.

15.1 Introduction

Data warehousing technology has played a significant role in the decision support
scenarios. The manager performs an analytical query from the data warehouse using
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tool. Analysts and decision-makers can also
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use OLAP to perform What-If Analysis to access the effect of hypothetical scenar-
ios [15] and to support multidimensional view of data as well. The data warehouse
is typically modeled in a multidimensional view upon the dimensional axis and
factual data. The data contained in the data warehouse is somehow critical for the
certain group of users. The right for access in viewing the dimensional schema
should be properly specified according to the level of privilege. A set of security
controls has been established to protect this crucial asset. Normally, the user and
password accounts are widely used for an authentication control. However, this
technique may not be secure enough as it uses only one factor authentication (i.e.,
user account and password) for the very sensitive data (e.g., financial data, strategic
data, complex environment). These data involve many levels of users and multiple
sources of these data.

At present, the security issue has received much attention and been considered
one of the necessary factors for designing data warehouses.

In fact, the access control management in DW that needs the fine consolidation of
the access control policies from the operational data sources is very difficult due to
heterogeneous schema, exhaustive monitoring, and difficult control of autonomous
data sources. The traditional approach to the authorization mostly involves the au-
thenticating user against the access control list of the target resource. However, when
there are large numbers of users it can be complex to manage. RBAC is recognized
as an effective access control management for large numbers of users because it al-
locates permissions to roles rather than individuals, and there are typically far fewer
roles than users [13].

In this paper, we focus on the design of the two factor authentication and autho-
rization management of the multi-users delegated to the multiple DWs federations.
In our design, the users are intended to perform the OLAP query over multiple DWs
based on their roles and privileges via the SSO Web OLAP. Technically, the PKI
is a key to perform the authentication and authorization. X.509 certificate standard
[12] is deployed by means of user certificate for the user identification and X.509
Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI) is adopted for the authorization after
the authentication is done. By this, we define the user privilege for accessing each
dimension of several DWs in the Attribute Certificate (AC). The AC enriches the
effective control of the Data Warehouse Dimension Hierarchies by specifying the
access permission of the dimension level and fact attribute. Our proposed model
is thus based on the role-based access control (RBAC) model in handling the con-
cern authentication and authorization management of many levels of users and the
privilege to access the dimensional data.

Multi-agent system (MAS) is a technique in the artificial intelligence area fo-
cusing on the system where several agents communicate with each other to solve
the complex problem. Individual autonomous agents can jointly act as a collec-
tive entity through their coordinated interactions, which is known as a multi-agent
system [10]. Due to its autonomy and high flexibility of control, it is thus convincing
to apply MAS concept to automate the security functions in the distributed sys-
tems. Here, we apply MAS concept as a mediator to (1) perform the Web OLAP
SSO-authentication control of the relying entities having certificate; (2) apply the
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dynamic activity-based authorization policy to users; (3) render the client privileges
allocated by ACs to the legal DWs; (4) schedule client requests and allocate the
OLAP services to multi clients autonomously and dynamically.

The major contributions of the paper are:

1. High modularity and compactness of the DW authentication and authorization
system based on a multi-agent modeling

2. Flexible, scalable and more fine-grained access control within DW federations
environment

3. Inclusion of intelligent feature of the activity-based policy enforcement to the
DW users

The rest of this paper is organized into four additional sections. Section 15.2 presents
some works related to our research. Section 15.3 describes the architectural frame-
work of the web OLAP authentication and authorization model based on the PKI,
PMI and MAS concept. Section 15.4 details the design and implementation of the
proposed model. Finally, Section 15.5 summarizes our research work, reports our
current implementation and suggests the future work.

15.2 Related Work

The research works related to the security and access control in database systems
have been done so far by a number of publications. The techniques such as
K-anonymity for data privacy, Access Control Lists, and database encryption have
been introduced to support the database privacy and security. However, the security
issue has recently been received an attention by the researchers in the DW area.
Thus, the room for this research is large and crucially demanded. However, the
security and access control model deployed in database system is not practical for
data warehousing system due to the different database schema.

For the works related to DW and OLAP security, most of them focus on the issue
of access control, multilevel security, the applications of these aspects to federated
databases, applications using commercial tools and so on.

For instance, in [1], authors present an approach of DW security based on meta-
data. In the model, a different view of data is defined for each user group. This is
a simple, yet interesting model for a not complex DW environment because in real
situation, a combination of groups and views may occur.

On the other hand, in [2] the authors propose the security model by considering
the security measure from the data sources and it is then propagated to DW design.
However, the construction of DW requires a more complex stage. Examples of this
stage are confidentiality and security constraints of the dimension and fact elements,
after the integration of data from multiple sources.

In addition, there are some interesting approaches [4–6] dealing with the ac-
cess control model for DWs by defining the authorization scheme over the OLAP
operations. In [4, 5], the authors present a methodology and language for concep-
tual modeling of OLAP security. They extend the ADAPTed UML approach to
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specifying security measures on a multidimensional UML class diagram of OLAP
at the conceptual level. This approach points out the crucial requirements for DW
security by specifying the proper authorization of users performed via OLAP tools.
This approach initially guides our idea for access control model based on the user
role consideration.

Recently, in [3] the authors discuss the specific confidentiality problems regard-
ing DWs as well as present an extension of the Unified Modeling Language for
specifying security constraints in the conceptual MD modeling. Thus, the security
measures are well designed yielding the security of conceptual modeling for the DW
schema as early stage of the DW design. The approach is very interesting and practi-
cal for fine-grained security of data warehouse. However, in our point of view, many
corporates have already deployed their DW projects; and some may not be feasible
to redesign the DW and invoke several security and confidentiality constraints into
the DW.

To our knowledge, the existing works do not pay attention to the authentication
method of the OLAP users; instead, the security measurement is designed and en-
forced in the DW schema. The authorization is granted according to the user’s role
registered in the database profile. Additionally, the previous approaches have not
directed the core into the management of multiple DW access control.

Our research has been envisioned by the need of the strong authentication and the
authorization model to work with several existing data marts or data warehouses.
We believe that a strong authentication is vital and should be invoked to the ground
design of the access control for a certain kind of OLAP applications (e.g., financial
and strategic information.) In fact, such model is highly required for serving the
dynamic access control policy for collaborative data warehouse systems which rely
on organizations sharing DW resource by means of the analytical query according
to the role and privilege that DW owner has specified to the users.

For the prominent examples related to RBAC and X.509 certificate attribute have
been discussed in [11,13,14]. In [11], X.509 based identity/attribute certificates and
use-condition certificates are used for the access control. In [13, 14], the authors
implemented the PERMIS project that provides a policy driven role based access
control system based on the X.509 Attribute Certificate. In addition, the model of
Secure role based messaging (SRBM) model presented in [9] describe the technique
for role-based security that offers distributed key shares, fast membership revoca-
tion, mandatory security controls and detection of identity spoofing for distributed
security control.

In [8], the concept of Community Authorization Service (CAS) is developed to
support authorization in distributed virtual organizations. The authors introduce a
trusted third party administered by the virtual organization that performs fine-grain
control of community policy.

Because OLAP tools are used to serve a number of users, making sure people
see only what they are supposed to see is important. By and large, all established
OLAP tools have a security layer that can interact with the common corporate lo-
gin protocols. There are, however, cases where several organizations need to share
the information across the strategic view via the OLAP tool, they may have devel-
oped their own user authentication mechanism and have a “single sign-on” policy
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for accessing several applications seamlessly. For these cases, having a seamless in-
tegration between the OLAP tool and the in-house authentication is very promising
research area and this inspires our research idea.

In this paper, we apply our authentication and authorization model proposed
in [17] to support the Web SSO-OLAP security running over multiple DWs.
The security and access control rule are specified in Attribute Certificate and DW
Authorization policy based on the multidimensional (MD) schema of the DW. The
reason that we adopt the PMI to be an access control model is to engage in the stan-
dard authorization model which is appropriate for integration to the authentication
infrastructure in the distributed environment. This is applicable to providing more
flexibility in managing high trust in the DW federation systems and to support-
ing fine-grained authorization. In addition, the design of the activity-based policy
enforcement is introduced to serve the full accountability of all activities. Finally,
the web OLAP tool, A-COLD has been developed to support multi-users with the
agent mechanism driven fine-grained access control over multiple data warehouses.

15.3 A Framework of the Proposed Model

15.3.1 Overview of the Proposed Model

Figure 15.1 presents the conceptual view of our proposed model.
The system model consists of four main parts:

1. User Interface is designed as a web interface for the client who requests to query
several DWs via OLAP tool. In our system, the clients need to authenticate

Fig. 15.1 A framework of Web OLAP authentication and authorization
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themselves by using the certificate securely stored in a smart card or a token
for two-factor authentication before accessing the OLAP. In addition, the single
sign-on is required and supported in this process.

2. CA Management Module is a component that issues X.509 user certificates and
attribute certificates. These certificates are physically stored in the LDAP di-
rectory for further authentication and authorization. The management of DW
users’ privileges is done by the role assignment of ACs issued by the Attribute
Certificate Authority (ACA). Attribute Certificate contains version, holder, is-
suer, signature, serial number, validity period, and attributes. In the attributes
field, we can assign type and value to support for the specific role. In our model,
there are three certificate types as follows:

(a) Public Key Certificate (PKC) or User Certificate is an X.509 certificate issued
by the CA to identify the user of which the public key is bound to a particular
distinguished name.

(b) Bridge Attribute Certificate (Bridge AC) is another kind of Attribute Certifi-
cate designed to facilitate the mapping between the PKC and Role AC.

(c) Role Attribute Certificate (Role AC) is an attribute certificate that associates
user roles with applications.

3. Multi Agent System (MAS) is the core part of the proposed model. It acts as a
system driver to perform the authentication, authorization, and auditing function
for multi-DW and OLAP tool and closely works with the CA management mod-
ule. The trust and security management of the MAS are also guaranteed by the
PKI. At the MAS server, the key pair and certificate are installed to further use
for securing and authenticating the communication process among agents. Since
MAS is the core trusted entity, all active agents trust all information signed by
the MAS key. There are five types of agents:

(a) User Agent (UA) is responsible for validating client certificates, verifying
client requests, and obtaining the authorization information from PA and pre-
senting the capability list to the client. Each UA will be dead after a complete
logout, or after certain idle period, which is the SSO session timeout value.

(b) Application Agent (AA) is mapped to a particular OLAP Agent (OA) embed-
ded at the OLAP tools. Its job is to authorize requests and communicate to
OA according to the dynamic user privilege profile, to schedule the sequence
of clients connecting to OLAP applications, and to log on to the OLAP appli-
cation on behalf of the client.

(c) OLAP Agent (OA) is located at the OLAP engine and mapped to a particular
DW as the representative of a DW to support the analytical query requested
from UAs, to map the associated DW schema into the defined MD schema,
and to support the multiple OLAP queries run over multiple DWs. Each OA
is trained to understand the MD structure and each has its own key pair and
certificate.

(d) Collector Agent (CO) interfaces with the log server. All entities send activity
logs to this agent for recording in the log server.
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(e) Policy Agent (PA) figures out the effective capability list for the point of au-
thorization (UA). It combines the capability list obtained from Role AC and
Activity Analyzer Server (AAS) to generate the effective capability list for
a given user. Therefore the effective capability list at UA to enforce the user
sessions is the combination of the static role based obtained from ACs and
dynamic capability list.

To enhance the advance access control management, the following two servers
are employed to support the activity-based policy enforcement.

(i) Activity Analyzer Server (AAS) performs two functions: analyzing logs and
dynamically forming the dynamic capability list for a user based on his/her
access request activities and the preventive authorization policy. For example,
the preventive authorization policy could define that user privileges will be
degraded to ‘guest’ if it found that he/she requested for over-privilege accesses
more than ten times within 20 min. As the capability list is based on user
activity, it is dynamic. It is intended to be merged with the administrator-
defined capability list from Role AC to generate the effective capability list.

(ii) Log server collects all activity logs from all entities through CO.

4. Data warehouse is a server storing the data subject to the business application(s)
categorized in the multidimensional view scheme. Data warehouses or data marts
are the sources where the OLAP query is run upon to response the analytical
query. In our approach, we specify the access control based on the elements of
the multidimensional (MD) schema that normally consists of a set of dimensions
and fact(s).

15.3.2 Access Control over Multi-data Warehouse

In order to facilitate the access control management of DWs and make the agent
understand the component of the schema and even it can map other schema to our
scheme, we adopt the MD modeling of [7] that defines the MD schema in terms of
object class as follows:

Definition 15.1 (MD Schema:).

1. Dimension Class (D) is defined as a tuple D < KA, DA, DL, ARR > where:

– KA is a key attribute for the class.
– DA is a set of dimension attributes that is not considered to be a dimension

level but characterize the dimension class.
– DL is a set of dimension levels.
– ARR represents the order of dimension level (l) that state the partial order for

Roll up function: Rup l1� > l2.

2. Fact Class (F) is defined as a tuple of < KA, Gran, FA > where:

– KA is a key attribute for fact.
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– Gran is a finite set of base dimension level name (representing by its dimen-
sion name) associated to the fact class.

– FA is a set of fact attributes or measures.

An MD Schema S is a tuple < D, F > where D is a finite set of dimension and F is
a fact classes constructed from these dimension members.

Access Control Rules (AR):

1. AR can be applied to Dimension Members and their dimension levels (DL).
2. AR is applied to Fact by its attribute (FA).
3. AR can be applied to both Dimensions and Facts.

15.3.2.1 User Authentication and Privileges Authorization Subsystems

Figure 15.2 illustrates relationships among MAS components for the DW authenti-
cation and authorization process.

For the authentication process, UA uses the method getUserCert and sends DN
and Serial No. of the User Certificate to the LDAP directory, the UA then gets the
user certificate to validate the user authentication. The authorization process is initi-
ated by the privilege request of the UA to the PA. Then the PA will look up the user
information (of the particular PKC) in the Bridge AC that holds the Attributes of
DN (associated to User PKC), and Role ID (associated to Role AC) while the Role
AC holds DWid and Group id. These information will be linked to the DW Autho-
rization Policy which is a database specifying the privilege of the specific role for
accessing DWs. Finally, PA will realize the proper privileges of the users and the
authorization will be assigned thereafter. Figure 15.3 simplifies the attributes used
to bind PKCs, Bridge AC, and Role AC.
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Fig. 15.2 A model of X.509 authentication, RBAC authorization, and activity-based policy
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User PKC
Version Version Version
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Fig. 15.3 Attribute mapping between PKC, Bridge AC, and Role AC
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Permissions
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Role
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Fig. 15.4 RBAC model for multi-data warehouse

15.3.2.2 DW Policy Mapping

As we consider the peculiarities of DWs and multidimensional modeling, the RBAC
is specifically designed to cover the DW schema with respect to the authorization
policy.

Figure 15.4 illustrates the distinctive view of the proposed RBAC model working
with multi-data warehouse.

The model is adapted from the general RBAC model by Sandhu [16]. It is easily
described based on five sets of entities called, local DW Security Policy (L), users
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(U), roles (R), permissions (P) and DW Authorization policy (A). The local DW
security policy determines the roles and permission (privilege) of the users assigned
in many-to-many relationships. DW Role hierarchy (RH) in RBAC is a natural way
of organizing roles to reflect the dimensional hierarchy and responsibility. A role
of higher user groups can inherit permissions from junior roles, e.g., the manager
role incorporates all permissions of the operator role. The constraints can be also
specified to establish higher-level organization policy and they can apply to any of
the listed components. In order to ease in managing the access control over multiple
collaborative warehouses, we map the policies for relying DWs into a DW autho-
rization Policy. It is a set of an authorization tables classified by role groups whose
permissions are specified to the cell of dimensions and facts.

For the specific requirement of certain role that requires a more fine-grained ac-
cess to the instance level, we can define the specific role in the attribute constraints
fields of the Role AC. For example, we can set the policy of dimension level of “Re-
gion” in the RA dimension in the way that RA operators of each region could only
see the information specifically for their work region.

Table 15.1 presents the specific privilege of the roles for the relying DWs. Roles
are specified by user group, while the permission of dimension levels and fact at-
tributes of each group are determined. The permission of each dimension and fact
is denoted either “Y” or “N” where Y is specified that the access is permitted while
“N” is not permitted. Even though the security is not specified in the early state of
DW design, our approach allows the security to be specified flexibly via the autho-
rization policy and user authentication.

Based on Table 15.1, organizations are able to share the DW data with one an-
other. For example, CA manager of TDID is allowed to view the data of the ePay
DW by which his/her role is equivalent to the ePay Manager of the ePay DW own
by the Coporate B, but not vice versa. Besides, the ePay manager is able to view
the fact of no. of certificate issued and revoked in the RA DW with the permission
of dimension level “RA Type D ePay”. This is applicable to the dimension cell
value permission. To this end, we specify the constraint atttribute of the Role AC of
“ePay Manager” with the value “DWID2.RA TypeD ePay”. The agents will realize
the role specification by taking constraint value, DWid, and Groupid attributes in
Role AC connected to the DW Authorization Policy to enforce the access control to
the user.

The policy information contained in the database is signed by the MAS key to en-
sure the integrity. Therefore the AA will need to verify the signature of the database
before getting the policy.

The use of Bridge AC makes the system more efficient and flexible in man-
aging the change of role without the modification in application and effect to the
users. Only the attributes in Bridge AC and Role AC will be updated upon the
change events. A new issuance of Role AC is required when there are no needed
role available in the LDAP, otherwise the existing Role ACs will be shared by a user
whose role is similar even the different DW. If there is any new role or a need to
revoke the existing role, the corresponding role id in the DW Authorization Policy
will be updated.
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As a consequence, our model permits the classification of both role information
and users into security classes and the enforcement of RBAC to the granularity.
The technique for DW role granting is transparent to the users, only information
contained in the certificate and DW access control policies of relying DW domains
are managed by the agent systems.

15.3.2.3 Process

In the overall process, there are two major phases: Setup and Runtime. Only when
a client signs in to the system, the Setup phase is done for client authentication and
UA preparation. Upon receiving an application access request from the client, the
Runtime phase starts for access verification and application delegation. All activities
of all steps are sent to CO and stored in the log server. The steps are described as
follows:

Setup Phase:

[Step1] Two-Factor Authentication: Client uses the smart card or Token (i.e.,
something you have) in addition to the user account and password (i.e., some-
thing you know) to authenticate himself/herself via SSL to the Web Server. This
step is normally supported by SSL technology.

[Step 2] MAS Construction: After the successful two-factor authentication, Web
Server requests the MAS module to generate a UA. The UA is mapped to the
client for managing all of its application requests. Logically, the MAS module,
a trusted core component, will generate the UA whenever the client has suc-
cessfully authenticated to the system. On this ground, this newly-created UA is
automatically trusted.

[Step 3] Client Certificate Validation: The UA looks up the LDAP, verifies the
authenticity of the client certificate, and checks its validity against a pre-defined
policy (e.g. CRL status, specific content rules).

Runtime Phase:

[Step 4] Client Capability Identification: Client capability is dynamically iden-
tified on every access request. If the authenticity and validity of the client
certificate are ensured, the user will be induced to the profile forming step. UA
requests PA for the effective capability list for such a user. Basically, PA will
lookup the Bridge AC to find the user role and then traverse to the associated
Role AC where the DW privileges of the given role are specified. Then, the PA
will get the role and privilege for all DWs of the corresponding user. This infor-
mation will be combined with the activity based policy information in the AAS
to form the capability list and sent to UA. Essentially the capability list contains
information about the action/privilege that the user can access to the correspond-
ing DWs.

[Step 5] Application Delegation: Once the UA recognizes an application access
request (DW and action) from the client, it will verify such a request against
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the client capability list (and maybe some additional policies). If the user is
authorized, the UA will then make a request to an appropriate AA to start the
new session.

[Step 6] UA Message Delivery: The message that UA sends to the AA includes<
user id, session id, app id, privilege, timestamp > where

– User id is the id of the client or user asking for the request.
– Session id is the id of communication session of the request (this could be

randomly generated at the beginning of the session).
– DW id is the id of DW which is requested by the user.
– Privilege is the function that the user presents himself/herself to the DW, used

together with user id to obtain proper authorization.
– Timestamp is the time that UA sends the request.

Trust of the UA message is assured by the PKI technique. That is, MAS guar-
antees the UA message to the AA by signing with its private key. The signed
message is then encrypted with the AA’s public key to ensure confidentiality. AA
automatically trusts the message signed by MAS key since the MAS is a core
trusted element. In addition, only legal AA can use its own private key to decrypt
the message.

[Step 7] UA Message Verification: Upon receiving a message, AA will acknowl-
edged the UA and verify the trustworthiness of the message by verifying the
digital signature signed by MAS in the previous step. AA will send all activities
of UA requests to CO for collecting in the log server.

[Step 8] OLAP Coordination: After the process in Step 7 is done, AA will then
be responsible for controlling the use of OLAP tool by several users (UAs). AA
will sign and pass the request format in Step 6 to OLAP Agent (OA) with the
time stamp that AA sends the request.

[Step 9] AA Message Verification: Upon receipt of a message, OA will acknowl-
edge the AA and verify the trustworthiness of the message by verifying the digital
signature signed by AA in the previous step. OA will send all activities of AA
requests to CO for collecting in the log server.

[Step 10] Multi-data Warehouse Control: After the process in Step 9 is done, OA
will then be responsible for accessing data warehouse according to the access
control capability list obtained from AA requested by several users (UAs). OA
manages the data access queue and check authorization before access data.

15.4 Implementation

15.4.1 Overview of the Implementation

The initial scope of our implementation is to develop the authentication and autho-
rization engines connected to the constructed OLAP tool pulled with several DWs.
Our proposed System A-COLD (Access Control of web-OLAP over multiple DWs)
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takes the authentication and authorization properties by leveraging the MAS engine
functions. The prototype system is a Java-based API, so it can be embedded into any
OLAP application that requires its secure functionality. The OA will communicate
between authentication and authorization engines and OLAP tools. They also map
and integrate the heterogeneous DW schema to the model that we have defined [7].
However, the first version of our experiment we do not touch on this feature yet. The
relational schema of multiple DWs we used for the test.

The test scenario consists of a web server, LDAP directory, Database Oracle 9i.
In the experiment, 100 clients are assigned to register for the certificates and key
pairs, which are kept in the USB e-token issued by the CA in order to access to
the web OLAP connected to multiple DWs autonomously. Figure 15.5 presents the
implementation environment of A-COLD.

Not only does the experiment validate the functionality of A-COLD, it also as-
sesses its scalability and reliability. There are two corporate sites that need to share
the data access to each DW. A-COLD is a web-based application installed at the
TDID site, while all collaborative DWs are connected to the A-COLD engine. Users
from both site are able to perform the analytical query based on their roles via this
tool by using the token contained the certificate. The system will validate the autho-
rization as described in Section 15.3.

All experiments were run on Intel Pentium hardware with 1.8 GHz processor and
2 GB of RAM runningWindows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition. For the data set,
we use three warehouse databases namely, TDID CA DW, RA data DW, and ePay
DW. All DWs are distributed in the different sites and currently available for serving
the certification-related service. The following shows the detail of DW schema we
used to experiment.

Fig. 15.5 A-COLD implementation environment
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TDID CA DW is the data warehouse containing the data about certification
services operated by Thai Digital ID Co., Ltd. (TDID). It has two fact attributes
< Sales, Certificate Issued > and fours main dimension members:

1. Certificate < Category, Type, DN, Name >
2. Customer < Type, Region, Province >
3. Time < Year, Quarter, Month, Date >, and
4. Promotion< Group, Type, Name >

Registration Authority (RA) DW is the data warehouse that houses the data about
RA which is an authority in a network that gets the user requests and then verifies
credentials for a digital certificate. It has three fact attributes < Sales, No. of cert
issued, No. of Cert Revoked > and three dimension members:

1. CA < Type, Class, Name >
2. RA < Type, Region, Province, Name >, and
3. Time < Year, Quarter, Month, Date >

ePay DW is the data warehouse storing the data about ePayment service run by
Corporate B., our partner organization that currently outsources their CA operation
service to TDID. ePay DW contains a number of transaction data that customers use
to perform inter-bank payment transfer between counterpart companies. It has three
measures < Payment Fee, Payment amount by Payer, No. of failed records > and
three dimension members:

1. Customer < Name, Type, Region, Province >
2. ePay Certificate < Issuing CA, RA Name, Cert Role >, and
3. Time < Year, Quarter, Month, Date >

Figure 15.6 illustrates the main configuration of the DW Authorization Management
System which connects to the OLAP. From this screen, the system administrator
can configure the system components including web server, LDAP directory, log
server, activity analyzer server, and OLAP server connected to DW servers. Here,
we can add any DWs to the profile list and connect them to the authentication pool.
To verify the multi-DW authentication process, user access and authorization, the
administrator can check all activities from the activity log and event log provided
by our system.

15.4.2 Access Control System via the OLAP Tool

A-COLD is a Java Web OLAP that provides a full set of functionality to analyze
OLAP data originating from corporate data sources. It is a Web application that is
deployed to run on the dedicated Web application server. All authorized users from
several organizations can access the tool from their Web browser without download-
ing any components to their local machines.

Figure 15.7 displays the OLAP screen shot of the TDID CA DW with the
user role “CA Operator”. The user can perform the analytical query according to
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Fig. 15.6 DW authorization management system

Fig. 15.7 OLAP screen shot for user role “CA Operator”
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his/her role from the multiple DWs via this tool with the standard OLAP opera-
tions. Users can connect to multiple DWs consecutively without a re-logon via the
Web-OLAP tool.

In the experiment, we found that all 100 users are capable to concurrently query
via the A-COLD over multiple DWs based on their roles in a functionally accurate
and consistent manner. They also satisfy the convenient and flexible feature of the
tool by navigating to different DWs without additional re-logon. Based on the trust
of certificate issued by the CA, the business partner who is the DW resource provider
even ensure the trust of all users access to their systems.

15.4.3 Performance Improvement by Parallel Agent Processing

As we employ the multi agent systems concept, the overall performance of the
system is improved by promoting the parallel agent processing. Traditionally, one
Application Agent (AA) is mapped to and responsible for an application. As a result,
the AA queue creates a bottleneck due to its serial request processing. We introduce
parallelism by having multiple AAs dedicated to an application. Each of them main-
tains its own queue. Initially an application will have only one “original” AA. When
the queue length reaches a certain threshold, the AA will fork itself as a “replica” to
accept future incoming requests, while the original still serves incoming requests if
its queue has available room. Both the original AA and its replicas can do forking.
To prevent wasting the resources, each AA replica instance has its own clock count-
ing down; if the timeout is met, it will be expired. The clock will be reset for every
request upon arrival. One may notice that the back-end application still processes
in serial manner. This is left to the system administrator as it is trivial to establish
server load balancing or clustering. Besides, as the serial processing still exists in
Policy Agent (PA) and OLAP Agent (OA), which serves AA requests and serve the
analytical query from the users, we use the same tactic as applied to AA.

Based on the test scenario, we evaluate the optimum threshold by feeding a num-
ber of requests to the system and observe the speed of the total execution time and
consider the resource consumption (i.e., CPU and memory usage) to determine the
appropriate value of the forking thresholds.

Figure 15.8 illustrates the experimental result of the processing time and resource
consumption of the different threshold values.

According to the result, we consider that the forking threshold at 50 requests is
an appropriate balance for good processing speed and percentage of CPU usage.
Even though the threshold at 25 requests gives a bit better performance speed, it
consumes more CPU time since the java thread is generated more. Empirically, we
also observed that the memory usage is around 45% which is indifferent for all given
thresholds and simulated requests.

Figure 15.9 represents the simulation result which compares the overall pro-
cessing time between single agent processing (threshold D 0) and multiple agents
processing with the forking thresholds at 25, 50, 75, and 100 requests to serve
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the number of requests as shown in the graph. We evaluate the execution time,
starting from UA construction to the sessions that some certain numbers of users
successfully connect to the multiple DWs by using the OLAP.

The graph confirms that the computing speed by multiple agents significantly
outperforms the single agent processing (thresholdD 0). As we simulated a large
number of requests upto 2,000 requests, it still yields a reasonable performance.

Ultimately, our proposed system has been proven for its functionality, includ-
ing access control, OLAP query, and performance. Besides, due to the extensive
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capability of MAS, the system yields performance that is satisfactory, scalable, and
robust. This would bring to the further real deployment to the expansion of a number
of DWs and users.

15.5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the idea and implementation of how the authentication, RBAC
authorization, and accountability for the multi-DW and multi-user are well sup-
ported by the PKI and MAS technique. Our proposed model actually benefits from
multi agent systems enabling the high modularity, flexibility, and performance of the
authentication and authorization. The impact of the proposed architecture covers a
real need of an access control model for multi-DW. In our approach, the user au-
thentication is strongly controlled by the PKCs while the authorization is regarded
in terms of DW role based assignment by Role ACs. We proposed the Bridge AC
as a mechanism to facilitate the mapping of user identification and role. By this, the
updating scheme and user role control are done efficiently without the change on
OLAP application and DWs. Not only for the static policy based handling, the ac-
tivity based policy enforcement by DW users is also taken into account. The access
of dimensions and fact data are preserved and well monitored by the agent systems.
The OLAP query is thus filtered in both pre-authentication and role verification
based on the respective DW policy. Finally, we also demonstrate the advantage of
MAS in the simulation and proven that the deployment of multi-agent considerably
improves the system performance. We introduce the parallel agent processing tech-
nique to make the agent’s activities and the overall process more robust and scalable.
We have demonstrated that our proposed approach could serve as the efficient access
control infrastructure for secure data warehouses in the federation environment.

For future work, we will focus on the formal policy specification and integration
for collaborative DWs. In terms of reliability, the system needs to be tested under
a real environment with a high number of clients and DWs. We will also consider
the design of OLAP feature capable to support “drill-across” over multiple DWs
with the consolidated permissions. Finally, our authorization engine will be tested
to work with existing commercial OLAP tools.
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Chapter 16
Security in Distributed Collaborative
Environments: Limitations and Solutions

Rachid Saadi, Jean-Marc Pierson, and Lionel Brunie

Abstract The main goal of establishing collaboration between heterogeneous
environment is to create such as Pervasive context which provide nomadic users
with ubiquitous access to digital information and surrounding resources. However,
the constraints of mobility and heterogeneity arise a number of crucial issues related
to security, especially authentication access control and privacy. First of all, in this
chapter we explore the trust paradigm, specially the transitive capability to enable a
trust peer to peer collaboration. In this manner, when each organization sets its own
security policy to recognize (authenticate) users members of a trusted community
and provide them a local access (access control), the trust transitivity between peers
will allows users to gain a broad, larger and controlled access inside the pervasive
environment. Next, we study the problem of user’s privacy. In fact in pervasive and
ubiquitous environments, nomadic users gather and exchange certificates or cre-
dential which providing them rights to access by transitivity unknown and trusted
environments. These signed documents embeds increasing number of attribute that
require to be filtered according to such contextual situation. In this chapter, we pro-
pose a new morph signature enabling each certificate owner to preserve his privacy
by discloses or blinds some sensitive attributes according to faced situation.

16.1 Introduction

Users of Information Technologies are somehow contradictory! On one hand, they
want their life easy, so they prefer to access transparently to the large set of infor-
mation, appliances and devices being in their environment. On the other hand, they
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want to have a clear understanding of what they access and they want to ensure that
only the minimum information about themselves is delivered to third parties. They
want to be trusted, but are reluctant to trust.

In this chapter, we will explore this contradiction. We will give way to mecha-
nisms that allow a certain balance reachable between paranoia and naiveness.

This goal is large, and we will certainly not address all kind of issues this
statement opens. We will focus our propose on trust management in collaborative
distributed environments. They witness a growing interests with the meet of web-
enhanced information technologies and wireless devices. The anywhere anytime
access to information and services is nowadays a must. All the approaches rely on a
kind of trust to establish the necessary regulations for authentication, authorization
and access control.

While the trust is easy to set up between the known participants of a communi-
cation, the evaluation of trust becomes a challenge when confronted with unknown
environment. It is more likely to happen that the collaboration in the mobile en-
vironment will occur between totally unknown parties. An approach to handle this
situation has long been to establish some third parties that certify the identities, roles
and/or rights of both participants in a collaboration. In a completely decentralized
environment, this option is not sufficient. To decide upon accesses one prefer to rely
only on what is presented to him by the other party and by the trust it can establish,
directly by knowing the other party or indirectly, and vice versa. Hence a mobile
user must for example present a set of certificates known in advance and the visited
site may use these certificates to determine the trust he can have in this user and thus
potentially allow an adapted access. In this schema the mobile user must know in
advance where she wants to go and what she should present as identifications. This
is difficult to achieve in a global environment. Moreover, the user likes to be able to
have an evaluation of the site she is visiting to allow limited access to her resources.
And finally, an user does not want to bother about the management of her security at
fine grain while preserving her privacy. Ideally, the process should be automatized.

After exploring related work concerning the management of security issues and
trust in collaborative distributed environments in Section 16.3 we motivate on use
cases the need for adapted trust mechanisms and access control in Section 16.2. This
first part on literature reviews and users’ understandings permit to draw the sketch
of what is missing and which tools are available to go one step further.

In a second part, we propose an approach where the users can behave as
chameleons (Section 16.4) taking the “colors” of their environments enriching their
nomadic accesses. It relies on a distrust model (Section 16.5) extended to evaluate
the distinct disposition of trust of participants (Section 16.6). Finally we present a
certification mechanism (namely X316, Section 16.7) that allows to carry out the
trust evaluation together with the roles of the participants while allowing to hide
some of its elements, preserving the privacy of its users and adapting to the trust-
fulness of the environment. We conclude in 16.8 by comparing our approach with
existing approaches in terms of interoperability, traceability, mobility, trust propa-
gation, disposition to trust and multiple identifications.
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16.2 Uses Cases

16.2.1 Nomadic User

The objective of our research is to extend the access scope for each user inside
different sites. These sites are organization, host or domain like universities, restau-
rants, post offices, airports, etc. The challenge is to allow each mobile user to roam
and access inside this environment easily and transparently, by exceeding a certain
numbers of barriers like the heterogeneity of the different access policies.

Let’s consider the following use case, as illustrated in Fig. 16.1. We have Pr Bob;
he is member of University A. This Professor goes to a conference in University B
and goes to meeting in University C. He communicates with the different surround-
ing “objects” (students, professors and resources: Printer, video projector, etc.). In
fact, Bob owns a professional card or conference badge that defines his status and
contains a picture or fingerprint to identify its holder. This card or badge allows Bob
an access inside these universities according to a convention or shared collaboration
(the same work group). These Universities do not know the owner of the card, but
trust his cards.

If we map this scenario in the mobile distributed environment, universities corre-
spond to sites. A certificate simulates the professional card and the fingerprint or the

Meeting

University C

University A

University B

Conference

Certificate

Fig. 16.1 Nomadic user
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picture is replaced by an authentication system embedded in the certificate. In this
manner, if Bob has the right to access a conference, according to his certificate, he
obtains a new temporary certificate (like a badge in a conference). This certificate
allows Bob to communicate inside this new site like all members.

The challenge is how each target site can recognize, evaluate the trustworthi-
ness and give then an access to this unknown foreign user?

16.2.2 Private User

Actually all distributed systems (grid, pervasive, etc.) are based on a certification
model that embeds in the certificate more and more user information such as: name,
birthday, role, public key identifier, etc. Each certificate can thus be used freely by
its owner anywhere in the environment.

When a certificate is presented to an organization (see Fig. 16.2), this one
should read only relevant information from the certificate. Let’s illustrate this by
an example:

Fig. 16.2 Private user
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Bob obtains from his home site a certificate containing his electronic identity
with: name, photo, birth-date, marital status, Social Security number, health insur-
ance, job title, and employer. When Bob would like to shop online, he will present
from this certificate only needed information (e.g., name) and would not disclose
his marital status, birth-date or job information. When Bob visits a doctor he has to
provide his name, health insurance information, SS number, etc., but will not de-
clare his job status. Similarly, when Bob wants to buy an alcoholic drink he must
prove his age (older than eighteen). So he presents his certificate, showing only his
photo and his birth-date and hides all other information.

The problem is: How the certificate format can be adapted according to the
user and environment context?

16.3 Related Work

In this section, we will exhibit some works towards the modeling of trust, its
evaluation and its granularity in distributed collaborative environments. We also ex-
hibit some works related to access control, focusing on the advances in distributed
collaborative environments. Furthermore, we describe some means to aggregate au-
thentication mechanisms in certificates while hiding some parts of the contained
information of the certificates.

16.3.1 Trust

In the last decades, trust models such as [1, 13, 40] have defined “trust” as a funda-
mental aspect for an inter-domain relationship. In the domain of social sciences there
has been substantial research into the concept of trust. Some distinguished authors
include Luhmann [38], Barber [8], Coleman [23], and Fukuyama [24]. The findings
have been applied in areas including economics, finance, management, government,
and psychology. In recent years trust has garnered considerable interest in the com-
puter science community as the basis of solutions to various network security issues
such as authentication, authorization and access control.

We now delineate some systems discussed in the literature that pertain particu-
larly to trust-based security and access control in pervasive environments.

In [17] Capra describes hTrust, a trust management system targeted towards mo-
bile/pervasive computing. The architecture is decentralized and makes each entity in
the network responsible for its own security. The backbone of the system is a trust
formation function which forms an opinion about the trustworthiness of an entity
based on aggregated trust information that comprises both locally maintained his-
tory of direct experiences as well as recommendations received from other entities.
In computing trustworthiness, the function allows an entity to assign more weight
to its own past experiences, thus preferring trust reflexivity, or assign more weight
to recommendations, thus preferring trust transitivity.
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The Pervasive Trust Management (PTM) model [5, 7] by Almenarez et al. aims
to enable pervasive devices to establish spontaneous relationships in infrastructure-
less ad hoc networks. In PTM trust is established between entities either directly or
indirectly (through recommendations). The two approaches are considered largely
independent of each other. In contrast, Capra’s hTrust treats trust formation as a
function of both direct experiences and recommendations. When computing trust-
worthiness using the indirect approach, PTM assigns weights to the trust values
reported by the recommenders which reflect the reliability of the sources. Almenarez
et al. also present TrustAC [6], which defines access control policies based on trust
values obtained from PTM.

Capra and Musolesi [18] present an autonomic trust prediction model for perva-
sive environments. The model requires that each service provider in the environment
advertises a service specification which is a promise of a certain quality of service.
Given the service specification and the actual quality of service observed in previous
interactions with the service provider, the model uses a Kalman filter [35] to assess
its trustworthiness for future interactions.

There are a number of other studies that, although do not address pervasive com-
puting in particular, have been influential in the area of trust management.

Reference [2] by Abdul-Rahman and Hailes is one of the earlier works to de-
scribe a practical model to support trust in electronic communities. Trust Builder
[57] by Winslett et al. and Trust-X [12] by Bertino et al. are significant Auto-
mated Trust Negotiation systems. Guha et al. [26] describe a set of trust propagation
schemes and evaluate them on a large trust network consisting of 800 K trust scores
expressed among 130 K people.

To give it precise meaning and to make the concept mathematically manipulable,
several authors have proposed formal models of trust.

Marsh [39] was one of the earliest researchers to give a formalism of trust. The
model is based on simple linear mathematics. The utility of the model is demon-
strated by its application to agents in cooperative situations. Carbone et al. [19]
propose a formal model of trust in the context of pervasive computing, which fo-
cuses on the aspects of trust formation, evolution and propagation. The model is
based on domain theory [48]. Jonker and Treur [20] stress that trust is a function
of experiences between two entities over time. Based on this notion they develop
formal trust evolution and update functions.

Several authors have employed a graph theoretic approach towards the formal-
ization of trust, particularly its evolution and propagation.

Sant and Maple’s [47] graph theoretic framework for trust is grounded in the be-
lief that trust is not a local but rather a global phenomenon. The authors suggest that
it is important to take a global view to ensure an accurate level of trust in networks.
Levien’s Advogato system [36] shares similarities with that of Sant and Maple.

All these approaches compute trust value resulting from a trust chain as an aver-
age value. We believe that this evaluation not sufficient: for instance, it does not take
into account some constraints such as the personality and the subjectivity of each
node. In Sections 16.5 and 16.6 we will introduce a trust model handling propaga-
tion and the disposition to trust of the participants.
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In the rest of this related work we introduce how the trust paradigm is fulfilled
along different distributed systems.

16.3.2 Distributed and Collaborative Environments

16.3.2.1 Trust Granularity

Aforementioned, the trust is the starting point to establish and build links between
the various actors and entities of the environment, namely organizations and users.
In distributed environments, trust is used at various levels, and its perception may
be different depending on the involved players. Thus, we can identify three trust
classes as following:

� Trust Among Users Different users need to know each other to establish trust,
which be direct or transitive via one or more third parties. In distributed systems,
this level of trust has been used mainly in the peer to peer networks and virtual
communities under the name of reputation [25] (e.g., facebook, ebay, etc.).

The reputation is basically defined to evaluate the trustworthiness that can
be awarded to an entity based on its references and recommendations of other
members of the community.

� Trust Between Organization and Users Within an organization, individual
members are identified and have a local profile namely students, teachers, secre-
tary, etc. At this level, each members is recognizable and trust each other, due to
they belonging to the same organization. This later is considered to be the local
authority. Thus each member rely on this authority is rely on any other entity
certified by it.

In this kind of relationship, the notion of delegation is frequently imple-
mented. It has been defined with the aim to broad the scope of security policies
to make them more flexible and dynamic. This approach extends the authority by
using the propagation of the confidence. Thus, a source of authority may dele-
gate a trust entity to manage certain conduct of its resources. This mechanism is
increasingly integrated into the distributed architectures. It allows security policy
of involving local users who have the ability to assign more access to resources
based on their perception of trust. For example, a visitor who is an outsider of
the local site can acquire an access to the Internet or use a printer, if they have a
friend (member of the local domain) who have the authority to delegate this ac-
cess right. Certain systems go further, by proposing a mechanism for multi-level
delegation, which can have the right to delegate the delegation it self.

� Trust Beyond Organizations This relationship of trust is usually the result of
agreements or contracts between the various organizations to develop a collab-
oration or project for short or long period. This will make it easier for project
members belonging to different areas to move and use shared resources within
the framework of this alliance. This type of collaboration has emerged under the
name of VO: Virtual Organization [43].
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The research about the Virtual Organizations began around 1990s. It is a
distributed organizational structure which combines several independent orga-
nizations. The difficulty of establishing such alliance is due to the constraints
imposed by the various administrations that are heterogeneous and potentially
conflicting, but with the primary objective to cooperate, while protecting their
information systems.

This type of collaboration can be expanded. In this case, trust is treated
as a unifying relationship, often located among similar organizations, such as
universities, government agencies, schengens statements, and so on.

16.3.2.2 Distributed and Collaborative Systems

The collaboration between organizations is fulfilled between heterogeneous access
policy. Among them, three description models are identified:

� Discretionary access control (DAC)
� Mandatory access control (MAC)
� Role based access control (RBAC)

In DAC [27] all permission can be represented by an access matrix, where each
row corresponds to a user and each column to a resource. The problem of this model
is the difficulties of management, because in pervasive environment, it is not able to
put all access control list of a user in a mobile device.

MAC [10] typically deals with data resources, all of them are assigned a label
according to a classification, typically security levels like: top secret, secret, confi-
dential, unclassified.

RBAC [46] is based on the concept of roles. A role represents a collection of
permissions. In this manner, users are assigned roles according to the tasks they
have to perform. During the last decade, the role model-based has emerged as the
most suitable for security requirements. Indeed, several alternatives have emerged
to improve the basic model by making it more flexible and more responsive to the
requirements of the new distributed systems.

The model RB-RBAC (Rule-Based RBAC) [4] introduces the concept of negative
authorization to express that an actor is forbidden to play a role if it does not enable
certain attributes. The model TRBAC [11] Temporal RBAC, as its name suggests,
using the time constraint for allocation of role. In other words, a user can have a role
in the morning and another in the afternoon. The model OrBAC [3] (Organization
Based Access Control) defines a level of abstraction of the real world, which is the
newest and is the most generic possible. its design incorporates a hard definition of
context, hierarchical roles and delegation.

A distributed system is typically constructed out of different sites using differ-
ent access policies. In what follows, we will introduce the major distributed system,
which consider the problems of authentication and access control in the new gen-
eration of network, such as Pervasive, Grid, etc. and we will detail some security
solutions in these environments.
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The Shibboleth [49] is developed since 2001, it implements widely used
federated identity standards, principally SAML [52], to provide a federated sin-
gle sign-on and attribute exchange framework. Shibboleth also provides extended
privacy functionality allowing the browser user and their home site to control the
attributes released to each application. Using Shibboleth enabled access simplifies
management of identity and permissions for organizations supporting users and
applications. The application modify the known authentication protocol. Sandardly,
the resources owner (SOA source of autority) is responsible to authenticate the user
request. With Shibboleth, the home user institution (which the user is member),
checks the identify of the guest, and transmit the corresponding attributes to the
resources providers. Shiboboleth is widely adopted by the academic community,
but there is not adapted to trust propagation. In fact, neither mapping concept nor
the delegation protocol are enabled for this system.

The project PERMIS [21] (Privilege and Role Management Infrastructure Stan-
dards Validation) is an access control system based on the certification mechanism.
It has been developed since 2001 by the group “Research Systems Security” at the
University of Salford. It implements a system of access control based on the RBAC
model using X.509 [30] certificates attributes. The authorizations are represented in
XML and stored in an LDAP directory. PERMIS can operate in push or pull mode
to retrieve the attributes for authorization. This system implements the concept of
static delegation of authority. Thus, the SOA is responsible to define in the autho-
rization, the entities with the right to assigning roles.

However, “DyVOSE” project [55] at the national e-Science Center from the
University of Glasgow are working together to integrate a dynamic delegation to
PERMIS, which enable creating a chain of delegation with a limited size. The
spread of trust addressed by the dynamic delegation represents a major evolution
of the PERMIS project. It extends the scope of the access security policies, but is
still limited compared to a mapping approach which is applied between different
policies.

The access control mechanism Sygn [50] provides a decentralized permission
storage and management system in Grid Computing. All permissions in Sygn are
encoded in certificates, which are stored by their owners and used when required.
Permissions can be created on demand, by the owners of the resources or by admin-
istrators to whom this responsibility has been delegated. Sygn allows an efficient
decentralized administration of dynamically changing resources and permissions.
Sygn avoids the use of centralized and minimizes the use of trusted third parties.
However, like PERMIS, the spread of trust remains limited.

Actually, the delegation is considered as a main aspect of Trust in distributed
environment. Some certification models use a system of delegation, The delegation
gives to users an access for example, through other authorized users [16, 33], or
authorized agents [34], etc. This certificate contains the rights of user. The dele-
gation itself is viewed as a right. Only the users with rights to delegate an action
can actually delegate that action, and the ability to delegate can itself be delegated.
The delegation mechanism is considered to be efficient, but not sufficient alone to
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perform a broad access. Indeed, the user’s scope is restricted to environments where
she is locally known. Consequently, she has an access if there is at least one entity
that trusts her.

Therefore, to enhance the access scope, a system based on a “Mapping Policy”
is implemented for instance in Grid Computing [56]. Pearlman et al. [43] defines a
virtual Organisation VO that groups some users and resources, e.g., hosts or storage
space. It relies on a centralized server CAS. This server is used to map or convert
the local user access to a VO access. Applying this mapping concept seems to be
inadequate in the mobile distributed environment. Indeed, the user must have an
account in the virtual organisation to obtain a VO certificate, and this certificate
does not allow the user to access another VO, but only this one. Moreover, using a
centralized server is seen as a drawback. Various projects work to extend the CAS
server. They are trying to resolve the scaling issue, by enabling a communication
protocols between VOs to manage a decentralized and large access control policy.
With this last point, the collaboration between servers CAS is a good approach but
remains limited because the interaction is static and can not be spread and evolved
dynamically.

Trust-Based Access Control (TrustAC) [6] is a system for ensuring pervasive en-
vironments access control using a mechanism for evaluating the trust called PTM
[7]. In TrustAC, the user’s device is responsible to administrate its own security pol-
icy. Each device maintains a list of secure or malicious entities by awarding them
a trust degree according to their reputation and recommendations from other users.
In contrast to the RBAC model, in this system each user is not linked to a role but to
a numeric value bounded between 0 and 1 which corresponds to the degree of trust-
worthiness within the community. The use of numerical values can manage classes
and categories of users (as the model DAC). Thus, like RBAC, each permission is
granted to a trust degree and not the individual himself. This allows the implemen-
tation of the Mapping by level and reduces the complexity of the mapping security
policies. A drawback of TrustAC is that it does not evaluate the organization’s iden-
tity or the user context (The device used, e.g., PDA, Laptop, etc.).

To summarize this part, we believe that there is a need for enabling the delegation
of authority and the propagation of trust, that must take into account the context of
usage and allows the users to be recognize in their visited environments as in their
own environment. We will present later in Section 16.4 the Chameleon architecture
that handle this need.

In the last part of this literature review, we present the certification concept which
is considered as the most used tool to ensure security in distributed systems.

16.3.3 Certification Mechanism

The Certification mechanism is a service based on digital signature. It uses the con-
cept of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to provide a security privilege based on
the trust accorded to the signatory. This mechanism is implemented to authenticate
contents of the certificate and to implement a distributed system based on trust.
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In the literature, some certification models are standardized and formalized, e.g.,
PGP(Pretty Good Privacy) [58], SPKI [29], Sygn [50], X509 [30], Akenti [54].

X509 is the most used standard. However, it has first been designed as an
identity certificate, and its last extension proposed to extend its scope to attribute
certificate. Unfortunately, the usability of the new extension is deemed to be too
complex and requires adaptations (depending on security policies, e.g., RBAC), like
in PRIMA [37] and PERMIS [21] which adapt the X509 attribute format to extend
its capabilities.

SPKI was proposed to become an alternative to X509. SPKI focuses on au-
thorization certificates more than identity certificates. The objective of SPKI is
simplicity. Unlike the X509, which is based on ASN 1.0 [31] format, SPKI cer-
tificate is described in S-expression [42] offering more flexibility and readability.

These last models of certification have some drawbacks. In fact, all of them iden-
tify one user only with her public key using a challenge-response mechanism [22].
But each nomadic user owns multiple devices with different capacity (computing
power) and capabilities (biometric identification, memory, . . . ). Hence one certifi-
cate should embed more than one identification in order to give the user different
means to authenticate her certificates. Furthermore, on one hand, the certificate con-
tains more and more information (sensitive or public) and, on the other hand the
context of usage is very important in new collaborative distributed environments.
The certificate contents should therefore be adaptable (or rather adapted) according
to the context.

16.3.4 Morph Mechanism

We define the morph mechanism to perform the certification contextual adapta-
tion. It represents the ability to hide some attributes on a signed message according
to context. Steinfeld et al. [53] define this property as CES (Content Extraction
Signature): “A Content Extraction Signature should allow anyone, given a signed
document, to extract a publicly verifiable extracted signature for a specified sub-
document of a signed document, without interaction with the signer of the original
document”.

The most used approach divides the messages into fragments, then signs each
one separately. Micaly and Rivest [41] is the first work which introduces the con-
cept of transitive signature. In their algorithm, giving a signature on two graph edges
Sig(x,y) and Sig(y,z) (where x, y and z represent subdocuments), a valid signature
Sig(x,z) can be computed to hide “y” without accessing the secrete key. Johanson
et al. [32] have introduced some improvements by enabling a homomorphic signa-
ture. Let a signature Sig(x). Anyone can compute a signature Sig(w) on any subpart
w of x obtained by rubbing out some position of x. [14] is the first work which uses
homomorphic function property to define a new signature algorithm for morphing
certificates.
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All previous approaches have a drawback; they define a new algorithm to perform
the certificate adaptability, instead of using the existing standard.

[53] exposes a modification of the RSA computing algorithm. Their approach is
based on the homomorphic property of RSA, i.e., hd1 h

d
2modN D .h1h2/

dmodN .
This algorithm multiplies the RSA sub-messagesi signatures (hdi modN ), and
checks whether the result is the signature of the hash values products. Their ap-
proaches are very useful. However, they are based on mathematical proprieties that
address only a specific class of signature algorithm. This constraint reduces the
usability scope.

The World Wide Web Consortium “W3C” standard: “XML Digital signature”
(XMLDSig) [9] offers the capability to sign different parts of documents. [15] add
some elements to the XMLSignature standard to perform the certificate adaptability.
These methods are very attractive, but are not appropriate in a certificate model.
They treat certificates as any documents, where each one is decomposed into several
sub-documents. Consequently, the user is free to disclose or blind any part (e.g
certificate identifier). But credential or certificate does not consist of distinct parts,
but are rather composed of a single bloc, which contains two sort of fields: Static
field (e.g., certificate identifier, issuer identity, time of validity, . . . ) that can not be
adapted and Dynamic field (e.g., user name, user rights, . . . ) that can be hidden on
demand depending on the context.

To conclude, the certification mechanism has to be used and standards have to
be favored to sign the certificates. The need to handle dynamically the certificate’s
contents is not covered by the literature. We will later propose a new model of
certification in Section 16.7 that finds solutions to the afore mentioned problems.

16.4 The Chameleon Architecture

As illustrated in the first use case, one of the primary characteristics of a collabor-
ative distributed environment is to allow users to roam ubiquitously between dis-
parate administrative domains. As stated before, the issue is how a local site can
authenticate and allow access to previously unknown foreign users.

Our Chameleon architecture works as a front-end for each site and controls ac-
cess to it by foreign users. When a foreign user approaches a site, the chameleon
system upon authenticating the user, transforms them into a local user and grants
them access. The architecture is named after the animal chameleon which has the
ability to transform itself to fit into its environment (see Fig. 16.3).

To set up the Chameleon architecture we define three modules (see Fig. 16.4):

� PEP “Policy Enforcement Point” Used to authenticate a user and capture her
context

� PDP: “Policy Decision Point” Used to evaluate user and provide her an access
profile

� PAP “Policy Access Point” Used to enable the mapping policy
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Fig. 16.3 The chameleon

Our architecture allows a user to authenticate on a remote site and to grant her
an access to the site without being locally recognized in advance. The architecture
is a trust-based access control model that uses the dynamic certification mechanism
called “X316” [45] (see Section 16.7).

16.4.1 Selecting a Certificate (Fig. 16.4 Steps 1–3)

We use the certificate model called X316: Morph Access Pass Certificate [45]. The
X316 works as a pass, allowing its owner to roam among different sites. Each site
issues all its members a Home certificate (H316) that contains the member’s local
profile and rights. A target site can authenticate the user and attribute them a Trust
certificate (T316), if they are approved as trusted.

When a user arrives at a target site, the user’s device selects and transmits a valid
credential depending on the identity of the target site (hospital, university, airport,
etc.). The PEP receives the user credential, and authenticates the certificate owner
by selecting an authentication process such as challenge response, biometric, etc.
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16.4.2 Evaluating the Trustworthiness of a User
(Fig. 16.4 Steps 4–6)

Once the user is authenticated, the target site attempts to assign her a profile based
on the identity of the certificate issuer. We define a trust model (see Section 16.5)
to enable organizations to communicate and share certain information about their
members.

Each site administrator builds its local trust set which contains all the trusted
sites and assigns each one a numerical trust value. When a user arrives at a target
site, the PDP of this site requests trusted sites about the user’s home site “H”. Once
H is located, a trust chain is created between the target site and the home site.

In this manner, the environment can be seen as a graph, and we note Tg.S;E/ a
valued and directed graph such that:

� The nodes of the graph represent the sites of S.
� Each trust relation between two sites is represented by a directed edge e. The set

of edges is consequently identified with the set of relations, E.
� Each edge is valued by the distrust degree between the sites represented by the

source and destination nodes of this edge.

The evaluation of this path allows the target site to decide if the foreign user
can be allowed to access the target site resources. This model, using community
collaboration, enables the target site to evaluate the nomadic user in relation to its
home site.

We will consider three different acceses: local, direct and transitive access.

� A local access is provided by the home site to all registered users (i.e., where
they have their accounts and can authenticate themselves).

� A direct access is provided by the PDP module of a site to all users registered in
its trusted sites. This direct access is valued by the trust degree between the local
and the trusted site.

� A transitive access can be provided by a site to a user who does not belong to
a site of its trust set, under a condition that a valid trust chain between one of
the user’s home sites and trusted sites exists in the graph. This transitive access
is valued by the trust propagation degree between these two sites (in case of
the existence of several possible chains, the PDP is responsible for choosing the
reference chain). To manage the users’ access, each site has to define thresh-
olds beyond which access is not allowed (i.e., when trust can not be established
anyway).

16.4.3 Attributing an Access Profile (Fig. 16.4 Steps 7–9)

Attributing an access profile to a foreign user requires to first define two constructs:
a local profile and a mapping policy.
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Fig. 16.5 Trust propagation

Once a user is allowed to access a target site, the PAP attributes her a local pro-
file using a mapping policy. Each site defines some external profiles (local profiles),
which can be attributed to trusted foreign users. The mapping policy is implemented
to find a mapping between the home profile of a foreign user to an analogous lo-
cal one. Each site creates a mapping table that enables the matching between the
different profiles of trusted sites and its own analogous profiles. For example (see
Fig. 16.5), a user Bob, having an access profile with level 5 in his home site C wants
to access a site B which provides Bob a new access level for instance, level 3.

After having established the global architecture and functions of the Chameleon,
we enter now in details in the (dis)trust model that serves as a basis for it.

16.5 The Distrust Model

16.5.1 The Trust Relation

Definition 16.1. The Trust relation: Let S denotes a set of sites. Let A and B two
sites, A 2 S;B 2 S . If A trusts B then we say that the relation Trust is verified
between A and B and we note A Trust B A is called the trustor and B the trustee.

We endow the trust relation with the following properties:

� Reflexivity 8A 2 S;A Trust A
Trivially, a site trusts itself.
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� Non-Symmetry The Trust relation is not symmetric. Indeed, a site is fully re-
sponsible for its trust policy and there is no obligation of reciprocity, so we
can get
A Trust B ^ :B Trust A.

� Transitivity The Trust relation is transitive:
8A;B;C 2 S;A Trust B ^ B Trust C ) A Trust C
This property is fundamental for the effectiveness of the proposition. It allows
the definition of “trust chains” between sites that do not know each other (see
below).

We define a Trust Set of a site A as the set of sites with which A has a direct trust
relationship with and can directly evaluate the trustworthiness of each of those sites.

Based on the Trust relation, we introduce the distrust function t0, to estimate
the level of (dis)trust between two sites.

16.5.2 Distrust Function

Definition 16.2. Distrust function: We call distrust function and we note t0, the
function defined as:

t0 W S 	 S ! N S: set of sites
.A;B/! d N W set of natural numbers

t0.A;B/ D
� C1 if :.A Trust B/
0 � d � T 0A otherwise

(16.1)

where d represents the distrust degree and T 0A denotes the distrust threshold of
the site A. The distrust threshold represents the maximum level of distrust beyond
which A does not trust B (i.e., over this threshold the relation A Trust B is not
verified).

This function quantifies the degree of distrust that the site A shows wrt the
site B. When t0.A;B/ increases, the distrust increases (i.e., the trust decreases).
As consequences:

� t0.A;A/ D 0: any site has a complete trust in itself.
� t0.A;B/ < t0.A; C /: means that the trustor A has a higher trust in B than in C.

The distrust function shows properties related to the properties of the Trust
relation.
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16.5.2.1 Properties of Distrust Function

Self Trust

8A 2 S; t0.A;A/ D 0

Non-commutativity

9A;B 2 S=t0.A;B/ D d1 ^ t0.B;A/ D d2 ^ d1 ¤ d2
i.e., t0.A;B/ is independent from t0.B;A/.

Composition

Let A, B, C three sites. The composition of the distrust degrees t0.A;B/ and
t0.B; C /, noted t0.A;B/C t0.B; C / is defined as:

t0.A;B/

C
t0.B; C /

D

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

C1 if .t0.A;B/ D C1/ _ .t0.B; C / D C1/

t0.A;B/

C
t0.B; C /

otherwise
(16.2)

This distrust model allows one to construct a Trust graph Tg.S;E/. This trust
chain is used to decide if a “foreign” user can be allowed to access to the site re-
sources (i.e., to decide if a user who does not own an account of the system can get
logged in the system).

To allow foreign user a local access, each site has to define thresholds beyond
which access is not permitted.

We distinguish two thresholds:

� Distrust threshold T 0A: It is defined by the local site ‘A’ to build up its Trust Set by
attributing to each trusted site a distrust value between 0 and the max value T 0A.

� Global (distrust) threshold �T 0A: Each trustor A has to define a global threshold,
corresponding to the maximum tolerated degree for a transitive access. This value
is proportional to the distrust threshold and to the defined maximum authorized
chain length LA starting from A. �T 0A D T 0A 	 LA.

This distrust model is decentralized. Each site evaluates its distrust threshold
independently from other sites. This can lead to a divergence in the evolution of
the transitive access. For example: one trustor can value its trustees up to 20 and
another can value its trustees up to 500. To smooth these differences, the distrust
propagation function is defined to evaluate, for each site, its distrust degree relatively
to its distrust threshold.
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16.5.2.2 Distrust Propagation Function

Let A, B, C be three sites. The composition of the distrust degrees t0.A;B/ and
t0.B; C /, noted P 0B .A; C / D t0.A;B/˚ t0.B; C / is defined as:

P 0B.A; C / D

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

C1 if.t0.A;B/ D C1/ _ .t0.B; C / D C1/

t0.A;B/

C
t0.B;C/

T 0
B

	 T 0A
otherwise

(16.3)

Consequently, a site A can allow a foreign user U (registered in C) an access through
an intermediary trusted site B.

iif 0 � P 0B .A; C / � �T 0A

Generalization: Trust Chains

The composition of distrust degrees is generalized to n sites by composing two by
two the distrust degrees:

Let A and C be 2 sites of S; let B1 Bn be n sites of S.
Let us note T = .B1; : : : ; Bn/.
We note P 0T .A; C / and we call distrust propagation degree between A and C

based on T the value:

P 0T .A; C / D t0.A;B1/˚ � � � ˚ t0.Bn; C /:
P 0� .A; C / D t0.A; C /.property/:

Theorem 16.1.

P 0� .A; C / D C1, 9F;G 2 .A;B1; : : : ; Bn; C /=t0.F;G/ D C1 (16.4)

Proof. Trivial by application of the definition of t0: The composition of distrust
degrees equalsC1 if and only if one at least of the distrust degrees equalsC1.

Example

Let’s take five sites that build a trust chain (A,B,C,D,E). Suppose a user of the site
E wants to access the site A. To decide if this user can be granted an access, A
computes P 0B;C;D.A;E/ progressively (see Fig. 16.6).

If PA D 3 ^ T 0A D 70 then �T 0A.B/ D 70 	 3 D 210:
As a consequence, the user of the site E will be allowed to access the site A since:

0 � .P 0B;C;D.A;E/ D 173:3/ � .�T 0A.B/ D 210/
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Fig. 16.6 The trust propagation

16.6 Establishing Trust Beliefs Based on Disposition to Trust

As stated beforehand, a site’s Trust sSet is composed of the sites that it can evaluate
directly for their trustworthiness. In other words the members of the set are those
sites with whom the site has a direct trust relationship.

We introduce a novel method for the evaluation of trustworthiness of sites in the
Trust Set. The method is composed of the following three steps:

1. Specify the disposition to trust of the local site.
2. Trust sort.
3. Generate the quantitative evaluations of each of the trust set members.

The objective of this method is to allow the creation of trust beliefs that are
based not on the disposition to trust of individual administrators but on an uniform
disposition to trust of the home site. The result is a set of trust beliefs that are neutral
to the disposition to trust of the multiple administrators that contribute to its creation.
The trust beliefs are however consistent with an uniform disposition to trust defined
for the home site.

16.6.1 Specification of Disposition to Trust

Disposition to trust is the inherent propensity of an individual to trust or dis-
trust others. An individual’s disposition to trust does not vary for specific entities
but is a stable characteristic of their personality that governs how they view the
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trustworthiness of every other entity that they encounter. McKnight et al. [28] define
disposition to trust as the “extent to which a person displays a tendency to be willing
to depend on others across a broad spectrum of situations and persons”.

Although, disposition to trust has been discussed in the literature as the character-
istic of an individual, for our purpose we propose its definition as the characteristic
of an organization. We define a variable d that represents the disposition to trust of
an organization. d may be a variable on a range such as 0–9 with 0 representing
high disposition to trust and 9 representing low disposition to trust. Low disposition
to trust indicates that an individual or in our case an organization is less willing to
trust a foreign entity and vice versa. The value of d may be selected after consensus
between all the administrators in the organization.

16.6.2 Trust Sort

Instead of assigning trust values to individual nodes, we propose that an administra-
tor perform trust evaluations in relation to other nodes.

As for an example, let’s take Alice, Bob and Cathy having some trust relation-
ships. We note that on a range of 0–9, Alice may perceive the trustworthiness of
Cathy as 5. Whereas based on similar experiences, Bob may evaluate Cathy’s trust-
worthiness as 8. This difference occurs due to the difference in the disposition to
trust of Alice and Bob.

However, if the administrators are required to evaluate the trustworthiness of
nodes in relation to other nodes we may have the following scenario. Let’s say that
Alice rates Cathy as more trustworthy than David. Based on similar experiences
with Cathy and David, Bob is also very likely to rate Cathy more trustworthy than
David. We make the hypothesis that with this alternate approach we are more likely
to have more consistent trustworthiness evaluations.

We call the notion of evaluating nodes in relation to other nodes as “Trust Sort”.
An administrator is indeed sorting the foreign nodes in terms of their trustworthi-
ness. The result is a sorted list of nodes.

16.6.3 Generation of Quantitative Trust Values

16.6.3.1 A Classification of Sites

We can broadly classify sites into two categories based on their disposition to trust.
The first category represents sites that generally exhibit high levels of trust in the
members of their trust set. In contrast, the second category represents the sites that
are inclined towards low levels of trust in the members of their trust set.

We define a mathematical function y D fd .x/ that we call the BV (BehaVior)
function. The function represents a curve in the Cartesian coordinate system.
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Fig. 16.7 The trust behavior

� The input x is a positive integer that represents the order number of a node in the
sorted list. The list is numbered from 1 to n where n is the total number of nodes
in the list. The node in position 1 is the most trusted node.

� The output y represents the corresponding quantitative trust value for the node
based on the disposition to trust of the local site.

We note that in our model we consider zero as the maximum trust value.
We now present the contrast between sites that exhibit trustful and distrustful

disposition to trust or behavior in terms of the BV function.

1. Class 1 “Sites That Exhibit Trustful Behavior” This class represents the be-
havior of sites which are more trusting. We define that this characteristic is
represented by the BV function when it takes a hyperbola form. As illustrated
in Fig. 16.7 the projections of the x values are gathered closer to the maximum
trust value (zero).

2. Class 2 “Sites That Exhibit Distrustful Behavior” This class represents the
behavior of sites which are less trusting. We define that this characteristic is rep-
resented by the BV function when it takes a parabola form. As illustrated in
Fig. 16.7 the projections of the x values are gathered closer to the minimum trust
value.

16.6.3.2 The Behavior Function

We use a Bezier curve to implement the BV function due to the flexibility it allows
in plotting geometric curves.

The Bezier Curve is a parametric form to draw a smooth curve. It is fulfilled
through some points P0; P1; : : : ; Pn, starting at P0 going towards P1; : : : ; Pn�1
and terminating at Pn (see Fig. 16.8).
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Fig. 16.8 The Bezier curve
P1 P1

P2

P3P0 P0P2

In our model we will use a Bezier curve with three points, which is called a
Quadratic Bezier curve. It is defined as follows:

A quadratic Bezier curve is the path traced by the function B(t), given points
P0; P1; and P2.

B.t/ D .1� t/2 	 P0 C 2t.1 � t/ 	 P1 C t2 	 P2: (16.5)

The BV function is expressed by a Bezier curve that passes through three points
where:

� The origin point (P0.0; 0/)
� The behavior point (P1.bx; by/)
� The threshold point (P2.hx; hy/) where the hx represents the number of sorted

site and the hy represents the trust threshold

As illustrated in Fig. 16.9, by moving the behavior point P1 inside the rectangle
that is defined by P0 and P2, we are able to adjust the curvature.

Based on the Bezier curve, let us now define the “BV function”.
The BV function describes the trust behavior of a site. It takes the order number

of a node in the sorted list (x) and returns the corresponding “Quantitative trust
value” (y). To apply the BV function with the Bezier curve, we modify the Bezier
curve to obtain the output y as a function of x, instead of taking a temporal variable
t as input to compute x and y.

The BV function curve can be drawn through the three points P0.0; 0/,
P1.bx; by/ and P2.hx; hy/ using the Bezier curve as follows:

BV W Œ0; hx� �! Œ0; hy �

X �! Y

BVP1;P2
.X/ D

(
Y D .hy � 2by/./ .X//2 C 2by / .X/; if .hx ¤ 2bx/I
Y D hy

hx
x; otherwise:

Where / .X/ D �bxC
p
bx

2�2bx�XChx�X
hx�2bx

^
8
<

:

0 < X < hx
0 < bx < hx
0 < by < hy

(16.6)
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Fig. 16.9 The behavior curve functions

16.6.3.3 The Disposition to Trust Function D

As discussed earlier, the disposition to trust d of a site is given on a range. We now
define a function called the D function which operates on the behavior point P1 to
control the curvature of the BV function.

The D function operates on the point P1. According to the position of the
point P1 the Bezier curve will transition between parabola and hyperbola forms.
As illustrated in Fig. 16.9 the first and the last points delimit the curve frame. This
frame is a rectangle and it is defined by source point P0.0; 0/ and the threshold
point P2.hx; hy/. The middle point P1.bx; by/ controls site behavior. We assume
that this point can move through the second diagonal of the defined rectangle
bx D �hy

hx
	 by C hy . We define the Disposition to Trust function D as follows,

such that scrolling d between 0 and n gives updated positions for P1:

D W Œ0; n� �! Œ0; hx� 	 Œ0; hy �
d �! .bx; by/

D.d/ D
(
bx D �hx

n
d C hx

by D hy

n
d

(16.7)

The variable d represents the disposition to trust of a site. The value 0 indicates
maximum trustful behavior and n represents maximum distrustful behavior.
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16.6.4 Generating Quantitative Trust Values

Given d and the threshold points (P1, P2), the BV function is able to assign each
site in the sorted list a corresponding quantitative trust value as follows:

1. Specifying the P1 is fulfilled by selecting the corresponding disposition to trust
d between 0 and n.

2. The P2 point is specified by assigning hx and hy the following values:

� hx D (Number of trusted sites) C1
� hy D T 0 (the trust threshold)

3. Putting the trusted sites as classified along the abscissa of the BV function.

Example

� Let’s consider two sites, where the disposition to trust of each one (the point P1)
is bounded between 0 (very distrustful) and 9 (very trustful):

– S1: Trustful site, d D 1I
– S2: Distrustful site, d D 8:

� These sites evaluate five trusted sites (A,B,C,D,E). The threshold point P2 has
the coordinates:

hx D 5C 1 D 6 and hy D T 0 D 50: (16.8)

� The sorted list of both S1 and S2 is:
(high trust)(C). SiteD. SiteC. SiteE. Site A. SiteB. (�)(low trust)

Thus, by performing the BV function (see Fig. 16.10), we depict in the Table 16.1
the trusted values that would be assigned to each trusted site.

In this section, we illustrated the need to have a means to handle different dispo-
sition of trusts in a distributed collaborative environment and we proposed a solution
based on simple projection and Bezier curves. This proposal eliminates most of the
bias due to the differences in a community in their disposition to trust.

The next section will propose a new model of certificate that allows to embed
the trust model, the role/profile mapping facility and different authentication mech-
anisms while preserving the privacy of its user.

16.7 X316: Morph Access Pass Certificate

In distributed systems, especially in distributed collaborative environments, mobile
users gather certificates providing them rights to access unknown and trusted envi-
ronments. As seen in the second use case, such certificate embeds increasing number
of information that leads the certificate provider to adapt existing standards to its re-
quirements. Contrary to existing certificate standards, we aim to provide a flexible
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Fig. 16.10 Site classification

Table 16.1 Example
of sorting trusted sites

Site A Site B Site C Site D Site E

Site S1 13,9 24,2 3,9 1,5 7,8
Site S2 46,1 48,6 36,1 25,8 42,2

format of certificate enabling to disclose, to hide and to cipher any authorized part
of a certificate according to the user context, environment and wish. In this section,
we define and describe a new certificate model called X316 and we supply a secu-
rity toolbox (i.e., X316 Signature, X316 Encryption and X316 Context) allowing its
user for managing her certificate freely according to contextual situation.

Our contribution has an objective to define a very flexible model of certification.
It is inspirited by the W3C standards: “XML Digital signature”(XMLDSig). The
X316 is designed for a nomadic user. Indeed, unlike other certification systems, the
same X316 certificate can be used and authenticated from various devices with dif-
ferent capability and characteristics, and can be generated dynamically along a user
trip. In fact, by defining specific tags to delimit the dynamic parts, this certificate
acquires the capability to transform and to morph easily its content according to
context, situation, and environment.

Therefore, the X316 fulfills three properties:

� Generic structure
� Multi authentication
� Contextual adaptation
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The X316 certificate is composed of four parts: Header, Right, Authentication
and Signature.

� HEADER It identifies the certificate, and is mainly composed of the issuer and
the subject.

� RIGHT It is a variable part of a certificate, depending on the site’s policy. This
part contains information about user’s profile (e.g., role or access level) and user
capabilities (e.g., delegation).

� AUTHENTICATION This part permits to identify the owner of the X316. The
authenticators are numerous, and related to the variety of devices used in the
pervasive environment (PDA, mobile phone, terminals). Facilitating certificates
management is fulfilled by embedding several authenticators according to the
device’s authentication capabilities and the site’s security policy. Two ways of
authentication have been identified, remote and local authentication [44].

� SIGNATURE This part contains the information about the public cipher key and
the result of the certificate’s signature.

The X316 could be obtained in three different ways (see Fig. 16.11):

� Each site gives a Home Certificate or H316, to all its members.
� Each site gives a Roam certificate or R316, to a passing user, when it trusts her

Home Site. This certificate allows the user to extend her access scope along her
trip. The R316 does not provide access, it proves the user rights. This credential
type is generated dynamically without user authentication.

Fig. 16.11 The X316 type
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� Each site gives a Trust certificate or T316, to a guest, when it trusts her Home
Site. Instead of the R316 the T316 provides an access inside the target site and
needs user authentication.

In the rest of the section we use this syntax definition to describe each of the
X316 parts, where “?” denotes zero or one occurrence; “C” denotes one or more
occurrences and “*” denotes zero or more occurrences.

16.7.1 X316 Signature (The Morph Capability)

All standards (e.g., X509 and PGP) use a hash algorithm to obtain a residual value
from the certificate data. This value is signed by a private key of the certification
authority. Consequently if the content of the certificate is modified, the residual
result will be erroneous: The user is not able to adapt her certificate by blinding any
information inside.

In our solution, we use a single certificate that mainly contains the user profile,
all user access rights and some authentication systems. Yet we define in this model a
specific signature method, using specific tags. Thus the user can manage and morph
her certificates according to the specific transaction or context. However, some au-
thorized information can be freely masked by the certificate owner far from her
home site. In this manner each user extracts a sub-certificate from the original one
which only contains needed information for each specific situation.

The challenge is: how each user can customize her static certificates according
to a contextual situation?

To solve this problem, we must distinguish The Dynamic Part from the
Static Part.

� The Static Part is composed of mandatory and non changeable data (ex: the
ID of the certificate, the time of validity). These data set up the identity of the
certificate.

� The Dynamic Part provides sensitive information (e.g., the user name profile,
telephone, . . . ) and a contextual information (e.g., the device capability, security
context, . . . ).

To perform the X316 signature algorithm, all dynamic parts in the certificate
must be delimited. Thus we define the morph template to perform this signature
specification to any types of certificate.

16.7.1.1 Morph Template

The morph template is defined to facilitate and to standardize the creation of the
morph signature. Indeed most of certificate formats (X509, PGP, SPKI, etc.) are
formatted to express a regular structure and semantic contents. All these standards
are conceived to organize in a well-formatted manner. We define the morph template
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to perform the morph signature process through any certificate formats. The morph
template is composed of two sections: The “Credential Type” and the “Dynamic
Mask”.

� The Credential Type The morph signature should be computed through any type
of certificate (XML or ANS). This section tells about the type of the signed doc-
ument. This information is crucial as it defines how it will be parsed.

� The Dynamic Mask This section defines the dynamic parts in the signed certifi-
cate. For instance, in the X509 certificate, the extensions part or email part can
be considered as dynamic parts.

Dynamic Mask Syntax

The dynamic Mask enables to define the parts that are allowed to be hidden. This
attribute is expressed by alphanumeric values where:

� The 	 corresponds to any sequence of alphanumeric values.
� The ‹ corresponds to one alphanumeric value.
� .xxx/�’: if the 	 is put to the power, it implies that the corresponding DP part

and all its children parts are considered as a DP parts.

As illustrated in Fig. 16.12, the morph signature has as inputs the certificate and
the corresponding template. The morph signature parses the template to recognize
the dynamic parts. Then according to the type of the document, the morph signature

Fig. 16.12 X316 signature
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algorithm retrieves all defined dynamic parts and replaces them by their correspond-
ing hash values. Finally, the morph document is generated and the signature can be
computed. Please note that each DP can contain some other DP. In this manner, the
certificate subject is able to hide all the DP parts or a set of sub-parts inside the DP
part. Consequently before computing the global DP part, the digest of all sub DP
parts must be computed recursively. For the sake of clarity, these computed parts
are moved to the float part in the signature (see Fig. 16.12 step 4). To verify the
authenticity of each credential, the remaining DP Digest parts are replaced at their
right position before checking the signature.

16.7.1.2 Float Signature

The Float Signature part is composed of three attributes (Fig. 16.13):

� The Morph Template defines the used template to compute the morph signature.
� The “FloatDP” contains all hidden dynamic parts. Each removable part is defined

by its corressponding DPDigest value and its position in the original certificate.
� The DP Signature: This optional section allows the certificate user to sign the

“FloatsDPs” section. This signature permits to check that the X316 is only gen-
erated by its user.

Example

00 <FloatSignature>
01 <MoprphTemplate URI = ‘‘.../X316DP.mtp"/>
02 <FloatDPs>
03 <FloatDP position=‘‘421">
04 <DPDigest>.KQitWc...B6S</DPDigest>
05 </FloatDP>
06 </FloatDPs>
07 <DPSignature>
08 <ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm=‘‘...xmldsig#rsa-sha1"/>
09 <KeyInfo>
10 <KeyValue URI=‘‘#512RSAPubKey">
11 </KeyInfo>
12 <ds:SignatureValue>
13 KU6t7...BFh= </ds:SignatureValue>
14 </DPSignature>
15 </FloatSignature>

Fig. 16.13 Float signature
part
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This example describes the float signature (lines 01–14) with subject signature
using the “512RSAPubKey” (line 10).

16.7.2 X316 Encryption

X316 certificate may be transfered along the user travel among different sites where
some are trusted and others are not.

Alice wants to access a target site. For her request she must send some sensitive
information held in her certificate to the site administrator. Unfortunately she con-
siders the communication protocols unsafe. One solution consists to encrypt these
information. If one section in the certificate is ciphered, the scope of the certificate
will be limited, allowing only the site that has the cipher key to check the signature.

The morph certificate can solve this problem allowing each user to make safe any
information as long as it is delimited by a DP tag. If the certificate is to be transferred
to several sites, Alice ciphers the different sensitive information with different keys.
Each user can manage her certificate freely; she can cipher any dynamic part, if this
one is considered as sensitive.

Therefore, the X316 encryption is defined to allow a user to make confidential
any dynamic part inside the certificate. X316 encryption operates like XMLEncryp-
tion, with differences. Indeed, the certificate must still be checkable even if some
parts are ciphered.

The X316 encryption allows to cipher only the dynamic part. The idea is to put in
the cipher part the corresponding hash value of the plain text part. This hash value
allows anyone to check the validity of the certificate without knowing the actual
content. In fact the morph-transform algorithm replaces all EncryptedDP parts by
the corresponding DPDigest of its plain text.

16.7.2.1 X316 Encryption Syntax

00 <EncryptedDP>
01 <DPDigest>
02 <ec:EncryptionMethod Algorithm=/>
03 <KeyInfo>
04 <ec:CipherValue>
05 </EncryptedDP>

16.7.2.2 EncryptedDP Description

“DPDigest” (Line 01) contains the digest value of the plain text part. When the X316
encryption is used, DPDigest must appear. Indeed the certificate must be checkable
by anyone and not only by the recipient.
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“EncryptionMethod Algorithm” (Line 02) defines the algorithm used to perform
the encryption task. It is defined following W3C recommendation.

The X316 encryption allows using the symmetric and the asymmetric encryption.
The difference between these modes is in the “KeyInfo” parameter.

KeyInfo Syntax

00 <KeyInfo>
01 <ds:KeyID id= />?
02 <ds:KeyValue>?
03 (<EncryptedKey>
04 <ec:EncryptionMethod Algorithm=/>
05 <KeyInfo>
06 <ec:CipherValue>
07 </EncryptedKey>)?
08 </KeyInfo>

KeyInfo Description

The keyInfo contains the description of the key used to cipher the DP part. We define
two types of encryption:

� Symmetric Encryption In this case, only the KeyId (Line 01) is informed as W3C
definition. This identifier allows to recognize and retrieve the used key.

� Asymmetric Encryption This mode works with two keys, a public key and a
session key (symmetric key). This method of encryption ciphers the plain text
with a session key, then, it ciphers it with the public key. Thus, “EncryptedKey”
(lines 03–07) are required to inform of the ciphered session key; the line 04
defines the Asymmetric encryption algorithm following W3C recommendation;
“KeyInfo” in line 05 defines the public key that is used to cipher the session key.
It contains the KeyID (line 01) or the KeyValue (line 02); the line 05 contains the
encrypted session key.

Example

We describe here an asymmetric encryption using RSA (line 07) with AES
(line 04).

00 <EncryptedDP>
01 <DPDigest>
02 kQitWcHqiq6rcZopVVpmm/bB6S=
03 </DPDigest>
04 <ec:EncryptionMethod Algorithm=‘‘..#aes128-cbc"/>
05 <KeyInfo>
06 <EncryptedKey>
07 <ec:EncryptionMethod Algorithm=‘‘..xmlenc#rsa-1_5"/>
08 <KeyInfo>
09 <ds:KeyId Id=‘‘YrQkh1zr.2SsoKE1M="/>
10 </KeyInfo>
11 <ec:CipherValue>xizrbc</ec:CipherValue>
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12 </EncryptedKey>
13 </KeyInfo>
14 <ec:CipherValue>
15 G5LyRhgvjChfo0SYiPGWxwPW2
16 </ec:CipherValue>
17 </EncryptedDP>

As the “DPDigest” part, the “EncryptedDP” part is placed into the signature
float part.

The signature is checked by moving the corresponding “DPDigest” parts to their
original positions. Consequently any entity is able to verify the authenticity of the
certificate without reading the ciphered part. The entity having the corresponding
key can solely decrypt the “CipherValue” part and compare the hash result with the
“DPDigest” value to check the validity of the content.

16.7.3 X316 Context

In the X316 framework, the user is allowed to manage her certificate. This proce-
dure is difficult because she must manually choose the corresponding dynamic parts
according to context. To help the user we introduce the concept of X316 context. It
defines the context profile, e.g., Buying, Selling, Delegation, etc.

Each context profile defines its corresponding parts and indexes the essential
parts in the source certificate.

16.7.3.1 X316 Context Syntax

00 <X316_Context ID=>
01 <Cx_Profile>
02 <Certificates>
03 (<Certificate>
04 <ID>
05 <Issuer>
06 <Mask>
07 <Value>
08 <Privacy>
09 (<Encryption Digit=>
10 <Subject>
11 </Encryption>)*
12 </Privacy>
13 </Mask>
14 </Certificate>)+
15 </Certificates>
16 </X316_Context>

16.7.3.2 X316 Context Description

Each X316 context is defined by a Profile (line 01). Some certificates (lines 02-14)
are selected for each context. Each certificate is defined by its ID and a Mask.
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The Mask represents the certificate stamp. It is composed of a series of digits
(bounded between 0 and n) separated by points, where the nth Mask digit corre-
sponds to the nth DP part (i.e., with respect to its position and order in the certificate)
as following:

Mask digit D
8
<

:

0 If the corresponding DP must be hidden
1 If the corresponding DP must be disclosed
� 2 If the corresponding DP must be ciphered

In one certificate some DPs parts can be ciphered with different keys. In this case a
Mask digit can take several values between 2 and n, where each value (lines 09–12)
identifies the entity (subject: line 10) that is able to decipher the encrypted parts.

Example

This example defines a transaction among three actors:
BuyerD “Alice”, SellerD “Bob” and the Bank.

� HEADER: IDD “1234” IssuerD “Buyer:Alice” SubjectD “Seller:Bob”
� RIGHT:

– Bob ProfileD “Seller”
– CapabilityDTransfer from
� Alice account CreditCardNumberD “5487...” to
� Bob account BankAccountD “USA ...”
� the DUED “400$” for
� the OBJECTD “PDA HP HX4700”.

� AUTHENTICATION: Alice PUBKEYD “RSA 1024”.

This certificate must be checked by both Bob and his Bank, but neither Bob
should be able to read the Alice “CreditCardNumber”, nor the Bank should be able
to read the transaction “OBJECT”. Therefore in this certificate we define the “Cred-
itCardNumber” and the “OBJECT” as Dynamic Parts. By these means these fields
can be secured using the X316 Encryption. The corresponding X316 Context for
this transaction follows:

00 <X316_Context ID =‘‘3AE456">
01 <Cx_Profile> Buying transaction </Cx_Profile>
02 <Certificates>
03 <Certificate>
04 <ID>1234</ID>
05 <Issuer>Alice</Issuer>
05 <Mask>
06 <Value>2.3</Value>
07 <Privacy>
08 <Encryption Digit=‘‘2">
09 <Subject>Seller’s Bank</Subject>
10 </Encryption>
11 <Encryption Digit=‘‘3">
12 <Subject>Seller</Subject>
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13 </Encryption>
14 </Privacy>
15 </Mask>
16 </Certificate>
17 </Certificates>
18 </X316_Context>

As illustrated in the X316 context, the first DP “CreditCardNumber” having the
first Mask digitD “2” (line 05 and lines 07–09) must be ciphered with the seller’s
bank key (e.g., Bank’s public key). The second DP “OBJECT” corresponding to
the mask digitD “3” (line 05 and lines 10–12) must be ciphered with the Seller key
(e.g., the session key defined by both Alice and Bob to communicate safely).

16.7.4 Test and Implementation

The X316 signature is more efficient than other approaches. The delimitation of
removable parts is fulfilled easily by distinguishing static fields from removable
ones. Some tests were implemented to verify the scalability of the X316 morph
characteristic: Indeed, as the number of dynamic parts increases, the work to be
done to handle encryption and signature increases as well. We selected Visual C#
.net for the signature implementation. This “.net” series is very suitable for security
programming. It provides a standard and unique API to develop a similar software
both for mobile and PC devices. We generated an XML file of 20KByte (it is already
a large size for a certificate), and computed the elapsed time to verify the signature
by varying the number of dynamic parts (DPs) from 0 to 200. For these tests we have
used three type of devices: a smartphone “SPV m3000” (195MHZ CPU), a PDA
“HP HX4700” (624MHZ), and a workstation PC intel (3GHZ). The results show
that our procedure does not add much work to the devices: As shown in Fig. 16.14,
even the SPV M3000 computes the X316 signature within less than 1 s.

16.7.5 X316 Summary

In this section, we have demonstrated the need for a new kind of certificates and we
have proposed the X316 certification model. The X316 offers a number of advan-
tages: It allows to embed several authentications into the same certificate, it allows
to hide or cypher dynamically parts of the certificate. Moreover, a security toolbox
enabling these functionality has been developed and successfully tested.

The algorithm for the computation of the morph signature allowing to hide and
cypher parts of a certificate is more general that this scope and can be applied to any
kind of digital document appearing in the digital world, from standard XML docu-
ments to multimedia documents. We are currently working on this latter adaptation.
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Fig. 16.14 Test and evaluation

16.8 Conclusion and Discussion

After exhibiting some related work and motivation of the need for new research in
the field of security in distributed collaborative environments, we have presented
in this chapter the Chameleon architecture. It allows the user to roam transpar-
ently (Table 16.2 C3) in heterogeneous environments (Table 16.2 C1) simply by
using a certification mechanism (X316). The Chameleon using the X316 presents a
number of advantages. Indeed, it consists in a decentralized architecture since each
site, knowing only its neighbors, can perform a large but controlled access to user
communities. Chameleon reduces the human interaction where many security man-
agement functions can be processed dynamically. In addition, Chameleon increases
the user rights along her trip without modifying the local site policy by enabling
trust evaluation with corresponding mapping policy (Table 16.2 C4).

We have made the argument that in organizations where there may be multiple
administrators or administrators may change with time, inconsistencies may occur
in the set of trust beliefs of the organization due to variations in the disposition to
trust of the administrators (Table 16.2 C5).

We have presented our access control model based on trust and in the context
of this architecture we have introduced a new method for administrators to establish
the set of trust beliefs which is more likely to be freed from inconsistencies. The key
to this solution is tying the quantification of trust not to the multiple dispositions to
trust of the administrators but to a single disposition to trust of the organization.

Having administrators evaluate the trustworthiness of neighboring nodes in re-
lation to other nodes (trust sort) and using a mapping function (BV function)
for assigning quantitative values are the highlights of the method. One of the
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Table 16.2 Comparative of distributed systems

C1
interoperability C4 C5 C6
of heterogeneous C2 C3 trust disposition multiple
policies traceability mobility propagation to trust identifications

Shibboleth Yes Yes User No No No
PERMIS Yes No User/service Delegation No No
Sygn Yes Yes User/service Delegation No No
CAS Yes No User/service Mapping No No
TrusrAC Yes No User/service Trust No No

evaluation
Chalemeon Yes Yes User/service Trust Yes Yes

evaluation
and mapping

shortcomings that we recognize in this solution is that the BV function assigns trust
values evenly to all the nodes. It doesn’t take into consideration that the trust values
may not be evenly distributed. Elimination of this shortcoming can be a target for
future work.

The certification model is the basis of the authentication in ubiquitous computing.
Our model of certificate presents a number of advantages. The X316 provide a hard
traceability (Table 16.2 C2) whith embedding a chain of certificates. Furthermore
the user can enter unknown sites with various user interfaces (devices) using the
same certificate (Table 16.2 C6). We have also introduced a new computing method
signature to enrich the certificate adaptability with respect to a contextual situation.

One of the collaborative distributed environments challenges is the fluency of the
interaction between the environment and the user. Thanks to the context template
with the X316 certificates, we reduce at the minimum the user intervention.

We believe that the proposed method can be adapted to any distributed computing
models such as peer-to-peer, ad-hoc networks, grid computing, and pervasive grids.
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Chapter 17
A Low-Cost and Secure Solution
for e-Commerce

Marc Pasquet, Delphine Vacquez, and Christophe Rosenberger

Abstract We present in this paper a new architecture for remote banking and
e-commerce applications. The proposed solution is designed to be low cost and pro-
vides some good guarantees of security for a client and his bank issuer. Indeed, the
main problem for an issuer is to identify and authenticate one client (a cardholder)
using his personal computer through the web when this client wants to access to
remote banking services or when he wants to pay on a e-commerce site equipped
with 3D-secure payment solution. The proposed solution described in this paper is
MasterCard Chip Authentication Program compliant and was experimented in the
project called SOPAS. The main contribution of this system consists in the use of a
smartcard with a I2C bus that pilots a terminal only equipped with a screen and a
keyboard. During the use of services, the user types his PIN code on the keyboard
and all the security part of the transaction is performed by the chip of the smartcard.
None information of security stays on the personal computer and a dynamic token
created by the card is sent to the bank and verified by the front end. We present first
the defined methodology and we analyze the main security aspects of the proposed
solution.

17.1 Introduction

Web offers nowadays many services to an individual such as information deliver-
ing, online games and also e-commerce. E-commerce is currently one of the most
challenging issue in computer science. Many clients buy some products on Internet
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by using their smartcards. As for example, in France, 46% of smartcards owners
used it for e-commerce in 2006. An important limitation of e-commerce is that
many individuals are not confident on the payment process on the Web. Indeed,
only three types of information are usually necessary to make an authentication for
an e-payment:

� Smartcard number
� Expiration date
� CVX2 number (Visual Cryptogram) on the back of the card

Note that this information can be obtained by looking at the smartcard during
less than 1 min. The knowledge of these data is absolutely not a proof you own the
smartcard. Fraud exists on e-commere mainly because of this authentication step.

A second limitation concerns the e-commerce architecture to guarantee classical
security concepts (confidentiality, authentication, integrity, . . . ) during the transac-
tion [1, 8]. Many e-payment architectures have been proposed in the last decade
[3, 9, 10]. Nethertheless, very few of them have been used in real conditions for e-
commerce. The major reason is that the proposed solution must be supported by
major card schemes such as Mastercard and Visa. In the following, we present two
solutions that were defined within this context.

To limit the risk that the customer can repudiate his payment transaction, a set
of companies (Visa, MasterCard, GTE, IBM, Microsoft, Netscape, SAIC, Terisa
system, Verisign) have developed, in the eighties one solution call SET (Secure
Electronic Transaction) [13]. The customers bank sends him one certificate issued
from one CA (Certification authority) of a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) which
is stored on his computer. When he wants to realize a payment on the Web, the
customer must sign with the PKI keys [16].

Another solution for electronic payments is 3D secure [18] developed by Visa
and used by Mastercard. The commercial trademarks are “Secure Code” for Mas-
terCard and “Verified by Visa” for Visa. The term 3D is the contraction of “Three
Domains”:

� Acquiring domain (acquiring bank and merchant)
� Issuer domain including the customer authentication
� Interbank field which makes it possible the two other fields to communicate on

Internet

The client realizes his purchase on a merchant’s Website that is 3D-secure com-
pliant and click on the payment icon (“MasterCard SecureCode” or “Verified by
Visa”). He is invited to enter his card scheme, card number and expiration date (see
Fig. 17.1). The MPI (Merchant Plug-In) installed in the merchant’s website, con-
tacts the Visa or MCI directory to obtain the Internet address of the issuer. Then,
using the client’s personal computer, the MPI contacts the issuer with a formal
PAReq (Payer Authentication Request) message. The client’s authentication is un-
der the bank responsibility. When that last task is realized, the bank issuer answers
to the MPI of the merchant’s website with a formal PARes (Payer Authentication
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Fig. 17.1 The different communications in 3D-secure payment

Response) message. The MPI sends an authorization request to the acquiring bank
which transmits it to the issuer which will answer with an authorization number.
The last dialog is realized to be completely EMV compliant (Europay MasterCard
and Visa). EMV defines the international standards for chip payment cards. EMV
standards are maintained by EMVCo [4].

The most important challenge today in the 3D-secure architecture for a bank
issuer, is to authenticate one client with as many guarantees as possible with the
lowest cost [17]. In fact, with 3D-secure, the authentication problem from the cus-
tomer/merchant domain is replaced by the customer/issuing bank domain. Many
solutions have been proposed in the literature [5, 14]. The main drawback of these
solutions is that they do not exploit the only secure object a client owns that is to
say the smartcard.

The goal of the SOPAS project in which we are involved in, is to propose a new
e-transaction architecture using the smartcard. The objective is then to develop a
secure and a low-cost solution that can be attractive for banks considering security
and commercial issues. In this chapter, we detail the SOPAS solution. We show the
security analysis we made to validate the proposed architecture and the reasons why
we think this solution can be supported by major card schemes.

The chapter is organized as follows. We describe in the second section, the pro-
posed architecture defined within the SOPAS project [12]. In the third section, we
focus on the security issues of the proposed solution. Conclusions and perspectives
of this work are given in the section four.
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17.2 The Proposed Solution

The idea of the SOPAS project is to fulfill two services for one client. The first one
is the payment on an e-commerce site equipped with a 3D-secure payment solution.
The second service deals with remote banking and concerns the use of a personal
computer by a client through the web to access to his bank account and to realize
different operations (consultation or bank transfers for example). We think that the
proposed solution must allow this last service for economical reasons. A bank could
be ready to adopt the solution even it will cost some more money if it can offer an
additional service for a client. Remote banking is generally a service that is rarely
free for a client. A more secure remote banking could be more expensive for a client
but will provide also some more secure e-commerce possibilities. We present in the
next subsection some more details on targeted services by the SOPAS project.

17.2.1 Objectives

First, we have in particular to fulfill the client needs to use Internet to carry out its
remote banking operations. Today, implemented solutions have the main drawback
to be based on a password authentication that is not really secure [15]. Thus, the
SOPAS project has two major objectives:

� To gain the user’s confidence
� To provide a secure solution whose cost of deployment is as cheap as possible

The client must be able to realize different operations such as those detailed in
Table 17.1.

These transactions are very sensitive if we consider the financial impacts of an
uncontrolled use. So, before any access to a banking site, a preliminary authentica-
tion is required. When the client is authenticated, the remote banking site proposes
all the possible operations.

For certain operations realized by the client, it could be necessary:

� To protect against all alterations during the transaction exchanges between the
client and the bank

� To guaranty the good achievement of the transaction of a client
� To have the clients agreement proof

Table 17.1 Remote banking operations

Operations Examples

Standard operations Consultation, transfer, direct debit
Credits Consummation credit, real estate credit
Assurance Assurances subscriptions for cars, home
Saving and Shares Opening of a saving account, stock buying and selling
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All that objectives (authentication, integrity, good achievement and clients
agreement proof) can be realized by question/answer mechanisms:

� The bank generates a question and the client uses a personal device to generate
an answer to the bank.

� The bank verifies this answer for the authentication process or to validate the
transaction.

Second, one client must be able to make a payment on e-commerce websites in
an easy and a secure way. We assume here that the merchant is 3D-secure compliant.
This is not a strong hypothesis as it is supported by Mastercard and Visa.

17.2.2 General Principles

We propose to use three elements in order to guarantee the client’s authentication
for remote banking and for 3D-secure compliant e-commerce:

1. Smartcard A client is also a cardholder. This smartcard is considered by the
banks as to be very secure. It has been personalized by the issuer bank with
cryptographic keys to achieve many secure operations. The belonging of this
smartcard and the knowledge of the PIN code by the cardholder gives some good
guarantees for the bank issuer for the cardholder’s authentication.

2. Personal Device the personal computer is not a secure environment for a strong
authentication of the cardholder. We propose to use a separate device as an in-
terface between the smartcard and the personal computer. This personal device
must be very secure and low cost. The solution is here to use a box just equipped
with a 2� 12 figures screen, a 4� 4 buttons keyboard, a card reader without any
chip. It is the smartcard itself which pilots directly the personal device by its I2C
bus and communicates with the personal computer by its USB bus. This solution
is very different than the ones which use a device which is able to compute. Here,
the “intelligence” and the security of this personal device is completely delegated
to the smartcard. When the smartcard is not connected to the personal device, this
one has no secret at all and can be produced everywhere in the world at a very
low cost.

3. CAP (Chip Authentication Program) [11] CAP provides online chip-based
cardholder authentication within the SecureCode program. It encompasses the
chip application, the terminal, and the issuer server used in the authentication
process, and the interfaces between these components. When the smartcard is
inserted in the personal device, the cardholder is invited to enter his PIN code on
the keyboard. The PIN code goes directly to the smartcard. The smartcard com-
putes a token that is sent to the bank issuer via the personal device, the computer
and the network without any modification.

Such a solution makes it possible to guarantee a complete security of the access to
remote bank applications via Internet, ready to develop the confidence of the users.
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Fig. 17.2 SOPAS solution for remote banking

Fig. 17.3 SOPAS solution for e-commerce

Figure 17.2 shows the SOPAS scheme for a remote banking application. The
user has a SOPAS smartcard and a SOPAS personal device giving him access to
the service. The user proves with the card that he is the legitimate cardholder by
entering his PIN code. The card generates a token call “CAP token” which is used
as authentication proof by the user to his bank. The generated token is transferred
from the card to the user’s personal computer via the personal device, then, to the
front end of the bank via the Internet network. This device is currently not used to
require the user’s assent at the time of a significant banking operation (as in case
of purchase stock for example). Indeed, the device would make it possible to seal a
transaction; this seal is for the bank a proof of the user’s assent.

The SOPAS solution is used mainly to authenticate the user to his bank. This so-
lution, based primarily on the concepts of CAP authentication (MasterCard), should
moreover be easily transposable everywhere in the world. Figure 17.3 shows the
SOPAS solution for e-commerce applications within the 3D secure architecture.
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Fig. 17.4 Interface protocols

17.2.3 Interface Protocols

The protocol used for the authentication is of challenge/answer type. The bank sends
a random number to the card which turns over a token function of the received
random number. This mechanism avoids the attack by replay, contrary to the systems
of authentication having a static signature. Figure 17.4 illustrates the communication
protocols used with the interfaces of the various entities intervening in the proposed
solution.

We can highlight the different parts of the Fig. 17.4:

� The SOPAS Card communicates directly with the personal device (equipped with
a keyboard and a LCD screen) by a different interface than which is used to
communicate with the personal computer. The protocol used is then I2C [7]. This
is particularly important from the security point of view of the solution. This bus
makes it possible the card to interact directly with its cardholder by presenting
him some information via the LCD screen and while requiring some information
(like his PIN code) via the keyboard of the personal device. These two operations
thus do not require the intervention of the personal computer which is considered
as a non secure element.

� The SOPAS card communicates directly with the user’s personal computer with
the USB protocol via the personal device.

� The user’s personal computer is exchanging information with the front end of the
issuer bank using HTTPS protocol because the network is Internet.

17.2.4 Architecture

The following diagram (see Fig. 17.5) details the architecture and the relationships
between the card and the personal device. We can observe that the USB and I2C bus
allows the card, either to communicate with the customer’s personal computer via
the USB interface, or to communicate directly with the personal device in order to
reach its keyboard and its screen.
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Fig. 17.5 SOPAS
architecture
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The second circuit (I2C bus) strongly takes part in the security solution. The CAP
token is calculated by the card, after the PIN code verification, then sends via the
different devices without any modification and controlled by the HSM (Hardware
Security Module) connected to the Bank Front End. So, only the two secure devices
(Card and HSM) are able to calculate or verify the Token.

17.3 Security Analysis

The objective of this section is to provide an analysis of the SOPAS solution as
regarding the security aspects. We study the whole chain in order to determine the
potential risks and in order to validate the SOPAS solution. It also provides us to
determine some associated countermeasures. This analysis can lead us to possible
modifications of the specifications of the final solution. This is particularly justified
by different attacks (phishing and pharming) against remote banking services and
the different well known attacks in e-commerce and e-payment. We show that these
attacks are completely identified within the framework of this analysis. It appears
that the SOPAS solution, in addition to being a solution of customer’s authentication
by his bank, is also a good solution for the bank authentication by the customer,
making thus inoperative the previous attacks.

17.3.1 Methodology

To realize that study, we have used the EBIOS method [2]. We used a software tool
developed by Central Information Systems Security Division (France) in order to
support the EBIOS method. This tool helps the user to produce the risk analysis
and management steps according the “five EBIOS steps” method (see Fig. 17.6) and
allows all the study results to be recorded and the required summary documents to
be produced. The EBIOS tool is open source and free. Different steps are defined in
the EBIOS method:

� Step 1 Context Study: The main purpose is to identify different elements such
as targeted system, general information, context of use and involved entities. We
have here to determine the security domains linked to the owner of the assets to
protect. This essential stage has several objectives:

1. To present the totality of the security environment in which the target of this
study is included

2. To localize the target of the study in its environment and to define precisely
the limits of the security study

3. To precise the perimeter of the target of the study
4. To analyze the interfaces and the transactions to allow identifying the assets

to protect (the data, the treatments, and the entity of the security target)
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Fig. 17.6 EBIOS
methodology
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At the end of this first step, the security target is clearly identified, through the
data and transactions which are realized and the entity which are manipulated
there.

� Step 2 Expression of security needs on the essential elements: This phase
makes it possible to estimate the risks, the risk criteria definition, and to express
the sensitivity of the essential elements face to the respect of the system-targeted
missions.

� Step 3 The purpose here is to identify the risks by studying the threat sources
then to analysis the risks: study of vulnerabilities and risk evaluation by the
formalization of threats on the essential elements. The threats are formalized
by identifying their components (attack methods to which the organization is
exposed, the elements threatening which can be employed, exploitable vulnera-
bilities on the entities of the system and their risk level).

� Step 4 This phase allows to determine the risk treatments (identification of
security objectives), the risk acceptance (list of residual risks) and the risk com-
munication (reports produced for every step of the method). The confrontation
of the threats to the security needs makes it possible to highlight the risks.

� Step 5 The purpose is the determination of security requirements. It is a ques-
tion here of indexing the technical and organizational possible countermeasures
making it possible to cover, at least partially, these incurred risks.

� Step 6 At the end of the method, one particular step can be added. The task
consists in realizing the list of residual risks starting from the assumption that
countermeasures can cover only partially the risk.
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17.3.2 Hypothesis

In order to proceed the security analysis, we need to make some hypothesis and
define its domain.

The card operating system follows the safety requirements evaluated according
to the common criteria method [6]. During the personalization of the card, the later
remote applet loading is blocked. The card and the personal device are delivered by
the bank, and the card delivery follows the standard bank card protocol (security
requirement) and is delivered in a face to face situation by the bank. The delivering
of the PIN is sent to the cardholder by the standard PIN mailer procedure.

Due to its cost, the personal device is an object which cannot be repaired and
which is the subject to a standard exchange in the case of problems (in that eventu-
ality, the material has to be destroyed). The cardholder uses the SOPAS architecture
in a personal environment and known conditions in a standard use (for example
without a company network environment). The personal computer operating sys-
tem is an area of risk whose protection is out of the study perimeter. The remote
banking server (software and hardware) follows completely the security bank re-
quirements. The bank is supposed to have correctly dimensioned and protected its
architecture against mass attacks. The contract aspect between the cardholder and
the bank must be reviewed by the bank lawyer and are not covered by this study.
The SOPAS smartcard is not only a debit or credit card but includes also a CAP
capability. Table 17.2 sums up the different hypothesis for the security analysis.

17.3.3 Results

The total perimeter includes the following security domains: the user, the SOPAS
smartcard, the personal device (with its screen and keyboard), the link between the

Table 17.2 Hypothesis

No. Hypothesis

1 After the initial card personalization, remote applet loading is impossible
2 The card and the personal device are provided by the bank
3 The card OS is “common criteria” compliant
4 The card is delivered in a face to face procedure by the bank, and the PIN is sent by mail in

a special letter which occults these numbers
5 The PIN is calculated and is not stored by the personalizing machine
6 A broken personal device will not be repaired (but destroyed) and only exchanged (standard

exchange)
7 The cardholder will use the smartcard and the personal device in a home environment
8 The personal computer is a risky zone and is out of the study perimeter
9 The equipments (hardware and software) concerning the bank (ACS and Authentication

repository) are compliant with the banking standards
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Fig. 17.7 Study perimeter

personal device, the client personal computer, the client personal computer, the bank
server, the link between the bank server and the client personal computer. That can
be transformed in elementary functional blocks:

� Hardware: personal smartcard, personal computer device, bank servers
� Individual: cardholder
� Organizations: bank, card personalization company
� Networks: USB network, I2C network, Internet
� Software: card operating system, Java card application, ProxyCPC/SC driver,

Web browser, bank server, 3D-secure server

These components, directly concerned by the SOPAS solution, appeared in the
top left hand in blue in Fig. 17.7. The total perimeter of the study is represented
by an ellipse in Fig. 17.7. The red entities inside the perimeter are those whose
risks are excluded by the assumptions or whose countermeasures do not concern
directly the SOPAS solution. As for example, the SOPAS solution cannot ensure that
the personal computer is free from any virus software. We also cannot ensure that
remote banking server is suitably configured, dimensioned, . . . . Nevertheless, for
the red elements belonging to the perimeter, the analysis will be able, if necessary,
to propose a countermeasure.

The perimeter of this study integrates the data processing sequence of the au-
thentication, from the card to the interface of the banking server. Before using the
SOPAS smartcard, procedures of personalization and distribution are necessary. Al-
though, these last do not belong to the perimeter of the SOPAS solution.

The study of the vulnerabilities that we realized enables us to formulate a list
of risks associated by the essential elements. The transformation of these risks in
scenario makes it possible to better evaluate them and judge their gravity. In this
study, we formulated 19 risks. The majority of them concerns the banking data of
the user or the technical information allowing the authentication of the customer by
his bank.
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The incurred risks taken into account in the Ebios list are

� Lost of essential services: the telecommunication network breaks down
� The information system is compromised: interception of the electromagnetic

signal coming from the card and the personal device, distance spying, passive
listening, stolen document, waste support recovering, divulgation, use of non cer-
tified documents, equipment trapping

� Technical failures: hardware and software failures
� Forbidden action: forbidden use of the equipment, deterioration of banking data,

software modification, illicit processing of data
� Errors: use errors, abuse of use, identity usurpation, action disavowal

During this study, a certain number of threats have been identified. The threats
that have been retained are those which have a direct impact on the authentication
mechanism. Additional threats, mainly on the remote banking server (except the
authentication function) were sometimes retained because it will have been judged
that the SOPAS smartcard and the SOPAS personal device could thwart these last.
They are mainly the threats and risks induced by the use of a personal computer
to which remote banking services cannot grant its confidence. Indeed, it is not rare
that the computer has been infected by a Trojan horse and became victim of the well
known technique like the pharming.

It was shown during the study that the SOPAS solution makes it possible to cover
the risks thus identified by associating to it a functionality of checking the banking
server certificate. That prohibits a fraudulent site to be recognized as being the bank.
The user’s personal computer not being confident, it is of primary importance so, on
one hand, the checking of the server certificate must be embedded in the smartcard
and, on the other hand, the result of this checking must be shown on the personal
device screen.

Finally, the risk of disavowal an action was retained because the authentication of
a user does not have any value of assent on an action realized between the beginning
and the end of the connection. This implies the need for the user to sign each remote
banking operations (of a sufficient amount). The signature functionality is in fact
already present in the SOPAS smartcard but is just used for the user authentication
by the bank.

This analysis also showed that, so far as we suppose that the user personal com-
puter is safe (what is not the case but that nevertheless is set as assumption), the
encryption of the communications between the SOPAS smartcard and the user per-
sonal computer is not necessary. Indeed, the messages forwarding between these
two devices are challenge/answer type, and are secure by that way. Coding from
beginning to end would be a solution to mitigate the vulnerability of the personal
computer which, by the presence of the malevolent programs, could deteriorate the
banking data. This solution is however not realistic since at one time or another, the
banking data must be posted on the screen of the personal computer.

To conclude this part, the SOPAS smartcard decreases the risks induced by the
potential vulnerabilities of the personal computer. Indeed, the secrecies of a con-
nection of the user cannot be recovered any more by a simple keylogger or other
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spyware and attacks it by replay is not more exploitable. The use of a certificate
embedded in the smartcard and the checking of the bank certificate by the SOPAS
smartcard could further decrease the risks induced by phishing and pharming tech-
niques. Nevertheless, the use of a personal computer that is not controlled (by the
bank) remains the Achilles’heel of this service. Recurring problems here are found:
how to protect data in an hostile environment?

17.4 Conclusion and Perspectives

The SOPAS solution is made up of a personal device (card reader, screen and key-
board pilot via the I2C bus by the card) and a smartcard (Multi applicative card with
the embedded SOPAS solution and standard EMV), the cost of the card is a little bit
more expensive than a standard EMV chip card (6–8 euros) but the personal device
is very cheap (10–20 euros). This makes it possible for the bank to deliver cards and
personal devices to their clients interested for secure remote banking services and
e-commerce.

Thus, the equipped user is able to generate a “CAP token” that he transmits to
the bank like an authentication value, when he wishes to reach his remote banking
services or to pay on the Web. The bank is convinced to deal with the right person
because the smartcard, before generating the token, requires from the customer to
enter his PIN code (known only by the card and the cardholder), thus resolving the
problem of the CAP token generation.

The security analysis of that solution shows that if we consider the limits created
by the use of a unsecure personal computer, the SOPAS approach is a very good and
secure solution compared to its deployment price.

There are some perspectives of this work. Two main changes are possible in order
to limit the possibility for the user to repudiate his action:

� To oblige the user to sign each remote banking operations (or of a sufficient
amount).

� To use different CAP Token generation options: In the Cap protocol, it is op-
tionally possible to include the transaction amount and currency in the CAP
transaction. This option is indicated by a flag in the card application, bit 8 of
the IAF (Internet Authentication Flags).
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Chapter 18
Hyperchaotic Encryption for Secure E-Mail
Communication

A.Y. Aguilar-Bustos, C. Cruz-Hernández, R.M. López-Gutiérrez,
E. Tlelo-Cuautle, and C. Posadas-Castillo

Abstract In this chapter, secure computer communication based on synchronized
hyperchaotic maps is presented. In particular, we appeal to model-matching ap-
proach from nonlinear control theory to synchronize the outputs of two coupled
hyperchaotic Rössler maps. An application to secure e-mail communication for con-
fidential information is given. By using a hyperchaotic encryption scheme, we show
that output synchronization of hyperchaotic Rössler maps is indeed suitable for en-
cryption, transmission, and decryption of information.

18.1 Introduction

In order to protect the confidential information for communication and database
systems, it is well-known that cryptography is a suitable resource [4, 20, 33, 36, 38].
Recently, chaotic encryption to address the secure communication problem has
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received a great deal of attention. High sensitivity of chaotic systems to initial
conditions and parameters, implies strong cryptographic properties for encryption,
which makes them robust against attacks of enemies, spies, interceptors, cryptana-
lysts, etc.

Most recent publications on secure chaotic communications use analog physical
electronic circuits and attempt to develop a real-time system, see, e.g., [9, 11, 12,
14,15,21,22,29,43]. Nowadays, most communications is via digital computers and
even real-time communication systems are mostly digital not analog.

Synchronization of chaos and hyperchaos has received a lot of attention in last
decades [7,21,23,26,27,32], this interest increases by practical applications in dif-
ferent fields, particularly in secure communications. Chaos synchronization can be
used in different ways for encoding confidential information in private communica-
tions. However, in subsequent works, see, e.g., [3, 28, 34] it have been shown that
encrypted information by means of comparatively “simple” chaos – with only one
positive Lyapunov exponent – does not ensure a sufficient security level. For higher
security purpose, hyperchaotic dynamics – characterized by more than one positive
Lyapunov exponents – are advantageous over simple chaotic dynamics. Two factors
of primordial importance in security considerations related to chaotic communica-
tion are (i) the dimension of the attractor and (ii) the effort required to obtain the
necessary parameters for the matching of a receiver dynamics.

On the basis of these considerations, one way to enhance the level of encryp-
tion security is by applying proper cryptographic techniques to the information in
combination with chaotic encryption schemes [10, 39]. Another way is to encode
information by using high dimensional chaotic attractors, or hyperchaotic attrac-
tors, which take advantage of the increased randomness and unpredictably of the
higher dimensional dynamics. In this case, one generally encounters multiple pos-
itive Lyapunov exponents. However, hyperchaos synchronization is a much more
difficult problem, see, e.g., [1, 8, 16, 17, 24, 37, 42]. The level of security is also
enhanced by using chaos modeled by delayed differential equations, such systems
have an infinite-dimensional state space, and produce hyperchaotic dynamics with
an arbitrarily large number of positive Lyapunov exponents [9, 12, 35].

The aim of this chapter is to present a cryptosystem for secure e-mail com-
munications to transmit encrypted audio and image messages, which is based on
synchronized hyperchaotic Rössler maps. This objective is achieved by appealing to
nonlinear control theory, in particular, we use the model-matching approach given
in [2]. This approach presents several advantages over the existing synchronization
methods reported in the current literature [2, 21, 23].

We apply output synchronization of hyperchaotic Rössler maps to encrypt, trans-
mit, and decrypt confidential audio and image messages for e-mail communication.

The sections of this chapter are organized as follows: In Section 18.2, secure
e-mail computer communication is described. In Section 18.3, the proposed hy-
perchaotic cryptosystem is presented. In Section 18.4, a brief summary on output
synchronization of hyperchaotic maps is provided. By using computer simula-
tions, the approach used is explained by means of the hyperchaotic Rössler map
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in Section 18.5. An application of output synchronization to secure e-mail commu-
nications is illustrated in Section 18.6. The chapter is concluded with some remarks
in Section 18.7.

18.2 Description

We describe our hyperchaotic encryption scheme in a current Internet transmis-
sion among remote computers. In this scenario, in the transmitter computer and
in each receiver computers were installed the output synchronization program (soft-
ware), the transmission of hyperchaotic encrypted audio and image messages; which
are transmitted through common e-mail among computer networks. Such messages
are decrypted in an exact fashion in a remote network of the receiver computers.
Figure 18.1 illustrates the secure computer communications for real-time digi-
tal communication systems via e-mail. The cryptosystem is composed by three
processes: (i) hyperchaotic encryption, (ii) hyperchaotic synchronization, and (ii)
hyperchaotic decryption. In next sections, we explain each process to achieve the
secure computer communications.

18.3 Hyperchaotic Cryptosystem

In this section, a cryptosystem based on synchronized hyperchaotic (three-
dimensional) maps is described. The aim is to transmit encrypted messages
from computer A to remote computer B (the so-called authorized communicating

Transmitter
computer

Remote
network of

receiver
computers

Fig. 18.1 Secure communications among remote computer networks via e-mail
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Fig. 18.2 Secure
communication scheme based
on hyperchaotic encryption
for remote computers
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m
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m'
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B
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computers) as is depicted in Fig. 18.2. A message m is to be transmitted over an
insecure communication channel. To avoid any unauthorized computer (intruder)
located at the mentioned channel; m is encrypted prior to transmission to generate
an encrypted message s,

s D f .m; k/ ;
by using a hyperchaotic map f on computer A.

The encrypted message s is sent to computerB , wherem is recovered as Om from
the hyperchaotic decryption g, as

Om D g .s; k/ :

If f and g have used the same key k, then at computer B it is possible to ob-
tain Om D m. A secure channel (dashed line) is used for transmission of the keys.
Generally, this secure communication channel is a courier and is too slow for the
transmission of m. Our hyperchaotic cryptosystem is reliable, if it preserves the
security of m, i.e., if m0 ¤ m for even the best cryptanalytic function h, given by

m0 D h .s/ :

To achieve the proposed hyperchaotic encryption scheme, we appeal to 3D hy-
perchaotic Rössler map for encryption/decryption purposes (f and g, respectively).
The Rössler map have a number of parameters determining their dynamics; such
parameters and initial conditions are the coding “keys”, k. We expect that it can
perform the objective of the secure communication and the transmitting messages
can be recovered at the receiver. In order to guarantee the encryption and decryp-
tion, the hyperchaotic Rössler maps have to achieve the so-called synchronization
on both computersA andB . For such reason, our first problem to solve is to design a
control u for hyperchaotic synchronization, which will be shown in next section. In
this work, the confidential informationm to be sent via e-mail are audio and image
messages.
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18.4 Output Synchronization of Hyperchaotic Maps

Consider a map defined by

P W
�
x .k C 1/ D f .x .k/ ; u .k// ;

y .k/ D h .x .k// ;
(18.1)

where the state vector x 2 X (an open set in<n), the input u is inside an open set U
in<, and the output y belongs to an open set Y in<. The mappings f W X�U ! X

and h W X ! Y are analytic. In addition, consider the following map, described by

M W
�
xM .k C 1/ D fM .xM .k/ ; uM .k// ;

yM .k/ D hM .xM .k// ;
(18.2)

where the state vector xM 2 XM (an open set in <nM ), the input uM 2 UM
(an open set in <), and the output yM belongs to an open set YM in <. Also,
the mappings fM W XM � UM ! XM and hM W XM ! YM are analytic.
For certain parameter values, the uncontrolled maps (18.1) and (18.2), i.e., for
u .k/ D uM .k/ D 0, exhibit hyperchaotic behavior; that is, the maps have mul-
tiple positive Lyapunov exponents. The synchronization problem addressed here is
defined as follows.

Definition 18.1 (Output synchronization problem, OP). [13] The output y.k/ of
the hyperchaotic map (18.1) synchronizes with the output yM .k/ of the hyperchaotic
map (18.2), if

lim
k!1

jy .k/ � yM .k/j D 0; (18.3)

no matter which initial conditions x .0/ and xM .0/ have, and for suitable input
sequences u .k/ and uM .k/.

Notice that, we are considering partial synchronization between hyperchaotic
maps (18.1) and (18.2), which is a substantial difference with other approaches
based on complete synchronization.

Figure 18.3 shows the output synchronization scheme by using model-matching
approach: the master is the hyperchaotic map M with state vector xM , input uM ,
and output yM . The nonlinear function �M D �M .xM ; uM / is the coupling se-
quence between P and M , which is transmitted through a public channel to the
slave, and is used to synchronize the master and slave in the sense of the condi-
tion (18.3). The slave consists of the hyperchaotic map P and a compensator C .
The compensator C is utilized to control P with inputs �M and x, and output u.
If the compensator C yields properly the control sequence u, then the output error
synchronization e .k/ D yE .k/ D y .k/�yM .k/ asymptotically converges to zero.

For secure computer communications based on previous output synchronization
scheme between maps P and M : at the hyperchaotic transmitter, the messages are
encrypted (by direct modulation, additive masking, or another technique) and sent
to the hyperchaotic receiver via a public channel. Finally, the original messages are
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Fig. 18.3 Output
synchronization scheme
by using model-matching
approach M
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fM
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uM

x u
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yM y− +
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decrypted at the receiver end by using output synchronization. For this purpose, we
will use a communication scheme based on hyperchaotic encryption, to send audio
and image messages.

18.4.1 Model-Matching Problem: a Brief Review

Considering the hyperchaotic maps (18.1) and (18.2), we assume that P evolves
in a neighborhood of an equilibrium point x0; that is, around

�
x0; u0

� 2 X � U
such that f

�
x0; u0

� D x0, with
˚
u .k/ D u0 W k � 0
 being a (constant) in-

put sequence. For this sequence there exists another (constant) output sequence˚
y .k/ D h �x0� D y0 W k � 0
. In the same way, let the equilibrium point of M

be denoted by x0M around
�
x0M ; u

0
M

� 2 XM � UM . According to Fig. 18.3 we are
interested in to design a control u for P which, irrespectively of the initial condi-
tions of P and M , makes the output y.k/ of P asymptotically converges to the
output yM .k/ produced byM under an arbitrary input uM .k/. This problem is the
so-called discrete-time asymptotic model-matching problem (DAMP) from nonlin-
ear control theory. Which coincides with the OP, see [2, 21, 23]. In [2] is adopted
the following approach: the DAMP is reduced into a problem of decoupling the out-
put of a suitable auxiliary system from the input uM to the model M . In this way,
we define an output error yE .k/ D y .k/ � yM .k/, and we choose u .k/ such that
yE .k/ is decoupled from uM .k/ for all k � 0, and converges asymptotically to
zero. Such auxiliary system is defined as follows

E W
�
xE .k C 1/ D fE .xE .k/ ; uE .k/ ;wE .k// ;

yE .k/ D hE .xE .k// ;
(18.4)

with auxiliary state vector xE D .x; xM /T 2 <nCnM , and auxiliary inputs uE D u
and wE D uM , where

fE .xE ; uE ;wE / D
�

f .x; u/
fM .xM ; uM /

�
;

hE .xE / D h .x/ � hM .xM / :
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Given this system, together with an equilibrium point x0E D
�
x0; x0M

�
it is

known that, if the disturbance-decoupling problem with measurement disturbance
wE associated with the system E has a solution on ˝E

0 , an open and dense subset
of X � XM � U � UM , defined around the equilibrium point

�
x0; x0M ; u

0; u0M
�
,

then there exists an analytic mapping 	E defined on ˝E
0 with the property that the

control
u .k/ D 	E .xE .k/ ;wE .k// D 	E .xE .k/ ; uM .k// (18.5)

decouples the output yE of the closed-loop system (18.4)–(18.5) from the distur-
bance wE for every initial state of xE in an open and dense subset of X � XM
contained in ˝E

0 .
In [2] the OP is treated in terms of a relative degree associated with the outputs

y and yM . Thus, the following definitions are introduced. Let f0, fM0
, and fE0

be the undriven state dynamics f .�; 0/, fM .�; 0/, and fE .�; 0; 0/, respectively, and
f
j
0 , f jM0

, and f jE0
the j-times iterated compositions of f0, fM0

, and fE0
with

f 00 .x/ D x, f 0M0
.xM / D xM , and f 0E0

.xE / D xE .

Definition 18.2 ([25]). The output y of P Eq. (18.1) is said to have a relative de-
gree d in an open and dense subset O of X � U containing the equilibrium point�
x0; u0

�
, if

@

@u

h
h ı f l0 .f .x; u//

i
 0

for all 0 � l � d � 1, for all .x; u/ 2 O , and

@

@u

h
h ı f d0 .f .x; u//

i
¤ 0

for all .x; u/ 2 O .
A similar definition can be given for the relative degree of M Eq. (18.2), dM ,

in an open and dense subset OM , of XM � UM containing the equilibrium point�
x0M ; u

0
M

�
.

The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the local
solvability of the OP.

Theorem 18.1 ([2]). Consider the maps P Eq. (18.1) and M Eq. (18.2) around,
respectively, their equilibria

�
x0; u0

�
and

�
x0M ; u

0
M

�
. Suppose that the outputs y of

P and yM of M have finite relative degree d and dM , respectively defined on O
andOM . Assume that for all xE D .x; xM /T 2 X �XM and uM 2 UM ,

0 2 Im
n
hE ı f dE0

.fE .xE ; �; uM //
o
;

where Im f'g denotes the image of '. Then the OP is locally solvable on˝E
0 if, and

only if,
d � dM : (18.6)
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If the condition (18.6) holds, then from definition of d and dM , there exists an
analytic mapping 	E W <nCnM�< �< ! <, such that

yE .k C d C 1/ D hE ı f dE0
ı fE

�
xE .k/ ; 	

E .xE .k/ ; uM .k/ ; v .k//
�
D v .k/ ;

with v 2 < an external control, or equivalently we have that,

S
�
x .k/ ; 	E .xE .k/ ; uM .k/ ; v .k//

�
D v .k/� h ı f d0 ı f .x .k//
ChM ı f lM0

ı fM .xM .k/ ; uM .k// :

Where 	E .xE ; uM ; v/ is the reverse of S .x; �/, that is

	E .xE .k/ ; uM .k/ ; v .k// D S�1
 
x .k/ ; v .k/ � h ı f d0 ı f .x .k//
ChM ı f lM0

ı fM .xM .k/ ; uM .k//

!
;

(18.7)
where the external control is given by

v .k/ D �
dX

lD0
˛l

h
h ı f l0 .x .k// � hM ı f lM0

.xM .k//
i
: (18.8)

Under the new coordinates

.� .xE / ; xM / D � .xE / D � .x; xM / ;
where � .xE / D .�1 .xE / ; :::; �dC1 .xE //T and �i .xE / D hEi

ı f i�1E0
.xE / D

i .x/ � hMi
ı f i�1M0

.xM / for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; d C 1. The closed-loop auxiliary

systemE, by using the control u D 	E .xE ; uM / Eqs. (18.7)–(18.8), takes the form

�i .k C 1/ D �iC1 .k/ ; i D 1; :::; d;
�dC1 .k C 1/ D v .k/ D �˛0�1 .k/ � � � � � ˛d �dC1 .k/ ;
xM .k C 1/ D fM .xM .k/ ; uM .k// ;

yE .k/ D �1 .k/ : (18.9)

18.4.2 Output Synchronization

From Eq. (18.5) we can express the control u as follows

u .k/ D 	E .x .k/ ; xM .k/ ; uM .k// D 	E .x .k/ ; �M .xM .k/ ; uM .k/// ;

(18.10)
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where the nonlinear function �M .xM ; uM / is the coupling sequence to be transmit-
ted from the master M to construct u in C , which solves the OP, see Fig. 18.3. In
the context of synchronization, a key observation, provided by the special form in
(18.10), is that �M .xM ; uM / fixes the coupling sequence to be transmitted to the
slave. Next, we rewrite the following procedure to achieve output synchronization
between P andM proposed in [2]:

1. Given a hyperchaotic map x .k C 1/ D f .x .k//, we write it in the forms P
Eq. (18.1) and M Eq. (18.2) by adding the control inputs u .k/ and uM .k/,
respectively.

2. We define properly the outputs y and yM for P and M , respectively; such that
the OP has a solution, that is the condition d � dM holds.

3. We obtain the control u according to Eqs. (18.7)–(18.8).
4. From u D 	E .xE ; uM /, we proceed to identify the coupling sequence
�M .xM ; uM /.

5. Once the coupling sequence �M D �M .xM ; uM / has been decided, then the
output y of P can track arbitrary reference signal yM of M in the sense of
condition (18.3).

In next section, we will illustrate the above procedure to synchronize the outputs
of two hyperchaotic Rössler maps, which is a necessary condition in secure com-
puter communications for encryption and decryption of confidential information.

18.5 Output Synchronization of Hyperchaotic Rössler Maps

Consider the Rössler map described by [19]:

8
<̂

:̂

x1 .k C 1/ D ˛x1 .k/ .1 � x1 .k// � ˇ .x3 .k/C 	/ .1 � 2x2 .k// ;
x2 .k C 1/ D ıx2 .k/ .1 � x2 .k//C &x3 .k/ ;
x3 .k C 1/ D � ..x3 .k/C 	/ .1� 2x2 .k// � 1/ .1� �x1 .k// ;

(18.11)

for the parameter values ˛ D 3:8, ˇ D 0:05, 	 D 0:35, ı D 3:78, & D 0:2,
� D 0:1, and � D 1:9 the uncontrolled Rössler map (18.11) exhibits hyperchaotic
behavior. Following Step 1, we add a control input u in (18.11), so we have P for
the slave,

P W

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

x1 .k C 1/ D ˛x1 .k/ .1 � x1 .k//� ˇ .x3 .k/C 	/ .1 � 2x2 .k//C u .k/ ;

x2 .k C 1/ D ıx2 .k/ .1 � x2 .k//C &x3 .k/ ;
x3 .k C 1/ D � ..x3 .k/C 	/ .1 � 2x2 .k//� 1/ .1 � �x1 .k// ;

y .k/ D x2 .k/ :
(18.12)
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In this way, we propose the Rössler map M for the master, described by

M W

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

xM1 .k C 1/ D ˛xM1 .k/ .1� xM1 .k//� ˇ .xM3 .k/C 	/ .1� 2xM2 .k//C uM .k/ ;

xM2 .k C 1/ D ıxM2 .k/ .1� xM2 .k//C &xM3 .k/ ;

xM3 .k C 1/ D � ..xM3 .k/C 	/ .1� 2xM2 .k//� 1/ .1� �xM1 .k// ;
yM .k/ D xM2 .k/ ;

(18.13)

in this case, we use uM .k/ D 0 to keep the master (18.5) with hyperchaotic be-
havior. According to the Step 2, we define the outputs y D x2 and yM D xM2

in (18.12) and (18.5), respectively. In this way, the relative degrees of the slave
(18.12) and master (18.5) are d D dM D 2, with this, the OP has a solution ac-
cording to (18.6). Step 3, in order to find the solution u; firstly, we construct the
auxiliary system E (18.4) from (18.12) and (18.5), with output given by yE D
y � yM D x2 � xM2. Defining �1 D yE , the auxiliary system in new coordinates,
is described by

�1 .k C 1/ D �2 .k/ ;

�2 .k C 1/ D �3 .k/ ;

�3 .k C 1/ D �˛2�3 .k/ � ˛1�2 .k/� ˛0�1 .k/ D v .k/ : (18.14)

If we propose the control law according to Eqs. (18.7)–(18.8), then u.k/ is
given by

u D 1

�

�
1 � vC a � b

c

�
� .˛x1 .1 � x1/� ˇ .x3 C 	/ .1 � 2x2// ; (18.15)

where

a D ıa1 .1 � a1/C a2;
a1 D ı .ıxM2 .1 � xM2/C &xM3/ .1 � .ıxM2 .1 � xM2/C &xM3//

C & .� ..xM3 C 	/ .1 � 2xM2/ � 1/ .1 � �xM1// ;
a2 D &Œ� .� ..xM3 C 	/ .1 � 2xM2/� 1/ .1 � �xM1//C 	/

�.1 � 2.ıxM2.1 � xM2//C &xM3// � 1/
� .1 � � .˛xM1 .1 � xM1/ � ˇ .xM3 C 	/ .1 � 2xM2/C uM //�;

b D ıb1 .1 � b1/ ;
b1 D ı .ıx2 .1 � x2/C &x3/ .1 � .ıx2 .1 � x2/C &x3//

C& .� ..x3 C 	/ .1 � 2x2/ � 1/ .1 � �x1// ;
c D &� ..� ..x3 C 	/ .1 � 2x2/ � 1/ .1� �x1//C 	/
� .1 � 2 .ıx2 .1 � x2/C &x3/ � 1//:
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For Step 4; the coupling sequence �M .xM ; uM / from (18.5) to (18.12) according
to (18.15), is given by

�M .xM .k/ ; uM .k// D ˛0xM2 .k/C ˛1 .ıxM2 .k/ .1 � xM2 .k//

C&xM3 .k//C ˛2d C a

where

d D ı .ıxM2 .k/ .1 � xM2 .k//C &xM3 .k// .1 � .ıxM2 .k/ .1 � xM2 .k//

C&xM3 .k///C & .� ..xM3 .k/C 	/ .1 � 2xM2 .k//� 1/ .1 � �xM1 .k/// :

Finally, for Step 5 from Eq. (18.14) we see that the output y of the closed-loop
slave P Eq. (18.5) differs from the output yM of M Eq. (18.12) by a signal yE
obeying the linear difference equation

˛2 yE .k C 2/C ˛1 yE .k C 1/C ˛0 yE .k/ D 0;

where ˛0, ˛1, and ˛2 are constant real coefficients. A proper location of the roots
of the polynomial ˛2
2 C ˛1
 C ˛0 D 0 entails the desired asymptotic behavior
yE .k/ D 0, i.e., y .k/ converges to yM .k/, and therefore the output synchro-
nization condition (18.3) holds. If we choose ˛i D 0:1, i D 0; 1; 2, we assure
that the system (18.14) will be exponentially stable and output synchronization
condition (18.3) holds. We take the initial conditions x .0/ D .0:3; 0; 0:05/ and
xM .0/ D .0:1; 0:2;�0:1/ for P andM , respectively. For this hyperchaotic Rössler
map was shown in [2] the matching between the outputs y .k/ D x2 .k/ and
yM .k/ D xM2 .k/ after some transient behavior. In next section, we illustrate the
encrypted transmission of confidential messages.

18.6 Secure Chaotic Encryption

In this section, we show how output synchronization of two hyperchaotic Rössler
maps is used in secure computer communication to send confidential information. In
particular, we show a secure e-mail communication schemes to transmit encrypted
audio and image messages.

The communication scheme to send confidential messages via e-mail is shown
in Fig. 18.4. This cryptosystem uses two transmission lines, in one the coupling
sequence �M .k/ D �M .xM .k/ ; uM .k// is transmitted to achieve output synchro-
nization between hyperchaotic transmitter and receiver computers. �M .k/ is only
used for fast synchronization and does not contain any information of the confiden-
tial message m.k/. While in the second line, we send the encrypted confidential
message m.k/, here the nonlinear function �.�; �/ encrypts both the message m.k/
and chaotic output yM .k/ in the transmitter computer. The encrypted message s .k/
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Fig. 18.4 Block diagram for
the hyperchaotic encryption
to encode, transmit, and
decode messages
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is transmitted to the receiver computer. The nonlinear function for encryption pro-
cess is proposed as follows

� .yM ; m/ D s D g1 .yM /C g2 .yM /m;

and the nonlinear function for decryption process is given by


 .y; s/ D �g1 .y/
g2 .y/

C s

g2 .y/
:

In particular, the encryption function installed in the transmitter computer is
given by

� .yM ; m/ D y3M C
�
1C y3M

�
m D s; (18.16)

and the decryption function installed into remote receiver computer is defined by


 .y; s/ D �y3
1C y3 C

s

1C y3 : (18.17)

The functions (18.16) and (18.17) are implemented for encryption and decryption
processes, respectively, see Fig. 18.4.

18.6.1 Communicating Encrypted Audio Messages

Firstly, we use like confidential information m.k/ a voice message, the transmit-
ted message with the encrypted the information s .k/, and at the receiver computer
end, the recovered information Om.k/. Figure 18.5 shows the encrypted transmis-
sion and recovery when the confidential message m.k/ (top of figure) is a voice
message, in this case the word “cuatro” that means four in Spanish. The transmitted
hyperchaotic sequence s.k/ (middle of figure), and recovered message Om.k/ at the
receiver computer (bottom of figure). We can see after brief transient time that the
information is recovery faithfully, after a brief transient.
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S

Fig. 18.5 Communication and recovering of confidential message: m (top of figure), the original
voice message, the hyperchaotic (very complex) sequence s(k) sent to the receiver computer with
the encrypted m (middle of figure), and the recovered message m (bottom of figure)

Fig. 18.6 (a) Original jpg image message to be sent for computer A, (b) hyperchaotic encrypted
image through insecure channel, and (c) recovered jpg image for computer B

18.6.2 Communicating Encrypted jpg Image Messages

Figure 18.6 shows (a) the original jpg image message in the transmitter computer,
(b) the transmitted hyperchaotic encrypted image, and (c) the recovered jpg image
into receiver computer.

Remark 18.1. Here the processes of encryption and synchronization are completely
separated with no interference between them. So, encrypted message does not inter-
fere with synchronization, therefore not increasing the sensitivity of synchronization
to external errors. As a result, the hyperchaotic cryptosystem with two transmission
channels gives faster synchronization and high security, see [43].
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18.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a scheme to achieve output synchronization of
hyperchaotic maps via model-matching approach. This method is inspired from
nonlinear control theory, which presents the advantage that is systematic, useful
to synchronize identical and no identical hyperchaotic systems. We have showed
by computer simulations, that this approach is indeed suitable to synchronize two
hyperchaotic Rössler maps unidirectionally coupled.

We have applied output synchronization of two hyperchaotic Rössler maps
in secure computer communications. In particular, we have presented a hyper-
chaotic communication scheme to transmit encrypted confidential audio and image
messages. As well as, the intrinsic advantages for the encryption presented (the non-
linear function � and 
), no additive masking by the mentioned schemes, we have
increased the security by using complex hyperchaotic transmitted signals. Of course,
a complete analysis on security of our cryptosystem will be reported in other side.
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